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PREFACE

is.; the Second of a series of reports concerned with the

teachint.of disadvantaged ''ahildren. They are the direct outcome of the

proposal:funded-as part of the U.S. 'Office of *Education's T.T.T. Project.

The initial proposal was presented under the names of Samuel R. Keys,

Raymond S. Adams and Vilna& D:`Hedges'as co-project directors and

Bob. G. Woodi as Dean of the College of Education. Prior to the writing

of the proposal-, a planning dotatittee Lifter deliberating over general

priorities agreed on the fodiis that -shoUld be adopted in tthe present

.

undertaking!. The,-cOninittee' coaiPritied:. Robert- Wheeler, Aiisistant/ SUper:-

,:intander.it.. of $14tO'O1.s Kansas. Cit Mo., Will jam D. Hedges, Asiiistant

Superintendent of School, one from the'.iJniversity of

inssouri atColumb 1a Samuel:it. Keys ;' Assaciate '6ean. Oi%the College of

EtigIish. Dian of Arts and §Ciince,^lionald'O.

ProfessOe-Of SoiOlOgy,ltalf C. BeeIl, ProfeeSOr of Education and

RaymOtidASi:.;Ada;JAsikkieite Prafessdr of EaCiat ResearCh,14tiaiiOn and

,,.1"Nleptaiiht4i.e0dit(8iinfinei its itientiOn to the pO"tential

...
relevance i ot!,,lid-C1`6315gq,<Iii: `the- telithei training program.

' , .."It re section ihia 11ip1iáè 'of what was planned

as a4Iiiilt14ihatii,pialeit: tórIer b let t üent report in perspective
. , ;

it is useful to. oUtline the rationale that lies behind the whole scheme.
v

the facts that
r

for the-.41.0*00000eifiiik464coii0iuisAcif'aiiadv ntige are ad

. ,
ty 4'4,4 ,. 0.. 4,4K m "11; p, e .

.dcp' ri$4.9Sin ate, a drabaitd .unpromising present and a future11414 `'q ,

, .

1),esec4*titqliiiiiiiiii*Me4tfeilfe9-fiiii.ad'4tliVi if ')4;ciiileitlic>i;4er;i'tColligi"

taj

4 :at Q".4 ;. e jlv

.1, tf':
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reform and improvement. H9wever, whatever.the nature of this reform and

improvement might be, it,would be of no use if the. teachers of. dis-

advantaged children remaine4.incompetentiv deal with their. unique

educational problem. for this reason, we felt that the most immediate

task was to go about training.teacherswho could ,operatesuccessfully

with disadvantaged children.--irrespective of.the extent' to which school

systems had undergone Arganipational and econopkovreform themselves..
1,, !.

We were led by out emphasis on teaching to focus initially on

the teacher-pupil transactions. In the most down-to-earth terms.,' the .

educational process requires the teacher.to.act..as an intermediary between
1::. ,

the child and the subject matter of the curriculum. As an intermediari"
;

the teacher translates subject matter into forms, appropriate for the le01.
ft, ,:E;

of conceptual development of the child. How .efficient the teacher.is

then, depends on (a) her subject matter competency,. (b) her ability. to
4 ri I.

understand the child's conceptual state, and, (c.,) .hot. ability. to .mediate
7.1i: :I( . .

..p.

between the two. It has been clearly demonstrated (Coleman, 1948)that)

teachent have failed spectacularly .as, mediators for. the .disadvaptaged

child. Available evidence; suggests that this failure, stems :

ignorance of subject matter but. rather Tfrom understanding. of:
rt%!!t r t ;1* . ' t r t

how the disadvantaged child thinks, hoWhig.feep and show ;be-
; .

world around him. 1.. '

.,While, the 'prol3lemiinay be .1tapped, u, relwyelysimppoi;erms,
k: " "

soluti.-= cannot be.. What.we have here, is,,an !IR4rats011ugnap!:L.'
that separates the teacher from the ta4ghtrlthe ghetto #0441rI,firoinfAtte '

Mainstream of American life. And. t4is.ilva culture Amm70..cpAtimek'433
:13 ;14,4(.1

, , ,
wide if not wider than the gap between.AmericanictAturelndekAr4Vtageseqi.:

e-;,:- <-1 c.,%4.
-

The illustration may be overly dramatic, but the ingredients are the
tp

same. The two cultures,, ghetto and njil-ghetto, are grossly ignorant of

a
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each others ways of life.- Egocentrically and ethnocentrically, they

perceive.-fheirown virtues and the other's vi6es. Seldom do they see

their own vices and the other's virtues. Because the to cultures have

long been separated, their respective inhabitants have seldom felt

constrained to examine theivintetcultutLI relationships. Now with

protest and diseontent.burgeaningi.and intercultural 'incidents'

increasing, we have become aware of the need to pay attention to the

social:probldm in.our midst. Mhat we see doeè not enchant. We hive,

in the case of the disadvantaged.it-4eetS,. tangible evidence that

violates the Ameridan dream.-

But -merely to Identify the Oroblem'and beCOmeintensely-co'nceined,

is not to solve it. Solution Alepends:onVVetcoming the inertia of

history-'-the social conditions.flat led: to the extremes of 'poverty and
.

disadmantage. They- are,. though may- be -unwilling. to. .admi t it , Il"

with us.,to. a considerable degree; We have eliminated the 'praCtics

slavery but- the attitudes that made iv-908411y acceptable 1.n the' first
place, have , only ; undergone slight -evoltitionS"; Attitudes` towards ethrilc

minorities and the economically. unsUdceSsful, Still 'reflect' Older beliefs

in the -socialy.smoral and,Intellectual iriadequacy'of those who can be so
. .. .

classified. !:1Gilken the itratiotittlity Of-Such 'attitudes-and' b6liefs and

given ft.lwir die functional soètl cáuèIcei, ''reform

necessatrtp.:-But theta& AA one. It ill U'61:i be

accomplished by haphaszitd, piedéil .1eViltit-Cli'sr on ieldeted ''IrobiemEi here

and thexie:4-; t Nor

that over ;thetirs elf fiSitS Lie in range,

in scope and int tacit; .

one, will be edueittiot dia:2
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advantaged, communixy,yell.. It, too is bowed down by its *own. inertia:.:.

Consequently, if education is. to changes.,tt _too will have to do mote-.that

make minor modifications to ..its venerable! structure.

Because we believed that educational change in the training of

teachers of disadvantaged. children would need to be substantial, we. ;*:c ;-'*:*-

envisaged (i). the development of a. comprehensive, and 7integrated .taysten,7f'

(in the systems theory, sense of the word). fortraining teachers of' the

underprivileged so :,that they become experts in understanding the world' ..

of the disadvantaged; (ii) :the implementa Ion of that system as both

pre-service and in-service teacher training programs, and most importantly;

(iii) the utilization of .this system in-action as a training program for

the trainers of teachers of . the disadvantaged. L.

. However, ,.another assumption. underlay our initial planning.. We

did not necessarily, :believe that all change must necessarily' be ..forifthe ; -

better. were..conilinced, that, some needless expenditure' of money. and-

efforst,.cpuld avoided ,by careful. and systematic planang. We Eclati

believed ;that careful and.systemstic,:-planning would be facilitated if .

advantaget,wer, taken ;ofiwhatever up-to-date. knowledge relevant ',to the 'No r '

problem could. be .gathered, evaluated. and, used. Because we thought that

a substantial amount.. of :,91e,lulowledge....available .in the . social 'Sciences

about the world, of the d,isadvantandchi,14.,woul.dibe relevant; we argued

that it should, therefore by .acstRulatlid, d tilled, and,1when approved, ..

be incorporatedAnX° o4;,...qgwcr7q519PtAR;IXAPAng4e441,w0'..

While in accordance ;74,ck,A47;11tApkil'.,Newtlirements our principal

objective was to provide a ltr rang,. pxoeats..that would, be viable,for-or .

preparing trainers fof^ to ,ohers_;,Qf::the uncterpxisttilegad. Met held that

such viability cannot be. demonstre.biadt Maass .competent teachers are.,t
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being producedr.,Thus,hand.,:in hand with the main 'objective 'then 'went

a correla;ivg one _of :deyelppi.nga,program for the actual 'training of
teacherp...,.,,,This program for .teachers or underprivileged children then

would .s,arlte .trypurposes:!!, (1)! to provide concrete evidence of the

practical results. of; the system,.! (2): to provide a continuing source of

evaluation of-and. feedback to the main. programs.

. Zt should be emphasized. lat. the outset that the training of teachers

involves more .than the trainers,. them3elves . It involves curricula,
equipment, .; ,plant 2. and, in,,.fact, all the paraphernalia of the entire
teaching program:. Consequently', any improvement in any of these is,
in effect, .,anAmprovement; of .the trainer. .The project proVided not only

for improvement..in the.:.training:of the trainers 'but. also-iraprovement

in teaching :aids. and-..curricula *as, well -4 .Further, it provided for

improvemernt.lin.,,phe q4ality: of,suppiementary.,:training given by' school'

administrators ,,anid: sup.ervis.ory Tteaeherd.::. ; 'Finally, An order tcOtollOw

.provided, fox the rdeveloptent of a completely neve'teadier-

training,,program peir, se. ;!: t ,.;. / ;

The progrep.i....can best 'be seen, as series of interrelated Tasks.

These Tasks.,q4ster..:.o., fp.m!four piator::Operatfons:. These Oteiattons

are resp.F.P.yeXy: (1).:,.researcluattd detrelopment;. '(2) !activation;

(3) disserainatl.onl land (4) pplication. 'Operation,l- represents the''

'plannipg stiaLef!,sr.P.PRI;,..040n;; represent is hthe OiloVstagi.' ancr-

Operations. 11..P51,..A, represent.,:,the> ' operating: stage' The present report ''?

is concstrng Qne:.;aspecti:.. ofrOperat ion- 1; suetr'.ieili**corisistent

with the ot4fir aspe.Osi.tott3Operation'lltlf: They' all emplor the same itistegir

It is dtterelAtfrpg idoziothers lift that ':its liddioIdgy ' 't

Ratio: ale gdocationat.:4setiotilahoulti bw- based i'atiriidielitf ficlicilY "" 'j:



gleaned Informati9ni, Regrettably, thereAs-no.eipirical'evidence

availabAe, that _adequately specifiedtheconsequences of au:program'

for thq.Asadvantaged. Educators cannot say with assurance 'if you do

so and so wi.th.ditadvantaged children, then such and such will reiule.

The best available information at the moment consists of teachers'

'good ideas', the assembled 'folk wisdom' of the past. Regrettably the

worst.available.information also comes from the same source. This folk A

wisdom as, me have< seenr,'. Nes been grossly inadequate' in teeting the

needs of the disadvantaged childpartly because there is no aprion.

basis for...distinguishing between the best and the worst; and partly

becausenp..#ttompts,haye,bomin made to,:accumulate; integrate and orginiie

the insights,and:Iendersteuidings.that .expeirt preiatitiOners have*: 'Irciwever,

other sociak.scieiaces%have been concerned with the un&srprivileged for

some timee,,,,;They..have and insights-that could''k valuable' if

adapted tp.ieclugattoThal p.urpoacio..t':Given,the criticism of current

educationakX.1.4ctige , wise at this .point .in 'time; to take advantage

of any scientifically derived evidence no matter its origin., pec)Vilded

that in Ahe145igemenp..o.f..educationists .. it is. seen' potentially' useful.

The,,Froblem; that :initallp. confronted. us;mas to select' atiahg the.,,,,

different sociaifiKience, areas1(smailable.. :The reievaneY of 067c1fOlogy

and sociologyi.,yzere:c.we thoughtn. both self..evident.'So 4485 that' 'afeit

of educationaViresparck devoted sptcifically thvilisiatiirantafaV We.

also fiklt.;t0w$90.41Work, 14ttr1.,ta;.direct cotitatt 't.rittViniieitrcety

lifggfPYPiW. w9410:: prove, fruitful:: ,Mia..,daliberected aoSiewhat longer srk-"'

bef9rEgagejapigi.go4A144der:the.fti4d1 otiCommtinityi:2Develoostrit Mit

Linguistics.v7,11444qinkbobb*selectioris fOrvidifferent 3

develoMAI9fAilm94144ifamnew:cOmmaOtiesm-4ad:4onelbasic asO*0100;0te

4
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upon:.which,our,whole reformative approach was based. We assumed that

new communities would (eventually) be developed both within the 'edUcation

system, and within .society at large. if our new teachers were to be

part, of the process .:then they would be better prepared-to deal with it,

we reasoned,., were. they familiar with what Coramunity Development had to

offer.

The decision to focus on Linguistics was arrived at 'because of

the central part language plays in education. Many of the reformative

programs being attempted in. schools cre already attempting to -improve.

language: performance on the assumption that this would facilitate other

educational performances. We were also:aware of the controversy 'over

the nature :and. extent of differences 'between black American .Ertglith" and

white (standard) 4merican.English: Thus ve reasoned that if language` :'

is critical/y, central to a chiles education and if 'language a tyles'ind

habits are culturally determined, then Linguistics should be*tadvant-

to our:problem.... 0.

:.Tothe resulting .six social science areas we':added aseVeilth

that coulknot be strictly classified as scientific:. We 'felt 'that

practical. experience should; not be completely disregarded. We kneW that'

teachers had insights. and understandings that were invaluable. The fact;

that they yere not ,necessarily wwell documented in the iterature or well

integrated, AR, the; max: that an :.academic: theoretician"! might systematise ".;

his tr..44A.roanclAncs, was not. a sufficient- deterrent to' prevetit' our

attempting ,t4,i probe this -areal too v' r'.

9?.1;,44tention.1 then was. to. attempt.: to:' establish a'brii9e ,between.-

education and,74tach:pf these..Iareae: mixr..the,matitphor Wisheeto-begin''

a proccossof..:tons/.ationgintoy.educationally.'useful ter is 'of what
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other'ise be-Fegarded as :exotic and esoteric 'information exclusively the

propey of the. social-sciences.

Our:tsqategy in approaching each of the areas was the same in

each case. it was .twofold. First, we were to assemble a group of five

acknowledged leaders in the field and confront them with the question:

'Given what insights you have into your area and knowledge you have

about it, what do: you consider the teacher of disadvantaged children

needs to know, think, feel and -understand'. 'In' the discussion that.

ensued,the. task of the moderator* (an educationist) was to confine

attention to this single-minded question and to probe the iiplicationi

of the:ppintraised,. , Initial experimentation led us to conclude. that

an all:.daLsession.(with suitable breaks) p'rbvidea Otitital rettiins':*

The discussion was tape,Irecorded and the restilting,t ratiocriit thiii.&" ''' .

provtded,g primane.nt currently salient ideas: ,The'SOCOtid.!:.--*.

strateay.,..eaysiled anLextensive:search of.,contettIporary litetature. .1'hi*Ei .'"

was-to be undertaken by graduate students in the specific areiti.rt. gocitae

they kneviVaitlable.-0.ources, ;and because their ,concepttiii orientation

would be 4.functiop of theft). zetent training; they".4otilrdt; we thiMble; .: ''s

provA4R: t14est medial., :.Theiy: we're initial* instructed -fri.tbe-objeiCti'veg '

of tbia- --exercise. and.,,the'.fraries of referents-4; the Verds to' :iiii'.'' TfiVir A" '

too bp5.I. t adopP;A::..01,milax sitigleuinindid .Tileugij-t*-*M.'eVanCY .Cit'tbe.

writings Phearr.wFp elkomialing:.fort the.- teitclia/rwha viaii ketichingel diiij . 3') ''.--'. ' '

advantaged .t;k1il4rea.-..i Thar wank:. charge& ! tet It)" suirteY:All:- aiitimiltOra*-

writing that dealt with the disadvantaged conditiriti,i1-(ii)-tit.43tritct.:1- *.' ''

front e#54.16pcqmp,39iwhagever f.wes,..thought4Itet. bek (even ramote10-rileviiiii

to411436cf4tT0:144Eii*,-;,kiti),:.orirganize- the abstracts lid thai'Aista `":' ''' l'
after 50e14i1lipgrap4Cca4 detailimefitel :i(a) -r4:sstatittentrOfsladte 'tiiat'iiiiii
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empirically supported: (or were known to be empirically supportable),

(b) a statement .of .assertiona not empirically supported, (c) any

relevant recommendatione-made withit the article and (d) where thought:

necessary, any ;comments... The, abstracted material was then .recorded onto

McBee. cards. Subsequently,. the complete array of-McBee:cards was

studied, in:. order.; that! a, basis for conceptually. mapping the whole area

could be developed . Thereupon, the . McBee cards- were again examined

time .to FOlate their content to the respective conceptual categories .

T1141. comPleted, we would. then have.-a systematically ordered and organized

.set ..of information, on.5which the next stage- of the planning process could

build. The ;next stage was to involve the !construction of a 'set of

hehay.ioral ohj ectivee consor ant withthe.dis tilled information, and

appropriate for tea,chersof disadvantaged children.. ".

This present ,:rope-t' presents the .outcomes of the' ekaminattiri

of the pociology. .SpecificaIly it -records;.-.:(1) the delibefatiotis

of tke Sociology,. gp.nappt*pm,-,.....,(.2),. a conclevsed, version :of most. ó!f the

mate443 abAtracted..in ;41wejrit.e.rature: search, : -(3) a c:onceptuel,nitioliiitg

.th13 :br.i.ef. -listing. of relevant: fad (4) -d!.

f outlines...0e :broad .4basts on which the. .teaoher ".

hr. 731;%::- :' ;

This report, like the first one on Linguistids.,i.;bas beet organized

on two...agyugeptignin: .First, that the gathering together of sociological

inforplation-releveWto the education of the disadvantaged would prove

useful to those Concerned with developing teacher training programs.

In this sense the report is a source book. Second, it is based on the

assumption that the outcomes of our own deliberation on the problems

of educating disadvantaged children might also prole helpful to others
46'



%%to:. tiftvP: Si.14.1,ar.,c"oncer.ne flOwever, because we recognise that the

planners of training.-.progr hms. areas uniquely. individualistic ,tis the

prphlems: they confront., our emphasis in.. this report,. is on the firet

e.,,tratheri: than the.; second. Most *readers; we., assume ; 'will' make use of

the first::. three,. seetions, 7We, of . course; will take Most use of* the

fourth, Xt will ...,provide. us with the pad from 'whiCh the 'next phase of

practical implementation will be launched'

,As. well: 48:jthec colAirectOrs, a number of:itieoplt involved in 'this

of,.the..project should receive special mention. -Initially-fiscal.

. :?Nspangibility,.1.for the project, rested with Detin'Keys 'When' he accepted

appointment as Dean of Education at iKansas*:State .U04Versity the task '

was ,,taken up -by (11, Charles Leonard .; 'Much 0U...the organisation necettiaty

to ensure the smooth : running of .the-pioject ':Was ''Undertaken bj Piederrak

J. GAGA.- :Both, hei.And Barney Madden coordinated the 'Vatiokke literature

,..pearchecalthough direct:responsibility IfOrthe sociology. Itteratiiie

search :fell. on Naruns Bob Jaieson.,' Whi/e-terelide

tundertpok,Auch,i01. the'. up'? wotIO 'aistb`cilateil With 'the' assembly 4 tif

the Repor.finally.1.1tizeiten: MOrgaii,14iith the' isAiitithCe. 'of .rJorah likerikinsop,

tYPed!,.t.b0A,Pcument-Mrs. Margie also Anidettabk With' qiii.eie effitieiacy.

those many administrative and organisatiotat taskiPthet"' hen& iiand

reP9Xt4XP4uFtittaii 11 s 44.);.1

4 4 wr RayinpfiCSPAdiimiti..-

July, 1970.
'7.0 z 4:Z1 )J

iT!*$ t,..1;),(qt,:e & 4 1;47: `,); ."

v., 6tit, t.') r,te : ..t :/:. I ,!;;; :

11 t;j1.4-ei 4, .rq 4:" $,). I 1.

a.
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SECTION I

pectioll is.deote4 .entirely to the. consortium held in New
Yolls in. January,.1970..,. Its .participantslwere:

ProfessoriDavid.Bordua,
.pepartmeAtvof Sociology, ,

. University,...of..I1;11101.8..

,Profeseor sylligr F. 'Pave, Chairman,
Interdepartmental Program in Urban Studies;
-City -University of New York; Brooklyn College.

:.
*ProfessOr Raymond W. Mack,

*Department of Sociology,

NortliWestern

grO fesp or, I.ee Rtaingater, ,

:Department pf,:Sp.34.olog7,7,.

Harvard UniveTsiql.....j

. .1

Professor Melvin M. Tumin,
1 part of Sciciolcigy,

Princeton University.

and, as moderator,

, .

. ;

..*/: ; , .. **,7!-*.', .- ::.*. Prcife:isor.liymbrid :S. fAdains.,- - : " ' :
-! ...

4olLege(*ofilldticlittoivi,ttind-Center fot -Reaeiteh .... 1 or

1`,'.;i):; 1. :": ..; ( 1.. '' tir:Stacial. Behalf:31ov, '',1*-, : f

-',i.,: :: **7*:,.,i. ; *;, .,UniVersity-.:oflitamourt *at- Columbia'.
;

.leiilatilirliiii of 'ilii"COfielliiiiiiiiii-dieCtiiieldilis contained it; the
isiges* thoirfol3.07. ),. if tfie reader will lot- from it sonde feeling
of the intent* and sj:ligirtty 'Oi'liiciiiniges 'tkiii.iiCditiii'ed:it iia'i

_
'Te:c.74:Nif:f '-'24,' i_d :1;., 0.,a r,-, 1,,,,,, ..: f? ,, ' :,, i.,,..,,a, :), r,,Qii J..,apparent 'it tie outeee' nat, the five expires owner* Were iiimientely

.

sympathetic to the nature of the problem that we hadviet then. They too
y,

ii:14,f,Ad our desire to firki: ways of 'alleviating disadvantage, they too saw .

education as proViiiitig, one of the Sail-fot .doing so. However, it should ''

be-poiMted.out ,that the qUestion.2.We; put to them was not quite sociologically
. wiki'.zt Iii6 t+,1y,:!;,,;14 ...,Y1,4 :1,ts, ..

legitimate: viasked.'...theiljtoitel-I **Whit they, at sociologists, thought i
-=':,*-' ,. ;" ,tis.,,*i,,,,:-.*:,,.::5,s--..::',:.,,, -,,-..,,,A5i-:..4',r,,-,,i rq5+-(-4 1 p ,,,, '.- ..,.. -** :-., %. 4,,P o ;$':

t

tite-te'aChiii"..iiretdieticdiii#4':' C-Itiireii,"` niaiiaed' 6' knOw, itail,'Eeel'aid,..... , , .
_ , .,-- - ti.l..-, -.'.--'
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utidetett4d.' hie ci u' its"t`i.8-tr i'ereu''''''frii:5-05ilid 'relv-erier' flange." i presupposed
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that they knew what teachers in general were trying to do. It also

presupposed that they would be Otepared;lor a itili; bitiaide

their perhaps more conventional sociological role and atteii!eio''aiiiesii

the effects of social and societal conditions on the teacher. In other

words, we were asking them to convert themselves into social - psychologists

or perhaps social-educationists, when their persuasion lay elsewhere.

This point need not be labored but it ought to be 'stressed. If the

sociologists had ibeen asked to offer their judgements on how the

education ofdisadvantaged children might best.be reformed, they would

not initially have responded in terms of what ,the teacher ~might do.

Concerned as they are, characteristically, with social systems, they
,-

would have first looked at system reform. They wouldhave examined

the education system vis a vis the macro-system of society. They

would have probed the education system itself and educational

organisations to scrutiny. Their*reCOMmendations'Wiinldhave tended to

focus on the manipulation of system cot0Onenig --only one of these being

the teacher.

The fact that the five sociologists accepted .our mandate then

is testimony to their concern. Thelact,that:they:also demonstrated

penetrating insight is testimony to their ability.

Several conventions havetfbeen.followedein editingthe transcript.

First the speakerchaveno0Imettridentified4SetiaratelyAlthough the

moderator bas--so that his naivete willimOtmiatakenIy be attributed

to the sociologists. Aecondi..an,Attemptlias:,:beeninadert0 preserve the

essential of .the communications faithfully, Editing has been
5--0 f') r

<

as light as possiblemerely sufficient to meet< the readers!. conventional
gx,111 A . ,* 1 :t i t

ex"gfit7.111°48,10111.)ra,-71"ft_lt 'r % V ;

The .,discussion ,starta with at attempt, at, scene setting,. by theo,Nru ;xi a en, ,:errfl, . .*) (0: .1:1 ,s t

moderator,,
,:7Qtft) zri, :13 .1 :1 :;1/4 J t.)
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** '.2" think thed whcit I sh9u,_. id do first is 'recapituktte idea.. . ,

. . :

ttz, ,,,,,i,,,,t,o g ,4?.,.v., %.5_4 .,..,,,;LI f:, 9:1 / :1 1.7.S.,,.4 .!.'0.;:.:;:A (::;:i LIMO ;.- ?
t Our partioukr-profeirti;;then, leaue.thinge open-pr

a4 1,f6Y ..144w1c.tOOL. tid,,totw'.4; r..3,Tvir !...,-,,P. TP.lit-m., '4,''''''e'l .)

diecnieeion. Later on -I've-get-s670046Oftheing adorn Isi.,,Xike to
'...

'1 4'1.1r t f ':....'''''' ;'`dAer?I'"VE 11 :k:ii,ers >'fil $ ,:..-1 v.A.4.411 ,41;evsytYor.1,;,41,zr.t- SIT'4i''1:t4i441; ;:t.1 Si s . n.,.,.`;;Z ..........d....1 T.,
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** he project is a response to an invitation from the U.S.

Office of-Oucation to a variety of university institutions throughout
the. country to -get concerned about teacher training and the initiatin

of reform in teacher training. When we were invited we cast around
initially. then made the decision to focus on disadvantaged education

as..a matter of general concern. Whereupon we asked the fundamental

question,. where would it be best to start? It seemed to us that we
should start from the quantum of information, of knowledge, that
represented.the _beet thinking available at this particular point in
time So we began to .consider how we might go about firSt amassing
it. We argued that, despite the fact that research was inadequate

to give us a:perfect foundational. base, nonetheless there was some

informationavailable if it only could be sought out. We also

considered that if we were to go to those social sciences or tO

those geocial.scrience-related fields that have been concerned 41th'
the problems of Underprivilege, we wouldbe likely to get from them"

some,-ideas that could .(after they had been;Subjected to the fitter''.'..
that :,the educationists. would put on them). be adapted and used in.:a'
teacher training 'program. 'While such an approach might hi le Si
ideal, it would nonetheless provide us with the most advanCed
available. sat. this 'particular point of tirne.' "to devise a
system for getting at the ineighttr and tinderStcan-
were available-in they other disciplines.'' We 'adolit. 'two Wiiriateites.

The first one was to engage in meetings Zikia, Ora
representatives from linguistics, social work, pskohotogy;ifoninti'izty
development and educational rebearok:. The Other' etid. egy was'' to
engage in an intensive -search ',of "the literati in
particular. areas --6the,1/2 search .being. undertaken" oaducibe

thoseslereeter... WiPhad ;linguists doings thsk

Ztitsrature.e4and so 'on::' 2%;i:pattioulai .the

was similar to the keyveluestiOn4hatWIllri,jedilt of r atediti;314h624:
It was: VIvianttlhai:;youl4ietr'itfthilti cull
that you.4thinkitiglit'beigitirkirie' to 'whici 4*e' --teacher Ordisi;acitSant4id
chile's*: nag* *'70iotil.,,1t0e4ink,' feel diet tad.

AO- an 47147% 'Pir4,40t of then etia to 644. 4ie

first; irt,liteioiiiistrie;!inclarieridentir

3,5 tit



structure i1, .provide a conceptual framework for it and draw certain
conclusions.that suggest where we should be going at this particular
point in time ,in.thereforn of our,,teacher, training system. Second,

when these ,independent studies have been done,we will have to attempt

to reconcile them, ioweval., we do think it's very likely there will
be points of conflict between them,. but even to expose the points of
conflict will be a contribution to., education anyway, in that something

can be done about. examining this conflict. We hope too, that these

eets.,of organized idea; will provide a basis= for further research

because we believe Andomentally that until we.place education on a,
firmer research basis we. are going, to continue ,the rather znd

haphasard procedures that have been, characteristic of educcition for
centuries. )le also; made one otherrfundamentai assumption and it is
that we want to regard teachers .aa professional people. Our idea of
professionalism is .simply that the teacher should .be-, in a position

to diagnose,the situation i:n which she operates and select from a
aeries of alternatives the ones that she thinks are:appropriate for .
the given situation. This means that we are not producing-teachers
who are programmed .to. operate in a specific,way that. is ,universal.
for teachers.,

2think ,that sabou summarizes it.;. If I've 'left too many gape. .

unclear,, you should .ask me. queetions, at..this point.

* any rogue here on elementary school teaching as
opposed .io,...,,advalzped. teaching?

*4 Notrneeessarily4.. t ',
are you ,hoping to get from,us?

*4 I'm. get iciqq41, about, what: sociologists: feel are
eaZtieytt,ia..,#14,114 'qie,i.Plmigir,11,,;in mediating ,.these issues to
children rinteApiorittly.,014.-140444 Does that make sense?

YGs,,,but think tyou'rp, Ct ddi g. youroetf; because I think

anYthing we 'ilaVR .to. BAY, '18 already,( ,0.341 040014re.

4* -KA'llirr#ASI(LP44:r4F.,,, 1:-41may that allome do is

"int°01 b).41- 9:0 .good., Then our
two 8"4174.48 CCIMPient43Crii OZOW!! 00%.Athep handi: if we do

in fa l ? cre 8,Mtew,Wnit. #rfaNntil,

'.C*4**040.0tAinlifrg MlOrTIOI,T,,amount,of opinion on this
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and of the:vezrious .undertakings. which have been trying to do roughly
what: you're trying to do. -.Por'exmnple, the!-Center for Urban" Education .

has'been-Oollecting dataon einittait projects for a very long time; so
I'm just prrildering how we can best serve you, given what already
exists in volume of work and knowledge.
*4 wI think in two ways. One, if onk the off chance we have missed
some of the:things that we should have got, you can give us references.
The other thing,is to give me the benefit of your judgements so that
you talk about things you think are salient. My ass:option is that
you :know :what youre talking about. .

* suppose one were to start off by saying that you can't
rake it with any kids (much less with slum kids) as a teacher, unless
you have in*ur.heart some concern }`or that kid's development,
unless you believe. that 'kid is worthy.
*4 O.K. 'llow.wOutd you handle it?

Overall organizing probably., Unless you start with the
asszoption. that the kid 'is. worthy' you're not going to act as though
he's ix thy, yotre' riot .going to mike any 'affort.' As a result.
you're going .to turn him off and he'S'' going to say that you're an
adult artelv,thetig-there. is no' point in spending the effort. on it.
You can,devittova-tot,'Of 'things otit.t'of that. They. would be sort

of trite. .They truets-'but-they 'd be trite. Do you want to

do that lkind of .th ing2, y.

**i..I.t..sZwozilrbi!t,'Mind-doing-tthat sort of thing for a ',Zittte* while,
especiallyvin-ritsponserlothe'4uestions:4-1,1here do you think the
teacherklatZenshort afthesmotheritk.ioith: ,regard-.to 'Baying the ,child
is biorithi? tN1inctvhat,tiouldv,yot4 'esociiiorbolit, think ,needs to be'
done linvolideirtio' !nbake'i'thotttiacherApertedille :ohild as earthy?
What are:the5mittititiaredonditione 'for .istApelving -Worthiness?
* viv,Axilet ix. Asigiorettni: other thing iri esponse Pto Our: original
stateOlt aboUtg4t4giii401'thektititiiittireV, .r-guaiat ;my estatement is
initially a question .ctbOut-Whol: du004414,u:feia ;here:'' !But I agree .

with whaP0041-wi*I°Ol.4t#4406--Aati.bititV?Of the'. yetaulty 'to whom
040/106:841440464f.**0109$'0,*440.010, that, i81; :Students
who we ',.vsit#4.ibl-iitietiot. 'A* -**it

to katielv:iikitiSiO letnt Mk* itoz hettiftljead Itest:I Yettiend ;- Much
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more- likeZy.to..hav,e..readOscar. ,Lewis and know .,about. the culture of
poverty than, t0:have read Duncan. So,. when you say ...that. it's in the

literature, .there_are things that all,of .us may .be: familiar with but

they area not:likek to be fed,into the .curriculum of somebody going

for a teaching certificate.

* , ..17: think that's .absolutely right. And we could spend a ibt of
time:there,teeing-things as. they really are not, but are coming to

believe but which.you will find tape fled out in -great detail:in the

tolthekfact that they reaZZy are. ,*

O.K. What are the most accepted things which are however, extremely

dubiousi, or are verwmoot, and-whose -widespread :acceptance is very

dangerous?. r..
We 004 etark-off, I think,, by ,saying there is no.:evidence that

so-called deprived children have any Zees capacity-to learn what
it is that the school has to teach them than has anybodyelse.

*4 Should we, mention ,a ncaRe;..here.

* ,.,,,Thatta right. 411.e. Jensen -Report said nothing that hadn't

already been previously:ecientifically discounted adequately. And

that will .bp -014-14erature, increasingly over a time because
a numb, ,:orpeople -are -,writing on it. , There, ,are three :excellent

issues of the ParpardEducati4nal Review. 'all. thererif yOu

can read,those.,three 14411408 . if .you,wanted to 7t1ake,,a major

contribution you would distill the essence of those ,,three issues.

* .
tie; starting. point -suggestedr.=.,.,thii3, thhOle -question

of worthinitss'ir4k goockonev.,,,Z;tthink,.concern:lin;;this s area

has bott,,,:due,,,.to lick,,cmgatiti$a4ipttoi.,:defir*tion,, of-the teaoheruirivq)

relation:*i 71*-Awe idea0;014 -Pot
that smell" 44 iorg047.441toncalimetrunient-121oduoing;.as definition of.
worthiness- 4.:040geybiAreo4lioratio .1.nstrumant)*thgaZiLtkinde Of
elabgratte,4nt,ernak opriigteatetAidt;s4,,on;:raid:Abot, fo.rthK,.,t1Aen: the :problem

is 0,104444,;:t9achfr thittAtistrzote.ntyof Tho.,

task is4 49, e0 1101,, onevo,catiNrAtp#00ittsfitilcoV.0.tz:,.S.,
* IN494-44.14,1$144400ififti1/4 117AMe4MtioStut.!0. tw4PilzePfsL ".'

74,94).434a1**Itor4;*044.0a, *41.8.0c4-44443what
the, 04,0**44*.M4.01340147,40 4.101944E, t10:4140:;cc;;Affvf

ove#14 ii.e:*zo4k1A:t1tfr.rge4TOMsil 'Al#402;97,1e47.-t 11190kot.4018-0149,04:onS.

18 Cr



literature. that r' read (how-to-do-it literature) implies that somehow
the teaaher.is. supposed to go out there and relate. In fact, a very
eimple'emegtion-that ought to. be. asked is: In zli.at kind .of
orOrizational structure is it possible or likely that teachers will

do whatever:We' think what they ought to do--in a personal sense to

produce l'ohat-toe' want them to?

But I think that we can Zook- then at the teacher-pupil

relationship as an organizational product rather than just the

organization :as a sort of *neutral field in which

*4 If, in fact, -the. teacher is operating in a context Zike

this an&giVen the fast that,the context exerts .influences,,over which

she:v.tillAave no control what-so-ever. Nonetheless, it also exerts

influences over which she will eventanZty have some control if she's

(owe...of:the:nature, ,of the system.

* yI wOuict.ii*ly../ike to call this seriously in question. I

think .this-43isineis of feeding 'hundreds and thOusands of 21 and 22

year-oldliirofeisional 'idealists into apparatuses which simply, cannot
produce ieverr siW a nriniitturrkind' of 'professional field, a field of
professionalLoutture, and then to say that they Wit have some

control' over,thi.:think this is just a wild ideal.
44 YoU Mem she''catet change the system at.all?

Pert', very would-argue that',it'a a good place to
etart.=4;tO 'earthatwhila this ,Valince does Change from school to
schoolrthat'ith' generat-the'higher the status of the school the 14813
the'ili34C1402v4he kind of 'thintr-we 'ye -atartedk,i-tatkinrabouti: and the.. .

more'tthecapacity OtztheKteaoher ta.do,,what....\YOulretalking..ahout--.
diagnOse 'on:ptpqne of the real probleMs is- precisely
that.l.Jheriittierfairrkinde Of teacher-pupil .;relatione: are moat needed,
they arivroigairizatiottallft least" possible. ,,,,Vve.:4always been impitessed,
for*olipli6.ithat,"-.4me oftluvoways-vf.,dealing-with-o*hoolrproblems° is .

to addi.1.4.:tteriVelnutribLerv,orprOteitai 'specialists in.: tame;
coursiattiorttOsti*,0144ajony,,11 empirical
stettizhenetheipta0r,ofthit4e4endtoto cbrozla-at mifortni2/,or -infornal
rank )41244:414000:47440-iirOomoileizChfitio vSoAwhO....;:yottAdo is, you irrprove

thiridloattonixt?4,iiip 40n000,#ngPthawburOaucmcg.'and lowering ).!.

the rank ot4hetisteaottert. iwniang -tat-the cinoterkrity:...c.hoo143,



you...end-up with,the.t.situation where the teachers and.. the pupils.. are.
like, the sanitation cart pusher and the-dog, involved together in the
bottom of this gigantic apparatus and somehow have to make do with
each Other. You keep lowering the level of the student, teacher all
the time. You are also. asking her to have a: sense of; "this is
world, this is my professional judgement"... The exhortation goes in
one direction, and the. organization goes in the other.

I agree.
Why didn't you speak of the opposite for a-moment, aboUt the

extent to ;which malty teachers, given the autonomy in the classroom
onCe he doors:Are4bcked;' are often much worse than the schbot
would' let. then' be and sometimes are much better than the school ,cares
for them to be,. so. that .there are all degrees of

I think we need to ask a lot of these questions; To what degree
are we' talking about 'inter-personal relations? .Toi,What.degree are
we taiking about, professional client relations?' To what degree are
we talking -about a.-htige-.organisatiottwithasinass clientele? ,Even van.

elementarybchcol, ,after with: 500.kids-inr.it is a.large. system. .

To what degrea.,isitat all senaible- to talk about, things like
individual differenamr ifyou have...3,0;;kide in the 'classroom?, How
many individual differences can,.you know- anything, about with 20
kide,vith::,25 kids, with 30. kids, ,with: 35f I mean, ;we just ,don't
know any.-ofthis, ...it- seems,' to' and ita c obvious -kind .of thing.
I hava :,. often: had.,theAfeetinr that .zif we-took ..mbdern infantry: company.
in thirAnterican army itwoul&provide a much. more sophisticated model.
of how- tozivaok,the3,indiviclual psyChei than would the averages- modern:
Ott* ontartrachool:',.'.':.Our achoolalare orrejanized.inwOhelmattler.:Of

ithargel*.-largeJzzenbereiJoppeople 'liba8icaiiydoing the '.

860ir:thintii: then sonteimer..satte; oarOtt,about. .

inciff*ttalMiffiffrOtiose'.',. 'Tow lhawi.;-ittsergeantYvith er.d.rcaotiViatohroh
8#000 the.oeildr,kof thef.T414';;arid. ealkitka4tieu,tenantrixtik*hin&:"...

the chytWeptietb4112 YeYatdontt4seed4O ,knowanythting
.400- thek!toethe efaelf;, k:Ioiv-Astdein''kpettoty;:attentt;4117;
tbuyà who czr fiZZOOtinejt,31009 bc4hinclivotw,,titn4arcjussuplzkeed
to 1;:t.Arhistot*mitse.:,niete.apclioioq;4#8Oriticit ntodo;efer.-it010.4411V

,..eaa0461' 44uttikiliriasemartng*OUldtet.,:itoiysthi* at...a14:-noundecA., c

4,A



:10t..since.; Custer, that is
707. Puster:oas a blackase,. you know. The modern infantry platoon

is a highly,:enternatiy- differentiated unit with: many, .many subordinate
officials whose prime function is careful monitoring of the psychic
and physical morale state of a tiny group of people. This .is very
unlike a.claseroom, you see; which is really a "Pickett's charge".
I would guess that the .average number of men for whom a sergeant
was reeposs04,14-the Civil War was about the same as the average
number of pupils for whom: a teacher is responsible at school--and that 'a
about as far as:,wevegone in organisation sophistication.
I" Of.' course you !r4 t offending my educational idealism and,- I'm
forced to ask the question : .thy should I be blinded to -what- you claim
to be a reality, alternatively, have you perceived the reality .correctly?

have 'no- idea. The only area I've ever done, any valuable
applied work in (and 'I'm willing to pursue this as an alternative)
is the army.. I'm impressed with the fact, that the military,. for
exoinpla, cox_ institutionalise- concern. There was a marvegous picture
on the.4cover of.Life:magasine some time ago, taken in Vietnam in the
palmy days,.when..wes had good.. race relations. In this picture,. a black .

medic is aradling a.wounded white buddy. And if that
isn't the;sorganiaationai production of concern, of a sense of
worthiness, .-of love, don't.know what is. 'Now these two

guys, if, you; put- them on 'the ;street without a war,..they.,just.-wouidn 't

Pay MP atteftti:on to vach other,:,at the very,least.;;This is obviously ..

an organisation which, cares -about ..care.z- One; of the facts. is that an .

infaxtrytoomany:.cares,about itymen. far...more than a. school cares
about itvpupilt.:,,7,And this le7tjust,...a..fact,yand it takes organisational,
effortolto480.1-.to '09n9orn,,i9,:trctnsiated. into organisation
procieociing84 .

314 .041.#18.441/0.017kkift:;4(491;0E12.404: ttag9hOr and:: ;.baliel* at to aare
but I'm def40644,11A11011044m4 conattraiotsz.0041#140k,41"4:1090'
nothing, buk0A3P lohi*,47 p/mayitrgy.:14%,-;n?'09411Zittl4sf:gotztrole 1004,-
queetii,n0ave-Xlfo.t Any ,,eatuati.:01,,a,rArclizwpreagthfrg!,wphOosophif

of deliPairrnitmq .1V"`. "lz:

1:4$::(14044.b004Nffk.:010-4r*I4Orkig:48.'442t.7.!..rtit'ant.40 . ;t00/ith 00. '
school --snot with the teacher.
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44 .1 think it is fair enough to start with it but au..e problem is
we're producing teachers. Irrespective whetker you taant. to start
with .the school, or not, the teacher has 'got to get On with the job.
Now, can we alteviate the teacher's task somewhat?

You wilt have --t6 take into account, at least. for the moment,
how much despair you have to start with 'realistically. In other
words: what's the zialinaun impact any school can have on kids in
what areas? Then 'you. will 'have to sort out those areas first in.:
':which you thinktheir teacher could have maximum impact, and then you
would have to decide how. you can best make them efficient. Let me

give yozi afv-sxottple.'. There is a 'recent.book'by Mel Cohen called
Claiii'and''Corifoiittity which said that the values 'relevant to success
;zn this eulfuilei': in the 'occupational sphere; are..held.very. ';
differentially. by' 'parents of different classes. Thies .is apparently,
primatilY ir:funeition of the' kinds ,of occupationerthat the.pcirente-
different\ clattlee,:htive. Kids who' grow up. with parents who are not
in thii4upelatisi4pecific occupations, have values' -that are;:delet.lrious;"
or aelsas 'indifferent- to the ordinary success: 'story. So, low may

bQ Witting an tilktiol in ter .of kids orientations
toward t4 arid all 'the- virticee that care only reldvant: .;

traditionat.-sUddefi8,.-auch.ithatiohat the teacher did' to them wouldn't*
make vs* ;Pitch' di, ferendes:,, :hciw concerned. or how hard 'she.

worketbedauifiesheVould be workino,:4aineft all the. pcirehtal- and
hthfie-beitties.r.,:rNota;.: thit;dobset mean that there 'ion something' that
the Uddliiir '6an'Clo:- I-don ttlizean,that.'--- I; think that' if 'you' ae .

just acirdiret)te4Oard :What it-is\ that 4the' teache r3:4texptive of the'
syste104;fimittli-ailf,'ithe m y te,, -dais nevertheless 'do; I. think it's .

write;.', 'be quite straiiIhtfbrtiard-
about the structural restraints on them. You may not like data': 64 ,:

./ih& dolita zany other; .that dOe'enlItAnat ter.
But it tiktailldiz..744hifiki*: -to-vaditnett494.064266), Very:*

Unified ini571641KratfieeTioUvintiereettti{1.bepeven 12U-:)the vpodeibte

powetiiii'efiliketesokoailell,14itiondtty .doneeiVed 'and alt the.,! -,-

structural restraints on it. I think that's what has tbeen`Liircjid.Off's'
us - -t ;altabledt AattetructUrht.;:inodetrandi'seem-what, ewe the Unite., ,within which we can work. . ,
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we surely .have to respond to your quostion. O.K. But

how nakh.can.we 'do or what? .I think it's the discriminating of the'
"of ..what" that 'e oruciai drou..shoUldn't overestimate your capacities.
** ,-...Aceepted--beautifiitly put.

I'm. 'afraid that we might end up' with "the sociology of education
as a medicinal -science". Between the bureaucratic'realities on the
onetAand,-,..about which we..-said; the teacher 'can't 'do 'anything, , 'and the
differential. distribution of ,sUcceSs related values.on, the other hand,
abOut,:wkich'we. eaY'the teacher aan"t do thlythin4... What can we

conclude, I don't know. Do we conclude, what the hell 'then; she's'
probably doing "about :as veil:as she can do:. 'think if we' accept these
two gigantic parameters, it's like walkinfithith a ten'ton.1;oulder
on each shoulder. If you manage to shuffle at all, you 're probably
doing pretty-welt: S6. all 'you. tell- a,. teacher, is, you know, change
shoulderEcorlirajbe' rest more often or :something of this sort. We

do know,-; fOr 'example;%that-. you can teach simple culturally deprived
childremito read ufi to- national norms, under 'some circumstances. I
don tticnowt whether' it's despite. their values Or-because ,of them. or
what, but r think pay 1.48 to tr y'. to think:ini-terms of things
that we know perfectly well can be done.
* think thies7 'kind *of passivistic note is 'very use ftil start
out with: but. there is also queition of not only . what the school...-.
can do but what the school should do..., As: a society,rit -seems' -i3o me,

we have nude education into a. kind of state chime:h. that' is, r a repository
of:.a/Z good things' and that -Should accomplish allgOod
Maybe we're coming up against the realisation that it won't_ work that
way and- that effort to education, that
perhaps:4v .2cretraTrOblems,=, that we :would-be. better ,off. without..
* we "ye ..raisedttwo:. points, herit 'One it 'what' dan
sociologiee of disiliplineie, contAbute'. 'the'; way.eof..knowledge? Well,

we '44thentiOifed:Ven8eriP, the toleman:report 4. mother, rind hare' you
have not only the MythicaisenePiobrrect,-inforiti2tionwhickflows around,
but allgofr-the $4titeOrtictlideittiO, Vve been aileiding...8dine: cf=the .0o-
call#4 dr.;the.X4eman,diepeort%and..:youiWoUldn!t:rknowc.thaf'

adi the '41-60 work r4 ';',-Atob4,- the:, °thee- point. is; .how.do

we get tftittAbt*padge tcm,:thepeopitl-:wh&ctre going -to. be teaching- the.

23 gra°'
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teachers. I:think this is a very real issue--sociology as a discipline.

I don!--t .know.whether,ASA is the vehicle or not, but sometime we'll

have :tto.,face up -to the -obligation of disseminating our its

many fields, and one of them is going to be. eduaation, Flow do =you
:getyour. practitioners to pass- on this information as they teach in
the .Classroont?,',13ecauttethere are -all.kinds :of resistances there.

;fctntiliqr:witksotite of them in my own contacts. -,= We hate -to. teach
the :education = majors. ;We-, -avoid at; all possible. t I'm .tot
thinking :about thcit only '.',Ettet- the 'fact that much populcas sociological.
knowledge,. isr4rrcine.Ous,i

thatt,ti -.characteristic. of the:literaturav Ft .
systematicallrmisueed on both :sides.
* but what,..do we do, -about this? - .

ta:..the organizational ',plight because.-the,-. .

knowledge that's. offer:1. ae apolitical .in this area has.important
politias4.,.implicatiOnc... 'The- people; who area contendingwithin
bureaucraciesoreach-out-crnd,:distort, and use' the stuff like: crazy:

** beWme:,eay:,isomething that, mciy..Appear_ defeatist,. -The message .

that-4'4'4).0i got tsoltfar,is:ithat ,northing; matters- because the teacher

can't do anything about it.
* wiekt-yow.wouldre:t... Vin saying, .ie.that,a- teacher is
fundamentally; the:44;0de lave; functionary in a gigantic' organikcition:
** , O. K. it.vand tneheishouk1 this?

no,, t" that, wkathould oee it and. .- . . ,

But,yOU,,tdon1/4. dint het* not, sto see .,it too because her union may
her to !see it old do -.something .

* would we this gets.. into a whole-.
series of ',other' things. But thy. response; .at- :sociologist is, -that:
one facet ofr thektsodiological-,perspective,vavel: just as you look
attlaipersOn,finAitt-intnediate iinvirontt:-tent#rthe-oteaCher in. the=

01a80.2Vanizlieth, Rali.4180;YOU inUat,!ate,04401C at= these .smaller worlds
i&14A00,10144*temer..44141=PairtOwtr,:otoo. ..

-vtaik,e0:441ppeAldpyft :have :thie wholeAnotion- that we! *re: ,

11'6'f% T.4):2121**IP*44 4449 :404;t30410 141,2.P, becaueetwebarl'.our,school of
ad:001;0* .4ii."f.seze:iirmtiVechooVand eb,we. must -bif. training' professionals

sitheqmagery of, thivdoctortpatient relationahip, and, ,
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so on)i fieifould'takelt* for groitted that what we have here is a
problem in orgemixiational- itructioe ofidorganizational functioning.
To drca4ran-.:analOg#,- the teacher is the patrolman of the school
system, and it wouid be insane to talk about police behavior without
talking-:about. the.,man's-'place- down here., :his orders, 'hie material

.the.,number- of files he has to patrol., ohat kind of radio he
has, all the.:.linkageswith..the rest of the organization, and so on.
It's true that there's:Atzi;ays (some choice available to the teacher
but the organi#ationaVapnetraints are considerable- too. It's very
clear that policemen deol poetically in, per.so,n-to-person relations,. .

although .they a..pSychology as, though they were dealing
with,mass,relations Teachersdeal, fundamentally with mass
reZations and are td in a psychology as though. they were
dealing,..r.th..persorkrto7person reZationet.- A _policeman almost never:.
confronta.0peopie,at once, certainZy not over any continuous period
of ,P.ut,:a,teacher.,conf'ronts what .conounts to an insipient-,,..-

riot every d., Shewalksin,omd thes.rf, they_cave, 4.good cop would...:

say, .,,z1,!att :,Let.s get those .--,three over
here...ffn4...thqE,q QP,gr-,the?±s1 and -You, take. him, :

imediotely subz.nueleate thie: oroodi

** Ig4acLab.qttylro 7 :

ri41,:04 Z1 --any Wria tc#,430art.3 but the whole :point. 10,..:that:.

what h01,13.cryg 41,4e .to. get to -these, :people. and:

you can:t.,get..to olpeopze. !tarts:. put..the- other .wriy:roundi-

And she can't tiguzie out ug.pkinke;42.g.t 4p,-Acz the.,-trviningrold the, .,
context riev.erhaPsqarilit.A- Pfth..,qa0k other, and ;think this
is because,- we-;41,ust :retuAlet,,to, adfalt: that it ' s 4.11ase operation

and then work out- what cox we do flr,m4hofp .pc '
It;41;1c!-MR# M.46t0-,:tqa#.4:412 YR7.4.21.:eaPhfr.t- f

you're juatve-P7V.P.4.10,010P
years 194 illeffiAR#A41,4;,-Ala0.1-#*74.1414*40,,-,1 94: thenttAk?,Y duet

41ict.g.liee6 oz. PRCene414ffigq1040,11W-A4144/ j-f tP4itylrfAmt:imohy,:.

_ithould10',Ppe#,04;?theittthey-pTe'.04, se #0.7410144Nitentriglktdie2V?

t'40tfit tetk.8 44-314tiOotit-,01,m.-4,4_1 "4 ,o4P- 4

that zraeftlq :1,;5#914,91.#9.nq.gr2;,'ifor...r.4a0k041;?;4:i..811...!,grApt.
egoing to tedc#, -,RW,),,A.i.4R icloth.:**--,4470?,,th# aWA0t
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true. It is not. true that any teacher who...wants to exhibit concern,
can ex1zl.:4;t:;qmern., given .the. structupe of the school; ao ,most of
the principleet saying; "Love your chiZdren,--that'a all that ,matters",
are nonsense., Alec the .opposite'-is not true,. It is riot- true that
;the structure is such that- no teacher can exhibit .'any concern. that
nutters ..at, all. .S.ornewhoke in. between 'those two the cOrrect
.versione Tha, reason' th`at:4:. say somewhere between the two, is'
becauee4ite-,partiaans_ bit:these ieeuea terid to piath to' the :eXtrerne.;.1..
'eithee'idyiiiil that itothiok can "t0 thi teeich'er-Can heti
becausertiiteicitt.thet-4644014iii-al- restrain'teOf the and the
.achotVO;nd thi'inpUe it WOret d1 eat, 'Or,
the other hand Oditito iYOhli'tke---teit6Iferi're&Zty cared, that ati
that would niattar-:''',Biit, :it rethe--ioilitttiCal-* Zoilc' Of theed
etatenontif; Ortheae-finding's; if: th'ePrt.findirigs,'ttiiit driie 'their
to iosielepitreMPkitthebther:': 1126 pcaOvh6.thie Otng'to teach
teacheri&iiiake ;ea; tire to have to
Zeavitot: Of things in'"db-ubtithir4ti that peopla'are'puehad to a
certainty: ab6it tiOWVitholieproper''eflidenCes..' --MOst

that ;tio-wouVd4takeic6iiititRUIc4 veryi-iniieh in' the.nrildte bween cinictiA
extreme etatefiftte;; :iihgreaaf'ec&cliitdrilterid'IO »Kik' e'exireme stet'
about all, you need to do is to love-:y&fri-ahitdr'k'31, lv pre0aied"

b4in yostrv4uVecit4tatt(h`' etc, -the rigib' eiCiaillitsti 'make quite tke'
opposiiiriteitertieftftlieit no lnettfir cv.)lett ü the. se:126614s private
sootety;ia'Wo'h''t* britiiVie 'anctriid on, a80. yelu

an 7itleitite-,thifid4;atiffiraii "'"
*4 'i'eadheri? '&iiii'"Coriderned, if
.hey lfi ectiOv-Net`bta-dati'en'." ctOiiirl 're'ality
they'd likely be better ii&ait tekereri:

she
is about ,-,416 4 r-',.-Ak; 04,,

r,t18.9 sna'a882008 hat-sheis4OPIJtpdre 'gloiWieittteCCAtWijteaqtC')tWeifehiitee;id't)kie

OVGIV'thft#,, he,' a
.

e.8 0 0
some io:iobritiahifttiatytoea:tioa4 voh t2;l'a h Zdcn ii
Which Mete Agit dbitaitoetv'btiti41$
to the possub et,s iiTiethelkicti:It'sVowAi;riiett that
be, she Yhatt4itO 64,314 iktiqg the.alt-imetakt 0i4ionr:' "

rtti
41AJA
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Why? ,

-That's destroying what you said earlier.
* r,: in enorthous. You have to act with regard to
your kide.:as though everything you do was one 'thousand per cent
conseqUential and:that-they and you are peer associates in the school.
** -What "4-the:assumption underlying that? Is it that the teacher
is therefore exhibiting d desirable of a role model, a 'concern'model?

You-exevt 4-very conceivable effort, regardless of the odds
against yoüJ
4* Hut' how- do you keep'. a .teacher going?'

:Yes, for-more than 10 years. And in 'a 'situation where there
is often-times a'very minimal feedbcick about success, at least until
things get here the kids are 'ho Stile, where they make it
fundamentally: clear that they don't share your ,values about
I've read a little about the history of meal' education -in- the
United,States4 'and: there is a tittle drain that goes something
like thiS:-'-A, local girl whose father' has a few' more coi)8 than the
general ruh,!of fathers, sends her' ta:normalysehool., She gets two

years .01:normal tchOol-' and 'she, cbmes- back home to,teaeh. ultimately
she willmarrif, the 'son' of mother fatherwho has a few more cou'wthan
everybodyitywasa kind of standard thing.- She ,domes baek, and

she taitread eke trisread few.po.ems:; she can qu'ote-

WordswOrth. vske;1.1bins:',the?i'aptirdp riatt,fsociety:-: She -reppeeents' what

the communifowtOne hanekiseepacte as TiteraTy: eniitur-e' andi'''ons
the otheishanek'crAind',Of- al,dty impractiOai invàiionfr& ,1 the Out-
side. So she goes into the:---alaseroom. and i)ery'quickly:the *kids
cut her'idoWnfstO bilie::',"haw!-Cs that otin4irtb fattena:Obw,',,kint. Jones?"'
"Oh, looloatvt,horprettyi Isords";' ,àidTeofl So this Wholw .notion

opthet.traaegterpkep*OeenOrsi.4?-set of uitithi Vattiee',diffeitent from
the ktickxiirbe.040'ffitt# 014iitrirted'Intha eyiettik'Noth,:i'l\*therffrWat.
a tria00004P4OdyNprhatiAline,:this4/686:7.=Thite,-arivtw6 things;

0* t:P.opin04-1# di WWitrysSzi400,I4ekide :teitbetiefiiief.U*arIlfee4ecultheovi': ,"
bi0a0.4400floa* 04-#0,10ii her to represent
these vaiuêe toadègree baur as Aencit di4et,'0:Specit';eimrybodr
0400* Yitor0.0C:ri**11,04,10,,,v Masse.clotintry bump1ina are mostly

.tv,40,14is u ak:41roiOt* z,rkine, arid indeed. PrioriVthe-votiinunity-"s

2r
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point of view this is a good thing, too. So, it was handled traditionally

by simply acknowledging that:the'comnunity didn't want her to succeed
but providing:hRr.vith 'Mane lf not being labelled a failure--it

was handled by farce.: If the kids' carried their 'value opposition
beyond .a .certain to the point where itvas disruptive, they

oomnunifty didn't support,' .her values much,
but they ,sure as .hell.. supported h9r power. All right now, it was
the poor that.they,acpecterl her use .to not corrupt too many of
their .kids by transmitting these values. It was a very conflated:and

complicated situation. What's .hopeful now is that far 'more people
really4ibsliepe; ire :the kinds 4o' f cul:tural valtiss.,the teachers have to
transmit ,, r, -X;think .the,,00nfliot, between , the current: lower class and
the' olcktlower,-,4ase and -the 'teacher- is Much less than it:.once was.
How then, do. yoz.Oceep,,:,:t.4is:tectoher going. with other. than -just', a.
totally A? utinized/andedespair ridden- discouragement.

So, te,vs-,got to k, eep alive in. her the' sense that what she
belieVP8, ,-14,-importanti.-7.;!. By the 10441 "this means, that :you don't
tell te that what- they :have- to, teach is Plcavitfau:. They ve got.

to pekrtofrol:nced.,t1.20English-,is.,worths.:1earning; and that they're' not.
somEk4ndzof ioe trayere: of the-.poor,,; 7when.:theyf _want-, to teach them
iteading'ioorkOrtgoanckartitlwretic;-! ;ft"kaNgood, for-people; to' know ,

these tktingft,944-tho hip.,profeissorila r whosSca's: frthey' doir't dig 'it in'
the fmneraciteczkundeirrine.,:the,-.-5moralt3of the,,teacher trainee., before
she ,epett4goitp*out,l-ofist,h!qmphOtors, yearlbeccws: e; after, a4.4"tohr
the 40; tkehitkff-i.rfqet.::11q27:0;ftr-the,- oity?-2 The kids teach' each -
otherfi:on;;Afit.kistrsot,14:i 41h9,-2medde'ct '8000iyteaChee.
*" vAttlt14944:48 what.-IMEt.at# earlier;,, when rsaid that ,1* think the
'Pop' !fAtrOPP4t01;0#4-41f the icle4,:tcf,,the.:;Ittitureoppovettvie.:one

of Of.,..1/0m8.41:(ot4.0.5,),#.4110:f0.4V0-44ne te4141.401tnineNthaisIaaohers-vere
se4.404-04,,offheek,Aheygho,q: ifpaztiopu4a2PidGe* ,Zposay'i:,tritslated-',
thi4.,*0,:,1**10,0,P.144.4earn ,toiflikelAOtil:PC.that,,,'waltand'youtrO

41*Icynitsidoe0Ohewohenvie*. try ..t&t;

4,-44.SnOcon'Og ttfiUfpgak aViish and to,
4*. 4", gc,!4:401004 4enttiielk just .,Ziket,

*0**fttftif#: 140.VS,1,2q' ,06:9 of'
te8 it that think :-this is 'aIvicioufeitking.
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,The problem is that teaching presents .teachers and school
systems with so much fertlure, that they have to have explanations
for .that. failure. And thatl.e a, beautiful one.. Now that that one
is wearing out I underet(md 'we're. going to get brain damage and
malnutrition as the problem.'

Don:',t.laugh at that because the evidence looks toO good on

some.of thaCt
* Ljuat don't .believe that. That's why we have millions 'of
dwnb Chinese?

no.

"I -just- 'actually came, back from a nine month. 'study in Guatemala
and ,:tither Latin ,Americcat, countries where very close attentiOn is being
given:4y physiologists Iand neurologists to diet and to intellectual
fUnoticming.:-.They:'re suggesting that protein deficiency in the ...

first six 'months- causeø irreparable damage. If it doesn't happen.
until after the fl?ret--year "i t. is rep 'arable, but if it happens in
the firet year3;it iii-'irreParable. I don't knowhow many kids that
-effeCte.Aiutt01 shypatheeis-about,the possibility' of diet being re-
latively influential would just hat)e to 'wipe it However, as a
way of accOunting. for malfunctioning- of black. kids in the ghettos
at thk,rnionient would fray Ithat:, it among.. the: least 'likely ,

hypotheses, but I wouldn't want to throw it out as one dinfensio,v
that ougheto 'be fleokedOat....i.
4 One other difficuitkAeiii. is that- research ; is.- no Substitute .t.
for Will.' I'm inOressed, for example, that when 'Frederick

:whoever it was, final Zy dedidectIthat-: he' needed rserfe and'. Other. such
iow4jfo creatures because if you put a'gzin..in-the hands' of a:fairly

in the.rijht direction,,,ke,.makes
, de:Paeatt,:rigftiniPaeitiliWrthe:3oppoi!ition,-tt s whole:..structure:. of
104 ,4*-fieuittet10'4 disROvery. Simultaneously,
'the' wholeatruOtue ot*in04ernii,;,1tate wip:chan,ge. d because it was .

A.": 04* 4;604- V094W requir4kpeOple-.4o bear
'.0g 40:4,1414e" p040 of things. Yowdzaci,-,imveffect,

feudaVA-lcouraids-ogohirsh

e41404600iikkiet-lbadarship and there .totion:ft

lioet:;-erOutsit.f 4ci.,,sexneqititOtiaineducRition?waivneeded and. so
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Frederick ein. et ;nice sort, 'of non-democratic way simply eaid: "all right,
there,sh6.1,:bd 'a schoril in every commune, or village; or whatever,
and there -be a, teaches!, 'etc.'; .bong, bang,. bang. And, you know,

they taught the,:peopl to read there and then:
think you've taken some historical libertieethere.

* iYery. likely...but the point is that up until very recently
there simply has not been a collective decision, in some fundamental
sense,'.'that Ai/drew:WIZ be educated. Now, sooner or later somebody
is going to have to make the decision that whoever comes in the.- .

door the first day of school, Moynahan children, Rainwater 'ond.Yancy
chadrenk:Volemckw-chadren, anybody's children;' educated
with,,everythinvat our,Cormands.with 'everyinstrunient we can develop,'.
and ii.n.th-Avijery'..bit.: of zsophistioatiOn; effort and 'enemy; we can prochthe.

Of covales;:ls -ignorant:Ail-drew are harder' to teach than ec11.-cated
children4q..rethii.:a ,rietti invention? . I' went to school part . of my rt.:

life int'a ,otWrobrit:cotintry' schoOl,'e-nct we were 'ignorant. It .w air: a

big :probleni490auseour:poXenta-mere ignorant.- And; nobody knew:
we were-eugustilflyYdeprivect;::''We,were' just ,ignorant, and the job, of
the ...ecirookcil'actctoverconiet. ignorance.'

** wouldiaceept. it, ,only ...:the- fact...is,
I think, thgt;:they ;t,hirlk.z.thelere,opestiting' as..cif they had this idea.
for a' 4tfaie,.

Have they been ()omitted to the equal education .of rat
childslervreOwdleseeor differe, nceir in talent?:
4* hien*FgitOteci..46,i

",:'.Regaivd'Id.-64xi.017174iffelien008.4n-tdient7:'
4* 2ltuiy havei. eiatedtslai

iregetregaserbpthiclifferenbee-timitace;,-..ereed,9,1.vationalitylz..1,
ethnic oifsrins4uttistitietja0estptordiftesnatie-4-4w.taterittt,:,
13!1/445f)N44a14 thektithink:Aitirs!dperettingz,:.:det.ther,belibie

'thQm..*foOl ,t4thOj0,:*ti*et40''izkol*thttift0stihit.'t'z'f-t:,wM'agrekil .

.byttky-Ot4i, '-'40t*Ori4Ci#4
the. IT

ggl4TOPP that.

far 'Z yei a teiV10/0110,006.110#1P,7'04iiViecituritcP=iitickityto- teacher .

r-40tovr.-14.),teaight .teachers%
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audiendea...... So- as-Z didn't talk about the need to teach all kids
equally of their interests and talents., the teachers
embraced...e.very liberal cliche I uttered about the equal work of all
kids, cold:-.4o on. The momen'l you. bring in the notion that. every
kid, hoWever :little hie progress may be able to .be, .is nevertheless
entitled to,:your..equal efforts even- though the school doesn't reward
you because, he doesn't bedbme a National Merit :Scholar, at that
point, so.:help rner:'-ihe teachers: renege. This is because they say;
how wilVwe. be .able to -Create a society'? How will I know the good
from the 'Vad? How will, I- hark the succeeding from the -failing? Then

one gets the whole.-impadt- of. the' notioir,of 'the)-di ffarential
entitlement of theweli=born to'.a.better' educcition,and to more of
your effort 4because4hey 're the people. that bring you honor .in the
syittern..r.They 're, the people': who make the society: It's .not- just
the action but theres cot-ideological. base .to that,too,
44 0. K. r think the teachers are realists....' I think .theyitrie
reflecting their awareness orthe name,6f the gone, .NOnetheless, if
you Zook'at edethationcil, philosophical writing,: it displays the
message,: that.1

* Right,. Between Phz Z Phenix and you4here's agreement or
betweenVohn-Dewey.-and :you thereAl `sagreenidnti cizaat that e're not.. .

quite eqUat and when one .gets down -to what the-ideological' ,conntitmente
of teacheretre:

.....,*'.)TWO thingeizerees One., ybu oughts foAtiow,#otere- getting 'a. very .

biasectfecapple We're all -old
establiehMentarians: thatitbecca4se

you may 1001t., kOS, hate a: whOlexdifffrentvarotixi of the new 'sociologists.

who willApayeliOrp,:dirie.,:..,v1Vot intb -?.-the,i,ghetto !tiohodlr. and

play grenaii*WthimA .4n4 *e.,-toOtfitodia#tvereem,04ohati;thay say
we ,fitighTeriii**107tWeliirpri :7034.;-,401e2411, getting (a very, briased,, "riplo

,B$4024itikZ.*ii,,c0iP410940044'..w.404d: zsaavhowbacktho.eshoote .

are and all 1*kiif(00**:hatissontiost.1:0 thervaanehow, they turn out
an eno ouicnumberrtifIA40014414titcitiarid;44-ilevettyakiliza

:*t.vocrukOyi-i5,1.10 ef:Vstyp.'neare ancttiodtors-;-:thoy 2t.

nb:t, *44011..ocOulet.;'41",,blit..04 0.xtraoidinoraey.'-kow,,,good

mcipvizortheoe arab Mit*xn*zwbe4ntsif4e ,crf,*e:..eyStem,
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to be partlk:.be'cause of' the system tett,. When kids- come in and:. they

don't know.: arithmetic. and When -they go., out and some kids do know

arithmetic,: the school..taught them arithmetic. They didn't- drwn up..

the arithmetic.' in their head. . $o, you've got two curious facts
going, here:: a).-that, the system .aa such,, within the limits of what

moitr.peopte :would announce are it ends, up'...until. relatively

recently; -haso done an enoimous Job: 'a only in the' last few .

years,..whenyobncern-for the.lbes or the- learning that might have .*

been given o 'aU kdi (espediaUy, thosee--kids who were ,thucked

off frod'Itheaio:th grade on-because= thigy thre, bottom half) '-

that the schbotivi'lfatit:itbecohie looked upon' ad"! failure's :

* A Nott.oniyk that 31,&.probably ;Only becauSe: :there:- happens to:,

be suck 0:highcbrrelation',Iietiken5astatits at which:failute"-was !t:

a/ways-ilea* pd vind.prodwied....1 for theztyou-hciveNa atearly identifiable

group of fallietieer:qinetetthappeneit&beyettremeiy unpleasant

politiott4y-*14verk. otherYwhy.,i -I,

* 1 tilWawitpzif. !a w.itiotteiii of when- it, is- ca failure if. you..know: :% e

Drop-out 'tii?`, aventOiipoiary.4"einn- riettaik-atiout didikft

realise that. My father finished eightlyears. Of. School o:nd..he: was,: :

no -4914avi411E rAoas 000. !-Vattibral'..-Medians.,*were::,seVen.

He,weitit a 7èimHefnieh9d eighth, :you know:: A; guy 'who.. .

fihishitrogigHtWnptli,t,iinciiintela 'op-Out -and we 'rd. :quite-

* - You draw from 400 years of history . when we look

entering OehtiVAorwePthavibiraelt kid. Take the Mat:extreme' Isitutition

in the :itiitbaWgItaitc); whorevpar4nts are, farft0.'practical urposa.
illiteratofwaniaybeiliteratig whose grandparent°, were.

iZ1i f4crf itook Zook at thevedritemetraryz *jet artclzwe', eay, now in :

order to:'-Vitnet.i.on'icin 8oOity he 'hái toiltaveScime poshigh:fIchool.:.

eduotittOtOaktetere-littarailyit'4,kinsg,ifthcit Only

thirclitroySTrtr4tYquetrter -of-htiy/Votimeplie
for :at te24eik'd, Mildred!, vearl wapiti:010y Had we, learla Prederick'l
';40094*-:1,*-%1*C01.0141:ilesciiii:Vantb:svon-hadt143% hizdihiit) and

eateititt8t,i40000,04:Iiieb40atOtt*ii)e'really-i-at the&e*2d 'of the
CiVOC.4:PlIon4-;*0:eire ho**10-fii.aoc6ne,.#4at:,lby whatever; wa$

the Iii*,44**0.f ',014ffejj1-9107ader,-,::-anything), consider

the .F:tiefdriii;n640 *thee tgiandiath,efitAzilad: Add Oat eighth:pc*
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education; their parents would 'have had the some or perhaps tenth
grade an& it voiildSiow-be,. in a sense, biographically feasible to
ask. Itim, to'. make the, me:et Bu* what we ' re asking this kid to
do ial.in'.thie btiograPhy. 'tci' make up an entire Century. When he Sits
at his and of that tunnel and looks toward the other end; 'he must
be scared to,deatly. In a 'ie': 'real sonic we're asking for a three
generational losit4orY' over- ignorance to take place in a particular
kid 'in a short period,' of life I think that this is a fontcistic
burden to place.-on'a'kict-,' And, the more the tell him:' "Look, your
parents iffitOvertid,'' your' grojapctrents' were in poverty, and so

set\ *pith"; ifibifeoneivOtis. toe unhap.py' and' under etrees .and.
nriserable the, kid must be. inu8be a fantastic thi. And
thisAmeaniithatt.theorganiisati-On6oneteirve* bore, of a. definiion
that says #ouAitareloll'it,,tit"s iiort While doing, eie. it te- particularly

ifvoid,enty haVe`;tcr-gethive' .ittare ',beyond. your parents
well, ahybOdyl can-,ounroivlhttr, up: 'tut.. if you'.have to
what cuttounterteein edUddbiondV:infinity beyond-yoisr Peasants-4c*

havir4ovoitkevicollegeiceznetpoter,f,diente àán 't read and'-write'--then that '8
too ifluch, :-c: ';

'.,t.):14thiiik'',:ithat--,iitad.tsvailittle'''bit too' draMatic,'"bedialise- if you
take the-kidkii/ho'Yffia:';:71fel6he lour greidee now'in.'

ghetto schaalklifoiitrtit'Pariiite are northern born and' their
averagitlidudditOfilikaitl*I4t'lifaii4416k aittPitle ffiii5beib* èvhhiher

\O;tliatelfzeti th4rel de! v;1*-A.fiari'Abt"hcroe 'taken i)erif (cur' that --

nay neY*VinyaiiehaWiftohatlwevi_idiffitrity4hiiik of as a tenth ditad.e
educatitin,but-4herte,,-14,Aittirlifitih
4* atitt4h6,4iiiiii0ltpte'lteilds:,0Ane-ivith -it is the fact that,'"while
the undiiiprivittiOcrlia::tiaN triakirii qi tile,Teeikeyhii:iother kids-are
taking advantage of their previenis increment.
* A d'hiCiiiitetOtititelle.tr Pehe9Yetintitiaii*jiteruiti4hat4ceee "a 'lot
of our b/colt,*48,44WVO czoii the wi'fie,4-coVrk.-thevL,criie eixteidortiatic

to14-:,7-ctie;',104eSiktraoit0044,!' 44:011:40PfaiOn'Wthe
,cl,ttiie*itSitOW440V4*6V,*?rtkOthertifititeVihey? getAtenged at

h*/*/$404ciiiiefrk, ItObodt-lbciedn'thoih
' t:01,4440i ,:geditAlke*Oh0C14100$1414i35§7 thiii feel' cs

ihat -14i4e-4 kilelib*-40. kikd4Y%Att'tt4i.ea',''ddaifttrtie',

tj
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the otherhand.; they. will turn right around in the same argument and
say: ."ffire got educated to be serfs, we didn't .get all this other
stuff,. you,didn't give.. us, enough white middle-class to get to college,

and here we are". ,Aich means that the new sociologists, I think,

are very. bad news in the. .ghetto.

_They're bad, news .depending on which way you take your policy
decision. If you put,the.question as to whether lots more kids
ought ,to..go..s.to.college ,than art; now going to' college, I think your
question. is unanswerable. . It '8 in the framework of existing

definitions of.college. ...But.i.f you are snow stating that if anyone
is ent7itleci,to-a thkteenth.year4,-everyone is, entitled to & thirteenth

year, without, regard for vhat lie learned, in the twelfth year, simply.
because. he can learn somethings.more..1,n.the thirteenth year than he

.learned in the, twelfth year, that' s different. .-:fErien though what he
learns may .behat somebody, .the sixth. year.) Now,.

I'm willf..ng-ta :make a political coneession,,md:4alik that college,
howevev,,,it, offends -,lots of. other TE:lop4101w,..1.2avo. a different

..version ,pf college. You make :tha t,. paZicy decision and .you them get

it built into the orientation of teachers that these kids are going
to go on thirteenth, and a -fourteenthTear, then .I. think that
this is different, from asking: .8hould.all:kidairgosto, college?.
This is,,bscause, the teach.ers are still:. .thinking in- terms ..of . .

tinc4P:9n444ftti-one.;a8f,ar-PC.tri.ente arid' the, VVer141e4tat - One

plays axipthergame:amd..saysi yes, they.!-re.-,oing t,acollege, the Community
Coliegq rand :.pkey mak, be 1 inghrerwkat... Obey .,,phould *we been,.

learning in the ninth year..i.n 1,494 fsohopl,..,(clonzoy,tAie.t. to them
because,,theye!donjt l,tike to ....,hear',#).,,but ;they've .entift,lect'kot..

thirteentkancLa fowteenth year; \we, call 4t :qP.Z4ege and
they'll get a degree. A "4', C' : "

* I ethipoi ack1 now in fie, to ,York.,Vety\dori't

to A tq:setNri.:Pw.417,1fm.t ,.*;t the 4977itrimOY ,00441904.: 4274?0Y,,

want.0'179. t9:4419 4Iftn1.19:r :0014.001..,b0.0aus.O' th08,e. aret- ,fre.car:P0_14eg ea

* ke..4.0A, ,Lliz4ng ttP;4e0444... ,0904an.P:Itq:talikAb,c44 Was, 0011.0ges
verstokraVgt,lipk.44,98. 4nd poynt,,p4 vest7;of the,.pultUre'o ipoint
view there 1'144 pnn #01;nottiglzing.?.bqkvorart*O. 'yQ4 're. tocoh.irgi,:
to whom,, At whAt It4md whg,,Agggpipsf,tp: bp-vgprtifi,ed for what.:,

4
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And that feeds 'back into the entire system for evaluating what you
have,,,:'at"-the end of-tvieille, thirteen or fourteen years. But, we
get:taci-kio'the- point that i, you can get a policy Orientation
which-iaYs.leveryemeis entitled to go on to school- for as long as
the public pot can afford it, provided you don't think that you're
training peciple. who 'are professionally qualified fore anything, then
you start taking a. different- view of your educational system. It
makes it :easier. for the teacher so that she doesn't have to -say;

I wished Id moved-to' Regent-'s- Point, down five points, so that I
can getthesekids 'entered into the college. That leads to all
kinds ofinteiteCtuat abortions in the:schoOl"sand:distortion of
standards `land fake. equivalences between a kid who can do calcUlus
and a kid ,WhoYcan'tt'adcl -a* grocery bill. The more yOu -try. to get
that fake equivalence, the more you push things down and"fudge the
grades and subvert education. But if you can get the beginning of
a pOlicy-Ciminiftment to''dontintiing *education- for ae long as the
publiezpat;!CothOldt,it for. everyone,' that's the -beginning of being
able to commOnly,boncelmed With an'acknougedoement of differences
and 'capacitytoAlearn` however much it 'may. be genetic or social.-
** Nciti to 'Vitt; eXtentwouldyoie think that teachers who
are made -to.ixiie Of-theases 'that-1=1x red you to this conclusion
would be2,more'dotiCerned' and would therefore be able 'to- exert what-

ever influence they can exert towards changing the system so that
it accepts thie too?',' Would

Y6,.14.1:vocateithie,
for 'instance, for

teachers' tin training?

If you could' aleteromise,thein tei'libme.degree-that the sChoole

will not Punifeht-them: hor, will they' be\-dishonored -for-ft:toning. out at
the end'Ortl'a''&:124eizrs; people 'WhO-tome-yeai4' a.gO 'Would. not have.'

been able It-61;fase0oa nihtlf:grade adwiieetone,-"eteiiii (to put'it

too pktiViime-tkiiiii41:1 not to

dishonoe4hiiiit :'Pbii-thOse-prOductiv;-theif'l th'i4tk 'that...teachers. could

relax COnitide' 'rablywinOioe iibbutzitatat.Aey

* 10ffit kind' of defeat for
the kialit40 iftloii)take...th-t-p*Otitt t)ier40.

At thegiO4e7gissend itiktettes4dite4102.00.L.rteanr yeiti can eAtit 'that
them:are fa. in'tetieatuai4- capable of



doing what we ..tracktionalio . regarded .as college work, but it
mighttill yort*hile.,, they.'re%being in school a few more .yeare

because :there grt2....othgr things . they can learn,...wid- they .oan profit

frorn,,.,and so .pn. But .that line can't. really be extended back into
the ftigh,:school because ,the reis no;tevidence-.that there is any
reason, other than an abysmally .put.,to_gether.eclucationat Etystem;-
that most of 4hpae..kids ctren rt:-Zearning..what le- to be offered in
the higkechools. flhat's to the ,offeredie.,not that difficult.
* W41,. witaminute. ',Assume. that you.lre dealing only with
a white_ population, from thelmiddle-alass-and they,',ve ,had perfectly

equal oPPOr#4201t, :tz;n Aarrn.at.,..0f, -ouPP.Pr.a.18) 80hot "lathing

else matters but :genetic dstributipn. of the;:parents.- ,At the end
of thatwelfth, year you.,:would have a vast .o4iray of -things learned,

wouldAtt.....Yog
* 1.4g . :

4

* $ you are gaingto,get differen'tial,achievement at.the end
of tiRelve..yectrs. anyway and don't think YOU:! re conce.ding,defeat- arm

mozles,nowthir you; wg4414 have..c&en.eox,lier by. -saying that .no matter

what we rlo, -even Assuming perfect. .equa/ity, -of opportunity, we're going
to gotta ,vagt,,range ;of .4.,ifferenoes:in,things learned by the end of
cny gigen,yearinsphoo; because of genetic: afferences
forgestti!wwh4vandt:black,.;and,juet assming- that intelligence ia

norritradi;PtributPd- -
,t.'es, at, perfolitlyisensige,,.konane ':kind of argument but, as

we were talking about the culture of poverty and 80 on, , it has the

cappity obe used; 4,_,an-,;expuse folauey-education..
0801.4ttqlset080:144.04iAsuitmt4, 8,t not, CtilObr

reio4,024-)PaY4f #41t1C-172Aind4f 44:4 qcPet, teach anymore. .

Absolutftly,.that,fs ,thf wopet..,,misuseof why-every one

of *0.8.ft:44.011MMtafs!ge,:prgoctot; Pra41????8...f0.7110 .

w0 80.1.45,...)4448,7411140e4.40e4 thAttoNt4k13all.cMg... with every.. ,

other kid no matter whtzk-litltvol* k011'ea;04,48t.tti3OP cf-Pw oPhor*.to

aeewne 14.Raton!tio.,4.ertMmitia11.444otocigill'fiVi-Ycriqn14°11 l'eomee
he .41M.rtil ;e.;.,,,OfolIP.OM1.1929:.4,17.-4-47Pue,t 4,10we:thfilk!tq:,210,1040. 404 t.

1,)244110-10.h0.,t.

is ckitiVglifi*VitingktesWre thgts:.10444)4.0--Ple,Argin!um.,.ho Pan,*

36
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within the framework.

* tqapposing vs!.....try to trznsiate a kind of political decision.

a:80n100 well* going to. -go- from that directly to the will, the

motivaticin,:,..of the teacher. I've been concerned with knowing how

to put together a school so that you can maintain that kind of

mtivation. Pthink that most teachers want to teach. They're

naivs4tshell-in a lot: of-waysk-butthey -want to do something.

I've toyed with soma ideas aboict- this. Supposing we simply said

yowcian never'trcausfer, a kid- out of class or you can. never transfer
a kid out' 'of ti.-school, so:that; you create...organizationally what's

true at the society leve/, that is, the society has only its. own'

children.% It doesn't :=have ideal- children. It doesnlit have fantasy
children. They are--that's it. That's what we have. The function
of .our educational' systeitris to teach our children, not: some. other

kinctiofrchilditen,: :not_ Chitdreir only.,at the three sigt428 of the ilea*,
not geneticaly-superiorchildren4,' just the -ones that through
the dociroy,:,Thattiv all we' have: anyway-:-one batch of, children and one
school systemthey're supposed to come together. While this makes

someqktense,,atthe,ndtional ,Zevel,what' you get- in the _System ie .a
tremendous mount of shufflinuaraund o the'.children: There are

all sorts-:of mechanismir for'-transferring' children out of -any' given

classroom; for. ,tranSferring, themlinit -,Of any given school -- from the
public sChOols to thepeasOchiai- schools :ofid-back to tharpublic-
schoots--and so on.

would- you want-a:_kid:to--be.bound'ito4sne teacher. for this

career?

No, no, not for his whole life but for any-'-given

6)10008ikeigoisimply--eathat4vsakoal; :not necessarily 'a .classroom
but a school, can never trmsfera child. .-The.-argusterit is: "took,

everybody *4%4- .yotV.04 tot7,1thii,seit ::4Oneis youtre going

to have 11-ng thellsubconsciousnotion

that you don 't have .arechelawi'ave in;Ititrms
of genetics, cacq*Ci* 114001the:d,Ozitt,,,:yozirz!itea/._lhing
is 'deatitta with

yot14*0400*-2*it:0: 402,44.0ft.dc0failtingik You don' t have 'the-

tout',!4(thaVirAittieri**4-13004-1t4it:Anto.:yoUrdioutiries.424 is ,doing '



to go away."
.probiem ;is, how dose one create a'' feeling of

fate, in a very that the:-.tanker reongnizes that there the chi idoen are
and here ,Ethe I;fr and- that, they ..we all -gang to have to ritzke it
together. ,.,

Yes,,,ibut you,krZokt unless you give -the schooi then the resources
to deal flexibly with Zrkindo , ,of an enormous range, yozere, going
to get prisoners, looked;:up- in . a particular tisoiat ion. ward'

think, in-somo. taixisf:.it might be. bettbr.. to 'lock them up with

each other and. :.say; :14014!,-',,you're.going: to have- to. make- do With

each otherii. v= ,2.1; k l!ks

* . Then OW= thern equal power, to. fight the deCision- inside the.
school., 7-

0.1C.,-4 -0.1L This: may: well be. But I think,t:ae.-pre'sentwe adopt
a Whole series ofrrischanisms that,give° thvtilaehers-andithe kidé the
notiothttt some hoof-for.,eonze den't .really have to,00nfriont: the
edursationalvrotress; that somebody is-going-,to.itala .the;:-cadavard:
kith:Late:y.4: . .

* But. hot",.should the-kids .getya.,-chance.' P.think you're saying
that distributionle.,:potimr.:iens't Verrcritiedl. .

* rtink3ina tieriyi real- Isense-A')speoiaVela,eSetrl for not-so
bright i;kideiteia....-kindKarqout!,. forkide.5.iwhoi= ,for,Wheztever.iveasonz,..,.

don't want'.-to,make the:;icorfrofitments. _that eisev.-involved in getting an

education.
what would happen.,,ipthey.`had to be

confined to one institution?
Nottineaess iys k -.1

invoed.yoz:havek to .do tat) #,:loith'::)tivacking

tPo bqaUêeti ..
v4iloquIckbe. qildreoAavilai 4ozentertain4hiswitlea.i.ratY.-least.:

as,:*4:00400i.i.ttilwauftait 'tki.0et0,4clutiatiojurtt aOltemtia.411411 of
eatiiiinOia0.or44ric-cfraidei,.'4;6 0,4tivirtlftgo.on:

;Aiiii48ptiSithn'oP0*. :OduciitionaVorgcbsissittionk

it 07#8,44* utofthe4*discuaeot02.48ei iito,the ider thirk
tO*(iup*thtAtkix.404-*Aiiig2 ailittttyl,,-.tliat804ieht* OZ .

Ohe010.10:40.6AtOArbOtetbIe4O,ppei+4 te,,;342,4)hateiKii:;:itOntiOtVithe yfineit -.

3gf;
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.herself in such, a ;tbay-that she' e: not continuously under -. threat or,
shs mot Manage4whatever...threatethilre.ccre; And it 'seems to me -that
we get 4hreata4ram: a?variety of sources. We get- them from the

'-kids -themselves:, We --gat them from the .,system itself. We get them

from he parents- themselvesi We-get.'ithem. frcm the community -itself.

Now, question--can soCiotogists, throw any light on the possible
ways in which teachers nrilht be able ..,to deal with such *threats,
so that their .:vulnerability. can be ,.reduCed?

Along with teachers being faced with these threats, they are
also ,confivnited aitk-iniadequcitea role ,supports when they -dot conceive

fAhemeelves' incz way." that you :would approve of. 2 You cannot simply

eiimincitvsthe-threats. ivithout Putti ng. in positive role lianctiontr that
generatesproper, behavior.- . Onof -thesaddest, thisige in .theschoot
is t--see 4eacherit,:being -taken:doWn to: the lowest performance level 4,
possibte by.,;,the,,vtd4imters:in-theechoal.: Yoa*Ma-their tiatoh4.

the-hell are yoü barking ;ón9.,' .P27hOtt-kind of kid i. nO

goodq, become-8 the place-vi-n which -yourig

teachersoare ntheir place vx.d. shoved from their. 4+,: .

ideaZirnn. l'hat!a:iwherElthey learn;:quickly 4200. ,to be t.4mbittered.:-.:.; %,

cynics abouktkegteaching'profesSion. There& no real..,rale..stq)port..
built 'peoplez:whoyare::goirlg t6-...D1c4i "the ,democratic

gone in the7,04ho.ol except an occasional -lecture from:the-prinaipal,
once every three months.

crietimentvy rah 1:interpretation Mere 11,n 'act tre;y:rite not -%

gettinpth.ciee supports. the'. oly -;-reasonAfthati.,the -tack ,o f ,support .".

effespfAent, is. that,--.beriause,:-theiy ,expeated-: the asUppOrti, ..,NOWst could

I ardtielthat<=iflyotigchcolgekitheir '0*h:stations 'äo f thatilhey Jcnow .

that's ,,thavtxty,) ',2ebi-bok and itha P. they

* r ok\rio4-,,e-lotere.:incititlivini4 tot tar.: hêae e you>ig),..vulnerable;:

kids . How -06-4fel-Vortre-N thefpdanir to, give %without ,09ntf-nuoutr. Tole

reinforpementIgl 1f 4iVer&tinte,. t '/e7#417:444),Oit

le.- right; -say in terms of,;.*:ditridstatirig' ti:Efdilationp,the -principal
.84e; Ity'x elf,a2f"ptitt-eitnply-Viven -.got theroom.efor4hat,*-- we haven 't

#0,1001344/pp-Seei::4Ff '70411410e :tt;.-, motke4o, the best. you,4ox.. And .

tikentlie* doWn,;,.:':111.304truch;'grit,..cein '.they-,have?
** aaa veality plat knowii:riitd the
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of eduaation.:mte'.promising' them .supports that creentt, going to be there,
it.i.seema-talnerthat Ike-colleges themselves- are subverting thateacher.
* ---Buts-lryou,agree, that those' roie supports are ,orucial to, their
p/ayiii# the proper4ole themselves then the next question is not -what
cyclethe'Ieaehere do in spite .,of:: the ,abeence or the ;rote support, but
how can'-youbuild.,some''role support into the (sehool.-
** Sure;ilhis.48:et ''given' but' it.
* r have the fee Zing Out-re-going to ge3.-hone'und- put ati the
burden ion :the.

* No Ilm.ndt. :. Perhaps r4thotild make,ithis.point Ivry
t*nitthati4ftwer,zhad to /Oak -at the general' riaform oducati-ont (Which

we.,114ndadientalig'41)oulti- like tot-look-at) a I Iwould ague. that -.we. hati'a

to *twt ,right t,he'.:.oppositelend7of the ,scale., -We.tve- got to took

at ;t1tecteconomielystem: We gOt < to ..looleat -;the philosophy that 18

enshrini4:4n.tha.,,societyi-, Aldi,-wel-ve,vot-to-stcait reforMing the
whole: sObeint. of edlicatioinoithin itayoliticati economic framework .

So t.htrqoelt-eiairs'iseirk-,Totir wciy; through the organisation eventually to

the crassroom.7'1 Buts % I% .goinuto -.argue thdt Mit' particular, point,
of timit'moi4,,in4970, twh ie ,cipproaches. are being-made on 'eat thaeie,
sepietrattts,7,1nonetheless,'' it stin-,remainsethe task,-,of the
teadheit't4)10:'4041eingtitain'ed ttn thd. tecieher training institutions,`
to gio4O:utittheret;cosci,leachAide.: , ,ititzt:elw needs ,,some -sort :of

educational 'support .to do that.
*-AA1'4 ;Thspe.'arevat,Z :aorta_ of thingakthat-141a.ocin be trained, to do. "-

There ,rceaiTorn&viirtple yo it never put: only' one :Cir.

two4tew teatiherelntmrona ::thescfolct sour -situations .; 4for.414

simply 140.4t.i*ifesSional morniflteid7by .tiokoOtaltoPeducatiomt hat,.in,
certain-44*Wokdohoota testa: tiadahers shbuld rbe: f fed in at-:never Zees
tka#40%,,40) s0,0%.,got -40% ,of.,the ocintinuiVrtdolnpiement. Thee ',idea' is

that:;0:14#1.:a4Wityiget1 $feCtin 'with 'sOmett.''kird:op attedhleader or

86m40410h6,4cutre ete,",with--thermik4iellk* not,3-inothe :roomi.'..

but , afte'efrtifei 1440,,,,;,;,.toolteep,their

4* 4'1404 ,ixititk:aklitintitev):-.(Thiir; itrynotqiunder s;ther.,:controlvof, the

ootle00,0t,s0diicioationl*i. Itt.iiKunder$ the 'contra 4of the:.4Upeztintendent.
1-1/74hitii,-4.-4 Oink-4p 93ppirofifetivUgitiiirate! for: hisv:ivollegeS- of-,

sductatime:t.m-saij-; en.whatever,'01.4now technically: about the-
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orgaiiisation of the educational system, this is what we think is the
best-Walt to da'it. Of octave, you can't force the superintendent of
schools but you can say; from our judgement, you're behaving at less
than.'the 'professional level. And. you tell the* teachers that you
turn out so that when they have to fight, they can say that they
know this is true because Professor so-and-so said so baCk at the
ranch. You've got to look at this, it seems to me,, as to a degree
of reform. operation.
** r Mink thii/iS what. relates to the point I was trying to
?Make eairlier. "Ti ;what extent 'do'you give the teacher information so
that astshe berms- i!friikiinbel f the School organisation she works.
to initiate' reform: in the

Thera' you have `tb define the whole business of
bectoming4-new teacher ''' as' being' part ''bf the social Moveinenf. You

have to think in terms of organizing soniething like reform cells,'
so thai":'you'vari:;',eay4o them without threat and ttiithout despair;
whenAYOU"-let-tittAthere,- the old-timexii are 'Zikety to say this and
thin and- thisthis- = YOullicbe told teaching here is a catastrophy.
arhirie-the Icind2;of thing' you-dan-eipeet to get. What should you
do?': Fiiisti;of4ilk?yinil.thoi4d4tand tog'ether. York should form a 'new

teachers'aditel4S:,%:, out; out there and we know that
in a`beriee'theunotion. of the,,- echthatiein:,profeesor, 'who' is remoVOd

from the strugglek4i;to".told'higfr the torah', -right.?' -.It's like= a
nrieei'Onalv4obiesty tirliainy'lsotriparabite' .kind-of situation.

** Agreement, or ,disagreement?

WiliTorireVrthtkAiayit;',,orattackiiig :that;alw.Tcmd..itt's..inuch
more structural, it seems to met is to Zook at the whole' salary
structure' of teachers and the tenure'-ctiyirtim'Whibh now hair begiOt to
be looked at. 'You could ,make the point the it one of the "thinge'

.

wrong with the New York City. system is thatwo,have,'a.hidh'iralary
Strcture, and' those' old, eneriiiitedlieeiple'WhO are ',embittered

the toi.piacifitt. r be

ono.:of the ;things that you :,ought pushing for in'yOur-teachera.'
carktii'OrWybur104telitsidlial4drolipirs-,4azio'-1;eioleat. the idary

BiCause , the,, ea ,pitopte don't get' out of the''.
;syricteirts4:1-but"-the#41fangq*ofdiaidqtebe:caYsub at "a TO7A),`ZeDet -in order
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not,-.to pip co in.the queue.. There are long, long waiting lists
so that' the black,- ore -the. Puerto-.:Rican, or. whoever it is who wants
to egivance, cannot!.
* can -defend -the .argument that unless something. ie done the
unionigation of teachers going. to be the final disaster in the
Americar public. schools.

happening, on the ;college,..level too.
You're trading one horror for another. You !re .trading .the

horroryoran,,autocratic,-,schooli: system in ,which, teachers won't open
theirjnouths:14014,they- gel tenym.beoause,they'rw.ciftrrid of 'the whole
bloosokisprikeirt, fors 4.0,4?.ther:,,horror ;invhich-;4eacheroltdoil ven
their meutheat the slightest provocation without any-real regard
for thet.,e4scationaVissues- because they:-.doet. need any protection.
I do.A.'-t walltptp...".ichooseybetoeen. .those, two Those are two equal
disasOra.,,..of.,,,very% different kinds.
* 'notion-12f. concern, in a bureaucracy with
the -tegp.hensv .a onso:,the../ilink,b.etween the organization , and the
kids. Iptts ,verv,eforrsnon,:- especially's:in, the- early grades in so-called
oleprive4*categt, tp,,fink:that-tho,,Kde-are not, a- sense, phyohioany
'prepared number::-of things, for ,zar.ample ., for sitting .stilt for
Peitig4.4vakkitut,. of\stremge evironment, for cv,whole aerie& of things.
2'hie=:-.4101.06,1**,-,some;:gf:-t;!.e.:(olderthingsz,,I've, read-on the, .kind of
time elxVorotionstUclies,:otwl* goes,,on,;in the clCceeroom....,...
** Theite arq:vts,,,s,,*mvpiy, do4e one study recently using
videotape.

* Ye114''findAt2aWfui lgt-of time i
manage 4693flf? "

. spent-simply -trying to

Pt'itP:4410.)*'.Pr'" =!-',

t),TR8,*;10.0174WW#416,r4kM.4.,n14400nY.
**

0?,.010,4210,;04.0 1,9),OPINtA,V4ffialle.,n0y:,quiet.took ap..that 80116r,

:

4-1-1 I*7409-4tivr0471#0.-:!tto.04...49,1,401),K1,4S4diea-ezeces...

tPot
4102'04,10004/0:#t"1:irsigq, to .,-801;00Z.,-00,re ,ie a" 'Peculiar kind of ,,'.
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situation, in that the, kids, are very free to move around, very free
to .do. what .therikent.. and so on and so forth. But the whole system
it,..e*tretneiff:-ordaretk..2'he dilemma in a. way is that the middle-Claes.
kid gees trteh more ataiseroom freedom precisely because most of the
tine .he; iir going to,use'..that freedom for something that the teacher
thinks 6f as eduoationatttnd constructive. In the lower-class
schoolf.thie,:it,not likely to happen or at least it-re not perceived
as ,Vikely' :to hiVtlen;('I think. it's just not' likely to happen). Now,

-why can-'t you have a' situation, for eiample, where.-routinety in the

morning..the teacher serves food to the kids? To 'a degree, in highly'
depriVedoareas, itou- iteaiiy. .have- -a kind of orthogenic school problem.

Now you don't want to-push* this, too. far. They're not.necessarity.
sicknor.sanYthinglike'that,:,and you have to avoid having thier be in
the hands of the school nutritionist because she get carrot. sticks.
She'll be concerned with protein deficiency. What I violt is love food.

I want stiokyMotOtitits, 'aandy:bare. Put a little protein in there
but :don't teil:thelAide,-right?. 'So. hose does the day start? The
teacher startt,witkeOuffet in the claserCom first' thing in the
morniitg,.4not,in-7..the'l,tunch room butt in her-sclass. Dbn4trworry ,about

mesa Xiile4ohould lbe'!ablelitO..eat thingirthat get on 'their faces 'so

that thity knev'thattheWrti.being-aared for. .1. mean, how do you --

know you!relbeing carectfor'With,a.::oarrot.stick for ..instance? It is
smoothPtit qt.cictedns;:itls':got'..no:leve,tei it atialt. think you.:.

coulet.iiet.:.forth. ers'-:beitteripof.procedureikthat-come.from.-fOr -.example,.

Bettteheines work. They would have to be modified adcording to .
resources ',anisl':ecion;1* ,trestintially ''whatc.' it )7iootild.:tio 'is-.reinforete the .

solidarity of a relationship between m-kid.'and-te-ochool.i.-the warmth

of the'vetatiOnshigi betwee7 a,.teacher.4nd'ipupit..;' 'e :"no: good,

. .yOuAlseg,4.94sliztlie :ieachei; Va.? warm" .;».60hat ;`clOes:r that mectn?

C. ?..qeifrt..*ickt:thili. to 'the earlier, s'enore. ganerar point Let

altiOneAfor theliakentlthat- neit irather,:ihais4des beginning -.teachers

come out of teachers colleges mayb .in spite of rather than because
of thttecuihE047.'00i14,(19:P304:000etisko '',eorte i'idetzi.wereion ,-of. the role °.

of thel:tea040:.i: of:short:cowl:rigs in that assumption

but let '40iiiimeiflOtabnforv,the i',iiidce;L;op.the quettioirthat -1,d,:tike -to'.

,It at 46ii!tiAnow, *obi ta think ;abouit.eikepibtit the question-14.f

A e)
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what meoktnismp could be used. that:. don't have too high a danger of .

beaming barbaric; themselves; to preserve that .i-deatiem in a teacher?
*- I.:guess I disagree with. the sticky doughnUts, they're just
forlower-clase kids.. If they !re: for middle-class kids too, 0.X.
But. I think that the.problem in' the lower-class. school is that the
teacher very-quickly. learns to ' give., up' any kind of a normal
production, She doesn't think of herself ,aa-there to. produce -learning.
So, tit's kids .are quicktyaught not, to- produce: There fore, 'anything-
your;.figkre out-__oughtlto be ..really very ,directlyr;oriented to production.

. It:!e ,very difficult:162'1 her to keep up! that notion i f she', has
to; ...spen4so -much of-her,'time"dointhings- that. she .doesn't think of
as teaching; :.:keeping -order; mcosaging-:the:=kids,c' and so- on:
* '.1ut!,_that.'s, paiatly because'sheodoesn!t get them, int)olved in

.productiveqactivtity.
Al right. .

* schools in St..-Iiouis where he uses
operant.,coriditioning and social exchange,.principles.. Those classes
are incredibly:.,:ti.)elLbehavedland:\there is one simple-mechaniam by
which4t,!...40coingisheckfalthough',therete lot zlinatrumentatiiv: --

of3that.cmgelitemismit-, the. reWards:4he teachers."0-ive.to.' the kids are made
systematic'aliy; aantiregent,%on .and. that'd all
thereAis"..topiti...-;Tfo.thelle,:were'4-sticky:tdoughnut :in one of his
ciasseskork4d have .tO,bey, it with,.-tiakens : %And you-buy it

tokaiiik44-liiling%butityotoorworkbook,antVahowing:it to, the
`. .

* ,:..2hiite:',,,arent&any Aide livha-7,fult :44;
I dont'AtAat)s .theNtigf"cianfidariCe ..

* s' ,t4,4x-iiitqtithat 4ow,starteeitch kid off -,where . he

'ziCand got4tfinVsolmthilleithat''yow,want do:ithat'llan%-be ,rewarded.
rt'Itz,btherffixT4exteips fdonht ,elortwAtlin witka settop;thinge,,the ,child has

to tr142,-*:::ty.cw4rfinvt4 get ''him,atoolked -on Aha uthOle:motion -Of contingent
raParts-A sm/4 11.A:trtA "6:7v .:;1%

1/41.P. 4140101t t3/40 Ar41461444tksime k.iieiterpStations ot this, because-
;,:thamo..arelnOw. tWi' 44a#ing 4hat 4re ma/Zit, in
. oot70.4i0tiottit40.114.a0Cothin,...:...-VnS1/4ris.,41ie ',davaiopotslital' stage
se4uefliktit-icrnc?, thee.: at1 r,48,-everdtst c'Onditioting,..and Vve .become very
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-inpiseissed:with the unreatiem of operant conditioning if it assumes
reixdinegotfor :certdin :moral leVeis earlier than kidscxe' actually
ready for, thith-..- ToU juat'Oan't ni2ke it no matter what you do.

..thit -cage Metz, concern is only with behavior. I meat,
in '4n en,rnbriUty is; taken 'as incidental.
* ftt hard 'for Many' ithetto children to run the risks of doing
anything--they have had so few inputs simply by Virtue of their having
been sod minfrertr- if fa/allies that 'don 't operate on the school's! r

But that true only of a iiinati group of the kida who 'come out
of thiloghetto.7 Moat f, dome toacihooi 'lookik., forward to it.
Moat of 'thee; are-iriterestid'Caid they're- reeponiiive in clafre and so

goes On, he few who miebehavil get the' '

teacher 116 heloked OW) them, that Ts. rettj goon, 'she.' a' bearing down on

au th -kida and they so4tItaut: aehaije 'rather than to
But, there is also a group of kids! and there an more of them in
th8iflachbOi thren' thOrii: erre' 1/44ii the riiiddlericlass istehoole, who

don't talk That 'e effte'tkple:;' 'th0 highly withdliezion- kide, ar'those who

are very disruptive. Mit '"Deri theIe iti. e ciasees: they
kinel'OftiteatMent. .Niti 'thing' with the

nonkierbat he.'e got them pin? jom
no talkinel-tiPinetliesii'dniWitOigthii couldn't ahut-them up. Theji

had to-ouVoff their:tokalia ib'they el. 'stop.
* 'Ikrtibld'teeSb;if'Proiii`:;g. VU. took the' bottOm' third of the hi4h"

schbOVgiadueitiffg"61eibe'aiiirOt'thein'throVigh,the oi; lilinole
wit.1041) hicVmoit '
Phi'Beta'ketipikti at *Ate:1'4W b"/Atatin' third'o fthe giadia.gni class than
they got out of the top hièv 4514he-.0aaliatii4 oiale
* Vliethlifloratif. 4,! . .

èor kid.,hd wee '62iiiinitted'tii he National

Institute fetit:B44t-' kids in
Arseirdoitifteteritaiiiiir;. i , ,

reatiP'90.1*Stiiiii hiii,--6**00#6014iiii.
really, lIe 'e got it on a »tiering. I sea') his progiefrii'''and
extittordotthwalmsAtz.,. ,

* Virrreak )'.9tkilthatVe Vilftabrei:eiiiiCeffedt i;166419 iflto this dei.

A e;
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* . It :seems to me,that now we are discussing a very profound issue.
My concern has always. been for establishing some minimal social floor
as a base .from wh=ich :.to build, so that children and teachers are not
so threatened by the situation. But if this kind of dPerant conditioning
is true then in effect,you can. hook -this together with a production
emphasis in ways which at least theoretically are not as threatening
as I had .assumed them to-be.
* Mybe the social plum. varies. Maybe for some kids, it'
strictly entertaining, and that they see a reward in utilitarian terms
as sufficient to. maintain and - sustain a social relationship.

But you see, a rewarding social relationship is a rewarding
social relationship. it may be Hoonlin's.thingthat he designs that
relationship in such a fashion that a kid has to do something called
talk--you know? 0. K. fine, but the .kid I'm sure still goes home aid
says:. "Gee, that's a nice teacher.; that's a good set up, I really
belong there', and so on..

After a white, the kid shifts from tokens to rewards intrinsic
in the activity. :.Presumably he just stays at that higher level.
If he doesn't, then they put the tokens back in.
* But the key,,to this,, it,seeme to me; is differentially. scaled
expectations so ,that every kid is getting.csonze ,kind o,f reward. . Now

you say; well, it!sIcontingent., 1"t"s..contingent ,inone sense, in
that he has to do something. But if after all, you reward a kid
for doing something you.. know -perfectly well it.'s ,fairZy easy for
him to, do, then in effect, you. have non- contingent rewards. But if
you want equal rewards for unequal productivity then he does a little
more and then some more, and so on, on the assumption that you can't
expect the kid to do, more than he's capable of.
*at I wonder if what we're saying is that there are different
kinds" of reward systems and that the, teacher had bettqrbeware in
ass:A:mail that she. can give a sort of personal reward that's.-
associated with her.. identity and integrity. When, in fact, the .kid
rejects her as a position holder or as a person? On the other hand,
the token is neutral.

Yes, but I think it would be interesting to examine your ,.
videotapes from this perspective. One of the things I think you'll

A
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see isA-that teachers; do not use that reward contingently. For example,

they-say 'very good'Teven.when it isn't very good, -80 pretty soon

it:ousts:means r.like you', but it doesn't draw attention to certain

desirable behaviors and away from other undesirable ones.

I think this partly derives from the gross overdevelopment

of the.: argument that personal behavior is self-realising. I think

that ...it is,probably much more sensible sociologically to say that

it 'is desirable to relate to people who reward, you rather than

saying, that certain kinds of flows are rewards because they come
from a person with whom.it is desirable to relate., For example,

when the kid comes into the first grade, he doesnPtknow the teacher;

(LK.? The way you make that teacher a desirable person, ,is by

having ..a. teacher. reward. somehow--produce something of positive
benefit to theAidphowever. ve -look at. it.

The developmental stage theorists say :that the. function of
rewards is not because thekids seek the rewards vhich. are gratifying

(whichis- what this version of operant conditioning, says) but rather:
that rewards are gratifying'because they reassure the ,:kids that

expectations have.beenmet: That"a a very diffg-rent, view about.

operant growth than .the operant conditioning view which :-.says ..the .-.

kids are seeking the rewards and hence. per formthe task .in-ordear=..-tk,.

achieve. the rewards. The other turns it all around so the :seeker

wants to reassure themselves that they. have learned or gained the
ens :thsett Awe beenselected as desirable.

* it.- can. be both.

If :that were all there were to it, then the. kids.. -would not

that interested spending. their tokens. They. would just -keep, them:
there as a kind of store. And in fact, they want to .spend-those

tokens.

* It can be the utility of the thing.. But more likely; it's- the

so-called sustenance o,f permanen cognitive growth, dependent on the
rewards being ...viewed by the kids, not simply for their uti/itarian.-

posaibilities but for the reassurance it gives them that .whect7they've

learned is -correct,.

The other thing that I think is important goes beyond the idea

that you just set up a system in which, if the kids are rewarded for

7
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learning,'they'will therefore' work harder. It is the idea of the
exchange so that the teachers wort harder too. If the teacher can
see" that her behavior is having an effect, she is much more motivated
to continue that kind of behavior than if all she gets is a kind
of a 'Isiah' back from athe class.

'We're bthk to the problem of the teacher being able to take
as mush gratification in moving a =kid thiS tittle, if that's what
his scope is; ae in moving another kid this much. If you don't get
that bUilt in, then you're going to get differential love for the
kids who verify your goOdness as a teacher. 'That's the real hang -up
in this syStein, isn't it?

would urge you not to shake your !head the way you did when
you said 'earlier that maybe this is HaWthorrt's effect, and instead
figure out how to cash in on :the Hawthorne effect and institutionalize
it, go that' today'S Hawthoft effect finally becomes habitual
* YOU know, that's being used and. it works. It's interesting
beethate we've-known in industrial sociology for a tong time without
really asking what it 'means in other institutional areas, that in a
relatively, statistically 'randomized set of work groups, the best
predictor ,Of the .oUtput of the group' is the tone-maintained by the
for 0.k. ; we :hack up from that. and say that the teacher is
the foi;entin in` the' Classroom and the' "principal is the foreman in the
school; then what one can expect tb find is exactly ghat we found in
those supplementary case studies for the Coleman report. We found

that although we can make generalizations about how bad inner city
schoOZS operate, there are of course exceptions. They are.that
these schools have principals who have carefully selected andheld
together ct'biinCh of teachers whOr get told; "we're 'not like other
schools in slum areas, we're a really good one." And the teachers
keep teltitl'e:/',ihe kids, and they 'believe *it. Meanwhile, the kids are
learning;' 'you' .know. One *of theee-schOols in- inner city Chicago had
kids of the kind that we reassure each other come from the toncng
places' 'arid motivated, and so on. She had kids that came. in
every morning at 7:45 for a school that started at 8:30 because they"
tatted to dd better than other people and they thought that if they
put more time on it they could really come out ahead.

48
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* , -That,ibrings:us back to that question again--how do you reinforce

the readiness of most teachers to teach:reasonably.weZZ.and fulfil/
their. roles? -What mechaniem can be brought into the ,school within
the reserves. available? -.I just don't know.

One of the. things that we can. Zook-at is that there are -some.

kinds of extra professional attempts to do this, for example, the
Oceanhill-Brownsville.:43ituation. One way this kind of thing can..
develap.is' to.get-a group bass ideolfogy that says: "now look, we

are 'ping tolhave a pod-school...."-

You ought-tO.note though ,that there was probably a higher
turnover of teachers including the new ones in Oceanhill-Brownsville
4:han there is :.in the rest of tie school system._

But at .least.this icrostensibly the.kind of thing to do.

What keeps the teachers going. is that the school board states that

it is,:doing,to.have alirert-rztte school,.. rand then hires a principal
thatc.iscarsnitted and they ,keep .that,comitment going.. I'm
sure that if the school board just stops mentioning...this, pretty. soon
even good middle -claws school.. could. be deteriorated--perhaps not
as low as an inter city :schooltcould-be,butlyou could.wind it down j:

roo to speak; over time' juat as you. can...wind :it .up over time ,by these ..

kinds of things., A .it -

Oak, two points:. One--this .suggests to me that ;:if,I:...were a...,

teaals.r:looking,for.-.4. job .Iwo,uld--start to Zook fora school system.
that stated that -although .i :'wae in an :underprivileged area it had
a good system: Vhat's-a pretty naive one.. The other: one is a

question.- Presumably group dynamics research has some of
relevance \here..' Would you,advocate the inclusion of some sort. of
training for. teachers in dynamics in.their training program?

wouldn't.
You wouldn't?

Not unless you had. unprofessionally corm9etent people who could
do it.
* .-. It area it just _becomes ,,ctn excuse for black teachers to .

accuse whites of racial .prejudice, to excuse themselves from all.
responsibilities in the:school system, and to blame race relations
on the prejudices of the ,teachers,.

/IR
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'** The fact that it's operation may be methodologically inadequate
doinin't.neeessarily .negate'the'baSic idea, does it?
-1' 4f you Want 'teachersio become wore azoare of themselves rind
what they're doing I have no argument with you. But there are other
kinds orthingi that are now being aide ly .advocated without any
evidence o f- the effectiiSenesse. tone of those. Now one of
the effeeitiVe'onei3 .know,' is the Very 8triple'.ote-that Marty Deutsch
has uited-With-4ome dogree*:of-aUccets:k' You have -a couple of full

scale photographic and sound tapes made .6f-a trainee teacher while
she iii''teo:Ching. -.Tau 'plety themback to heral I. understand that in

afte'froni the.best to the worst teacher, the teacher'
says: "Oh no,, I never stlid:'auch.et thing", and on comes the tape and
there i.t.i6--"0 no, I netier'-did'Sitch a' thing", and'there's the movie.
You'`gtit 'that.iity.tboy,, that you never otherwise could get.
* '''-lhit-that'S:Osity far froiii dOing,4ensitivity training; That

youlVe got tirdO'-in: creituation in which the teacher is not shamed
in frOnt"of others:.
* And4.also-Where'ou,ie not' .undermining the professionalism of
the 4taaOher..: think ohatzhappenif in the"inter4sacial type of
sensittitiity'4Ziaining is that pit' tear the insides out of the teacher's
conception of herself as a professional with some kind of an
aufanifrioits. nOrmatOe 'Ikthe 'from whioh to 'operate. If it's successful,
she ,.gde,e away .1jith''et sense of Otetty''drude. despair --terribly. unhappy
because her hairis' straight instead of =kinky, and so on. I've
seen this. in a lot of our young I have some school of
education people in some of 'my classes, and they are filled with: ..

this business 'of: "I want'to help black kids-but I'm not black,
what ern I do ?" I say; "you -know how to teach"- right? Then teaCh.."
And I have yet to be persuaded that not knowing ortthmetic is
somehow better than knowing arithmetic. It is stupid to have a
system which, in effect; Bari somehow "you don't :speak enough,
Swahili or you don't understand what it's like in the ghett9".
Much Of which is pure 'teirookl..-:':Peeling plaster is' peeling plaster.
It makes very tiftle'differenee the.color of people-and a Zot of
difference the 'color' Of plaiterirwRats are rats 'and' a Z6t' of people
know what it's all about. They may.have,.Torgoiten but they can be
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reminded:,-; And I think.'we can be very strong in exiing that where
sensitivity training' ie .usedas a way of reverairtg the racial. scales
and proMbting'..sadistic revenge--it'a'serving no effective function

for improving teacher rotations.

** !If were'-a-Veacher and I had been sufficiently socially

insensitive. not to recognite injustice and I became aware of it, I

Would start to feertgUilty. r Think that what's happening with

teachers -now' is that"they're' having social injustice made .clear to
them an.being well-intentioned people,' they do start to feel guilty.

Prestund.4,1 to this extent they're. vulnerable. Now, how can we allow

them to erect defenses against this sort of thing?

2./1' guilt gets translated into "I Can't teach these kids

because I'm a white racist" then the obvious. argument is to have

only black teachers in:inner-city schools. Let's do that and get it
over'aith. But, there isn't a. shred of'.evidence that. I know that

indicates that that .wi/1 produce effective, teaching. It's just Zike

the police business. It doesn-'t inake.any difference in ghetto areas

to have black poticegen; other thinobein4 equals You get -just as

many complaints of brutality. t You get just. as many'icomplaints

poor servioe, etd..,-et6.:%This"'diai.happewiWthes6hoolirtom,
* .rwoula:make little' Or. no effiirt `to deal with teacher's
prejudieies-,ir I were in teaoheit training. would. ioant. them to-s,know.

all'"the'faCtY'-about the issues; 'teach theft?' aZZ 'the facts..
also make every effort to get-them to- see 'what. the-role4f. the fair

teacher i ii; black'or-white. If one- gets commitment to the role.; -what=

ever prejudicial layer' orbeliefe tdj :bgr underneath, doesn't really

matter. The prejudices of white teacherd-toWard dumb .white kids is

of the same"genre. as the prejadice of white teachere.toWard dumb

black kids, though it's moria'intenSified by..a..teacher that ie
reinforced by' a-belief. '..tivitii.ineogtability..
* '`' and' of 6lack teacherd tOWard-White kids. That can be

quite.tii:cidus too: ,::,`':.-
*" You have to'4et- coMitment to the rote.Of a'' fair teacher viz:"

a teacheib nat5er-'24diefaoti 'a. child f ?air teacher, never' expects
more from-et; Child-than,i8.1)easOnable to expect :under. the circumstances;

a fair teacher gives equal rewards' to kids. for unequal products, and
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in accordance' with' what the,kid is able to produce at that time; a
fair teacher.. is always cavare of the extent to which she is a factor
in tlie:-..4ciahing.situation and. that the failings are not lodged
solely in the kid but in the transaction. Those general role
comitinants zit*: so.much counter to any prejudice, that though you get
differential weak and strong to the role., depending upon
the person's own. insights, your only: hope for making it on the average
across the- board is to get, that nominal, role commitment that will,
hapo, to be rein forced with sanctions for the role. But if you go
after the prejudices in the hearts of teachers., Lord, I don't think
you'll ever make it.
* Well, a wally prejudiced teacher Shouldn't- be in inner-city
schools . in- t.,, first place.
* Unless you force, them, they wons't go there if you don't

In New York there is.compulsory assignment of young teachers
to: the 8Orcalled tougher schools, because the older teachers who
have:44-,right to opt for the .schools, choose the one where they
can teachmpre easily.= So the young kids however prejudiced they
may be, are sometimes posted to the inner-city.

I'm:Tutting.together: in,my mind what' we have been saying

cfrid,14-84rprises me. Maybe Irm,wrong: .Let me check it. I think
that,one,,of ,the-thi-gs .we're saying, is that we have to accept the
paraMeterr.of .the. !school system, and that we can't do very much here.
* Ray-.Adcmis.-asked :what. can we say that's. relevant to the

trainingof teachers, .and,we..agreed talk within ,those terms.
* 0.K. I think that within those terms we've set is some-
thing which .surprises me. because- what we're saying is that we've
got to-reinforce the teacher. Who is going to do this? You're not
going to be able to ,get all those,wonderftel principals.. We have a
few of them but if they come, up through the normal .system for
selecting , that sort, of parson gets. Relected, out. We 're

suggesting that these kids, these young teachers, either form their
awn :group. e tv, ..keep up their .'gong ho' feeling, or that they come back
to us, their, social seiery3_8, professors, and get..afreinflaion. of

this role that ;:? :.,Is this -a role i that we're
willetng to take on.?,, -Could we do it? .
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4 . I confess 'that I4,,.don.r.t know how you reinforce that role

...,.4omnitment: I don't'know' any way to go about it except. to say
that..you could try to reinforce the role commitment.

Yea, but ''we suggesting that it's going to be difficult
to db....this-within, the school system.
* ", It may be 'imposeible, but' what I'm asking us to do, is .at
Zeastctonsider* what 'could. -be done, -given all the restraints
possible, to 'enable teachers to' be -better at their task than they
otherwise'would be;' in. -terms- of being committed to' the.role of
being a good and fair teacher.

As I understand the written charge given to us, it was about
the training' of the trainers of teachers
*4 Eventually; but. our,position is that we ought to know how
to' traits, teachers before.,we train the trainers of teachers.

" think among the things, that. one has to do- is simply
cleat tn:th the fact that the-teachers who teackin. the inner-city schools
repeatedly comeback t.uniVereity. And when they do they seem to

Say: "Goddconn it, the law-Makes-me come back here every sianmer.and

I-never .get ..anything that amounts to a damn ",. 'which means that the

of,teaeherseither4on't knbw what they're talking' about

or don't' know what to do.
row; at lea6t. you.:have the institutionalized procedure.

There:.-i8 inceffect,,a kind .bf compulsory. attendance, law for teachers,
right--or they don't get promotion and recognition and so on Now

this .is -a :gigantic institutionallresource which has been,. from .my
point' -of 'view, totaZiy frittereeaway:
* ' 'It/fat-is. what I. was-getting at. Is this what we ought .

restrUcture?:
44 All right. The education people yesterday admitted this;

'and..advooated themselves.. that ..-teachers should come back when they
feel the need for specific kinds of refurbishing.

-We'shotad. look-at thiswthe. Way ..we should look at. the
'''eompuleory-lattendanCe4eao for first-graders, 19.K..? .*.The balance .

battled,: Ziberty- and coorciOn- .should:!.be looked at in :a more

sophisticated fashion. If you have a system which now somehow
gate 'Lo' you' a Zarge%proportion..of the Dop.ulation you :want to reach,
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then. foir Odds, sakes-be.very careft41 about fouling that up. Just
because. you - haven't been doing the right things with them when they
cone is not ettreason to say; . /Let's -make it voluntary",..because
itwe'prish,thia logic frrther :we would say that the way to solve
the problem in the inner-city 'school is to only have the kids who
1,8ychically..want tO,'comel=anct to hell with the rest. And I think
this is,-Very-,bad.:-;,There tare certain advantages 'of coercion.

;' :In:fairnesliAto' the. educationists, they didn't want to leave
the. ay Stem-Unchang ed;' they wanted to :change what was offered as
well.
* : Well, fine.

You know, you've got to be a little' cynical in designing
institu ions .If youvave-Up -the' pressure to get those teachers
back tbrfeltionpud;:they won't come: It's like when the. teacher's
union4oee on attike,ancVsays: Velli if we had another thousand
etatlar/Pa,year,i,e'd:.be freer.. of psychic pressures and we would

-'')tea'ah better:,'",:-That's ,g2,btrickof.baloney., I used to be a union
:Teteward; It was :a bunch of-baloney when.I said it for my welders

weldingcplant,,and it's a' bunch of. baloney when teachers

4afp.it:$ ',408 _a` bunch ofbaioney when ,doctors say it, and.it 'a a
bunch of baloney when anybody says it. What they want is a

just,a rhetoric, that is useful. Or take

:`the new thing now;.: -it)hiqh\iti, the 32 hour` work week- for teachers,

xa four dathworkimek, ,so tthat the other day can be devoted to

,professional advancement. .fly: eye! They're; :going to pwinp .gas!

Everybody knows what they're going to do. They're not, going to
adixthaef!,a dm* thing: They're going to rest a little,from the

combat maybe, and take some nice job like a watchman or .a.cop or
something. t. .

"But-thatst no, argument' against seeking a four day week. That's

something else.

* But- title*: going.to get ;harder and harder as teachers negotiate
tougher: ands tougher work bargains, and work. less and . less for more
and marexmoney. Wo may let. to the. situation where .,none. of this;
makes any 'sense.-

We're almost getting to the point of saying that,the .schools
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of e.ducation should deal toithnothing because they can deal with

riothing, e:coept,zwhat you-aay when you face that class--and this may

be the, least rei8part -.thing.

: ,,44.- .. - O. N. 4Vow this is, a point that .I'd like, to see elaborated,

o what .: extent do 1,ouprepare teachers for the other extra-mural
activities of,-teaching, which are ,nonetheless part of the teaching

roleitfor :example, interaction vith colleagues; whether formally
or. informally, vithin-the:itsystem; interaction with the ,union;

.interaction with the. superintendent; and things ?like, that?

Aecetusei,the, implioation ,of your statements. would be that these

`.are impOt(mt things,.

' Ifow,::..Pooki,-veh)e.latl.,',taught graduate students and by and .

:large, got .rt higher \Zevet of professional ,connritment to the ideal
the,,':prOfessor. lbw do :we -do it?

''.G004.4140.8tiOn.

* 7 :14t,,surdive..do it, & think maybe .rthey come with it..
:, We ' re,- -not, ,,doinr it very .well.-anymore .

'.* .' Everybody in our .profession pretends to be involved in some
actipc-research. -Everybody..pretends.= may -be true -for, five. per

.,4entYof.the popuratgn.but you- ask somebody. the .question that
is recognized.-cto.,ci -legitimate one: 'What are ,you doing? they,.

..(zhaves to,93o4efee4,,,-i'mAlsorking . They do this as
c part..:-of the -professi.onaVrole..?,. Most; of,,t he- time, i means. they 're

reading :oomething.; :but, that'se,=-basicle ..the point: Now), how ;do -you

get that conritMent7 4'hat -sew' to, be very -txzluable oomitment.
It says that orte/should.be ashamed for not be;ng-profeesionally
produotive.,:t:Row do,:yOU.lat.that-gonygtment:?..;.!-Because that would be

44,miractulous-,..cheinge,-in. the high ,-;school teaching population if the
6g:44'atent ,acmit?nerkte were :refleated there: .

* Apparently, it-rie.Avide.iy.,,bolieved,,,that. you catet progress in
the prafik88i0; if you clontt,:preeent:1:140 image of yourself.
* .Ait.cl,:,:there.etructural,,aupport4ifor: it in that most scho,-;le
reQuireacme .4011tORAM-41740:-Pf..prpfessional growth? O.K., so we're
backat.-theabaaute necessity: ,ge maintaining enough structural.
Pressure'in-0,00- secondary and,'.04emefttary.-.schoole of making professional
advandement aontingent-upwsome versiv of professional growth.
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Let me reinforce this with a personal reminiscence. When I taught

at Teachers College, Columbia; I knew: from the beginning that the
vast majority of the people coining back after school (you know,
4r00-4,n-,the afternoon or 7:00 at ,riight) were. 'there to get additional
Credit hairs ':t6 get their supplements., so .T.-said: "I know what you're
here-for; or ,soine of yru,",and that 'S O.K. And 1 know that 's the

extent of' your-intivation and that '8,10:Kt t&J. But I'm going to
act as:though You dam n wen cared abasit 'learning a lot more to be
a better teacher". 'Making it that ,explicit waii dangerous because
it could'heiVe been done without making it 'explicit. I then, kept

to it. Now they acted as though they were there with the highesi
professional interest and -they responded' much more than they would
lierOe'if I had Midi* "What ,the kelt? We're'only 1iei for 3 additional
credit hours. Let's play it at the lowest possible 'level of coolness.
* . or if you had made it voluntary and they stayed home.

* If you get "the captiVe audience throught the structural
pressure, you can get some 'conelioration of the system: Maybe only

10% of the teachers are only 10% better than they were before but
that a- pin:: All right that ts `one. Now, if you. are going to

ht to,ikeep' on din the next is to get the union leaders to
coilabos rate-141'1.th They'have,:to 'dares 'tb a system in .which they

ledse public image of :concern for profeasionat growth
afld dthelopnientr:riot :jut' :Theylve got to present' 'an image

at .least for the mOmeftt ofbeinrcOimritted to professional growth.
ithirdly; .t4oUtct Say,. Start preessioncit growth earlier. It's a
cotnitort'sugges:tion.-bUtit seams' tor,, indispensible and hardly
Used:, :Get your teacher candidateevinto the inner-city classrooms

theeartiest' possible .opportunity=.-fOr several years while they're
going to teachers college.' tied* 'that with *taking it a 'rule in tyour
teacheire'CiOliege that your lee:Aare .0? education re %required

every jeourtkpaar; to Spend-One 'Semester in active observation of
this way .-yoU lfet a ;constant feedback so

that tohen'd,i,rofeector is 1cdby a student .teacher: "What:Ido 11:

wheti'ditid.\dOcie thiin °lase"; he can eir.swer ;:the terms'

'other than' toine nebulous philoBophical. statement about* love the
child. Teachers 'are preswiribly teaching methodology and thereris
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methodology ,t1).=be taught.' I'm not against methodology courses
bad .methodology courses. Teachers have to learn

what to do when confronted with 'the problem. To young teachers: the
'motit'dismaying thing is that-they"-come to say: "I don't know what
the hell` to dOeircept keep order,' and grade them .like this, and say
gg to the prinaipea '8'. office and do that.", And, a few weeks of
that sort of experience and anyone becomes 'aynioai old teacher.

''.rdon 't want to out out the liberal arts education', but I want
them in:the''claissroOM early. And I want their professors either
to get .exposed for expose themseive6 by going to' the' classroom;
.Then I think' you will again improve maybe 10% of the teachers by
1045% of their-own capacities--which would. be a great growth, right?

* r'm 'inteiseeted that 'you also said that when- the:professor
goes back he' observes, that he doesn't teach; Whiok, I think, .

:-'i4didatea aiituteneas::. .,

4-'1' T dertildiet takeover a-alassroot. Xe 'shouldn't be required
':tb;',but-12.e'' eholiid be: there.' al l . :the time seeing what the teacher

has to do.
*`' '"-S'oMe of .this' ,kind Of thing. can bil..donethrbitgh rotg playing.
j"tryoi.ir' echObil' of is in Celurnbia, kissouri,"'and the'sinner-

'''-etty 'cire..fiCChidagO Or East St. Louie:, then you'have-the
..sPr'esitleitt ;.)f-jtist: traith;Oriinef pttople back and forth. ,But`:sijnie':training
diet' can be'' clOne-'itt lannin4 seeision8,.'' There arel'othieiv.'
subsiztute technologies too..' :One of the things 'that. I .teir:etudents

that-if they lodailf;',..seriou4 want to be -teachere,mpizrticularly
''in'`thiiv,i)ery 4/dilly grades,- that they should find ,some: wail to

hold' oit: a :Child;' work °i the lodeil` orphanage; gb :hire out to a
family '17' 140 an' houil do "some thing so .that- they viii to'
havir-buittaNed aantbatiAtit a chit d: ,Orte-ofthe interesting things

.O.boUt,'teashere is Sinti?ty that-these. young 'girls have never had
cOntaCtliitith'oxy ,lows theylre: with ,generalisations
abotit ''the'.' ikap it''.1enoz,),fa ehi Zit, and they're trimly

Cct'atty to re late tO".a. child; NOw, Children
.4iffeii.' from Itiaeh I8ut;:.7431t4Z you can 'handle the problems
of relating to one five year old on a sustained basis, how can you
relate'to ' a .diiferaiit. kind of five year' .6147 Teaching is like

S"7
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plumbingthere is no substitute for pipes and grease

Let me return to the question about how we get our professional

commitment among our graduate students, It just OCCUM to in that

our graduate students go out and teach immediately after having been

exposed to a dozen different role models of' college teachers.

They've had three years of intensive exposure to that. Now teachers

going to public and private schools for the first time, go out

some 4-5 years after their last experience with a school classroom.

They do not have active live models of teachers to emulate. What

they have, and it's horrible to say it, are the models of their

teachers in their own classrooms in the teachers colleges. I don't

make any brief for liberal arts teaching being any better than

teachers colleges' teachingit's probably just as bad in its own

way, in terms of what you ought to expect out of people.

I remember fashioning myself directly on teachers I admired.

I wanted to be so smart that no student could never put me down.

I got that from my family but I got that also from having a certain

university teacher who shall remain anonymous. I thought he knew

everything. It turns out he didn't, of course, but I thought he

did. I got a model of scholarship from him -- -you know, to be able

to work in German and French and other languages and to know these

other materials and know historical materials. I felt I would be

shabby and superficial an my Zife unless I got to know aZZ that

stuff. That's good to have, you know, because there's a level of

shame below which you dare not sink less you lose all respect for

yourself. You get that, it seems to me, from active emulation of

a real model. Our elementary and secondary teachers don't have

that kind of exposure, partly because of the Zack of recency of

their models and partly because of the admittedly lower level of

professional competence in the.teachers colleges. You should not

take that as an offensive remark, but only in the way, it seems to

me, that blacks ought to take the observation that the history of

their development has been such as to render less of them ready

for professional roles than the whites by virtue of the advantage

system.

To take another point--I thought about this when-you. raised
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the question of how we send out our young professionals with that

attitude about research. As you pointed out, we send them out after

they have spent the preceding four or five years being where every-

body respectable can answer the qaestion; "What are you working on"?

And the most respectable ones can answer in the most interesting

ways, and most often. !hen these kids go to teach, you sec, the

comparable thing (if it were working) mould be that they had been

in the part of the university where all the time they're just

getting awed by top-notch classroom teaching. Wen, that's a hard

part of the university to find, and I doubt if it's in the school

of education.

Welt, the students are exposed to muster teachers. In

theory that sounds good. 7he question is whether you have enough

master teachers working with inner-city kids in an adequate way

to provide enough decent model. nn not sure. It may be that you

have to go into videotapes and all other kinds Jf simulated

conditions. If the is a master teacher, you ought not to try to

get that master teacher around personally everywhere. That's

impossible. But you ought to have him on TY for all kids to see

what it means to handle the situation. Not a contrived one so

that you get a super performance under artificial circumstances, but

you get a master teacher working under very hard circumstances and

working naturally and well.

My guess is that probably after five years the average

teachers has less real sense of the centrality of the professional

role than say the average carpenter of my father's generation.

Carpenters went through a whole series of stages, each one marked

by, on the one hand, graduation, into a company of prior superiors

and on the other, by a required set of performances which were

performable and judgeable. He worked very directly, did a Zot

of things, but the central thing was to be received into the company

of other craftsmen. The builders now tell the contractors; "Don't

give me any of your fancy craftsmen. Being in a guy with a hammer

and nail and if he doesn't halmer so straight either, it 's all right. '
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PART II

* There are several things that we have to deal with. It has been

suggested that we must spend time on disabusing the minds of education-

ists of some of the falacies that are being perpetrated at the moment

by certain (well-intended) sociologists. However, there's one question

I would like to ask that arises out of the last discussion we had. We

were talking about the fact that the teacher was trapped in a system

and, to some extent, in the same way the kids are trapped in the system,

too. Question - To what extent do. you think the teacher should expose

the nature of the system to the kids so that, in fact, if she is

circumscribed by institutional forces in what she can do in her

teaching, should she tell the kids that this is the way that this

particular institution plays its game? Should she also tell the kids

that this is how it is in society--that this is what's going on and

whether we like it or not, this is what's going on? In other words,

should she becomea.sort of a kind of a social analyst of both the

institution, her classroom and society?

I think not.

You think not?

Fes, I think not. That surprises you, doesn't it? It did me,

once I realized it as the question was being asked. The reason that

think not, I think, stems from the kind of people who do that now and

I don't know that we want to encourage that. I mean, there are

sociologists who teach sociology, mathematicians who teach mathematics,

English professors who teach English, and there are some in each of the

three who spend their time explaining to the students that it's a

rotten system and that's why they're not allowed to teach them well.

It seems to me'that we ought to be encouragingtheOople to teach well

what they're supposed to teach, rather than explaining' to the students

why they are not able to. What I really mean'isthat'I'don't like

this as a major agenda item, that is saying to the'teachers:"now, your

job as a teacher is to explain to. why'yoU:dre not able to

teach them", you know?

** I'm not suggesting a major job Nit I think ilk in fact, the

'students are becoming aware, (whether we're talking about tertiary level
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or not) of the fact that there are "system constraints operating and they

don't like them, and all the time the teachers are acting as if there

were no such thing, then yvu've got to face up to the possibility that

the kids are becoming smarter. than the teachers. So what are the

teachers going to do about it.

I expect we can't have any really good disagreement about this

which is why I tried to jump in early. I thought the fact that I don't

want to encourage what I think is the worst approach to this--which I've

tried to.describel is saying the reason I can't teach you is because

New York has a rotten school system, you know, instead of saying -

"Now, the way it goes is two and two is four, you know, and that's

what you need to know".

. I'm sure you would agree, though, that if you have a; firm

commitment to a notion that you. ought not to be using the exams under

the .competitive grading system, but the school requires that you give

them and if you have made it clear that you're dissonant with exams and

you see what a corrupting influence they; do have, and you tell ,them. I.

can't do anything about it because the school requires I hand you in

grades, and it would be a shame to hand you in all A's. because I might

as well give you all F's. But you also know that .you're working with

other iieachers for reform and now that they understand the nature of

the system, they Tray wish to. do something about it also. That sort of

exposure. to students., it seems to mE is perfectly good.

Fearless friction is. ampzirical. I went through that business

last Spring. in any big race course at Northwestern and I had a big deal

with some of the students in the class. I told them that I am

required .by the regulations of the college to give them a final exam

and grade based on it, . and. I'm going ..,to do it. I'm also working on a

committee on educational policies tp, do away with our present grading

system and that kind.of requirement and any kind of help they wanted

to give would be comirrittfp came to see me asking - "Are we

correct. that it would help.you a..great deraZ if we boycotted your final
and didn't get credit in the course?" And I told them no, they .wIre not

correct. And 2..-..corte bcs.o.1,,ti) class, and said that expect the faculty
. ,e

to abide by regulations when I vote.; iths the majority.. Therefore, when

I'm in the minority, I'm going to abide by the regulations. That's a
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faculty rule that I have to give a final on June 6, and I have to turn

in a grade on it and I'm going to do it, and don't kid yourself that
,

you're going to boycott the final and get. an .4 because I sympathize with
what you want to change about the grading system. As Gong as I work
inside the system, I work inside the system. But I told them

* It seems to me, though, that if we get away from the college

level or even perhaps the high school level and get down to the
elementary school level where I think aZZ the critical issues, in a

sense, lie, I' think this kind of thing leads to a really solid form of
mutual seduction between the inadequately prepared and rational teacher

and the inadequately prepared and rational pupil in !lays' which neither of

them are capable of understanding. That is, the sort of thing that is

being described here where a rational professor, /Idly understanding

what he is swing, talking to a rational student fully understanding

what he's swing about issues which have some definition and which they
can discuss - this is one thing. But the formation of sort of little

counter transferance subcultures in the first grade which lead to a
kind of notion that - well, let's sympathize with each other, you and

I, because we're both outcasts--I think this is a disaster. This is
very easy to do you see, because it'll: going to be hard work to teach

those kids even in the best organized school elegantly modern and
everything. I think it's 'particularly corrupting if you allow the
teacher a kind of 'out' which says, .ell, you know, - I.et's just you

and I sort of alienate together and clutch each other of our bosoms and

so you don't end up with two and two, but somehow this isn't so

corrupt two and two is corrupt. If you get so far, you know, two

and two is one of the perfect examples of western colonialist -

mentality being forced on the mystical wholeness of the east, right?

Because everybody knows since you cannot divide things into sub-units,

how can you add two of them together?

* Stop. STOP!

* Students talk about this sort of thing, and again, my answer is

if you're teaching in India, make it in Indian, but we don't have India.

We have St. Louis or Chicago and a tot of places. Two and two here is

very valuable.
** All right, but if you get back to the tenth grade level where I
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think the argument could be put a little stronger with denigration of

the point' thilt Ybidre Making at aZZ. What about the-.society, because

very shortly the kid8 are going out into society. Very shortly they're

going. to be the end product of the school system. They're going to be

able. *6:attn. *bute, to some extent, either rationally or irrationalZ,

their vocational Success or failure to the school' System they've just.

left.
.

* I think the school has an obligation' to tell the students the

truth and' if the truth is that society is not what it's cracked up to

be; that'S the, way it goes. But also at the same time, it's the

teacher's obligation to educate Sat_ least broadly, within the culture we

have. One of the great problems is that enthusiastic, social reforming
. .

school teachers are often very inadequate muckrakers and they commit as

many mistakes and greivOus errors on the muckraking aide as are

committed on the other side.

*4 I like the qualification.

One hesitates to say - No don't have them do it differently

because they will do it just as inadequately as they are doing now.

But. it's no real gain, and it may be a loss for so-called liberal

virtues and causes if you put a hell of a Zot of energy into a reform
which is just as disastrous in its consequences as the energy that was

put in to 'conserving the system: And before you say Zet the 'teacherer

share with the students' an understanang of'the character of their

common bondage or imprisonment, I would want to be reasonably sure
that the teacher was reasonably cottetent about this. Ego turned loose

in the aitser'oom is not a pedagogical inflit'ence as far as I. can tell of
any kind thit. t you can use for benign purposes. And much of this
refoiniSt stuff is turning ego Those--or even Worse turning it loose
in the classroom.

Olov. No fundamental objection whatsoever. I will admit, if

you'll -forgive my saying so, to the feeling that underlying your
discussion is an innate distrust ofthe isempetency of teachers and a

Wki developed' write' inpt ?Ai teaohelti aiigt%apabie of doing. Now,

my
,

position if informed .a ebneWhai counter view that teadhere are
4,.;capable of really being quite good, given the right training'

I-think we mould share that. "I 'think .17. this is
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based on'pretient evidence, not on a sense of congenital incompetence.
Mine ie partly based on the fact' that I'm not really joidane>itally

convinced in my soul of eouis: that this is the most corrupt of aZZ
possible worlds; thifzt in an age when every warn body in teaching has a
Bachelor's Degree, thatthey aZZ constitute leaders; that they aZZ
constitute charismatic figures; that they all constitute Christs, that
our children should be 'encouraged to follow. I think what you get with
mass Bachelor's Degrees is mass charisma and you get a kind of notion,
you knOw, every" teacher the great complainer, a;1,-.Y. you know, I don't

know who nominated Sadie Gluts' to Zead the' children out of the
wilderness. Periodically these things happen in history but, for
Christ's sake, not with our educational system. And I think that they
should examine the economic eystem; that they should point out
difficulties in it; that there should be classes in social problems;
that they should have discussions of racism, of Afro-American history
from ; that they should transmit these as knowledge; that they should
point out the differences between our ideals and our realities. They

should also point out some other thinis; Zike while we're yelling and
screaming that We're raping the world's 'oil' resources, we're also
driving our cars; and that the 'kids' will all drive or"fly to Washington
and burn up half of what's under the ground in Kuwait, to get there to
scream and yell at exploitive capitalism. Now, these things, also
have to be pointed out. I have no great faith that whatever .you do,
you're going to produce, in large numbers, little girls who are going

.

to be able to handle this kind of situation:
Well to take another' angle. The 'teacher in the classroom can .do

very little more for a black kid's faith in the society than arM him

with'somieknowledge.Of the beet he con.do; and secondly, arm him with
an understanding of what it theanSt-to' be black- in the society". There

are tit) c 'Ways of doing this. One of them is being clone, -to my great
distreee, by sci,din0' that we are dZZ guitty, we heive kept' you down in
bondage, eind- we..'re a big' gUitty-lociety, and that only only gives the
kids drowids for Agek but it. doesn't equip theth., it'seentstO me, with
that underStakding% aboUt their situation' which' enables them to
translate, their anger intO iffeetive-i3ocial action. If that teacher,
nsteact- Of aourtinithe anger of the black kid, 'could arm that kid with
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a sys,tematic understanding of what it means to be a Negro in American
society, (not from personal testivnial but from an examination from the

massed".ata).. and .an understanding of the probabilities of Negroes

getting a chance .against _whites, and of the two different time

perspectives one can. have- -from the point of view of blacks for whom it's

300 years too late,. .and from the point of view of whites for whom any-

thing in the future is too soon--but a systematic underetanding of what

it means to be lack eft, masse. That's a kind of an understanding of

the situation which may enable a kid to stop blaming himself altogether

for being the victim of society; for being the fool who.,doesn't succeed.
And, that's important- -that kids who are going to fail should know

they've got some system odds against them, so they don't come down
feeling totally defeated And,. secondly, to give them some under-

standing .-tof how it is possible, or may be possible, to overcome or

alter some, of :their situations. So sharing that understanding about

the character of our society is crucial, and that I think a teacher.

ought to do.,.
** That takes a fair Zevel of skill, .

That's right... That's right. I'm not sure that will come from

the state-wide .syllabus. of Afro-American history that the teacher. is

being given and says - "ruk, .another thing I have to..teach!" ,

.Can you do it without becoming a 1414.7:fledged .sociologist none-
theless?

Yes, I think we can.. If in. this field, as in all-, other fields,

there is much more collaboration_ ,than there.. has been in developing
adequate teaching materials .that are reasonably teacher-proof
progrcunmed instruction.

21tis.,,reminds..me pf.something I. ;thought of earlier when we oe.re
talking about how, toachersc,rshould realZy. go in there and pitch. I

think it may make ircre,..sense.:to.think,about teachers:as managers of
classroom activity, more tharvteachers in the traditional sense.

first of. all, ,think ,that.. kids ,:learn ..better on their ,own than
they,do;listening to .a...teachers...Lt.there ..are things, they can .,/ear:n
from,,., and from-, interacting-L. 4th, . Ifyou smpve:in. tha-t..diractiop,to kids
Zecimo.,to.,t..)ork more autongnioue4.,fair4y, early in..sekeZ, then you hav3

more .fre.edom.in what' you,can expose them. to,..without.toorryitg
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about.the teachers lousing it up. If they learn to read or to watch

little TV screens where you put programmed instruction or lectures or

whatever, then. you have much more Control over the end result.

* You see two of the major structural defects of the schools can

be handled by programmed instruction if it's done well. One is the

capacity to individuate education because the machine doesn't ever

loose its patience, if it's well programmed. And, secondly, you get a

lot of content itto what, that the average teacher simply can't

manage herself.

You know, I used to hold my hands in horror--"Ch God don 't

destroy. a personal relationship between two live, warm bodies". You

know it doesn't do that at all. What it does do, if you have good

programmed instruction with good machines, (and we're going to move

into that. era, though this isn't a suggestion for your teachers now,

except .to attune them to the value of this for themselves) - is that

it will neatly free teachers to be able to spend those kinds of

moments in supplementation of programed instruction where the human

touch is necessary. If a teacher tries to be humanly sufficient for

everything a machine can do, she's got to fail with 20 or 30 kids in

the classroom. r think the machine really gets rid! .-'of two major

obstacles: individuation and tack of versatility on the part of the

teacher.

So the teacher becomes not so much a teacher as a coach almost.

Right.

* Okay, but this calls for a special kind of ability too,

because here she is exercising a whole variety of choices for a variety

of kids constantly throughout the day. N6w, what sort of a person has

she: got to be? What emit of training has she got to have? What sort

of capacities does she have to have developed in order to make these

kinds of decisions, and handle aZZ decision points of the class that :

are coming up so rapidly?

In some ways it'cuts out a lot of. decision making, I would

think, because they do let kids 0 on their own. hV youngster is in.a

kind .1 0:xecktp, (modmin, progressive operation now and has this In

math there's a really magnificent library in the school too ifrom

which:1'1am getting a whole new ediwation). 10 year old kid is

66 I-6, a
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bringing 'home 'stuff. His present teacher is very good at this because
she is just a.kind-of.relcixed person who, realizes that the kids will do
pretty well on their own. She prods them and keeps them going mostly.
Though-one ofthe things she has to do is. to stop them once in a while
because .they'll really get going on these programmed units and that's
aZZ they want to 'do. My son is the leader -of a cabal keeps three
pages ahead of everybody else in the class in math. There's not much
the teacher can do about that except what she said. She .said: eke,
look. I know you're doing a lot in math, and so on and so forth, but
you're neglecting acme of these other things, you kind of have to do a
little bit of this, at least. Under those circzonstances I'm just
amazed at how many things can be going on that classroom simultaneously.

With IPI.
* Not universally, but enough so that there's always something
for the ones too:do' that aren't doing. something.; There is always some-
thing ahead. So it= provides a set of options for the kids which
partly reflect-their Moods and partly reflect the organizational
necessities in thq classroom:, They kinel'of shift from one. to the
other: .It's more organiied than it sounds.. ' Most of the, time they're.
doing something which is also .echicational, yet theti don't have 'really
any great.sense .of 'continuous constraint because there ore enough
options provided. But they never really waste a lot of time either.
::If .you really Zook at 'the thing with a cold eye, 'they're almost all
working all the time and there is such a variety of things ..they can be
doing. Of ,cOarse they bright kids and the parents: 'are, providing all
the push 'that the school. 'dthesn't.priovide...

-* .. We're talking here rittally. about what the kids learnand how
they learn it and it seems to me 'that...you're likely -*to be 'considerably
more ..interested on..the topic 'orwhat the -teacher has learned; 'what
they. 'take with them huh?
** Yes.

:And that's what 'your progion is ,about?
".

Yotevegot four years to get:at-people who are ga":

out and- teach'-.z
.. Right,~ 'The ieptication.of.the present discussion ifitthat
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you've got teachers who are going to do individualized instruction, how

can they he provided with the means for organizing it and being able to
work freely within it? Now, it seams to me that's an educational
problem. The educationists are going to come up with the organizational
solutions for that.

Yes, but isn't there another problem? Isn't there the problem
of not only what you can't do to train the teacher to do, because of the
teaehei, 'a quality. And this is really a problem of recruitment.
** No, that does not come under ouia control at the moment.

Well, aren't there any kind of screening devices?
** Yes but this is where I'm being sort' of single-minded again in
my focus. I'm saying that given whatever selection device exists, even

if we recognize that it could be improved. we've now got the teachers,
so now we've got to work with them.

Can we alter the mix, however, when we get them with the

students? This is, I think, partly what we were talking about this

morning, in terms of controlling the proportion of younger teachers,

newer teachers, who will be in a given school?

** Only insofar as we can control where our students get allocated

during their practice teaching. That's all.

That's aZZ the leverage you're going to have?
** Yes. Now, as far as this program is concerned, we
certainly have other leverages in other areas, at other times, and
other places.

* .There is a tot of interesting complexity in this whole

business of social exposure to curriculum. It related, it seems to

me,, to a lot of the things about, you know: "groove in the ghetto,"

and all this ,kind of thing. I have two observations. One is that
most of the black educational leaders that I think of as many
putting out in this ,area, don't really want white school teachers to

be grooving in the ghetto. That'af not really the big thing with them.

The second thing4is, you run into a very serious problem and that is:

over the lifetime of ,a particular child there isn !t going to be a

helZu-oa "lot of revolutionary change. So you're always in this dorm

dilemma that maybe ,all you,tre .doing is training for despair. And

maybe what you_ are doing(then 'in 80171e ways, undermining the kid's

10,'Ar
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ability to make the contribution in changing the society that he 'might

have made if you didn't. I don't know any way out of this. It's like
the ad business about don't force the middle-class culture off on
them. Well, when all is said and done, that's about the only one

we've got, if you define that broadly enough. You can't communicate

Tanzanian tribal culture. We can't do a whole lot of other things.
It's not very helped to have an alienated teacher grooving with

alienated kids even at the high school level, it seems to me.

You've delved into what I was trying to say before. I think

that we can't 'keep. on talking about how we would teach- elementary

school kids or high school `kids when we aren't going to do it. We're

going to teach teachers. Isn't that what the program says? I would

think it would be worthwhile if we could spend a little time talking

about what we, as sociologists, think those teachers ought to know

about sociology which would help them teach.

** Okay. How would you help them?

Re mentioned a couple this morning. I'd lnie to hear my

colleagues'view on this. Nobody ought to go out of an education

school with a certificate ready to go into public school teaching

without knowing that: 1. there isn't any evidence 'whatsoever that

people differ in ability by race, or by class, to cope with .the kind
of curriculum we 'have. in our public schools, and if that's the only
thing out of our discipline that all public school teachers got, I

would be delighted.

And when they got it, Would heed it and would not forget it!

ThatIS right. That would be a great 'deal for a teacher to

knovi;:.42ot to have to question himself or herself about that, but to

knod'that'there scientific evidence that class or race is a

good precietor"Of 'whether one "is able to learn or not.

* 466* not.knoWrinuoli;-hit` the do-krxw that.

ezeit tit' isrriOt known:

* 'We,otiejht.'n'ot to get Meng up 'Oh that, I think there are
three e414aily'Vood)iytiothesei about race' 'differences, Aiy are" that any

.giaii4PitoeconipciiiedAiith'aiiy"-;Other ',lei' 1. tui5'erfoi to- ,* inferior to.
or fat tquais teir.'.026-"ot702 reicie is traditionally 'di'vided

'three 'are 'equally doOd:hkootheses and' none is
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proven, none\ean be preferred and so you've got to choose your

educational' orientation on the basis-of something else besides skin

color. 'That's no doyen(?).. But it follows that there is a corottary.

In fact there' are *two things--one follows the corollary and the other

thing goes along with it. The one that follows as a corollary, is

that' in the nature of the case, given the differential distribution of

advantages in,..the society, even if all kids were equal in ability, the

present system, as it now operates, would throw kids into your class-

room who have different capacities, for a variety oTreasons, to

absorb the kinds of things you think they ought to absorb. So,

differences will be present, right? Then the second thing which

follows, or that goes along with it, is that even if there were

equality of advantage so that no one came in Efferently prepared or

differently Motivated, nature would present you with differences--

okay? So, under any conceivable circumstances, including the best

one, namely. the total equality of opportunity, you will be teaching

different kinds of kids at different levels of ability. So your

commitment then is, how can 7 do the best by aZZ of them then? If

teachers could get through those steps and realize why their commitment

is to doing the best by all of them because there is no basis for

discriminating among evly one of them, then I think you'd have a first-

rate orientation in class. And that takes a long time to get across,

because people keep saying; But if they're different, shouldn't they

be taught differently? The point is that real equality of education

means total individuation of education. And, that's not just a motto.

If even child is .unique, then every child's education May have to be

unique to Some*degree, though for many things .you can treat all

children-ail being:alike.

By the way,l,t's very interesting, that John Dewey -.bless his

mtioh malign4d.,soul -'11mally-was right in a tot of things. I don't

thilqk'uleve even been:able,:to figure a:way,to feasibly put into .

effect ihethings:that he had ta.s4,-i

* rm-sur4j.Wwouldavee.very.strOngty with thisfkind of

argument but it got taken: -over into:12 .kind*.ofreoft=7minded, mushy-headed

business. Even Wth the kind of cautions that have just been stated,

education isEitilVhard'vork.' for: the:.,t2aoherland stig is a job that
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has to be done. Oftentimes the more individuality you allow or
encourage,-the harder it is. It isn't a substitute for good teaching
and classroom managing. In fact, the sort of alternatives that were
put to everybody- -you were either a conservative and worked hard or
you were dew-eyed and loafed--were reversed. In fact, if oxything, it's
just the other way around. The conservative teacher works Zees hard
than the really good progressive teacher. It's the really Bung ho
modern ones who put in all the. effort and who do aZZ the work.

There are 'some other things that need to be said in terms of
biological &termination, Whatever it may turn out to be the case
from future researches in molecular biology, (and I don't think it's'
very promising at allnearly nine months now looking at every bit of
evidence I can find) nobody is anything by nature where anything is
defined by an 'ism'. That is, he's not a communist, capitalist or
socialist by nature. Fie !s not a monogynist or a polygynist. He's not
an atheist or a deist. He's not a fascist or democrat or anything; by
nature:. But all the major patterns of behavior which are problematic
in the world to one group or another, are man-made patterns. This means
iifffect,that the reeiponsibility in the intellectual process for kids
is ta Understand how people become to believe that way, how they come
to 'lit 'that .way and 'what the consequences are of behaving and
belief)in4 that way, rather than explaining it away by saying - that's
the Way thosi people are by nature. That will present a range of
difficult intellectual. Problems., both to kids and teachers, but =at the
dame time 'it will eliminate 8011e. of the worst, false stereotypes by
which people' believe that they explain differences between themselves
and others .' And that includes, ,or course, .between boys and girls,
men and women, blacks and whites, French and American, 'Jews and
ClitholiCS and Christicnis.' None of these are by nature:,

NOw ye* putting in a 'new content that I .presume does not
envisage"i;Aat-was 'the '-'discussion that we had earlier. What

you're suggesting about each curriculum is that there should be some
part or the''CurritnilUM for, kideemdiperhaps, I :think, for teachers in

that- dealt; with ';:problemeilike this.
" Oh;

'in eiaivting at the 'other 'end-and 'saying that there is' na,use
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talking about what we're going to do with the Ride if we haven't taught

teachers,to think the things we have just been talking about.

** Okay. Well, we want the kids to get this as well.

Oh, yes. That's crucial.

* First we've got to get it to the teachers. As long as we're

sending.out teachers who don't know the two things we've been talking

about in the last 10 minutes, that is; (1) what the scientific

evidence is on difference in ability to perform and its distribution by

race or class, and (2) that the critical issues that they read about

in their Weekly Reader and in the daily newspaper on the 'isms' are

learned behavior. If they don't fully appreciate the curriculum is

going to.be for the kids because the teachers are going to convey

misinformation.

Yes, they'll not only not be able to convey it but they'll

turn some kid off and let the other kids know: you know, "what do you

expect from a dummy? That's the way he is." And they convey strong

attitudes that way.

It may also be necessary, particularly in training the teachers,

to counter what has become the new. biochemical despair, the new

neurological despair- -not so much that the undesirable differences in

people are biological but that the undesirable characteristics ofhomo

sapiens,are biologically determined and that, in a sense, while there

is equal hope for alt ofus, there's no hope for any of us. You know,

the Arthur Koestier.buainess which shows that we have ahUnter's brain

and we live,, in an urban society which is all very well, but the

implication of it is that either we al/ get decorticatedorto hell

with ityal/, right?. I think that I see this attitude coming up. You

know, a few of Ahe,kide have a little sophistication in this and they

say: Ivellwhat,pan you do with man?"

Rids? *pot, this is colleagues. They read people,

Morris and I, have, tospendweeks educating my colleagues as to what's

reliable evidence in the social sciences. It's staggering what people

outside, the social pechploOpal sciences are willing to accept as

evidence apol4tan.

Well, because they assume that there is no, science ofman to

start with, therefore ,gbu ,don't, invoke those criteria.
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And they read the popularizers.

EXiCtly, and I see in some of the bright, inquiring under-

graduates, the kind of notion that somehow man is just that kind of
animal, so what can you do? It leads to the decline of that necessary,
though* sometimes unwarranted, optimism that was stated so well this
morning--that you ilea/4 have to believe you can make a differnce even
though somehow you don't see much from day 'to day.

Let me introduce a' fact that's on a very despairing note. I
think* it's terribly important for teachers to know; without somehow

sharing this view with the kids, that the ideal, liberal, democratic
0.

kid, is p robably the most difficult hum= type to create and sustain of
all other possible human types. To take an ioujocialised amorphous Mass
of protoplasm called a kid and try to build him into a person who is
considerate of others and cares about them and has some principles of

morality and believes in i3hartng.--Ian 'those things that we believe to
be So virtuous in the liberal democratic cOde--that'S a very difficult
kind of thing to do. We should show the teacher how difficult that. is
So that she won't be so damn tough aboict apparent'defections:'
** Should they even be attempting to develop it to any great
extent?

',sure,*

the teachers'
Okay,

Wen;

that's. our society's commitment and I would think that's
obligation to favor that set. of values' against others:*
but hriw Much' of her time should she devote to this?
she 'doesn't have to devote a Zot of time to it:;'

should be built in to the way she ruizs the class; the way she does

things, and when She syS: "Johnny, you shouldn'e 't be doing. this; orr

yOuishaulci'be th%;tt," or whateter, she shimld be 6ing'thiss**
Yoii haVe to get up on Monday morning and say

All right, this is liberal democracy, share*, cares, and hair right?
It's' just `the Sort"Of-thingi y'oii "want to learn how to run
committees in a ciaaeroom, study 'pozci; and SO 'On, so that they kind
f each thdis.

But e important central 'YtmetiOn' or the *sohOot
This is what I wanted to get clear because Of *Coiiree, 3,1uccition**

'haSn't neoesearity'gene along With this':
I know, tha'"i-'8-15iirt theiib OrivEleth. You see YOU
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can teach democracy without anybody ever really .being able to prove that

you didn't teach it. But if you try to teach mathematics or spelling

or reading Dr writing, it's very easy to prove you taught it.

. . But, you :zzve to make a distinction between the teaching of

democracy in terms of models in your own conduct and organizing the

class .to the extent possible within the democratic framework so that

the kid:.gets modeling and practicing democratic living without you.ever

being explicit about it, and only as techniques while you're doing.

other things, as against the secondary thing which the intellectual

understanding of the meanings of a democratic, political and economic

system as against fascism as against a monarchy. There is some room

for explicit teaching when comparing political, economic and social
systems all along the:line. But that's different than what the

educationists' .emphasis has been. I think. that they've displayed it
too unilaterally. ...They've tried to provide a living model-in their

own behavior what you mean by being a fair, honest, decent, moral

person but without letting the kids practice it and make their own
decisions. If you just talk about being intelligent and informed

de* ion-makers and you don't let them .practice it, you're just not

going to make it.. Now it's quite possible in our teachers, from

-kindergarten on,. to make a mistake in terms of letting the kids make

too many decisions on their own instead of getting them into the habit

from-the earliest days . on, of participating .in decision-making. But

this has to be with due regard for. things that are relevant and that

they're somewhat competent at doing, for you take a risk on their

competence,, because you surely Acme enough power to sustain the

consequences their incompetence .before it gets too serious..

I. would make one qualification to this. .That is, don't let

themj,*aide not ,to ,Zearn how to road and write.,

* Tf on a eiVen..day,- on ,a.tTiven hour,, some kids show a real

lack ;of interest ,in the particular thing you!ve :assigned, if the :school
at .,all makes 1.,,t _possible,:...you,should be prepared for doing something ,.

else.
Fine, but them are kids whq will, in effect, opt out of

education. And you have a duty, just as a doctor does, to say: Zook,

you can ask me. to do anything you want except let you die. For I know
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perfectly well that I.'ean'help you. The doctor would say: "I can't

force :'you to not "let me let you die, but I can tell you that I don't '

want to continue as your prrifessioncl physician becatiSe that's' one

thing 1..eannot Zet you the customer decide In some sense the teacher

has to knoW What's' good for the' kids -, more than kidi'know. I don't

see' any war) 'our of it, but on' the hoUr to hour and day to day business

it's But the ultimate thing is that the kids have to know how to

read,. right?. And it could be that on this hour, these words have .to

be learned.

** Would you add anything else to the list besides reading and

writing?'
,.,

* I would be very happy if all inner-city so-called deprived kids

at the third grade were up to third grade national norms in reading and
writing' mid arithmetic.' And I don't mean the old autocratic concept of
the 'three E's and the birdh always standing in the corner. I find it

very difficult' to' worry about-how much they groove with Charlie Paa;ker
if they Can't read and write.

* Here's where we liathet'some disagreement because I'm prepared -to
entertain alternative ways -Of-kide Coming up through third and fdurth:
and fifth grades. I'd be very happy if some of the kids by the end Of

the third felt sufficiently wanted and relathed in school to start

to' Larit'hota to read and write by then.
* But sooner or later, the world's equivalent Of the' Hegent'la '-

exams shots up.

* Sooner later is one thing,' but if you start imposing 1.

national norms 'on a buribh kids 'who more you impose 'on them; the

more you're' going to haVe to stamp them as .rejecta--as not ttrakin4 ii.
They retreat fui;theii* arid further, and gdu biota a oat' as I do the
consequences Of this. Or4:.-ii,r the Airige2I'iA4Zd.liskii46 get'steachers-.

to do ie to'fierreiartid about alr''knas''.6;ftizy's.th'cit they and the kids

can making it. If they &nail Colleagues as being'
riracitaa' too,lklife-PcnirtlilOr'fifth+iirade some ''kids would

be making it who otherwise never would.

* knOwiihat4is Iiiippirled With' PUShihg kids up through the

thud grad. "Then the reading nortirrie:go way down' because 'the holdover

`paiit theihird 'the Head Start Program.

75
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But here then, is where you get back to the whole notion of
total systems. It's difficult, to advise a given teacher what to do
unless she can rely on everything fitting together in some sense.

This is,not an authoritarian position but ultimately somehow,
(and this is particularly a problem for. the very poor kids from very
poorly educated backgrounds), they've got to be trained in these skills.
I don't know enough to know whether some of them should wait until the
sixth grade or what, but you run serious risks with their frtures, it
seems to me, if you don't somehow begin to gradually see to it that
they get to know how to do these things.

04. I think there's, some guidance that will enable you to
decide which of these various ways you want to go. From what we know

of socialization, I think we might commonly agree, is that you don't
grow on faiZure., No one grows on failure, right? That means the
curriculum must be structured for every kid in such a way that, otth
effort, he can achieve the task. If you have that task so far above
him that he's got to fail, or you have a grading system that says
50% must fail, you're writing off 50% of your kids. Adopting a

success orientation means that some kids will succeed in one way and
some will succeed in another. So there has to be a cannon appreciation
among the kids, that there are a variety of different ways of learning,
and only a good teacher, visibly loving all kids equally however
different their developmentvisibly esteeming an. kids equally
can have some chance ofcomunicating in the classroom the sense of
the rightness of differences without the need to make the invidicue
distinction between, fast learners and the slow learners.

There is a role here for, education schools to try to shift
thinking about acoomplishment--away from norms and toward absolute
measures. I understand there i8 a, newAesting theory, that is 04484

thie Domain Specific..Testing which simply says; never mind about what
the average score ,howzmanystandard deviations above or below
you are,, sample.,the,uniperseof things. youwemt,,people to learn and

"",' 1,6 4

than see how much of, that they,know. Y,ou then have an absolute measure;
for.exnmple,. "F po4spelZ per cent, of the words that exist in the
English Zsrguage,", ..

tok1(212,,, I a n vergcrn6.11,2 zn fca??2,1-.9f
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It should be from norms to standards.

* thi criterion becomes, what is reasonable to expect this

kid, under these circumstances in this school, given me and the other

kids,' and given his own background to be able to accomplish. And 80

lone as you always keep that higher than'you think you ought to put it,

because your tendency would be to 'underestimate it, then I think'you

can approach kids in the way we have been talking about. It's very

differeht*thcin saying'our school is below national norms. There are

many schools that ought to be below nationaZ norms, but 50% of the

schools have to he below national noms.

'This'ie reallythe statistical absurdi6 of the whole idea

Now wait a minute, that's not literally true.

Fifty percent below the median, okay?

Fifty per cent' of the schools are not below the median. Every

school in the country could have a median for all of its kids, a

median national scare as its median, right?

It COuZd'be'that all schools could be at the median.

If all sohOle had an equal distribution of all kids from all

Zeveli

* But et 'turns out new in the United States that about 50% of

-the'schools are beloW the median.

:That's'dmeastUre of hoW segregated by ability our schools are

* 'And The inpUi figures., aside'from the Coleman

report,*wiil exPtain.a'good deal btf`that variance.
.

* 'BUt you also get into*the situation that this is a^ciussiaaliy

protestant way-44iteeniSini7 pay -offs that is that 'God is i*:einitelY

unrea;)4Ze infiniteli'unreaohable because you
.1 ,

recreate" him every year i6 that no matter hob) close you get'to

salOatibn,-thibtatiSiictein Coines along and puts you exactly where you

were` tAen'you started:' YoU-see the, by the way, in upper middle-class

kids: Th s'' s' one `o f "the root' pro ieire 'that we hacve Wiih our utver

mid'Utit-CiaoS Cotte#0'itUdentil.' by' any reaiOnbte st6ndrd, they''re

e4u;ciia ;znd yet

they t;Oct you 'know; jielier going to make it,

I don't know anything," because somehow they're at thebOitei* of the
r !4.1

bnom which gets set up bY 1aking the fop dSe Of the population,

t

's 141
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So they're the bottom of the top of one per cent and they feel defeated,
alienated, overpressured, and not knowing what to do to be saved.

_It's also kind of suffocating device for teachers too
because no nntter what they do, no matter how hard they try to
improve, there's norms gOing to be shifted and they'll never seem to
be getting anywhere.

I would like, however, to enter a demur. I think that you
having very likely been the beneficiary of a good authoritarian
education, where pet)Ze were required to measure up

A typical protestant education!
No, just a typical school. These were typical schools. I

think I would Zike to exercise considerable care about this notion.
Now it is to be done, it seems to me, is one question, but to create
in the minds of new teachers that it is other than of central
relevance that so-called culturally deprived kids should learn basic
skills tos,a solid functional level, would be a very bad thing. It
would be bad because it would be very :easy for them to -say: "ilk,
you see I'm really warming to them so it doesn't matter that in the
sixth grade they don't read :1

All right. I'm only talking about the real relevance of
affectivenessiopenness, to learning as a condition, for adequate and
curable learning. And I'm saying that for some kids you're going to
wait a, long time, given the conditions of their lives and the kind of
victimization they undergo before they, get to the school and they see
around them every, day. It's going to be a long time before they're
affectively open to caring about learning:.

,,Okay, but at the some time there it3 also-the problem, isn't
there, of the,pOrseivil-' relevance of the .task. The kid being told to
PiadTO,wri.41,..doesn4 necessarily dig it, because it isn't relevant
given his.,:context, YHiu parents-don't have any books, they don't worry
caf:44. reading.sandloriting,coid so on. 'Question - To what extent do you
need to cover the teacher's :,awareness :of the social forces that are

,her tbehavior ?,

think Aft, teacher ';should.,N1 -'09ry ,adutely aware of it,. but
this sigould,:bot,,,attached4o an eduiTati..Onea'Ohilosophy which says at the
same ,,t:imikthat-it is a terrible disadvantage' to that kid if he doesn't

78 tc
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readwell,,write well,. and do the things that the society wants people

to da well, regardless of whether it's relevant in his home or not.

Well, besides it is. relevant in his home in the sense that

all the evidence suggest that, contrary perhaps to 30 or 40 years ago,

at no level in the society do parents believe that education isn't

vital for their children. There used to be a time when it was different.

44 slightly -higher per cent of the black population that are

polled today say that education is important'for success against a

white population.

There would be a higher percentage of the black students than

white students in Junior High who would like to go to college.

They buy the cliches of America now.

* . . Yes, but there is also another thing too. In some ways One of

the penalties, that the society inflicts on blacks is that there is a

fantastic, shortage' ofnon-collegiate based opportUnities--brick layers,

sheet metalvorkem,,etc. A:tot ofwhite peoples say that you don't

have to go to college because.theyJregoing to go into their father's

grocery business or they're. going todrive a truck andmake412,000. a

year as an over-the-road truck driver.. They're going to be like my

nephew,who:wants to be a printer, and he's going to finishlhigh school

and; he's going to be a.printer, andmy.oldman has got.him into the'

typographer's union.; and -that's what he wants 'to be. That's what he's

going. to do and he isn't going tocollege. And I wail and scream and

yell and he -says: -"No, man, 1' don't. want to do that. I don't like the

booke. I want.to make then.- I don't want to read then4-right?" And,

okay, he'll have a pretty decent:life. . Now almoJt allofthOse*non......

collegiate avenues ;, non - educational avenues; are closed to-blacks. And

one of the consequenCes of .being black is that it' is

necessary to.get'amaducation:to+lake..it'in the.SOciety that Oyoiere

white, =because- there cae,,whole. career" channels that are Cloted:

ii-; other than the, twa big; routes 'that used tio be Visible.; namely

professional athletics :and professional' nutria .

* Yes, so ultimately we'll see, I think, 50 years frbtii now; bui;

seeding: s'."Plhat'.iare-we going tb -dij, about

all ii4604pis!atitiii-,kidtkroho',got ',NtrOped,=,in the Eilciltediitradiie

dOkAt_<,'have high;anough motiOation-,ta'vant-to-#6* to daleld ;* :and So On:

Now the blacks, they're fine." You know, every sharecropper who comes

79
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up on t1e Illinois Central.--zap--right away he wants progressive .

.education, and so on. They're all taken.care,of, but a lot of these
others are in so-called ethnic mobility traps,. you know, it: looks great
for. a 0443 but then, eventually - .doom. They "re...starting to send their
kids to special .sahools and 'to schools .of education as a. typical
immigrant avenue. I can put these things. into a cliche . formulation
which I fend very useful because has some initial shock value that
really then. opens. up the .whole question. When the teacher starts
sounding o ff they say : , "That' snot a motivated -kid. What. can: E.-expect

with his backgroun4". Now, therein a way of. putting thib. which reverses
an old idea. ::TeZZ..the, teachers, to teach kids in -terms. of: !Vivre

there's, a way, there's a instead, of the ,usual .'"Where .

telere.'s a will, there.!.s awayt " Thisliteans,,t.hat Motivation has to- be
created.. If I couldget.- teachers to lalow.vne would say:

"You shave to create mattiyatiotz. residing there. waiting to
be booted out, it!s.gat tombe created and nourished: That means: you

have to,provide, successfttl experiences onstasks.that are seen to be
relevant. -

-
,

You're ,saying: 'oho] the way, create the. will."
That's. right. klake, the, way so . that -the will ,can'' emerge, . : .

berpuse goals which have .,been.: proven proximately available and
gratifying the,process, promote :the end of. achieVing.. That 'S what

arises from. When you do that over ten.,,thousand task-specific.
situations you get generalized motivation. For many kids there is
failure at every one of their ventures, So you've got to create the
way in order to..:create..the urZZZ.. ,Otherwise,,,teachers:.turn them off

knott?.. qqqause,that ' the'..great,,American, doctrine: 'where'
there's a will, there's a way, if only you really wanted to.

You could rephrase the ,statement you !re making:, "if only you
could, you would."

,t?tinkth.frs,ce144:1?e /44 ift; a *ay. phigh, .would 'snake f5rkirinerism'

',Pre Ailnat,14114)0,z9419,,,,"Pher 0.071:. put it the= hard !line: 2.

Plcip .4V4t,z4.- I if '
Then we have:,;ang;her soaioZog Acal- perepectivet.,that edema- crucial

hgrel.jr440ezt.-4144.9411*'Aftv9-49,441082:rabia, to theckactor, if ,he's going

to act on them. 4 kt#,,ot,,,,us mak* 14-mistake of,aseuniin#' bacciuse-we'.-
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think -the-ere:desirable , 'they're 'clearable tä. the kids. You 're talking
about, 'this \stuff ,being -relevant, if the 'kid 'ddesn 't see it (zit relevant
or .desirable, going.to4e a hell' of a hard fob to get him to work
and :achieve. If -teachers will remember that the kide, 'especially the
most probleMatia.kidia:prilbaNy do not sham their' motive and value
system -inlinee.rly-the- same3Way, then they'll be out to Create motives and
values, and -.not' ledture them.

saying tb, you '-at Lunch that there are 't hinge that we take
for granted, aa'pmfessional, eadiolbgists, that I vould like to see
-conveyed 'to. publtie- gdhool. teachers before they begin'to praatice. I'm
not sure that irv.)e,dtild-onty conVey one that- it iooUldn't be ThoM2s
Aquinas's dictum, you know; "people behave on the basis of that they
betieve..to be: true. '! iWean;''.if people really Understood that, realty
believed: iff,,..7and really' every .deiy ebalUated things' on that basis, that
woulckciear up-',a;-lot'ef apubiia edhoo7, tea'ahr1 prorn J. instead
of,-asking,firet; why- doesAe act that Vayy and casting the artliwbr in
the °. framework of: what: I ,beliette she -14)0'14'd- ask; r.itglaf does he believe .

You can turn another American cliche around right here -oild'it'S
useful for hittin4':tdaohereigth. You know 'the ueeni'-dOctzvind is,
"seeing is What'we..now knob-Tor Su' e i that "believing is
seeing." °nee kUkknotr that.; -that =believing iideiñg, 'then ouaiWa y
aek, hat is that",".kid.believin6t? .9y the tjay, copyrighted thai:.
Na lttealinfo'-;-(litartin.firTatott.. :ad))

iy,:;>'. 41 4%.

* J.think-Verry "BelieViitt"te zieing"..;
Noit'tth,dirdet,4ay :".that;',40 'if in 4 dozen

diffel'oeizt nobci'dehatVadid it in tee tociiide: I Obi' those
three Words.:7,A . P. "

* 41;cd, it &ably 4'm ';

And he's wrong,'
'YeZ :,tOstpria*itozetigt*wil: alt8 enoietrzetii, rt6,14)92,4,--eir;e2

profeOsiettalei:4011104$010: *fret,*ciOit,A*;:lisetteah-lefidqii4145'tthri for Or'''
against the light of iwhat we 'Oe been emphasis
loti-s.,t4*1-,4r#.:;:pf:47414414.1-***44: riOlkiteirl4idt

vc,eNktzyi'j, ttt44"4:?,;rett'"(84"SiOolTiitietke Itki vcitifeiqficie6ni' the'
tilooafttrat 'eai 1I dtnith to d&
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"Can 'it be really neutral?

Which' is the 'it' that you're talking about? 40h, the community

coitpoi business.

Aside from the sfproar aat may go on for a little while white

the thing gets. settled from the old system into a new system, (as in

Oceanhill-Brownsville) then don't think the kids are going to be

learning' either ft re or less.
Weil, we can say initofar as the available evidence is concerned,

because-,Ed Gordon (a Negro psychologist' at Teachers' College) has just
.hart somebody review' all the data. I've Wolied at his review and' I've
added some of data Mo.: Even taking the 'most fagitive. cminnntaries
into. account; it ain't yes -and it ain-'t no. There' just isn't any way
of :saying in genera,- that close or non-close or intensive or non-
intensive,pairticipationof*Iblack.parents. in the echool-system can be
shown to' have any consequence' at the moment in terms of the inte:lectual
productivi.,ty.of students as traditionally Measures.

What abort the Para profeesionals? That's the other part of my
question. .

There4 have a very different notiOit ae to' the utility that can
be made: of -them. 'But on 'this one; an corrtmuntty' aoritzVZ; don't let
your teacher° get 'hung up either `way on it. If you want to experiment
in community contras` and need the parents to get more active, it Might
Juice ur; the-4sySteM, but they 'Shouldn't get faddist about it. They

shoutdret think- that we've now got the great deliverance any mom than
seneitivity',qr6uplitarethe gileat deliverance.

word on aotiiiiiiinfty' -iiontrol, it 'a
right bdak,,tlieio*P*eiitsikbSrii:;tha*4thtg`ii:',b+sihta*'On:the' bailie on what
theY.4elieVeto 41* paref4ts i doirOunitY 'beliiit)e. that their

adiiewoet'be the' #okikit: System- and believe that that
could, be 'Changed. if theykde#t meetings taw a week, okay, so
have ,meetingi;t191:0e:,d,Week:.,.,"

* -4tow^: on theqkira 1 lfeeti4rt'iiin thfi' something' that.. I've

beetilron'aiteir4441thibeoetaiti h00.4046*rbrilarif2ie :claiiersikm:iii a sahObl

so thirst ,**** 80iiis;v1fLthtikthirigekii think (die desirable: 'You' `:

kno0;',',We'i,..kilk;:eitibut in i`, itteti4 14, talk abbi'dt Prograiined
aim

kinds of dingititit dn. dirsj Mi)cintaos 'if

82
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we talk about individuation in terms of the kind of ,flow of social
:information... We say,..you know; what does, the kid believe? What's on
his mind? Well, how does he !eel about all this? How is he. experienc-
ing., this whole situation? It seems to me we get into a very serious
problem, begaus e .1cnowsng that. kind of thing, 4t 'a extraordinarily
difficult under any circumstances. Jj. guess is that, probably the
number of people aboUt whom a teacher could know, all (particu-
larly as,it-,changes in individuals and sometimes. very: rapidly),
certainty can"' be' many, more -,thans,five,. to ,ten. You know, the whole

business; differences and meeting children's needs. and

thing, comes a.rcroppe.r. Aimply,because 'these are
orgqiizational,ly,,unknovable. .How,ito you organize the relationship and

the flow of communication in-thosclagercan so that these -can in some

sense be 107.p, le? .1rt 'a ,,a pr2blem-ess,entially, of :social :-.intelligence.

How do you find-out how Johnnyfeels,? -Now, there are the relational
proble:ris. You have tp..get through the; fact that maybe Johnny Ace a

big. stal,ce .1.1 not Zetting.,you know,. -okay? Out .thpre's also just

information flow. Of course, if you have 35 Johnny's, well maybe you

can ,get, to-,know ,how 5on or two of them feel, ...and if you're -aootivated

teacher, you, try "top,ick,out,the.most ,problematie ones, but the rest of
..rot going to know, much about. It .see??113;.ta:me :that one Of

of ,Para. .Prfesfigrkala is to ProvYq. 8.-2
nucleated relatioru3hip,-systemp,in a,t1gssroom through..which,this
Qt.:information c.an feed, yeo..that .then the teacher or whevuer- is -in
charge of this operation cam.. hapliome sense that there !a :an:Organiz-,

?,54. iii.94,04.29::1114.vi,cita4tiff*rencios as a

94a. Pq*,ef01qvio.P.r7port.1::.9144-riii.AaffF.04vgvatuZ,..a.ttitt4lititil
kajefEt.,:pl," 49:c1;fmg: givfie wou:4-ndiviductAroo0Age :citAthe:: end of
the Reel<,:,;114 zit;teZZA ciboukt4Aat, ki.er-thirskoz,,aixtit

ar4ad#Y.,..1114tOf.,9,0fr R:41;riggi2. t,e.;Zey26/4 epOry

One kid's score was low at the end of the we0kcLon'4ietts.:43core ia-,'
hiOtho ingt s.:4-ki&duat insane to

'141OP, 40:Yiro/liadrsn.4: Rote

2140S,,ifte**,404- *.:LtectUyis

44:04 4.V4-111-:Mt04.4.'4' #0,1*- tiii4S-i-4.L.101;*4.04ki.--Ifione of us

tWert,- -144PA ',;419#50,04* oaiithotkotOkip,
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.Onthe.:.other hand,. that's-no less than We know oureelves.
That's right, okay. But it mist occur to Most of -these teachers

after a month in the .classroom that these cliches that smj know the
kids, know their needs, know. their differences. are' just impossible.
They don't have the courage to say: "up against the wall school of
education, I'm ,going to 'have to. do _something, else," because you know,
this.is what thetpriofessors told them to :do. r Sothey must feel like
jackasses and failures. Now can oxyone.,know these .individuai kids
unless he has a- knowing system, and that.\haarto be. an organizational
system? e

4. Now this ieac13.to - another question -that-I've been harboring. We

have been talking pretty much in terms of public :school-systems. We

haven't:saieteo,.but we've -implied that:, -Now:We'have 'a Ivry. large
parochiak ,schoo/, systet and one of the things in. the 'back ;of- my mind
is how have the.parochiaieschools, been doing,-it, all these' years'? Not
,512.1Y, dm.* that, they tdonq have to take.everybody and -can slough
stuff off the ,worst kids. and. the f-ailures, and all :the:rest of it, but
they.* been, working verg.often without, the- kinds of technical and
-training. aids. that we would think ;would be :necessary. For instance,
they have very large classes, particularly in recent years, sometimes
60 first grade kids. Forty is standard . ,:
* In-,Trenton,, New Jersey X had 55 per class--in the parochial
schools.

I've seen the classes that.some4of my nieces have gone to and
I've raised my hands in horror,. except they can readandwrite
perfectly,...

* V4164.,:017*.zute.i
You lcnoto an the research on class' size -:arid the relation of

class size to effective teaching has only yielded a big fat zero.
* -one of- those absences of correlation

csthat400;:n0.**144714e..:Wronglor,soMe reason:- The measurements
are' rtight,s* :-.01.4.#0,bytzyptf WOWtkartf943oines-reasomwhy -the- conolusion°'
thhact d f erence;,in,,Claas. ,size, doesn't matter, is- rong:.

010,4,tii;,agtatiiis..1,b1.4400:4bosit*:affigitive:',relationships.'
* 'tOifit4i.ea,aliiriliothatgeoeiveln in the,:classee. ;



doesn't 'much, matter:: 'Where's one place where' I'm sure it matters thOugh
and that, is,if you have a bad teacher. The larger her class, the better
off wa,'d aZZ bei,because then, she would dilute 'her bad 6es over a larger
number. instead or ooncentrating it on a fan Neimr,put a 'bad teacher
in a small...awls.
* Yes, but, let !s .Move,Zeido.nd,the class' size, which I would tend to
agree. tarn. aohoole, the teachers-alienit terribly well
trained in a teahnical-itense.andt they 're not paid'very -much, (one day
we, =v -have a,eitrike- in R& York City. The salaries are really
scandalously low).

t'ThaVerbecatise-youget nuns working for 'rzero% That's why you
get. mean.,salarteer that are very low.:
* Yea,q but ,one,of the ,,consequences by the way, many of the much
maligned nuna-(pxznyrof Whom deserve the, much maligning,' 'right ?i are

_cortnitted_teaah'ereY They_niay not be. 'sophisticated,: but 'many of them

have,,seen,ctea9hing:ate.thedevice for lifting their children out of the
bondage of ignoranceY And in: a: convent you can UnashaMedly say this,
right:Z. We are:I-going to,.bring: the .word of God 'and yoU-have to read

beeauseyif yote &&t- you can't get -through the Baltimore catechism cind
if ,you'idon't :dal that you 96 to ss,

Yes, but what does
,..2'hat"e :straightforward: Murder for the teacher. It isn't very

good for the kids but it really keeps the teachers hopping.
* butiapparts?ntit does 'work

Whect-voiikeit,,What-am4he:;comparisons?.

It doesn't work in terns of learning religion but it write' in
terms of at least getting the reading writing4001trithirreticie
* Art)ao.uq,suiffil abOuti:that?'

* ftt=t.zrildoi-bet *hat,onithe average altpriVate-,schobis4in',the'United
Stat.0 aqtaveniowerAorms:4,4kan 'the' publict.:13choo tkilIZower4iekieVeMent:'aith

noxm4ftandr fanoylirivate sehoolif;:
would duet Set 00,00t4 OW. 7qs "'<,

t,4,.*44-60 '044*IIPO two. 'thiiide for
thOi..0'4#40 OtiOnal4VartilP-progi'iamst:::InOt.-$theAjlicgh

:POW tkojy 41:40011peat 4it the iZ 'sfof a lot.
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acre, a. sense, arguing about levels of achievement for the
culturaZly, deprived that 1,0 or 15 years ago the average parochial school
would have _considered outrageously. high. You know, they 're going into
the fac.ory.... The other. thing is that you handle certain kinds of
problems by,Draconion social- control which defeats other kinds of
things, right? You. know, they're, with Ptickatt's charge. There are
still parochial schools, where every month the kids are reseated, in
terms, ,of the,,marking.,period. The kid with the' beet grades gets to. sit
at the right front,and you go down, and the kid at the left rear, is
the 104 with the worst grades. . Every two weeks this goes on, right?

99 by. the time this has gone on..-for,three years that kid
ttle.left,,rear seat can't even imagine himself being anywhere but in

thejeft...rear,.seat. he failure becomes an institution, He would be
.4..pepv./40,r,Rf-,,everythitzej he .ho,1de dear to try, ,to move up. In a sense
we're setting much higher standards than this. ,think another thing
;is; they,don,..'t spend much time on fancy 'stuff and they just do a lot
of plain drilling.

Jensen would explain it. These schools do well, and Jensen
would explain it by saying that they have, hit on the method' for
tea0ing4e,ople who .don't have abstract intelligence.
14' You can get ,a,,,lot of mileage,frow.lea2ming by .rote.

Way,.. but the tradition that produced
Thottg,,Aqtri,nas..craznot::-,preciseZy be 'described as a tradition of effect
in abstmat .

* How about the tradition that produced Saint Augustine?
Well, he was all right too.

, all the, Aids for toda4i, you know.
lArejfeke.keZZ an4 thext,,Vite4,NQU"re too old 4, enjoy it anymore,

RrPte809:.648,, tPt -c19 this, but surety
q°,t1t# .,,es*N.r4,1,1Pc,1,4.#8.7:424f#seP,eiriM1,7:!1.0.40Y3, 0*-:-;489-,re quxqicirY:

has,. tobe. trailed in the
tee*AS-,14?-PRP9,qp, 0,41z-p%wlifm,,Wcf. the real introduction

,;:of,09Qpie whaiz414,:perfoilttleteks that,.the teachers .

,p2tafgReionals :00 handle that
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in:. a wag ithat is exciting ,and 'interesting to them and brings other
,perionalittes into the CiasSroOrri. This WOZit,d allow the teacher. 16. at
Teast.:treach in idiixted grozepe; Yetis- knob) it 'Et working some places.

Surely tliatql one Orthe, great assets,Ieth by.'Wevi of. bringing black
and 'other so-icallediindeitrivileged'peoples' in on an cicbAlt tetiet into
the classroom. and in itiaking' 'the`, itticietirO °Or ix bet-4'mi ptace to be.' But I
thihk. you 'ye. got to VZy tri teachere'oii haul to use ara
proftossionais becakee they fedi cut down f iou 'tizke.'part theit job

it:lootticVhdOist,tb' be set r up. tin lome. kind or cin OVcintitio4
kerb' : the teaditeiVzbeab"mthe more the maeteis't'eaeher

teacher: 'And; in'oitiei) fbic that.'t6'=rdeitly-'wk,' the pe601:ewho' Start
in at', the bot-toin iäi 'tol'Izavea.'ialiotiC-liui it-in P'asiraili4; -as they

experienae oUtside fidinengeY' *be inte3 thôsi pOsitions
becia4se---thaVetthe'-payoff: ''
it-c of the' beet souicee'-br para Pro- fessi'Onalo is
ed school students, right? . ,

* \

.lielt;chati) not-go whole hog, becaue orie of
the things that tv'ec.liVint to d iTh e'er sChetil:' Students is tó âéatè a'
supervised eij5erieiicVin i'dteittetin' kinds of a6tivitieiV

fieltllm-iiiking it for granted theil these .kids'are,gOing to be
theYti »re 462 titc he' ;Clii IiiicOm .Sintpik waiad 'be

an experienced teacher, a training teacher or tWo"cin
pi*ofessianitr'peOlientiet.:'

, ;!"
tWell,- Okay....

.fl wouta 't be devoid of the training teaches .4'''heig fa be
tihiCh 'a/46 .7i/dadiPto aiherse of

I.

qi ii4iitige.'4ireUe':.'4'' iiith4oVitif`aditar te like
the ward, at,teridant in a iiiiiStatzlid ;telli.""o20.61- alay mere

.4401,igi*

Ph/00440(4 ii$,:e7reafinitit "6=1+4elli5tir ju*tn4*i of wfi?hvi say
tnèi.

-* N\ ;Pitr, l'ihe(J4 rachipa-re)"."'
, -Rif: 'fri, SticlPrg,*:**.4rfr'teektT°fd"oiVthV,4rdniaft?iegt"gigOF.,

t.,s e 41,4A-4

`'
itheteciatiisin.:Bue!that aiiiazinea#8. 'thatyou have

4,0
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olds b.ut,peixeomplexrel.4tionehipe with. adults.
there 7.vould be phese,Iyoting teachers..it*. are managing older

women grid glafr men, thea very touchysituation..........
, But if, as is 91.4ggested, they're in the.pchools all during the

period,to,henthey !re also ,g etting 5theira9l/ege work, by the time they
go out on their. otim, czgy1144-,i1Pq;i teachers., they be

bOkexPer$41,69d ød ,cqmforta14 enough to :take on that supervisory
rc?Ze
* A 0.,1 Ther0,. calf?, important !oays in which I think what you say about
thie:grati'ficatton of peregnnel is not true, and

You,would,bringup something like that.
It14121.c that.'4 aTy9,27y, deTgeroya kind of assumption to make.

.212-ere,`8 a lot of that ,PrettP210Py of chimgo occupational oetiology
involved, in,014... ,..So,.,-1;!lould,be very .,confident, that if you.intex-,4 aqpiof school teachers and a sample of school janitors,
and asked,,,them:..:dyou like. our,dcmghter to pecome cr.school

school.-ignit. or", that., you, get an answer skewed :in one
dire,g,tion,and not ize :#27,90ition.of the janitor.,

. Oh sure byt at the same time, there are. schools.,

1V307?°uP01?pP.F.,.), 4trta744#0n?.
AotAng as though the.4.ther person really. didni t..count rn4cad be a

different story but I thinlcyost',4 be ,right,aboyt. the r.theoretultat
r1s..ture?Ft,of:.preElio!0n.,;,ths.:other side though. I.,.was.,at the
Educational Testing Service the other day, and _the janitor walked in
and turned off 41.ZZ,,70f.:,,P4ffhtt;1. office,,. Everyone just.
eat there for a natneAt 34013 someone.seaid: "why did..you do . that? "

prsb074...17 lompanl. et ..callgd us ..up on the phone

-litCR,-UPAr.g017:ght, foP a .fioupkg. of hPurt.!! He
nevIrb:Viecred ..pt) cza anyNck at He just .waked in and, flipped .

the
gc0.01)40#1.!!!',.,17,6,V, 41.11.4 , .

t8.110,9 ,,sce,wayff. One..ne 4ne. But rl1

thliRUff.1=1, kYclitr.0 rolrfq-,1424 -nsPubtl.0444.994,-1.51# ,01.f.,diffoivnee

POeft wtfv-40-r:5n- the outside

*.

w= : , .,t^ , s
.

P.-11.7firr,rU-Vsie,11 .03 44 , ,.,;IFir::1411P:119.4414;"q"e' '".1:ttlItlIC

10190lei:Of 444451tttO' '1*.'''tiZ t.,...fAlk°4.!:,?` ,, 14 118. zbig

1:441;$

PZak, blah,;4;ahy. The
2ni4.ø .they 're
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I would put that a' /ittli; bit differently'. In the' power
structure., Under the distributiaiial pireitige in the system, teachers
have a pretty .deiateni- Pigkf prestige 'tit the eye tern, except
MI T wOttictikaiti thi44:10±)iittendent: But oUtitde "One of the' real
restraints On mOtilkttitif tead1zele1;: 'that makes it ditferent from college
profeeiOrs;:' iir/that `it 'firbelieVeci eta' anybody 'Oak' 'tectah.' Parente
beiieve-fthat thei cart dd iihat a teadieil.dOes,io what the ^h'ett. J.. the
point of really taking the lead from the teacher. And one of the'real
prOblims.fioe're ftifitint:g :ifOt;), 1 't it, 4,sii "that' i'itate.::bie'aCi;Aot;;Zedge the
legitimacy of the paraCipatiOn':by debate' 'about the
school, it is a big struggle ilier,f3iiimi'aritaii'af
releiobiit partieipatiiiit 'farhOm in' that debate. tend to
nrinimikithe etrikt-Orpfiblie loijancie-and'theljublictiras to maximize
thearealp:of Tkat"hdilt. 'to be' articiitated sOMehoia'' and one of
the'thiitokmaybi-?,ii`-thilflt ivoUrd be-i:iree; for' Vie teaOheto be much
more4gtieroUs'.-abOut of probable ofiSsn't
partibiPatiOri;.''-Thett4b,-'they ci6 so -iiiiiirthey Vet-miich nvre
expertise at their coniiiiarid. ',k6u fiee,.61.15rOfeeliokt
try to tetViiiis,h&irto'ruil it'iseccitied 'eUbject'irriatter. " But
I think that a parent who knoir;s-'-iiiiii`4:6

haO add4'.took4oll 'to tell
me ab&t:leaddinirr4e:ding:

,Thenisigcbtathe'fiii4i aft`iiie of 'that, \b# nei;;4?-1;;;;e,ism
Itakeit

Doiffarthi dmienittration 'exp ertiee 1)1;64
* thtnk'ff643omiehdegre'e.': keep
doin4 'bac- k to ..:My 'PO'fi'lthe'liehbOti' l 'a bt4 htii4eaeS' afid:ihe way

yoUiiitteaetired

2400' the
twat power, the inlet ,thought of, is the guy to whom elieiviiiody'i8

SOialtri:e that
okieecidx,94, ,Thr.,iiii-lie6fiti;t .oti

. 7'
%FP 6 on, the

teiOheal*10:04italit'e he 8ttdènt8--I
pihottr.4414.

chow .theiniAO '21:10* ;because- Arne' Vail to ,-.8hOW ,hereeZt

a.

14,
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boesdpf,spmethiruj, right? And J think this is a very real problem, at
under some ,c,:iroumetances

.share !Arith you the criteria of professionalism that
soc.i4ogists have: developed. It seems to me, would be good for teachers

.. to, know. :11elp me, out. Qne-is The other is the code of:

professional ethics. The third ie a resumececondieverecondite
skill. Fourth,is...setrrionvithregard to sanction. There is a
fifth

.
.

* . . regulated mission to the craft.
* but, licensing or regulation to craft. Now we have
sanctioning with ,to deviation from stevtdoier, a code of ethics,
a high lel.),4 of expertise :and" autonomy 'with -regard. to the continuous
growth t.and,:deve;opment within the ,pr9fession, of your own levels ofaka/ at 1.#1es.-..te/r.glc....Nagithe- teachers erre. always saying they 're
pr9fessionais. And goy:have ,to,ask whether you want to build an
echelon of professional teachers :so defined. Some :of those. criteria

yproeent eom yea/ prob/eme, :fieccakee insofar as =it is publicly paid for
he,charjq-of the public, .-.the question'is-,-to whether they ought

1:419PN44F4,41y,.:ythe,,,scene kind -of professional autonomy that the ed-
Pa401Ptg..prVeviom,does-7.-,Zike ;doctore ..Or dentists it .is. ',really la
debaPaliie:.41#4tiOns 4n4 this :48. whe_re;,nntch=of the resentment between
the pe4blia.an4 school teachers comes-.....:in the degree of autonomy they
ougM. to. 41K-vith.:,regard.to the school..- don't know .how to resoiVe
phat;ot;e;.haes a.,:reat queetion.,,s You see, in Europe no one in his
right .:nrifid woz44_,:thinkot.questtioning -a iichool teacher as to the
prlpfkr:,9.,oncl4 ett_. f1zie. ers,i,ass,...-not. in.:England; not in Prance, not in the
qog;-4,ap,a14,an, Thay,tre: treated ,there With, the seine- kind. of.-
4iAtayrecj,,,Tesys04pe're .treated,Cuprofeesore in the .uniziereity.

liztjcs#P.V1.10110.t4: f4t.,(0410 ':th,Sse :4240 ,-reqi,,,-professionals who-are -really
committed and who really have an4Xpertise. .

ichOols they haVe-ver, very little autonomy

flel,,.that?iil)sciausel,ther.e.are:,natiOnal- codes of oondoct .thatare national ,t*nistry and a nationally-presaribadr.:..
.r.

ttl4j4114,rreqtit#1ft.t.amOurfaigtratia aUtonomy,..vith
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'..respeot,to the public, but there is very little *individual autonomy.
But then there is very little room for inditiidUal evaluation of

creative. teaching' in the sense that there a prescribed curriculum and
, there ,cae national .codes and national examinations to be 'administered.

But the prestige of the teacher 'is imich.higher because of the assumption
of zwa.,!#??2.11:41.e

You Icnoi?1, if Ix: were, to apply sOine- of tithes criteria' to the
local public services my guess is that firemen would co* out, very
high--in terms , of autonornOue-decision making, they know how' to put out
fires and ,we don't, therefOre. we'll agree with them, terms of a
coder, ofethios rotdethe; ,sense; of comnrittinent that *he
comunityrcan,appreciate-we -respect their intejty. We don't worry.

about their seipinterest,. -cmcVsoon& In terinsOf- some Otlier things
you would probably -,endup rating firemerOhigherlhan a4bOdY else.

Erecept,the level of skit/ is not considered vary high. It may
be considere&peculiar or folique; but --not Very high.

.Butitly.,:considered-unique in the.:senlie that ainvet no one goes
around.,--aruyseajtv I know:how-to put out fires in a complicated hotory,
.right? AN rectsalot.of-peopicrdo :sop' "what's. this, two and two?"
-The;.whole4itsblem.Lof 'pii-osfessiontiliiiing 'in, around and subordinate to a
big:organisation 4:43 .a ',very different kind Of thing, t seems to me.
And:youvet,in.to .some very.'domplicated kinds ,of issues here. But

ciert,ainiyowthe, parapmfessiOnat thing I Would say that. there are
/m004 functions:: 'that:this-cox' perform. a Bence you Should always
adopt ,nitilti-fitnetional innovations if -Ow can .beciatthe 'they are So

oidnint)d-Actrd ,txiactopt 'rn"gsneal I think that Wheidyt4y. use
-Aft..1402441 profession:it' ideal to ',ptitt.parents Into 'the-n StidiferiOonr'or ae a
'741Sicet$04cpp'renticeship:::expertericeS' for 'Or'ime it as

eAdesentivaissiniroOntaiitetalik 'the 'kids.: and èO perecendling all
of these things seem, to be goad things v

ljek'Wois ihin1kthere1z4z caiie.'"Or.ditotingUitihing'the -educational
organization from other organizations or do you think theielii% a tot Of
#121:Sfer4O8Sige f ieita 'etfldinge Cibotit. othet;.'

--

.exoept that schools are.,more rigid and there 4148
inOtvidi4citsidtleedOnt iilOWedlOi***741100aVeallijoextedeeher thif4i for the
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typical big city patrolman--I mean that quite. seriously...
<.; I think there 'are ;significant differences between schools as

formal organizations and other 'formal organizations. . AU formal
organizations by definition have sane cornier structures --- including- that
there !s 'always the presence of an informal atrubture which subverts the

BUt there-are significant differences because
if you look at the 'mandate given to the schools in our society no other
organization is like taut. 'gamely, in some sense if you take it
literatly, the 'man ate 'is to create kids who s'imataneously have two
capacities: (1) to live inthe'vociety. as they find it, and (2) to
change - the 'society for the better. No other 'organizatiOn 1is So
ordained. AU others are either housekeeping institutions or custodial
institutions or .proteative institutions of one kind or another, even
though they maj also manufaCture and dietribu'te goods and services.
And, secondly, the relevance of the public at aZZ points in the conduct
of that organization and the accountability to the public at all
points,- is another at leaSt quale'.:)atively different characteristic of
the school as compared-even with the police or the firemen.

But there"a no authority you can't. appeal to. Have you ever
heard,of a kid,appealing. a. feet score?

r'm not talking *about. that.- I'm' not talking abOut the
kid's :pZace., I'm tal7:ing about parental -and teacher participation
insofar as 'it, is the right of the pa:-Jenta to participate in the .election
of the school board officiala and the' allocation of the 'budget and
decisions. as to what 'should go nto the \iiurricultiM.. Lait year over the
country, for .instance; more than ilaltf;.6f.a// the school budgete fail
on the' first electbon .where they YareVrited? 'Oho 'else ever did it but
the public? 7ou don't' get- that 'kind Cf .a crack at .the poliCe.' You
get, that annual= crack at sahodl bUdgetif.
* Again thitma:,:as-the eyetern more accountable.. The ttiacher is

:lees, in, other words.','
This is related to what we: t4eifeSCOing 'this *morning which I

thought Nas ; very,= good, cibout *item beiii our state
churchb..- almost crAresidualategdry'; ithirYthing is aesielned
there,4i,zgrf we 'doh khotewhatvelia,:fb Whinle thi 'schools

`;,.fit
4, .4% :!::

7
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** I interruptedyou,,before.
,yWelZ.L I.have.,a_su,spicOn- that teachers can conform to the model

of the free professionaL ythe..better the school system and the higher
the Status, of the ,.:144e hichr suggests to me 'that teachers' are allowed
to fuNtion,,:as.,rtgali,srofessiorzals when the output that they're supposed

rila;iy desired very. much, no much that you'rewilling
to,le Oet,?!..k 't the way they want to do it as long as you feel they're
giving you, .pMat you wa0.. -2"!his is just as you will do with a doctor or
as., factal. ?Industry-141Z vit.h chemists and other physical scientists
who they -bring 'in4-these. enormous, highly bureaucratized corporations,
and then,Ovethefika,,grecttdeal of freedom because they 'value what-

producino.,, If.-on.,the other hand, it's..a paint company that
only. wants. chemis.te. to, test -paint, they -don't give them much freedom.
In a sense the degree ,of, freedom 'the teacher has is in a way, a
nreasureof hoqhe..,group with the power relevant' to that.seihool valves
the outputorthe,,school.2,

cgpo, 4-thiink,,.to,some degree, closely :related to the
degree of freeiky.T,the:kids have .in individual development. I think it's
also,.,:to,,some4kgree, aconsequenoe of the system's knowing that
neither the teacher nor the kids,, considerable freedom, will; in
fae,p,,st?ipAate,...te,,basia:ercrectations..of the .system. It's like the
questu.:ony.goZZege,students ask: Ian 't there any place where students

ihave,real,,,pouler?",,And,I :pay: West " They really helve
power,:gts1,:1Point., 7hey:oan.fput.eackother in the brig (for ail-
purpo ses1,14isnjt stated, forszialZy-that way) but they do fantastic
thin e to other.,, rft?s:PecaufFe :the. superintendimt. Of Vest ,Point

knlef 1#igg#0.Nt4.#1,1t ,9f.ficCr:!oo2'p Will never do :anything outside the
baslinn4s aery, higk4E.3.,pe& of military .discipline, right?' So,
there is fantastic student powe.ri.,o44,,I think this is true in Middle-

suktirpstn001:istsehoto,4.; Why , teacher'-givens-a ,lot,of
latitude and why are the kids given a lot of latitude? Because yow know

they ifercggirktzg:494nfl ;

mizit loci twin. to other ,phing0,-,thats.,, as sociologists, we -knourmight

be fZp ,4:34tAtrtp5Iftoff4fyism4ggebt,irig some general' criteria -of
86##91,444,f M.Yel AtAder MiYi,40.acher,6botly, in' her own 'Conduct

in dio.88-cirici What she teaches. Now let me take another. No-.event' ever

',93
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occurs .exaept:.as 'the result of a muttiplicity of causes. And as the

other side of the equation, no event ever occurs which doesn't have
multiple -consequences.-at least some of which will be .negative for any
given end that you may have in mind. So the mixed uhavacter Of
consequence 'of: human .action and the muttiptieity of sources of cause
,of any :set-of-behaviors is an important corrective against Simple-
arindedness both for the teacher's own conduct and the material that
:she teaches.. It enables her -always to' keep interest ,,in conversations
by ,asking: "What ,else might ,be relevant here," and always to be aware
that .what. she -.does might ..be, benign for some kids in the class,' but
might ,knock the--,hell- out of other kids in the class. --That -much, we and
aZZ other.scienceshave learned about human affairs. And the lay
public .doesn't-know it, or if they. do,- they certainly don't ever show
-it.

The innercity environment is our ultimate -focus here. I think,
from .a COuple..-of recent experiences with large gatherings Of public
school ,teachers in -Chicago, that it would'be very helpful if we could
get across- to.. teachers what institutionalized means. The most obvious

example; I can think of is the notion that nobody really has to to any -
thing,. to have,..race discrimination in .American society- because it's

already, set- up.' the> teachers are' taught to- teak as ,if 1/;40.
largc:numbers-. of- full-time bigots, and that-bigotry is a very exacting
occupation: where- people .get: out of bed every Morning and say "I Im

,going 4o 'discriminate against some Negroes" ,;. you know. I think if
kidsfare, goittg.. into this 'kind of area teach., they ought to know that

that's. not necessary,. -Al l.youhave to do Vet it alone. It was
already there. It doesn't take a big publidrprog-rean to have discrimin-
ation, takes 'a. big ,.public. progivon' not to have it, but it doesn't

take ,ciny,!TrOgraw to have -..it. JOS there,. Cazdthia kinct-of a concept

of-;institutionalized--,is'one:orthe things we pia-beibly teach. ::= least

effectively:
theiday,-rathe.4t4han;tOoking'for indiViduezi villains or

for,litiOl6peoptai t;they 4hou Zd 40etrirthat we live "normative' patterns of
aericus problems in the United States.

the '::questicin-ie t!-Who).is4he, evil -Man who caused this to

happen,

94
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* too ready -attribution of personal causation and
personaZ.reapemei.KZI:ty.,:. -c.

!Pt_ Within.,the,.tocial systemwouid teach them manipulation of the'
classroom ad welt?
* -the. more inter,-.personat the more face.-to-face the system,
the leeg4ike.Z. y- is thwevidence of large -scale, institutional forces to
be.-evident-in,the,aofttal-operationst:of the system. If people watt to
aolno-\,to4Anderot.and-,11),hy-they!re behaving the .wcad:they. db., one of the ways,

for .instance, is to Taak- boyo..and: girls- why they behave:. the way they do--
why- boys. should;behave,,On6 way, and why, .should:girls behave another

.whout,,resorting.to'.1iolOgicaldifferenees). And you get some '="--

constants,4ike,mastly; it ts the :role Of ;the boy and the role- of the
irt,4120 'eoeiety, -deeply institutionalized which -governs their-

relationships far more than their feelings about each other that's
badAy put...-.-.:,:whi.ch.-loverns. What they feel-,about each other and how

they come ji it,:even,... Get:the, idea across that institutional
otructure,,accourit for most of our similarities and most

of our,, differences. cvlot of kids that don't like that.
Nobody: likes to e,..made >a sociological -unit. So you get typical.
hfon.,:rt-Le.,,o1;2,1ecti ons,;,N.7d.ort't - nuke .me---jUet -a- number " But when you

*Start,: if: you' realk,take a count, an:,-inventory,.: of how. much you 're
go.?erne d simply by the .nbrrnativet,roles: that you've. Cane- accept
because we neverrlearnaLany .differently,..-thererS precious little left
to vox:that's of any interest, tonybody except somebody who happens to
b.P,vitr,k,z4vc.of..th-you-, and makes believe that :ivhae. they see in -.you is

uniqu, --:.Thccn7ç4 for illutiOns which' enable-people:,to,.get together

-9,14,4124?...P.41;r.',r94e0#.4rO's-i.... . .,

* jf,f, (Ere t,C,4 kift(44 C,4b ou. io niz ,:rac i am As I understand
thaterr,.jt meano simplytAthat.;.unlesean enormous effort -is:made

-nobody. bas....to,..4e preAdke4.; dititt'..the::prelblerxia that it -thew' gots .re-
transZated into the personal. What is a good diagnosis then' gets

tu,.,zrqd:i Tic? K14;04 cfg41.4te.0.:,07,41 f4fisatutione,-...are :now. treated as*

knoi, you're .rioht back
where you started.

:$47,°7444#9,. r4nt, 1.4*-4 2APPIPP110111:443exiotat: airnikm, tto.-thia, junior high
schools particularly where the Nii4tarit. 0(44* leadership will require'

95
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of everw.newwhite-teacher a great confession of guilt. An acceptance

of-thisc;dan,,in a Sense, put that teacher down psychologically in a
classroom. If-the central issue of life is tO find that the kids cirie.
'right and you're wrong, then comes this 'crucial question of can you
ever feel that you are right in any other Matter..
* That's ,another thing. we "ye learned in sociology that a lot of
people now have cane .-.to know: For 'a- teacher. I think the iMportant
thing is that it's not important what she'feeis. -It's important what
she does . And 'nobody, ought :to be asked' to ,qualify on the 'basis of the
goocbteas--,of 'Ma-internal Itharts; but only on the basis re hot() they
behave f.itypublid;i-

s But 'they're :very Commonly, asked to do this. ,

In this sensitivity training they 'are:going-after their internal
feelinge instead of ,their'externai behaviors. It's 'based on the
assumption that if you change their haarts, you're 06ing to change their
behavior. Alhat.4tie- know- now, 1a that if you change Eehavior, you'll be
>much-miora'conseqUential. as far as others are 'cOnCerried and over';'tiine,

feelinge..may-lcome to be -too costly to be sustained and they may get'

changectimctecordcince. with the' behavior. -,17 think we learned from

Myrdal and 'others. before 'that- you don't have to wait- to change the
;:.

hearts:- Of...men.-before'.you.change the actions of men:.

Theres-,:aomething..;that makes it hard to -bet a, mothers or father'

that also makes it:--hard..to be a tecicker, nctorel'yp kids dorilt do what we
tell-::them; they in4ght'-to do, they do.what.. they 'see us .do', Yozoan sit
at: your' dinner' ;table- every night, and oay, there' Will be no goddamned

prOfanity,--in-thit houee but-. you fl/ be tororvg; yozsi know- You ea-et-ell

them all the tinkribittlthe,;kide the goin,:to behave .an-the- bait' of the
behavior therget the' modet And that'iswhY' it is so =CI:" more

44

7f.':
ilti**AlinranOt., tcr, ditcritifinatif; ',ate -very punishingr to." ,

,.. . . I

the-Aide aie,,:gain.4.sto-lookand see how .people beliave- in their
,.-
4, .

c,, %,.. 11.,M; .,:-4s.;1,-4, 1,- or -, ,,, -- 4,CZ, , 4.'; , ! . ' ' ''". .,,:

3:4,kayit)gentiepiens.'"Butjohat dcyAtoe-:do'about-stheiaiiic:. confrOntation

thpotheSt;htvthecIreally servvy4eixtkddlladiAdsvifvand-he iieile
i the neliklehookof..64oatio'ii- produettakingtbver4hw..4thd.he -.raises
hieqtarOdheilaan speaktmayb6 three, different. dialeste of: English and he

kodudtiVir to. -',Zet peoplere heetrttr,aloni: toe. tell" them it

%..;,

41
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zebooshichever:ons-,he.womts,depending on the -circumstance) and he

say; Mias :Tones. what /..s.;,a white 'mother-ifucker like you ,doing :here?"

1..-449...400.87;rt.-10,014.,angry. lies just asking after -all, he' can ask

queq1iona I,-.mookii,..the,:implication is, - we can 'ask questions, can't

we? What do you tell:,her :to ,do,- :gentlemen?

c: c;r ImPwore argNer.. ..'1'-doWCkruns) how satisfactory it is but I

knowwhat-yd..so,d.:, - when:you 'catch me being unfair
to you as confp_aredlto any...zwhite, Jews let,me know:"

think AO !te, the,, kind '',of thittg various. studentS ask,. and they 're

not i9.9ttirsng-vmgood AnswersPirst
National Convention, moat middte-clase white people diebi"tqcnOw that
word. I didn't lonowi.they-:didn".tAnow:lt.-:,--I first :learned it fran
cioN9..re.0148.8v,9304.0zgrligalftelikjni..the -Orly didet-know 'it-wati- supposed

to be fcblach,--teriit ntii a.-few;yeare ago.-: But, Suppoisincrthe Vuet

kiQfkeepp ,'

,,,RereAS;-..where Igtti!,ise :Suggesting- that keeping kids, ?in the school

anrkitg, tUZt ahOoV try o figure out :ways. of. handling all kids and
makf,:449.1.,714VtigsorgOev' :,Frits.Reder once put it to mawherr r had a
momenAyOf '404W-imp forcroquiririgveopie to deal with heterogeneity.

j ,saf4,youl co*S4t ie:et .449 le.ve/ of hetserogeneity' 'in- generttl for any
task. Always the question to :be. asked is, how much 'heterogeneity -is
posAtivety,funittional4or this:s task: and how much-homogeneity fibuid

given,the- values Vou,wanktoottarimise. Pow that-oUght to be ,said of
ta:0434.tn4...-of qlottes and orschotas,:,--given certain setekof resOurces,

un740- k11.914z're(al* tflOft,- itoref, zee. .reffourbeei that re not reaeonab te

nPectaufigAlete?1 oan:q iiicrease: .itesouroes:.: he :t hat

,kou 1Ki.p0.4±2,ictiOareffy;40ut :taskand diveretify,the: kinds. oft-ine4hts, 86
$1144qpizz4Pgni..itippee:ciaeice 'better:,,,114ow,hai$ kide. who
avet4inaki0a1441:4):001114hjbokiseiraMforeiik, own underStandate abut
terrible: eao..tteeckfittird0,ifaSng fift.iniposeible:lartyoutoc.bermegedrably

,

0421.4,444st't;Oqcp;14404:,opotherkkide.r.i.:1.09iei!or,lto inheroit obligation

4o:put.40*: must suffer that., That 'e a nr,Istaicir:.::

vns";740044**Of;40,0, :0***1,004111)hcit ti01.46;;:,:,:r:They;...1Orton,ayrtake that

444, *an4 i :the oi who sends the least

-..á gdoriten b zi4aeyou ',1,04.1*4.03**,:*),koorkt:put problems, but
mot ''flOt444i4loffitia4*, 404:241$0i.i.-4haeincol
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there'elie ectire 024oblehis that just go -beyond reason. After all, if we
fedi in.;61ifio.teeitily; life" that' -'100 can' run for 'help' to somebody,
tocan. eznalgiat'or'acpilychieitiiart; why:Should a teacher be all-sufficient
in ,deetZino th that ',iindiiitoiiii::diveiDoity? If that kid kept asking that
question; you InOw; zrealiy4rvin4i,' and the teacher' really didn't have
'thisy resOuileds-With-Whioh. to deal with it;'-ehe ought to confess that
'Isho fief ;lc/ye/Ili/ resCurCOS cind 'Skit- that with 'the -principal. And

niaybe7that4etd?Oitght:not to 'be i,i tha* elites. I' don tt exclude' that as

i'iti-ceterviciuete'to the conseeraendes of the apparent fact. that
thdee'Aides thett qad,:cfitat, define' as :beh'avidr-pz*ibleina:,'. are at ledet in
some schoolsAefined'ils-blerok leaders:. . 'You' see; -there is a kind
of pOiiticiisatidn oactsirsinff:' aboiit :a kind of innocent,
naive, sophisticated professional,' buheloorld is getting so
godrkerneeVaimipliceited outther?; The kideare so 'incredibly
doPhititictreed1WmanzPwayi.' They may' belitinorcint as heil, i mean, the
!kid *rieddmotrieii-fusekor if yOftwrOte it on the board,

-,-Ybuts'lro'662 eery: it. `1

* ret iire tat y6tiset tnientti ye;atie ago' When my brothel'

stcirtedlo 'Of a Whert 'kni2- as the Bungle of the
'zakOre lli '-iteto -,ieerohere were put to Start

first.hdUr- of the first
the 'aideiroOtrre'ottepst. one ki4 and he

waikedYitnd''tlie said;. flit nestle' i lidiold-and I want YOU to

'Wu goñna di) all right. It-Hcirold
45tu'.126t gonifei.'ntrike out, understand?" 'This ie 'a 14 year

thelid Says; "ON, all you
bZ 'fatk 'ate kide &lane -iifiO the atais. 'Harold- had

ttlk 4ou' do 1EZdO tha tioistaivie?
reiNiitherdeertil 6)qaititd f hgvpii*iiii tolki itnpoesiMe--- or Ou'vloaropt
hitiellit148oetki4csiltitivoierib&itIcS '4624 k:suivaf,hiltt

bilettOte' er. kind

o1'4,4004 iiilaidpViiirioita' Re Pund-4.,Vropor*:±*6 le
i&Z 4 .14+:7'*. 'little-ebitojs poi4erlohloh vhe. erner-ktda-eltebet

reiA4A (C.4 St:41*,eis.lt wifz' 11:Av *-10

*tgetikfiehg1401-0 eiwOltfekeilefoetwe'l:ardoingt :this
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and:that,..the,heterogeneityieqn,dprove,intolerable,: and that different
4sacAers....4041.haps different,. lsvels. of; tolerability 'ancirculageability

f-r.-Alcz'RinAldr;b4o#:.. t,71.1frigf1s by stilq.t:WV,0' phg and teaching ,PrinoiPlee
wjrist npt, 0;emieersted, isquat :performance fn all teachers. If

sYRK're.04:ngi'Aq,./lovg,,,Mg.of i4z 'rekgqingtQ :have a romge.of
tepherp,,.too., And,isme,,teachers:are ,q!imply not up sto..tasks that other
tea0,4.92'4',.grs,,up,-tro. 1.7.1ey,,,augkt4o iks!: helped, up. thetre.,41 they possibly

..,cansel;butgo'n,ie wilkrePer47,140 You 'ye -som.q,,:insOred 1,teaehepa,.

and you've got some dull teachers. You know, you've got,:alive teachers
altarYPtit:Pe, Vit dead qjis You.ihave .,,to.,have different 'expectations for
0.01114P43 f1Q0..Y0,uliNO:040.??P,;:t.49,.111.0Eft that, yo* possibly wan within. the

system. hc444/A--3.P. toVhs. atifve.J, gregartouoP-
Antellectual-Ai,d, is and, same,Ago hers.' cpuldntt,handle -three like, that.
So, you Aake.,.1,,..retioious assigninemts ': .`

Thi,xedistin4tion fietveettpreduckagaa,nd,,c11-8orforiAat4P.n.; toe,:were

taZkng al)0.44- -iPan4oPP1'44t, 9?),!e . And irgnyo?V. vants .to ,know the
trutJz ;pp, yoy, can changa::,;behawior vithout ,phanging ,.the,feeting,
ask anyone when was the last he peed in the street whenThe felt bladder
pros cure..71014,4 restra,#!, even .yorg.basic impulses 4n, the

i4,01TOPt.,W;Asrta:401QX!!!"Va14,441"fX..V41W140.-414 ePePtcm ge 4n .04/198

=:qr,Qf -49A0 ';c4A,P.4iivOei
We 40.4fet-q0Alta"ifniAi/44.z0110541:fi,014:4,97!a. id sontrO! im1418e#,,, 44

am,-tognxtipthp,r4img,qtfief,P,rgal;14ct444.PiclA 4:fe.,4t14-1,t,e4r

VieRffnl#4-#8.0.!CIPt40* 4/09,1444. nWlq?/.2. (1-P1,1P!
iy grPt$710ip -r:31:0tAtelle.,Y4 4ar518

th'a f8e4tc:0 421 ret001-1;t48. a f'4fienkiktb491.041 .41,1$,P 114de-00 Ikow.

(at*401:108-katod'0,1:20*.loogritezi#P4 ofl,ffkr4fgrypingiAh0....
v:,w4Pites.cotp.tandr,Oidbeyg 4.. 4qaZZe4 fAileci,Fffeotglo.fs,414-4Y Grouping"

.eincliAcgotailatioCkh 0,90rf,'A4l4VftwtiTiaklf4ktlth2Ntq4O.arf,a99..,+zzP

;IAv.4,48f,gf.0.110*-figglelie.0- &nett '-.044Aff- Offrf ar
l'Av41-Y4019,46.00.deteVIAltitiit0,01,44411g,W9,44,01;1),1.4YARfi-PIRsIgiPM!.

',.zi,eiktilliri/00114004-41:17fek`611, giMaitY1 , , cid ..A.c.417 cnt , 4, ; ;\
cs. ,

r411°*-eVi4!*14404i,(1. !. Vet, ote4' 49A 11:9N4itt#,VA *Al; n
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to boing:with different ,kids in part how you'utilixe brighter and

kidsAto hei.p each other to work together4i.-a whole.range; 17.

varies they &iat 'Teachers reser* this -because- they'think its

them to teach3thevrelatively.'hoMogeneous class against the

J*.tarelgeneOue ciaS2. Verr\given.thei fact that .There are.no-demonstrab,le

differences 4n the kinds of ,values. that you re cuitivating when you
separate-the.. :sheSp from 'th.e.goats.: Now we ddn't know, abbut the.
durability of :tthat 'kid ;of, ',value ,:stigmatization because 'it *coy occur.
in-a-Vozen-othe,,rtodyitanyway.- But here .one-has ;one saving grace in
that the;.:schoot is ...never' Supposed to'correspond.to the lowest levet of
discrimination engaged in the world outside. That's based on another

.."-Schoole,.are-mot-places where yoU-2.praeticie ev4t, schools

arevlaces 'Where..1 ow-teach aboutit:. You don !t .42:motile a fornication,

adultery. drug addiction, 'you teach ,about,thern. The',distinctiom .

betiken'iteaching-t:aboutand rehitarSin#foris."a-cilubiat distinetion,
because4.iehent some:peoplesay vet about this,?.-you have
tOqresist Zore dOnwanttto,7rehearite- pr.-the-worst-do -Y ou?, You want
tô rehearse for'r,the'stestritpossible.'q:...Sa. the ,distinction between
teachings and ice heareingz' fôriscruoia1. laycome 'back-4o
genitiulipoint :about theseparation.:of -kids. into:.different,
gra* .4ivent.;Ourlack,,..opknowledge ..about-thei-;actual conditions

undhichl7rOductfaitY isnikely tabevreatest-:over a-lunge,of
!..s-,vvaltii'slei, The einiktcomment,V-wouid nolo-make would the tra.)21things:'. (1)-

teachers ought.,,toqknow hgx;vuncertaiwthis spite,lortheir common
sense feelings to the contrary and (2) some sense of expelnanental,%.

-,innovaVDowinvtriing out-!:of differentkinds of teagthing,oughty,to be
4eveloPed-Isothatas -Tracticatteaehers 'and as,;adult.'iteachera -they
tOiOUldetoyethunijt:,,upt-on',...tylnYlone. opthemi' or think,:of,,,toly,..one-yof,:them.

,ili-Wankitmake,:thisver:more Z'ittie

reetii0e711010raboteevhOtir,to:Cdooithingebettezethan'pww:no.wdovthem and
I na*,44 2 exer ivof ifesourbeef.icanThe6incide thatpoight-be`

toOteastsiff,i thi!s:-1,itintefOtigiood*Oratio.4;, thatliolnajoikinvestmelt 1011,-!T,

'11149**1**U0318,AbY4htt`t04, zeohoói until yolchavip had innovation
4i4ranf*peritireitfal. tiatie omd*O44vall4ation,,i0ite oft the

principles for teachers :t(Ateitoittetivt`thezp:thisopeartiefpantAitterne
#tdatetAnow hob.)
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yoWoan.-ge.t. :that intd:their head-because everybody,: ,enpecially art
teachenss4think thegrre' thd, only person that kriotik what's going. on
so that th43142o6.442emaivate't4A4a;,the autdome7i13.91:4t,they're the

worstl,pOssible..obserVers:vof ..thei.r own conduct. if you% can teach teachers
...;:,.,thatithat:they.-are-thezwaret'.eValtiatore :of -their .own teaching outcomes

--not that onardoee woistkinsPorthation from thein' about' how they file Z
about .'it anctiohat.;,did.they-;do 'and so 'on--but the ovaivatiori 'has to be
byveomebOdy4oho.'doeati 't have ".& vented- interest iirits outcomethat's
theccrucial--fhing about-,:evaluation of lechwat-i,onal innovation. There

ar itzotherthitigs1 want.to Lewd about e:valuation'lut that Comes in'a'

and-crucial that evenY'sometimes 'other:things. being a
iittlet-bitequalkqwhenl,there s a :thort 'run, innovation-about which.
teacheritlea*,Alitrenial y ,enthusiadtio in which they say; "Oh, I know .1
can44strIddlionckifulk.thingtpl$th_the -kids becaUse :it iéeo nice."
This procedUre itholit&be'cadopted..,,as- bpposed-to;:procedures which may .'

:Thaveivhowkelighttrinionvfavorable-oUtoomev:in-thepkids::in the 'short
run,,bu*,tkabou twhiCk4he-,teachers-eipressedno :enthusiasm at ali. You

have:4cleep-:therteacher,going, as?,ivelt .as,14he :kide and one of the
thing13.'4'aboutiwrtkfi.itlAindis bf'innovattions is that the..teachers'In:11
say;.:,,"04rtzthieistnnarvelou4 :wonderful, ',very'effective.,.,q just love
it. ":.And-even thougizzyou,can%ohow thenfl .. that itdhienet,, do, anything,
that doeirekimean thiilisn'tavood ideatbecause-I think one of' the real
iotit4eit heriiihotirtP keep your teachers going under adverse
air . : 1;

``311.1 -'461)itititirrOtraven 6,f Yateheavdonaiz tatiy, and.sizys.",as far_ as he
oan tiatt-zitt'8 ilst:;.a-.44,--rycioad samtjlebut'inf over.,9WOf all..the. oases
oriithkertionapAtinovertion he 'ciookild at ,theinnovationAasi:been from
oiitti*Vihatttimbyeithar, Encerintinidentaxr-priroipat ainikthof teachers
)1a0e44:en*iogdonelitfritotxt*illittahrlabtioluteinddice4ntii)ot:Pca,tiettpation
inth*pZww4ñg ef4heimot)ationcand lsenolikitiSt144e,:mai*.i*kof,heel
41setioifillOt t,Rigy::bezto* 4111thatirntg0,406:!-a,anc4eciak.,:teachelie:,

tbut #.:#741 .1:011,130$0,0:41(61000airj,tilt*pthilt:4,talucture, of

-.60)004 9-1C4 Swhih 00i4h0i4,4di4046fuiw,iinnoviret.ion

svng OPtiii-t91;cti :incii04016,

00,404014**ht*"14400kAftelcfh,90;:iWt:4440414$0.4 VI:th

140.1

414
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.a:.certift cate.:stiii imagining. that the business of having a-track
7. 40,*riknPwn to P.1.1.0 70:48..,

assyne.thatmet pf..thein,zn:ll have now come up through the
Giardinale and. the dm-dams.

.a cliche for that that goes "you know, you can. call them
rob and 1?.,ut. every -kid ,knows which bird .flies and .which one

* ,W1ç eoeone to New York, the kids tint into PS 6, where there
tf,f'Ve #749k11 -par grad9 .a4 where it is highly ritucilistiorTabso tutely

prbi4dcalthext the people do not -know,.whiah is ,wkich..
gqiou:have th brightest parents inNeta York City.

;#1:01.#* .So the. .point -is e. second...grader 'nu. about to
describe df.d. npthave,, advantager of -having been in fire t' .grade at
the schog;.pil.-Qf 1eing on tJ4e, 4t,treet:Ohers and 'she. didn't .know anything
about anything when she went to school on Wednesday and liked it. Then

he tsohoo,i on,2hurgicklY7'4nd colneitome and _liked it. And then
she-yetzt :.to.,,sphooZ.pn Prido,d,,md.came,-home .and told .us; "I got promoted
to Miss Silver's ciass."

_ '-`.,
* .11here.,..is...a lot, of this. ki7,14-,of .sillinese--,and this is a classic
example of the kind of contradiction that one can find. The .school
Pmfe,!3°°,1,A 040911930'9f equalitcTiM48M-Sirici clearly, visibly and

:-.--RAFf0,44141i...:P,M0174S87,842:1644.1.1V.:4141;t0 9PPosite We have, what's called
an .upgraded,:polpol, n4 çzU f.t ,p,mant.,:ifs,!phat the kids take About 20
mf.nupes.Ae,arti.,that there,. are, differfint,,graclee..in each -subject so
eiaak.14ckno,w,hqs are.highZy, 1.ntecorrolated.
With,v#SFE.4.e.treOff9t*ditf?ti:48..,..Y119,;(.419\lifak..P2:Pnf su,1419(.0 tend to: be
he-141,.'4#440,11e.,;' #1.4149.PA,t-w).?,314P,Ak4o,h90Z,Pfefl;Sca.P PerAigt, in Vot
alk9ANORtzt# itcalc,4#.11F-4;iiaPonc041,,*. ri0444an=1614,04Y;..:7010, look,

he re
..* .

4,

401.$1,k(12lik 140.4! ":4:111134 itng 4fflitean tnctth and
4.04;4!tokt. ci'!,',,,,PJA;19!, ',tote vire v44

ficP1Vot,p,Mrotod to Miss Si(lverts
:=4"; ^kt.'

Vst444..NANI, '
s

At3.)*IT
- - " , , ,, -,, - '',' .1'..:; ,COnli fik

, .r ' , I' 'tali 644k a. ,..t f ,, , 4, .,;':',,,- >

PuMN:Phile Ar-44,3,4hg8 lt, Adming.ietrati,ve
,

j4ta:mkgtiMetifPAQ 'OdUtilatiana; 1444494 e'' There
, ,;b4C,,o4se, :qukoughttakevio (t. i intovaellount..... ,., ..., .4 In. ' ,' 1 .., A,

. I l )
. `

things t, ono ought-not, -to .
tecugierq,N,,
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subititite that io i? the educational value of what's being done. If you can

get a consensus, fine, but if not, then4oli may have to Choose between the

tv6; and pidoedure. buy have to beTretoOled. Bt teachers do it and
schools do it. :Schools substitute adminiiitnttive 'convenience for

.`edzicationaZ.valuei,,! So-if it' takes ten minutes to' move a kid out of one

track-into at6ther!eteres ,4cite,- they my 'not do it becauee it
just takes that ten minutes and the clerk is too domed busy io-m2ke the

.ôhaflge, and so, trtherele nb appeal by a certain date,- they're done
And bit1:idatUM I know That's di-Otreisingi is that' thele aren't any

schools in the country that* ts'een Clairn that they Moved as Mc612/. ae '10% of

the kick "i'Out'vf trackS in'. the" éeventh '=gitzde'' tile ''twelfth

grade.' 'That is-10%.ietab'ility in the tricke 'assigned to the seventh

grade: ThiS 'the -English Clan' plUiliied right' down' o the' teenies
.4st That 'bnlir'shoWs tohat -;ci 'good ,eeleetive syeteM they had!":

*. That ti.righti .s,`

'that, delectite system is based On an -unit dPidcaNdized

andntieilidated-feet plue-,tecushers judgemen t, plus -bad

national nozwls, plus unpredictable IQ
:*\!-2;.. You're back to thyejtion that you iake what you get, 'and you

teach, it.
* Yotiee the:it'd the iyeeir it4xRe of' the ability gioupine'

eniiifirSt -.in LOEi Mg" into d'o' Airican
kidrialthi:an,A 'of 142 ii t vOatinl esacstioli,
* rid 'V° beck.'fo'bne'br* 'it

'theliel,e6ile:aeoutct be 'dbini Via ihey

dtizini celoeigy

1iitiOnTic64ti8viele.-iz -Ctrycht a'toisde'ilOitigez
`ihesi 'hcia 'toa3 r' c6' hT tazW, knct

vary, PoOfrrtkiiiii) WO& 5iind

piolciaiParid$:eaptc tjle0IPV0241:VOrinticVt"?:1,:c#Oti*dejiifein)eriii4144 attention.

You knObi in .delvanOe they can't be doing it. They may think theiii*i3:\*.

$0inetttmAiidlits 8tie trAziVivirdis'egtokitizA Untreicrk

'di ow**

th'W_Ii411.45Wielii.:.: .71".
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'General' Itiotors'itend-said;pllOkay, .with-3,-000. different models: of cars

and you have 1,500 dealers, out ,there.,,and you hate : thesa.varioue mode
dealer natchesyoU:,want-::-tr.-,mrske, they- wouid-right.haay turn it over' to
the computerpeople. They.wouldn't fool around, right? And they would

work it out eaentuatly and they would come up with a system that would
recognize it as a very complex, informationrprocessing.,probtem. They

would:not say what the: public school. says: "Oh wen,_ we evaluate ,them

and put them,,,in,the'right track." Theywotild know- right away. that's
nonsense. 'An engineer, 'if he4said: "'Oh Well, letlii-loOk at them and
send them to the right ,dealer:*"..-he 'd- be ,fired. YOu. know, the' guy on

top .wouid say: ohat kind of it blrincker have ,T got owmy- hands' here?"
It's very, very common] in these peopieflnanaging trades to 'run. into
just- this 'kind of just,.ptain 'impossible statement. The NAACP discovery

that .ono. of the reasons why the 'Title -One' programs Weren't working
was 'that the money-, was being:',used to build swinming pools. If that's
'what's happening,,,you don 't 'ask questions like; is Head Start working
or are these special programs good. There are no .special-programe.
They cannot be .doing'what- they claim to be doing. It's a very, very
corm; thing ;in these big -systems. ,They-simply do :art sit down and say;
all right here, if were going!, to have five trackii, 3,000 kids, then
wages .esome',really big chunk, of organizational time and 'resources is
devoted to just' switching.' process, can't possibly' be done.

The,important,thing 1. think 'for teacheivi ,t6 learn about tracking
and the whole :notion of IgroUping and 'so on, is :that;,- it is .a

.pathology in ::the minds .of.,.the,,,,etbAcators acid riot a' characiteriiticW'
the world out theril.r.,vbecca4se ,sdhool 'systems' track no matter- how '
:homogeneo.us:the.population- in a partiaular, school kidkri, when

we ,,Zived,,,in%Sti, Louiekz,went,:to,14 -school in, u new schOOZ district which

must hcaie been 'one Of.-the4ost homogeneous :graitiAlr ershoole in the
etountry,.aZZ ,f,suburban,,..40SVezbiek. !all ,middZe-ekieei;* etc.,--etc... By God,

.*here were 'two 'tracks in .tract :iichool,,and in kindergartent
s! Sow ,ile,0:occt,:yok...be ,eleviieh?', You 'have to have at least two

't)!: ^ '144

And there was a nornal distribution of. grades, waon' there--in
each of. the zttadeketA

t -t"
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*Tienit. that ourt;oue? 'Once upon a time there was a bell shaped
-:...,Curve:4-that-said",that,there 'bught

;And'- then. you: learti the test by which they're pieced in tnzake.
Thelkide...00me,ta,sohobl(tnd they're, five..yeozis oldqor four and a half
when they-come, in the .fatik and they 're:asked if they can write their
noises . And- the -teach emtalkiwitk. them, and ,there is on other /ittte
task, "arid4t, beoennes quite obvious when -yOu, listen to mothers 'talk

about _.their differertk-kidsowho-Aave done this, that thin is a,test of
toibhibk-the4thild yeete 'comfortable -in' the interview

situatiOn- -comfortable; tenOu' gh to do something, and...talk and make a few
squiggieewtith'Pa pe tril,1:fche-does We 'put 'in: the higiogroup' which
they-41areplly-,segits'-:,the;,-.moreAnature-_,groiv, -not -the more intelligent

And .ifyhe doeen!t; heSé -put in the low group with' the:promises
that,!theyili imix..thenriip ands solbrth,".and no on. Iinally; after

genoUgh pressure fAomi,the,p'aiients that they decided-to, do away with the
whOlet4thitig: And now: they move :them back and forth -and. they haim this
kindi:otmixture,:going. 7

There 'a a\.very-interesting'finding ow -this, a' statistical finding
that-doesn't _persuade teachers but .at least gives you theaounige to
argue ,rryou take two' groups ',of 100 'kids and then:do two
different.:things. with each 'of the groups'.' With the .first g-rOup-4ou
divide theresup-Wtifithsrbottom 33, the.second133;'and:the top' 33 -o29,34
,a,2d,.-.4you- thew .tecicirthem.,.. And'itake' the Second-100' and-take a random

sampie.:ifor:,ectcht4theAthree groupsthat -you're going,oto ',teach; and
thewteadh4hesivraix g,roups-,-in'accordance.with 'your e:cpectatioris,c.-.one
the hooter:same, th4ti-vther4he ,,heterogeneoue vpopultrtri n. Thikactual
aniount:7Of varience that is; reduced -on scores on;:itandoxdttestelor.all
the gr3upe,48!,';.17%:-.z-, fiken..'yoU do.,nrutimerhOmogeniii ation,'Or ri: you

redo* the ;actual. variance 4woutcsome: Owstandard testsc441. 17%.6
tha'e almost :Itriplat,,by.:141. ,,o of woo
plump for heterogenia4 cf 02vupti (you've rgát .evidence
hereAthcttlyOulreallk donit rao, ooinplitik .veivoy Much vat, anything
even in inteiZeott4 productivity, even under the best of circumstances,
vbY-lionvijeniz.4* A

theother, great eicapple of this -kind of phenomenciniii the 'one
Schaff uses in, the book, nBeooming Mentally Ill". He totaked 'up some-

Po4
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place:a series -Of eye emaininations, in ,a public sehool. 'The doctor
comes..in2 o-,.id r.he examines at the kids in class and a third of them
need glasses. Then they bring. in a second doctor" to examine the two-
'third", .whO-4idn't need -glasses and that doctor says a third of those
neel.glasses. A third doctor and 'a* fourth -doctor, and every -single
't irne &third of the kids. needed glasses because obviously his
'expeotation,%?going'into a random group of kids, is that a third of
-thefillaitl.meed Some 'kind:of eye :correction.

:;'2Viat's a ,standard?actor.of sOciolOgidat,distributiOn, you know.

Like crthird Of 'the 'mentally ill get :better, a third worse; and a
get:cured. And there's-another -sOCidlogiacit thing that's

usefitl following up on the business 'ormultipie'consequenees and
muliple= causes.; :The :educational process -of one which is a transaction.
'There ,olibe three%-major'partiCipants (1)' something called the
curriculuminside.the schocil; (V somebody called the teacher and
(3V-418mebOdy' dat:led the student:. any ,result of that transaction,
if it'll ta,besaudged-4,failure,' it has to be asked - -which element in
it-failed-and.in. what regard?, Our system now :works in such a way that
only oneperson'o'success 024 failure is measured; namely, the
individual-,:thith-..the least power; ;the - student. .- And aZZ blame for the

faitureof thel4ystenu T.s -loaded onto 'him. It is he who is judged to
have succeeded or failed, and 'nobody else'. It's he who .is judged to
lraiio tf:the" -*system 'succeeds ,-the teacher takes the

.'responsibititi.'-' If the Child fails ,by the test,. the teacherdoes not
take .:the ..liesponsiibility 'foie the -failure.. :An awcirertess. that there is a
tratifactionVoin#,-on eaicrthett there are-at least three donStituent
etebtentsi-OPthat42ianeactiori that,pividzioe any given outacime at 'any
giverrtime,:,volad Make teachers :somewhat ;More- .hesitant about designing

n,"fciiluibel toHthe '.-Studentif. . They 'Would begin,; ' maybe, some degree of 'aelf-

-lier4fftlitationv:-This ,haS ,very mut* tO'46 With' the, grading systen-becaUse
if-gihereltsvtci4e,"Odding/zsystemei- edueatton,'iS a .trarii3adtions you
ough' toiygibitdo three%:People rcitairicutuMs'w.nd students with

teacheriialiguik rani eh 116w-that it's '-good

farilthesIsitiotilOceiton *of the:41t244entii:.to ded,'OinOng 'Other' things, I

sUggesv that you' propose to them a system' that every teaclier -be graded
at' every narking period briheFstUddhtlkor an04 epee.: they' want, 'and

106 0,741
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thaqe,;that,vet airiZZ :get, 200% .of their.salary and those who get B.

7,zwill,get....9-4%,: and C.wid so ;on' down the line. ,Because if' it's a
motivating system, it's got -to motivate them-as well as the -kids.

And:they're-going to, argue -it's not. good for their motivation, then on

what..povAds it good for .the motivation of kids. And if they' say

we are almaply,pr2fessionally, convnittectto:this, then that's the whole

point.vqt the kids committed and stop the punitive system of allocating
invidious grades. But the transactional character of the edzicational
mcess has to'be .seen so that .:the allocation for responsibility should

.,.be "far mip re. fair than it is now, especially ,given the-fact that the
,schoctlsAs4nstitup,ions,cand4he teachers auagento,-have farqnore'power
than the k_ids,who are the victims of :the 'system:-

-4 'I....-. >..-Ysry, goo, d-,4thank- you. ,We !rye. probably getting towards a. close-.
Are there- any particular-p' ointe that ought to get -read into the record?

,tzl,,-pouldaive,you the results of a _finding- of two years .of work

that .mt 11,49,. of :some use,: My,-coll-eague-,Mcrrvin-.Breettler and I (2'umin)

surveyed:several .hunc,Ired methods of evaluating the ,Outcomes of
0'-ettigational.,systems -trying to discover whether tit,'6' possible. to say
whether ow. ,system haa..succeeded or, failed, as :against the universal
:claims, opall :educational- administrators who say by and large-last year

was 4,1goOd (?'hat's, a uniform report from all, school systems).

Our seriss,lof #38,...on. the basil; of looking at the evaluational, systems,

is that there is,,no,sohool or school system -in- the .United States that

..0anjAlgth:44ne:clen00, fali -whether it 'has. succeeded or failed at any :given
time*. clarity-of goals, 'absence of measurements, -lack of
objectivity.:,of "Valuation, ,lack of measurement of the ,correspondence
between. outcome7.and,goal, Zack-'-of 'cont.") of-of -puss b,Ze. contastifiating

1,:,PartgOleaki:44444,hecommunity, and' the,,pgronfts land the p.eer,vgroupel;br

ki,0308.0: rfin,dercoguAingissfp any-claim-about; .whAther -*he, school has

A4240,,S*040,4 1:941, fciggs,l. -in the: previoufr war: :Thrzt my :confort..e.ornebody. land

difm4;pthers,$-,tbut the:,absence ofqadequateevaluation is -quite: clear in
:lf.ropay. free ita, Zof of teachers 07 ;.,

O,havfr :differently ;:bu, t; them that's, true ;for .foreign
`',.00P0AffiNt#4118 v13-,,.-:b?04-4'::,,ancl, for ,o.,ther, 0o.untrilles as well ,as:

?,081.0.

4179,40..itt4:0;,,public: xminatt, ;system s1

4
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. .:Th08.9 op:id:those with _national systems alike. We

did Holland and we did England and we did France, and we did Italy, and
therp, 4 the..,sre,putcomee there. That is, there no way of saying

. what the routoome of education has been except by some very large scale
gross measurement such as the number of people gotten to with kinds of
occ.upaki:914 -4141:noomes they earned. Whether they did this in spite
of the .achoole because,of the -schools, this is impossible to judge.

..could 1 ',spealcabaut a finding that I've -heard people talking
.about,seperat.times, although. Vve.not read the article involved. If
y9u-PoOroZ for the characteristics of the students; there is no

the different colleges to produce high
intellect:144 quaZtity .

a high s0hoo1 findting---part of the Coleman finding. .. And
it's the fftmdard fincgrg: for the colleges. There is another- finding ;

that nay 1.;!P af interest $o you.. Z011q this one. This was found by
nocZA. _Brig vh9,471,4rpfyed 45 etudies--of the correspondence between i

college grades and later distinction in vocational careers. And this .

iain the Amer. ./Ian. College Testing .Pro,grzm Bulletin No. 6, September
1960, if I remember, and he says though there are problems .which ariee
in confirming that the studies were not of the same kind, and there
wasn't adequate control over variables and ins-truments used'weren't
thescane 4hroughout, but by and large the correlation between college
,grades,ttndZater vocational diatinction;hovers:. 4round,.aero.- And so,. if
elementary. gides predict,,high -school grades, and that's all they
Predfot,,...and,,collegegrades predict nothing, then what di): graduate
fThQ9 Prfia.fej*7
* ..qxrclugt ef,',410,h0o1 -grades, clo to some degree predict.,.-...'

Alos,,gregluate,.,pekok.grades, don't predict'vocational distinction.
But there.are4a. number;pf our ;colleague:3,A° boast 'about having done

-0144,4te.,itchoc4.,.,

Oft #,903,A144,

ZA,Pro3.4ilk.s.TAT*ifsvrt.14..*? SA I

jor..,exrznp4,;-..sofc-professors,,,,you can predict where they are
IkplOvof 4.where,,,they :went, 'to, -graduate .schoo/

w1rf,izi#40'.0fnA: .1?;(90,40t?440

rqa-l4y,.:4 horrendous kind of

r108 4 4'
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thing,. qahither4: the. :swhole. system 'isn't:64444 tzrn1ng out -to really be

, real :P.redestinarian'e*ter'atiOn.

.4';i ' '.(You heard -the'-eiiide;iCe' jU8t cited. that indiCatei tha't the
'"egeiteeid wkina'70erfecitiy./- It doisii't Matter where Ôi o to school

oi'Wiat giiidei you get thingé we:41k
riec'ioniistenoy:.- Which reMinds'US about 'late

?adeii'd, th'e'two'-typ'ds'thathe 'edhOot don't -take
T.;i3roti;O130. a. proper edüdiOn, -(You know,

*he bigifehf-imi4tidiVoti;jhat-ti a OroPeri. education .thezi-yoU'wire asking

about beforeli.,''' 'Ones .41141ie things I .1.trnilea1ty z'ant '66 do, 'terms

of- .t0cfdher that 'no siibjeat"'-eS\ ielf4torkiriding
as a legitimate subject to teach the kids. Uniess.e.iittan'Aoiti eome

1112ttio*ete'l'oa'"iiiieriubjeett 'turn, OCOrOe foi.giVen books
cYj"` t:Visciiiie. mast:A1i°' Chiiiiee 'ot

prodliciiig ái eliffiiittionat can itt-s-tfy ai desirable (but
not-becaase Of itie -inhere tvtor int-24I64ihataDeheir' ), you Ought not

Itve,''got to eisk-thidlast then. WhY 'wbteld you teach

`ii6a41014-1j?

i'llioUterti;t:t
:

tecielt 'Vat' of the underiftandiits that weltiel acquired
in 8e-viology,astr411Witiuldlietirelwteiich"ildiiio 'de 'a SubjelittMatter in
higkhdiA: NiI 'rraitciciv-idaeh teaChere iaoUldn 't

,iiibjeC't Matter per 'Si: woulti4eadlir*Ari'ia
science for educators because I would reject th64"eatihitig':Ortoliitogy
as an undergradua4';,,CoUrse.:inyitelf,;-='beCaueelfm'sag'aiitet'departmente.

now.

.4176-ttie;Ido*iittls t 7fOt hit 4.2!-1* eigatiat

departments because VM for a reasonable verSiiiii:-/Of"6644reil education
aced Z always have been. I've always found idOeeisfitiente- 6ty pain in
the neck. rather feel free'ic5:-3:reack4nrkind-brkide who want

4tO come in thit 0`!attie*tOtiicsthatilnl,eAt"fo,tectaii:w'-',Depeertmente are for
,,Y ,

the-1)1444A. tzt48;#4414$0kg#VoisiOthteitiOh Viol!e:ethe.:Iniiiiiiesi:' -That 'e 'where.,.,
your ,p'roteSsfroal- pro 4iü eópie 4xxñ .,come .,out bf disciplines,
but'i'that*.ifOittVitettO.,they4r0e'it&li)Orici,n\ depaitmeirts; 'especially in

A

't
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the high schools. I think our association is dead wrong--along with
economists who 'areiwrong in lottin4'economids into the high schools., as

Matter: k whale different way to organize eurricUlurn in schools
along the lines of themes based upon common problems that yoU can really

-talk-about.44eve2iyone:getting'-adomnon education, though at different
levels of depth of 'understanding., so that you' Can say' that re 'kid who
.really hcit 201'af the.'n-atural-intellect of. another kid Ito take the
extremes) nevertheless at his level got as''Muchiloosible understanding,

what area the- ways 'in -which men have solVed their

pidblems of,,Confliotowithlrithir .:,men;: d- you bring titerritijre and art
and math and geogretphy, wherever relevant to that theme:
*4 Itir4i kid iback-to the: great boOks?''

Oh, indeed, absolutely, including modern great books. That'i
the difference.

Will you let me get them reading up to grade level before

*VA r',.:Ohiliiide04-tut if they adet read lip'. to 'grade level then
takertheiVieriforsit th.d'Oibttilibs and I'll take them to' 'the' *ivies
and ..s onctintiKthey'Vel' got' enough 'interest in that stuff that they
v a n t lo4ead !about fitc sOine metre.

*4 Who makes the selection?
You make it with painful uncertainty about whether it's any

good- and yoU do the best you can, hopefully getting some evaluative
instruments, asking what kind of materials made it with what kind of
kids-for. what kind of ends? It's all that provisional.

You've just answered a thing that I've been worrying about
since this morning When you said this business about rewarding kids
equally for uneqUeil productivity. What I was worried about was not
the thesis as you-already know, but I was worrying about the response
yoitigeti to 'thti from School' -boards, principals, teachers, and so on
and-4'itvn4f'-a-inItter individucciity. What you do is reward the
kids eq7.44t4 sqUalprodUotivity, productivity being a percentage
of 'what :they're= 4Ze to dO.

46n.!:t. tik.trit'thetit to. start setting norms as to what this kid
ought to" be able to

But what you were 'talking about When you were saying this
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* -ftwetrd :for -.vqual.veffort

.,p-Pc?4,16f041Aftty48,, .ho,inorea8os ,t y. agiven,\ratio, say, .20%. in th next
Sine, pervo' ,- , ,

. 41,

/x,t1n 4he, o. you
4941.t.,140.1.t.,4ce, 4,:picriiilv-hinu "for that "-. t"", ,

but:youyoouidn1t 20&4 him ci.-4ch
.441,sm.,4r,tother,,,,kick,toho --inosased ,10%

. ..

,144t.84/42P0P .429z0,,T0;4i,:get-Oome zon!, thcrk*ith Olie.

gfeVon their, :Ccip.aditiVigp 'bü t. one "Ai&

tne2'eased10%.,;;;:r.w5.k. v, t,

t you take away food fr,opf,.you2' e,04,-,kfde :v.thalooitti

Thy
No you don't.

«

, ..\''41A):.'.,

But 'you don 't take the meat and potatoes co* okay' tz Only-see3 .

the, kid,e, ,open4rittka* cl possibilitios ,an& you;" re ,going*: 40% as diverse
4Z 4' A 44. 4t,,t, '44 . A .4 4, 44 444. t

-.

g8.42.14 can. You thrcuo -.things,- thilik lict et

,080-n8,,#;4144"in. .1-.e.vratzg 411', 4041g. -You' th4n,P.4ati101,-. deryourA ^ `5,.)

swornston, so he gets to tell you 7.04m,/ go

next.
ii:st."

.,4`
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SECTION II

This section contains the greater part Of the material abstracted

during the liteiattfte"idariC The iteMis are presented alphabetically

(by, authoO.,,acsording,,-to the? following convention. The' bibliographical

data comes first. Next comes a .brief. deepriptive statement of the
i "

nature of the item. Then, under "A", are litited-Any'llta supported
,:is '.points', Or any pOintilobwn-to'be'dita stiptiortable., Under "B" are

listed assertions ria4e,in1,1.-the source4materialliiit-viiich'appear to be
' iflreiell Riidtkiiiiindistialleintide* authors fo1lo,. under the "C"

he014gt 1414,14y:ofhe.re':.the,labStractot.shate-sden,'*it';'iOlie comments

are listed under "D".
-

These, indicate what. other information
^eT ,qr.;:

is contained in the source item. Hf

Lt will *Oiiti' 44itractors .were. graduate
21 ; ,

socialogitits and their sociology,'orient'atioh',' 'intended will

have /influenced'However, an educational requirement

P4.4;e4,- Pkeni): eery,. ad ,W ;foot, their Attention 'alio. We required the
; earIIer o bide 'their selectjon on whether or not ,they, as sociologists ,

felt the information 1?efore Ahem.:could be ti!ought to .be germane, ,efilen
'141 .=-rf ".$ P-sf3

.

;Alliqte4 71. germane, the teachers of Urban: didaditatitaged. children, in

id" fat as thtef=thOnifiCiiiit there was information here that the teacher,

br 'Etta' traier of iiitziolrii;* 6fdiea4vantaged children j ought to know
PPFAci.ate.i. they were- to ,Include it.

*:, -il ,:;1',Iiit ziiii;'','eiad' lice Iiiii iiiiet JOU ti.i' i'e' is a supplegent which , Contains

4,5

additiona1. material.;,,,,that-, 'caller to' hand later,:
, , 5 , , ..

4

It 'IP 1K1 .
,, ; ,.
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..Adams, Paul L., M.D. and McDonald, Nancy F. Clinical Cooling Out of Poor
People, American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vol. 38, No. 3, April 1968.

Discussion of coolers' ideology and analysis of clinical 'cooling out'
process by which poor people are declared unworkable by middle- -class
staffs of child psychiatric clinics, /,

. .

B.1. Clinics do not universally cool out,p09r,R.,90m,:-t
2-vine ixtine''6C6oliAeofit*Of poor people is not known..
3. A detaiAed analWarkof coblete ideologydoolineoUt tactics

include the followink-

'6.11440idinde'aiintandaraiaMbligailaieferiai:intaka,
41,4gnosi4f.jetc:

use of status differentials to,intimidate (e4.,high.:brow
,

.c. ..use,Ay.,e00;444veAnquirpto
'd., vie of 'prottaCionari stqus.,,pro,rging intakei. using waiting

.T.Ogif4k;g14,-Xightf.teledtion'iafttr-..teVideriiit hat'bien
gathered

cooling oUi':47b'Ynding to
all terminating bids.

g. side tracking-referyins, toF another pore.. suitable agency
Ware raiteliiee workers, residents,

r

-4,PPFYkr#dRgag9lYMP11rsfnr
objective

denial-such as 'the recpx0 shows yon,a;e,not.making
t

, r ;, ,

,

b.

'PerealMof IIIMM51.1114MAILL9±.912811L41Rirtitatisa:
A RACialonimrison of Rural,YOuth. Paver. ,Southwestern Sociological

.AotietyPNeetingsDallai;I4iths;'APtil'19'66.

batawavobtained if sophomores in three
,East%c.faliTeartas,,countiegAontaining,AhighipercentagEtifieiroe
and loW4ncome"fa'Milies as compared with Texas and the ,;.US as mhole.

1.1..egro youths have a greater awareness of4imited.pc,suRational

2. No conclusive statement can ixelsade concerning -theithailfeSis' that
Negro Youths have lower levels ,of c?_Fcmy.onal,expecpt-ions than

3. Data also fail to suppo0 the-hypothesimithata*MitliVe
relationship'exists between perception of opportunity and
occupational expectations, for both racial groups.

C.1. NemifOr more research to determine the validity of the scale used
and'to deviie and test alternative methods of measuring perception
of opportunity.

Alex, Nicholas., Black.i.Bluet A Study of_the Negro Policeman.
Dissertation, NeV,SChool fOr Social Research, Ann Arbor,Itich. 1967.

,A at** of the,Negro policeman .and the factors affecting hid status
congruency. They indinga are, grouped under five headings: motivations
lor*gtering'0i4ii'ServiCe, police image, white public, interpersonal
relations and peiceived discrimination, and the Negro community.

8:1. Statue conflict results from a change in performance of rolea.

.4'
1,

it.
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Most joined the department because of civil, service opportunities

, ." ...%..... .ad were nct ptimarily 'interested in becoming ,policemen.
2. Confricitietween their' coMOitrient to prOfessiptialisind the

institutional and community context in which 'they must work, which
functions to sustain, limit, and .contradict role performance.
Tile, White, public , views the actions of the Negro policeman as
motivated', by. his ethnic status, thereby forcing him to under-
reict or over-react.

4. a. Assignments are primarily to Negro ghettos.
- b. 'The"-presente Of buria4ctitic hOrii results Only in, the

wrest:sit* of racial intigonipas, of Negro and white policemen
in & lash over fashion anenot in their 'elimination..

5.' a; The tegre policeman iS lookea' upon as an agent of the white
society 'by the*NegrOei in the ghetto;

b. His-idle:laade diffi6Wbing 'Offender:1i
i :c: HEOriSpOndsitO'theieliteisUtes and'ditil/engeS by developing
- special techniques to preserve his authority as a policeman.

He may act overzealouslY tfie $iegence of white policemen
' to justify hioself as af'prOfediidnal,oi he may :respond purely

in terms of the legallieqi(reMeiiii df the situation.
6. Be feels isolated froi friendi 4U:d'iteighbOtirS;

7. Suppression of civil rights demonstrations with which he has basic
-sympathy 'creates' a 'motel Aniline for him.

Alinsky, Scud 111: '','The .tioOr "arid tfie'pacierfUt;''PoVerty and Mental Health,

Milton Greenblatt, Paul E. Emery and Bernard C. Blueck, Jr., editors.
Psychiatric Research Report No. 21, American Psychiatric Association,
January 1967,, ; "
'Iiission'of' the relationship of the psychiatric profesion to. the
problems of society. The poor are defined as those who lack, not
'merely 'economic 'reioutaes; but also Power.; .

13+ Millfft,pcilp#41-0m in America wrongly assumes that low-income
and., miAority group members are .incapable of making a contribution.

2. Without the involvement , of ,1.4p:cal people in social welfare programs,
the community is strength and support is lacking.

3. . Poverty beConie, the" ituisbei one p'rOble' as the pop' realize
that it need not be...acceliter'inY 1onge

44: A. boieniunieg going tam *ice is inalogons to an
individual

Cs L.:-,-Psychiattisti ihoUletieCOme-'' involved in the PrObleMs of the world
End noetanfinetfieMseiVieltO'''tile state 'hoPsitai and middle-class

:,041atietteir'r - ;':. -

2. ,Psychiatilc-COndetite iii-neededin''thili. field of mass mechanics.
The psychiatric litofessiiin"cihOuld nó restrict its activities to
indi,idual treat tôróe or Wthe' foSat the ii,sychiatric

. ptedissioehai pdtitied-
4 Chaugedo5siottcome wfthcuf äriais hopefu//y,, psychiatrists

), will became inifolVed. 1..tt-i_he.:'..4riiatititi4Of `rises

./J ;
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Allen, YeFFOli;.1..Personality.4onconiitzuits of, Poverty , Proceedings of a

.Coñfëétseircb on Povert Bureau of Social Science. Research,

inc.,04astangtonv June..1968......

it.tievieorot available -literature' and research. studies. to' examine
traits widelyf:aieumed to characterize- the personality of the poor
.and.to'determineth-ow.thuth is known about personality and poverty

and how much is myth.
.

. .

A.11,The asaumptipn that, the poor have a shorter time perspective

nOt. ten44e.in the light, of empirical evidence.

2 lio:unpnioni.,empiiical..support for the. prediction of a difference

'betWee.OWer ad ,middle,.class. concerning impulse, gratification.
3. Molt Studies show that the lover class is significantly lower

on need aphieyemont,,which is related to behavior.

4. It pi; irtrjossoie.tO,.say whether social:.!struetural variables
or.pereio.,41i0 4aCtorsform,the_:basis, for greater anomie

responsea of. the leirer.!-Class
5. No clear coocluaion,:regarding socio-7economi cstatus differences

ir response .to typeS.,:of incentives.
6. Póery islikit;necessai4y,4ssociated with a mere negative self-

.poncept ;

7. -Differential Cognitive function Among social class groups,
mediated perhaps by language, is indicated.

8. There is, a clear sooio.reconomic status difference in occupational:t atipirati-Onv-
. . ," ,

. . . ,

/avian, Hmyly. The Child of the American Poor. In Cowles, Milly. (Ed.)
Pers ectives in the Education of Disadvanta ed Children, Cleveland,

. The World. Publishing Co'. 1967.
.

An essay on the socialization process:: of the.:children of the poor--
rural, urban, ethnic--in view of the effects of the isolation of the

:poor 'brought about by their- inability 'to itieke..a living in the non-poor
society, the general uneasiness'amobg'llie inoni-poor, .'and the reluctance
of the non-pot:ft to have any contact with...the 'poor.

, f ,

A. 1. pisparityybetweek the image, of: America. and the, reality of the

World of the poor .in.a number; of,areas..t. ...
child's birth., in ca. pub0,4; hoop! tat ward... falls out-

aide the American idea.of priyat.e.mectical
b. The existence of the, c4id.,of,,thespoor is...met by::a.negative

attitUde of social plan4SirS., 411c(wP0a3;14: critics..
c. His mothernto..whOm he's attached is a non-mother...in the American

aenae%of,,filling,his need, with poige:And.efficiency.
d. His .f ather,; is . fart off from: the .Ammican.,:ideal of a :father who

3,W481.744,....110,rf141, wie, Aq4e;APAI -.1.04V.ingiAnd ;protective.
2. when the material' and .social advanteges..of..living;inethe main-

stream,.elude the, poor, thtil 14rsf4A apeineffective.,InIseeting
ihe need li Af,.. 'the child 4n the Anierican way; and this t inadequacy
is commutilcaied to the child.

3. The poor child receives an education which is middle-class in
content. This triggers an adolescent 'tuning out'.

4. His maturing years are characterized by the realization of his low
market value in the dominant society. He is adjudged mature when
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ceases' to. sbc4 -sighs of disdontent and appears to be making
the best of it.

C.1. It is the'respOniibility-of-the'pbblic to examine government
Imalfare poverty 'policies arbitrarily displace the poOr, and
the Industrial.syStem:Within WhicLthe'under ClaSs has been generated.

,

American Federgtiotiist, The' The Urban Crisis: An Analysis, an Answer.
Vol, 74 No,:.-10, October, 1967.

Discussion of. the causes of and solutions to the problems which have
given, rise. to,a crisis situation in the American cities.

A.1. Increase in city populations is faster than the over-all
national population'..

2.Majority of in- migrants tre.Negroes.
3. Decrease in the availability of unskilled and semi-skilled jobs,

in' urban- '*''

44 Lack of.housing for low-income families In the cities.
5. Exodus,olulddle;-blassi:white7corlar workers to' suburbs.

C. Solution of crisis on a national level proposed by AFL-CIO
Exutive Council.

. 1. One *IlliOmpublic,service.jobs.should be opened.
2. One-half million4OUsing units should, be built each year.
3. Mass transit systems 'must be started.
4. Acceleration of publft'facilitieS conttruaion'by a $2 billion

a. year additiOnalgrant-in-did'from mngress;.
5. Expansion ofxyouth-eiolcyment programs
6. Improvement in quality of public education and training programs.
7. Welfere'should'be tore, easily Obtainable.

Anderson,:Margaret,'The'Childreirof the.South,'New York; Farrar, Straus
'and Griroux, 19661 '

.

'An'acco;int otthe
;

effect of school desegregation on: Southern Negro
.

.Children drawu as a teacher in i.bigh school in Tennessee from
).personaleiperience., Some educational guidelines for the future

are glven.

Negro children" who Come to desegregated schools 'are full of fear
and anxiety. n:

2i.Instead'vUelciseness to others df their age; they 'are too often
scarred byAnsult andsoeial isolation since only'a few white

r.% students' will: befriend them:, - ; ,

3. The majority of white students belong to families Who are familiar
With only the'.01d Southern'valUesi'are-at a loW educational level
and,te/ect desegregation on ptincile.4

4. Personal experience with Negro students. gradually removes the
,:hatred,since young'peOple aremalleable.-

5. Merely'adtitting'sttdentd to' the school is not'enough:, for often
d disadvrintaged beekgrOund'yields:ald'a4deilt handican.

6. The burdiu of prefudicei'a'diSaiganined fOily.life, and poverty
freqUenell ihstilled.fetliUgs'of inf4riority, AndIataiism in
the Negro students.

7. Social integration is a slower and more difficult process than
legislated physical integration; there always remain a few

1164; ;
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with .closed mindsand for whom prejudice is more a matter of
personality than belief.

8However". the over-ea trend is toward harmony.
.C.1.:Compeneatotyprograme--particularly in reading and pre-school

training copli.help.most of these disadvantaged children greatly.
2. Mecessity of finding and training teachers with special

competence of dealing.with,disadvantaged children:
3. More 'gaidanCe toUnselorsnedded, for many of them lack a person

at hometo give guidance.
4. 'Edudatore must totitritte them and help them plan for the future.
5. He mustlie entoiiraged to continue his schooling to get the

xegniredfikills:
6. Since some colleges have milder interracial climates than others,

Negro students should choose the apnropriate institution.

AuSubel, David P. A Teaching Stretegy for Culturally Deprived Pupils:
Cognitive and Motivational Considerations, Readings in Educating the
Disadvantaged, New York, Joe A.Apple, Editor, Selected Academic Readings
Inc., 1967.

Culturally deprived children would benefit from teaching methods which
emphasize readinesi, consolidatiofOind sequential learning, and the
development of an intrinsic motivational drive to learn.

B:l; programmed. instruction, is; promising technique for use with
culturally.depriyedAildren. Ideally, an enthusiastic teacher
should present thisorallyor with reference to a traditional
textbook. .

2. Neither teaching, machines nor programmed textbooks are suitable
for culturally deprived children--they fragment ideas so that

. their inter-relationship and logicalrstructure are obscured.
3. The child must be-interested in order to retain knowledge since

motivational considerations are closely. related to cognitive ones.
4. Motivation daniaged'by'schobl failiiri'andlack of self-confidence.

His culturalbaCIFtround also dciei'ns*foiter motivation to learn.
5;:Extrinsic Motivational factOrs'liki goad"jobs do not help, since

these children focus on the present.

6..Thus,.deyelopment of intrinsic motivationby focussing on the
cognitive aspects of learning--by teachers who are excited
about their material and.with Whom,the.thild can identify.

C.1. Higher academic and vocational aspirations can be fostered
through intensive counseling to give ,the personal support which
is lacking .in the child's-homee..

2. Acadenc,atrivingimill be greatly encouraged by,an end to both
racial and class discrimination.in housing, education, and

. employment,..

3. Children should be. tql.d.about successful .professional persons
. .who; started with backgrounds; similar to theAr own.
4. Abundant scholarships should-encourage:attendance at community

.colleges, technical institutes, and,universities.
5. Mirct.iniolvepteniRf parents. in, the nmwly fostered ambitions

Of their children may occur.
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Ausubel, D.P. Amsubel,:Pearl. Ego development among uegregated Negro
children .1n A:h. Passow, (Ed.) Education in Depressed Areas. New,
Yorlt-; ColUmbia*University-.Teacher"Colleg4.Press,1965.

.

Summary and,commenxary of literature.
Demands changing.the ego structure of Negro child to desire and be
able to achieve, training, so he can .compete Tlith whittle.

Ego development of.segregated. Negroes nay has distinctive properties.

BA. Unstable:and matriarchal family structure.
.2. Limited- Ways of athieving social-status;

3.-Segregation from dominant:white majority.'
.4. Cultural. devaluation of dignity as humans.

. ,

1. ,Negro children learn negative value,of being black, can't
identigy with their parents, seems, to result, in ego deflation
and 11.04: . ;

2 Early' eXPerienceikin.fending_for selves results in precarious
maturity, independencle and emancipation from.the home.

3. LoW Aipirations for academic work.
Negro youth have ambivalent feelings tawardiid4eclass values
and use social 'discribination as rationalization for own
inadequecies,etc, .

5. Since-they:cpnnot:win they .no longer, compete, affects. females
less than mal:ps.. y:

C.1r Mutation WOOA.d work to,eliminate,segregation,promote civil
rights and increase, Negro aspirations4.,standardp-pf. achievement,

PAteem. . _ -

I. Negro-familylife, strengthene0:andculturally enriched.
3Extensiye-guidance.servicesprpvided,p Negroes..

, . . .

Ayers, Diagussion, Th? Children's Community,. Harvar&: Educational
Review, Vol:. 36, No. 1; Winter 1968.

. .

fticusseson:theChildien's Community, an experimental
-1-integrated'ach*51:in. Ann Arbor, Michigan. The school ialbased. on

the principle of acceptance of children and cultures as they'are.

V.1:Tc.:TentYin children attend the school, whidh is accredited
thrOugh.ftecond'grade..

2. Special care taken to avoid the destructive side effects of
:....,schoiols.where integration means placing. Negro children. in a

environment,.

3. Differences are merely new,exPe4enceeand%new, things -to learn.
14j.,There.is:pa,structured way in.which exchange takes place. This

.sch9.9.1.;,4sts,modil of *lat..integrateCschools.cp4d.be.
5. Children seem to thrive in the'school environment.

.,r6,1Eapk.child,bas the .opportunity. to move at his own speed in the
4eela.isoOmPortant; teaching is ,part of

'active Progress *gins with.. the child,,notwith an
objective bodL?f,#uhje,ct matter; to, be covered.

C.1. The Children's'CoMMUnity is a good schoot.which is,inteErated;
44,4q not a gopdvikOlopt,because.it is integrated -.

:r!.; ..1! .;

I. :

el t,
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Bandler;!Louise cFaMily Functioning: A. Psychoeocial Perspective, in
Eleanot:Paciensteded...)The Drifters: CIW.41,Usoranized
Lower-Class iamilies,'Boeton, Little, Brown & Co., 1967.

The focus in the chapter is the family life particularly the dis-
harmonies betWeen indiVIdual, family and society.
Several families were selected to illustrate the range of dis-
organization'among multiproblem families and the diversity of parent
behavior. Included area multiproblem asocial family, and families
with maximum disorganization, with severe disorganization of different
orders, and with gross pathology but less severe disorganization.

A.1. Generally, these parents have grown up with few of the learning
experiences which foster maturity.

2. They bring to their current family life deprivations, uncontrolled
impulses, excesses leading to aggiesiive acts and asocial
acting-out, inconsistencies and passiizity toward change.

3. The most striking characteristics of these families is that
parents and.)Chiidren exhibit similar behavior and methods of
coping with life.

4. The needs of-the parents take precedence over the needs of the
children.-

5. A narcissistic extension of thier own personalities is the only
form Of love the parents show for their children.

6. At the same time, the parents have ego functioning covering
every phase of development and can give limited care to their
children, huSbands or wives, and households.

7. They show unexpected initiative, competence and organization
when provided with realistic goals.

C.1. Need for syStematic longitudinal studies of children and
families similar to those in the North Pointiproject,to validate,
negate, or modify the project personnels' impressions.

Banton, Michael. White Supremacy-In the United States, andUrbanization
and; Separation in the United States, Race Relations, New York, Basic
Books, Inc., 1968. .

Analysis of how once inequality has'been institutionalized, it is
reinforced by forces evident from the trend of events in the United
States.

Bd. In spite of abOlition of slavery, which'severely shook the
foundations-of inequality, the two-category social order
reasserted itself in.new forme.

2. This new order appealed leitto power and custom and more to
the ideolOgy of social distance and racial difference in seeking
to legiiimizeiteelf; ,

3. By 1906, tWedifice of white supremacy was virtually completed.
ai The position of southern whites who had soughtthis supremacy

'lleemed in some respects worse.

b. Legislated segregati6p and lynching reinforced exploitation
and intimidation.

4. The WorieWirs and the change in-distribution and economic status
of the Negro community challenged the order and became the basis
of more radical movements in recent years.

5. The color-caste system and the need for keeping a distinct color

110
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*line.tet.dp'tiattermi of.Interracial etiquette to maintain the
status quoi.

6. Sexual elements, occupational elements, urbanization, white
patronage, and Negro exclusion from the Dolls, churches and
eduication are ell' related to maintenance of white supremacy.

7. Sociarchange.does not uniformly reduce inconsistency but in
many respects divides up social domains, making situational
discontinuity more impOrtant.

8. Segregation in the North and the effect of urban trends on the
Negro dilemma are emphasized.

9. Description of the development of the only Negro political
movement with mass support--nationalism--in the context of
Negro urban life.

Bargatta, Edgar F. Theories of Poverty, Proceedings of a Conference
on Research on Poverty, Washington D.C., Bureau of Social Science
Research, Inc., 196.

B.1. Many descriptive studies of poverty: comparisons of peoples
and descriptions'of stratification which may involve conventional
candeptivof social'structureS'ornotions'of subCultures.

.2. Nhnyconcepts in theseanalysw.of stratifications and groupings
are mere,deicriptive,implyipg.little theory.

3. TheorieS of causation of poverty suffer from an arbitrary
definition of the condition

4._Sinile factor and Othersimplistic theories are insufficient for
the understanding of Whst,causes poverty..1-.

5:111e temulti-derminant.base.of any encompassing. theory suggests
an.order of,complexity beyond,the current technology of the
social sciences.

,C.1tAn_understanding of the .causs.of poverty requires comprehension
of .the whole social

2. If it is acknowledged that the social sciences are young and
imprecise, then the current status of poverty theories is
easily. understood.

. . . . .

Barnett,Minna K.. Being a member of a Minority Troup: Relevance and
'Opportunity in the World of Work, in William C. Kvaraceus, John S.
,:.0,13son.snd Thomas J. Curtin,. (Eds.) Poverty) Education and Rate

AelatiseglAtiklislEAEOLIET2EgI. Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1967.

review of the progress made in recent years by minority groups in
the field of education and employment In view of-the fact that
'barriers of caste and claSilinder the achievement of equality of
opportunity.

)3.1,.:.,Professor Pettigrew of Harvard estimates that if the.record for
.T---7:,ths-decade of the 1950's prevails, Negroes will; (net receive

protiortiOnal representation among clerical workeravntil 1992,
among skilled workers until 2005, among professionals until

and among business managers and proprietors' until' .2730.
2. Only the sChools.Can, upgrade lower-class thildten of racial

minotitieg into :the middle-class.
C.1. To make, educetion.tiore 'Meaningful 'for these 'Children:

a. Subjects should be divided into management packages.

12
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. b.,These,peckages ffiould be developmentally arranged to meet the
needs and interests of specific children.

Mastery-of each package should be required before moving on to
- geXt

. 64..L.eaxning.everiences- should be drawn from the child's world.
3. Non-graded- schools with heterogeneous classes should emphasize

mastery not marks..

4. Continuing relationships of schools with colleges, technical and
professional schools, labor unions, industry, and professional or
business organizations.

5. Thus, joint:programs can be developed -

d. to measure the, skills of each child;
b. to locate the institution in which his skill may be further

developed;
c. toj)rovide guidance.

. , ,

Barrett, Richard S. Gray Areas in Black and White Meting, Harvard
Business Review, Vol. 46, No. 1, 1968.

A study:!pasu4ng tpe.,effectiveness of tests in gauging the capacities
for.work.ok,persons,wtth,various cultural and ethnic backgrounds.

B.1. The ideaditiiatiOn'OctUis'When the telt is` valid for both whites
and Negroes and both groUpe'dcore equally well.on'the tests and

perform'equilly Well on the job.
2. the situation is ,not universal. Improving tests will not resolve

'the probleti'of Selection. of emplbytent of minority groups.
3. The policy ogiving apecidl*treatment to Negroes in,the form of

training oeddeeptante of pobr performance is not only degrading
to Negroes; but is a source of friction with supervisors and other
workers.

C.1. Fouriemedied were suggested to make selection fairer and to help
companies and discrimination in employment practices.
a. Redetigning jobs to eliminate or minimize the needs for certain
''requiriMents.'

b. More careful training of receptionists who too Often do
preliminary screening of applicants for lower level iositions.

c. thanging the 'Waiting procedure to offset the poor .scores
.sOdetites made-by Negroes :

. ,

d.' Training And:upgrading interviewers so that -op management's
cOnvictiond about fair employment will .not be distOrted.

2., Suggestions for the employer who wishes to upgrade the quality
of minority: applicants include :,

a. Using employment agencies Whidh specialize in minority groups,
'advertising in ethnic newspapers, etc.

Batchelder, Alan 'B.' The Economy and thei111nority Poor, The Disadvantaged
Poor: Education and Employment'. Task Force on Econoitid.Growth and
Cpportunity, Chamber-bf-Cotmerce of the U.S., Washiggton D.C., 1966.

A comparative study of four minority,Axoups-American Thdidns, Negroes,
white persons ig Sp4nish ,surname in .f ive-Southwes term States, and persons of
Puerto Rican origin--in terms of income,;agevfamilr,dize, and
geographical area to analyzeeffects of.discrimination in certain areas.

I.. 2 I; :;
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A.1. Disadvantages in the various areas studied .are due to the poor
education ;of minority..groups. These areas . are:

:a. occupations, .
b. part -time, work and .unewloyment,.

. c Nulnerability.in recessio 1,
minority groupbusinesses, .

Southern:agricultural change,
:f.growth of ,Southern manufacturing,
g. technological change in manufacturing,

. h., the ;rising 'Bocial minimum wage',

.t.:. ,negativeself-concepts which perpetuate the poverty cycle.
2. Many poor whites are the least able whites when judged on the

basis .of native intelligence and are unsuccessful when afforded
the educational opportunity.

.3. Therefore, there would bea higher yield 'from an investment in
those minority group .members who both possess native intelligence
and were deprived of the opportunity, for education.

Batchelder, Alan 12.121.31farket for Ohio Rubber Manufacturers
But not. for Ohio Negrm....Q. Mimeographed,. 'September 1967.. ; .

.., ,
A report' lob 'discrimination, intentional and unintentional, in Ohio,
afore specifically Akron, rubber plantis'.based: on. empioyMent data for
1965 provided by Ohio rubber manufacturers.

. .

A.1. Negroes were not employed in white-collar work in Akron _rubber
genii with 'less than 500 workers and With less than 200 white-
collet Workers.

2. Most rubber plants outside Akion employed no 'Negroes as craftsmen
or Wthee-Collar workers 1.

.

3. The anti-Negro restrictiors-on the female labor: Market were much
tighter than those on th male labor 'market...

4. AlthOtiih a high liercentigi of 'rubber 'factory. jobs. are unskilled
or semiskilled ,e percentage of Negroes.. emplbied.wai, in most

of the plants studied., below the iierCentage .of Itlegicies in the

labor force of the. 'county where "the plant was ideated,.

5. During the 1960's Negroes'ac.cOUnted 'for and will continue to
ancount for all of the' increase in the. Akron city labor force.

6. Wide variation in hirini'practiCes of rubber companies which are
situated close to each, other.

Cl.bluisibia% Of wilyei.. in. which the Ohio Civil 'Rights, Commission

identify' patierns''of diStkimination.

s -2b Ohio. Civil Rights* Col:mission. should, use' newsletters'..and *speeches

to provide information services for Negroes. r

3 Plant management can be useful in helping to, eliminate
unintentional, as well, as, intentional, job 'dis crininat ion .

''.

Battle, Mark (U.S. Department of Labor).. Minority Youttrenticeshi
'" Paper.' eiiiifeieikce* on Minority YOuth in. Apprenticeship Nev 'fork

February 1968.
. . ..

. .1r , ';
Proposals and suggestions to help young minority group members take
advantage of opportunities in the'apprenaceship programs in the
building,and!construction trades. -.,

A.1. Negioei make' up only three percent Of the registeredapprentices

122i Lz:.
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id the UnitediStates.

C.1. Special effotta reqUired,tO'change the situation.
2. Apprenticeship information campaign's should be sponsored by

Building sand Constraction'Trades COuncils.
3. Planning of programs by local labor groups to familiarize Negroes

with the qualifications needed for construction trades.
4. Discussion of various occupations'end,theit requirements by local

labor groups in a neighborhood center,' high school, or a youth
organization. .

5. Labor organizations should help the'young people find the right
kind of pre-apprenticeship training by rating the training.given
by'verious schools.

6. Labor unions should work in conjunction with various government
programs such as Neighborhood Youth Corps,
at labor representatiVes could hold workshop sessions for
'Neighborhood' Youth *Corps .enrollees: -

b. local labor counci ls could develop summer jobs for Neighborhood
Youth Corps youngsters in industries with apprentice trades.

Bennett, J.C Educationally unappreciated-youth-scope and general over-
:- view o! problem. In John Curtis Gowen and George D. Demos (Eds.)

The Disadvantaged and Potential Dropout. Springfield, Illinois,
Charles, C. Thomas, 1966.

B. Problems,, roducing drppout. .

_1016stimeaningfurcauses Are for. College prep students.
_

2. Family changes e.g. diVoice depresses achievement.
_3. High ,family mobility-7student turnover.

4. Family concentration on material goods conflict in values
between home and school.

C. Suggestions, for ,school.

1. Develop a curriculum, that is representative of meeting educational
and' vocational;, needs of students.

.2. Gbal of schools: should be:

ft,'Gtadaites'have marketable skills.
b. TO teaCh.pupils in reason.
c. To teach pupils 'good citizenship .,

d.' To teach positive self-COncepi.
s-: .'

...
tereiter, C. & Engleman, S. Teac DisadVantaged Childrenin the Preschool.
'EngiewOod Cliffi, New Jersey:.

.

p- Atice-iiap. Inc., 1966'.

Proposal fora preschool program for disadvantaged children emphasizing
language.

B. Baiit assumptions
, . . f .

1.' Disadvantaged need a radically different approach and accelerated
academic progress.. .

.

,

iiii4dviVii4ged'are'not stimulus deprived but lick kind. a learning
,

''' ''( ii t 11."t i wil 'enable them to ream in school. :

. ,,., ,.

.

..

3. Disadvantaged child uses language effectively not
C. I.Strategy-in. academically oriented preecho4,-
1...Verbal bombardment.of-child.3 f:z
2. Direct instruction--most effective-it4annellihg

productively and developing close affectionate tit
v. .
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MCA. Language) is. focal Pcisitifbn:' AI child must learn to identify and
ask questions about things and group things.

4. Arithmetic taught in relatidn to counting.
51..Alphabet drills, wordidentitY exercises and rhymihg--to place

emphasis on words as distilsot entities.'

Bienstock, Herbert. Realities of the job market for the high school
dropout, in Daniel Schreiber (Ed.) Profile of the School Dropout,
Pew York, Randoin House, 1967.

The large expansion of the under-25 group in the labor force which is
occurring along with rapid advances in technological development.
.presents some major barriers, to any satisfactory labor force adjustment
of the dropout.. *:,.

A.1. 15 times (approximately 26 million) as many young'peopie under
25 will enter the workforce in the 1960's as did in,the 1950's.

2. Aboui30% of the 26million will be high school dropouts,
3. Despite the increase in the total number of dropouts in the

1960's the dropout rate is declining; educational attainment is
riving and the propoktionof.high-school diopouts in the labor
force'haa'recehtly fallen' below the 50% mark.

::4. Job oppOrtuhities are ahtinking on the farms and factories--job
'i areas that typically' provided opportunities to dropouts-due to

rapid technological change'.

5. Unemployment'is typically a problem of youth--its rates in the
teenage years run two:-Ond-one half.to three times the rate for
worketi Over 25i!

6. UnemplOyment hits-the dropout even 'harder.
7. There is evidence that along the significant factors determining

who'wili become a dropout'are colot, Place of residence, education,
occupation,of'fainily head, family'indome, sCholastic
achievement, and course of Study:

Bienstock,Herbert. The'Employment Outlook: What the Statistics Show,
.. ,liew.Generation,lbl. 50,No. 1, Winter 1968.-

A statilstical overview of the 1967 emnloynent situation of the Negroes,!,,:- t.._,.

!
the :united States.

A.. ...No Change in the unemployment picture from 1966 to 1967:' the number
of:employed persons' averaged three million in 1961-100,000 more
than in 1966- -but the total unemployment' rate remained unchanged

'-:i-- :';atH3.8.perdent:.

.* )*: %*: 2. Thiv:Tate was the lowest in'14 years aid proved that unemployment
rates are a poor measure ofsodio-econ*c 'statue.* .!

1: lkin-whites And teenagete, fOrming 18% bf.the labor fotce,
represent 37% of the unemnI0ed.

4. In December 1967, when the over-all unemployment rate declined
:-* to 3%fthid:the non-White rate ferlfroni 7.3% to 6.9%; the latter

remained "at moid than twice .'the white unemPlciythent 'rate .(3.3%)
for the month.

5. Unempl,oyment Concentrated in alew place.
. a.In.4anuary-Peptemper,i96.74 about 402.of-the non-white ...

. unemployed were.concentratedin 15 large.metropolitan .

city areas.

124 46:
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ij,.b.-(oreover':,:,nine:central 'cities have. a total of one-fourth of
the nation's non-white unemployed:.

B.1. Assuming a .2% level of unemployment as a desirable goal and looking
A1.1eireloyment data, within this framework, the numbers can be
managed in a ,$800; billion economy.

.

C.1. MDTA program no longer sufficient to meet the problem, which
.., relates to,humatvand social conditions rather than economic

circumstances.'. ,

-2. MenpOwer policy must deal with the elimination of barriers to
employment.

< .

'-

Bird, Alan R. and McCoy, John L. White Americans in Rural Poverty,
Agricultural. EConomic Report No. 124, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Economic Research Service, U.S. Government Printing Office,

. Washington. D.C., November 1967.

A'repOr&on'ecbitoMi'and Conniktity circumstances Of the poor rural
whites who, when* compared with specific non-white minorities, attract
little attention.

. A.1. Poor rural whites are found in 4 types of locations:
a. DepresseCiareas with a majority of, poor whites. ,.

.b. Relatively affluent areas where the poor whites are a minority.
c. Relatively. depressed areas witha minority of poor whites

and a poor nonWhite majority..
,d. Areas ranging from.poor to affluent with approximately equal

proportions-of poor. whites and poor non - whites;.

2. Poor rural whites represent no particular constituency, lack
unity of purpose,and organization, and. are not identified with
any sociallmovementof human rights.

B.1. Poor rural whites, like other disadvantaged sub-groups, tend to
be separated in attitude; behavior and physical location from
major national markets (particularly labor markets).and the
accepted American ways of life.

2..Emergence.of.special programs for' target groups onthe basis of
economic and social need, together with increasingly exclusive
definitions of these groups, tend to accentuate.the.separation.

3: Such sePiraticefmay work to the detriment of poor rural whites
and those with incomes just above arbitrary Poverty lines.

C.1. Major :new programs ar majortorientations of.present programs,
including .consolidation of these programs, may be needed to
remedy this situation. 4

2. New Program emphasis should be toward unified .efforts that provide
,continuing.opportunities forall citizens rather than polarization
and fiagmentation.of 'special groups'.

3. This ,newemphasfx.should,qtrengthen the effectiveness of 'programs
'in census-defined rural:areas. . a-,

--

Blalock, H.M. Jr. Minority Percentage and Discrimination. Toward A
. Theory ,of Minority Group Relations Xork :John Wiley4 Sons Inc.

1567.

The author argues that 'for the Ameilianlegro;' the relatiOnship between
minority' discrimination ,and Motivation will'be non4inear-in the case
of competitive and power threati.,-but.that the'form of'non-linearity

125
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.should differ in the two cases:
.

*BA:. a.:"Whenever the poi.rer 'threat factor is more important, the slope
should increase with minority percentage; and

: b...1.2henever the 'competition factor predominates, the slope

should decrease or 'at least be more linear.
2. Three types of discrimination in which the power-threat factor

should .predominate.

a; Restriction of the minority's political 'rights.
b. :SymboliC' forms of segregation.
c. A threat-oriented ideological system.

3. ThOugh it is theoretically possible to Mike predictions
' differentiating amon=g independent variablei, that might determine

.

the competition or power-threat factor ehoUid' be more important,
these predictions may remain difficUlt to test.

4. Examination of minority mobilization factor. The case of the
NegrOet in the U.S. would 'suggest that 'minority mobilization troy
be expected to be highest,.

a. when the minority percentage is intermediate itv.value,
unless the minority is large enough and has.ehOUgh total
resources for dyer-rebellion to stand a reasonable chance
of success.

.

Cl.. Practical implications of the authdr's' analysis include the
desirability of coordinating minority dispersion and the
importance of etployment 'Opportunities in dispersion,
ass'imilation, :arid reductia wet racial tension:'

.

Blalock; H.M. Jr, Soclo-econdmic-gactors and Discrimination, Toward a
Theory of Minority Group Relations. New York, JOhn Wiley and Sons,
Inc., 1967.

The chapter focusses on status variables and their raetionships with
'prejudice. .-

B.1. Two assumptions' ard made:
,

a. that the minorities are 'releVaUt 'to at least some of the
" twang to 'importadi and'

b. that these= are apprOpriate for large 'segments of the
.

dominant group.
Three common ways by' which minorities become linked with the

to important Ida's are: '

various fOrms of exploitation;
b. direct aggression to satisfy feelings of frustration; and
c. avoidance of the minority group in order to achieve status

LwF. ,
ofectivga or to reduce the, likelihood of uncomfortable

,

' idOitade situations.
.

3. Analysis of the notion of status consciousness as this relates0 to., avi'4,dance:.behavior According Ito six dimensions, including
j ob aspirations, proper behavior.* organizational; Membership,
social distance respect for status, and conspicuous: Consumption.

4.' conditions contacts of. any kind
"Iiedef4iniiiihiiii3 'of .6ne ' a s tarns; : 'the 'Olf:',.aontact , the

ti'e cogs iiiity;' the Size. 'and lieerbseneity.
Ofl.thi"COMMaiii; eic. "

.; 1.0 .1- . ...!' f!'.1 .
. Tgn summary propositions are made

=
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Blau; Peter M. and Duncan, Otis Dudley. Inequality of Opportunity.
The American Occupational Structure, New, York, John Wiley & ,Sons,
Inc., 1947.. ..

.

This chapter discusses ethnic variations in occupational achievement
resulting from.didcrimination, ability and motivation.
B.1. Comparisonli made between:

a. Negroes and whites in terms of oecupational.inequalities;
b. Southern and Northern whites and Negroes in. respect of place

of birth and place of residence;
c three white ethnic groups and white men of native parentage.

2. The'data suggeSts that the hrndicap of Aegroes partly a
result of discriiination.

.

'3. The han,dicei of Southerners results from inadequate. occupational

prepsration.
4. ,The Minor di;fferenceS among white ethnic groups*are due to

selective experience and motivation.
5. Race excepted, the occupational structure is governed by

achieveMent .eriteria.
.6. In, spite.of decline in diticrimination aieinst Negroes in this

century, the position of the Negro has worsened in regard to
,higher levels of attainment.

;

.

Blau, Peter M, ..end Ouncari,, Otis Dudley. Occupational Structure and
Stratification SxStem,:jT.he American Occupational Structure, New York,

John Wiley and Sons, Mc., 1967.

.7111:0 chapter 'focusses on the mplications of social stratification.
*Cdnditions affecting a man's chance of occupational success. in the
U.S. are reviewed, specifically the relationship between, family life
sad 0 CtiPatianak .11 f es

8.1. A man's status in the occupational structure is influenced by
his status in his family of orientation..

2. Rip career in, turn .effects his family and procreation.
3. Research proliides 'pWcy-iakers with knowledge essential for

effective action to, Vetter 0°401 ,cOncliti one.

dhildien'froin iirge-faiailies should he helped to :obtain better
education.,,, !rue, voul.4 remove the occupational, disadvantages.

2. The problms of Negroes are riot so Theix handicaps cannot
be solved in such a striigh,tfOrward They, must be

. attacked on, many levels..
. .

.......

Henry.Bloomer ,.'Warren Jr. ariii J. S,chmendt, ..(Eds.). Power, Poverty and
'Urban Policy, Vol. 2; Beverly Hills, Calif Sage Publications, Inc.,
19,68.. . r,

.

,=hese 20 essayslirovide evichince for the .growing- relevance of social
tbienas:inquiry;for :the problem of 'Urban poverty.

.fiksx meaaurei to' ,:eliminate. poverty are inadequate.
Poverty' is:meted the AMirican institutional system.
EmP4a$111 PIAFed on. tb,e OA; easy; ailumption., the complexity
or the variables involved, the need to be.cognizant of
differentiation among the poor, and the necessity of basing
policy on both normative Standards' and empiribal theory.

121:0A_,
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B.4.1aheproblem of poverty is not soluble'in the .context of our
:vinstitutional,system.:
5. Eliminatin4 deprivation requires. changes in entrenched

institutional patternswlth which the well-to-do are satisfied
and in which many .rave vested interests.

6. Discussion of the promise and limitations of the community
action component of the war on poverty and the problems involved
in activating the poor.

7. The .last section deals with the key issues in theories about
poverty and the implications of these theories for policy in the
U.S. and in other nations.

Blubaugh, Ronald. School bells for migrants. American Education, Vol. 4,
No. 3, March 1968.

A study of the problems of migrant children in California schooLs.

A.1. Prior to 1966 only 3 or 4 districts had any efforts underway to
help the migrant children.

2. By June 30, 1967, the number had risen to 66, due to the Migrant
-Amendment to Title I of the Elementary 6 Secondary Education Act.

3. 43 of California's 58 counties have migrant children at some
time during the year.

4. The state has directed the $6.2 million fund to the 27 counties
'with the largest number of migrant children, since these federal
funds were insufficient to aid every child. This caused sudden
increase in enrollment in summer school programs.

5. Emphasis on reading development since 85% of migrants are
Mexican-American.

6. Individualized instruction, field trips, special textbooks,
intensified instruction inEnglish, evening tutoring, summer
classes, night Adult education classes for parents of enrolled
children are important features of such programs.

7. Classes for migrant children are integrated.
8. The program includes. a-pilot.project to help prepare potential

teachers for future classesof 'migrants.
9. California has also agreed to a records transfer with other states

through which migrants travel in order to facilitate continuity
of the educational process.

C.1. .Need for more bilingual teachers.
2. Many California school districts have tried to drawmonerfrom

a variety of national, state, and local resources to fund programs.
This has enabled them to expand their programi measurably

Bordua, David J. Delinquent subculture: sociologiCal inteipietations of
gang delinquency. Readings in Educating.the Disadvantaged. Joe A. Apple,
editor. New York,, Selected Academic Readings Inc.;,1967.

Discussion' 'of four mAjoi interpretations' of the OiigiftW of gang
delinquency and delinquent subcultuie.

B.1. The classical view focusses' on. the development-of spontaneous
groups under conditions ofweak.social control and social
disorganization. :.

2. Two other: views emphasize the adjuStment-problems of lower -class
boys, and stress -their status deprivation when they fail to
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-.place well.on the middle-class measure and the alienation
produced when opportunities to achieve universally demanded
success goals are denied.

. .3.iThelast view is that of the lower-class street gang.
4. Recent theories Len4 to put forth irrational explanations of

gang delinquency and to pizduce extreme theoretical
interpretations.

Brager, George A. 'and Dezr, SherMan: Perceptions and Reality: The

"Fcca man's View of Social Services. In George A, Brager & Francis
P. Purcell (Eds.) Community -, New Haven

College and University Press, 1967.

The poor man's perception of the social services and public programs,
which fail to meet his specific needs and reauirements, is influenced
byvarious factors.

B.1. Those in the lcvsr strata lack an understanding of bureaucratic
problems and regard service systems as structured deliberately
to intimidate them.

2.. This-view is accentuated by the inadequacy of public programs
serving the poor, their widespread violation of the legal rights
of constituents, and their resistance to constituent influence
and challenge.

3. In many. families lack of motivation, anomie, alienation and
apathy can be traced to the duration and nature of involvement
with the Department of Welfare.

4. The structure of social work, .owned and operated by middle-class
persons, fails to take into account the differing needs and
life styles' of the poor.

t.5. The.lower strata lack the verbal facility required in traditional
psychotherapeutic processes Few attempts have been made to
involvetreatment method.more relevant to these less verbal
persons. . .

6.. If this :type of problemis widespread, the 'unmotivated' client
may in fact have,beem 'demotivated'.

Brager; Zeorge A. and Spedht, Harry. Social Action by the Poor: Prospects
Problems, and Strategies. Community Action'Against Poverty, George
A. Brager and Francis P. Purcell, editors,New Haven College and
-University Press, 1967.:

Di!icussion of- the role of social protest as a source of i.creased
social participation. This chapter covers the advantages and disadvantages

of social protest.,

The.Advantages of social..rrotest for social action: are that the
ad hoc groups that' emerge.out of such movements are a source
of increased social participation and. Q.: militant leadership.
These advantages may simultaneously constitute disadvantages
for the sponsoring agencies, which may be held responsible and
often criticized for activities of indigenous organizations
'for which they are not responsible.

3. One defense is to articulate the need for low - income involvement
and independence prior to the expected criticism.
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B.4. It is also possible tospecify the nature and limits of the
Jsponsaring agency's commitment to social protestin its
relationship with new organizations.
Communication may be diffused and strain reduced by contracting
with,new 'otganizations, or with old ones which will subcontract,
in order' tdAilute the sponsoring agency's role.

!6,.These methods of escaping criticism can only be partially
effective..

7. Social protest seems the most effective strategy for increasing
participation of the poor.

8.,It:has,been successful in'bringing about changes in institutions
and individuals.

C.1... Whatever the strategy, .plans for indigenous community organization
must take account of the. life styles, feelings, and needs of
lower--income persons and the sources which oppose such organization.

Briggs, Vernon Jr..& Marshall, Ray. Equal Apprenticeship Opportunities
in New York City, The Education and Training of Racial)anorities,
Proceedings of a Conference, the University of Wisconsin, Center for

: Studies in Vocational*ande:hnicaliEducation, May 1967.
.

A review of 'New York. City's problems of minority employment and
programsto improve minority employment conditions may guide other
cities undertaking programs in these areas.

B.1..41though the public agencies have been involved, the private
,agencies have taken the greatest initiative in 'solving the
apprenticeship issue in New York.
a. The Workers. Defense League, which has no legal status, has

. tried,to.:promote apprenticeship, dispense information about
specific programs, recruit individuals interested in applying,

,-.tutor applicants topass written examinations, and to conduct
. . follow-AT research studies of the successful white and non-

white entrants to the nrogram.
2. Such a program was initiated as a result of the state and city

. human .relations commissions and the 1953 demonstrations.
a. The demonsrations-focussed public attention on the problem;

the public reports documented the pattern of exclusion, and
the legal proceeding's eiiMinated,sam2 past inequitieff.

3. International: Brotherhodd of Electrical Workers,'Lodai Three,
helped more Negroes gain access to apprenticeshitraining in

. one year than. the :Workers Defens, League has achieved % in over
. 3,5 'years ... . ! f' 1

D. The role of other.agencies.is,Also discussed..andstatistics are
'given -on ;white and- non7-frniite! :participation ,in) apprenticeship.

. . . . . .

Bronfenbrenner, Urie.:,1Implicationsp:dtlollow-Through.:PrograMs for the
. American School System, 1968.

...:
An examination of-the'hipotheifsihat.* :educational program for the
disadvantaged childibn-mtist from cog#10.1e competence,
the development of motives and behaviors ins011.14.en. This is examined
in the liitheof ConstruCt'iire fdievitieieSeaf8h iihdirigs in child
development and related fields.

:::!.,, I );;-.;,-!. ;

B.1. The influence of environment on the behavior and development of

v;
1 30%..
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children is classified under five headings.
A.-The potency of models--other people.can influence the child

by serving as models of desired behavior.
b. Social reinforcement--other people can act as reinforcing

agents by serving as models of desired behavior.
c. Intensive relationships--the most potent agents in modeling

and reinforcement are his parents or other people with
whom he becomes closely involved on a day-to-day basis.

d. Group.forces--a child may also be influenced by the group
to which it belongs, for example a classroom.

e. Superordinate goals -- facilitate constructive behavior and
development in children.

C. FiVe proposals, representing the major contexts in which the
child lives, are put forward. It is suggested that the Follow-
Through program must concern themselves with these. These are
the classroom, school, family, neighborhood, and larger community.

1. Family.Involvement in activities of the program in the school,
the.:neighborhood center, and the home.

2. Interaction between older children, both as individuals and
groUps, and younger children, both within and outside school,
in different activities under appropriate supervision.

3. Heterogeneous grouping, arrangements for mutual aid, and group
recognition and approval within the classroom and other
children's groups.

4. Involvement of the whole school community--other pupils, staff
members,-adminiatrators--rather than the isolated classroom
in the programs.

. .5. Persons from the child's neighborhood and from other segments
of the community should be presented as appropriate models to
the.child.

6; Using the superordinate goalof concern for young children as a
means of involving the entire community in any program for the
children.

Brown, Claude; Dunmeyer, Arthur and Ellison, Ralph. Harlem's America.
.11[1e New Leader, Vol. 49, No. 19, September, 1966.

The testimony of three prominent Negroes to a U.S. Senate subcommittee
about 'life in New York's ghettos which is full of bitterness and

.4sap0ointmerit.

B.1. Ghetto' environment has a separate 'law' and way of life from
the outside world, that sanctiones prostitution, dope pushing,
4mmi.crimes of violence as accepted occupations:-

2. A Negro exodus from the Southern farms to the promided land of
New York city took place after the Great Depression.

3. But Negroeshad been deceived about slum life, where-dis':
crimination was subtler than in the South bUt still deti'lmental.

4. Inability to attain the goals of other Americans, supv;orting a

largpjamily, and being subject to continual,police exploitation
wears a' man thin.

.

'5. The high-statUS person is the underworld member and the sfylish
dresser.

6. Negroes rebel against out of desperation.
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B.7. The.presengeneration of Negroes rejects the myth of Negro
inferiority, and demands equal share, in the.good things of

America, even if they have to use violence to get thed4 lj-

.C.1. The solution to racial strife must lie in respecting Negroes
as individuals..

2. Spiritual.reconstruction of the i'hetto necessitates involvement
of the indigenous community leaders - even if they are dope
pushers - and educating the parents.

3. In spite of ciVilfights acts, the exploitation of Negroes by
politicians and budibeismen, the ineffectual poverty program, and
other harassments are causing a ,:risis of optimism.

4. To remedy this, it must be viewed as a national problem.
5. Reshaping of cities to allow the fulfilling oftheir human

. potential.

6. Freer-participation of whitesand Negroes in the country's
affairs so that racial stereotypes will disappear.

Bullock, P. Equal Opportunity_in Employment. Los Angeles,
3.of Industrial Relations, University of California, 1966.

4 description of laws,_ and potential practices in regard
:.employment_.

B. Merit hiring and advancement practices:
d.:.are-supported by-' ederal and. local-goliernments;

religious and civic organizations,
b. are given minimal opposition by.workers.

Institute

to fair

labor;

.

.Bullock,:!.P:auli.:- On Organizing the Poor: 'Problems of Morality and Tactics,
Dissent, Vol. 15, No. 1, 1968,.

Examination of the role of organized gtoups that have emerged in recent
years .to represent the: needs. ofthe.poor, The groups are a). Saul Alinsky
and his staff; b) civil rights organizations; c) new, left organization
predominantly white; and:0,certain labor unions. ,

These group& concern themselves with practical short -term bread-
and-butter, issues, none .of which fundamentally alter the social
system.

Some problems which,cotmunity organizations facelere:'
a. people in area'eXpeet nimble results in a short time;
b, poor"omminlitiet may lack financial: resources ilYsupport

their. own'orgenizations with a paid staff;

c. crettion.apaid staff positions may, give rise to bitter
and intense internal competition; "I '

d. someleaders. ute; their pOsitkons to further their own
.abbition andto achieve miadie-class status;

residents-tendtobe suspicious of organizers due to deep
...dynicism'aboutmotivationuntiliproved-trustWorthr.

Radical NewrLeft.organizer is aperson 1016. has rejectedhis
middle t-class 'backgroundbut at the.same'time, hiaA.deas are
unrelated to the realities of ghetto life.
The poor should-belreefrom the tyranny of the bureaUcrats and
the dogmatic militants. alike. .11'

.132;:
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Bureau:of Social Research, Follow-up Study of Graduates of Experimental
and Demonstration Pro ects in the Washington D.C. Area, 1966-67.
Catholic University, Washington D.C., March 1967.

The draybacks'and achievements of the experimental and demonstration
projects to provide employment to the disadvantaged in the Washington
D.C. area. The report is based on a follow-up study of the graduates
of these projects during 1966-67.

C.1. The most effective means of recruitment was informal contact
between youths. and indigenous leaders.
Little authentic skill training was offered so that. one-third

; of the graduates remained unemployed.
.3..Graduates as a group did little better than control youths but

liked the training and thought that they had acquired new skills.
4. Staff members led trainees to think that they might expect

higher wages and better opportunities.
5. Few of the graduates' employers valued the training received.

So training was not an important factor in their being hired.
6. Immediate positive gains gradually disappeared over time until

net results were scarcely visible.
7. Each project must have a specific training program with qualified

personnel, potential emplo} rs, and penalties for poor trainee
attendance.

8. Adoption of civil service requirements to absorb disadvantaged
youths by federal agencies.

9. Outside review of projects seems valuable.
10. Concentration on a few well-conceived projects.
11.. Directors must understand the value system orientation, attitudes

and language of hard-core youths.
12. Whenever possible, qualified personnel should be hired.

Cahill, Imogene D. Child-Rearing Practices in Lower Socio-economic Ethnic
Grimps, The Urban R's by Robert Dentler, Bernard Mackler, and Mary
Ellen Warshauer, (ed.) New York, Fredrich A. Praeger, 1967.

The role of ethnogeny and social class in determining child- rearing
practices of poor Puerto Rican, Negro, and Caucasion'mothers.

A.1. Comparison of child-rearing practices among these three groups
showed more similarities than differences.

2. Still, the practices that are different are, important ones.
a. Forty percent of these were variables relating to basic training

procedures such as weaning and toilet training.
b. These variables were related to each other and to more than

60X. of the other chi square significant variables.
3. Variables such as aggression, dependency, and anxiety about sex

which are important in the socialization and enculturation
process, proved to be effected more by ethnogeny than class.

:4. a. The mother's responses to dependency were the most significant
of the variables which were positive when.the chi square was
applied.

b. It is a key to cultural differences, at least as far as these
three ethnic groups are, concerned.

5. No tolerance of nudity or sex behavior.

133"
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A.6 Immediateobedience expected and aggresSion toward parents not
'"tolerated.

1. Physical pUnishment is swift and severe with means of control
.being object-oriented. Withdrawal of live is never used.

8. Aggression: for self-protection and independence are valued,
)t-;except among Puerto Ricans.

BA.The study demolishes the validity of many stereotypes of the
lower class family.

2.. There is a culture or subculture of poverty.
3. Social class exerts a stronger influence than ethnogeny does

upon.thild-rearing practices as R whole.
4. On the other hand, though subtle differences in culture make it

difficult to evaluate the relative influenc of each, the
.evidence for ethnogeny is over-whelta..:1g,

Campbell, Helen'Buck. The Experiment and Demonstration paject: Southwest
Texas Collessl.,San Marcos: Texas. Office of Manpower Planning,
1raluaticin and Research, Department of Labor, Washington D.C., 1967.

An evaluation of the experiment and demonstration project with five-
fold.ebjectives,undertaken by Southwest Texas State College, San Marcos,
Texas, based on follow-up interviews.
Two hundred girls between the ages of 1.4-16,.with an average family
income below $2.500 were selected from three.Texas counties, 190 of
Spanish-American background, five Negro, and five. Anglo.

B.1. Nearly all participants considered the program valuable.
.2. This program seems to provide hellytO femele dropoUtsbetween

the ages of 15 and 16 who, according to 'school records, have
a higher rate of dropouts.

.C:l.'Thisprogram should be made. d-part.of local poverty programs.
2. Job training should. complement instrUdtion.
3. Parents should be'interviewed and insicucted to increase parental

support.
.

,4. Home interviews'should'be part of selection procedure:
5. Faculty should exemplify the qualities and characteristics they

attempt ,to instill in enrollees.
.t.t06. Classes shOuld hot conSist.Of more than 20 members':

Carmichael, Stokely;:- Charles Hamilton; Robert Coles M.D. (VIonathan Xozol.
'Black Onettoslihe:American Nightmare, The Atlantic) 1701:n0:). No. 4,
Odtober

. .,
Collection of three articles. The firit article "bynaMite" by Carmichael
and.Hamiltonpresents.an historical account of the NeAromigration to
the North. In the other two .articles, the bdusinganct.edudatiOn
problems are given more graphic and:humawfocus...

. . ,

B.1. a. The first article uses Chicago as an example to ShoW that the
.oppressed lot of the Negro haremained'basidallYiehesame
even after emigration to the Forth:

b. Statistics,aregiyen on the,poor_quality ,of .housing and,
education problems of the Negro by recounting:.

.
,experiences 44,144te.Men who hOe come in :cloie,coptict with
,the Negro in hia *etto environient.
!
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. B.3. The second article "Maybe God Will Come and Clean Up", Dr. Coles
cites various factors which spark riots. The factors are the
squalor.of living conditions combined with little or no hope of
escape,. the intensity of summer heat, and the callous attitudes
of representatives of the whites toward Negro problems.

4. In his article "Where Ghetto Schools Fail" Kozol describes how
his reading of a Langton Hughes poem to his junior high and grade
school students led to his being fired.
a. It illustrates both, the conscious and unconscious racial

prejudice.which dominate school officials, and
b. which deprive the Negro child not only of a adequate basic

education, but also of a sense of dignity.

Carpenter, Francis A. A Study of the Reading_Achievement of Negro Head
Start First-grade -HeaditltrtFirst-1scade
Students. Dissertation, Florida State UniVersity, 1967.MOYMdymNOMEN,

A comparison of the reading achievement of disadvantaged first-grade Negro
students who had participated in an eight-week Head Start program with
those who did not.

A.1. No difference in reading achievement when students were grouped
by comparable reading readiness scores.

2. No important differences in reading achievement scores between;
a. experiMental males and females,
b. experimental and control females,
c. experimental and control males.

3. Significant difference in the reading achievement means of
experimental males .who were six years of age and those who
were not six when they began first grade.

. 4. Results show that our eight-week long program is not long enough
to prepare disadvantaged Negro children for first-grade reading.

5. Test results, indicated a beginning status.of predicted non - success.

C.1. Analysis of compensatory programs of varying lengths to determine
the necessary minimum time to prepare these children for first-
.grade reading experiences.

2. Curricula to be devised to compensate for the various aspects of
deprivation resulting,in lack of readiness to learn to read.

Cataldo,.EverettF.; Johnson, Richard M. & Kellstedt, Lyman A.
political Attitudes of the Urban Poor: Some Implications for Polta
Makers, presented at 1968 Annual Meeting of the American Political
Science Asso-iation, Washington D.C., 1968.

Programs aimed to solve. the problems of urban America must be based
on,polici,4 appropriate to the problems of.race and poverty. Policy
must benafit one segment, of society and also be accepted by :those
who are not the immediate beneficiaries.

Data taken from a sample of attitudes, of over 1,000 persons in the
Buffalo area in late 1966-67...

A.1. Two stparate.societies exist; black and white.
2. HoWever,'blacks have observed progress in the past few years and

Shire with most whitei an optimiaticyie4 of the' future.
3. Blacks feel that their 'everyday life situation, including jobs,

1.jg
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housing;!: and education, is tied to government action.

A.4. 'a: They also_sew:concepts such.asjustice, civil rights and
civil liberties in terms of governthent:-action.-

b. This viewdiffers from.that.of most whites, who question
goveinMent activity to improve the lot of blaCks.

C.1. The following conditions must exist for programs on urban
! America to succeed.

a. Blaaccitizens must have faith in the ability of America
to deal with their prOblems.

b. Programs must be related to the problems and policy
preferences of blacks.

c. Policies must not meet resistance by the white'majority.

Chertow, Doris S. Project Head Start: The Urban and Rural Challenge.
Metropolitan Studies Center, Syracuse University, New York, 1968.

Study of the administration of Head Start Centers in two urban
communities and two rural school districts in upstate New York
during 'the 1966-67 school year.

Comparative analysis in terms of community socio-economiccharacteristics,
administrative organization, pupil recruitment, staff, pareat
involvement, and follow-through.

;14, Racial and ethnic homogeneity was the rule for rural but not
urban areas.

2. Poverty indices and population mobility were highest at the
large .city :core.

3: More hard-cOre emotionaisturbances were uncovered among
pupils in the large city 'than elsewhere.

4..Rural areas lack resources for supportive services.
5. Core cities face problems arising from racial heterogeneity.

B.1. Administrative environment of a medium-sized city, large enough
to support a 'CoMmUnity action agency encompassing Head Start,
offers optimum conditions for realizing the coordinated aims
fo the anti-poverty program.

Clark, K.B. Dark Ghetto: !Dilemmas of Social Power. New York: Harper &
ROW; 1965.

An analysis of political, religious, economic and intellectual power
struCtUre of the ghetto-and'how.to bring about change.'

B.1.'Dynamics of the ghetto in part a result of Negroes who want to
destroy it.and.whites who want to maintain.it.....

2. Negroes inferior .racial status leads to loW aspirations, poor
education, family instability,,illegitimacy,,unemPloyment,
Crime, drugs, alcohol, illness rind .,early .dOth, doubting true
worth.and self and grouphatred. -

C.1. Liberalism must.use,sOcial,power'with,Soc01-pOion to deal
. ,with'with .depired objeCtives :and ncit, be for appearances.
2.. Teaching must be based upon Positive expectations of pupil

:achievement.
!

;
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Clark, Educational Stimulation.of Racially Disadvantaged Children.
In A4H.%Pabsaw.(Ed.)' Education in Depressed Areas, New York, Columbia
University:Teachers College Press, 1965.

Disblidainn of problems and ronort of a forerunner of a higher horizon

project..

C.1. School is crucial in determining a child's achievement level.
It is necessary to gather data to determine role of the following
in determining achievement.
a. Pupil attitude towards children.
b. Children's perspective Jf themselves, their teachers and

their schools.
2. Adequate stimulation to raise I.Q. scores is necessary.
3. Children should not be grouped on basis of I.Q.; high I.Q.

children should help children of low I.Q.
4. Racially integrated schools, opportunity for children in having

success in school, single academt standards, demanding syllabus
and skillful teaching are essential to build children's self-
confidence.

5. Junior high school 43, pru Higher Harrison project is to determine
if the activities of the school alone could raise performance
of disadvantaged children. Children selected for superior
intellectual functioning.
a. Program included: systematic counseling, cultural enrichment

program, parent education, remedial reading, mathematics,
and language:'

.b. Higherachievement, higher teacher morale, increased greater
parent'adpirat'ion for their children.

c. He urges (of course) adoption of systematic educational
programsto develop potential of low status children.

Clark; Kenneth B. The Present Dilemma of the Negro. Paper. Annual meeting
of the Southern Regional Cduncil, November 2, 1967.

A dilemma of America is whether the Negro should be accepted as a
human being and permitted rights and privileges accorded to other human
beings in the political system. The Negro's dilemma is whether to
insist upon rights without regard to consequences or whether to with-
draw.

B.1. Anotherdilemma of Negro life is the:fact that civil rights
movement has widened the cleavage. between middle -class Negroes
and masses of Negroes.

2. Tokens of racial progress have ledto increased and more open
hostility toward middle-class Negroes.

3. The problem'of racerelations in America today are.similar to
those of post-reconsturction period.
a. However,.whereas the promides of racial progress were reversed

'in 'the nineteenth century by thejanatiaism of white
segregationists; the present racial. retrogression comes from
the fanaticidm of black separatists.

C.1. Realistic reappraisal of the state of race relations in America
is necessary to prevent a repetition of racial retrogression.

2. Realistic analysis of our times for developing effective remedies.
3. To counteract the Black Power movement, which is a powerful

13 7
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political-reality, whites and Negroes must join together to
. determine whether human intelligence and training is a form

of power which can be used constructively In the quest of urban
and.raeial problems.

.Clark, Kenneth B. Alternative Public School Systems, Harvard Educational
Review, Vol. 38, No. 1, Winter 1968.

Discussion of segregation in American public schools and of the
inefficiency of the schools for Negro and other underprivileged
children.

A.1. De facto segregation in schools obstructs economic mobility and
intensifies class distinction.

2. Obstacles to integrated education are
a. inviolability of the neighbourhood school concept;
b. prejudices.of'school boards, parents and.taxpayer groups,

.H.c. the black per movement:
Two7front attack on the problem' proposed..:::.::
a. to develop a system-wide educational enrichmentlsrogram to

attain excellence in schools of Negro children,..-
.- to. develop an effective program for desegregation of school

-..systems. .

2. Several; steps to. achieve this are suggested v.- -

.3, However, rigiditvin public school.:organization is -a hindrance
. .to attain. the twin goals of improvement in. quality of education

and desegregation. .

4. Possible alternatives to the public schoolIsyetemsuggested.
These are:

a. regional state schools,
b. federal regional .schools,.
c. college and university - related open schools,.._
d. industrial demonstration schools,
e. labor sponsored schobls,
f. army schools.

!... , : . ,:... . .
. . , .

.

0.14i4. lialph,;riartin. The Management. (mantl.am: A Case
Study of Economic Opportunity, Atlanta Incorporated. .Dissertation,
Un4versity-of4eprgia, 1967. , . - 1,- .i. -( . - i .:-.: --' .

1. . : ' ! : -

use of dhaidie0.4n.app*oaCh'to.e0In Oiiisiiiz4iOnal..gOwth stemming
strategies in a_ c e'e study of a new social service

iOiae 6 coribat poverty' is ,Atlanta.
The case study takes up the.moWimpotantelement,:and object, of
the verf-mergihalmark-,.?and shOVS-sOme reasons .for his present social
noncontribution. It is based on the-auther!.s obeetvations, experience
and access..to recordai.ft: the first-10 month_ of ors life
as patt-timenmenagerial.lconsatant witIrthe or, atlizatioh

B.1. His potential ability, to share Fith so4ety.,aCcorging to his own
' *limits is dOeriihed eAucatlein4 opportitinity, ethnicity,

and'Other itianiniW4ariitbles*aated in the nature' of random
ind.chince

meaning th/i hid for' OrganliatOnat aeaffing. structuring,
operations, and image-building is ekplaihed.

e r
138 \I-
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wax salotam*,./.... ".{,(4.

B.2, The interactions of marginal-man, professional organizational man,
and the programs determining the scope and thrust of socio-polit-
ico-economic.preacriptions are related to one another.

C.1. Long-range strategy, shorter-range tactics and the ensuing actions
of organizational poverty fighters can become operational in terms
of selected efforts,. such as Job Corps, to achieve some degree
of success in the opening battles of what seems to bb a long war.

Cloward, R.A. & Jones, J.A. Social Class: Educational Attitudes and
Participation. In E.A. Pansow (Ed.) Education in Depressed Areas.
New York, Columbia Teacher College Press, 1966.

An interview survey to examine attitudes and actions toward education
by social class.

A.1. Evaluations of the importance of education in lower and working
classes id-influenced by occupational aspirations.

2. Participation in educational activities (PTA, school visitation,
etc.) influences attitudes towards education particularly in
lower class.

C.1. Information campaigns to educate low income people as to rapid
changes in occupational structure, e.g. decreasing numbers of
unskilled and semi-skilled jobs may serve to increase occupational

aspirations and therefore the importance of education.
2. Programs to increase the lower classes participation in school and

to increase their interest in education .of their children.
This interest may be a basis for administration to achieve
needed improvements.'

Cloward, Richard A., & Ontell, Robert. Our Illusions About Training.
American Child, Vol. 47, No. 1, January 1965.

Employment Training Programs for youth should abandon their obsession
with motivating their trainees. Instead, their goal should be to up-
grade educational competence and job skills.

A.1. Of the first 1,700 youths who applied to Mobilization for Youth
in New York City, three- fourths found no employment--as result

I

of the program.
2. One-fourth found intermittent, marginal, low-paying jobs.
3. Mohilizatimis now convinced that the chief target in the

attack upon. yOUth unemployment should be better education.
B.1. Two credible reasons: for failure of employment training programs:

a.awareness of the part of slum youths that few jobs await them
upon completion of training.

b lacofeducatian and skills to make them competent for any
, specific occupation.

.2..SuCh-youths doinot need the non-skills, like grooming, primptness
and 'positive- attitudes toward work',which the present education
system imparts.

that few jobs are,available to,youths who lack
skills grid 40SeYouthi do not expect to find any.

4. EduatorS"can shOW.that there are fewer drOpouts than in the past.
Reading retardation, ,common among slum youths, is less severe

than'in'the'Past. .

=1,101Molmlowas.IMPellii

k
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B.5. However, low - skilled jobs, available in the past, are no longer
there.

6. Slum yoWlha will not find and hold jobs with their present
educaeional and skill. incompetence. And, unlike the program
planneiit, thWknoW:it. .-

C.1. Instead of emphasizing improved motivation, training programs
should focus on remedial education and specific skills for
occupations whit': actually have jobs available after education.

2.The educational system needs to he changed. So far it has not
educated low-income children.

Cohen, David K. Policy for the Public Schools: Compensation and
Integration, Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 38, No. 1, Winter 1968.

Discussion of the policies of compensatory .education for Negroes
and of desegregation in public schools-their relative merits and
demerits.

B.1. Evidence indicates that compensatory y-programs in schools
isolated by race and social class do not bring about lasting
or substantial` ithprovement in students academic ability. .

2. Compensatory programs InatitutionalizesegregatiOnand.thereby
compound racism.
Racial.desegregation is the necessary concomitant _of Social-

.. class desegregation requifed to produce the fullesta'Cademie
benefits; for the Negro students..

4. Specific racial conditions for academically sound deSegregated
situations are interracial acceptance; classroom desegregation,

tenSton.

5..Althotigh'ii:national policy vill.fram-long term view be more
effective(than one of segregated compensatory education, two
considerations*MWst be taken account of.
a. Desegregation ouly redutea-and'does not eliMinate the gap

between the disitribution of achievement for Negroes and whites.
li;;INtutlsk and social Class' demograrthyein the older _and larger
tcbitiesrequires a metropolitan approach.tb:idhobil
desegregation such as educational parks.-

6. Financially, politically, socially, and educationally, the
benefits of consolidationVould be manifold. ;

Cohn, W. On the langliage of lower 'Clasa.:children. ...In Joe .A. .Apple (Ede)

..Rdadings in Educating the Distadvanta&d Child; 1967.

B.1. teachers, and.society generally, consider Negro:English to be
.inferior and that 14 can't, express intellectual ideas and
eMphaaizeit feelings.- e !! '1.!fj*

2. Some Visitors aid upper class resort to it to express feelings.
3. Teachers may not respect the value of non-spapt4rd:English

beCaUse'Of their'dependin0 on 'pure' English to show their class
superiority. . ;. ;

4. It is difficult for children to learn standard English when it
is not used by family and friends and teachers devalue their
language.

C.1. Teachers teach grammar through analysis of non-standard English.'
2. Teachers should teach standard English and its advantage without

rejecting non-standard.
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Coles, Robert;.:-Like It Is in 'the Alley, Daedalus, Vol. 97, No. 4,
Fall 1968.

for nine-year-old
medical care in his
of a ghetto child.

ThiS article describes life .in a Boston ghetto
Peter and hidmother, focussing on the lack of
life. It helps throw light on the normal life

B.1. Peters agrim and unhappy child who .does not trust white
people, his family or his neighbors.

2. He has learned to be careful and calculating.
3. He finds school meaningless.
4. He takes disease and pain for granted; until he met the author

he had never seen a doctor or a dentist.
5. His father died prematurely; Peter and his mother do not take

advantage of the free medical care; the hospital is far, car-
fare isj expensive, and they would have to wait a long time for
theii turn.

6. Peter had to be treated fur various deficiencies after he was
taken to the hospital by the author.

Conyers; James E. and Farmer, William X; Black Youth in a Southern
Metropolis, Southern Regional Council, Atlanta,,Ga.; January 1968.

Survey of social and background factors, attitudes about Negro-white
relations, toward-the city of Atlanta, civil rights approaches,
self-concept, level of aspiration, etc. of 688 students from five
all Negro high schools in Atlanta.

A.1. Considerable dissatisfaction with the environment.''
a. Two-thirds of the listed neighborhood facilities and

services were negativelyevaluated by 34%.of,the respondents.
b. One-third or more gave negative reactions torn of 14

listed aspectsof city life in Atlanta.
2. 30% 'of the males and 25% of-the females expressed adesire for

substantial or total change in their self-image.
3. 962 indicated a desire to remain in high school until graduation

and 86% .hoped to continue their education beyond high school.
4. Average respondentwas.not militant in. measuring attitudes

toward racial problets; .

5. Disapproval of separatist Bladk PaWer =defeatist views, and
only 8% seemed willing to participate in a riot.

6. 73% apprOved- of NAACP, 72% of SCLC, and 55% of CORE.
7. Civil.rights approaches ranging in.milit*incy from educational

programs to street demonstrations'and economic boycotts were
approvedby.lArie majorities.:

d. Regarding-the.imimitting of delinquent acts, only traffic
violations, Alcohol 'violations, truancy, and gang fights were
admitted' more"than 10%,.

. 9, Majority' supported basic religious values and views.

Sample questionnaire is in the appendix.

41
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Davis,, Helen.. Medical. Considerations. for poor Children, Perspectives
in the Education of Disadvantaged Chirdren: Cowles (Ed.), Cleveland,
Worli ^Publishing Co., 1967'. *'': -'- ...

: .

Success of public health programs for disadvantaged children will
d.epend. on the awareness of the special problems of these children,
d''coneentrated effort of a medical team, coordination of these efforts,
and the cooperation 'of school and community officials.

C.1: 'Ideally the medical team should consist of a pediatrician, a
Social worker, public health nurse, a psychologist and a
psychiatrist, dentist, and nutritionist.

2. Where a full team is not available, other members must fill
unmet needs.

i."rtfe basic medical Care program should include physiCal examinations
'remedial 'Care' for abnOrmalities discovered, immunization, dental
examination and treatment,' health editcatfon; and screening tests.

4. In referral, coordination and communiatiOn are vital.
.5. the' assistance of hOsPital social workers and welfare workers

,shoiild be enlisted to keep the school .i'nforted 'of' 'Clinic results .

'6'.' Adequate refkiral services will require that the medical team
an'd 'aggressive in finding' services' to meet needs.-. ., t: ;;:

. .

'Kenneth. Dcilbeare. Wh'o' Gets Drafted? Madison,

'''''tlig:,7tIniversitY:be.WiecOnain, Institute for Research on Poverty, 1967.

Malysis.Af .selective =service. procedures in Wisconsin to determine
whether the system operates. unequally: upon -persons in lower income
groups, together with recommendations for changes in the operation

. of the system.- ,
: ; "

A.1. Such relatively large proportions of higher. income men qualify
deferment 'diet the Armi`is.'disproqoitibnatelY staffed by

's " lower' men.
f.

Urge Profloriions of low.-inCoMe areas see service,
desPfte'the'fact that they have higher,proporiions of unfit men.

3. Thus, physically acceptable men in such areas hdire considerably
higher.liability than their counterparts in higher income areas.

4. In-the negro areas With a high unfitness rate, there still was
a percentage of men in the armed forces similar to that existing

r in..higher..ineome white areas: :

134,..Rresent 'deferment .policies draw into. the armed forces a, (ifs-
r proportionate; minter., of: Negroes' who are physically. qualified.

2 1 No systematic variation within. the selective service' system
related to such potential variables as the number of. veterans
on boards, or

.

the personal, attitudes of board members toward
the Selective seririee System. '''.

3. Actions of appeal boards were (

hi...ghly individualized,' and
appeistieAt'iel fill'. no Staildaidiiing function: :

C.1. Three steps are, proposed to deal with. the greatest.i.nequities
'conscription and estatligh a rational' balance between'

efficiency. and equity:.
but

.

--A: The eiiMination 'Of' 'the most essential determents,
eipe4gly thk most discriminatory.

b. The..induction of those between 'the ages eighteen and, nineteen.
C;''Thi'institUtion of ianabia':seleeilon o'. be' made, at age 18.

..!.
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Della-DOra,DelMo,.:The .Culturally Disadvantaged: Further Observations.
IlLapslins in Educating the Disadvantaged, Joe. A. Apple, Editor,

Selected Academic Readings Inc., New York, 1963.

School personnel should join the fight against poverty and segregation
which hamper the development of school children. Action within the
community and the school should be inaugurated.

B.1. Within the city, elementary schools serve small neighborhoods
which usually house residenti of one race, ethnic group, or
socio-economic class.

2. Thus these children are separate and receive unequal educational
opportunities. Schools help to naintain the status quo.

3. The teachers social class background (upper- -lower to lower - middle)
causes them to be upwardly mobile. They expect little of lower
class children, know them less intimately and reject and punish
them more often.

C.1. Acknowledging the clear effects of community problem on the
. .school, schools should work to change the community.
2. Four broad areas of action should receive high priority.

a. School administrators should.meet regularly with groups
which are making improvements in housing, jobs, health, and
community development, and instead of taking on functions of
other agencies, schools should spear-head the coordination
of a community-wide study.

b.Schools should teach culturally deprived children and their
parents to raise their low levels of aspiration and low
self- esteem.

c. Study units which stress causative aspects of human behavior
. will teach self-insight.

. d. Extensive study time should be given to teachers and
administrators to analyze together their negative attitudes
toward lower-class children and to decide how to change
these attitudes and teaching methods in Order to. reach
these children more effectively.

Dentler, Robert A. Poverty., Major American Social .Problems,, Chicago,
Rand McNally,, 1967. s

This is the first half of a chapter which focusses on the causes,
effects and meaning of poverty, the second half of the chapter
contains three papers on "Poverty in the United States"; "Social
Security" And "Some Proposals' for Government Policy /an Automating
Society". .

'

A.1. One fifth of American population. takes in:lepsthan half of what
. is required to subsist.

2. Another one7f*h,approximOes the income reqUired,for sub-
. sistenpe.,
B)1. PriCe, income,level,o1 living, politics, and Accpo.m4.c

deprivation are related to poverty. . .

.2,t,The cause of Americanpoyerty:is not scarcity, hilt the political
.rand economic : organization of a society designeclfur conditions

. , of scarcity and the ethics of work,anO.prefit.
3. Poverty is a national*Cial prOblem since it indUcei anxiety,

failure, illiteracy and ignorance, morbidity and premature
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mortality, and blighted communities.
B.4. Pathology, which is generated by, poverty, absorbs public and

Private services and transfersfunds that could otherwise be
diverted"fo more productive-ends.

5. This, in turn, influences conditions abroad, since the survival
of Aherican society depends upon internal conditions.

Denton, John H. Apartheid American Style, Berkeley, California, Diablo
Press0'1967.

This bopk,analyzes,the issues discussed at the National Legal
Conference' on Equal Opportunity in Housing, held in Berkeley in
1965.,:The role played by organized realtors in bringing'about
separation of black and white Americans is illustrated by using
California as an example.

B.1. The ghetto system means not only segregated housing but systematic
exclusion of minority citizens from. ownership of income nroducing
nroperty, businesses, and other real estate outside the Ghettos.

2. National Association of Real Estate Boards uses economic, social,
political, and legal power to perpetuate the ghetto system giving
rise to many problems like, for example

a. De facto school segregation.

.b. Inadequate representation of minorities in politics and
government,

c. iiolation of minority populatiOn in the central Cities, where
job_oppgftunities are shrinking.

3. National Association of Real Estate Boards on an effective
Campaign for Prbposition 14, an initiative constitutional
amendment which had beevadooted by the California electorate
in the November 1964 election, by misrenreaenting the law to
the vbtora..

.4.DisCuationof private law groups, the function' of lending
institutions in maintaiftingede facto segiegAtiOn, and the part
played by government officials at all levels of goveiludent.

5. Also discussed are the 4.)rocesses of initiative, referendum,
and recall -- their' purpose, ap0.icationi:and recommended reforms.

Department of Commerce; Bureau of the Census, and Department of Labor,
Bureau.of LabOrStatistics. Social and Economic Conditions of
Negroes in the United States, liLS*Report No. 332,,Government Printing

' Office, Washington D.C.; October 1967.'
.;

'

StatistiCal study of the social and.v:conomie.condition of Negroes
in tie: United States. Data collected from census. or federal

..government studies.

Signs. of improvement for Negroes-in eote sections and
deterioration in others.

2:1 Despite= in Negro intomes,"the'Negro,family income is
only 58 percent of white family income:'

3. Over 28% of non-white families receive more than $5000 a year,
yet one out of three non-white families is classified as poor.

4. Unemployment rates for non-whites are twice those of whites,
yet for non-white married men the rate has dropped faster during
the last five years than for white married men.

1411
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.A.i.'Improvement in education for non-wMtes.
.6. Number 6.f non-whites in. professional, white-collar, and skilled

jobs went up by nearly half during the past six. years.
7. A survey of 12 cities which special censuses have been taker

shows increased rates of segregation in eight cities.
8. Ten percent of all Negro families have lived all their lives in

rural areas with little opportunity for improvement.
9. Another ten percent have incomes below the poverty line and

live in poor neighborhoods of large cities.
10. Uneven social and economic progress among Negroes is illustrated

in the results of a census in Cleveland.

a. Between 1960 and 1965 Negro families outside Of the poor
neighborhoods made major gains.

b. Average incomes rose and the incidence of poverty and the
number of broken families were reduced.

c. But in the poorest neighborhoods, all of these social
indicators showed decline.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education.
Equality of Educational Opportunity, OE 38000, Government Printing
Office, Washington D.C., 1966.

Report to the President and Congress submitted by U.S. Commissioner
of Education. It is based on a statistical. survey, the largest of
its kind ever made in 1965, and concludes that the great *Majority of
children in the country attend schools which are largely segregated.

A.1. Equal educational opportunities are still. denied most, Negroes
despite the fact that 12 years have elapsed since the school
desegregation decision of the Supreme Court of the United States.

2. Negro pupils have access to fewer of the facilities related to
academic achievement, such as language and chemistry laboratories,
and fewer library books Per pupil..

.3. Teachers in Negro schools are found to be less able, on the
average, than those in white schools.

. ..4. The average Negro has' ewer classmates Whose, mothers graduated
from high school.

5. The education gap between Negro and white pupils appears
increase rather than decrease as they go onfrom grade to
grade. Nor dads this.gap larrowin colleges.

6. The social and economic background of ,a has more- effect
on his academic achievement.than does the school itself, as
'far as equipthent and teachers go.

7. But for the disadvantaged pupil with a deprived social and
economic home background, the situation is reversed, pupils
there will suffer more in a low quality school than will the
average white pupil.

8. Teacher quality more important for minority pupilthan for that
of the majority,:.
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Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education.
Natiodal.Conference on Education of the Disadvanta ed, Government
Prihting Office, Washington D.C., 1966.

PreAiminfary report of the proceedings of the National Conference on
Educatidn of the Diaadvantaged, July 18-20, 1966 in Washington D.C.

13,.:1..On the whole, money coming from Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary:- Education Act is yielding some badly needed reforms.

2. One of the central problems of the disadvantaged child is

A: that he has not learned to substitute delayed and profitable

-.f rewards for imMediate gratification.
.3.-,To.change'the middle-class attitudes, which are' responsible

for many failures of the Negro,.the teacher should learn more
about the background of the student.

4. The teachet should have a control system which would avoid
over-indulgence as well as hostility, and acknowledge the
enormous range of differences among the disadvantaged.

5. The schools must apply directly to the principle of equality
of opportunity.

6. The needs:of the future are essential and must be met--the
need to*. break the cycle of.neverty...:.-

C.1. The training and reorientation-of the teacher can occur in
theuniversity.and in in-service prograMs.

2. Change in the curriculum of the middle class university
teachet's nrogram to enable greater understanding of the
disadvantaged child.

3. Or the7.ghetto school program shOuld be made more attractive
to 'the teacheis. -

4. Approaches to curriculum and learning should relate to the
experience of the disadvantaged Child.

5. Remedial programs in the basic. skills are not as effective
as preventive or compensatory progtams'::

6. Education should be personalized. and teachetAttained to be
sensitive.0 individual needs:

7:-Involve-thetnarent and the community to insure aUccess in the
1...',.program. School should not be isolated*ftom the conmunity.

8. Research and evaluation are the keys to change inn: the schools.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare: Schools in-the City,
Title 1/Year 11, The Second Annual Report of Title 1 of the Elementary

:.:- and S4condary!Eddcation:Atila 1965, School Yeat,i96647GOVernment
s, Printing Office, Washington DiC.

Re0ort of a study examining the effects of Title 1 on.iCademic
achievement in large cities. It focusses on achievement 4in reading

.:and,:arithmetic as'measuiedby'standardited tests before and after
theiconduct of Title 1 projects.during the.190f447 academic year.

A.1. The nrojects reported-greater rate'of-atudent achievement than
. was expected farilow-inCome

p.

area, schools:
2. Title 1 reading propetsliaVe41 ditie effect on the achievement

of educationally derived
:3: .The .4jrade etiUlvalatit 4chiev4ment?rate "in 'arithmetic was nearly

a nonth'e gain for esdh month 'Of infittu'dtiOli.

:
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:I

For the sthodis examined, the 1966-67 figures showed aY gain
of five percentage points over the previous year in holding
power in Title 1 schools by grade 12.
Grade4y-grade improvement and evidence of academic progress.
a. However, the extent of.the gains is no cause for satisfaction.
b. Without*Community change, today's disadvantaged children

. will grow up to be another wasted generation.

Department of Health, Education and
Year 11, Second Annual Report of
Secondary Education Act of 1965,
Printing Office, Washington D.C.

Welfare. Title 1 Child z_ Title 1/
Title 1' of the Elementary and
School year 1966-67. Government

Discussion of the educational deficiency characterizing Title 1
children.,

.

A.1. Close relationship between the academic achievement of a child

his parents' educational level, and his family's income.
a. According to the 1960 census data, more than 40% of the

'children with fathers having less than eight years of
school and annual incomes ofless than $3,000 were reported
a year or more behind their grade levels.

2. As a group, Title 1 children rank below the national norm in
reading.

3. They have a low rate.of attendance and a high dropout rate.
4. Data from 16 states show that dropout rate is decreasing--
, most frequently for grades eight and nine, grades which often

mark the end of school for disadvantaged youngstets.
5. Rate of.increase and the actual increase in those continuing

their education after high school was.higher in .Title 1 schools
than in non-Title 1 schoals.

B.1. Subjective measurements from principals, teachers, and parents
: report.,progressi especially if child is receiving a
comprehensive program relevant to his needs.

.2. a. Most evaluation .designs do not take into account changes,
like .frequent movement of children from school tc school
mid in and out of programs.

b. If they did, most school systems would not be rich enough
, to implement them.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Title 1/Year 11. Second
Annual Report of Title 1 of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965, School Year 1966 -67. Government Printing Office,
WftAingtan D.C.

;,:': - , .

Dtscuseianef.the achievements and drawbacks of Title-1 prograns,

"A.A... It' is preventing ignY disadvantaged youngsters from falling behind
theft-1:1;1)0re fertunate4peers in: scholastic progress.

2. Title 1 youngsters ,are,attaining higher levels.td achievement
according to, national, testing norms. . .

3. The dropout rate inlit1041 schools has decreased'.
B.1. Title4.4a!treatipivonly-the most seriously deptived.'thildren

and does nottrga.c.lviniilions, of youngsters :with atute-educational
handicaps.

2. Despite achievements, the Title 1 child is still far behind the
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average student. .

. .. ,

B.3I TOO:eatlyto determinewhetheritlscontributing to major
:educational change in the United States.

4. Some of its intended effects, such as reducing the dropout
rate, cannot be fully measdred for another decade.

5. Measurement itself has presented serious difficulties.

Department of Labor. AdequEIsmTfofvcer'searrInsa, Manpower Report

to the President, including a report on Manpowet requirements,
resources, utilization, and'training. Transmitted to Congress,
April 1968. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C.

A discussion 42 recent and pending improvements in minimum wage
standards. it focusses on the annual earnings, particularly the
magnitude of the low-earner problems.

A.1. About '10 million, or one out of every five non-supervisory
workers in private employment, receive less than $1.60/hr.
in cash.wages.during 1968.

2. Nearly 8.3 million workers in private employment are still
unprotected by eitherfdderal or -state requirements.

.3. Most of these workemare.in agriculture; retail trade, and the
services, particularly domestic services where.the problem
oflow hourly wages is most widespread and serious.

4. More than 4 out of 5 workers in domestic service, and nearly
I:out of-5 in agriculture, have money wages of under $1.00 /hr.

5 In 1966.3.2 million. earned less than $3,000. owever their
.:::nomber was substantially less than in 1961*,

. 6.-Along.with the increase in low earning, there vas -at increase
in the proportion of workets earning more than $10;000.

7. Since income grew proportionately at all earning levels there
has been no lessening of 'inequities of distribution.

. 8. Compared to 7% of whites. who work a whole year, 25% of non-
whites who work a whole year, were luw-earners. Steadily

employed non-white. men experiented a higher incidence of
low-earnings than whites.

.9.,Concentration of'non-white men in low-paying occupations.
10. More thaml in 4 fully employed women received less than

$3,000 :compared with.1 in 10 of the men. This is because most
of them are in low -paid services. .

11. Only 12% of steadily employed women are family heads.
12. However, the earnings of the women are essential to keep away

poverty.
C..1..Provisionof high skilleddabor and the elimination of

-involUniary part-year and'part-kime. work for:non-whites...
2. biacriilinatory nay scales and'hiring ptactices.must'be eliminated,

and the workers eatningsipoteutial must be. upgraded. through
'better training, PionotiOn opportunities and more.job security.

Department)of,Labor. .13Atslertsolsloyment, Manpower Report to the
President, including .one:report:on Manpower 'requirements, resources,
.utilization and training. flransmitted to Congress; April /968.
Government Printing Office, Washington D.C.'

Personal, environmental, and institutional obstacles.th.i.stand between

4gt-'
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disadvantaged workers and jobs. The social psychological factors
involved in the jab behavior of low-inccime Negroes and others who
have,lifficulty,in.getting and keeping sobs include attitudes,
aspirations, Motivation, willingness to defer gratification, and
self-image: .

An examination of literature on the subject suggests three conclusions:
1. Since-the disadvantaged are not homogeneous, what may be

characteristic of the most troubled individuals in this category
,may not be generally applicable to the disadvantaged.

2. The dividing line between employability and the lack of it is
not fixed.

3. The extent to which these difficulties are the immediate factor
in sub-employment is unclear.

A.1. Among the personal factors are lack of basic education .and
command of Standard English; lack of essential work skills;
health problems and lack of adequate medical care; personal
appearance and grooming; lack of adequate child care facilities;
lack of knowledge of how to go about a job; and inadequate
transportRtion facilities which limits access to jobs.

2. The most important institutional barrier is discrimination,
not only in hiring but in promotion as well.
a. Use of screening tests without any evidence that they are

. related to performance.on the job.
b. The same. standard of test performance'is applied to applicants

when jobs of different levels of skill within the same plant.
3. Use of tests under these circumstances may result it excluding

workers with low-levels of educationor limited command of
English from jobs they could handle.

4. The current. job structure in many companies retards the upgrading
of workers whose preVious positions could then be filled by
the sub- employed; and it restricts the down-grading of jobs
in order to.open them to the sub-employed.

C.1. Two approaches to policy are suggested.
a. The necessity of efforts to modify the attitudes of the
.....disadvantaged before introducing them to job situations.
'b. Bringing the sub-employed into the job situation and then

adding the activities and.services that are deeded to
influence their attitudes and their ability to handle the
demands.of work.

No one program will succeed With all.2

Department of- Labor; Bureau of.: abor Statistics. The Negro. in the
West..4., Some Facts Relating to Social and Economic Conditions: I.
San Francisco:, The Negro. Worker:

'Data' one ebOlOPient titiOiwok4di of the Negro Worker in the
Li 'WS t ".
.4.11 In 1964, abourg.iof.the nation's negroes were in' the West.

.Almoat 93%.of,these-iived.ln the cities in 1960.
'2.!Negro.unemploymentlrhtes'were about double thow-for whites in

most sex and ageAgroupswi: ef:.

The West has proportionately more Negro craftsmen and professionals
than'any-other region and is second to the Northeast in relative
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number of clericals and
these occupations still

A.4. Almost 40% of all Negro
laborer or semi- skilled
*astern white workets.
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managers, although these rates for
fall far below those of white workers.
male workers in the West held unskilled
operative jobs compared to 23% of

5. Concentration of 'Negro workers in lens 'desirable occupations

is: true for both men and women. Less than 24% of Negro women
held white-collar jobs compared with more than 63% of white
women, while 50% of Negro women were service workers compared
to 19% of white women workers.

6. Out of 300,000 employed Negroes, there were fewer than 500
physicians and surgeons, .250 lawyers, 150 dentists, and 1,000
engineers.

7. In the skilled crafts, there were only 700 electricians, 700
plumbers, and pipefitters, and 2,350 carpenters.

8. Other non-white workers fared much better than the Negro.
99. Occupational patterns of Chinese and Japanese workers compared

favorably with those of white workers.
B.1. The Negro is better off in the West than in the United States

as a whole, but social and economic patterns are similar.

Department of Labor. Bridging the Gap from School to Work: The Problem.
Manpower Report. to the PresAdent,: including a.report of Manpower
requirements ,. resources , utilization, . and training. Transmitted to
Congress,' April 1968. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C.

This section focusses on the gap from school to work and youth un
employment and under-employment.

A.1. YoUtils in' the 14-19 year-old group from families with yearly
income level of lees than $3,000 have unemployment rates of
17:4%. Earning rates for youths from families with incomes of
$10,000 or mote is 7.7%. These rates double the national
average and quadruple adult rates.

2. UneMployment is difficult to measure due to lack of date on
extension from the job market, under-employment, or frustrating
occupational 'misfits that may lead to quick unemployment.

3. Youth under-employment is also .dif ficult to measure:', In 1967,
9.4% of the teenage full-time labor force of 343,000 young
people working part-itime.".for economic reasons, compared with a
rate of only 2.9% of persolis ages 10 and over.

4. College graduates have.. tremendous advantage in entering the
world of work. In March 1967,for example, 20-24 year-olds
with -a college degree had an unemployment rate of only 1.4%
cOliptired' with 3.3% a those' with a-high school diploma, and

10.5t ,of -those c.itio W,completed only -8 years of school.
B.1. There are .marry elements which -help youths make the transition

from school to work Theie are teachers, counselOrs, social
workers, youth Proktims, the emO.Oymerit service etc.

2. ItFertt study suggests that the functiom.of the parent has not
been. properly Studied in this 'process..

a. In-instances: where they 4ther had graduated from high school,
libOut80215f.pOSOns-,aged2534:also, graduate..

b..-When. the Tither'40: not -grailimite high_ichOol, less than
67.X, .in Age' trOup: received high ;school diplomas.

150 :i*
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Viere is used' to s.up4emer,t. the activitis)s of the parents
thrpg6h f.-e-dn as. Head Start.

: .

Department of Labor. OF..,ortun, Manpower Report to the
President including a report of .Lianpower requirements, resources,
utilization, aid training. Transmitted to Confireas , April 1968.
Government Printizgbffice, Wa'hington D.C,
An overview of the equality of educational and occupational
opportunity in the kJnited Staces betv:een 1960 and 1967, based on
stat tstical data.

Description 6f' the educational nchievement, occupational distribution
and employment and unemployment situation of other minorities, such
as Mexican-4ericana, 'Puerto Ricans and Amaric'tan Indians, compared
against the whites xld liegroes.

:

Al.
S.

. Between 1960 and 1967 there has been a 16% increase in the
employed non-white workers, coat aced to 13% increase for
**Ito workers.

2. In spite of clacmasce in unemployment for nor -white and white
workers, the ratio still remains 2 to 1.

3.. The X1,967 unemployment rates for non-white teena6 increased
1.5 thug, compared' to white ,teilnal?...are.

4, Decrease in joblessness. among workers 20 years and older. The
differential, for married men of this ago group is narrower
than in 1962.

. High percentage increase of non-white workers in high skill,
high status, high paying occupatiOns, and significant increaea

. in' professional, .tlerical and skilled occupations:
a, There wee 900,000 sub-jobs out of the 1,million -o_dded jobs

for non-whites that were deiteloped from:1960 to 1966.
b. However, 'there was a smaller number of non-whlte6 in these

jobs at the beginning of :the decade.' That in 1964 their
,sproportion in low -paid, jobs were -still more
than double' the proportion for white workers.

6. According to the- Equal Opportunity 'Employthent Commit§sion 1966
. study,..-occupational discrimination against 'Negro rieiffinireases

1.1i..relation to the concentration of Negroes in 'a given industry,! to the level of education of the Negroes InvolVed, and to the
proportion4°f' eb. industry's employment' foUnd in thEilSouth.
Negro monien'are,not penalized as their 'education/if rises.

,-, . Between- -1960 and 1967s the PropottiOn of non=white 'ten, 25 to 64
years of 'age motlarthe labor force, rose from 73 -'to 91 per 1,000

among 'white men,* the increase was from 4-1: to 55.
8 Average income remiains,much: lower *for-Negro.'than for ;white

despite -some% some. narrowing; of differential.
ak -Increasing Tropottion of mon-white fami,lievearning $7,000

ox mor.e..1.!,:., - .

b,:.,Reduction of-non-TI.Thite> families living in poverty.
9. Gains in educationalAtchievementr .-

-ro,t mense7,125r29 lyearLiOf,:agee,: a: gap between now- whites and
whitesdnirears, of Sehoot.tcompieted has teen 'reduced from

yeare, In 4.96o :to zit2Tyear-
*That Troportion of :maim Negro -college sraduates. between 25
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s .. and 34 years has almost doubled.
A..10, While thsge-are .indications of progress for the Negro, the

position of the rural poor and the slum dwellers is degenerating.
11. Indiana have a poorer educational preparation than the Mexican-

. Americans.,
12. In 1966 304 of Indian reservation families had cash incomes of

less then $2,000.
13. In addition to low -Income, many Indians had suffered from poor

health, :deficient education, unfamiliarity with English, lack
of !marketable okills, and high unemployment.

14. Low educational level and language barriers are also handicaps
to. Mexican-Americans,. Puerto Ricans, forcing their concentration
into low-paying jobs.

C.1. Apart from the opportunity for occupational upgrading, there
is need for increased opportunities for .entrance into the high-

,: plid..skilled. jobs.

Department of Labor. Joblessness nt. Manpower Report
to the. President, infleding a report on Manpower requirements,
resources, utilization and training. Transmitted to Congress 1968.
Goverment Printing Office, Washington P.C..
Report on .unempl6Yment. and under-tiMployment in the United Stat3s in 1966.
A.1. More than 11 million American workers were jobless or out of

work soy 'Aim -.during 1966. Almost 4 times the-average number;
relatively speaking (.9 million) unemployed .duringany one
particular year.
a. ,45Z were. employed .:from 1 to 4 weeks. ..
b.. Unemployment due.to voluntary job changes,: delay in finding

work upon, entry or re -entry : into the labor Lforce," and
.seasoaal lay-offs.. ! . ..

c. Job placement service is the main source for jobs for those
who sought help.

d. 3.4 million workers with 5 to 14 weeks of employment...
e. 2.7 million workers were 'Out .of work fc:riS or mpre.'Weeks.

More '00 one mi lion 'o-f tfieie spirit 'Molt of 1966 looking
'for work- quid jobless'.

2. Weekly figures give a better picture of unemployment than do
the monthly,labor -force surveys. . -. .

. a.. About 4,..:plings. .as -many workers as indicated by the:monthly
.... survemactually; had 5. ox more weeks without work during 1966.

b.. The:corresponding, ratio for those out of. work 15-26 weeks
was mo;.e,.Atlan 5 .to 1.4:. , .; :

3. Two, wpne rat...1m: of unemployment between. non-white and white
workers is borne ,out.-by,,, ,these data, .. . .

a. About la of all non-white workers had 5 weeks or more of
Th4iiii).1-64/inent: iii II966;*'coMpared, with 6i of ;.all white workers.

b.'NO#-Whiti 'Unskilled 'worker's were more .seriously affected
'ore °tie of live unemployed 161.'5 or more during 1966.

4. In spite of degrease of ..unemplbiitiOtt between 1961 and 1966,
the `ropo'itioxte isidikererAtii'repOted unetiviayinent did not

the ever -all proportion
of 417#eici,:df

5. ViiitAlite:iiink'llilfthe'niiiiitlieitithribie .fOrin of under- employment.
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A.5. a. About 2 million-full-time workers were on part-time work for
economic *reasons in 'an average week of 1966. Majority of
these :vete men.

b.. Nearly asmill:ton were only on part-time work because of
material shortages, repairs, mew oohs or ino full-time work
available.

c. Most part-time workers were in trade and service industries,
including household employment-

.6. More non-whites than whites are employed part- time.
B.1. The proportion of unemployed men below normal retirsment age

has been rising.
2. A high proportion of slum dropouts are neither working or

looking for work.
3. Persons with limited education zre more likely to be out of

the labor farce.
4. Many older workers need and wish to continue in paid employment.
5. Many of the women cannot work clue to bilk of :111.1c1 care

6. Illness and disability keep many from phytically demanding jobs
tend .*ovigtimagi from any sob.

7. 250,000 ten anti ':5O(),000 Warne-it who were not latticing for work
because !Oxley believed it would not be possible to find any
Jobe, were the group of greatest concern from the vier p6int
of Manpower policies.

C.1. Information required on vztriiiiis feiCtetts;'-e.z. the geographic
-concentration of joblessness Siiii,:elnder==ettployment,- -impact of
part-time employment for econor44:*eaktilt. during- 'at years as
a whole, number,Ots'stamployedlioifiii*Acitiking tot` 'lobei, duration
of the largest spell of unemplitilient, ATI& the effict's of
inadequate. training and edunational unemployment; etc.

7. ProcedurQs should be develo5f,ed to 'make the work zero. erience
-survey 'results available moretiromptly.

.
=

Department Laborer ed. Manpower rieport to the President
inclUgng a report74.6MatOWer :requirements, resources, utilization
and txigning. Transiatted to Congress., April 19.68..9overnment Printing
gffii%,iftlehingtfin _

attachment tO.the 'labor farce and introduceS the isti* of equality

;
The concept of sub-employment broadens the 'traditions - i:AhA/on of

:otemployment as. -represented by the leVel of wagekl.'"rlOys melningiul
count of the -disadvantagecY or the s'ubetlay-ed:Ati thie 'areas of the
country's large sutropolitan,%centeri would- *.azeed:1,the= Calf million
found tob'Ef employed 'in Mirth ittn#114; estiliate ot sub-
employment in these areasAis

r ,,". ".
A .1. ,T,h,e:121,resc...1...hden1,ts-p..aecit.pipy.erX.,y,;.,..Ai.eas..incinde aboiVei average proportions

widowed,: ofdiVoicid

minority.
.P10 SIP:rrastoedf

!*14*1.'ci;')04:11)4.4,*,fp.-;,white people

17171-WhiZed spnrairi7"."''. " "1""k"'"e"., An,..the Vary worit 14".-.. 'r qti* -;'," 2 4 114111.1'"

Non-whites .represent,:Le_ma: poverty area unemployed

1
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iscatse.of their high rate of unemployment.
A.5. A recent study of New York showed while the unemployment rate

far Negid`-miles aged 25 and over was lower (8%) than the 16-19

:gtoup:(33%) .and the 20-24 year .group (13%), the oldest

.::.'gtOtWrepteiented 60% of all unemployed Negro men.

`C.111 Man-pay/et pOlidy''mtist be as much 'concerned with the employment
needs of addlt.merrin the 'ghettos .as it is with jobless youths.

2. Public policy must recognize the variations in social
' ehareitteristiCi..arnoUg'ilum residents and also take account of.residents

...; the -positive :aspects. of the situation.
.a,..!:N.e_arly..2/3 of , poverty areas in 1966 were headed
. by ,men,, and the proportion of. large. families was no higher

there than in the ation . in ,general.
b. Although more of the employed' workers in Rwerty areas serve

in the -country's work farce as a whole in service and
labeting. jobs, the 'proportion' in such jobs was only 1 out
of 3; the number in higher level occupations was twice as
large. .:,

:.
Departinent of labor. Sub -Employment in the Slums of Boston, 1967.

=

Report of hOusehold.surveys conducted in 1966 in the South End-Roxbury-
Noth Dorchester slums of:.,Boston on rates of sub-employment, which
includes unemployment, ppit7timel.workt =low-paid full-time work, the
laber force .dropouts Who -have given up, etc.

A.1. a. Uneraployment rate in Boston slums Is 6.8% as compared with
3.4% for the Boston 'Metropolitan areas as a whole.

b. The sub-employment rate is 24.2%; 6.8% of the work force
'

Z.; .The; employment:J:4e for teenagers was 21.1%..

. .3: *re .than .18% of the. .employed worked. only part-time.. ....,

4. Median familjncomel was, $4,.224 per. year, .compared with. -a

national figure of $6,300.
`5. 66t -the'lineniPIOyea. did' net- graduate from high school .
6 37..1rbf 'fifatfy7unitsiVere' headed by Women.-
7. 70% of the population was non -white'.

B.1. Inadequate training and eddeatiiin,: 'health .piobIeras,. crime, and

welfare fund atrail'ilbilify:Eireman eleients contribUting to
stab-eniploymenti.- '" '.

2. Many unemployed were Willinkte. improve theit chances of getting
''Satilfactoty'jobii. " "'

Deliartrient tOf Labor. Sitb(v-einiP- loyineilf in the Slums Of Cleveland, 1967.
; -t v. t- .,.-1-

Repott of a hOusehold surypy.:4:,canduet,ed.. in four.slums,in.April 1965,
doPPF4niPg..4Y4es:,417.44.P*Pfca4b7MiCY.Tet.
A.141ilittOlOYmefittie'fbi'thiolaludsOfttleVe1and Was 15:5% as

compared with 2.4% for the Cleveland metropolitan area as a whole.

FEIN 58%.
a4141t41 fii.a#Pe040:ca of, sub,-employed population.

a. Negroes form in to '96% ok the slums' residents,,depending
on the neighbothood.-

b.Ithe0Optilitidit5iistitilittiiieii't y6iing4 With 432 of dents_

1M141 41' -

4161
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being under720.years of age compared to 35% in the rest of
Cleveland.

A.4. c.,.Sharp variation between the age distributions of white and
( Negro 'populations. Only 24% of the white population was

under 21, compared with 48x for the Negro population.
d. Percentage of,families headed by women was higher in all

. neighborhoods in 1965 . than it was in .1960. .

Department of Labor. Sub-employment in the Slums of Los Angeles, 1967.
Report on sub-employment and the characteristics !of the sub-employed
in the slum of Los 'Angeles.' Data were taken from hoisehold surveys
made by the litirleini of tenaus in 1963, the University of California
in 1964, and other studies and`reports.

A.1. Unemployment rate for South Central. Los _Angeles in 1965 was
.:10,7X ,as, compared with 4.2% for the Los Angeles metropolitan
area,as a whole.

2. Sub-employment rate was about 33.3%
3. 27% of the families had annual incomes under $3,000, the median

family income figure was $4,730, reaching a, low of $3,803 in
Watts and $3,743 in Central. The NatiOnal figure is $6,300,

4. The sub-eniployed had the 'followii4, characteristics:

a. -81% of the poptilatl:ori was Negro.

b. 10% was white With'SPanish surnames'.'
c. 65% of persons ag4 25 and 'over had not completed high school,

and .39% had not, gone beyond the ,:eighth grade.
d. 26% of families,,were. headed by, women:,

',,
44

Department of Labor. Sub-Employment in the Slums of Oakland, 1967.
Report of a survey' conducted. by the University- of California at
Berkeley'. in 1966 to deterniind the characteristics and rate of sub -

employment 'in- the Bayside- slum area of 'Oakland.

A.L. Compared to .a rate .4,4.5% for the..San Francisco-Oakland
metropolitan, area asa whole the unemployment rate for Bayside
slum area Was 13%..
Sublemploymentfrate, yes.; Xs% %. .

enagers, wasUnemployment rate: 44..Z!

14% of families had annual incomes under $3,000; the figure
for, the fest of Oakland was 11...5%..,-

5. '42.3x of residents were under 20 years,of age, indicating a
concentration in the younger age group.

.:. 6OF resideup- mere liegr9es,,, and, about 8% were-MexicawrAmericans.
7.- 'Nearly -20%"01-!itySides-Veirkerii are laborers, compared with 4.4%

Workere.' '1 .

8. Over 75%-afrtife4 tityl se other.' workers. afe eithei White-collar
crakt pbs.A1,9,mparedi,;gpi only; 40% of Bayside,' a wOrif.ers

is ,, (. brit F.
Department of Labor. Sub-Employment in the,;$1umg of ,San = Antonio, 1967.

Report oe'it -6-ndifited o determine
"fete in'' the s Vita of San

PP11)11 1.7-;
',

I ,

1 ..Yle*plorpept:, rate,,Ifas ,(1); c9rapared,,x4 th t a,:rate: of 4.2% for
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the.San Antonio metropolitan area is a whole.
2. Sub-employment rate vms 4.7.4%.
3. Unemployment rate, fox teenagers was 24.6%.
4. Median family income was $2,876 per year as compared with a

national figure of $6,300.
5. 70% of the unemployed did not graduate from high school, 48%
. did not go .beyond the: eighth grade, 6.5% had not gone to

school at all.
6. 292, of

of

were headed by women.
7. 25.4% of families included six or more members.
8.. 84 in the neighborhoods-were Mexican-Americans.

Department of Labor. Sub-EnEloyment in the Slums of San Francisco, 1967.

.-Report of a household survey on sub-employment in the Fillmore-Mission
district of San. Francisco.
Al.; Unemployftent rate was 11% in this' area as compared with 4.5% for

the San Francisco-Oakland metropolitan area as a whole.
2. Sub-!employment rate was 25%.
3. Unemployment rate among. -teenagers -was 35.7%.
4. Medianfamily :income was .$4,208 as compared with the national

. figure of $6000.
5. Relevant' characteristics of the population are the following:

a. 48% of the unemployed did not graduate from high school.
-,:be 32% of familyunits were 'headed by women.
c 51% of the residents were non-white, virtually all Negroes.

Department .of Labor: Sub-Employment in the Slums of New liorki1.967.

A survey cif Sub-employment in the three slum areas of gew York--
Central Harlem, East Harlem, and Bedford7Stuyvesantconducted in
November 1966. _ :
A.1. Unemployment rate ranged from 6:2 to 8.1% as compared to 4.0%

for thesNew York 'metropolitan area as 'a whole.
The sub=-employment- rate ranged' from' 28 to' 34%.

3. The teenage unemployment rate ranged from 20 to 27'.;8%.
4. Median family income ranged from $3,907 to $4,763 as compared

to a, national:figure' ,oft., $6 060: 7i **'

5.-FOIIOWing are the characeeristicsiOf'Atiiii.!pO/3iilation' roup
that are relevant to tiVa, Probl-M1 , ..! lte, .a.' FooY 'eduaationaniong the unemployed, 18.1..t4..22,.0 failed

to go beyond the eighth -grade.
b.o .8-'to, 42:,5%' of 'fain:Meer were, headed' by

, e7.2.29-44 to :38:m-of woion,:were!''eithe'r widoWed or 'iliirOSSit or
4 N r soparathth. I

Department of Labor.
.Sub-

Employment .17.1 the. Slums of :Philadelphia, 1967.
Repcst:;ot.4.180-Autp,loyment,in,3the'slums..of:Notth PhilAdelptiia based
on a household:surveyINconductedt,111,:NOveater 1966.:'... or 51 *.

rikie ilk iiii-.comParSd with 2.82 for the
Philadelphia ,metropolitan area as ,A,whole..

2. :Siib4iiiPPytiiikeiite ''
3. iltiaittilt*Sini WAS 27X.

156
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A.4. Median family income was $3,392 per year as compared with a
national figure for $6,300.

5. 70% of the, unemployed did not graduate from high school.
6.. .38% of family units were headed by women:.

7. 15% of the families consisted of six ormore members.
8. 89; of!population was non- white.
9. Uenemployed were concentrated. in the younger age group.

Department of Labor. Improving Man-
power Report to the President, including a report on Manpower
requirement*, resources, utilisationand.training. 'Transmitted to
Congress, April 1968. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C.

Discussion of different approaches to bridge the school work
transition: Four such approaches are suggested. in this section.

A.1. 8 out of 10 school dropouts and 4 out of Whigh school
.graduates have never had-employment counseling by school or
employment officials.

.

2. No school counselors in 13%.of the nation's secondary schools
and 90% of its elementaryschools.

.3. Only Massachusetts.and the Virgin Islands meet the U.S.O.E.
basic standard of one counselor for every.300 students.

4. In 1963..only 7% of.high,sdhool graduates and 3% .of dropouts
had.supervised.work experience...

5. Only 50%,of.high school students:and a smaller proportion of
dropouts.are reached -by the Employment Service's 'part-time
cooperative school program.

C.1. Substantial improvements in educational curriculums and 'gore
linkaged to the reality of. the work world will immrove,job
preparation of youths;

2. gehooli'Abad assume increased responsibility for .the actual
job placement of their graduates.

3. Knowledge ofijob opportunities far. beyond-a.school district
or even arlabor area implied. byYsuCh.a respOnsibility, calls
for the information network avallable:to the Employment
Service, System.: .

Department of tabor, Manpower Administration.l The Detroit Riot: A
Profile of 500,prisoners., March, 196$..

The social background of participatti! the, 'Detroii riot'of July 1967
and its causes. -' ' '

Social) psyChplogical and,economic.background,of.496 arrested
prticipAnts,04.-\the Department ofiLabor..wittrthe. Behati/ior Research

y, Inititute of Detroit. More extensive information. collected for
157 of those interviewed. All the interviewers (19) were Negroes.

tuLdiiiikliiiihiiiriOus-ispectiofYthEr:pilpoilera, for example,
AlainottAreqottheir jobs,and.veeklyqevirmingiiheir.lhome
situationetc.,,ne4findings;reVealedthat: -.'!.-.

a. The typical prisoner was a,iingle mall, just oyer 30 years

v.

b. Protestant-by "religioebuc pot, amgt4ar_c;,lurChlver:
c. A non-veteran, dropped out afs60,41:4,1141,gra#0.

11111.11.11111111.

157 )4, :
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4; Born in..the South and had lived in Detroit for 15 years
Or more.

P: A blue-collar worker in manufacturing plant, earning. about
: 4120 .iier Week.

f, Although ;.currently. employed he had experienced more than
.5 weeks, of -unemployment in the. past. year.

g. Non-participant in a .government:training or poverty program.
h. Martin Luther King was his faVorite. leader and looked at

nonvio/ence...as the best way to achieve civil rights.
i. He ,felt . that.; for himself' and for Detroit Negroes 'Conditions

had improved:, je, general in the last few years.
A.2. About half of the ,prisoners were in debt.
3. According to,therprisomers, police brutality, poor housing,

lack of jab. opportquities,:, and tensions and frustrations,contributed to kthe -causee.:of the riot. .

Washington T.C. 1966'.'.
Department. of Labor,. Manpower:AdMinistration Yount,WOrkers;'a reprint

from the 1966 Manpower Report,-

A reprint of "a chapter in'a report . to Oie president.

-A..1:.6/0. :Of...men, 4/10 -:of Neiman Aged 16 to 21 Were orking or looking
_,.!..fox work in.1965.. (9A.---mi1lion, .12%:of total workforce),.

2.2,12; of .41.out-of.7echool youth were unemployed "it 1984. For
Metes, 1/12 .of whites,. Its of :WI/14th t e 14/ 0 'were tiOt in school,
were unemployed,- 35%,-of-. these ':believed they 'toad 'not get a job,the others were, ill, disabled-, waiting 'to -get in armed' services,or in jeb . ,..7% . *!....F t..

3. Fo.F4ent4lee 14X. out-!of.r4lchool fetales were'-unempleiyed
C!StQl:,.04K.31964. 64%. of. these -noti:lookinrforVOrk 'nOr''working.

4.2/I-Unemployed males and over 1/2 Of Unemployed feitiales had
.hel-d . . ": . -

5. -:Unemployment rate. is:. 28%. in. 1963: Tot *ale high
school 'dropouts, 15% for males with high' school
ages 16 to 21.

.Youth.aprograms:t designed to solveproblenginclude:'
ov;'Menpower, Development andTraininCAct.
b. Skilled training .program....

.

de: YOut,h. . , . ,..1.

"

2. Goali'for'''fiture education programs:
taught .to 'read. carefully.' r"

1?-11,401111d1.Is tottghvtivitailifyikkrit.

c?..,10mcititipo;inlet Addeisisodate td:41peiiial.needi of individual

d Smaller -classes, -1

5. In-service training..:,- t. ; 1

f...Broaderted,nom-eatidemie-...currictiltim:
g..,34rengthened,coanitlinifserliices:.'

;

h. IIPP.Prect-teschilwtichiiiiii*-for. teaching dijadVaiitiged. to
-.:;:.,..-1101111;140eVr ,

'1'11, ; 7_44):AS:31q4kt, :10P two 3iiii4tr's teYblid- ''
*: !: .4.r9PgalF11700.eittibbal r

, : - !-i r :7, ;7.

A ,
.#

t t1'50
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Unemployment among non-college youths AndLsolutions.to this problem.

A.1.
. .,

2..

3.

4.

5.

6.

, .

2.

3

Within the next :three years,. live* arid %ne-half Million (or
three out otfour).: youthsenterin-g the labor inarket will have
'ei high :school, education' or less '
a. TheY' 4141 .1.4ese ::problems due. to;linaddquate: education, lack

Of ;jobs,- and: the. unique handieaps of the disadvantaged.
Decrease in j$4:0s1 and increas4.:0number'.trf'ourig-:Workers will
combine to cause. they greatest. di.fficulty in New-.Y6rk,' Penn-
sylvania, Ohio,ittiehigaii and West Virginia. ,
ItcreatiA.ni, proportion of teenagera:wOrking while' still
remaining *schoql4has. 'a slightky.:mitigatitiee't:'
Besides inexperience and lack of education, many youth
jobrseekersAave specific 'problems such as .poverty, rcial
diecrimitfatiOn;..delinquencyi: lack of employment in rural 'areas,
and physical and mental handicaps
Racial dfstriminatiai is i'veri important factor it. non-white
uneinpl,orent; approximately twice las *many nonwhite teen-
agep .arp unemployed tas Nti4e,.-andithe diSpeiiitY.'isUcreasing.
.i-nemplaylent; contributes to juvenile de1inUecy. Youth
from.. rurE4. ...areas. and .children of migratory workers lack the
traiiting to -compete fort jobs : in urban areati:' ;

Present: training programs areanadeqUati;-' -*

High School vocational training is notLieklistfeally oriented
toward,.preparing students for the future national lair Market.

tedeial-or stateltraining for the h'andiaapped -and-Other
federal programs coriceritrate'on the*.'sdcilt%PciiiiitatfOn..Wi.th

.,!Ilittle regard for the teenager.
4.. In priV:E0 indUStry.,' :th:e. apprenticesbili4d foiiiid to

*94,t effettiv.e.:-.for.. tiaras*, but is ndt:widelyireed'due
to lack of openings,.

. .:. . nf:.. t
. .. *:

Derryck, Dennis A. Minority .11Otith!Can.be.ApprentieeS,:'nal
Outlook Quarterly, December 1967. " 7 .

Description of Joint Apprenticeship progt*im developed, Wqrkers'
Defense League of New Yorkireity to ine;:eape.nonighite,p,ar,ticipation
in apprenticeship progrardiri4140.* .:.

. ,

C.1.. This progrark shows; t14,kha: egoripmiCaltyl diiadvatittiOd: t an
gidieletirY tad succeed in, apprenticeship training.

2. joinlekipretitideship tests the applicant and describes variota
crafts to stiniulate the applicant a interet in applying for
apprenticeship. -

, ;! ) ):;.'*. .

3. 75-hour tutorial prograin:.f4igApgetitices.,; ,:* .

4. Follow-up services:040$4,0.90:14tiRdenture',:10,:aikstance,

'5 Entrfl" ,1*Piieqiiiremetits which deter ,applicadee;4terlibli:te.;.:rec:ords,
state resideirx:.raOre*git-;14gh-..tsChoOl'Ittidt('-poitii; sterages ,
and a selection process :faVo,ang a coliegia.lrepiitiitdiy track.

6. Joint Apprenticeship's placement success is proved by statistics.
7. Important role in disseminating information about apprenticeship

opportunities alone.
.9
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Deutsch, Cynthia. Learning, in the Disadvantaged.. Paper. .Conference,
on Anilysis of Conceptual Learning atthe Feseirch and D.eVelOpment
CenteOor Learning and .Re- education, University of Wisconsin, 1965.

Examination.of the' learning pi6cOties ofthe disadvantagedto show
that thesocial'ehviriiiiierit of the disidvantagqd child .'impedes his

linguistic, perceptual and attentional abilities.

A.1. In the homes of the disadvantaged, the patents talk less with
the children and have fewer hpokspr.magazines available.

2. .As a-result; they haVe-a simpler"giimmiland fewer descriptive
terms in their repertoire than others.

3. :. Mental, procem of verbal ::mediation developed.
4. Enrichment programs indicatethit 'verbal abilitieei of pre-.

schOolers can be raised, though Its-etill'unsure that it
will remain after reversal of :seyeral,years., . . .

5. Date tiding the Ve Omin:teat suggest a ,lessened,ability of

disadvantaged children to 'differentiate the sounds .of :word
endings .

6. Their social milieu does not p;epare,them-for .a strauge.and
difficult school environmetit.-: . . .

7. DevelOptent of a seleCtille hieraiChy by which certain information
is tuned in or tuned out.

8. Children with'leazning disabilities have defectiveor slow
abilities of attention.

C.1. lidthocratid' rate of 'presenting 1eal=nipg.matet41. must be4eared
to the chindis attentiO'sftn.

'

2. Campendatory trathiOg 'Col_help, the who 1/as. had -lackd

in linguistic, perCdptuaL'ihd'ittentional abilities.
3. The disadvantaged child sho44,)).01.givenexperienclas that: .are

tailOked intsiiii*-ea. to iemedir,,his

Deutsch, Cynthia P,. Some .effects..of :poverty tin'children;' ers
in did 'Education of, Disadvanraged:..Children:;''Cowlis- (Ed. Cleveland:
World Publishing. Co., 1967.

Discussion of effects of poverty .on,:childrettihich ause
skills necessary effective %school leartiiiik' and .W.iiirs;0 'reverse
thetie deficits. ;

't
ective

,O

B.1. The t relte4sal can be achieved with ;carefully, planned pre- 'sohool
programs.

2-,..ifeceaiiitg Underbtanding' the Cliild's 4deficits. before. sucb,
programs can be develop40,....,, ,.-: ,. :

A.1. enio;iogailjr, ; and. .cognitive

2. PhystP:ally-V4luedif419*"4e Iiii?ye` Prone. ,to-;msTklnutritiozwi.
disease, disabilitYti* aucl-.P.tliter$paranatal,
dinOrdiatdif'andAilWiliCal:4444140)1 a;44ing.. from lack.,of early

,1:diagnoiliii:Latid ailments., :$.- : 4 l /.

3. Social effetii 5f4p6+,erc,Xt4144c...tile,.111;gh..percentage of.troken
hinimial-!,?thois,',Iiiiteif"iidetitiate Male role models at home, and:.'.f-,'
alienation from society. .. 2

4t;.:Emo#iat4t:pittiiiiritif''of'toiicetn"SMoryk.achw4,1: children are.:
motivaticksititt .

C.1. It is necessary to ethanke teitChers',.#4.ilules4owerda these .7-1Ithedioiler. 4 concept of what the child

160
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can accomplish with their help.
research. has been done into the effedts of deprivation

..- .,.

oti-cOgnition. What little research has been done shows that
absence of early stimulation is extremely detrimental.

3. Emphasis-oh identifidation Of 'chose environmental aspects
which contribute to this effect':

Bibliography.

Deutsch, Martin et al.' The Disadvantaged Child, New York, Basic Books
Inc., 1968:

Research and Theore;ical.nsterial has been brought together in this
book to show relationships among environment, society, school and
individual psychological. development.

C.1. Schools! responsibility to revise methods,ar;d curriculum to
remove thii'disdOntinuity for the disadVantaged pupil.

D.1. Researchreports which divide global'environmental variables
into those related to school performance and,to formal
intelligence measures are included.

2. Reports which define elements nnderlying school performance
measures:

3. Discussion of influence of classroom organization on school
performance.:

4. Discontinuity between lower-class home and middle-class.oriented
school-ie4in'adute problem for thepoor.

5. The hidden curriculum of the middle-dlase home. is continuous
with--or identiCartO--the school 'curriculum.

,

Deutsch, Martim' SOCiarand PlyCholOgical, Perspectives on the DeVelopment
of the Disadvantaged Learner,'The Journal of Negro Education, Summer 1964.

Great,needto provide.a:pre-school-environment for the lower-clic*
child' 104* 9*11 make .his adaptationto-schoolvaitier:.

.

A.1. 20 to 40% of our population live in a sub-society of social,
.economic, and.. educational impoverishment.

tti0-)414ve the elementary-schools, 60% of 'the lower
class-dhildren are retarded two years or more.

3. When the lower-class *child enters .0e school he is already -.
:his Atiddi6-craiii Classmate.

B.1. Great gap separating the educator and his concept from the classi.
room tteacherituid'Ileri idea.

2. Society has been unable. to Absorb unskilled,; under- educated. :

youth betavte techiarogical and 'social,' changes . have decreased
the numbilicof*ailied and

3. MajoectirriftiuiVienoVitioni, enrichment programs, new systems
ifor,taaching .pOgrakmed...',Courses, and tesdhing.machines

are probably least apOpOble pd;:iNos4,044.04A who are under-
Amhieveressitideutheyqieuiii 'i'4444:shas mastered certain

C.1. Development of a program to coMpensA0he,fispxived, Child, for the
deficiencfeei= ix is back "grouid`' bei041)xpters, school.. -

2. Need to deve160 now-methods, ,

3. Pre-isch6OI4hrithiene-nireeraiW o
10.tF 7to

.1113 t. .use f 'educational

a

A



materials can provide the stimulus that will give a child an
.oppOrtunity to °elect individually important materials.

C.4. Language should be the core of such a program.
5. Improvement in language, memory, auditory discrimination, and

environmental orientation through training.

. .

Ditard,.Jan E. Why, Should. Negroes Work? In Louis A. Ferman, Jbyce L.
Kornblithy and J.A. Miller (Eds.) Negroes and Jobs , Ann Arbor, The
University of Michigan' Fress, 1968..

This paper challenges the assumption that Negroes and whites share
the' same basic evaluations Of, the 'Systemi--occupational, social and
political and analyieS the inter-related topics of identity, ..,

pathology and empliiYment.

B.1. The popular view of. the Negro community, is far too undifferentiated.
2. a. Aeadeiic, as well as programmatic approaches to Negro.un-

employment ignore. One, basic feature of ghetto li4et a.dislike
Of whites and.an ainhivalencetoward the institution., of
white society: , .

b. Eupheiisms such as 'hard-to-reach' only avoid this basic
. fact,Which has.important implications for understanding

employment patterns and strategies for easing Negro employment.
3. Given discrimination and deprivation, these are two types of

apathy.Which may'result:
. .

a. The apathy of one, who is rejeCtedor fails in the society he
inspires to beCome hart of.

b. The apathy of one who rejects the society's standards and is
,looking for a way.to change them by either creating his own
judgements or changing society's.

4. a. Retraining programs and the like may suffice for the first.
b. But for the second, individual treatment seems doomed from

the start.

5. For him, who rejects the society's standards, problems are not
Of his -own making, since society has failed in justly distributing
its rewards.

6. Training and retraining is not helpful because basic interests
are ,at stakee

: ;.! "

Doob, Christopher Bates. The DevelaTmeni of2perlraniillgAtiAshlti
Among Puerto Rican Boys in.East Harlem. Dissertation, Cornell,
University; 1967: ,

An exploratory study of the development of peer'group relationships
amottg;Puarta Rican youthinrEast'Harlem. TirCindividual dities'and
six4rOupActivities were examine& Partiapant.60bserVitidn'itsearch
undertaken for ,eight months f(June ;1966-'- ninth* 1967); 'Informants
were boysAndhyoung, men 11Ving-cin one, Sidelt! Eastittelei and
workers in local community: develOOMitit-Organitation.

-; .41.;;:t

A.1. NuMber* conceptual dOnclniibni irrt41,44: .A,

a. Youths of firm 'nee; 4toupsp.,F, jarent a effectiveness
to seek poxiii603,!0

.

Tkeko peer "groups 4tFyr: :4:4#t9014wR!'grom .dift*et
ti"Orit0.01 *rifilOes"Z',

2. A tii0OlOgy Of Oder gfddpS,is. deyeloPed:hased uppa effectiveness

162 i Ail
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fiAcif
A.3. Examinattion.o various factors that are instrumental in the

origins of the different. types.
Disduseickio futift'e avenues of research.

Duncan, Otis Dudley. Patterns of Occupational Mobility Among Negro Men,.
presented at 1967 Meeting of the Population Association of America,

Aprit21:49, T.967,-,dirictiniziti, abstracted in Population
Vol. 33, Na. 3, July-September 1967.

.

Atielyiiii of the'findings of the survey of "Occupational changes in
-i-tenerition",',,.(SileCifiCal/y the mobility 'tables for Negro and non-
Negro men 25-64 years' of age)' Conducted by the ifUreau of census in
March 1962.

A.L tit 1962 vii)ority of Negro 'Men regardless, of social' origins,' had
iaanu' fobs as operatives, service wOrkeri or labbiirers.

2. Negroes had' 6'aq a alight' advantage if they had grown up in
a family wittf the "head the higher white-collar level of
professional and managerial workers, and prbprietors.

3. By contrastY"Majority -non-Nigro men (mainly white)' with
..-faVourable 'ioelar-Oritrini3 'remained at the higher white-collar

' 'level:: .1"..': ' ''"'
4. Negri,- men' born at the. IbWer levels were likely to remain there.
5. Negro men originating at higher levels were likely to move down,

while t h e izhite.itei-were' likely to Stay' there.
B.1. In general, the social origins of Negroes are not as favourable

-as diode Of Whites. *-

2. But. origini provide'only a 'partial explanation of racial
differences in occupatiOnal achievement.

'Within the proceei of mobility have kgreater
`effeCt`On racial differencei in occupational achievement.

Durkin,' Roderick;' Breaking the Poverty Cycle; A Stratepw and Its

'''EVal4 nation, 1967.
An.outline of .a :procedure, for the evaluation of .Sage Hill Camp, a
small, non-profit work camp in Colorado designed to help break. the
poverty cycle by removing teenage boys from a poverty perpetuating
milieu ,:and ,iutroducing the influences off a :non - poverty ,milieu.
C.1. A program ,Of interaCtion'teChniqUel seeks to

develop some of the necessary motivations, interpersonal
fliAr.p.ip,:ayfd,attitudes.

hoy!.8,sttitudes, interpersonal style of relating, and
1,7 7,i1pt1,,ati:oxlsAkelcritical in affecting the...outCome of implicit

the.perpetUation,of poverty.
3. VOA 1;!4.4.1,NP :1qaiki ellated,,-by timpoeing new social 'forces

mediated through,,,,,thA4age Camp, ',program.-
a. The camp grOun is-,.:kept- together during, the school year.to

support the re±expoied to the .pressures
tio4ps ."

b. Attitudes,:towardork,k,authqrtty,'Se47e#teem,, COOperation,
same of the "factors.

which the program attempts to infrUenCe br infireaaing the
itieitOriiiiiweity
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Dyer, Henry S. School Factors. and Equal Educational Opportunity.

Harvard Educational Review,'. Val 8, No.' li.Minter 1968. -

Disc!assion of the role of the school and o pupil back,round in
influencing student adhievetent.

A.1..Separate regression,analysea were performed on, each of ten
groups: Mexican- Americans, Puerto Ricans, Indian-Americans,
Oriental-Americans, Northern Negroes, Southern Negroes,
Notthern Whites, Southern Whites, all Negroes and all whites.

2. Survey..of:three-earlier studies of the effect of schooling on
adhievement,,and tognitive development where conclusions
cOntradict-Coleban Report finding.

3. Central thesis. of Coleman Report is that attributes of other
students affect the achievement individual students in the
school, regardless of their background.

4. The three: studies conclude that the differential effects of
-;school one puoil achievement- arise, not mainly from factors

within- the school system,. but from factors outside the school.
5:.ColemanlRepott criticized for giving the schools the impression
.. that they could not do much- to improve the achievement of
pupils. .

6.-Sdhool-Characteristics influencing achievement arc determined
by sorting45,schoolcharacteristIc :variables into correlates
-and-noncorrelates of pupil achievement.

7. Comparison of-comtates and non - correlates shows that:
a. A relatively large number of correlates in some minority

groups as-compared to the white majority:
b. Majority of items relatedto:characteristics.of pupils

and teachers.

Functional school, characteristics are hard tachange, while
non - functional ones are easy-to-change...

Eaton, Joseph W. The Immobile Poor. .- In Thomas.D. Sherrard (Ed.)
Social Welfare And Urban Problems, New York, Columbia University
Press,A96rE,

Examination of various,issues.cOnfroited bir,the 'immobile poor, as
for example, .ihe aged; broken families, *specially thoie headed
by women.; unemployed and_under-employed, due to laCk of skills., ,.

B.1. Abolition of poverty;, though-a-goal for.America4 lacks majority
support.

Gross:iiat:ipna.l.productcanimproye standard o living and
abolishr overty.

b. The ballot can abolish poverty but it is nct sufficient.
3. ,Social chanwessential tc relsove,povertvfor only, equality

041:1*u41.0 'Oat:Ai-61,479f right0.dan.be,/egielated...
iOcia1 to eititliah'eiaiility Of-rights.

4. Ghettos are vehicles of upward mobility.

-5-4-1tUtNegroes'haveJsw such4hett0s4 :Ahay--reside in segregated
areas againstftheWpreferences4

C.1. followingmoteps ampropOse&toabolish;inequitits:
-..,a,..cperojgpmentlpflweifittmagenciewiranging from,:special nursery

Schools-to progrOwforc:thc:iged-4.
b. Abolition of residence and discrimination against strangers.
c. Planning for mobile people who form a growing proportion

164k
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oltheltwOulationlof every urbancenter..
C.2. Upward mebilltyrequires a basis for enhancing self-esteem

apart from,improvement_in standard, of living:
S:'NegrOes neeTleaderihi0 organiiatiOni who will'give their

cause top priority.
4.4:Difference:between upward mobility and mere improvement in

standard of living. Negroes need upward mobility.
. .

Eckland, 'Brute J. Sociological Perspectives on Genetics -and Equal
Opportunity. Presented at the 1967 meeting of the Population
Association of America, Inci,April 27-29, 1967, Cincinnati.
Abstracted in Population Index,' Vol.'33, No July-September 1967.
-'''Genetic., inequality as. .basis of social inequality in social

ability and educational, achieveMent.

B.L. Sociologists' are' no longer justified in disregarding the
genetic factor while empharizing the role of the. environment
iv. the standard, or intergenerational mobility models.

24 Sincemental functioning' is made a' ptincipal criterion for
the ascriVtionOf status; however, it is increasingly unlikely
that the same proportion of children from each cleat; will have

cavatitie to take advantage of their opportunities.
3. To- estimatezthe role of genetirtfactom in social inequality

in educational achievement the author suggests the insertion
of sonie tea and some theoretical, correlations in path-.
analysis' matrix.

4. It is possible'. to estimate the probable range within which
the indirect effecti of the father's education on the son's
education operate through a genetic pathway,.-linked by the
genotypes and phenotypes -of the fatly:t'll and son-'slevels
of intelligence:

5. The magnitude of the genetic link depends largely on the
assortative mating coefficient: .

61/ When this ' coefficient "is -Very large -almost all the indirect
effects of the father's education on the son's education:
can be,.atttsi:au:ved

7.'Yet if 'the codfiCient 'Of -aadortative'mating were
genetic /ink. would, explain" roughly one -half

Of' thise'effeCts? that' is; 'those'' effects that are mediated
i -1.- through thetfather's andf.sores, intelligence.

Edkstein; Otto.' Education, Employment, and:,Negra. Equality.

Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, 'Washington
October 1968: = 2 C

In -spite °,::01:tibi ecOn:Oii4;gosI o full equality ft* NegrO0,. they
will aieadvafitaged ,position` iii)1985 at, iheptesent rate
of progress. .

;:

A.Loiwil985;therewill!ibe 420;000,Aegro managers and-proprietors
compared to an equality target-ot.1031aillion: ,

C.1. To mainteWthe'pretentitate.'7ot*progress inprofeisional
luiC.tec,hnical jolisi--.:the4ropo.rtiori::(117:NigrO, college graduates
must rise even more rapidlrIn'tfie-futute.; F'

` `.-1 ...1; : :*

t. -' '" !:s
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C.2. To increase thenumber of young.Negroes .completing high school
_and calle of
-:'''i.The:Neighbdikcod'Youth.torps must be strengthened.
b. Special grants based on performance should be set up under

Title,1 of. the Civil-Rights Act to reward those school
. ..districtk-whie%-demonstrate that they are doing an outstanding

job in helping the of the poor.
c.The EleopntaryankSeqondacy Education Act of 1965 ehould

be xpanded..
d.,Colleges an universities must seek Negro applicants.

3. Redesign' jobs- OrOvide access to more specific vocational
skills.through apprentiship programs,.vocstional schools,
Mempower,trainingiAicies, or, on-the-job experience.

4. tatensifigati:on,of Negro recruitment, by companies and unions.
5. In the catse'Of the white-collar job ladder, equality in

education and, employer co-operationare vital. .

6. In the case Of the.blue-Collar job ladder, the union. movement
must can mulch of the responaibility.

7. Families of Negro children mlist.accept their share of the
responsibility for the education of their children.

Eisenberg, Leon., Social, ess and individual Ihmakliment. Reprint .

from'Ckoii6rrents
.

Social class tand,individual. development are related insofar .as the

deVelpitomenal.,processresUlts from the interaction between organism
and environment.

Nutrition, .diesease :and brain development. The importance of
adequate diet and the interrelationships.between diet, infection,

.

treatment Methods, and level of brain development are stressed.
2. Cognitive stiMulation.andAntellectual performance--an attempt

je.i44e. to understand the demonstrated test inferiority:of
children and adOlescents of the lowest social class,
a...Inheritedsldifgerence intellectual potential isAlscounted.

the doctrine of early deprivation, like the doctrine of
heredity4,implies the futility of remedial .measures.within
the school .

3.. Life experience and self- concept. The discussion of self-
..,conFept.is limited to one area- -the extent to which.the..

feels,capable of,, attaining success through -his own

a. rhejaeling,ia,notdeveloped in,,the home environment of
thedepi4yed 0414 an4.0chocl.hecomps the:place where he
Au.!!ppy4e. Whip .

b'. 8,0406.11...0,-*44 lumilch, responsibility is to enable the
to ,sense of4ompetence.

c.Developmental theory hAs:l.imilicationsPr.public policy,
especially n'the aree,,,,ofremediation of. pathology in

166 :c.,.,:t.
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*act)Otivarent EdUcatiOnThrOugh SiUdy 7,.*Idussion
Groups in ,a Poverty. Journal of
Vol. 30, tip*:14IitbtuarrI56B

,ti . .

An experimental pateat,.educationprogram in a midwestemichool
Discussion, of :the responses of participants concerning

value of the course,.e,use made-.of,learnings, and, changed feelings.
,

C.1. Their responses contrast with the child-rearingpatterns of
poor families reported in the literature.

2. They-iieiMid't6-08fit frOm the nurturance of small groups and
'thee knowledge that-4in parents have problems.
3. Atierthe study' diiicueSiOn series, parenis,iepori.thei'listen

to their thildreni think about reasons befOre,they'OUnish,
control: their teiperseticOurage their children, indlahow

.

affection `for theif:.;

4. Two unantici4t4d'iiiedi'eMerged froli.the'itu6:
a.' Thate:=ShOuid be iore'filma and other visual aids for the

program.
b. There ithould be a -version of the basic materials

in English and SOinish.

Equal EmplOyment rnipOrtunity CoMmiasion. .

for Minorities in New York City: An Introduction, JanUary 1968.

EtployMehtioppOtimiiiies for r-non-White minorities in offide White-
c011ar'positione and2itidaitries:other than retail trade and the
medical services industry.

A. 1. Total Ocluiion of minorities from white collar -JOS is
'Of the 4249 fegOiting establishments, 43% had no Negroes 'at the

,

'29.4On4ihite'bitio4iies faiWOOOrly'in
'and' dales but did better
categoilid:

3:.'Biiniffcant4ariatitin among Spedific
of -mitioritieef.'

'managerial,,profesaional,
in technical and ,clerical

f

ihdus'tiies in utilization

.

4:' itherivterfoik4ihite 'men comprise a small proportiOn 'of white-
collar workers, non-white females tended to Comprise a smaller
perdentagia'bf 'female''White-diillar Workers.,

5. EvenAf*tiiii1;4hited'itChieiie White-collar Status, thef:d0:stIOt

"., alWayit -obtains the` incoiae It Veil Of whites in* the same occupational

categories.
B.1. tack tifilikilla'aM'edUCatiOnai attainment alone cannot

2. a. Discriminating attitude egiiiikt*men in Mani:,bUsiOessareas.
b.;Aktbrdingltb:theirtirilieefAkbai Statiatica,401,receiVed

_higher wages .fOr thIali*mkwo*iii te4,60t.of foiirteen
%.-:Officerittid ""':

3. NeWYork'ejeWilithtiiiiilitii6ivii'tider-utirized at; the'
white-collar levels.
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Equal iEmployment,._tOpporti!nity....,Commisidon: White Collar Employment in
the" ifiToteaunicatiorts.:Induetties ',..:Jdnuar 1968.

4i -12.4p,r....tegtation.oNegrbeeAnd'Puerto Rican' in these jobs is

substantially below both their-proportion of the city's
..population.and.,,the city-wide average, for over-all minority
'whitetcollar ei4goyMent.

2. significant differences in iti1ization of.the various
minorities in white-:Collar Job*.

Negieoe'a' fin? 18Z and Pue4to. Ricans ,10% of New York -City

b. Negrole* rtingesr ',frorif 3.9%' in radio/TV to 2.5% in advertising
. , .

c. Puerto Ricans ranged from book2.5% .in oo publishingng to 0.9%
.

3. Minority, employment would b01 even. loWer if, it. were not. for
a fw, ei16Vere ..

4. No aignifiedid- increase iinse iiong the communications employersfr"
as a, group, in minority, participation from 1966 to

5. Di' ay' few firdita, speCiai reciting efforts or revised
selection have brought unusual results though principally.
at the level.

6. Better ójjoi4inities for *men above the clerical level in
industries than in ottia.industry groups

Studiee'

Equal Employment Opportunity commisaion. _White-Collar Employment in
100-mar 'City Corpoatfons ; January 19Et8.,
White-collar employment of minors ties in variety of manufacturing
and service induétdei, excluding finance and coviunicationa..
A.1. a. They lag significantlybehind ,-tbe-'New York City average in

the general white-collar employment of Negroes and Puerto
Üi, 'ad

b. In utilization of women at the 'official/manager, professional
iaand technician level4.

2. Comparison OfIttheirl employment tiractides 'of' these companies
wi0v408ft>af; cor0.arab1e gro up' 'of..nortuprofit Organizations
illuatratepothaaaCk.,3of (equal :oppottiniity leadership.'
a. In spite of having only about one-sixth as many'white-

.1,91.br...YArkerss,in total, thenon=profitesemOloy about
PAP fbaltias zany; NeRro: officididAnatidgees, fbut *tithes as'
many Negro professionals and ones and One. half timed as

r nYelegrdiztAchnicians.1 .

3. Lees effective implementatfioabf etizdt: etitictinent"tblicied in
Noppyrk Citykthankin9thei:z4,1)ran'clv of-f ices

4. The 46 companiOdowbicivpublimlytoledged affitiatiVe dtion have
dpneAftwebqutamidority-P.enployiAnethethe'54-oini,initt
which did not make a public pledge.

5. Some companies have successfully,utilitzed minority,.workers.
6. Changes in minority employment aince-1066 showed a slight

improvement among the 100 companies, but nowhere near that
seen in the financial group.
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Equal ,Emgoyment.:Ppportunity.:Commission.., White-Collar Employment in
tht-Naribilncial:-.Cotarauni..JAnuary:1968.: .

1.114t7c.914,41..r.icgartloyment f ..minorities,by banks , insurance' dompanie.s ,
brokerage,lfirms4 accounting and I avi :firms in New York 'city
A.1. baiiide the'ritail anditedicai service industries,. 22% of

the 820,000 white-collar workers were employed. 1)y, banks,
insUrandevcOMPanies- and brokerage firms. ,

2. Substantially, low p7oportiOnal 'representation of Negroes
and 'Alert& Ricans 'id' these Jobe. .

3. Banking and insurance, however,., rank high in
.einPlopient'inainiq in Clerical jobs of both minorities compared
to other employer groups.

4. k)theziiiiflisitries' havelnote people from both. minorities in
higher paying white-collar jobs.

5. tleircali'hiribig' dramatic increases in ,Negrc employment
among the largest banks and insurance companiea. in 1967
oared rith 1966.

6. More Vomen in higher. paying Willie-collar, jobs in banking and

B .1. Idutry averages teii áâ incomplete story ;because of .Significant
variations in minority, .white-collar eniPloyMent among the dominant

-emp1yers in eitar Segment of the financia1 cOmMunity. ;
aitreincei in eqUat emPlokment policies and

practices produce the varying results.

Erwini,-*Kate:..:'tair:IncoMe Vintiton-SaleM".Citi?;ens Earn as they Prepare, for
New Careers, AmeriCati 2disdation; 47614. 4., No. 5, May 1968.

Report oz one
,

.

of the i new careers programs started in the country
in Septetaber '1567;' to' train and place- loWLincoiiie people in entry
level:positions-in ,human %..'t !'

The:Prairam'etirolIees iti talinston-§alem included 75 Negroes '.:and 25
whites, at least 22 .years .old. ;

.

C.1. All are within the poverty income bracket'.-
rverageo, level of .education is tenth :grade.

3. ga,3.11gt.,e,,time Ia apent-,,rott thejob and 'half in' core.grouPS
learning; skills, forming. attitudes s' add talking "out job '

4. Salariesp..ot,the trainees are paid /by the 'Federal 'Government.
5.. The prospect oft,aestilar lob:Insane a great deal to the

enroeee 141Ale.iff Careersv ,

6. Many are going to night school fort their high 'achiesol. diplomas
,,931.141.4!tifk914113ei AA., finish college. . .

7. New career jobs. szer Mk, aides-, tolprofessional.s, and offer
ys.n.cementn, to the proleasionar level:. itself:

8. isvblinsten.e,Salem have !opined, .jObis. 'to
new career enrollees. ..`,

Sante caaè Studies re ii4Seitte(4'"--'':- ,

b 1A, Tr ,t '

rz s!'
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Farley, Reynolds. The Urbanization of Negroes in the United States.
Journal of Social Histori, VOL 1, No. 3, Spring 1968.

4. historical ,study of Negro urban migration in the South from the

post-CiVil War period to 1960.

A.1. Despite years of aut.:migration, the number of Negroes in the

South has .grown. from about,.8.mil/ion at the turn of the
century to 11.25 million in 1960.

B.1. Ii.ur,s1. Negro ,population_ will continue to decrease.

2.1tural-fiarti popUlatign will drop as aggregation occurs in
agriculture.,

3. With' the' ef(pinsion of .,large .Southern .cities and industrialization

'td SMaller cities.,. ,Negroes :can work as. non-farm workers while
living ;in rux'al eireas.;, This., may increase rural, non -f arm

Negro population like it did from 1950 to 1960.
4. With the_gipwth of Southern cities, the Negro urban population

Will increase.
5. In spite of so many years ,of; out-migration, it is difficult to

predict the VOluMe .or direction of this.- out-migration.

a..' If -die rat-es., 9"F. 1950, ,persist,_ the number of.out-migrants
will berjarger....

b. However'; increased edonomic oppertunities in some regions
of itie,SOiith,., a$ Florida and Texas,. may combine with

-dittreiOng.:edonoMidtopportunities in larger cities. to reduce
out-mitiation Of certain NSgroes.

Farmer, 'JaMes. prOirsoio, .N.01314ity tor America's Immobile Population.
me' Education .Traitii4 'of Racial Minorities. Proceedings of
Conference, 'The aniVersity Yisconsin, Center for Studies in
Vocational and Technical

s

EducatiOn, ;May 1967. .

Discussion of the widening income gap between the Negroei and whites
and between the middle and lower classes of Negroes in Am.trica.

,
B.1; In the :14 years of .civil :rights revolution, the upper- and s

middie-diaaa .Negro has ..attai*:greater, mobility-while they
position of the lower' 'class -Negroes hai is/Crooned.

segregation is dooniedi de `faidto Segregation...
is :flourishing:,

minority poor have not been trained to -take...
the positionstrhat, are. being opened.

C.1. Mobility for, the /owr..classes,lies in the job training and
the, ihetto community.

ii.'TfielhettC milit'bedOme a producer as well as a. consumer.
2. Housing and school proKeTacmustjwsolved.
3. cloino445tAleit4tiCrOliipt. tfAchniquest, ahould be replaced. by

prOgratabied' methodi.
4. A soecial.,need for c4raiiI0g4nt,Renaganent skills so that.4 5 t

ieAd P.
" 3" 1)9cippe,. increasingly -active in

rT04.40 A?: Ifeic,Av,eq401Wfm3,n -the )power structure.
6. An iRihiciadi re44.1red, got,advance on many different

)40,
' t('

tt
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Ferr" W.H. Farewell to Integration; The Center Magazine, Vol. 1,

No::3i;::i4akcfill068e:

A radical transfirmation in current American attitudes is necessary

to-actiieVe track-White integration'. Current effort at. improvements

in the ghetto are aimed at prevention of civil 'disorders and at
asouaging the white. conscience and .not ,at ,integration..
B.1. Three-*significant lact6rs to be taken account' of while

considering Negro-whiteAidiationit
a. Our major.titidi Will becoMe predominantly Black in less

than a genefation.
.

b. Racial.integration is impossible tin the ,Uni.ted, States.
C;; ,& feW Wire 'the United 'States' will have to evolve

theOry that will maintain democratic institutions
''along 4iith-proViding an ethnically, separated minority
communitY',1 '; fi

2., Questions zof -politiktia 'Control arise when the largest
cities will have Black majorities.
The liberal view- of Black' iiroiresit is just 43, myth.
a. BliCkti-are tielitiveliiviiise off today after integration

. became enshrined aethe *hOpe'of America... .

b. They consistently lag a generation behind Whites.
ttiCurrent raciat,iituation is Marked hy'groizing violence,

. zdieillusionmeist, isolation of the 'Black "middle class, and
useleis 'treaties' betweeii"Blacket'aisd'Whitee.,

C.1. SolUtions should not. rely on science 'and technology,' establishment
of colonies outside the boundaries of the nation, colonies of
Blaeks within this? adnitry ,Or systematic repression and violence.

2,..-.AehieVeuent of ptIaliblogical'inliereignity that writes take
. , .

for ,granted, -by 'necessity.
3. Black-white relationi should aim at corespeCt and peaceful

coexistence., .

Fogel, Walter A . The Effects of Low Educational Attainment and Dis-
crimination on the OdeuTiaiional 'Strittis, of Racial ,iiinorities..
The Edudaticieand 'Tiartiint.' ., .' .
This statigitiCaka4).yaikof,the,job. problems' of disadvantaged ethnic
minorities .aiitingulihei two general causes; low :educational
attainmenti.,and.nonTschooling factors,. including discrimination,
aspirations-, and 'quality of ,educstional-?attainment;,,,:

.
A.1. firm Negroes "; influences ether.`:thA' amount of schooling are

more important', itf-bringing:'abtiut their "inferior OCCupational
.pattorns.t

2., Negroes are emplOyeer .tVales, and craft
oceufatiOnemOdh' legiOftetfberitlY aaiia, he' accounted for

:by their educational ,attainment. ,..3. OcCuiiationairiirefeteikeilaafieasOii0Ancanlie important, but
the most important influenciPoettie iht!0.5ii_tOc6904tOniO.
s trircturoa ,',ef dielidiatitelett .

C .1. Subttantial fOrtiAto ref ethinifirtdiiiiitaiiiittiiiil)arAiir,4,;0
ltbes41threerocttilpatidnifialiti ainciuni of
quality.of education wilt not be sufficient.

2. Examination of education-job results; the unschooled should
not be labeled as unfit for any but the most menial jobs.

1.7Vo
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Fogel, Walter.:;:-.Mexicant-Aniericansiin'SouthWestLabor Markets, Advance
Report No. 10 of the Mexican-American Study :Project.- Los Angeles:
Graduate School of Business Administration, University of California,
October 1967.

Detailed study of the Mexican-American, including a general
description of his labor market poiition in the Southwest, differences
in the economic position of Mexican-Americans, intergenerational
labor .M.Ociat experiences ; geographic, mobility, relative earnings,
and CoMParison with .othe* dieadvantaged minorities. .

A.1. The /abor market experience of Mexican-American males is less
faVorable than white males when comparing incomes, occupations,
and employchent indicators. The experience of the female is.
better than the male.

-2. Theirmsition is better than that of Negroes and other non-
whites:- r

3. The labor market position of urban Mexican-Americans varies
'from state to -state: best in 'California, 'worst in Texas.

4. The incidence of high achieveMent in incomes and occupations
almost doubles 'between ,the firit -and second generation, but
genetally.dOes 'not *advance:Much in the' third.

B.1. It will =take a 'long -time to 'close he economic gap between
Mexican- Americans and: the white 'population.

2. Several reasons for .their disadvantaged position: Low job
qualifications, especially low level of educational attainment

: endoeinadequate command -of the English langliage ; residing in
declining-or 'slowly, growing economic areas of 'the Southwest;
and discrimination.

Frazier;' =Alexander 'et al.,. Educating the Children of the :Poor,
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, National
Education Assciciation, Washington,D.C. 1968.

.

Description of pragraMs' p*: 414 d'on ,of, disadvantaged backgrounds,
tett:CAS in....prepent efforti;'and.the need for research. .,,
C.1. Ethnic:.:rt.,,ceotypes must be..abandoned::if progress., is 'to 'he made.

2. New ,concepts of' ,the .ducational,rprograttr:iite 'demanded.
3. Ittepingi students from -dropping out' Icif sChOiil is not enough.
4. Got.A programs- of .currictilurr,development .end 'teacher education

are needed. ; :.

At' revention: 'program is iaore likely than' remedial' prOgran
to work.

6. a. Administrative arrangements per se are not going to bring
instructional: improv*IngC:.

;,:.:"..,-:1414.fie- tb:±Ef'10Cu's .pl Allan 'effoats , with
organizatiOn serving curricaue.' .

by 80115T4../staffof. the disc9ntinuiti which
eicIst,.,hetween the pt the disadvantaged child and thethe :

ich;01;-
,

8. Furtherlreedareh and4eNialUation'Thf Coilipenifatbry
.

edikational
;program* arir4teeded:,: Sutigeatedv areas fbr 'study.' inClUde:
Itix,Thetclevelopihant O1 i4incYlkleiliate4thildiV"oft Octal 'dep'rivation.

effeetiVeneiss bt earlyi"interilentiofprograts . ';
'1%. 5,c;.1;, :t to .t, "
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C.a.. c. The..4elationship between non - intellective factors and
at' .

Language development.
e. School organization.
f. Selection and preparation of teachers who will work in

depressed area schools."

Fried,' Marc `cid Levin, jOati.. Some 'Sofia]. PunctioO0 of 'the Urban Slum,
in Bernard 3; 'Priedeti and Robert Morris (Eds.) Urban Planning and
Social Policy, NeW.:TOrk, BasiCstookii, Inc. 1968.'

In the study. of poverty.., and hodsing' aiong low-status people,
"distinction' ghidtiYd be" between different' kindi of poor- housing

areas.

A.1. Different kinds of .Doorhousing areas, e.g. stable, .family-
based working-class slums include a nbnulation many times
ithe,01ze,of- the, ,skid row. ,types in the city.

B.1..Most general function .of. the slum is ;to serve as a local labor
.market for low-,status iorkers.

2. Its,most important function transitional community, a
social etivironment.halfwaybetween ,the.pre-industrial society

the ,rural worker. and 4,modern industrial society:
3. Its function.as. a -transitional community .provides an.oppottunity

foradaptatfon,to, the .complex demands of a challenging
,esivironment.' : :

.4., TheAldm, past; serve;, as -a social pdychological
....security and as atemporary release from :the Dressdres of the
complex outside world.

5. The prevalent conception of the slum neglects its potential
for. providing a,meaningtul life, tysociety with different

patterns.
6. Current housing programs undermine the social integrity of.

lowrrent working ,class, residential areas.
C;1: 'Selective 'demolition and'coht1nubus,dpgrading of dilapidated

housing 'are approaches to the problem.
2. ,Neceemity,.q...relatively.,low'rentals,.- and the community

resources,%of workinp.class,residential areas,..in,yiew of
rpredic0.oto of;, the rate.pf 'decrease in the number or the, poor.

11ke.,income4 As; more frequently a, result than a
Cause of other attributes of social class.

4. Important, to--; find ,ways: "of: expanding :the economy' to create a
more favorable job market.

S,

Galvan, Robert Rogers. .iism,asA& R.EH nce.
Test S *new and School A evementt AmOn 1)enriived S. anish-

eriCanr.011dFarke -.115.00e,.rtat3,OnEast ,Texas State University, /967.
.. e 4 .rdirintsir16n: Ur:the relatumailiL o; ,r verbal. and ;:loA=-verbal intelligence

teitii4t4P =6f' Ceititral0 depkiVed children.
t 3.

A.;..to.i,q1?-!$.4.740,04n-1,11414TerFe*ei.tubjetts ()tithe, study:" iv

2. Thli,v.0Orfi1.711P14Ay prki,44ei:Yer.heAar Intelligence 4esi.e for
0041#04:0Aeiri,014134.4perog,pi.s.SpaOsh 'instaa4VogEiglish.

3 Ia efilY.44;;1;1.041043A.444)***t:, testis.:for deteriaining" school
achiciemient not a satisfactorY measure' of bilingual children.

17tr 20
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A.4. Results point out that verbal tests of intelligence are
-inadequate for testing.1)ilingual children.

C.1. Non-verbal tests of intelligence might serve as- abetter
.indicator of pupil functioning and possible school success
than higher verbal tests.

Ginzberg, Eli. Poverty and the Negro, The Disadvantaged Poor :

Education and Employment. Task Force on Economic Growth and
Opportunity, Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Washington
D.C., 1966.

B.1. Twelve key determinants of Negro poverty are discussed. Some

of, these are: concentration of population in the South,
rural concentration, the agricultural. revolution, lack of
education which puts migrating Negroes at a disadvantage,
broken families,, excessive birth rate and, illegitimacy, etc.

C.1. Congress should &vac* a mechanism whereby individuals able
and willing to work but unable to find jobs in the non-
governmental sector could obtain employment'on government
supported projects.

2. Setious-gapi in Social Security Legislation must be filled.
3. More should be spent per capita fOr schools attended by the

poor. '--.
4. a. -Business should adopt a more enlightened attitude toward

governblent and shifiliom its classic. opposition to social
Jr

welfare expenditure programs.
b. It should work rigorously tolt4a'rd eilpinating discriminatory

practicee.
.4

c. Welcome Negro businessmen into,:eatablished organizations.
d. Reality interests can help free the Negro froin the .ghettos.

5. ilegio leadership inusectll attentiOn'to the many steps in
education and employment 'Which the Negro must. take if ..he is

to transmute his freedOui into equality. ,

a. Negro self-help Organizations thust be formed and; backed.
b. Negroes must be willineid'releaae facts about conditions

in the Negro community, for purposes "f research. .

.
Ginzbeig,

Strategies'f6r.t

Self.4)evelopmeht, The Education tuld-:
Training for Racial Minorities. Proceedings of conference, University
of Wisconsin, Center for Studies. in Vodational anciTechnical.Eduiation,
Hay 1067. ,

Discussion pfAvarious strategies which Negroes above poverty level
can uiejor,gelf-4etervinatiov-in spite' of the existence of''
discrimination. Thatturnil-depends,on howthese'Negroes'respond
to the;ppitions which they-confront. ;%.

Bel.lbligrOe4 fa6o-Various.6PtiOns whiCh include ,willingness to move
out of the ghetto when theii'are able, and to Seek interracial
social contacts. ' "I

2. To enter their children in'Pre4014nantly white schools and,to
eniCbutage gdod.sch661 riC*VeniCnt.:-

3.'To'aendlheft Aildien'ioatiOng interracial College.
4. To gamble on a career qr prepare for an occupation in which

Negroes are' pboriy .repi.eserited, to accept' employment in

1 744 I
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situations.: where there:Marbe prejudice.
B.5. To assess the: outc66i of their own experiences'in 'personal

rather-thanAn racial terms:
64Willingness to do all these things 'while acknowledging that

there will be discrimination and prejudice.

Ginzberg, El3t :Pathplogy,.Psrt Two= in' Agenda for America,
New Yori,litGrAw-Bill Book Company; 1968.

Deicription aria disCuision of the ten faces of poverty and their
application to the life of the Negro. The aspects discussed are
being.borm into poverty,unemployment, low wages and intermittent
employment, poor'eduCational opportunities, poor health; old age,
a large.number.of dependents, minority status location in a
depressed area, anda broken family.

B.1. InferioreduCatioR and discrimination in the job market
contribute .to_ ,lack of hope -experienced by the .Negro child.

2. This in turnleads'to dropping out of school because of a
sense of futility of education.

3. .The prospect,of ,long term unemployment faces the dropout as

job .requirements become higher and, unskilled jobs disappear.
4. DelinctUdicy, ancsometimes crime offer an outlet for the

energies_and.activities of ,many disadvantagedyouths.
5.thabWtO make an orderly transition from childhood to adult-

lioti;d4i4e-to lack of necessary competenges and skills, they
cannot

r
assume adult roles.

C.LIntervention foliowing'evidence of trouble promises to reduce
deviancy in someareas. .

2. 44a4abilitY of jobs, cannot solve all the problems.
3. TrainiRtfor theapeCific.taak is.necessary;%but employability ,..

inV4V4i more than of job.: Preparation.
,

4'. Considerationii such asaccess to health atrvices the
availability of daycare centers, and improv4 public
trinspOrtation often prove to the, the determining factors.

Glazer, Nona & Creedon, Carol F. (Eds.) Children and Poverty: Some
Sociological and Psychological. Perspectives. Chicago, Rand Wildly,

tW196-4..,', L,... :.' .

J..of '::s" :'''' -.. .. '' t ,. .., , .

Aipcuseion-Of_the:relationshi0 between social institutions and social
and psychological characteristics of poor children.

P.1*,Discussion:of concepts Which are 'useful in b-uiriderstanding the
currentJuterest'in poverty andlthe-theoreticalitioaels of man

-!..linderlying.current sociat-liciencetheory. ..:, ,.7.

a. Merton's article on relative'deprivition'aidi'in under-
standing the.telationOlp.between.the civil rights movement
an "the eliminat on of .poverty. ,

2.'iiiiitientgiiiin of 'fielite experiences of thejpocx in Marlem,

misE48,10PPik. and 5" .4,,),Mzi 4°C,kklis ' ' i f ' , ,-.''' .. : ' ''..
Evaltatiein of" cOatempOcarperipectivei on, poverty and

.,

specification of the digliii-imit4r, u
-."-, 01 ; I i :.;., -,; wir.---g;(2-7,77',g ,c-aracteriatics,,of :the

poor.. ,,,,, ,. :
S*:')MilieY'de-VelO''.is i 't:''' Oi'''' ''.,R,. 71) .,osy pf, the low-crass which.:4

our g"roups: the stable poor, the strained, the
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copers:, and the, unstable: .

Lubonef explores sthe assumption of social workers that
poverty is due to individual character. defects.
:The :impact:of poverty, on. the personality -- systems. of children,

-::, their ability to 'learn, and their, capacity. to engage in

demanding. tasks.
..7i; Examination of. American institutional arrangements which

Jock. children', out of the social mainstream.

7. .

Goldbergb Miriam L... Factors. Affecting Educational Attainment in
Depressed Urban Areas. In A.H. Passow (Ed.) Education in Depressed
Areas; New York,-Columbia Teachers College Press, 1965..

A plea for, the use of social sciences in program preparation for
the urban Bahobi.

C. Urges:

1. Gather:. more-:'data.- on-
the_good learner in disadvantaged schools,

b. the attitudes of middleclass and lower -class parents
towards ,their children, attending ,integrated schools,

4, What SUpervision, peisonnel'policies,
and' parent-involvement create: differences between schools,

dvf characteris tics :r Of.: successful teachers,
e. effects of various school climates on pupil aspirations,

. f: is. :.-number or quality of transported'Negro pupils a
Significant factor: .

2. Suggestions: .7

'..pre.sthoollprograms.fby age 3,
b. the use of first two years of school or prepatory to build
- self- confidence; .increase verbal skills, etc.
c. more male teachers or, teacher. assistants,

d:.Iseparate bOys from:.the...girls to remove. competition,
e. interracial texts, urban oriented content, ...

:motor ioriented teaching,. .

g. determinefmost effective disCiplinary methods, .

,) teaeher:'s--resistance -to ;necessary change:

Goldb4013r2N9rrsanikl--Xanuk,, Upgrading Low -Wage Worker r. An
Economic Approachir:-Aol: II UpKraddiat4Low-Mat .-Wdrkers-in'"the
=plant EnVirenment through 'Nigh. Intensity Training,. "Skill 'Advancement
Inc., New York, August 31, 1967.
A report on the High Intensity Training technique, which was
developed .by Skill Advancement A*1-4,0 wOOcer's skills
inlb'citlf the' tiehiliail huriati reiatibits areaa.,...to.'raise,,hisi levels
of aspiration and motivation,, and, to,.alter hie:OerCeptioris of self

.and manaiement.

Trainingi rirograms.,,iti .plastics and' -electricattcoMtiOnent companiii,
it.V.,98.tthWallti end .irspital.e.Cove:ring :101, :which. were, designated

.

C.1. 1"6:5411oVileagetretaployees were', through, direct in-
plant trainingiby SkillGAdvancentent Inc. t trained cOMpany trainers.

2. Skill Adyancement Inc: conducted clinics for 246 supervisors to
, ^ k

176
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improve their supervisory and human relations skills.
C .3 .Sponsored,leildership clinics. for some: 100: -Negro and Puerto

Rican low-dwage trainees:. j

4. An Informal; follow- up-of trainees who completed. High Intensity
Training programs,prior to JUne 1967 shows significant increases
in salary: the median weekly increase being $11.

5. Skill Advancement Inc. , changed. the negatiVe attitudes of large
numbers of firstTlinc supervisors and theirmiddle and top
managements regarding the abilities of minority group workers.

6. Promotions: and -increases: in- pay of trainees since the initial
upgrading, process took _place.

7. incriaiii in confidence;' self-esteem and motivation of low-skill
workers.

.

8. Traditi'Onal training time for semi-skilled occupations can be
significantly reduced without any harm to its value.

Gordon, Edmund W. & Jablonsky, Adelaide. Compensatory Education in the
Equalization zof-,Educational Opportunity, The:Journal of Negro,
Educatio, Vol,- 37, -No. '3', Summer. 1968..

;Evaluation'of-seOral -compensatory edUcation programs' like the Project
Head Start', Upward' Bouiad,...sChool dropout lOrograins project 100,000 etc.

B.1. Programs do not reflect current thinking in.learning- theory and
behavioral organization-.

2. Concentration- on either -an enriched-or a watered.down presentation
of material to pupils whereas the quality of material is ignored
in approaching improved content mastery.

3. Promising changes at the level of increased motivation-and
. attitude-change.

4. Several programsirieek 'more active 'participation of 'parents and

communities in.-their planning and conduct.
5. Resistance -to %community -participation-on the part of the

education establishment. ;

C.1. More attention to the dynamics-of group interaction in their
relationshipto the -teaching- learning proCess;

2. Extensionmfprograms -to -reach,- children earlier and serve then
longer. ;. -

3. Measures :to '. insure. eack:child good ;health, .adequate ntitrition;

necessary, for ldarningt..

dettrmirtini school
policies.

5. More lanMage., training. . . .

,6 . riciitteri?onS tici:44:co*Atite transienCy. .

1; *tile on the staff
'

.

Ctiltural; ecbeioniiC, and'ethnic integration of Schools. .

GouldAethatui-,,,,,tCul-t,ural, Pkgrspettives 'thet Education of the POor,

'14.U1440.17,--:.00V10.0,:fPersp.ectivetritv,the Education of Disadvantaged
Children, Cleveland, The World Publishine,Compaityl,i 1967:

Thel inf;luenceLofT,some; features of, the poverty' sUb4-culture in.
.41?flteMcirAtPyikmer,ical on- the education4ofr..the children of the poor.1 .;"whith'is"-the significant unit of socialization

177
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for the ndividual, exists under strong pressures of .dis-
oigatitzation;"-

B.2. An orientation toward the present and distrust of institutional
'authority of the school are two limb-cultural influences related

the-poor 'education"tedeived by the economically deprived.
.: 3. =Lack k-of fazfiliitrity of lOwet-idlaas child With much of the

"Thiddle-class 'cultural content of education.
4. Child is deprived of experience Witti2ichOor'materials at home.

An out itroWtli f this limitedile*petienCe is stimulus deprivation.
6. 41a.joi school-related disabilities -firodticed by these factors are:

a. inability' to `forMulate queitiond;
'b. inadatnate:..ditni/Opment Of-reading abilities;
c. poot -deVercipitent 'bf,"`attention space;

de'ficiiicy of ItnOWledge' of physical characteristics of the
world. -

7..The-experiences of-the lower=class are 'opposite to the ethos
of effort and achievement -that characterizes the learning
ptocess in= he School.f." ".-

8. The pervatiVe clasti didetimination in the schools extends,
apart from texts, content and.testing, to teacher attitudes
revealing undetlying middle-;;clads-ethnoCentricism.

Bibliography,.

Gritham, Jon?. Handbook for Project Head Start; The Urban Child Center,
University of ,Chicago. Distributed by Anti-Defamation League of
B!Nai 131!:Hiiit

'handbook Of teaching techniques.
Be -"Pilot -children lack: sense of self-wotth, Curiosity,. laughter,

self-ddrifidence in new experiences. They are: impassive,

-:TetiCherfflnist:
1. Establish communication by: showing enthusiasm, talking with

each child occasionally. ,
;

/p, ctpdren4iscrimin4eSounds :by letting, them listen to
soundd betWeen sounds.

3. Help develop curiosity by: simple science, experinents,
classroom pets t,tips :concepts., field trips , walks .

itt-Yieyekppen,t of Lsense .9t Self In children pupil snapshots,
mirrors, navies used frequentlrclstressip.g cleanliness, each

:,,cihildth -own- possessions and, storage place.
5. Develop sense of soCial.belonging,,through, sharing.,
6. Encourage creativity with work ,tin,,physiCa.1 activity, rhythm,

Lr-
Guttentag, Marcia. The Relationship .0; to Crime and

.4.47unia of..,_.j.,.S24g14its,.o/".., NO 1, January 1968.
'TWO' pap' et":ttfe'EfjtO' Ittire*diaiiibitly held 'views on the

in7dkr404*ItienCy, to 'the economy. One
view is that delinquency results from 'li 'iir'ed` op
,finOtrlitiOn;sIinirthe lifethe Other, ttiat
-dainttifindi falbWalfin h* Wilk& ofAtiduetrializatioit; ecoiaom4.c
wells=befiag and h4 thy 4*Ibynittifi ,:"

01.
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B.1. M.§ny studie§,of crime and .delinquency are misleading because of

the way crime and delinquency statistics are compounded and
compared,. :

a.. the, use of, independent social and economic data, taken from

Censui.figures, combined with juvenile crime rate figures by

. census iracts, circumvents the obstacles_ in a comparison of
juvenile crimeratee over time or between different countries

or. geographic regions.

.
2. Statistical ,technique of cluster analysi4 makes it possible to

differentiate among the effects-, of a number of conditions, e. g.

poverty, substantial housing, poor education etc., and

population,.instal?ility9 percent of racial. change etc. , which
are often found together but can have distinct effects.

3..Although areas characterized by instability and anomie are
also characterized by bad housing, low rentals, and overcrowding,
'delinquencylis :related to ,the anomie and not to socio-

economic condition of -,the area.

4. Conditions of employment and unemployment play a direct role

-in .population-shifts, with resulting instability and anomie
:reflected in, increased ,delinquency.

C.I. The effects of ,employment, conditions on the rate of social
change and population mobility must be seen.

2. Social planning with economic planning can prevent .the creation
of anomie conditions resulting from industrial transformations.

Haber, Alan': The Amefican Underclass, Poverty and Human 'ResOurCes
Abstracts, Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations, 'University
of Michigan - Wayne State University, Vol., 2, No. 3, May-June 1967.
American poverty can be analyzed in terms of themechanism through
Whichincome, resources, and opportunities are -allocated in our
society involving the functioning of both the economy and the
political system. This results in a two-fold class division .in America:
the affluent and the underclass.
B.1. The difference between the two classes is that of income,

status, and of'ocCUpatiorial location delimiting the opportunity

structure of an indiVidual's position with respect to the
mobility `'ladder'.

2. A number Of institutional arraneinenta and .discriminatory

'ftrites 'tend to Make 'impenetrable the mobility barrier between

-the .under61-asti and the afflUent.

3. These .'sustaining cOndifiOne of poverty are of three 'tyPes:

a. publid lattittideAtolard the poor,
.

'effeCtst.-4if. prate
:

c. intra-generational barriers to mobility, e.g:' discrimination,

exploitation, deficient community and professional services,,

. and ,strictilted('deperidendy. ' i
4 Actions -Creating :econainie itieectitity and maintaining 'an .tihder-

class. serve., the 4.14,res;stAf different, sustaining, groups among

theAtt)46* 1944.3,01,WP#YgrouP8,,p4Jor. economic.: mpOtutions ,

azict 04.0.9.114k.P0:44-1,04 :8T9141).111., . :

5. Various other ,gactop Act,41goassoripcipal barriers to organization
end,p4itip4,40.ty: the poor, are: minority. status, - cuss
consciousness, diffusion of demands, political psychology,;,
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intimidation, lack of. organizational experienCe and resources, and
_ . limited'commitment of. allies andcooperation.
D.6. To dismantle the barriers betweenthe underclass and the affluent

requires more than the general growth of the affluent economy.
7. He is against the political forces'and ideas that the poor

AO their allies among the affluent must organize to significantly
change the-political economy of.poverty:

8. Lacking such organization, the initiative in the current war on
TovertyAs likely to 1,2, on the community level, with groups
having major interest in existing institutional relations, and
on the:nationedlevel, with people whose political responsibility
is to powerful economic and professional groups.

9. However, there are some changes, e.g. the movements (civil rights,
regional organizations, Black Power) ,of the poor; reform groups
like labor unions, intelleeLmal reformers, peace groups etc.,
among the affluent; and the introduction of new factors by anti-
poverty,programs.

10. Two alternative deVelopments are envisaged in the war on povr.--.7.
a. The present movements of the poor may develop sufficient

politica/ poWer and strong enough coalitions with other
reform groups to bring'about these fundamental changes in
-the.valuing of Ullman resources and the principles of income
distribution.

b. Or the poverty-generated barriets to political,organiza%ion,
combined with governmental efforts to cooperate with radical
movements, may produce,a guided mobility and subsidized
dependency maintaining intact the relations between the
affluent and the underclass: .

Halasa, Ofelia.. A,Developmental Study of the Attainment of Number

Dissertation, Western Reserve University,.1967.

A three-fold study to examine,the.developiental attainment of number
Conserveticin among economically and culturally disadvantaged children;
to,determine whether the attainment of number conservation in this
popUiationIs affecteeby chionological age, learning level; concept
level,-and,task difficulty level; ,to,evaluate Piaget's methodology
behavior study of number conservation.

A.1. The findings support, in general, Piaget's over-all formulations
-' regardi#gnuMbe r-conseivation.

,,
-

2. Age and legining level were found to be statistically.:cignificant
variables.

3. In the developmental sequencelof.stagesi-Piaget's formulations
appear to hold,onlywith high, earning level subjects...

4. The performance of this group was approximately comparable to4S The

C.1: l!isitt'00*MilatiOns, regarding thi occUrrence-of sharp non-
change` at need to be 'modified in' terms

,of their applicability to this population.,
2.'ReleVa0WOrtheige'llidinii'to'priVious,findiiigs and theoretical

foi.LitlatOna'otiPlaieeiA&60er Invesiii4tori;
3.'AMPliCaiionirof 0.4se findings fovedUCation and psychology.
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Alavighurstv1W;J: Alrban development and the educational. system. In A.H.
Passow (Ed.) Education!in Depressad-Areali. New York, Teachers College

;---..Press;-:tolumbiaillniversity7 1963;

'A,poposal to,end.class segregate. ,m and promote ability segregation.

-C.':He:'suggestsAa'citizens-coiMittee to support the following:
1. Regional high schools open to-top 1/3 inability.
2. High school age'grouNino more than 60% white..
1:11ork=study cinterwtor academically inept (shades of Rickover)

It:tiler high-students... -

'4.-.Specialypidgrams for' kindergatten primary pupils from 'culturally
inadequate!;tomea

5. VocatiOnal-high schools for non- academic type.
:6. Regionallunior*c011eges.
7iAdetTeducation.:

Iftrl
Hellmuth, Jerome, editor. Disadvantared Child, Vol. I, Special Child

Publications; Seattle Seguin School, Inc., 1967.

A COl/ectio0,of,articles ciealing_with.varied aspects of the problems
of kiie7dii4dyantaged:Child Od..,PrOgr.Os to meet these problems.

Contritutori7are'psychiatrists,'professors of psychology and
special education.

2'.'Stibjecte'adealt with are:

Y' a: ';Child.;-rearing 'patterns :

IS"; FOilia.mentil4retordation.
'd.,;Spetii1,!edlidatiOrr arid" cultural deprivation.

d. Schools and the disadvantaged.
e. Northern urban education.
:1;42000.0.0.41,And psycho - social adjustment problems.

W464000ing.a child's; potential.
h. Teacher education..
i,. Ere- school education.

,!j1,7he*JOiChiai*Cand Socio:ogical *aspects of reading retardatioL.
k. Ts11141414W: development ,

,Rxten.Ave;laitiliograp%r of reaainge on the .digadvatitaged:child.

Cdicilitlion: ''TheaPproach: to disadvantaged 'children not ?yet stereotyped
and no strong orthodoxy in the field.

41
Henderson, Mark D. A Study of the Effects ot.Pamily Structure and Poverty

,,on$NegroAdolescents from the,Ghetio. Dissi!ertatiout,Univeraity of
Pittsburgh, 1967.

'CbtiOhilioWof'the.iifluence-of'famiiy structure and-of poverty on the
social petfoiMatice,bUlowerclisillegro'rungsteis; f r,

A.1. Noy significant differences fqund between the 0-pOVerti and non-
.

,,.mompylgroxis.24.1h terms of 1460Piticips ,percept ions
,, o hj{fe c lanes; law- violating behavior',. and educational

acnievement: ;:;,
; r

;.!A#t4F RlYe;#1n9F 404Yeirpre,was an'edeq4te piedictor
of" inade04eoFikk,parfosrmen0, the' ;;Eieleted eaMp .

ThLBlaCk,ihatb ip, these yoUngiierereii4e of crucial
tip6itaace.

t tti 44 t
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A.4. The cocia?..,andfPPYholOgical.forces of the ghetto. impinge
uniformly upon its members arid provide them with a' common
set_ofexperiencdes,

. .

5 Analiisie C4'the structural variables of the ghetto and its
relation to the wider society. reveals a pattern of exclusion
of its members from the wider society.

6. The,; ghetto an#,10,,members are physically, racially, socially,
and mentally isolated from the wider order.

7. These isolative forces produce a qualitatively different life-
patterwwithin theghetto which in turn renders its members
Incapable 'of performing adequately in terms Of the wider society.

C.1. Problems more: broadlrbased than either poverty and family
structure. ", r , ;

2. Meaningful programs must take account of the differential
influence of the ghetto upon the lives of its members.

Hendrix,,. Leland Jacob:. Auditori, Discrimination Differences Between
PialtIreAitleati4d4qtAptiy.0 Pre-school Children.
Dissertation, Brigham Young University, 1967.

A study. to find:burdifferetices,in,auditory discrimination ability
of cultdrally.deOrived!an&nonis,deprived:pre;-school children, The
effects.ofan operant conditoninz technique for auditory' discrimination
training are also assessed:

A.1. SamPle of_ciaturallideprived children consisted of 40 pie .
,school children in,a Oead Start program.

. ,

'2. '46 Children fr0m a'middle-class nursery schobl for-Med the
culturally rion.deprived'' sainple.

3. EqUal diVision by sex:.
.

4. Both,groups,of,comparable ages.
5. All children Chowed'hearing in the normal range based on an,

individual Pure-tone audiometric screening test.
6..ltesults'indicated that culturally non-deprived children receive

markedly higher auditory discrimination scores.
B.1. Operant conditioning as attaining technique shows real

progse as a cOmpensatiiry educatipnal'approach in this area.

Henry, Ohite:lieopi.e'CTilne, Colored pe4ple':;i'fTime. Trans-action,
Vol. 1965.

Report of! observational study. of St. Loula housing development.
A.1; Tenants tended tOwa*d'unrealistic'iandombehavioiattitude

, . ,

towards COaCe,!IiMe, ObjeCtsand persons lacked organikation,
predictability `and sense:` .

2. PiniWiy is tiheir (iniq.a4ievetilent:

3. In school 'showing ofetibre'ImPOriani'thin achievement.
4. Peer group pressure is very strong. AppFoval of white

students or members of opposite sex more important than
,.ap0oval..02teacher..: Y:11:-

siniie.,O1.,,tutiii and hope, lacking in poor:
C. (". . .

1. Poor n'ed,pre-school itaininglnlmic..perceptions of time and

2. 'Teachers' trairied''to''deif wtthf huitirr jemotionally upset

18 aTg



C.2. *I.' TeaCheti ShoUid eat

'friends before enetil
3. More personalized care

a.'Smaller ciaSses.
Mime teachers.

172-

breakfast with children to make

especially with undet-achievers.

Hermaii,. Melvin et al. Work, Youth, and Unemployment. New York,
Thomas Y. Crowell COMpany, 1968.

Focusses on theneed for the training and employment of large
numbers of disadvantaged' ouths, and the factors underlying their
unemployment, such,awsocializat4ou, education, family struoture,
health, economy, income, the prevailing value system and international
affairs.!

C.1. Need foi restructuring the social institutions and &Commitment
to human yalues,tobe achieved through meaningful work.

2.'Expanded publit'sei-vide-activitiescould provide career lives
for bOth'profession4s and`nd non=sprofessionals.

3. Reduction in the Size of the labor force through acceptable
alternatives; to- work and widened .efforts at birth,Control.

4. Options such'aC,delayed entry Into the labor force and,
voluntary-withdraval.from it, should be given to workers.

5. Creation of options for the use of free time: education.
voluntary public service), and community improvement programs.
Try6. T to attain the cooperation of private sector:

7. Increase in commitMentto health'Serviceb and'Orban planning.
8. Apart ftan increasing expenditures onexisting activities, we

must find solutions for both imiediate'and long-term needs.

Hersey, John. Education, An Antidote to rOverty. Reprint.from AAUW,
Anti- Defamation League of B'Nai 'Frith, New York, 1965.

Assessment oft' the, role that education may or may not play in the
war on poverty.

B.1. Ediiiatfa aloneCannot Wipe.oUi the numerous causes of poverty.
2. School can givi'hoi,e'6a eadeach skills that can earn money.

C.1.Eplistment,of the,poor'in ph, war against their own condition.
2'.461itiCians, School's, tedeveloPment and renewal agenCies, social

services, health and welfare offices, churches, business
leaderthi*i laborAiniOns, civil rights groups, and city,'state,
and,federal.agencielsmust.rorktogether in plan of action
InVOlyin$ lev4s,:014vingbut focussed on tIle:ichOols.

3.'RadiCal-neW4dUCatiOnal approaches are needed.
4. Reorganization of schoo4 at evetY point Al. their fUnCtiOing.
5. Revolutionjn attitudes'ii.esSential.

'q4 4.. i%

References

Hiestand, Dale L. White Collar Employment Opportunities for Minorities
in; ew York:' City OffideJof Reseatch,and,ReportEqual-Employment
Opportunity Commission, Research Report 1967-23, Washington D.C.

'''4 r(.: "
A eoMprehensive itudi, of 'Aiie-aollat employment patteinsstot:

minorities in new.Yo*PitTin,an.effort to.promote 4(6141iiiOf
opportunity.
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In,general, Negrbes and Puerto Paeans have gained substantially
in the clerical and technical occupations.

2. MinOrity -women have fared 'better than minority men in relation
to the majority.

a"grotiP, hOwever, under representation of women in all the
fields aboVe-the clerital 'level iii private employment.

PrOmotion'of:equel leapioyment opportunities in managerial and

sales positions mUit cut across industry lines.

2v,-StteiEron hiring.in dealing '*ith firts which employ
feir minority grod0 members in white=collat jobs.

3. Apart from stress in initial hiring, skills and experiences
nedetisiry'td-exove into such occupations should be made accessible.

4. More forthal college and graduate study,

must efie.made
3." 5. The extent of employment opporitinity already ,open to them in

the white-collar sector must be forcefully brought to the

attention of youngtiters minority groups.

Hill, H. ..,Plitrinitig-the 'End Of the Avieriditn 'Ghetto: A Program of Economic
Developitenelfor Hiuhan Relations and Poverty Abstracts.

.

A suggesteci14sn tO, end ,ghettos..,
C. GhettoS lire 'fa;toricentration of people and problems, economic

,undatdeveldiptient,aultiiral denriliation, high infant mortality,
infer16t4'edtiditticin, and "unemplaythent. To 'eliminite the ghetto
iat lit tieceeistity'tOv
a'. Riplacdtiubsitandard-lioitsing-,part of cost to come from

-renta'ls' up* increased employment.
b. Improve health facilities.
e`. ,prove -teddetitionfil 'facilities-- increase expenditures on

nursery schools.
d. Public transportation.

Financing: It is necessary to establish priorities--suggests first
' pridtittes 'tit-feu -to* elitinate'Yghettb, Federal Government should

in taxing, 'poWei communities could raise
'tint -dis'butS4' 'mot*. <

ix, 12.1 . .-
Hill, Whiclirjblid'fbt the Bladks? New Generation,; Vol. 50,

No. 1, Winter 1968.
:. :

A s:ure.,;.o,f ,sub- employment large

'aUb-employment ;feites"everaged'-alMost 35% While' the

traditional unemployment rate was abaft 10% urban' slum
shiek-le% . r 4 . .4 .

2. Very low proportion of negroes employed in White 'collar jobs,
with airlines, insurance;'-iiiritt bankiiiik1isifigparticillar problem
industries.

3 :/an tio'rk otrdf'!the L554006 !WhiteL;toilar 'jibs 'held 'by' Negroes,
,riwo?
professional, or managerial categories.

B.1.0;.17441,14tc,i.Andlwitful., emploments; .islpossible :through the
'deirelopment of unskilled and semi - skilled jobs in construction,
in the improvement of public facilities and services, and in

J. f:11 ""
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..::,Ischoplsilealthenters, mass transit systems, and the rebuilding
of cities. ,.

.84.:The,hiripg,(4%.teachers' aides can be a job source for the
ghetto unemployed.

C.1. A two-prongedaction;progrwneeded to deal with both discrimination
and,ths-1nadequacy-of the.recent growth of7the economy.

2. Federal:fair employment codes should broaden'the scope of the
current act,by:reducing:from,45 to ,8 the number-of employees and
Jrnion,membersrrequiredbeforelirms.and unions can come under
the jurisdiction'of theliqual Employment Opportunity Commission.

wark4elated to ,cultural deprivations of lower class
Negro youths, Journal of Marriage-and the &Was 1964.

Work-related cultural deprivations lower'chancei for young' Negroes
getting and kedning'ejob.

,t:4 ) r ; 't
There are two forms of culturaldeprivatione:

1. Judgementalappearances that may prevent: Negroes from getting
a jab-but would,not keep him from adequate performance of job.

2. Realisticdetrimental:effect on ability, to perform job
partly due to "lack Of 46Tk oriented role models, lack of
models who have been renardedvitti'monel or status for hard
work, Ila-chance.fOr.Negro youth es to learn familiarity with
.r.04,9.jArgon, 40thina,attitudesand-daily routine rof work,
,is never, able to learatbetsolidarity ofjunion and union's
convictions, that the worker if not the work is,important

Comment: Some:Implication-as to 'subject matter that might be taught
to slum kids. Disadvantaged youths should be encouraged.

Himes,.J.S., The functions of racial conflict, Social Forces, Vol. 45,
No. 1, 1966,

A theoretical discussion.

Social,,,,contiict,is both natural, and functional in human society.
/ttisrealiapic-when rationally determined, means one used to
achieve culturally anproved ends. The"struggle-of Negroes in
legal redress, nolitical pressure, and mass action is realistic.

2f:Theyfunctigwo*,conflict In terms of maintaining and-enhancing
of the 'social system 'of the larger society are: .

a. Alters the social structure, redistributes social power.
b. Extends social-16MbunfdaaffiCtiVe aspects thatiMueit

AthIFF:Ye be'llPVMPse4-411%ctimP4Oxste04-$8. the IleppY
;Ralb; 4v

C. 'Enhances social solidarity. Extends basic social: values to

I

(1

-.41,eMil?er.0 s

4 7ctclAtAtekmersom9.1,41en#tx. -2.:
tt

Hodge,,Robertand ;Donald lrreimsn.- -.0ccupational,pobility and
gittitUdis,toward*groes4, -American Sociologick1,-Review,0701. 31
No. 1.

!..11),7,; ..

t.,
DiscujOilcin occupational inbbility and

,!1

A ; r .

A.1. ExaMinition of two models Of the relationship between

1

44
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occupational-mobility and attitudes toward Negroes.
a. An additive model which implies that individuals form

.their attitudesay striking an average between the view
appropriate to thelx,class of origin and those appropriate
to their.,,class.pfl destination..

1:;,, An interaction model according, to which occupational
,-,,Imobility creates abnormal strain which is manifested

in greater hostility toward Negroes than, would be
expected,fromadditive effects alone.

A.2. To assess the two models, materials from Elmira Study and the
West Virginia study are reviewed.

. 3. Apalysis of the new data from :a renresentative national sample
of tta:'.adhit%white,population... = .

4. Strong support is found for the additive model, and little
for the interaction model.

Ingerman, S. '6 Strahas, G. Preparing Underprivileged Negro youths for
jobs, Poverty and HumanRelations Abstracts, Vol. 2, No. 4, 1967.

Suggesting new programs in vocational "education.

Past programs of vocational education have been ineffective because
of: inferior training,,xequiring.ybuth to make major insensible
decision too early; defeatist attitude of teachers and students.

emphaaison"general rithei than specific training.
2. Eliminate sharp- Iii e between academic and vocational education.
3. More emphasis on general educationY
4 'Junior college vocational training for th'Ise of average

'ability whO can complete academic high school.'
5. For slow-to-learn students emphasis on learning to read:and

Write etc.
6.. More profitable in long run to'spend more money in training

'hard-to-train'.

' 7. 'Training to 'valuemeaningfill 'work with real rewarda,to'

develop Motivation to work.

Jacobs, Paul. Prelude to Riot: A View of Urban America. from the Bottom,
New York, Random HoUSe, 1967. :

The book presents a case study of Los Angeles and the rioting in
Wattls,..to..4,114strate the causes and conditions of:rioting. The

.-:;r4a4nnehips of. the poor Minori.00;4401eir treatment by the
-institutfims'serving them are distui0C,

B.1,. Community: anger and official indifference,that builds
potentially violent situations .are interrelated. .

2. Various factors contribute to the explosive situation.
a. lhettO Stores that demand exorbitant prima:4'
b. Poor' sehoOls. -

c. Run -down homes.

d'..Goverhment mnbies7treating the minority poor either
-punitively' or in ways 'reinforcing their feelings-of'denendency.
e. American middle-class persistence in'viewing the Negro with

concealed contempt and open hate.
3. Lobting can be an act of Politics as well as a' desirefOr 'goods.

1

,.11,.......
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B.3. a. It is a way in which the black poor can express hate of
the white World and its institutions.

b. Burning and sniping return self-worth to'a people conditioned
to view themselves as worthless.

C.1. a. As long as Government teinforCes the cdnditions which create
and maintain ghettos, 'pressure within the ghettos must increase.

b. As frnstratiOns and: resentments builds the people trapped
will continue to lash out and revolt.

2. No solutions will be effective unless the country as a whole
develops the Will to change.

Jewish EMPloYment and Vodational Service, Youth Training Project, Final
Report, Office of Manpower Policy, Evaluation and Researdh, St. Louis,
MisgiOuri,' July 1966.

This youth training project aimed at making disadvantaged young people
employable. It was carried out from September 1963 to July 31, 1966.

C.1. Of the participants, 55% were female and 90% were Negro.
2. Most had not completed a high school education.
3. Some participants were handicappedmentally, physically, or

emotionally.
4.-More than 1;000 participants were ssrved in the 18-month period

Of operation.
5. The services of the project included evaluation, pre-vocational

counseling, work conditioning, skill training, on-the-job
training, and job placement.

6. The trainees who received a full measure of work conditioning
and pre-vocational training did better after placement than
those who only had evaluation.

.. The trainee's motivations and attitudes toward employment
determined the effectiveness of training.

8. Positive attitudes were strengthened by supportive counseling
and service throughout training and the early days of employment.

9. Some shortcomings of the project were its failure to provide
remedial education or to lay down concrete plans for individual

follow-up.
10. Neelfor federal, state, and local legislation for funding and

structure of such projects.

John Hopkins University. Demonstration Work'ilroject in 'Biomedical Research

for High "School Students from Lower'Soat-economic Groups in Baltimore,
Maryland, June 4, 1964 to November 4, 1967:' Final Report.

Description and aliCussion of 'a summer work project to provide jobs
to disadvantaged high echool'etudents.

A6.1. 27 high schopi, students employed in summer work in research
laboratories of the John Hopkins Medical Institutions.
a. Immediate objective was to provide jobs.
b, Long -term objective was to.absorb students into health careers.
Students spent the summer in a useful wty,and earned wages while
updergoing training.

3. Some were to be hired as laktechniciansafter high school.
students continued to work at the John Hopkins Medical

Institutions.

1.8 PP''4
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Contact with thepartiCipants is essential.
B.1. Further improvements in the program to be made when additional

funds available, for three years,'
recruitment' into health careets should begin at an early age.

2. Students should be taught the role of health professionals in
the .ommiunitq:in the primary'grades.

3. UPPer elementary and junior high school students Should be
brought_ into contact with health, professions by classroom
discussion,

4'. When they reach high school, they will be ready for work in the
laboratory, clinic or hospital.

John, Vera P. The Intellectual Development of Slum Children: Same
Preliminary findings, he Joe
A. Apple', Editoi,'Selected'Acadetic. Readings, Inc., New York.

A study. of lower-lower, upper-lower and middle-class children
showed that small differences in socio-economic background influence
the development of specific language, skills.

Al.. Middle- and lower-class children have equal ability to
enumeratefbut'lower-class children have, inferior skills in
Concept integration pr6bablY'due,to,lack of adults who have
and,Would listen to' the lower-class child and Correct him
and respond to what'he says.

2. A lower -class child may have equal intelligence, but he is
unlike* to have the integrative and, summarizing ability which
would enable him to choose the most appropriate single
response to a cotplex, question on. an intelligence tst.

3. Wide variation of Scores-With first-grade children. By the
. fifth grade, 8 children's responses become quite uniform within

.

a giVen classespecially within the middle- class..
4. In statistical work, uniform scores become aprarent, but

varying scores cancel each other out.
5. It could not be proved; contrary to expectations, that middle-

class, children excel in the ability to respond'to a spoken
noun' with another noun; without the aid of verbally responsive
youths.

v

6. Middle-class children are ablpto'categorize in a manner which
shows a higher degree e-of language skills.

7.Althpugh the sample group was small in,,this test, social class
differende' seemed clear at the .fifth trade level.
Need for further researdhinto-the telaticinhin of precise
life experiences to the develoOment of language.

2.' The goal-should'be new teaching .techniques.to:help children
acquire these rudimentary skills and thus-to 'innrove their
educational performance. :

Johnson, D.W. Racial attitudes of Negro freedom school participants
and Negro and white civil rights ParOdiqants, Social 'Forces,

` . 1Vol. 45, No. 2,4966.

A report of two questionnaire studiesIifTv

A.1. Of 18 Negro participants, n'afreedotsthoo/ teaching Negrov.,
history, average age:12.



A.2. Of 6 Negro, mean age 16, and 10 white, mean age 16,
participants in a.ciVil rights group.

3. Negroes had positive attitudes toward Negroes. Freedom
school::participents had:more positive attitudes toward Negroes
than did, civil rights.workars..
Raise self-esteem of Negro students by teething Negro history
andinvolvingthem in (04 Negroes) some Action program.

Johnson, Elmer Hubert. Social Institutions and Crime Causation,
Cr4e,,Correction and Society, Homewood, Illinois, Dorsey Press,
1968.

The relationship of the family, school, economic system, church,
and the mass media to' crime' causation.

B.1. Lack of,effection:, broken holies, and birth order, affect a
child's propensity to commit destructive acts.

2. ThoUgh failures of'parents are the major cause of delinquency,
their-influence is indirect.

3. Delinquency and school maladjustment are symptoms of emotional
difficulties,

4. SinCe, the school occupies a key position in identifying problem
children, speCifictechniques should be used for detecting
deviant beiiavior. Objective observation of classroom behavior,
informal counseling, and sociometric analysis to locate school
isolates among the pupils.

5, Ecoaolic factors operate in conjunction with other factors to
affect social deviation.

6. Investigation of the relationship between economic factors and
crime reqUirei:cantrol of other variables, including the
quality of ..the data.

7. Responses of churches to crime and delinquency fall into three
clessifications:
a. NeWenthusiasm far the use of traditional methods.

Enlistment of scientific knowledge.
c. AdSustrient of programs to Contemporary need.

8.11ole of mass media in leading to criminal behavior is,
contributory rather than direCt..

9. The effects of mass-media,vary with the qualities of_' the,
indiVidual and his. social situation.

. , . 4

Johnston,' William Elbert Jr. 4, Scales, Eldridge E. Counseling ihe
Disadvantaged' Student, Selected Academic Readinja, New York, 196.8.

Discussion of the various solutions to the problems with specific
reference to counseling arising .from the special psychology .and
needs, of the disadvantaged youth,,tegardleasvf:rece.

B.1. If counseling efforts are to be effective, raPTiort Must be
established between the counselee and the counselor..

. The-Counselor must Understand the plYcholol:iical, social, .

ecdifo6ici'and Cultural forces Chat affect' the.behavior of
disadvantaged youth.

3. The counselor must examine his own' attitudes.
4. Various dimensions to ,the counselor's role.

a. He must serve not only the students, but the teacher:with

189'
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whom he works, the parents-bf.his studdhts, and the community
as a whole.. '

Prep'aratibn 'of .counselorSlot woiking with the disadvantaged
is a catitinaing ptocesS.

6. AlthoUgh can be supplied in advance of counseling in the
school', but'the deepdnink of many insights, methods, techniques,
and understkiding often occur after training.

Kahn, Herman. A content and summary' for a study of some basic issues
of poverty, -b Note on orientation towards poverty, The Future of
American Poverty: Some Basic Issues in Evaluating Alternative Anti-
Poverty Measures. Croton -on- Hudson, N.Y., Hudson Institute, 1968.

Study' of the future of poverty and evaluation of anti-poverty measures.

B.1. .Four kinds of poor: ,

a. Those who manage to live up to middle-class values.
b. Those who try but fail to succeed within the system.

Those who pay lip.setVite' to these values but find
them irreleVant.and alien%

d. Those who are consciously alienated from the established
.--lialue'*sstdd;''"

2. DiscusSiOn of ten characteristics which seem likely to mark
American society and its anti-poverty programs in the near
future.

C.1. In establishing policy, we should think less in terms of an
historical` debt which AmeriCa has incurred to the pdor and
more in terms of their present conditon.

'2: The major ObjeCtiVeof aP.Anti-p8Vdrty progrm should be to
reduce the alienation aisoCiated-witkfedlings of ineffectiveness,
pasSivity, and apathy. '

3.-Didttibution of'publid funds to peoplewithout.meaningful
activity is not an.ACceptabl&-Sautiontd psychologiCal and
41Otialprioblema.

4. Insufficient welfare can also prOduce alienation..
5. The human costs and dollar costs of programs must be balanced.

.

Kandell,*Alice Susan. Harlem Children's Storiesatudy Of expectations
of Nero and Puerto Rican Boys id two readiTi-level groups.
Dissertation, Harvard University 1967.

A comparative study of the expectations of lower socio- economic status
Negro and Puerto-;Ridan.Harlem boys regarding school and their general
life experiences. ..:

A.1. Subjects' were 30 Puerto Rican and 30 Negro boys from three service
schools; 15 bOys in each group scored in the high and 15 in the
14* range on the Metropolitan Rdading Test.

2. Content analysis ois their.stories and res uses revealed more.
negative .expectations. and themes for Negr44,,,oys than for Puerto
Ricans in the areas of school', general environment and. mother.
a. Reading level being equal, Negro'boys described failure in

school, punishment.frosimptheriaateacher, tension in the
family and danger in.theenvironment.,,

b. Overtones of apathy and resignation accompanied mostly by
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. : themes of fear of punishment:.

A.2. c. Feelings of alienation and personal damage.
.-4:4,Righ-achieving Negro boys had more positive expectations in

terms of mastery when free of the school milieu.
;3. On.theLother hand, Puerto Ricans had expectations of mastery,

of rewards and encouragement from the teethe; and parents, and
of acceptance and support from the environment.

4. As opposed to Negroes, Puerto Ricans seemed to vier-T Aemselves
as able to function and influence their environment.

5..No differences between the four groups in relation to fathers
and peers..

Kaplan, Jerome David. Teaching number conservation to Disadvantaged
Children, Columbia University, 1967.

This article studies, the.relationship between social clasi and
mathematialaihiiii4Mene;

A.1. Number- conservation--the recognition that the number 'of a set
is preserved after transformation--is an important prerequisite
4or.sdhool mathematics,

2. Piaget's studies showed that children advance through three
stages in their development. of number conservation.,

3. Replications of these studies showed difference in the
responses of middle-class and lower-class children of the

. same .age.

a. Middle-class children reach complete conservation at
seven years.

bi Few lower-class children reach conservation at seven years.
Disadvantaged, children as subjects of the study., .

5. Conclusion reached by the findings and supported by other
tudies is thattthere is a clear link between disadvantaged

environments. andmathematics achievement.
6. Previous such experiments with middle-class ,subjects showed

mixed results .using transfer and duration of learning. as
r. basic criteria.

8.1. It was proposed that the effects of response learnings may
!. be almost entirely, due to the act of producingthe.response,

rather than to learning it, in either a recall:or.recogaition
sense. " .

Katz, Irwin. Academic Motivation and Equal EducationalOpportunity.
Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 38, No. 1, 1968.

Testing' the hypothesis that in predominantly Negro schoolsg-where
low attainment levels prevail, lack of self-appraisal or self-
approval renders most students incapable of achievement striving.

8.1. The study focusses on the Coleman RepAt finding that attributes
of other students affect the adhievetent of. individual students
(4th specific reference to the sensitivity of Negro' pupils to
Classroom ehWironment).

2. In racially 'isolated schools, UnrealistiC Self-.evaluation and
strong anxiety are common 'features of Negro children's
(especially boys') behavior.
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. .
15.3: 14Ow A64debld'achievement and self - criticism related to children's

''P'etCeptions of low rewards and iiigh,punitiVeness.

4. High expectations of parents are a dour*.of anxiety to children.
5. Fttental aspirations discrepant with the amount of effort these

parents devote Co the educational needi'of theft. children.
6.:With-the adoptiori'of 'high standatds without the behavioral

mechanisms necessary for attainment, the "relationship between
'verbal eie#essions of the standards and actual performance
will be' inverse.

. .

7.CdeMati. foUnd that the,pbst important attitude relevant to
academic motivation among Negro students was a sense of
corittol'Of rewards.

8. Thiiiense of control 'most strongly affected by the proportion
of white students in school

9. With the incFesse in the proportion of white students, the.
Negro child }s Tense Of internality grew stronger and this
affected his achievement striving.

Katz,.Itwin;Aienchy4; Tnomas & -Allen, Harvey. Effects of Race of Tester,
ApprovalrIDisapprOval, And Need. On Negro Children'sLearning,
Journal of and Social Psychology, Vol. 8 No.. 1, 1968.

In order. to understand the effects of positiVe and .negative 'social

reinforcement 'on verbal leLrning in Negro pupils, it is necessary to
take into account. the. need state of the individual child and the
racial identity of the adult reinforcer.

AA.In phieexperipient, 1.48 Negro boys, age seven tó ten, from
lowlincoMe neighborhoods in. a large northern city were
a*IiiiisteieA individually a social desirability questionnaire,
arid then a verbal learning task by white and Negro examiners.

2. Each subject received either approval or disapproval on the
learning task.

3. a. Subjects performed better on a.verbal learning task with
Negro examinets than with"Alte examiners', and

-J.43.41hen given approval than disapproval.

.

Keller, Suzanne. The American. Lower Class Family, The New. York State
Division.. Tor Youth,' Albany, N.Y. 1966.

%I ,

summaryA, survey and of available sociological knowledge about
'''iower-Class family life in the United States, analysis'6f this

knowledge, and suggests some implications for pressing social
problems such as ,juvenile delinquency, mental illness, and school
diopouts:'

B.1. Every family has four functions: reproduction, maintenance,
socialization, and status placement.

2. Aside from reproduction, neither maintenance, socialization,
nor status placement are effectively carried out by the.lower-
class family.

3. The family, then, is not so much a reality as an unattainable
ideal in the lower classes.

4. Regarding major social problems, there is no consensus on the
role of the family in lower-class delinquency.
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Mapy, of the so- called correlations between crime and family life

may be relate ofinadequately controlling of socio-economic
factors Whithin lower-class environments. .

6. There is a similar lack of knowledge and Agreement with regard
:to lower -class ,family in mental illness.

7 llovever, there is a more definite, relationship between school
failure and social clasei.

a. The'typical lower-class family does not foster interest in
intellectual activities or in ideas for their own sake.

b. Fathers often fear that schools will turn their sons into
sissies.

8. Schools may thus become an arena for sex -role conflict; it 'is

something encouraged by mothers, teachers, and society, but not
by fathers and other men..

Kennedy, ,Robert F. et al. Ghetto Education, The Center Magazine, Vol. 1,
No. 7, NoveMber 1968.

Discussion on integrated education at the Center for the Study of
Democratic Institutions in New York by six veterans of the racial
cries in schools--Robert F. Kennedy, Kenneth B.Mark, OScar Lewis,
Neil V. Sullivan, Robert M.Ilutchins, and Harry S. Ashmore.

B.1. Shift in focus of controversy aver integrating schools 4rom the
rural South to .the urban North. Its implications range. beyond the
inner city. In spite of the'1954 Supreme Couredecision to end
enforced racial separation problems persist.
C. The participants proposed various measures to achieve integration.
Some of the proposals discussed are two-way, busing, compensatory
education, edUcational marks, teaching of Negro history, change in
teaching style and racist attitudes of teachers etc. Discussion of
the various aspects of The problei.

Killingsworth, C.C. Negroes in a changing labor market; In A.M. Ross
(Ed.) Jobs and Color, iHeicourt, 3race and World.

B. The competitive disadvantage of Negroes is great and increasing,
it is greatest in the North, among the young9 and is average
and beyond levels of. education. TheseIactorgi are highly inter-
related. Some of the disadvantage due to inferior education
of Southern Negroes. The population trends result in increasing
concentrations of Negroes where relative disadvantage is greatest.

C.1. Recommendations, long range.
a.'Birth'Control.
b. Dispersal of ghettos (less competition for unskilled jobs).
c. Improving environment of central cities.
&Improving schools.

2. Recommendations, short run.
a: Job creation.
b. Job training.
c. Remedial education.
d. Counseling.
e. Hire the poor to train the poor.
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"Urkpatrick, James 3. et al. 'Afferential selection among applicants
from different socioeconomic or ethnic backgrounds. Final Report
to the Ford Foundation, Research Center for Industrial Behavior,
New York University, May 1967.

A study to test the validity of a selection test for different
ethnic groups and ways to improve their accuracy and to study
their employment situations with respect to fairness.

A.1. The results indicate differential-patterns of validity for
different ethnic groups. For example!
a. Test scores would predict job performance for one ethnic

group and not for others.
b. Two or three groups would perform at the same leVel in a

job, yet one may show poorer test scores. .

c. One group may be superior in job performance but not in
test performance.

2. Study of a. Basic Essential Skills Training Ptogram indicated
that remedial training in math and reading increased numerical
and reading ability test scores for all ethnic groups, whites
included, but did not reduce differences between ethnic groups.

3. Another study showed that while there is no Single good measure
of cultural deprivation, factor analysis techniques can. help

separate cultural deprivation from other factors, particularly
socio-economic status.

4. Another study found that the use of two non-verbal predictor
tests with a limited number of cases did not increase validity,
nor were these tests any more 'culture free' than the tests
used in this study.

B.1. The moderated prediction technique (Saunders, 1956) may be
helpful in improving predictions.

2. Validation and standardization of tests separately for the
different ethnic groups is an effective alternative.

Kohrs, E.V. The Disadvantaged and L3wer.Class Adolescent, Understanding
Adolescence, James F. Adams, Allyn and Bacon, Inc. 1968.

Report on studies of lower class adolescents and their education,
vocational development; socialization, and delinquency and anti-
social behavior.

,

B.1. Molded by poverty, he faces adulthood with limited alternatives,
insecurity, and a feeling of powerlessness.

2. He is characterized by poor educational achievement, a lack
of positive vocational development, a feeling of alienation,
and the belief that ,those in authority are crooked,

3. Research shows that he places value on educational achievement,
ddea'not lack vocational aspirations or reject stable marriages,
or exhibit more norm-violating behavior.

C.1. Research should point to new applications in training and
rehabilitation.

2. Clearly defined populations; should be drawn from the various
sub-cultures of poverty, a variety 'of data-gathering
techniques should be used.

.3. Statistical tests should determine the effect of such factors
as dropping out of school, sex, and race.

-S.
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C.G. Suggested areas of research are the role of a masculinity
drive, he effect of an alienated dependence syndrome, and
the differences in sensory attentiveness in the educational
setting.

5. Programs should emphasize the use of peer groups to change
attitud4S; physical and concrete approaches to learning; and
visible goals which lead to a better life.

Kugel, Robert B.,' M.D. Familial Mental Retardation--Fact of Fancy?
In, Jerome Hellmuth (Ed.) 12isalt/ELtmelChild, Vol. I, Special
Child Publications, Seattle Seguin School, Inc., Seattle, Wash.
1967. .

Analysis of the effects of the poor environment on the, intellectual
functioning of children and of the relationship of familial mental
retardation to biological and psycho-social disorders. Sixteen
lower-class families with mentally retarded children were selected.

A.1. These families had many more medical ills than a comparable
group of-middle-class families.

.2. Pre-natal and post -natal disorders and pert- -natal complications
were more numerous than in the general population.

3. High proportionof children were encephalopathic.
4'. It is likely that central nervous system aberrations contributed

to sub-normal functioning in at least half of the cases.
5. Social ills like poor housing, diets and environment were

numerous in the families of these children.
6. The data,suggest that the combination of biological and

psycho-social disorders is very pernicious to
a. familial mental retardation,
b. this retardation, though familial, is not necessarily

hereditary.
C.1..If the findings of this study are corroborated by subsequent

studies; crucial help can be given to this group.
2. Efforts to rehabilitate low socio-economic class children at

three to five years of age may modify the harmful effects
of Door environment on intellectual functioning.

Ktvlesky, William P & Lever,Michael. Occupational Coals Expectations,
and Anticipatory Coal Deflectior. ExPerienced by Negro Girls Residing
in Low - Income Rural and Urban Places. Presented at the Southwestern
Sociological"Society Meetings, Dallas, March 1967.

Comparison of.goals, expectations and anticipatory deflection of
rural and,urbat Vegro'girls from low-income families. 99 rural and
170 urban girls were selected in Texas for, the study during April -
May 1966.

A.1. Dataanalysis indicates no'significant differences between
the two groupings in goals, expectations, or anticipatory.
deflection.

2 Similar goal and expectation profiles of both groupings.
a. Majority aspired to white-collar jobs.
b. Motit expected to attain professional position§ .of lower

order prestige.
c. About one-fourth in each group anticipated attaining sales
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and clerical jobs.
A.2. d. Fei4 aspired to become housewives, operatives, or unskilled

Workeri:
3. Goaland exvectations differed meaningfully in only two ways:

a. More girls in both groups desired high prestige white-
collar jobs than anticipated attaininvehem.

b. While'. none of .the girls desired to be housewives, a

minority from both groups anticipated this role.
4. Several meaningful rural-urban differences.

a. Fewer rural girls luau high goal. and expectation levels.
b. The difference between ,the tvo groupings was greater in

reference toexpectations than to goals.
c. 'Rural girls had a'ilightly higher tate of Anticipatory

deflection and a higher rate of negative deflection.
C.1. Availability of realistic information about job opportunities

necessary.

Kuvlesky, William P. &
of the Occupational
Sociology, Vol. 33,

Ohlendorf, George W. A Rural-Urban Comparison
Status Orientations of Negro Boys. Rural
No, 2, June 1968.

Study of occupational status aspirations, expectations, and
anticipatory deflection from goals of Negro youths by analyzing
data obtained' from high school sophomores residing in Texas.

A.1. Urban boys had higher goal and expectation levels than rural boys.
2. Both maintain high-level goals AnA'aspiration.
3. They experience similar rates of anticipatory deflection

from occupational goals.

Kuvlesky, William P. & Upham, W. Kennedy. Social Ambitions of Teen-Age
Boys"living in an Economically Depressed Area of the South: A
Racial Comparison. Presented at the Southern Sociological Society
Meetings, Atlanta, Peorgia, March 30, 1967.

Examination of Merton's prorosition that inculcation of high success
goals is a characteristic,cutting across sub7cultural differentiation
in our society. Selection of sample from among Negro and white male
high school sophomores in three rural:counties,in.Texas in 1966.
'Proposition:tested on,fourgoals--income).occupation).education
and residence. High proportion.of.non-whitesin:these counties
following traditional Southern race relations patterns.

A.1. Similarity of.:Negro and.white.toys in terms of high goal levels
jor tincome,:occupatien,education, and residence.

2. General,differenctes,Weach.type of.goal.
t: a..Negroes hadABlightly lower income and occupational goal levels.

b.-Negroes hadziligher educatianal.goal levels than whites.
c. Modt of the Negroes wanted:to live in a large city whereas

moat of the white youths preferred to live near a city or in
a '

B.1. Details' 'on these'eauntiee; comParison of white and Negro back-
groud attriblited,"and'ifiltrument and measurement categories
in appendix:

2. Brief ieVieW of 'releimnt research.
,,
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Kvaraceus, William C. Poverty, Education
William C. Kvaraceus, John S. Gibson &
Poverty, Education and Race Relations:
Bost?n, Allyn and Bacon, 1967.

and Race Relations, in
Thomas J. Curtin (Eds.)
Studies and Proposals,

A detailed discussion of the ways and means to provide the schools
with a basis for approaching and helping solve the two problems of
poverty and under-education. The author makes sixteen observations
in this context.

C.1. Youths should be helped to stay in school on the value systems
they are buying, not the one they are in.

2. Need to re-think and re-tool the whole educational program.
3. Downward extension of school programming to include two to

four year Olds.'

4. Program planning must ensure that the Negro is not backed out
of school into a' dead and or low level job.

5. Differing educational and psychological needs and interests
of Negro boys and girls should be taken account of in programming.

6. Better understanding of the reality of Negro life by teachers.
7. Awareness of subliminal curriculum in the learning experience.
8. The degree of academic retardation increases with school

attendance in many inner-city schools with a high percentage
of Negro youths.

9. Loss of faith in each other by pupils and community in inner
city schools.

10. Piofessionali alone cannot solve the Negro's educational problems.
11. Counseling seldom accommodates the realities of Negro's past,

Present or future.
12. Schools are social systems with vast networks of interpersonal

relationships.
13. Formation of narents and students into corporate bodies to deal

more effectively with the corporatesystem of the school.
14. School must wrrk with other community agencies to solve the

problems of race relations.
15. Many problems of segregation and racism result from sexual

myths, class status deprivations, and political effectiveness.

Lachman, Sheldon L. & Singer, Benjamin D. The Detroit Riot of July 1967.
Report prepared for the Manpower Administration, Department of Labor,
Behavior Research Institute, Detroit, Michigan, 1968.

Report of a study to determine basic demographic characteristics,
attitudes toward Negro -adership and civil rights, information:

about preferred communications media and use of such media with
special reference to the riot, ideas concerning causation, .

prevention,means'of breaking up civil disturbances, and information
about economic welfare of persons alleged to have taken part in
the July 1967 riot in Detroit, Michigm.

Ad. Data on piychological, social andeconohic background of five-
hundred persons was Lllected through questionnaires.

2. Half, the respondents had, been out of work at least once
during the preceding year.

3. More than four percent did not work at all and one-third missed
six full weeks or more during the preceding year.
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A.4. About half thought: that conditions for Negroes in Detroit had
improved in the preceding year.

5. The interviewers evaluated the respondents on a five-point
scale with regard to cooperation. The obtained mean score
was 4.2, well above the average of 3.0.

D. Description of background of events leading to the rioting and
a consideration of the major values of the report.

Landrum, John William. The effects of. the Los Angeles County neighborhood
youth corps program on the performance of enrollees in school.
Dissertation, University of Southern California, 1967.

A study .to evaluate the performance of enrollees in school following
their participation in the 1965-1966 Los Angeles County Schools,

4 Neighborhood Youth Corps work-training nrogram and to identify
values of the project and to determine program areas where improvement
was needed as perceived by participants.

A.A. Enrollees who participated. for 7 or more months in the program
showed minimal but significant comparative improvement in school
attendance and in.scholastic marks.

2. No significant differences among the groups for citizenship

marks. This.finding way; considered inconclusive because of
the apparent invalidity of the 3-point citizen.lhip measuring
scale.

3. Enrollees primarily valued the program as means of satisfying
their immediate financial needs and valuable work experiences
and not for improving their, school performance, enhancing

4

their personal attributes, or enabling them to stay in school.
4. A majority of .them indicated a need for more hours of work, a

greater variety of work exneriences.
5. Coordinators and job supervisors asserted that the main

improvement was in the enrollees social maturity, personal
appearance and employability.

B.1. All evidence and data trends indicate the positive effects of
participation in the project on the enrollees behavior.

2. However, actual behavioral chance occurring within a single
project year may be regarded as minimal from a .practical point
of vie=7.

Lecht, Leonard A. Implications for Education and Job Training,
Man ower Requirements for National Ob ectives in the 1970!s.

Center for Priority Analysis, National Planning Association,
Washington D.C., February 1968.

Nation's programs emphasize expansion in educational opportunity to
cope with poverty and racial discrimination.

8.1; Educational attainment is the most important determinant of
receptivity to vocational training.

2. IA spite, of increased opportunities and facilities in higher
education, ,race and family income are.still decisive factors
in determining who shall attend college.

3. Mbiemeatitgful education' of youths in poverty areas is the
long-term'remedy preIiminating lack of job skills.
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C.1. Educational programs .for the very young with follow --up measures
''are reciuired so that adVances made before the first grade are
-tot lost in succeeding years.

2. Neighborhood Youth Corps ihduld provide income and work and
Motivate teenagers froidisadvantaged backgrounds to remain
in schoOl.'

3. Improved educational opportunity furthers social goals by
.:.reduting,illiteracy, poverty, and unemployment and encourages
economic growth.

Leshner, R. & Snyderman, G.S. Preparing disadvantagelyouth for work.
Employtent Service Review, Department of Labor, Manpower Administration
Bureau of Employment Security,; Washington D.C., 1966.

A description of a project in Philadelphia to train school dropouts.

C.1. Trainees were given individual and group counseling and helped
to segregate' external employment conditiOns from personal
anxieties::

2. Individuals own values system become considered in retraining
'program.

3. Work should' be reaiistid;:.competitive with and contracted
from privatt'inastry..

4. Wages must be realistic.
S. Counselors must tot accent failure, butWork to eliminate it.

Lesser, G.S. The relatibnship between various forms of aggression and
popularity among lower-class children. In .1.0. Apnle'(Ed.)

Readings in Educating the Disadvantaiel. New York,. Selected Academic
Reading, Inc., 1966.

A questionnaire study.

A.1. The subjects were 74 boys, agee 1013, in 5th and-6th grades,
white, uppei-lower class.

. .

2. A sociometric ihstratent was used to determine each boy's
popularityWith Claaaroom.-Avioationnaire'wasused to '
detertine.tach tubjeCesaggresaiveness as perceived by
classmates.

3. A negative correlation between popularity and aggression was
found;:thallenging past'idgia of aggression as a value among
lower class ..f*

4. Kinds of aggression.wereddentified in relation to degree of-,
diaapOroVal.

5. Teachers often encourage verbal and indirect aggresaion_as,.,
lion,qdestructiveMilie these are ctost disliked by children.

-2. J.- ;

Levens , Helene. Qrgani.zaitionl jaffiliatio: and ;powerlessness;. A case
study of the vielfaie ncior. Social, Problems:, Vol, 16, Noml, 1968.

An attempt t o-Aeltdriait& =whether; the relat3.oniihiii:-betWeen; 'organizational

affiliation .tittd:odweilekisneiiS -Offs ts among' the. welfare:.p6or..,.
The :study. pcipulatipp..coneAstAd.,917 Negro and,,PueruP Rican Aid. to .

Families .1.71.th. pependent, Children pothers., 0o, yere.-4nembers: of a!
welfare client'Oiganization and a control group of non-members of
Aid to Families with Dependent Children, residing in the same
community.
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A.1. There is a negative relationship between organizational
. affiliation and powerlessness.

.2. Membership in the welfare client organization significantly
reduced attitudes of powerlessness.

Levin, Melvin R. Public Entrepreneurship in Distressed Areas.
Boston University Graduate Journal, Vol. 15, No. 2, Spring 1967.

Description of MaSsachusette redevelopment area to illustrate that
the distressed areas are lacking in or have a weak combination of
leadership and technical expertise required to reduce their social
and economic problems.

A.1. The quality of the public school system accurately reflects
community leaderhsip.

2. Educational deficiencies, though partly due to lack of funds,
are also due to inadenuate public and civic leadership,
including school administrators.

3. Data for 13 Massachusetts cities indicate that funds for urban
renewal are not proportional to the population of the area.

4. Greater physical and human resource problems increase the gap.
5. Smaller cities are Less successful in securing federal and

state grants-in-aid.
B.1. Redevelopment areas tend to be provincial.

2. Local bureaucracies, are often weak.
3. ''Little league' are often used for self-evaluation.

C.1. Federal efforts through the Economic Development Administration
will attract dynamic leadership into urban renewau. and economic
development programs.f.'

2. *Technital expertise in universities in or near redevelopment
areas is the second source of ontirism.

Levin, Tom. Pre-school Education andthe.Communities of the Poor.
In Jerome Hellmuth, (ed.5 Disadvantaged Child, Vol. I. Seattle,
Washington, Seattle Seguin School Inc., 1964.

Description of the pregtrams of Child Development Group of Mississippi,
an organization interested in establishing a community-based pre-
school program in poor.Mississippi Negro communities.

B.1. By 1965, 84 pre-school centers run by Child Development Group
of Mississippi in 60 impoverished urban and rural Negro
communities.

2. In 1965, expansion of Child Devel6Pm4nt GrOup of Mississippi
from'a demonstrationroject to a' statewide. program with a
community base.

3. Goals of Child Development Group of Mississippi in common with
Civil Rights movement.

4. The goals are social,politicatand economic justice rather
'than political interest..,..

C.1. Four cOneeptii'basic to,program'of Child. Development Group of
Mississippi have relevance to education and other federal
poverty programs. The-concepts are:.
a. Preconceived concepts of child development can not be imposed

on poor communities.
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C.1. b. Increased participation in and administration of a community
.!:program by the poor nrevents its'being viewed as an external

agent.

c. Non-professionals should be given dignified work and
educational opportunity to attain professional status.

d: Head Start should be an instrument for' social change; that
is, the community has to be redeemed before the child can
be redeemed.

Leviton', S.A. The Military: A new recruit in the war qn poverty.
American Child, Vol. 48, No. 4, 1966.

B. 30% of the 600,000 Rejectives are Negro, most without
education. A discussion of McNamara 's plan to provide special

.education and training courses designed to make eligible those
who otherwise are ineligible for the military due tolack of
education.

Critics argue it will 4ihake'ihe poor into.,common fodder; make
the Army a Welfare agency; cause the schools to further. ..

abdicate their rule; Make the_pOor militaristic.
'Author argues: Armed ft.:46es are equipped. to do.the .obi;

military discipline may be necessary 'for poor to,learn
others in society go through the military, without becoming
militaristic; injustice in draft according_to income must.,
.be stopped (by drafting more college ktudentsn.
Therefore, the ailied forces should ,taXe 'on this, role.

,

.

k

Levitan, S.A. Programs in .Aid of the Poor. Poverty and HuMin Relations
Abatiacts, Vol. 1 No.' 1,No,
Evaluation and commentary on various poverty programs.

r

C.1:Ithe_pieSOit)iettiods,of.providing aidto the poor are inadequate,
thiy'fail to meet the needs of tie pocir and they, tend to..2deitray
initiative. He suggests-alternatives-of family allowances,

:.:=',ItegatiVe. income taxes, and model GU:eterans 'administration to
give-aid without degradation and diScouragement'Of-initiative.
Since it is impossible to achieve national goal itiatrletessary
c), rationally establish priorities.

.'Suieited order of priorities to eliminate poverty:,: MO
a. Short run needs for services.

requiring unskille&labor'need to bCdone, could employ

d. Housing: Cost 30 billion to remove all sub-standard housing.

c. Job creation kwor16.0lief:'Many jobefin Public sector
a'year.

300,000 at a cost of one billion.

2()Ji k

b. Minimum wage legislation.

c. Eliminate Alscritination against Negroes and other minorities
EvalUiiiiOn of present program, e.g. Head Start.

e. Birth control for poor.
f.' Adequate diets.

3. Priorities:
.

*a. 'Birth control cost is 1/20'of savings in A.F.D.C. grants.
b. Aiding :children: 4.ncrease funds to children; to.met.

atandards-olf1606 per individual would Oai,1 billion more

I
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C.4. One billion dollars per yen: assigned to fight poverty not
adequate. More may be need.ed to prevent increased violence.

Levitan, Sar A. Head Start: It is Never Too Early. to Fight Poverty.
December 10, 1967.

Discussion on the value, scope, and direction of the Head Start,
a publid and Congressional supported program to fight poverty
through providing education to the poor.

B.1. Studies suggest that summer programs yield only temporary
benefits and non-Head Start: children from similar backgrounds
soon catch upto the Headstart children.

2. However, factors other than the cognitive achievement must be
considered in. assessing the total impact of the program.
a. Head Start children are frequently more motivated and

responsive than their non-Head Start peers.
3. The Administration and 0E0 play politics with the Head Start

program by sacrificing quality, and for attempting to sell
Head Start as in educational panacea.
a. Instead of summer programs, a more realistic role for Head

Start would be as a pre school program for primary schools
offering poor Children-an enriched and more comprehensive
education.

4. Head Start has affected other educational systems through:.
a,,The use of sub7professional.aides to provide individual
..attention to students, to relieve teachers of routine. task,
and to provide employmat for the poor.

b. A broad approach to services for children.
c. An emphaiis on dealing with each child as a' eveloping

individual.

Encouraging state support of public kindergartens.
e. The involvement of parents in an advisory capacity; and of

the stimulation of research into the educational needs of
two.. an three-year olds..

Levitan, SarA., Upward Bound: Fighting. Poverty with a. Sheepskin.
Center for Manpower Policy Studies, The George. Washington University
Press, Vol. III, No. 6, November-December 1968.

Description and diecnssiOn of the aims, needs and resources, content
and achievements of UPWard Bound--a program Unitiate4 by ogo-to enable
youths (With potential) groin low-income backgrounds to gain entry to
higher education.

A.1. In 1967, one-half of..enro%lees were .Negro.
2. Median, Amitly income of enrollees was ,$3,451.
3. 74% belonged to urban areas.
4. 48% came ,from ,families of both.parents and 31% came from

families with only mothers.
5. Mothersof. 27%.of enrolleas_and parents of 19% were high school
,gradmptes...

6. QEO claims that of 5,000. who participated in:1967 and graduated
from Ihnieird Iloqndi.nesrly.80% entered -college,

7. A follow -up- study found that. nine out .of every ten were still
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--I '
..-,c.env011ed,in:collegeAtring the Spring of 1968.

A.8. Eight of every ten Upward Bound Participants who graduated
-nfroM High School 'Were in College two years later.

.

B.1. The 'prestige' 'colleges often admit only one or two students
as a token gestures

2: thus;.many Students enroll in community or junior colleges,
teaches' colleges or similar institutions with relatively low
admission barriers.

3. About 80% of the Negro students are enrolled in Negro colleges.
C 4.. Some projects seek students who are likely to go to college

even without the benefit of Upward Bound end thus avoid high-
risk students.

C.1. Improvement in chances of partcipatns to enter college, and
motivation to continue their education.*

2. It cannot have-an impact on the course of higher education
. . in the United States.
3. Brings to the surface the need for providing a remedial program

for students who possess intellectual capacity but haVe failed
in school.

4. Reflects *a change in societal attitudes insofar as it offers youth
a second chance to acrinire a college education.

Levitan Sar A. VISTA - The Great Society's Domestic Volunteers,
Poverty and Human Resources Abstracts, Institute of Labor and
Industrial Relations, University of Michigan - Wayne State University,
Vol. 3, No. 5, September-October 1968.

Evaluation of the VISTA program from various aspects.

A.1. Some 5,000 full-year volunteers in June 1968 on 447 projects
located:in every state except Mississippi. 3,200 of these were

. : assigted to projects and the rest were in training.
2. About 85% volunteers worked with communitY'action agencies of

CAP funded programs; the remainder with the mentally ill or
retarded, the JOB Corps etc.

3. They are equally divided between urban community action
agencies and rural 'projects including'indian reservations and
migrants.

4. An estimated 10% volunteers are from the ranks of the poor.
LI: Criteria determining selection of projects are:

.a. the activities must appear likely to improve the lives
of the prior;

b. direct contact between volunteers and the poor;
c. supervision by sponsoring organization;
d. their location in areas of greatest need, as indiCated by

indices of poverty; and
e. volunteers must be invited to 'serve in the area, and the

project must have government's approval.
2=. Types. of work to which volunteers are 'assigned range from

referral services, health screening, Head Start recruitment
.,.*and; recreation programs to the developinent of'trainin.g'programs,

or support for tenant unions and rentstrikes.
Cal.. :The.lt'dommon problem, while working with and living among the

poor, is 'over-identification' with their clientele, thus becoming
suspect to the rest of the community.
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C.2. Evaluation of VISTA must take into account 'dedication',
involvement and similar unmeasurable qualities.

3. In urban.areas:.VISTA volunteers on assignments requiring
simple skills maybe depriving the non-professionals from
Among the poor of such jobs.

4. Rural areas that lack social services, technical skills, and

.
communication with.the outside world may be more fertile
grounds for VISTA efforts.

5. Concentrate resources where the supply of essential services
to the poor is limited and can't.be mobilized, e.g. the
Indian reservations and migrants.

Lewis, scar. A study of slum culture:. Backayounris for La Vida.
New York, Random House, 1968. .

The second half'of the book focusses on 50 Puerto Rican families in
New York City in 1964-65. All were related to families studied in
Puerto Rico;

A.1. They liVed'in..Puerto Rican neighborhoods, perpetuating their
natie:lariggage:and customs.

2. Most,of' themworked in factories in New York, and all but a
few held lOw-prestige jobs.

3. About 40%.of the wives worked also, mostly in factories.'
4.. Occupationally,. the families, in the sample were in an even

worse position than the New York Puerto Rican community as
a Whole.

5. The, median annual income of the sample families was $3,678.
6."Unemployment was about 9%, and 20% of the families were on

relief.
7. The lowest income families had a history of separation,

. abandonment, and divorce. .

.f:8;The.educational attainment of the migrants.was.low, an average
."" 'of'6:5 years completed by each adult. The lowest educational

level of any major ethnic group in New York.
9. The migrants changed little since coming to New York. However,

they were better off economically than'their relatives in Puerto
. -' Rico.
10. Most felt alienated from the mainstream of white American

middle-class protestant society.
They felt that the disadvantages of living in New York were

rents, poor housing conditions, lawlessness, racial or
ethnic discrimination, and climate.-

12. They had marked hostility toward AmericanNegroes.

Liebow, Elliot. Men itd Jobs, Tally's Corn6r, Boston. Little, Brown
& Co., 1966.

This chapter focusscs.on the economic and psychological effects of
the:Aimited -types of_ jobs available to Negro men of limited education.
It is based on a study of a group of Negro 'streetcornermen' in.
-Washington D.C. -

B.1. a'. The stereotype Negroes who Idon'twork,end -don't -want -to -work'

are a small minority.
:.
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B.1. b. They are. significant, however; beCause they represent: the
strongest: expression of those occupational values and

-attitudes which so many Negro. men are inevitably led to

adopt.
MOst.of the: ebs pay too little.: to support a small faMily.

3. In some cases., employers anticipate that the Negro employee
will steal, so adjust his salary downqard accordingly.
,a. Despite the fact that the employee will be fired or

procecuted; if caught.
b. It does not take into consideration that self -- respect can

only be measured by the amount publicly and voluntarily given
in exchange_for labor.

c. It also does not allow for one who does not steal.
4. a. Constructiqn jobs pay bz..ter but are harder toget and harder

to get,to.
b. They also make physical demands which many Negroes, because

of inadequate diet or physical defects, are unable to meet.
g. Even when such jobs are obtained, they are subject to weather

and seasons, and the Negro is ofteitthe fireito be laid off.
5. The author quarrels with those Who 'refer to thd streetcornerman'

as oriented to the present.
6. Because,the Negro 'streetcornerman' knbws what his future will

be--living. in.econunic and psychological subsistence - -he is
obliged to expend all his resources in maintaining himself
from moment to moment.

7. The .'don't-want-to-work' minority-Are those who have realized
,completely that they cannever win is any future.

1

Bibliography of related sociological studies.

Loreton, J.C. & Umons, S. Teaching the Disadvanta ed: New Curriculum
AEproaches. New York; Teachers College Press, Columbia' University,
1964.. .

Poor children.are far brighter than commonly. believed. The school
call counteract the effeCts of cultural .deprivation. Programs designed
fbeiifted children'are often good for culturally deprived children.

C.1. Emphasis on self-instructional devices.
2. Utilize skills the disadvantaged already have; e.g. acute sense

of hearing, gesture, movement '(a'ahild can understand concepts
without beinable to verbalize it).

3. The need is for a teacher who thinks positively and will,treat
disadvantaged:children as 'having potential.

Curriculum ideas presented, for English, history, math, science and
social science.

Lyford, Joseph P. palspaggiTaAirtil of New York's West Side.
few York, Harper & Row, 1966.

A report on the.life of the poor who are isolated from the mainstream
of middle-class American life in a slum area of New York City,based

personhl experientes'Of the author:*

Sources of information were personal observations, experience, and
reading; Kraft Survey; and unstructured interviews of the residents.
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B.1. The kind of people who live there are Negroes, Puerto Ricans,
. 'illegal people' whom society funnels into such areas, and the
middle class.

2. The..,e human beings are imprisoned in an airtight cage of

poverty; frustration and fear.
3. There are no roots, no sense of belonging; there is no

community. People live sidc by aide without ever learning to
live together.

4. There is a continual waste and loss of human life in the city,
particularly among children, who are crippled in mind and spirit.

5. Society is somehow able to ignore what is going on. The tragedy

3s abstract rather than real. Most Americans are "good German"
who have learned to live with the process.

6. The System, whichs the villain, is turning more and more of
out resources away from the nurture of human life and into the
destruction of it.

C.I. The author's hopes for the future include an organization of
the poor, planned rather than accidental civilization, and a
working coalition of all three levels of government.

MacNee, Holly. Learning the Hard Facts of Hardcore Unemployment,
The Conference Board Record, Vol. 5, No. 8, August 1968.

Report of the probeecangs of a workshop includes accounts of the
personal experiences of six young high school dropouts who are
working with the job corps.

Ad....Basic agreement by members on the need for basic education,
along with the creation of new institutions for apprenticeship
programa, changes in vocational education, combined work-
schOol Complexes,and training in Work, facilities away from
actual job situation.

2. Programs that eliminate a classroom.atmosphere, provide
Workers with counselors, replace principals with managers,
and provide teachers with comassion have proved most effective.

3.Workshop participants agreed on the following points:
a. Training requires support and encouragement, pay during

*training, and instructors able to relate to the hard-core.
'*bs Work. requires continued, support, possible transfers, and

lower initial'production expectations.
c. Recruiting requires re- examination of actual job requirements

and &increte'job opportunities as a*ceriainty to follow
, training.

C.1. The pr6blem of yOung dropouts who do.not like the school.
situation must be considered by industries planning training
programs.

2. leachers' must. begin at 'the level where the students are;

they must relate to people rather than subject matter.
3. Reports, from Congressmen stress the need for business and

industry to.press4re the Congress into action and so.that
the Administration supports further legislation for employment,
basic education programs, vocational and job training, and
apprenticeship programs.
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Mc:JKiss4.ck, &Young, W.M. Jr. The Negro and the Army: Two Views.
American Child, Vol. 48, No. 4, 1966.

A.1. 67.5tiqNegro; and 18.8% of whites fail.mental tests for
induction into Army.

2. Yet Ns:gibes' are overrepresented in battle (18% of Vietnam
'casualties are Negro).

B.1. McNamara's. plan shows 'cynical and callous disregard for the
needa Of these men' and does not allow for full participation
of each individual in our progress.

2 McNamara's plan. would te..ch Negroes to read and write; provide

skills useful after discharge. Army's programs get funded, Army
known for giving the most for the least money. A fair plan
to use the selective service and tha armed forces to assist.

Mack, Raymond. Poverty and Education: The Rhetoric of Opportunity
in a ChanAi4'Social Structure. Proceedings of a Conference on
Researchbn-Petverty, Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc.,
Washington D :C., June 1968.

Discussion of the relationship betWeeu lack.of'!education and lack
of money: the.lower.the'occupational 10.010.f.:the.patenti,%the
lower the educational attainment of their. children.

A.1. a. Data from the Blab.andDuncanstudy.of the occupational
structure of the United States confirm that Negroes,
whose occupational chances remain inferior when education
andAliC4round are controlled, do have high probabilities
of .tOntinuing their education to advanced levels.

b. Whereas white minoi?ities, whose occupational rewards for
given educational` investments are not inferior, 4o have
high rates of continuing education.

C.1. Active intervention in the area of poverty and education.
2. ImprOiieneni-in urban 'schools only with the attainment .of.

enough''pOlitinal power '(by those whose children attend, these
schools)' dither to destroy and replace the school bureaucracy
or to impress upon it that they can no longer be. patronized.

3. a. The qUality.ofeducatiOnwill vary according to community
resources if the local financing of schools is available.

b. There will be no improvement nationally.
'4:' The survival of our society dependsnot only on finding the

'brightest youths and educating them to the limits of their
abilities, but also on maximizing edrcational opportunity
and motivation for all.

Malik, Mukhtar. Welfare Children in School, Canadian Welfare, Vol. 44,
No. 2, March.,April, 1968.

Summary.. of a Canadian Welfare Council study which compared the school
performancetof children from 399 welfare families witt(thatof
children-front 181 unassisted families in the same:socid-etonomic
stratum.

A.1. Children on assistance perform poorly; 'boys worse than girls.
2. More children in assistance families than in control families

fail their academic careers, and more of them are behind in
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their careers, when grades and chronological age are compared.
B.L The hypothesis that the-goals and values of the parents are

transmitted to children is supported by both the attitudes
. and behavior expressed by the children.
C.1. The characteristics which distinguish the welfareare families from

.. ...their social equals and which force the environment should be
the focus of changes in the school and welfare systems.

2. Means should be found in Canada to bring the best facilities
in teaching,.to low income areas, e.g. school social workers who
can help assistance recipients to realize the uses of education.

3. New curricula both for children and for adults can be devised
to meet the needs of low income families.

Malone, Charles A., M.D. The Psychosocia Characteristics of the
Children from a Developmental View point. In Eleanor Pavenstedt (Ed.)
The Drifters: ,Children of Disor anized Lower-class Families. Boston,

Little, Brown & Co., 1967.

Summary of children's psychosocial characteristics in relation to
environmental influences (particularly influences of deprivation,
devaluation and danger) and developmental processes. This chapter
uses descriptive data from relationship oriented services to the
children in the nursery school and to the families in the home.
Children's psychosocial characteristics are discussed in two parts,
maternal deprivation and external danger as formative environmental
influences; and the leading features of the child's make-up as
illustrations of the interrelated effects of the classes of influence.

B.1. Many leading characteristics are found to be similar to those
reported in other studies on maternal deprivation.

2. Children in multi-problem families grow up in an environment
with a strong sense of devaluation withfar-reaching effects on
growth.

3. Regular exposure to real danger in. the%family and neighborhood
(external danger and survival): .influences their growth in a
number of ways.

4. This influence is illustrated by four sets of qualities--danger orien-
. .tation, visual and auditory hyper-alertness to some stimuli and

hypo-alertness to others : use of various*forms'of denial; and
areas of precocious ability, as in role reversal with parents
in various practical..matters.

Martin, John Henry. A. Model Program for Educationally Deprived Children,
New Jersey Community Action Training Institute,',Trenton, J.Y., 1968.

The effect of slums, poverty,'and parental attitudes in.the. intellectual
level of Negro children.

B. When the Negro child does not succeed in school, he turns to
anti-social activities to prove to himself.that he is not a
failuke.

2. ManyfeMentary schools have introduced practices which have
beeesacessful in Head Start, to meet this,pioblem;.small
classes, a new role for the psychologist; large numbers of
non-professional teacher aides, new technology, new recognition
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of-the importance of nutrition and of the role of medicine

..inaeducation.
8,3. More is needed to bring the slum child up to the level of the

middle-class suburban child,
,C.1; Outline of a model program for educationallydeprived children:

change in the attitude of the teacher of slum children.
.24-Upgrading the elementary schools andmixing the ages of the

children (the grade system does not allow for individual
differences).

3. $ specialist should not work in isolation, but as part of a
diagnostic team.

4..Puperintendents and principals must observe the instruction
process'as it relates to the child and then work with the

. teacher to diagnose and change the methods used.
5. Provision of.part '.time jobs for junior and senior high school

Students.
6. Restructuring the system of vocational education; older students
. ,.

Shotild be given jobs first and educated in conjunction with work.

Martin, John M. Lower Class Delinquncy and Work Programs, Center for
the Biudy of Unemprdyed-Youth, New York, 1966.

Work programs and other remedies which deal with-the individual
delinquent.cannot end delinquency. We can understand delinquency
onWinthe context of ,a society as a whole.

B.1. Our stratified' social Structure plays a key role in creating
delinquency, permitting little social mobility to specific
groups. Lower-class Negroes, who are repressed, havehe
highest delinquency rate.

2..perpetuation of social stratification by upper- and middle-class
power. For example, legal system defines delinquency according
o middle-class. norms.

3. Ttpunishes.or tries to cure delinquency by seeking tocoerce
or persuade delinquents to adopt middle-class values and life

.Styles
4;:41yen our class structure, there is no future for most delinquents

in work trainingince they will return to the circumscribed
lower- -class from which they came.

5, training agencies could predict today which of their trainees
will live out their lives on welfare; which will remain the
lower-class with marginal employment; which can be helped by
oduCation, etc. ..

6. these last will be those few who already accept middle-class
patterns. .

.

C.1, training agencies should make use of the categories of.life-,
Myles and 'lower -dlaSs subcultures divided by Madeline Engle,
e.g. the upwardly mobile are strivers and their opposites are
eliefers (dependent type) and holdovers.(the hardcore poor).
n the center are the consistent and .the inconsistent sopers

'Iwo& , a

2. toWeintini has'beell our. attention to the individual apart
' fioehis.soCial milieu.

3. Knowledge of the specific subculture of each delinquent would
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dictate solutions other than training and education for many
of them.

C.4. Major and minor modifications should be tried.
5. The delinquents themselves could. contribute innovations.
6. However, fundamental social change is the basic solution.

Broad and satisfying social, economic and political opportunity
must be open to everyone, including the most oppressed segments
of the lower class.

Martin, Walter T. Occupational Differential by Color: Age-Sex-Specific
Variations for Occupational Categories. Paper, 1967 Meeting of the
Population Association of America, Inc., Cincinnati, April 1967.
Abstracted in Population Index; Vol. 33, No. 3, 1967.

An analysis of data showing the differences in the occupational
composition of whites and non-whites in the United States and the
degree of modification. of these differences between 1950 and 1960.

Description of a variation of the 'index of dissimilarity', which
controls the effect of variations in the number of persons in each

occupational category. For the computation of this standardized
measure of occupational differentiation by color (MODC), the data
are numbers of whites (or non-whites) per 1,000 persons in the
occupation rather than the actual reported frequencies.

A.1. Differences between the 1950 and 1960 MODC's varied according
to occupational category.

2. Identification of six types of changes.
a. Change from predominance of non-whites in 1950 to that

ofwhites in 1960.
b. From. equality to predominance of whites.
c. From pred0Minance of whites to equality.
d. From predohindnce of 'whites to that of non-whites.
e. From piedbMindnce of non-whites to equality.
f. From 'equality to predominhnce of whites.

3. The didtributions of Southern and non-Southern states were
typically quite dissimilar.

4. Distribution patterns for males and females were also quite
dissimilar.

Mason, 'Evelyn P. Cothparison.of'Personality ChaiaCteristicS.of Junior
High Students froth American-Indian, Mexican, and Caucasian Ethnic
Backgrounds, The Journal'of Social Psychology, December 1967.

The California Psychological inventory was administered to 49
cultui411y;disadvantaged junior students to determine the
differential effects of cultural disadvantage..

The partitipantd included 26 AmericdnIndiand (13 boys and 13 girls),
13 Caucasians (6 boys and 7 girls), and 10 Mexican-Americans (5 boys
and 5 girls).

",.
A.1. The Caucasian males; mean scores were higher on the sub-tests

of social presence and flexibility.
2. The mean scores for the Mexican males were higher on the sub-

tests of responsibility, socialization, self-control, tolerance,
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inoression conventionality, achievement via conformity
and intellectual efficiency.

A.3. Lowermean-scores:were given to the Indian males on the sub-
ests.of sense of well-being and intellectual. efficiency.

4. Females,_ regardless of ethnicgroup, responded in a consistent
negattve..pattern across the18 sub-tests, with the Mexican
females scoring the lowest and the Caucasian female the highest.

5. Low mean scores for all three female groups on the sub-tests
of eapacity for status, feeling of well-being, tolerance, and
intellectual efficiency.

B.1,.gultural disadvantage has differential effects by sex and by
:.::ethnic group.

2. 'The acquiescence of the teenage girl to the effects of
deprivation warrants further attention.

3. The AmerApcan,Indian's plight -- family, disorganization with
fading tribal organizatiat and strong nrejudice--demands
immediate attention.

Matchulai, John Jay. The Dropout Dilemma: An Aspect of the Poverty
Syndrome, Industrial and Labor Relations Forum, vol. 4, No. 4.
New York .State-School of Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N.Y., January:1968.

Studrot.the...effectsv,of education .and under-education upon poverty.

School withdrawal among disadvantaged children is related to their
home situation and their parents' financial condition.

A.1. bronOuts are three times as likely as. high school graduates to
be members of families with incomes of less than $3,000 per year.

2. Several factors imbue the disadvantaged child with qualities
not conducive tO the completion of an education.

3. Strong rtiatiiipships between education and income.

a. In 1959,-a 'col:14e graduate could earn $417,000 during
his lifeti*,-a:high school graduate 247.000,, and an
elementary school graduate $184,000.

4. Education is important in breaking the cycle of poverty..
C.1: the school and the community should face the nroblems of

poverty and under-education on two levels.
They must .convince the poor parent and the needy but Able
pupil that high qchOol,and,post_high school education. is a
realistic possibility--throupaggressive counseling and
casework With pupils, teatheri, and parents.

p They must redefine work, study, and play, and begia,to;paY.
able but indignant students tofinish high:school. and so
on to college.

2 We shall remain frozen in the present situation in the Absence
of either or both of these moves.

Matza, D.: The disreputable poor. In R. Bendix & S.M. Upset (Eds.)
Cless,Stations.and Power; New York, The Free Press, 1966.

A deicription of disreputable noVerty.

B. ...the minority of poverty stricken don't work when they are able
and jobs are available. A
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B.1. They are a problem to society,
2. They consist .of four groups.

a. Newcomers--some escape into

because of crime, etc.

majority.
Dregs--lack family stability, etc., necessary to mobility.

c. The infirm--elderly and ill.
d. Skidderealcoholics, andicts, and perverts.

3. Causedin the United States in great part by enslavement
degradation of the Negro.

4, Caused in England by abortive social reform. 1795 Speenham-
land System' rewarded idleness, mixed laborers with paupers.
1834 reforms--forced paupers to work in workhouses--caused
massive .pauperization.

5. Concept of fractional selection--some of paupers are able
through unknown processes to rise above poverty.

6. Disreputable poor decreasing.

Mauch, James & Denenmark, Frieda. Educational Deficiencies of Dis-
.adVantaged Youth. -.. Title I;.ESEA, 1965. Center for the Study of
Unemployed YOuth, New York, June 1966.

Description of some aspects of educational deficiencies in dis-
adyentagedgroups.

A.1. Education even five years. beyond high school is not guarantee
.

that the Negro will find and keep a job,fhat pays well;
produces feelings of status and self-respect and provides for
upward mobility.

2. A,1966 study by the Urban League shows that non-whites 16 to
24'yearS.Of age have a hick unemployment rate whether they
graduate or not, and non-whites, male and female, with one or

'More years of college have a higher unemployment rate than
Whites with' only a high .school diploMa. .

3. Educational standards used to screen candidates for joLs do
not relate to the actual skills required for the job and makes
the Negro the last to be hired and the first to be fired.

B.1. The NegrO's.lack of. education is a critical factor in his
unamplOyability' which inturn makes it, difficultto strengthen
the educational motivations of his children.

. .4

2. Other factors affecting educational motivation are de facto
segregation of housing and child-rearing practices which
result in different learning styles thatdonot" relate to the
middle-class educational situation. j* -

3. Dr. Kenneth Clark blames the schools forthe'educational
deficiencies of the poor, as for example, the progressive
failing behind in school of these children; the.tenuous link
between environment, and performance as evidence&by.a few
excellent Harlemschools,. etc. .

. .

C.1. A greatly improyed education system, coupled with:open
,opportunityjniour employment,structure,is crucial.

2. Given the truism that we get.the kind.of schoo10,wewant and
are willing to pay for, some changes.in the a1l4atiop.of
scarce_resources,,arrangement of cur reward system, and .major
social and political attitudes are necessary.

:.

3. Programs, such as in- service, training for teachers, improvement
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of institutional instruction through supervisory personnel and
full-time specialists, remedial programs, health, psychiatric
and social servides, and even the proVision of books, clothing
etc. are some of the suggestions.

C.4. Recommendations for programs involving the parents and the
community, the teacher and the student.

Maxwell,:Joseph W. Rural Negro Father Participation in Family Activities.
Esta;s2s1212.8x, Vol. 33, No. 1, March 1968.

Role'of the lower-class Negro fathers in the activities of their
families, Comparison made in four areas of family living: household
tasks; child care and control functions; economic functions; and
social functions.

A.L Role of the, father in families with working and non-working wives.
2.. In general's .no significant differences was found in a comparison

of a number Of activities of husbands of working and non-working
wives.

3. In particular, a greater proportion of husbands of working
Wives performed household tasks and social functions by them-
selves.

4'.

,

In every area except househOld tasks, a greater proportion of
husbands of working wives shared 'the tasks with other family

. ,

Members.
5. Significant difference in the ec:momic functions category since

Seven'important differences found in specific activities
within-this Category. .

6. Findings & not 'support the assumPtions that the lower -class
Negro father fails to share in family activities.

7. The employment of the mother increases the' 'participation of the
father in faMily activities.

Mayer, Kerfa & gChaMesSYnerald. The Importance of Maintaining_Lonaa
Term TreatieheOrvices for the Economically Deprived Family.
Presented at'45th Annual, Meeting of the American Orthopsychiatric
Association, Chicago,IiiinoisMarch 22, 1968.

The importance.of long-term treatment facilities.for the poor as
an Wegral part of.designated services. Long-term treatment is
defined as regularly scheduled therapy sessions lasting from 1 to
4 years w40 intermittent follow!-up.

B.1146.6tUni0 mental health pfograms have provided a Variety of
peeded'services..

2; The process of establishing new facilities has created difficult
problems in maintaining and expanding child-guidance services
for multi-Problem'families.in poor neighborhoods.

C.1: Need for long-term treatment because it itpresents'the best
way of bringing about lasting 'basic changes'in'life-lOng
iiatholOgiaal patterns of adaptation;

'2. wo case studies illustrate the use of various treatment'
iodalities.

,
The treatment of an'llyear old white jewish'bOy included
individual therapy for the child and parents, group therapy
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for the child, remedial education for a big brother,
referral to a social work camp, and referral to a residential
treatment center for adolescents.

b. Teacher-therapist approach was used on an 11year.old Negro
boy. The tutor gave the treatment under the supervision of
a therapist.

C.3. Second approach was
cannot recognize or
but who are willing
service of tutoring.

4. The argument for long-term treatment facilities is that
professionals cannot suggest treatment methods which are
inappropriate for a given case.

5. The development of more vigorous community programs is
essential for basic social changes.

considered essential with families who
accept that they have emotional problems,
to inv.-1.ve themselves in the less threatening

Mayhew, Leon H. Discrimination and the Negro Community. Law and Equal
Opportunity!: A Study of the Massachusetts Commission a ainst
Discrimination. Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University Press,
1968.

Statistics are presented in this chapter to show how the Boston Negro
is discriminated against in employment and housing.

A.1. Certain types of jobs are still not open to Negroes, e.g. line
authority, sales. positions in small firms, and certain non-sales
positions involving contact with the public.

2. Among males the ratio of median Negro income to median white
income declined from ..71q in 1949 to .662 in 1959.

3. There was a gain in the female income. Thus the figures for
.the total nopulation remained constant.

4. Relative economic deprivation of the Negroes continues despite
considerable improvement in the relative educational status
of the races.

5. Limited supply of housing open to Negroes are demonstrated by-.
comparing the rents paid by Negroes and whites for comparable

a. The median grass monthly rental paid by Negroes for sub-
Standard housing was $65;,and $59 for whites.

b. Yet a national study shows that in 1965 the sub-standard
Negro housing was worse than white housing.

c. Negroes are relatively excluded from low-priced housing
d. Negroes are under-represented as home owners, and the homes

they own are usually sub= standard. .

B.1. Discrimination in employment can result in:educed profits for
the businessmen, ,Whereas it in housing means "social costs
resulting from misallocation of resources. These.social costs
are not omomnanicated to the private4ector'as.are-the economic
costs ItOtheaibdr?market.

.

2. Prejudice affects the'demana for housing in integrated areas.
3, Thus, the.Patterns.Of Negro housing seem to reflect the

prejudices of the'community rather than its values.
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Meier,: Deborah: From a.Harlem:School Dissent, Vol. 25, 1968.

relationshipsThis article focusses on parent-teacher relationships in an urban slum..
Ghet.to,Negroes feel hostile toward teachers and the school
system because of four myths!
.a.,That-the.lower classes of the vast- -that is, the .

immigrants were, unlike the Negroes, given an education
. . which enabled them to become part of the American middle-

class.

b. That Harlem schools used to teach children, and children
really learned in them:

c. Urban Negroes and Puerto Ricans believe that only colored
people are deprived of an adequate education.

4. That all whites have access to fairly unlimited power and
can do with it almost anything they choose.

2. a. Thus, if Black children fail to learn, it is because the
teachers have. consciously decided not to let them learn.

b. The-oi45, wa7.-tb foil thiS-conepiracy is for Blacks to take
over the school system.

3. Parents in the slums fail.to realize that narents in good
Ouburban'schooisAnow hoW to organize schools so that
professionals'ave greater freedom.

4. Because the ,professionals respect!the social values that are
part of their students' world and are able to produce students
g4ho succeed in that world, there is not the same distrust of
Professionalism.

5. !plough thevast majority of Harlem parents share the feelings
of the extremists, the average parent remains inactive in
School issues and if he does become active, it is more likely
to be in the traditional PTA.thamin the Black Power groups.

6. k. substantial number of narents are. willing to work with their
Children's teachers in order to produce a better school system.

Meltzer, Jack &.Whitley, Joyce. Social. and physical planning of the
urbill slum. Goals for Urban America, J. Brian, L. Berry & Jack
MeltSer Bngelwood-Cliffs,.N.Y., Prentice -Hall, Inc. 1967.

The quality of life of slum residents is not so much a result of
theiV:Own choice as bf decisions Others make for, them. It is
necessary to readapithe goals ot'ilum. areas so that they are
comripsurate with their. needs and''aspirations.

B.1, .Lack of coordination,betT40en the.arious programs and agencies
*Lich operate.in the slum... ,.y . .

.

2. Thus_theiprofessionals tnyolyed,iwphysical.and social planning
!,0.1ave failed to sehieyeethe lesired.lopact.
Oublic.andvpriyate.agencies.haveAaken.on,Characteristic s of

. 5ombeting services, thus undermining -parallel Activity,
.-Iftroll.ferating slum ,problems, and.compounding'confusion.

4. Por,bptimmuLprogress comprehensive plans ,must be developed.for
joint actimity which encompass the problems recogniied in the
physical and social spheres.

5. What is needed are goals in a high order of specificity and
evaluation systath which is problem-solving oriented and dedicated
to the accomplishments of an integrated program, with a focus
on ends rather than means.
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Melville, Robert S. What are the Factors which Enhance or Retard
Educational Achievement of Navajo Indian Students in the Sevier

School District.

Study to identify the factors whIch enh'Apec. nr retard the educational
achievement.of Navajo Indian students in Utah. 97 students were

selected for purposes of this study. The factors hypothesized were
mental ability, reading ability, level of anxiety, self-concept,
achievement motivation, verbal concept choice, and interaction with
the dominant culture.

Areas of study were:
a. Historical records for information on education of Navajo Indians.

b. The difference between the Navajo and their non-Navajo classnates

in each of the selected factors.
c. Relationship of these factors to the academic achievement of the

Navajos.. .

A.1. Reading ability exerted greatest influence over the academic
achievement of the Navajo students.

2. Mental ability and interaction with the dominant culture were

other factors.
3. The presence and intensity of the achievement motive as a

factor of little significance, while the level of anxiety and
the self-concept neither enhanced nor retarded the academic
achievement of Navajos.

4. More factos affected the academic achievement of non - Navajo than

of Navajo students.
C.1. Many aspects of this study have implications for research in

the 'education of minority ethnic groups.

Mercer, William A. Meanin ful Job Development and Trainin: of the
!Hard Core.by Business and Industry. Ptesented at the Race Relations
and Industry 1968 Seminar;'New York 'City,' 1968.

The paper:concerns:the development of a meaningful jób'arid training
program for the hard-core unemployed by the Business-and 'Industrial

Council of Newark, New Jersey, more :specifically its
Experiment and Demonstration (E & D) manpower project, project SEED
(Skill Escalation and Employment Development). k :

,
PiojeCt SEED.Iiidvides training and jobs.

2. 2,300 people lave been entered in.17 training programs.
3...f,00:11a've:Complited training and 151 are still in training.

those completing training are In jobs.
5:An .view of the 'success of SEED, a 'job development and .training

program 'r` equires tWethings:
a. Short-term, prevocational, prehiring programs by companies

to_enable the harcicore, unemployed to pass entrance requirements.
b.% To utilizedomnitii4typeopie in ghetto recruitment

f; FrobleMs that:*.be-jencpUntergd are
.

a. Transportatioh may Mire tb:lie provided from the plant to a

scomemiently;lecated'central.point:
b. tustoma_suchtAW reSnect for time are totally unacceptable. to

ghetto,resIdents
C.-Some_ghetto people do not want to work.
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. '

.4. Too much: time ,'may be.'spent between completion of the program,

the job interview, and starting on a new job.
c. Couneling of a personal and vocational nature and information

must, be part of the training program. The business and
in4ustrial community, mist convince the Negro community of its
sincerity about equal employment opportunities. Some role

'Modelrii-must be produced' with which the disadvantaged can
identify.

Miller, S.M. Poverty and Stratification. Presented at the International
Seminar on Poverty, University of Essex, 1967.

Variouis dimensions of social stratification, not income alone, are
essential to a discussion of poverty in the modern world.

B.1. There are differences among groups within the society.
2. Apart from class, status, power (Max Weber's dimensions for

Stratification), the author considers social mobility as an
important dimension.

3. Income is the'main definer of class nosition because:
a. The links between occupation and income are'becoming

indistinct.

The poor'are a*comPlexity of groups with only low income
in comMon:

c; Government policy defines. groups by income level for
He purposes of income, tax and welfare assistance.

4. Bit income is no longer an adequate indicator.of economic level.
5. 4wireness of elents (new) in access to subsidies, public

.giervices and the new role of the government as.a distributor
0 resources is,necessary to modernize the concept of class,

6. Vile particinatitkof:the..government.Complicates the traditional
Velationship between soArceci:f:income:tand status. As far example:

If government payments are based on productivity (agricultural
subsidies) ofluture:productivity (education) no stigma is
,sattached. :

Mpaymenter.connectedwith a 'bad' life style, there is stigma.
7. Current research rejects the notion of a uniform life style''

among the poor.

8. Oducation is becoming:crucial. in social stratification as the
Major force in:social,mobility:

.In'addikicitc.bo*s*onomic:role,. education affects.the way
individuals are treated by Other people and by organizations.

J.?; The,incresiiinglY-itspOrtait social division. is, not at the
' 'manual/non-manual work boundary,:but at the college, diploma/

professpnal-managertal

4Wide:Herringion.- The Prori4ilon of Social. Mol>ility.
Paper. Sub'cOmiiii6e on Social 'Stratification and M4ilitY, World
Congiaapof.Sociology, Evian' France, 1p6A; .

. -

SociOlogists should strive to discover how public' policy. can promote
soci4,mohty. t Social mobility should be increased' through public
suppo4 of both structural and individual-familial measures and
thro4h majoi reforms, in schools.: Modern 'development planning must
adapt to operating in public.
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Bd. Education accounts for 80% of the international variation in
upward mobility as gauged by the movement of workers from
manual to not-manual jobs.

2. Urbanization is another structural factor in mobility. People
who move to cities often at-Nance in status by entering
industrial occupation.

3. Another approach to social mobility is familial and individual.
Mobile workers resemble those in the stratum into which they
move; they have higher measured often their parents or
parent has an above average education, etc.

C.1. Society should provide deprived children with the kinds of
background support which mobile, well-educated families supply:
dist'lhiltion of free books for educational 'stimulation.

2. Schc,1 can make clear to parents and children how much daily
homework is expected, and can involve parents in their children's
achievements.

3. Homework centers can provide quiet and space. Teachers should
take a personal interest in children to bolster self-confidence
and motivation.

4. Schools must find teaching techniques to stimulate students
to whom. traditional school programs seem.irrelevant

5. If a school system would use teaching tracks, it should require
that'a minimum percentage of students move between tracks
periodically, thus forcing teachers to consider their 'students'
Changing .capabilities;

6. Children from disadvantaged backgroundsshould.be provided with
successful. models.: ,

7. College attendance should be encouraged through scholarships
.and by continuation of public welfare to families with children
in college..

.

Miller, S.M. & Roby, Pamela. Education and Redistribution:. The Limits
of.a Strategy. 1969.

Economists, proponents of government poverty programs and educators
suggest that the obVious need id povertii reduction is to increase
the-edudational levels of the poor.

B.1. The educational strategy for pover reduction suffers-from
four: major limitations.

2. It neglects many poor people, .the aged, the working poor,
the families of the youngsters, etc.

. 3, Its go8la ,era difficult to. achieve, requiring a radical
,redistrlibtrtion of resources and, first --rate staffs.

.

isorly:;;Partially effective for those youthsyho do not.'
obtain education because discrimination and other factors

"intervene 'between education And income,. ds'Ior.example:
a. Stylecif life preferel.xes, discrimitiatOrY'Piadtices, and

uneven rewarding' of various ievels'of:educationk attainMeat,
intervepe;betweesi education and

b. Sharp,differences between the earnings and. the occupational
distribution::: of Negroes and whites with same level of. education.

5.,Iti heavy!emphaSis on education. unanticipatedly damages individuals
and society by constricting alternative channels of occupational
'mobility and by restricting the pluralism of sotiaI values.'
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B.6..If,educational strategies are now viewed in, perspective, an
overemphasis on education may lead to neglect of economic
assistance programs and be self-defeatirrk

C.1, Tn ponniApring educational spending fnr the poor, WI must'

weigh the present youth oriented strategy against other
strategies for poverty reduction.

2. We must fight, discrimination more directly to insure reduction
of income and occupational gaps which persist between Blacks
and whites.

3. For education to enrich rather than constrict, men must be
free to choose to use or not to use it.

4. Educational programs. alone cannot solve all problems of
society's poverty.

Mintz, Norbett L. A Survey of Remedial Programs for Multi-problem
Families and Their Pre-school Children. In Eleanor Pavenstedt (Ed.)
The Drifters: Children of Disorganized Lower-Class Families, Boston,
Little, Brown & Co., 1967.

Description' of remedial programs for multi-problem families and their
pre-school childreP.

The'pfograms are, grouped into four classifications: reinforcement
and: programmed instructionnutritional programs, and Negro
populations, and public school programs. The projects include a
prechool.program:for the, children and structured work fcr parents.

C.1. The programs are primarily educational-therapeutic rather than
cliniCal-psychotheriveutid.

4;'TWo "Iixojects illudtikte reinforcemen: and programmed instruction.
3. The University of North Carolina project differs from the others

in that the pre-school experience takes place in the child's home
fAiher than ii.aithisery school.

4. In Murfreesboro, Tenn., the experimental group had a significant
gain in I.Q. scores compared to the control group, with the

. greatest gain.,in the group that ran a.year longer.
5. Two studies incorporated a nutritional nrogram-the Pine School

of the State University of Iowa, and the Hawaii Department of
Mental Health

6. In several programs the study population consisted wholly or
. largely of-Negrolamilies.

Minuchin, Salvador, et al. The Disorganized and Disadvanteged.Family:
Structure and Preicess. Families of the Slums: An Exploration of
Their:Structure and Treatment. NewYork, Basic Books, Inc., 1967.

.,r.
The ralitionsiiip between .home environment and a group of children,
witkpar*iculiar reference tto,the disorganized, low socio- economic
families 14th more than. one.' delinquent child.

The study was undertaken ty psychiatrists at the Wiltwyck School
for Boys'in New York. Theinoblem is dealt with in three. parts;
capacitylatself-i-observation andcommunication; socialilation of
affect, 'including modes.. of family contact; and family structure.

, . .

A.1. The Children relate to their surroundings in a stereotyped way.
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This relation includes several factors: a sense of being a
pass;se recipient of stimuli; aggression without nuances of
emotion; a narrow..range of verbal response; and a concomitant
inability to focus on an event so as to store and recover the
experience.

A.2.,The home environments studied are impermanent and unpredictable:
a: Meals have no set time, order or place.
b. A shared bed may be turned over to another child or visitor.
c. Parents! responses to children's behavior are random,

With emphasis on inhibition rather than guidance.
3. AS a result the child becomes impulsive in his responses,

searches the reactions of others for clues to the solution of
conflict, and does not observe himself or the characteristics
of a situation.

Mittlebach, Frank G. & Short, James. Rural Poverty in the West--Status
and implications. The University of Kansas Law Review, Vol. 15,
No. 4, May 1967.

A review of the current patterns of poverty existing today in the West.

A.1. The problem of poverty requires multi-dimensional approach
since various factors like ethnicity, environment and socio-.
economic conditions are involved.

2. The need for legal services arises due to: the seasonality of
much of farm work; the poor education of migrant children;
and the poor quality of rural housing.

3. Legal services are almost inaccessible to the poor, particularly
to Mexican-Americans and American-Indians.

4. Only 37 programs of the OEO legal service serve the Western region.
a. Of these only 11 serve the rural population
b. Most programs are. in California.

c. The major service being used in these nrograms has been
domestic and personal counseling.

C.1. California experience suggests:

a. Need for educating the poor rural about their legal rights
to enable them to utilize the services offered.

b. Need for cooperation between the OEO and State and local
county bar associations.

AittlebaCh, Frank G. and Marshall, Grace. The Burden of Poverty,.
MeXican4american Study Project, Advance Report S, University of
California, Graduate School of Business Administration, Los Angeles.

Hoping to bring the poverty of the Mexican-Americans in.the South-
western. United States, to. the attention of the public, the.authors'
detail the prevalence of poverty among Mexican-Americans, its general
characteristics, and suggestions for its alleviation.

A.1. Mexicanr4mericans constitute the second largest disadvantaged
minorityruiMbering 4 pillion,

2. 30-40% of 'them lie below-theLpoverty line.

B.1. They haye..dharacteristics similar to the'poor in the other
areas of the country.

2. There is high concentration ixkurbamareas.

220 .4 i
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CA.Jtcwould'belfielphil to'concider whether societal institutions
:f; ilproduce and perpethate:p0erty among minorities.'

2-.-Public-suppOtted-schooling'and manpowai.training to help
individuals and deprived groups overcome specific handicaps to

1 inctease their earning'capaLity.iS More useful than traditional
welfare and anti-poverty programs.

3.. Modern 'education must be. tailored to fit individual needs.

4. Various questions that need to be answered are:. 'Does poor
education result' frami?oot schools; the loW social value of
educationapressinganeed fat a job because of the parent's
poverty, or the Youngsteris'expeotations of low-payoff from
better education ac they observe discrimination in the labor
market?

Mizruchi, Ephroium Harold. Aspiration and Poverty: A Neglected Aspect
of Mertbrils Anomie...f' The Sociologi.Cal:Qarterly, No. 4, 1967.

This analysis suggests that current conceptions of lower-class social
processes requiie overhaiiling:

B.1. Many iwthtflower social 'classes.either do not asPare'to change
their socio-economic etnaitiowor*, if 0. esire change, are
unwilling to take risks tcil-jrink ft'' about.

2:LiMitedaspitation and risk-taking are. the result of sociological
and Socio-ipaychologiCalprocesses.

3. Internal and external'ObStatles to movement up the ladder of
'Opportunity condition the-donelmobile to an-attitude'Of risk -
avoidance. .avoidance.

4..Therelb odtrightdiscrithination against lower status groups
by the uppdr*clb.ftses.'

5. In addition, those inthe-same'class discourage others form
moving ahead..

6. In sociological terms;.there.16 little aspiration .to .begin with.
The potential strains in the mobility'processlead to with-

.:1H.dreiwal'of.attlirationfor*tho e who do aspire. is'a'redult,
there is a procIINiti to vaiomid.:

1

Moed, Martin et al. Problems in the Transition'to Program' xperimentation
in Services for Upgrading, the Employability,of the Culturally
advantage.Youth, Presented at'the 75th Adnual A.P.A..Conventiod.,.:
Washington D.C. 1967. ',:

:I;
. _:.

A summary. of .the author'S experience in converting the Mobilization
for Youth: youth eluployl&ntdIvitioiii, a' large service oriented
into a Manpower Programi'BesededittabbratorY foithe'rigOroai4t4dy
of-program services...

B.1. Transitional" problems affected philosophy and staff-morale.
2. Conflict between V-- Valued inh&i'eut in the' '6i iiitiefe,to provide

services for the poor and thd.vaiu6s idheieht-in:th* to
demonstrate the effectiViinets'Of the -"--1
Satisfactibwvith shis-jObbdabled-a COUnsdliDir't&'614iite
interferences. !-

4. Greater acceptancvbfltfit research` ciitedseier Who were hired
after the research began than the ones employed under the
regular service concept.
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B.5. Staff discussions helped overcome counselor's resistance.

6. Sin Ce each case handled by a counselor had to be stated in

clear terms for codification, the .research program brought

about a system of case accountability not usually found in

a service effort.
C.1. Both programs under study must be qualitatively equal as well

as each administered in an orderly fashion.
2. An agency in transition 'must determine its obligation to non-

..experimental individuals who were already in the program at
the beginning or who would re -annly at a later date.

Moynihan, Daniel P. Poverty in Cities. In James Q. Wilson (Ed.)

The Metropolitan Enigma: Inquiries into the Nature and Dimensions

of America's 'Urban Crisis', 'Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, Washington D.C., 1967.

The author seas rising within American cities a pattern of demand

and resistance that threatens instability of a damaging variety.

13:1. Poverty is largely an urban phenomenon.
2. Urban poverty is concentrated 'among Negroes and other ethnic

minorities and is closely associated with large 'arid -broken

families.
3 Urbanized .andcultural proletariat make up the greatest number

Of urbanpoor.'.
4. Today's poor are seeking jobs in a market that is increasingly

becoming difficult for them.

5. Mach of .contemporary poyertY. has to do with the nature cl the

American social Welfare system.
6. These are signs that the problem of poverty is growing more

difficult and that its 'decline can no longer be assumed.

7. There are three indications that poverty is hardening:
a. The number of persons on welfare is rising.

b. Studies in the aftermath of 1965-66 riots suggest that
conditions of life in many slum areas of large cities are

':worsening.

.; c. Disappearance of slums from the industrial democracies of

northern and western Europe, while they persist iti the
United States.' 1..

.iL.Oscarlewis' conception of the culture of poVerty is the most
powerful explanatory hypothesis to emerge in' the present age.

9. However, detailed study ofslum life which his analysis requires
is yet to be .done.

10.1Income: redistribution- il go a long way toward eliminating
;(,,i poverty the- United- States.

Nam, Charles B., Rhodes, A. Lewis & Herriott, Robert. E. Sch6b1

Retention! by Race'; Religiorr',. and Shtio-econtmlc Status., The

JournaUrd'HUman Resources, VOL 3.;' Nis".. 2, Spring 1968 .

Report_ op. theAasuremento ,the, ylepeiglent and jolpt. effects of
race,, socie7;econolli.i.cletafwo, ,reLigion,., and residence .on the

probability of finishing high schOo1. .

2;950 iciUthi3'141.76-1,7-6year;:-old. group' arellitampled to determine the
.; .
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independeit and interactive effect of these variables. Analysis
of 1;403Secondary schools'autaining male students and 1,306
schoOlsrOdntaining female students.

A.1. Low socio-economic level, non-Catholic religious identification,
and:residence,inthe South are more closely associated than
the other variables with leaving school before graduation.

2. There are combinations-of characteristics which increase or
decrease the chances that an individual will become a high
school graduate.
a. Racial characteristics are of minor importance when other

variables are controlled.
.3. Unusually high non-enrollment rates for blue-collar, big-city

Negro males of the North and West and for blue-collar, small-
town, rural Southern whites.

4. Dropout rates did not deviate from the expected to as great aDropout
degree-a4Orig schools as among individuals.

. .

5. Roman CithOlIC schools had lower than expected dropout rates.
6. The rates for schools with higher proportions of Negroes and
:.,..of,yout/hs4rom white-collar families were also below those

predicted..

National Advisory. Commission on :Civil Disorders. Unemployment., Family
Structure and Social Disorganization: A Recent Economic Trend.
Government. Printing Office, Washington D.C, 1968.

In spite of gains in Negro income cationally 'and a decline in the
number of Negroes below the povertly' level, the condition of Negroes
in the central city remains in a'siate of crisis.

A.1. 1n.,10674 unemployment rate for Negroes was double that of whites.
2. Negro,men are mare than three times as likely as white men to

be in low paying .unskilled or service jobs.
3..Thp:popcentration in the lowest occupations is themost

* octant cause of poverty among,Negroes; .:t

4. Sub-employment rate in low-income neightborhoocls wasabout
31;, ox 8.8 times.greater,than.the over-all unemployment for
American workers.,

5. In 1966, about..11.9% whites and 40.6% of non-whites had
incomes below.,the poverty, level ($3,335 per. year for an urban
family of four).. ,

of?pon-Whitewhelaw the poverty level live in the
central cities.

B.1..Employment.problema.have drastigillocial impact in the ghetto..
a. Men who are chronically miegoloyed or employed in the lowest

status jobs are often unable or unwilling to remain with
families

b..Thus.#0-baq0LOP,Of.children growing up without:fathers.in
an atmosphere, of deprivation is increased as mothers are
forced to work.

itot.cdrreni unemployment and
family hreaki046nerates,Tiiiii;t66of!rUthless, e*ploitative.
relationships within the ghetto. '

A. Poptitut4on, dope,addiction,,casual.sexual affairs, and crime
create insecurity.
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B.4. Children growing up under such conditions are likely to
participate.in civil disorder.

National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders. Recommendations for
National Action, Government Printing Office, Washington D.C., 1968.

C.1.tq..create a single society and a single identity, the following
objectives are proposed:
a. Opening up opportunities in employment, education, and

housing by removing racial discrimination and segregation.
b. Provide the disadvantaged means to deal with his problems

and increase the capacity of our public and private
institutions to respond to these problems.

'c. Increased communication across racial lines to destroy
stereotypes, halt pOlarization, and distrust and hostility,
etc.

2. Major recommendations in employment include:
a. Consolidating and concentrating employment efforts;
b. Opening the job-structure, creating one million jobs

within three years in both sectors.
c: Providing on-the-job training.
d. Developing urban and rural poverty areas.

e. Encouraging business ownership in the ghetto.
3. 10 education, the suggestions are:

a. ncreased efforts td-eliminate de facto segregation.
b. Providing quality education in ghetto schools.
c. Improving community-school relations.

d. Expanding opportunities for higher and vocational education.
4. Major changes needed in the several areas of the welfare system.
5. Expand the housing supply for low-income families and open

areas outside of ghetto neighborhoods for occupah'cy by racial
minorities. '

National Committee for Children and Youth. Project Challenge, Final Report,
Washington D.C., 1968.

Discussion of an experimental and demonstration program for. youthful
offenders at the Lorton Youth Center in Lorton, Virginia.

.

.

Program included. occupational training, counseling, employMent and
follo0-410 And community support. Curriculum included remedial
edutation 'with- vocational training.

C.1.,Emphasis on 'screening-in' candidates rather than on screening
them out.

2.,8ielf-fselection oftraining,programs by trainees resulted in
optimumvarticipation in theylearning process.

3:_trainePs gained,in educatienalAevelopment.
a. As much as or more than comparable groups in eight .public

,,schoollaystems a9ross the nation.
b.'In one -half to one-fqurth the ttme. . .

4. Employment, rate for. freleased project' trainees averaged 89:4% for
ItAelcoptract period, with training-related replacements aVeraging

5..PlApc#130he curriculutkand.program provedthat persons with
severe academic deficiencies can be includedAn:Anstitutional
vocational training programs at the apprenticeship level.

224 1-$
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Statistical Analysis of San Diego Summer Head
Variables. Dissertation, Colorado State

College . 1967. .

:

A' COiparative study of San Diego; California, Head Start Children on
the basis of seven variables; and of these Head Start children with
children in the general community.

A.1. The seven. variables. were I .Q . , ethnic origin, military status,
'economic statue,, emotional' appraisal, intellectual appraisal,
'and medical observationd.

2. Comparison of Head Start Children with general population on
the basis of intelligence, military status, and ethnic origin.

3. The intellectual appraisal classification correlated with
Peabody Pitture Vocabulary Test scores.

4. Significant differences among Head Start children by ethnic
origin and.not by economic status.

5. Head St4t children different from general population by
ethnic origin.

6. Correlation between intellectual appraisal .(.53) and Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test.

Newman, Dorothy K. The Negroes in the United States: Their Economic
and Social Situation. . lgo.partmept of Labor, Bulletin No. .1511.

Government*riniing Offge, Washington D.C. , 1966.

Analysis of the social and economic situation of Negroes, particularly
in Mbaxt-areas.-:.IDescription.of government programs which are aiding

..N.egrpcesK : i
,

A.l. That Negriiies
t

are city dwellers, living in densely populated
*:iiiead'wf4re-90% or more of the population is Negro.

2. The ratio of non-white to white unemployment rates has remained
condistently over 2.0. ;

_

`3. Unemployment' greatest for non-white teenagers.
4. Although enrollment in schooLs has been proportionate with

:population.increases. of non - white youths, the advantages of

education: are; still liMitect.:;

5. In spite of employment,gains for Negroes in professional anV.
technical jobs, lexi,a4dion has not been proporti.onate,to
tite tipanding economy to change the over-all pattern of Negro
employment.

6. legro family:incomes , whiCh were 53% of white incomes in 1961-63,
were 56% in 1964.

7.. Other factors contributing 'to Negro' economic 'insecurity are:

lack of steady,. work; many- Negro workers'hot *being covered by

collective bargaining Aar-eon:in 'Thiniitiem wage laws, and social

-,;1313CUrity.:.:. ' 1",
.

E. Poverty was present in about .40%7of icon - white families ',(as

compared to 12% of whited)'1W 1964.
9. 4LMost,:one4ourth 411.4ictwwhite' families are headed bi-women.

.:.:1001Aithough-Aothit .oU10-lhon-White*'3dhildren '1i#ed in. Poor faMilies

in 1963, only 30% of non-white families with less than .$3;000
4959.1raceived,Assistatice'-:froteAld. to' PAthilied with

tDependeat::Children- in: 1961 4

.*:tt;,01:11 ' *. '
225,,
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11 Of Negro youth 16-21 years olds apnroximately 100,000 were
employed or in training under government -- initiated or
supported programs in .the spring of 1g66.

12. Negroes in federal employment increased nine percent between
E;61 and .*V:65.

13. 53% of Negro veterans took advantage of post-service education
and various other programs, although more white than non-white
veterans obtained' a home, farm; or business loan.

Omati, 0: Poverty and Affluence. NP.I4 York, The Twentieth Century Fund,
1966.

A report on a. research project which focussed on the poverty of
insufficiency rather than the poverty of inequality.

8.1. Poverty is a relative. term, meaning different from time and pace.
2. The United States are affluent enough to provide each family with

subsistence income ($2,600 for 4). in 1960.
3. A poverty of underdog; or parish class now develuping rather than

the mass poverty of the depression.

4. Poverty resulting from changes in employment demands,. rise in
mechanization.

5. The poor, are out .of economy due to lack of skills, therefore
the rising economy won't help them. Y

,.C.1..;. Poor .need helvin developing, their nersonal assets*.

Orem, R.C.. <Ed.) - Montessori: For the Disadvantaged. New York, G.V.
putnam's ons., 1,Ct.67,.

.

lhis-book: discusses 'the *application of edUcatidnal
principl3ab to; and their impilleatii.ons for the war on poverty;..
especially the*.ittiiii-Start'frOgram. -:.- . 1".. ."
C.1. Ordinary methods of edueatiou, -usually, middle-class oriented,

4nder.privileged :children.

2,...4ontessori,,sohoo1s: heye, beeniuite,successful with. these .children.
3. MonItessori!stpyinciplA Trepared.,environment! is particularly

applicable to the disadvantaged child, as well. :as to

and -upperr:.class, hildren who suffer from -developntental

4 The .,prepared, environment -should be ;expanded so that the Head
Start child learns to concentrate,' develops 'motor. skills.; respects

the rights of others, develops powers of reasoning, creativity,
,artd, ingenuity, as well 'as' a4)ositive inage' of himself .

5. Another relevant MPntesisori ,concept is that...the: child develops
favourable attitudes toward work.'.
a. In the Montessori sehotik the child learms habit6 of order and.

work in an environmcnt.,that r.e:ets.. hi.s. needs . .

6. Built-in techiliAses develop leenguagel skills.- in which the loWer-
class child is deficient. 1

_' :- -,The? school- 11100ld. bey linked with they -.1

Qt.b.pritopiciArt7,<the boa:, include: the Montessori teacher as a
programmer; development, learning, and: perception; and Montessori
re004rob Project*:

9. Montessori is thelmost,00mptehttisivef-medel.!yet availabl. for
4 v! r ,- e

4
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pre4school education'.
C,10.For the disadvantaged Child, it is the only pedagogical system

detiigned;to meet his needs.

Ornati', Oscar Poverty.; Affluence and Opportunity. In George A.

:Brager:& Francis P. Purcell(Ede.) Community Action Against Poverty,
Nevi Haven, College. and University Press, 1967.

Poverty in America, is not only a characteristic of those who are
economically deprived, but of those Tlho possess certain specific

personal, social and demographic characteristics.

A.1. Families which have the following combination of charactereistics
have 3 out of 4 chances of earning less than $4,500 per year
Zan amount slightly more than what is generally regarded as

minimally adequate):
a. Non-white families headed by a female.

b. Aged families living on a farm.,
c. Aged Negro families.
d. ' Negro 'families living on a farm.

e. Farm families headed by a female.
B.1; The uPs and 'downs of the economy have little effect on the

risk of poverty.
2. Those who moved 'out ''of low-income levels between 1948 and 1960

generally did not have these characteristics.
3. Thus poverty cannot 'be'viewed as a mass phenomena which can

be eliminated by the economic improvement of the total society.
4. Restructuring of the _labor market. and...employment is ineffectual

since the lioxilk of the. poor are outside the labor market.
5. Chariging social standards and a general upgrading in the

requirements for participation in our society are more the
cause of :poverty than is automation.

C.1. Opportunities should be provided not bY reconstruction Of
neighborhoods but by reconstruction of the personal patrimony
with which the Poor lace the 'labor market:outside their"
'neighborhoods.

2. Poveirty,in'America can be removed by sUstained efforts along
the lines of education, training and re-training, rights,
a universal old =-age and survivors' insurance system, health

insurance, and slum, re-building. ';..
,,..

Orshansky, Who 'Among 'the Poor: A,Demographic View of

Poverty. 'SocialtSecurity- Bulletin, July 1g65.

Description oft.it,new, index of Poverty. . .
A.1. By !larch 19614234.,6t.Million in poverty.

2. Aged moat' echnoraia' insecure of any age group.''

3. Children second in poverty risk.
a. Families with children More prone; to;poverty-half of 'family

members in.:poverty were 'childierraS opposed to 1/3

Id 'above pOWertrliner . Ts' ' '

4. In female headed families children made upT 601 of meraber's in

pootitiliaitieso edit:oared! *to' 17% itynont-poor.
5. The largest family; the larger the poverty risk for children.

227 t 'A
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A.6. Poverty not from joblessness but short-term jobs, low paid

jobs and many dependents.

Identification of the high-poverty risk people can facilitate
remedial prOerams.

. ,

Parham, T.J. aim. The horrendous facts of roverty. Public Welfare,

Vol. 26, No. 3, July 1968.

Discussion of three problems related to the cultureof 'poverty and
implications for public welfare.

B.1. Problemi related to the culture of poverty are:
a. The problem of presenting in a positive way the plight of

the undeserving poor who are actual or potential aids to
families with dependent children (AFDC) clients.

b. The probleli of raising money grants above bare existence
levels.

. c. The problem of securing and holding manpower'.
C»1. Five implications for public welfare:

. .

a. Strong need for improved :and expanded efforts to interpret
the life circumstances and behavior of welfare. clients .

,

without becoMing their, apologists
b. Public velfaretUse inject its services at crucialstages

into the lives of, potential clients one some basis other .

than ap?'lication for assistance.
c. Constant interpretation(to the. public) of the insidious:

consequences of:current ,grant levels, finding ways to
raise the level of . money, . grants.. -

d Develop staff And volunteer programs, in ,consumer education
and horse .management .. : - 1 :

e. gee ,liow the existing :manpower available .for employment can

be Uti:lized. .This involves opening tit, ,new careers 6vr the
.pOor' throiigli training and hiring Ithem to serve as .aides

. under profeSsAonal supervision.
:

Parnice,Edwartd A. Formal Education .and Culture .Chan.ge: 'A Modern

Apache Indian Community and .CoVernment, Education Programs; :Tuscon,

The Ifni-Vert:thy' of Arizona Press441968,. . .; ." . .

Edupation, when- used .to. impOde ?cUlturar charig'e can 'crate serious
conflicts in the minority society. An assessment;'of 6.64 1059 -1961

education; .program ,for Apathefi'bn the'San, tarlos reiesivation..

..

t
. 71'

AU. conflict`; economic deprivation, and cultural instability
are prOT.DP.iniTlianeducation.-..,,

2, Three' oct'ors:, were identified.es -contributing to educational
of AiNicii-e teOnag§ret''."- The., factors are : community,

family and sehool.
-;13*. serious 'unemploOeitt ti`rotjliaiaii anal roverty; little

t. il.nyolvetsmat.sof-Apacheic in 'ofidratiiie the dducation program lied
to parental apathy and indifference.

4. Family: incomes .could have
''b,e'i.ptpyeA2#41n4A0411 plangpg help: Nhile.the traditional

sfatelit:oflam4y ,.brealciqg Aown ,ithe tribal court
dUciplitie''oVsn,..prk02;dfiag1mg to teenagers,

228{ t't
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A.S. School: inadequate solution of basic language problems.'
a. Serious deficiencies in teaching. techniques, and teachers.

seldom' understood the children's home environment.
b. Boarding schools isolated Apaches fron non4ndians; they

had low academic standards; and were not prepared to cope
''With the emotionally disturbed.

c. Conflict of goals between retention of tribal identity and
assimilation into Anglo-American life.

d. In failing to see the positives of education, less educated
Apaches directly influenced their children's thinking.

B.1. The program wadUnsuccessful it educating and integrating the
children into the mainstream of 'American life.

;'
Pavenstedt, Eleanor; ILD..(Ed.) The Drifters: Children of Disorganized

Lower-Class Families. Boston, Little, Brown & Co., 1967.

Description and. discussion of 1955-1965 North Point (Boston) Project
which was initiated to help_nursery school children from disorganized
poor :families girow, into productive members of society.

C.1. MUlti-disciplinary ap.PiOach. Two psychiatrists, a research
psychologist, an educatot, a sociologist, and a social worker,
!worked with 45 Children.

2..Children'S families renresented the hard-to-reach, multi-problem
families found in all community agency case loads.

3. DescriptiOn of. these children as they entered the nursery school,
the author's understanding of their developmental lags and
precocities, the measures deVised to help theM With. their

.--deficientidif,'the changes obser4ed, and barriers to change.
4. Description of 13 families participating in the project.

Anthropological survey of 'sOciOCiltural environment.
6. The chiIfitencould became seIf4e4pecting individuals by

intervening early and striving for total personality development.
7. Far - reaching and social and economic changes needed in the lives

of the families. :s

8.StOdy of entire poVerty.poPulatien to determine whether the.
children arevona'Continium between the normal, development;-of,-;

the stable working class and the retarded development of the
disorganizecifamily. Or whether there are sub-groups betWeeti

`_` theses. pio. poles. ;

e44 toi;eatsblAsh.ranitiservice centers in the neighborhood.
10. Collaboration of varied personnel working in slum areas required.

Pavenstedt, Eleanor, M.D. Review of Findipgs:and,Recommendations. In
Elehnor'PavenStedt (Ed".), The Dr ifters: Children of DisorsaniAed Lower-

B6Stob,'LlEile, Brown 0' Co:, 1967.
.

Review.offin44ngslpf North Point (Boston)kProject requitint immediate
action in terii4opf.19,um childrenand families, and anthropological
findings. :1:

4
,

C Nedessity!:tf:littiOirig. elitire''pO4eity',psonulation to detarmine:
whether, the' 'children' icie' 16'n 'Ontiritkim *#00 the ;normal

J.,. :deVelovidient tif.'. the rtitabie wartif.ng-6elass a44,' the;.reAirded and

deviant deveiloolitene Of thi diSortiarlited fa ily;
b. or whether there are sub-groups between these two poles, with

2 2 9 4
4 -r.
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their own constellations of retardation, fixation, and
deviance, and areas of normal and precocious development.

C.2. Radical social and econonic changes-necessary in the lives of
the families.

3. Stiort-term effects are often of" no lastinq value.

4. Collaboration of various:personnel (e.g. educators, politicians,
city planners ; welfare warkers, etc:) to overcome confused
goals and fragmented services.

5. Multi-service centers in the heart opoor neighborhoods.
6. Restructuring-of existing health, social, welfare, and

educational services.
7. Further research necessary.

Description of some ongoing projects and studies.

Pavenstedt, Eleanor, M.D. Overview of the North Point Project. In
Eleanor Pavenstedt'(Ed.) The Drifters: Children of Disorganized
Low-Class Families. Boston, Little, Brown & Company, 1967.

Report of the 1965-66 North Point (Boston) project studying the
effects.of early emotional deprivation on.slum children::

-Children tested' aria Mental health work 'undertaken with them. Between
1960-1965 a demonstration. project was undertaken to:

b'd:.'huild on any achieVqments for .adaptive funCtiops helpful in
.. _

b. dis&i.the- fear. and Suspicion-Cif authority kippes and
c. to buttrsss the usual development of children between three and five.

Ad'."Mosi 'children werefound to have average potential.-
2..EverYdaY functioning for many children was below the level attained

on formal testing.

3.Deviant instability ,of teat function in' items language
and.thought;%-.; : '

4. Cognitionyprocess was .literal, unimaginatie ana-poorlY organized.
5.qtttfpipted:alestery, of feavthrouglvflight empressed'through'

gener4jpasiveneestoward outside objects and people,:was.a
common adaptation to environmental stimuli.

co.. To minivizethe effects.of early emotional deprivation' on
adult,..traits,.it is necessary .to provide, at the earlidit age,
an,enVironment with trustworthy responsive adults.

Pear, Arthur.Slim and None.. The Poor's.Two Chances. In Daniel
Schreiber,.(Ed.) Profile of the SchooIDropout. New York, Random
House, 1.967,

. .

PrograMii:Wie'aied:'Oh the premiit.4 that disadvantaged children are out
of step anilqieed.4Whai)iiis and their teachers believe that their-:
rope is taqii)air-thi-dhildren.:

B.1. quelvprogramorreinforce.thelnequality of education and he
hiimiliation;ot!the children:'

2.4pildren:goll,victiavery early in our schools to the e-caieless
sortingjandAhum discriminating.' "

3. The schools become alienated from the disadvantaged foi al
number of reasons

a. Rules which have no logic or real rationale, such as those
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concerning, dress.
sChool materials ,lacking relevance to the children's back --

ground or immediate circumstances;
c. parents,' lack, of power to pressure the school system;

a schooling with no. linkage to their own future;
,e. humuliating and degrading experience, unless one happens

to be a brain or an athlete. .

L. As currently constituted in the helping services, higher
education provides little stimulating experience before a
person is exnosed to the actual pressure of the job.

5. Practice teaching and field exnerience are only minimally
relevant to job experience.

C.;. Opening up the schoOl'to the student would bring dramatic
changes in behavior and attitude.

2. Bringing, the student into an active teacher role, making, the
diassiOdm 660Viative venture, and allowing the student to
progress through negotiable steps to a certified educator would
be.a welcome relief. ,. :

3. The new careers proposal, providing an alternative path to a
credential, allows greaterflexibilityin the education process.

wl

Pearl, Arthur. Education, Emrloyment, and Civil Rights for Negro Youth.
Kvarceus, John S. Gibson 6"Thomas J. Curtin (Edo.)

Povert Education and Race Relations.: Studies and Proposals.
Boston, AlIyU And Bacon, 9 7.

ProvisiOn of services to the noor.adds to their humiliation. They
must be given,iWop'Portunity to make a contribution to society
and get' paid ftir it.
B.1. Society-robs.the poor_oftneir dignity through organized efforts

to provide their services-- evident in the attitudes of physicians,
employmentcenters teacherss and teachertoward the poor.

'2. Homagenfogs.groupings'in'the schools should 'be discouraged
.because,quch a 'basic track' system militates against the poor
and stigmatizes them as stupid.

3. Since, disproportionately high nuMbers=a Negro youths in urban
slums ,are part of .this ;'basic track',,sygtet, they are given no

marketable:4141184r and are denied an opportunity to Make a
contribution to society.

C.1. High_pchool graduates and even dwpoutsi.cAnbe.eMployed as
schopl aides and:guidance-assistantd:,

2. Use of indigenous. non-professionals can change the
attitudinal climate of the schools,,since theY can provide,.
.studebteArlih"artiliate of the models for'identification. .A ,

3.-346 be redefined to meet the'Skills, Of people, thereby giving
them an opportunity to feel needed.

4. The 0414:4 0.1PILLY:by. impose&authority-can be replaced by
help from empathetic persons within; the community.

..11irin.th0-1100; cap M4ke:rneaningful.:the:civil rights adVancee
of the past decade, for nothe:poor-will be Abletto affOid

a
them. . ,.2.

.

. I

J
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Pearl, Arthur. New Careers: One Solution to Poverty, Poverty and Human
Resources Abstracts. Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations,
UniVersitV of Michigan -Wayne State-University, Vol.. 2, 1967.

An overview of the'New Careers' proposal which advances the idea
that:'' domestic problems of the United States stem from inadequate

organization of work and education.

C.1. Instead of, causing shortage of jobs, every technological
change that reduces the,workin mechanical service and products
producing industries,makes possible a greater investment of
manpower in human'serviCe...

2. Humaii servicei.(teadhera,'doctors, social workers, etc,) provide
enormous potential for development of new careers as they are
in vast under - supply.

.

3. Health, education, welfare; etc.' have become the exclusive
preserves of the relatively affluent since college eeucation
is mandatory for entry into these.

.

4. The ;door are denied educatidn, are herded into traCks,Which
do not prepare for college, and are provided fewer gratifications
than are proVided the advantaged:

5. Maximize options available to individualse.g. transfer from
one lie10.6.another would be really relativel*easy...

6.1Very person is assured of at least horizontal mObility(annual
'incrments'nf-silary) as well as 'the opportunit fa.'Vertical
mobility.

7. Education should establish a aeries of landingsmto allow for
a wider range of..entrillositi9pajn the professions. ,.

:41. By taking. entry,POSitions:aitailatili to every segment.4 the
population,'Tt'prOixisei increase 'in the number orfol;s.

9.. Seeks to, rectify,conditiOns:fostering alienation in. schools
where what is. taught hasvlittlwrelevanceto.the
experiences of the children of-the poor. ",t

10. Appeals to varied groups like the poor, the minorities, the
` 'Stable'WOrking'Clasa, etc. ,
11. Change in the nature of the service by the creation of more
.". 'entry' p6sitiOns not requiring college diplomas,or other

;;PiEtalizeCI.'edutation..

12.-To deionstrate'that impoverished, under - educated, alienated
populations would beattracted to..and,would succeed,inhuman
service carteii. .

13. Grow:Lng number of nonifqesSionald working with kofessi.onals
i fn haalth;eduCati8n and welfare.

2
14.'PerdOptible bUt very slow change in higher eduCation

accomodate chits change in,the.organization of service.
15.1teedstii atienre'that.the'04 ayilteMs:do not create a new form

of ihiqualityliy'CiOgging'the upward mobility Channels of
,

the poor.

.,piscussiott of. ,various other,aspects'of 'Nevreartere.

1
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Peck,,Sidgeytit:' The etonomic situation of Negro labor. In Julius
Jacobsen, (tdc)'The Negro and the American Labor.Mbliement. Garden
City, N.Y.,.Doubleday,-1968.

. .

The 1960'i haNwwitneseed the'eniergitie of a new laboring class,
largely economitally'exploited' Negroes, outside the, labor movement

and the mainegonomy. The same technological processes that have
impoverished rural landholders and caused" massive migratie:to
cities wreak havoc on the. industrial workers of the ghetto.

B.1. Victory in the' war against poverty necessitates a transformation
of the national.power structure and the.disengagemerit of
Military'pewet abroad.

2. Because of rapid automation in industry, this newly created
laboring class is marked by unemployment, under-employment,
'anOrnempleyability.1

3. Archaic union structures have failed to adapt to the new social
environment of cybernation technology.

4.'Radical politics and anarchic disturbances characterize the
'behavior of unwanted workers relegated to ghettos in the
metropolitan center.

:5. Class'ionseioue organizational links between splintered
working claad segments become more probable as the dynamic
Within the.'syitem becomes 'increasingly obvioUt in Us social

, :
And eCenemieeffects.

Pelosi, John William. _A'Stud of the Effects of .Examiner Race, Sex,
aria.StleontajftsnilmiLdleat_REAMInes. Clearinghouse for
Federal.Scientific'and TeatiealInforMation, Springfield, Va., 1968.

-
Bight.tests-administeredts06maleNegroes in order to determine
the effect of examiner. race:,: style;,. sex,. or-the interaction between

these factors on test performance, '

A.1. None- of the examiner attributes, or the interaction, between them
was significant on seven of the tests.

2.Analysiti of data from the IPAT. Culture Fair Intelligence Test
shbWeethat cold treatment by'male Negro,examiters resulted in
higher scores than those obtained when tested by female Negro
exinniners.

3. Subjects tested by female white exaMiners'performed higher than
those tested by male white examiners.
On. One sub-ties ; .gutjeCts tested by white examiners

scored slightly higher than'aubjects treated warmly on all
but one test.

B.1. These findings 'contradict the of research
" which sugiested'inad'Ve0erifteActiVe biai.due to white examiners.

Pettigrew, T.F. Negro American Intelligence: A New Look at Old
Controversy. In TA. Lannitif4 A.W.O.Mang'(Eds.) Basle Education -for
the Disadvantalt3 Adult, Bogton, Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1966.,
Research,review.

B. Negroes achieve lower scores on I.Q. tests.
1. Not due to genetic factors.

23'S
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B.2. Intelligence is not genetically fixed.
3. Man's intelligence falls short of genetic potential.
4..Intaligence is 'determined by environmental factors.

a. Inadequate', diet of mother may impair fetus's potential
intelligence... .

b. environment develops 'set tb learn'- in child;
c.,deprived environment decreases I.Q. (twins and children

of larger families have lower I.Q. due to less parental
attention);

d, low expectations of whites,
5. Enriched environment will raise I.Q.'s; we do not know what specific

enrichment is moat effective. .

Pettigrew, Thomas F. Race and Equal Educational Opportunity. Harvard
Educational Review, Vol, 38, No. 1, Winter 1968.

. .

Discusses the necessity of integrated rather than desegregated schools
in view of the Coleman Report finding that children of all backgrounds
do betterin middle -class schOOls, especially in'the later grades
where tile'full'forCe. of peer :group influence is felt.

A.1. Four other studies using measures and samples different from
Coleman support the above finding.

2. Coleman's social class. finding has important racial implications
only one-fourth-of Negro Americans are middle7class:.

3. Thus extensive desegregation necessary to provide Negro children
with middle -class school settings.

4'...Difference between desegregation and integration. ,F6rmer is a
-raCial mix only whereas latter is racial mix with interracial
acceptance.

. 5 .Theinecessity.pf integrated schools for Negro and white children
emphasized by Coleman-Report.

6. Dynamics of interracial classroom proposed by the Equality of
Educational Opportunity Survey data examined by author.

7. Two processes of fate control and social evaluation discussed
. in detail.. ,

B.1. Even the.mopx anademically successful compensatory program in
ghetto schools cannot rival genuine integration.

Fibre, Michael J. _gearoijs2yLtersintt_aei(ississip.pidslta: Problems of
Displacsemstaulgiustragat..,.Presented at'20th Annual Meeting of
the, Industrial Relations,Rgsearch Association,- Washington D.C., 1967.

The role of the Negro labor:Ill:nee in the economy .of the Mississippi
Delta and the problems of displacement and adjuStment faced. by it.

,. . ..

Almost.completp elimination.of the,Negro's..rolc.in,theekionomy
af,,In!two successive years k spring seasonal-employment-reduced

by half. "

b.,#,AM.tqr11.1404ne,in.farm operators.
2 Agricultural displacement due:to:shift from cdtton to .:less labor-

intensive production. .

3.-Currentafforts.to.solve:the,economie,problems of Negroes are'

--',cr9g11'40A9 qfalt4118!, . .

1:!;,0grarPt RgAdAlates,i,.and prejection.shows insufficient
growth rates for such jobs.
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B.S. Without opportunities,; training programs degenerate into

welfare. programs:
6. Whitecontrol over,the programs causes them to be used to

rewarsiand' punish people for political activity.
7. Negro trainees are assigned menial and humiliating jobs where

instructorsare tyrannical and abusive.
8. Firms: which have tried to absorb Negro workers have faced

discipline:and turnover problems.
9. Negro leaders believe that the displacements are a white

conspiracy to force out-migration and thus avoid the threat of
integration and Negro politicalpowet-

10. Some hopeful signs that the Negro middle-aass; previously
hesitant to risk their hard-earned status, are beginning to
opt for cooperativelhusiness ventures.

11. On the whole,.very little of the constructive Action attempted
by Negro leadership has paid off and the promises of Washington
have.prOVedLempty.,

12: Rising,trudttation leads increasingly to thepromise of riots
13. White Mississippi hopes that by the time of real crisis most

of the Negroes Will-have gone North.

Piven, Frances. Resident Participation in Community-Action Programs:
An Overview. In George A. Brager & Francis P. Purcell (Eds.)
Community.. , New Haven: College & University
Press, T9674

A discussion of the general organizational life of the lower- income
com munity and'Ways:toincrease their participatiOn in community
action programs.

,B. 'New objectives and strategies associated with resident participation
in anti-poverty projects are discussed. Three interrelated

: .objectives are:. -

1. The participation. of low - income people 4.n .a variety of local

Associations,-
2. Increasing the effective influence of low-income people on

-the,.policies-and-prectices of-institutions serving the low-
income community..

3. Establishing the conditions for effective individual and family
life,bychangiqg the sodiakContext of Individual behaVior.-.
ProiosiliforipOsiibleprdsrentstrategieajuid..modes.df
organizational participation in'community action profeete afe
as follows:_ . .

1.-PrOviding..F.ducreieaerviCes; suh:as-help in processing
housing 1 cdragaints.

21.11elping;exiating'low-incothe organizations with staff and facilities.
3w,Vrofeesional,staffwho serve.aw,leaders,or'potential leaders

should be sought among the people.
4. Affiliation with socialky:contigUouiCeihnic,'Ivligious,

octupationalf or;residentieUgrod0s.
-5. Participation in social protests.

Thereqarelthree organizatidnallermd forparticiPation: The policy-
making structures--ordinarily the Board--either on the city -wide or local

14ovelt;mon-professidhal,:staff;'and 'teMbeirs of active constituent groups.

2 35!
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Podell,J;awrence. Families on Welfare in New York City, Preliminary
Report No.r 3, Mother's. Education :_and Emnioyment, Center' for. Sotial
Research', Graduate-Center; City University of 'NewTork, 1967.

A survey of mothers on' public assistance' to determine the extent of
their schooling, attitude's toward school, work exnerience,. preferences,
and plans,regarldingemployment.

A.1. Mint of the mothers' attended high,school, and one in six were
graduates. .

. . _
. .

2. Another one in six had not gone beyond the fourth grade; these
_tended to be older. women and those who. emigrated as adults,
esp4cially from rUralCommunities.

.

more schooling,3. Most desired mohooling, particulary.those who had the
..

'itast.
_

4. Bight in. tan had some employment experience., usually prior to
the biith.of their first child but nearly,half workedafterwards.

5. Seven in ten preferred to work for pay rather than stay home.
6. Six in ten with.nre-school Children would wOric- if suitable

day-care .facilities were available, . . .
. , .

-
. .

. . .

T. Two-third 4anned to., work in the future.; especially.those with
more04uCation. f..,

' I: ,..

C.i. tatitidea-apPlication of the findings.of the survey to_tne present,
'since iE'wastaken in April 1966 when 550,000 people were on
welfate rolls.' there was a 21% increase in the next one year.

Podell,LaWrence. Women, With and Without Husbands; on Welfare,
.. . .

Families on Welfare in New York City, Preliminary, Report No. 1.
Center.for.Social Research; Graduate Center, tity.bniveraity'of.
New York, 1967:.

- ;

A sUrVeyd.the.characteristics of womenwith and without ;husbands-
-,

Onweffarells in April 1966. A sample of.families%was
selected for purposes of-this study.

A.1. More than onequartcrofthe mothers of families on welfare were
livingvith:their husbands.. : ..

2. More than 40% were without resident spouses dud to desertion,
and 10% due for divorce or death.

3. 20Z were. unmarried.

4. Women living with their husbands were more likely to haVe
migrated to New York as-adults., to .have'been:reared by both
parents in large families in rural.cOmmunities,. and to' have
had little .schooling.

5.,,Youthful.unmerried mothers were more likely to have been reared
in:New.-York.t.itybY.the: mothers only; 'to have betome pregnant
as minors, and to have been high school graduates

6. eparatiOn:upw4*y: occurredafter'ihe family began reCeiving.'
"

7. The.,occupations-of-wellareliuebahAs tended to be of highti
status than those of resident,husbands4

236
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Podell,40wrence..cLiving conditions. in the households.

Welfare in New Yclik;ity.;.TfeliminarYReport No. 2.
Social- Research, Graduate .Center, City University of

Families on
Center for
New York; 1967.

an .April 1966. sample of welfare clients show that

isothers.were the only adults in, most welfare families;
fathers were present in less than= 307 of the families.

2. Two-thirds of the families had three or more children and
-two-Ithiide had pre-sdboOl children;

, .

3. Only 11% .of.the,publicly assisted families lived in public
housing. '

.
.

4. Rits and hallway garbage were found in a third of the:buildings
housing welfare families;

5.'A:thiid-of the publicly assisted households averaged. more. than
one and a half persons per room.

6. :The bii-1164.xenteper'room were paid in households where there
''jifere .ifii'iniiiit pert:toils per room.

7'; About nine Out of ten families* welfare had a.clock, a TV set
'and/or fadid: . .

8. One-fourth of the welfare familieS had a telephone, and three
in' ten had-A washing machine and/or sewing machine.

C.1. Caution should be exercised in applying these findings to the
Iiiesent,-Since April-1966, 550,000 people were on the welfare
'-tollit 'in April 1967 thefigure was.abOut 665,000.

Polk, Kenneth, Urban social areas and delinquency. Social Problems,
Vol. 14,-No. 3; Winter 1967.

. .

Failure:to.establigh meaningful relationships between the -
characteristics of urban areas and the ecological distribution of
delinquency results from the application of inappropriate methods
-and ftdmitidk-off thedoietical precision in specifying how economic
charactetiatids relate to patterns Of delinquency.

Data came from 1960 court records of male Juveniles in Portland, Oregon.
,

0

A.1. Ecological studies do not show existing economic status
. ..differentials, , , 4 4

2. Though class is an important variable in.the social.spate
diagram` the complexity cannot be summarized in. one.sittile
.coefficient.:. . . .

,

3:I The:at.14y, also demonstrates: the need for logical precision of
_..theoFetical constructs. /.i

4. If class-iinked theories are to be expressed so that their
,implicatlions, can be seen inc a.specific -urban structure more

r. than simple economic,chaXecteristics;will'hhveto be apedified.
.

Pow ledmax,Fred.., to- Change, a .Child; ;; A :Report on the Institute tor
DeVelopmental Studies. Published in co--operation with. the: Anti-

DefaFf#PPP Re!TitivIv.. Quadrangle, Books, Chicago, 1967.

4Description and discussiOiCataiffifincei betOten the orientation of
the disadvantaged childond of the school in which he studies; and
ways to eliminate this difference through research, application and
evaluation. The book discusses the program of the Institute of
Developmental Studies, a division of the Department of Psychiatry
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` .o.ttheNew:.Yoik...liedical College and an affiliate of the New York
University-School of Eduction : .1

C.1. Emphasizes the need to expose the disadvantaged child to the
" middle= class atribitte.S latiring in his' home environment.

Schools' Should 'be" mo tivated to recognize that the disadvantaged
difldhas attributes of Ma own which deberve respect and are
capable. of increasing the- child 's interest in the educational
process&

3. Sense of identity in the children. ,should be created by frequent
. use of names.
4. Field-trips, role-playing games, and extensive, use of realia

also play a large.. part. in the program.
5.,,Although -this intervention program was successful, it is

difficult to determine its long term positive effects.

Price, Daniel 0. Educational differentials between Negroes, and whites
in the-South.:- presented tit--1967,Meeting, of the Population
Association of America., ,.4t w, .1967, Abstracted in
PopulationIndex,- Vol. 33, 3., 1967.

A study of the differerice betiieeilSoUthern whites arid' non - whites
in` median iieitra of ebmiiieted-'1'.:Levers- of edUcation "examined
in eleven statee:'by' age; ard Sexcasi by urban- and rural farm

'''-reeidenCer[-Differeiceis iii "Levels of ediidatioti also 'examined by
cohorts.

:44:..-The differential between. whites, with high levels.. of education,
and non-whites has increased in 7 of the 11 states studied
between; 1950 and 1900

2. anly 4 states showed an increase between.1940.and 1950.
3. Each state has some cohorts in which the educational gap had

but increasing educational differential was more
prevalent in rural-farm! areas, and, more prominent. among males
than among females.

4. According to a recent census report, since 1955 the proportion
of non whites aged, 10-24 who are enrolled 'in: school has* been
falling further 'behind' the p.tOpOitioii ofwhiteS aged 18-24
who are enrolled in school. -this trend 'Will"lead to increasing

1;lisProP..P*.rtions.. of whites- and .,nov-whites with college degrees.
B.1. The educational gar can be exnected..to ae.crease in_ Southern

urban .areas..:,:. ,
rurtal.:rriatiLlareas,,,paph cohort is starting with, a larger

educational, differnt.i al, that tends to,, increase with -increasing
that_,;the. educational gap can be.expected. to continue

. 4,14P.r.4413e,p. l% .; ,

3. The higher outiaigrat Lon rates of, .better.- educated. non-whites

cosltribtkt-es., to ,,,the,f,increasing, e,dugati:onal differential. between
whites and non-whites.e.::!

C.1. The!.gap1.14.-edwationa:L.1.1evels,,vbetween-,*itect and non-whites
must be reduced,..,anctiavAttually ,eliminatedntp-t enable the non-

- w z;-. whites,. tort.fulfillerthetr Aconopic.expectations-.. -
3nr:
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Protheroe, .Doneld Wesley. The La n e used of Contrastingontrastin
Socio-Economic Groups in Tasks Related to Concept Formation. . .

Dissertation, Wayne State University, 1967.
The language_ of,.the.lower-class child is, capable of handling all of

...:the-referents.and.Meaning of the school-related, tasks. But. since their
cultural backgro* is different, theii language is different.
A.1. The 'study: challetigei the aiiinaption of previous' langUage studies

which concluded that the language of the lower-class,was not
Suitable. for establiihing ideas and rel,fttionshipii.

2. Ten second-grade boys each from lower-class and middle-class
Were selected'.

3. Use of structured individual interviews.
4. Their 1anguage"tape-4ecorded as they worked with Concepts. of

science' using materials. and methods that might be used in any
school.

5. ResUltei
a. SymboiiC representations of lower-class child not lacking

in: `quantity or quality of ''structure.
b. His language capable of handling all- of the referents and

meaning of. the echoolt,related.tasks.
Language difference.between the two groups does,.not indicate.
deficiency..:of.one and superiority of. the other..

14 a minor diivergence of one, frop:an assumed standard called
Standard American English.

3. The non-linguistic categories upon which the language of the
lower-Claisis'hased may not match thoie upon which the standard
is based:-

4. His interpretation of reality, which is 'merely different, is
labelled efficient.

Radin, Nottina':' Stimi'Impedimenti'eo- the Education of the Disadvantaged
Children; Children:,* Vol. '15; No:. 5, 1968.

-The: ineffectiveness at the. schools in educating children of low
socpp-ee,ono,mic. status can. be explained in terms of four types of
factors: cultural, factors,. organizational factors; primary group

. or family,. and .010_ indivi dual. Child..
B.1. feilidieii of our' -6tilLute affect the relevance of our

e'dtic-atii,tal -iiYatem. to -eltan
a. Isrogressively less employment for the unskilled.'

lib.- `valte- iilista on g6a-oriented activities:, the
artiet..c child = may bive trouble

thketigkis greater: value- to- toughness
than to cognitive abilittes and attributes euccess tO luck
retther' than to work.,

a.* DeisiiVittibil liaf-rcej clbeely
related to poor academic purformateii- r c t i S ;"*.:

haitJ
!.' '1iffiAtl on iiiiktolthilditti..

2. La to orgtinVitstitkiikrfaOtelifir,-the dethande* sthOO1 system
on the child are not clearly spelled out but are communicated
by parents.

239.
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"8.2. parents 'maynOt understand the demands of the student role.
b. Viability of the disadvantaged' child to use the complex

language Structure necessary for communication.
c. Traditional teacher orientation impeds educational research.

t.- d. Lack of linkages between school administration, and community.
e. Faulty interpersonalrelations between teacher and child.

3. Lack of role models for circulation in families of disadvantaged
children.
a. .Mctters do not foster internal control; , they rely on specific

rules rather than on principles teaching their child-en.
b. The, developing of intellectual 'ability, which is derived

from the interaction'of hereditary:characteristics with the
environment, is hampered by stimulating'environment.

.4'.Disadvantaged children learn skills which interfere with academic
achievement, such as tuning our sounds and words, .and also the
exOceisaiOn of emotions- in movement rather' than in-words.

CA. Massive attack on all <factors is needed.,
2. Channels should' be- opened for the few children who, in any case

could not advance educationally.
.

Rainwater, Lee. An open letter on white justice and the riots...*
Transaction, Vol. 4, No. 9, 1967.
The causes<bt'-riots in theNegrolghettos are varied--the direct cause
being economic.marginality, .s,

B.1. A deep caste sytem in our society has created, a' situation in
-2'. which most N'tgrOes. annot'. achieve. an average American standard

of living. Even those-Who' come close, to such astandard still
'feel a-disabilit.y because' ,of theirconfinement to a ghetto
community.

2'. According to the rioters., poverty:or near poverty prevdnts their
'Achieving a decent' life.

3. They are unable to acquire the Standard-package for American
economic'' rights due- to economic 'exclusion. .-

4. Inability to earn more affects..the respect of their own' family
Members,. community members, and society at large.

C.1. No community action programs will prevent riots if their cause
is economic marginality. -7 ;!

Incipmes' close-to' the. American. average 'should be provided..
'' 3 . r Ittiportant. to.:*create jobs, especially for the unskilUd-sr and to

have a guaranteed minimum income plan.
: ;' ; : '" ,s ; .

t-
Ranstood, R. Edward. Isolation, Powerlessness, and Violence::., . Study
--1<t of Attitudestand--Participation in the Watts Riot,- American Journal

of 'SoCiolog,. Vot: 13', NO. :54-1968: .} . _' ., J..

An experiment testing the Ihypothesis' is' OlatedindiVidu-ais are
more, mull, to extremism

.

and the relationship-sbetweeq isolation,s _.,.<.t.ws mull,
4,4.) )'

P,owierleamkeas And- ,diasSiiSfaCtion,, ihe' ones hand.' and viOlence. ou, ,r k:rt:',.;"*:'- .4 ,f;r:-.).7* ."
., j- T:qt r:77; .:312 ItegiChatii3eholdheacis--Otiale-f-beti:epi:*0.03, 1010 were

interviewed by Negroes shortly after the ti 1.1.ote.'"They lived in
threirlareas:AnAoilAngeles--ialuiddlii0.'classililtagratedisrea,..and the
two lower-class, segregated communIties,bf,Wat%s-,:ancLiSbuth Central.

2 4 1 rr
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A*1..Data..analysie! indicates that racial isolation is associated with
..a, willingness to use violence under two conditions:

a. when isolated individuals feel a sense of powerlessness in
the.. society; .

. :!::!..b. when .they.-are-dissatiefied with their treatment as Negroes.
.2.Ideal types of the most and least violence prone are developed

from the cumulative affects of isolation, powerlessness and
dissatisfaction.
a. those who keenly feel all three are an extremely volative

group with 65 willing to use violence.
3. Distin'ction drawn:between the non-violent civil rights activists

and the.:violeste-prone group in the''study.
a. Participants in organized civil rights protests are middle-

class-, optimistic aboUt equal rights and in communication
with the white majority.

b.' Whereas mist- participants in the study saw little hope
for improvement- through organized protest.,

B.1..-Tor.theth, violence is a Way to communicate with the whites.

Raven- Hansen, Peter. The Disappezring Unemployables, Chkaalia Magazine,
Vol. 5,. No.-1, 1968. .

Description and discussion on some private sector programs in
training and employing the hard -core unemployed in Chicago.

C.I. Double E program (Employment-Education) ptovides job
responsibilities, salary and school .crodits:
a. Of the enrolled :;since 1961, 740 have either

graduated or are still with theprogram.
:b. Of the graduatesonly a quarter remain unemployed and out

of school.
2.:National Association of Manufacturers has developed .a. basic

program called MIND (Methods of Intellectual Development) for
use in an industrial-environment.. ,

3. But most of thelmsic,:educational training.of unemployables is
being done by public agencies.

4. Adult educationprogramshough extensive, reach but,2% Of
peOPle'Whwhave7notfinished-highschool.

5. Recruitment (of trainees) biggest problem.
6....Dob.r6to-door-SurSey .of.. 'human resources' undertaken in 1965-66

..,yieldipsinformation,on.employment.situation-of all adults over
16 years in the target areas.

7. 22,000 people involved in job training programs with private
,E. Industry .

,Coun#1,1of all involved public :and. private agencies and industry
to operate an early warning:system for reporting 'of planned
lAelocations or automation envisaged.

in, N.

ft slxv.0,-i- qz,r

eifili414; PoVa* Policy, anci. 'PU1.04:I The 4ciirofChace.
weal Relations A strac sa Vol: 1, No. 2,19661; Alen in

Leonard GoRdman (E.d.) Economic Projzress. and Social, 1.....WarLe,:kaw.t5rk,
Co1613U OslikreitiOtr,40,1;$6'.ro tr've!,1*.X:. - *s

Althoughtwaktty,, :Ewa& a. db:scuadicstv;DtIvalmes; regarding.
ponitety ,t; vatusit4of.t).sriseate. analyses.., . , .
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B.1.'"Characterilation of poor-- definition of poverty determined by
values.
ConneptitAli znit_nti of poverty --fnetora to be itInititinei rafictr.I
T4ues.

3. rTime period and resulting resource requirements,.

4. Multiplicity of goalssocial control, social rights, equality,
etc. associated, with poverty programs.

'5'. :Ccinsumption and investment.

6. Criterion for effectiveness of programs.
7. FeasabilIiy,' with two dimensions;

a.- atceptablityCOmmunity support regardless of effectiveness,
b. coherence - -all programs fittings together.

We should specify implications, underlying values, and base plans
upon them.

Rhodes, Lewis. Dropouts and the Socio-Economic Composition of Schools
:in a Metropolitan System,:Social Science Quarterly, Vol. 49, No. 2,
September 1968.

Relationship between drof)oUt:rateii. and soCio-economic level of the
students in five contexts: middle and upper, crosscut, loWer, Negro
and urban fringe.

.n.,

Data gathered. from questionnaires administered to 6,779 students aged
16 and ,oyer,,.in=the _junior .:and senior high' schools of Davidson County,
Tennessee. :2.:

A.1. Relationship'lietweet'schoOl. context and chances of leaving
school before guaduation.

,2":' During 'the 'decade..hetcren 6 and IA, the-=lower-stai:us 'pupil in
the lower-status school is alienated frOmeducational Ind..JaVors

, by, both ;personal , and system -inadequacies .
3. The lower context ,rate is !three and c'w -, half times greater

than . the ; rate for , the ;middlem.ipper context: whoa rates are
adjusted for all test -variables simultaneously.

4. The Adjustment of ;context rates; by occsursattmal lev4i1 of family
results, in:$-reduction!;irt; dropout .:chances in the Negro content
and increase ,in.-the middle-upper -context.'. the contents the
effect 11.9, amity -effect.

5. In other cogens. there is interaction-with occupatianal level
,of family:AprAmch,a, way that.ithe familq:effect.cancels.out the
context effect 'in the.,case o,f ,high -occupation 'subjects in the
lower .pntent. =, ,,,.; - .

c.

.
44juttmemti by quotient al An affects the i d covout

;XE8f0;;114(4147UPPe.r fnd.:Yegro contexts .

ti ..rues ,for; egrgefk are lowered,while the rates;: for. the higher
Are F,4141,4*- ,; -. . k

8. The high - status schools provide the facilities and stimulation
to nurture high ability, which in turn :increases school retention.

9. Adjustment of,catctext dmpour, razes s-sby motivation items .affects.

""the '1OwerCoAtext -rate but not tne;:io,th.et xatelk.
10. In the Negro and urban-fringe contexts., the Cs:lances thati-ii"pipil

:4 3 I.OW-OadiPatiOn -rot rading" t§0t store
drOpr'iiii'e Tehan 'for all Pupils

in the system.

?-242
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Riessmen,; Frank. Blueprint for the Disadvantaged.. New York, Anti-
befiniettio-n Leagui of B nai B rich.
Outline of.:a program analyzing the goals involved in educating the
disadvantaged by understanding and empathizing with the disadvantaged
pupil and his world; and by exploring ways in which the teacher can
best fulfil his role.
B.1. All children want to learn but somehow they become unmotivated.

2. The program concentrates on the student's attributes. .

a. it aims to enable him to overcome his deficits by assisting
the teachere,to develop approaches especially suited to the
Strengtiiii :of.,disadVarttaged youngsters...disadvantaged

3. Large scale attempts at Improvement in the learning of dis-
adrantaged children htave failed in the past because most of
tha previous programs were:
a. unrelated to each other;
b. they affected deficits, and
c. neglected to focus on the teacher as the key to the revolution

in education.
C.l. Changes in the curriculum are suggested.

2. ReOrganizatipn of ad4cational policy to ,take into account
previous'iintakes.

3. Necessity to build an advanced educational system within the
integrated network to draw and hold reluctantparents.

4. Planning. of a revolutionary breakthrough is a first step
toward revitalizing our public schools and winning back the
middle classes,who ,have fled to private schools.

Ries ;man, It's Time for Moonshot in Education. Bronx, New York,
Albeit Einstein College of edieine, 19b3.
C.1. Urges the adoptaticnof non-professionals:, .from the ranks of the

poor, to : teachers, b3t:3e cially males .
;communication between con--Professionals divadVantaged

pupils .wduldbe A. 'commor language.
2. We should 'recognize and utilite the strengths (style, vitality,

..rich feeling, formetaphore) if ;disadvaritaged and bUild
...;.:!Xesching Technique's based upon these' objectives.

a. 'Dialect game'--learn standard English like a fOreign
: 'language comparing standard words an- 'dialect 'words.

b. 'Helper :priiiciplel-,;4niddle-itlast -children inay also benefit

frozi helping lower-class children in catching tip.

c. Role playing suggested (but not how, or ,for What).
di -Other .suggestions: In-Service training' for teachers, new urban

readers, etc .-teaching:machinee; new
procedures ,:,r-tassi teeehitigi multiple' 'periods ;* 'non-graded
classes; intensive extra school prcigienvi; Oarent-teacher.!1

Ivoups. :

"

Rieesseari, Antipoverty Idtd/ogY,. rover ty,j* 11":'tmeat2Resources
Abstract, Vol. 4i,'1.966: '"

,

r; ,
C urges meaningtul partietpatIon the e .popr ecucatmon etc. ,

parepri,g'pr rho pop!? ,4sp.egt;z1 of jobs., rights,

?A.
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and dirett-perticipation instead of representation.
Among other things, he recommends use of the poor in non-professional
positions ire Schoals etc. to take over the nonorofessional tasks
of the professionels.

Piessman, P. Helping the Disadvantaged Pupil to Learn More Easilz.
Edglewood Cliffs, New JerseY; Prentice Halls Inc.,' 1966:

A program for improving the education of the disadvantaged through
the schools.

Mental si:yle of disadvantaged.
a. Sim-mites, one track and physical,learming, and untapped

creativity are strengths requiring development-
b. Lower class children are more flexible and visual with

languege-important aspects. of .Creativity need to fin_ d

means to,. develop .high verbal fecit.tfry.

c. Stop teaching by 1.Q., tests and piece stress on action
as do the children.

C.1. Emphasize the positive aspects of the lOwer class culture in
order to correct 'his weeknesteS.

2. Teachers should be trained- tin-service' to see effective
teachers.

S. Teathers should have 'knowledge of lower Class culture.
4. Parental :involvement in school necessary for success of

Encourage this through non.lirofessional liaison
between parent and school.'

5. PrecticeS which have 'proven wortbWhile'.
a. Extend school day to include field trips, remedial' classes,

and guidance'.

b: Use of fleXible 'non-graded grouping in 'grade school.
c. Varying size of classes throughout the day in accommodating

teacher's talents and children's needs:
d. Alter lengths Of period6 to'iptovide short periods in small

groups in skill areas.
e.'Uie students" as teachers;'' helpers Rnd',tutors.

f. use thi!', language in teaching, reeding .S9'41 transitional

techni0e.
g. Use groupings within classes for only part -of the day.

.

Reissman, F. Some additions to the Moynihan Report. Bronx, New York,

Lincoln HOsTiitil Mental Health 'Services;"1966.,
t. - ,

C.1. Emphasize the positive,.i.a.ther: thaqrnegativ.e.

7 2: schools to,. utilize. s,rengths ;of ,structure

.rather :than. attempt toreorganiz,,t01.,

3. 14$9e male .oriented achooli nee4ed.

Rickman, Geraldine. Educational Motivation of2the Poor 'Through Group

:Counseling, Presented at _thie4Feste*n.TsyctioXogical. Association
Convention, San Diego-,S.tateidolleie, ,Sikn Diego; 'California; 10.68;
8.1. G,rQnp ,^ounapling rrtivatet.tha,disadltantaged to attain ,an.:

.44c4-1.094t.4% 'S It k";;'":"e'..iFt I

2. an ;Opp tunity apiAl.i.trcIP4P.78eitted,donc,e01,3,
'to criticize those forcei that heilie'deriVed them,
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B.3. Also removes emotional.barriers and enables participants to
.become invavedAn.the social process.

A.-Through group counseling, positive results areobtained,at
all levels of education. .

5. On the higher level, those students whose progress is most
votableare-disadvantaged.

6. The group provides support, so that participinti do notfear
reprisal.

'7. It reinforcei'Participants' strengths and assets.

Rioux, J. William. The Disadvantaged Child in School. In Jerome.

Hallm2;t60d.) Disadvantaged Child, Vol. 4. Special Child .Publication,

Seattle Seguin School, nc., Seattle, Washington, 1967.

The image of'the schools projected in depressed areas is a reflection
of the ittitudei of-adm4Ostrators and teachers.. Change of image in
the cchool is a necessity. '.This can be achieved 'by 'attacking the

common problems 'of the community and by forging a clOser link
between various community agencies.

.
,

B.1. The image the schools and .school institutions which.do not
recognize the reeds of .the poor child. .

2. This image is a psychological barrier for the poor child.
3. The standardized tests are among some.of the issues which hold

back progress. .

4. The programs:like Head Start are among those issues which
shape the direction of progress: .

5. Public school alone will not help the .deprived child in a
lasting way.

6. Present emphasis on remediation implies that the fault or
deficiency restswith.the child and his family rather than
:with _the school .

C.1. New operating styles in education are a necessity ..to modify the
influence of .deprivation through skillful use of .talents and
resources.

2. a. There mnst.w:closelinks among.community agencies.
Jfnb.Marious-resources such,as,education, health, welfare, legal

and housing must be pooled together to help solve common
problems..

3. Time, energy and additional personnel are required for
concentrated services.approach.:

4. Teachers must be 1!.ocal.about.themeeds of the deprived child
so that program emphasis and commitment will attack the handicaps
ofthepoor and*develop theieitiangth.

= '5: A'Persciti with full.4tiMe to know about ,/tpplication

deadlines, eiphaiiii;.guidelines,'contact.p4rscianel,

budget and reporting requirements, etc:,'is a neaesSiltY. In
most school systems.

, .

Poach An"eValuatian of the concept-'culture of
PoVitiiY1."t§ddlatillOiddg; Vol. 45,14o; 3; 1967.

A diti6uitiokjthefailIts'in the :use of 'the concept of cilture of
poyerty. Major,flults being' ins failure .to distinguiSh:he0iin
desdripticitil and` causation 004p;ions'of 'a culture .of poverty.

..?" 1, *. ; .
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!Some wrongly conclude that.'the traits of the poor are causes of the
traits of the poor.

..Culture is73lies a strong normative syritem,
'itilitent in the poor.
Characteristic behavior of poor a function
Concept should be used with caution.

which is non-

of lack of resources.

Roderique3, Armando tai. apeak Up, Chicano. American Education, Vol. 4,
No. 5', 1968.
This report results from the author's visit 'to 17 MexiCan-American
communities in the Southwestto learn what the people want and need
and in what priority.
A.1,

3.

4.
5.

Although. the federal government is seeking to, assist these
people, there is a. spirit among the young people in--these
communities and an unwillingness to. accept the status quo.
Major obstacles remain in the way of chicanol progress
toward educational eivality in spite of various programs
which have beenintroduced to meet. his special needs, for
example :, .greation. of specialized edUcational programs,
linguistic techniques, etc.
Shortage -.of teachers who are aware of their cultural back-
ground, who recognize their.. language as an, asset,, and who are
therefore; qualified to Cope, with the situation of the Chicanos.
Lack of well-oriented curriculums. .

Therew,as no school, district whose curriculum correlated with
the needs of Mexican-Americans from kindergarten through high
school. .

Lack of models of, successful American-Mexicans that can be
etiolated is another obstacle to the Chicano's educational
success. . .,
Zr: the, nep.r,future the Mexican-American will become--.a..more
Productive 'marker of society, and his cultural and linguistic
heritage .will be ,turned to good use..
The Chiedno will de what is !necessary in his .fight for equality.

Rodman;41*Man & VoYdanoff, Patricia. 'Lower claim attitudei toward:
:1.de'Viarttact'ionti': -A comparison racial

.Institute,. Deceiaber'1967:'
Report on educational aspirations, and attitudes toward non-legal
14attOgii and-illegitimate -childbirth baseition data-fir Detroit .
Soine-Crosti..cultUral'COmparitone'betieenIkeroit and'fTrItadad-and
cross-sex and interracial comparisons are also-f)riesent-ed';'

-t ' :
A. It;ac:4all.P:140.s is inversely,:: related to,. the .'Value stretch' ,

(i.e. , to the acceptance of both legal; marriage and ,the non-
legal. .,marital. -union-and- to ,the6aceeptance ,of children born .in
arid' out of marriage.)

2. -.The pressure -for a ,group,.to .adhere to,convention is..inversely
related to thatrgroup',S normative.; cceptance,.of; deviant behavior.

3. A gr1v4.elc .14904'0cn of. :individuals. reeraid favorably to deviant
behavfor on a normative than'oata!preferential question

4. Social, class inversely, :related .to an. individual 'a 'range
of aspirations'.

246'
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...13.1;k,Illet,
-.41:1444gat.haveipplications

with respect to social mobility
and the potential for adherence to middle class values.

2. The lower class preference for legal marriage and legitiMate
childbipth and the high peak. in the range of- educatibnal
aspirations indicates values consistent with middle class

d '""

3. These patterns shouldlfacilitate social mobility.

Roger, -'3ohn,j:Teacher:and.Student Attitude Interactions and theit'i
Effects in a Program for th_eCult.veci. Dissertation,
Wayne,,StateIliniversity 1967.

Program highlights° the'r6le of the teachet`it eduCating the
culturally deprived students.
A.1.-One-lear program designed specifically to- measure relationships

betizein tea'cherif'land culturally d-eptiv'ed: pupils and' resultant

changes:- in-their attitudes.:

2. Major were that-these pupils differed from the general
pOpulationliii so far .-as -their need to achieve and need for

affiliation irere below the norm in all grades. Need to influence
was above the norm in grade fonr and just below in grades five
and six.

3: a. 'Pupils' were eager to. learn but incapable of making this
known'in an-acceptable manner.

-b: They had highneed to achieve, high nthtivation, and a high
regard for their teacher.

4, DiSparity-betWeen'how the pupil* perceived his. own self-concept
t: and' how the- teacher felt 'he perCeived it.

a. The teacher was likely to relate behavior and achievement
with self -- concept while the' pupil did not view these as

related. '

B.1. These and other differences were indicative of the communication
:problewexisting in this program for' the culturally deprived.

Rosen, Alex. The Deepening Crisis in Intergroup Relations. The Journal
'ofinterros, No, 3, 1965.

Americas egroand white communities. are increasingly alienated..
Effeetivettrateg*es in_intergroup,reiationa are needed. The paper
considers integra0.on,vereus- desegregation, anti-poverty tactics,
and the uses of poier.

,
B.1 'Urbanization :and rapid social change are partly :responsible for

SPaihR,!ilicx4ag .44,strust and 'ilietii4ti.olar Which separates ;Black
and Otte

2. In sOiteOf becOMing Northern and urban and Making relative
edUcaiion rand other fielder, .Negroes still suffer

!Telative deptivation.. '.;

flitiot-stiong' reactions ilmanate:' from , theirf gains cotipledVith
.;their continuing repression:

',la,: Mos tilityi4-a fverstinal ,ireac tion i Charac teri zed .iby':outblirsts
;vioiencarlwith :.separatist. orientation:: .: '; .

Militancy-4bastoally-an .intefirittive;:latianal dri/e to
.,Achievwsocial Justice :`

4 :. The ty!somMprofeaSionald-6-ha&-tenddd'to

24 z.
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.140,1111.00.1001,01

to confuse desegregation ,in schools with integration. ..`

B.5.-Integration, involves unlearning prejudices and building.
understanding and mutual respect once physical desegregation
has 'been achieved
Therecognition by civil rights workers that poverty and lack
of jobs are fundamental social and economic problems 'is
commendable. s

C.1. Tactics like'rent,strikea which will- achieve power along with
lobbying, voter registration, ghetto organization, etc.,
are being adopted by Negroes, by professionals in widespread
intergroup relations, and bysocial work and welfare agencies.

2. Practitioriers.'in intergroup relations should strive to make
themselves professional: basing their actions on a body of
knOwledge.-which they use,with technical competence and which
they..exercise on behalf of their clients rather than for

Rosen, Sumber M. Betterliousetra22LLtedOnomic development
is the,ghetto. New York; New Careers Deizelopment Center, New York
University, 1968.

,Spokesmen for civil rights and Black Power organizations look
increasingly to economic development to ipPrOVe the welfare of
Negroes. guccessful development ventures CIO not Mean'that the
ghetto,can achieve,econOi#ic sseif-tufficiency. Rather;- economic
deVelopmept.in ghetto is pat of a'iarg0..str_ategy for trans-
forming major social institutions. *To accomplish this,
federal fun 4. and legislation are needed.
C.1. Allianceti must. be formed arming those' outside and inside the

ghetto who have a stake in the success' of these new ventures.
.2.. Thereafter, ghetto institutions will:develop theinnovative
..,process-which lays the basis forsutcess in the collective-

purchasing market represented by local, state, and federal
government,
This success in turn makes possible the raising of large-
.ecale.;inveatment capital for the development of ghetto based

.:4ocial'Anstitutions whidh.will..combine profit for their.
owners with service to the community.

R4seithal, :Roberta &.. 3acobs ©n, Leonore; The .,Disadvantaged Child..
Fygdalion in the Classroom, New York; Holt, .Rinehart & Winston,..:1968.
A discussion of the'keiatiDislhip'betWeen teacher expectations

. achievementA,U,culturally.deprived, children.
7th4cradestudents in two-juniOr-high,schools in depressed areas of
different cities were selected assubjects ,Two classes with average

,,I4tAnd,,compacable achievement test, scores were selected in,each
sehOOL.

AT:1 Preitented in} thin ,chapter toe show that teaCherd do not
,lexpect -disadVantaged, \ Children:- tb learn.

2. Clifford Pitt showed in 1965AhamI.q.:scores affect teacher
egpectatidwwhichlin turdaffectperfOrmance..-,;

3.Charles1Flowers,:used.fictitiouwabilityslroupings in 1966 to show
the effects Of':,teacher4txpectationa on'titudent.performance.

248 II
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A.4. In eaoh.school.ozie .of these matched pairs of classes was
arbitrarilq-labelled:as. top.: group in the school. Teachers .

.;,...i-:Iwerer,not:informed 'of . the 'arbitrariness of labelling.

5. The experimental group performed better' in reading and
,.-i! arithmetic.than,the control group (at the end .of the year),

although :there.were no differences in I.Q.
6. Results were reversed in the other school.

C.11. Elm-Jere evidente :supports the hypothesis of educational self-
fulfilling prophecies.

Rosenthal; ',Robert '4 Jacobson, Leonore F. Education .for the Poor: The
Effects 'of Teacher :Expectations, Current, NO. '97, 1968. ' 'See. also
Rosenthal; R.:& Jacobson, L. The Oak School Experi 4- .1thlion
in the Classroom; New York, 'Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968.
Description of an' experlinent designed to test the.proposition that
those children from whom the teacher expects greater intellectual
growth will show such growth.,
Conducted at Oak -School, which is located in a low income .

neighborhood of San Francisdo,. in May 1964, on each _child frOM"...- ..
kindergarten through fifth grade.

..

A.1. In September each teacher:Wato.,giiien the names of five children
itCher,class who were designated as potential acadetita',aptirters,

, ,

.Stippotiedly on the basis of test scores.
2.'Vnknown to ,the teacher, thede children were chosen at random.
1: The same.,test given'four monthe.'after school had started, at

the end of the school year,' and li.n May of the following' year.

4. The results indicated 'that children from whom teachers' expected
greater intellectual gains showed such gains; however,. gains

. were not uniform across the grades: ...

B.1. The teacher communicates high expectations to the child and
helps improve 'his'self-concept, motivation and his cognitive
skills. . : , : -

C.1. More attention in educational research should be focussed on
the; teacher. -- l' : - . .:. : .'

U. If it ,could be learned: hoWshe id, able .to improve the performance
of'her pupils without formal changes in her -teaching methods,
other teachers could.,be.-teught-to do the.same.

Rossi, Peter. H. ..et al. ..: BetWeenNhite and 'Black: The Faces of American
..',.:tnstitutions in the-GhettoQ Department of Social Relations; The

JRhns Hopkins ,Vnivereity, Baltimore, IV, , 1968.....) . ' '

A study examining the imageof:Negroes,;held by' policemen; ,educittors,
''social.,wbrkers;'-inerchants;!,,political partyworkers, and employers

.. ,,in,15:citietrof:thewUnitedAtates. !- : :,.: - .

A.1."EinProyeit 'see 'them 'aft' riot qtiali Led y preparation
for good Jobs. .

; .., U Merchants -were: mOst,:unsympatbetic..Ito the:plight of
Negro of any occupational.:group, . ,They treat.,Negro

,),' less ,well...thasi white. customers l'.. : f . i . ' '' :- '4: : I ; .

3. a. Educatorallisee,'edUcation.,J14::.the!ghettoI.as a hare,
motivattinwstudents.tof7poorkpreparat ion-and ina
.community :backing to achieve:their potentials l%

or experience

the ghetto
:customers
:;; i.i.,

:.task= of
dequate,

..,.,.
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b.-Most iiee.theit'ichools as adequate but their -success
hampered: by the material they. have to work with.

4. Politcemenp; ,in.. the predominantly Negro Areas, perceive residents
as basically hostile. Their in-group solidarity with their
colleagries-isolatee theft from the residenti increasing the

''-etteady:\ e.icisting .

5. Social workere.itte,mbre concerned with the problem yet remain
t inactive in the Civil' rights' movement.
61 Political'..tarty workers were more strongly pro-civil, rights

than-any group. Their .criticism' -of sihite society

was harsher and were less inclined co see progress being made

by theitiities iii-the Struggle for equality: '

7. a.- TheirtetiOr.: Of .interviews with the six groups' wasbne of

',Pr Ogress has been'Inade, .b4SOme-feel
that NegroeS! at too much too fast..

1 .

Rutledge,. Aaron., L. St, Oertyude, Zeman.: Nineteen N.egro ; Men,. San Francisco,

Jessey-tass Inc., 19671:.
, ..,

The role of, the psychological. suppoyt in a..rertraining program for

19. Negro men Wh o. h ad ,never:: been successfully. implOyed.. Thecae men
Were trained to. be practical

.

nurses in Detroit.,. ..
A.1. Of' the '131 teal' Who -cOinpleted the program, eleven, could be judged

successful on -.Vie basis of on-the-lob performance studied

several-' monthif later . -; .

2. Therilimainarie.'charecteristica of .the participants'. were: lack of

. motivation and vocational commitment, .absence.'!of:

occupational skills,- defects' in 'learning. skills, fear of tests,
-tendenef. to -avoid. tense situations,' and other.. self-defeating

i.; -perlionality . ;.* '

3C,.Sheri required:"specifit attention from psychologists throughout
the re-training program.
tatk,of.;.11iriict:. income -..during the training period :was' partially
alleviated*** 41.;isysteni.t.oUloans and. grantiv-

5:1 Adjdatment. had td, female' teachers: who,' the men felt,
r " : --.1t :

6. a. EVitt4ftif ihetellicerity 'of' thia training sti.iff)k counselors,
P.!'"AtinOiliSiCkabglatts...had. been dinnOnitrated:,:t:the merritrere still

suspicibite",1:edid ; . i::!

b. Reacted by 'plityintliegro'lthatAI4rassuming.wvitharawn
.:: *:t ; .:t! ;

7. Lack of.!"elsensiivoll tdetitit-.-47aalthe.,:greatelt,:firobLem:
a. Although psychological counseling helped them achieve a sense

this problem wasvnot:,.
satisfactorily resolved.

8,t.,,liece0.0%.4:41174kologifalt,support,iye. siervices to..,ipreyrenttn. them
$ n,.f.044:44,9VAg-4;211k, and to roadti.ycks;iita.the

earning py§,060...',1 ; , .;,..,,,,SUpipot in anY,..p.milar training program
11C)1:2(..::"*".. 10t. Ate; Vietovisitae- .

f.! -!,; , .t.-.;:
!,,

,
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Ryan, 04:etta. ;Igety,,one, Dion . , my mother goin' to. beat me till it
rains. New:York.. Tiles,. Miaazine-, February 13, 1966.

A'pOptilitrited OrliCription of Slug lit by a. Harlem imaCher.
!. )1') 1 ... .,':: .*, ;:.

.B. Slum 0.til.dren have small, vocabularies ,. cannot -celate to the
teacher as a person, engulfed: by, hostile: and. destructive
environment, .i hay.ero.otrespect, for property.4-.

. ,.

C. Schools need to teach. chi-ldre,n to value themselves and things
eively use :Inater441.s. available to them; expect children

;., to; learn;: :take, care to explain new terms and, concepts.

;Ro A- f,-t
Sadofsky, Stanley,..! Work, Attitudes, SelfrImage and; the: ,Social. and

Ppychologicel Background. of Oprke.-Seekipg. Negro. Young Men ;in Maw
York City. illtictsileaning, Eve:V....see enclEffects of the

ljahzarl...1.0odoltoutti.L.Cms.! on,- Nei Youth; Seekinck. Work,.!*Cep.er ior
Study of the Unemployed, Graduate School of Social Work, iew York
University, 1968.

Data: gitthered:limy out-of-t3chOol'
youths, aged 16-21, at two intake centers.

,

A il 40-41;elekini Negfo ''ybu-thii' from th'e%:ghettci' bear up under
ektreiiiity-dePrekt;sect ilicifo:;-eteniOniic'`COnditioith end function
in terms of itietiningfisi 116-ng-:karigel life goals.

2. Awareness, pf need for more ,e,ducation .but opposition) to
. eturntngl.tol the:school. he has: left due to its Inadequacy.

3. Low self-esteem and work attitudes. oft Negro youths impair their
abi.lity,;.to!,,seek- and hold jOs, erode their conmittments,
work,': depxess'aspiratipns, toward: a better 1f and .,press

1, theta pwad? despair and surrender,*,
..4,4.. Leso.,;commitm.ent,,of. Negro job., applicant ,from; the, ghetto Co work

as a source of satisfaction and dignity: than ot, the white
, Alai:PT-class, :high. schotA: :or. college :studenit. ;or, the:Negro

college student. ...!:;
Strong contrastf..in., work attltudes and søl teem,:between
high schoolsgraduates ,anci ,those.Ao, had .dropped...put:t:..
Self-Testeeim, and,:,,,comtaitukent to Work! do; not, ipproue. Kith
schooling, but those with high self es teem And; commIttment
ni.ti4Ly are pore 3Je1y ,o' .457triP4te: high- fchoo.i.:4 .::

J.Negro typutilgt..ftre) to: ,respond to. meaningful% work-
training programs if they are made availahle.;

-...-2,4,They, 4iep.J.a potentPaz for.emplorsent..' , .
.3. To be effective, any work-training...program daaigned for them

muttiftikketi-ip,po.: Accountiethel-P0;* 1.111Pal,M41t0 ,

:11-"."

Saletngeri, ,Fq)loyntng .11py, oTh ?oklowrThrough..,..! ;American Education,
Vol. 4, No. 5, 1968. trt'''.:.1 ;I

project' Detlrbi't tto11ow-through;. Which continues
vaile'beigiiifiti 100..itiii-:yeai-4o1d children
in two.ele.mentary ,schools to,pateel in a Negfiiii:ireit.'
the iptioTict' wit& -fitrided'rby'it tiait Offrue cif 'Education
in cooperation with 0E0. A teacher,' 'i'fulf-tittife ii"i)iychologist ,
a social worker, and a nutritionist serve the needs of the children.

251
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-,41.1. About 10%.of the children show intellectual pTomise.
2. About one-fourth are.disturbed. These chit.lrem, along with

. their mothers, are receiving psychological
,1..Qhile,classroom. activities are the same ef.i, L..: any kindergarten,

more time is devoted to leaa.ning readinesA sV.Ills such as
stoty.teiling an6 14steuing,

2. Vremptatteatioa i6 given to emhahild the follew-tisroush
program.

3. Though no. evaluation hat3 been m,. de. Ute preigram eguri it
. ,

Septembex 190, teaChcr8 and paett& Ta mntrinced that the
children are moving fesZer than 1.;,:1-1 ila:-11 been the case in
regularikindergarten. .

4. Everyeffort is made to get the parents into the school program
so that tuitural handicaps may be.overcote.

C.1. Formal e7aluation of Poi low-Throug% and Bead Start is yet to
,beill'ade"but:"the director As convinced that the two together
dill "produce vesults..

Santos, BeatrizN. ecial 'Achievement Testing Needs of the Educationally
Disadvantaged: Dit43ertation',i The University of Iowa, 1967.

This study identifies goals aad problems in the education of the
disadvantaged-bearing on the Zioat'*appropriata'atbieversent teen;
the level and variability of.schievement in educationally dis-
adVantaged attendance centersin rowd;'and the manner in which
the item characteristics functioned'in educationally disadvantaged
and representative groups. of children:'

A.1..In,programs for educationally disadvantaged children and
adults, measurement is extremely important in identification,
placement, diagnosis of specific.strengths and weaknesses,.
individualization of instruction" and_ assessing progre4s.

2. The purpose was to try to determine how sample datacauld be
employed to best advantage to estimate the item characteristics.

3. Specifically designed test Oita chosen for study were ia..
Vocabulary, .reading, arithmetic, map reading, and language

.

4. Diffeiences in item difficulty between:thetwo samples -were
pospounced but quite variable.

,

5. The discrimination indices were at least:as satisfactory in
. the.e41Cationafly disadvantaged schools, as in the,representative
schools. . .

C.1. Use of representative samples to estimate the item characteristics
,for disadvantaged samples is-hazardous:- .

,t-''

Sawyer, Ethel. SamelMethcidologicalitrAleallEStudEAps Socially
Deviant Communities. Pruitt -Igoe Project Occasional Paper No. 41.
Presentidlft the Ph:D.-CollelquiM,''Departte4i-6T2SotioicigY and'
-Anthropology; .WAShiigtbn'UniVeksity,

:/ .1.3/ .c:. ' ;
Analysis' of certain human appe4p,pfresegrcl.methpdcapgy.:The.Th
paper raises questions of how the researcher comes to grips with
people Witti fekiiii protedi

B.1. a. The subject of the deviant perspective--the orientation of
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the' field *claret* who focusses on the deviance of the group
-"- 'ianifddialinot'aee'its normal' aspects.

B.1. b. A detailed disCuiiion of :the.ProbIeM-of the Negro researcher
''''-!iAtbiOudies'Negrepopulationsl-tha tendency to withhold data,

eXeet9iV6'eMpathy or hneonVentional-Sentimentality, group
identification and reluctance to expose information which
ighebe used t&ithe detriment of the group, and inability
to see familiar things as relevant..

c. A review of the problem of role, distance and objectivity of
the researcher.

Schnalzried, Beverly Lynn. The RelE,1.ionship of

and Vocational Aspirations Of Lower '-Class Adolescent Males.

Dissertation, The Florida State University; 1967.

Study!Of relationihip.oftanxiety to the educational and vocational
aspirations of poor white and Negro adolescent. Three measures of

aspiration: a) number of years i?lanning to attend school,
b).educational plans.; and c) number of years of schooling.perceived
as necessary for first occupational choice. Sample selected from a
junior and a senior high school in North Florida during 1966-67.

A.1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

A low but significant. relationship between anxiety and. .

.educational plans of white youths. .:

Similar relationship between anxiety and number of years of
schooling planned by: Negro youths.
A low negative relationship between level of anxiety and the
aspiration of both Negro and white youths.
For Wie-es, level of anxiety` positively related to number of
-siblings and negatitiely to mother's occupational leVel.
For Negri) studentC positive relationship between educational
plans aria father's educational and occupational level.
First-torn Negroes, more often, indicated their plans to
graduate from college.
lest ambitiots plans of whites and large families related.

tialler proportion of the white 13 and 14 year-olds than
older: adolescents planned to terminate their education with
high'eehool sradustion.
Positive relationship between educational plans of whites and
Motheec educational and father's occupational level.
-DiaCtiesiOn of Other factors, apart from anxiety, important for
aspirations of early adolescent from low-income families.

Schneiderman, Leonard (OhioAiste &iversity), Project Head Start:

Aprons to Cover their Dirty Clothes, Mental Hygiene, Vol. 52,

No. 1;11-3Situar%:1968'.'
..

.

, . ! 3 I I

Progrew WhiOdueutralize the destructive effecti.of Alum home;
conditions of children (Kindergarten. and Head Start) are insuffUient
and, should be replaced by programs which will enrich family.114e
(ofeilildrenY With more resources and opporteinititi.

A.1. Praiacta..Kindergarten and Reid Start are necessary to bring,:.-
public education to all children who need it and to make it

' releVanei'

ft
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4. program to enrich family life must be evolved instead of

..,heetralizingehe effects of slum home conditions, with compensatory
education.

3 About one-half of 34 million, poor in.the'Unites States are
either too old, too young, or too disabled to work.

4. Only 8.million,poorreceive-federally financed public welfare.
5. Financial aid given is tooinadequate-even for those who

receive it.

a. In December 1964 the average recipient in the Aid.to Families
. with Dependent Children program received.about$1i625 per year.
b. A.1961 study showed that 46% of all Aid to. Families with

.Dependent. Children families had unmet financial needs.
C.1. Liberalization of tpresent standards of eligibility necessary to

, include more in the program
2::The pilicy to subsidize poverty with inadequate assistance and

then using compensatory education to neutralize the' damage to
thildren, must be discontinued;

Schuchter, Arnold. A,..great society--for the 'deserving poor', white
power/black freedom. PlEgae,the Future of Urban:America, Boston,
Beacon Press, 1968.

DisCusOon of social welfare And public assistance programs and bow
'they are a 'major source of perpetuating poverty'in the United States.

A.1. In 1966, 3.2 million children received Aid to-Families with
Dependent Children benefits, but 12-million.children in
families belowthe .bare subsistence level no benefits:

2. Most American economic and social policies--minimum wages,
social .security, agriculture, housing, etc. --- factor. groups

above the poverty levelo
3. The right of the poor to ,welfare assistance is qualified by

local welfare laws and administration that reflect community
values.

..mss of ilegrOese.conerol of
.

community destiny is the:::
PreieqUisite.fer -control over their destinies.

2. Publicly assisted income maintenance should he part of federal
4iiMption of aIl:poverty-relatecLurban program, costs.

. .

1.:Ptoposale'for adauring adequate living sianderda for Allm44t
be evaluated according to
a. The ,amount.of-aid 'going to the neediest,
b. Practicality of administration.
c. Speedmf implementation:

'

d., :Respective roles of.federal and state-governmints..
e. Impact on incentive to work..:,

4. The simplest methndis to ase the.tax-systese-more deliberately
as a welfare instrument.

Seasholes, Bradbury. Political Socialization and Race Relations:
Imgcations,for SchooL'and,:Community., 1

The author outlines the status of'Negte participation 1.0:American
olitieCpe gtoee learn what
they learn, an4whai Opportui4eS'there tOsimpisOvOliesnlehat
they Uirn.

25 4.
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B.1.'Negroetdo not *particpate Very muchin American politics. In
Soutl4ripattot the reason for this is psychological and

physical intimidation.
2.',Since:'World.War II; Negro participation in political life has

been on the increase.'
3.q4egroeiChaverreintroduCed,to the American scene certain modes

of politital activity such as sit-ins, street demonstrations,
riots, and picketing.

4. Anunusual number opolitical leaders such asltalph Abernathy
and ltokebr.Carinichael; do not hold formal government office.

5.1lost Negvi leaders tend"to come from the middle - class.

6. Seemingly, a disproportionate num.. of the leaders are
- ninisterswhiCh gives a strongmoial flavor to Negro politics.

7. Negroes are strongly Democratic in their partisan attachment.
8. Negroq!oolitics reflect low income, poor education and limited

general experience.
a. By the time most Negro children reach the upper elementary

grades, the political information that they acquire is
different:from what white children pick up.

b. Negroes tend to become better informed about Negro
politicians than about white political figures.

9. Techniques of democracy are learned in school. The Negro's
.social:sp.tus:inmitnit cases, deprives a disproportionate number
of direct uses of democratic techniques as practiced in more
middle-Classitchools.

10. As long as'Negroes remain overwhelmingly attached to one
political party, they weaken their bargaining power with the
other party;and ultimately with both:parties.

C.1. More'realistic expectations coupled With continuous'striving
to better the reality would help to alleviate nuch'otthe cynicism
andpeisimism that Negroes feel tawardAmerican politics.

Shealey, Floyd Milton. A Study of Job Corpsmen at Camp Attenbiry,
Indiana; April 1965 to Mey-1966: Measures of Intelligence,.Achievement
and Aptitude. Dissertation,Indiana University, 1967.

A study 8f.the effects of a six -month long test-retest measures of
intelligelide.and reading and.arithmetic achievement of groups and
combined groUps-Of Corpsmen.

A.I. Statistically significant gains in intelligence cotients,
reading grade equivalents of corpsmen.

2. Higher scores of terminated corpsmen (than of continuing
corpsmen) onlmeasuresof intelligence, reading and arithmetic
achievement, and aptitude..

3:. Higher scores of Northern than. of Southern corpsion on most
measures.

4. Caucasian corpsmen scored higher than Negro corpsmen on most

S. But the score of Negro corpsmetceignificantly higher an; motor
caordination than.the_Cpucasian corpsmen,,

4.; w67:11x4p ,'among urban and :rut 31,-,Cor7).46,002:T.

t'ToSiti*ationthip between younger.age aadjiikher..44c1,yea.
between'the termination-co4t0u*tiOn,

rate and distance fram home for Negro corpsmen only and not
for Caucasian corpsnen.
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Gfuldeline frustration, Nation, Vol. 204,140.'3.

Journalisticreportl,

School desegregation geidelines perpetuate segregation.
1. Enable' 8buth tociximlatn'and stall.
2. Allbwed a few bladks in white schOola, not an end tO'bladk

school, white school system.
3. Three types of comOlience allowed:

a. Operate under Federal court order to desegregate.
b. Submit proof that schools were desegregated,
c. 'Free choice' Negroes allowed to choose which school to go to.
Major-deterente tolaV enforcement:

1. President Johnson unwilling to enforce law.
2. Inadequate staff of JuiticeDepartment.
3. Justice department wish for USOE to coax school boards into

*desegregation.

Sizer, Theodore, and Whitten, Philip. A Proposal for a Poor Children's
Bill of Rights, Psychology Today, Vol. 2, No. 3, 1968.

Education Must be planned for the child in his milieu:. Improved
education' can be the vehidle for upwatd mobility.

. .

Lack.of equality of educational opportunity in.America..
C.1. F'or imProVed.education,.a system of tuition grants, with

money given directly to dhildrento assist in paying for their
education is required.

2. DisciiiinatiOn in favor of the poor' 'in edUcation is not only
desirable but mandatory.

3. Proposal for a Poor Children's Bill-of Rights.-
.

a. Grant of $1500 per child per year would be riven in the form
of a coupon to be used in the school of his choice:

b. The school chosen could use the money as it saw fit.
t, c. Large enough grant& to motivate schools to compete' fur it.
4. Inclusion of-up to'50% of the nation's children to lower and

middle-lower Aids gioIps:
5. Schools 'Will have to'be more responSive to the needs of their

students in order to retain theft and attract new pupils:
6. To succeed, the Bill must include some form oUguaranteed

annual incomt'and more and better health and welfare terVices.
7. Availability of jobs once the skills have been acquired.

Skill Advanceftnt Inc. Upgrading the-. tow-Wage Worker: lAn.EconOtic
Approach, Vol: III,:The:LowMage Employee in his:14#k Environment:''
A Study in Depth, Preliminary Findings, New York,4967.-

A report on the pteliminaiy,findings of Employee ResearchStudy'
designed by Skill Advancement Inc. to addertainthereadinessof:.
low -skill workers to be trained'for better jobs and to examinejthe
impact of an upgrading training program on raft organizaticin and' its
employees.., :

8.1. The basic aieumptioi.Was that these workers comprise a.
relatively isolated stratum at the bottom of the occupational
structure;.'Any effort to reach them for any programs must

, ;
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,filter.through,this:subayst......Treliminary.findings proved,
this conception to be an' over - simplification.

Ctshjant-tum relapnilaao to work situations indicate strong

desirwo these writers, especially of hospital workers, to see
themselves as engaged in.ink.eresting and important work.

3. Identification of a small group of low-wage workers who feel
alienated.

4. But the majority of respondents are more oriented toward their
organizations. f. ,,

5. Trainees reacted. favourably to a training program in their
.organization..

6. Beyond the initial circle of friends of initial trainees,
employees seem ignorant of the content and consequences of
the training program for their fellow workers..

Smith, Arthur E., Collins, Hardin A. & Meindl, Joseph L. Evaluation
and Skill Training of Out of Sdhool, Hard-Core Unemployed Youth for
ratning and Replacement, Department of Education, St. Louis
University.

Reporton a follow-up,study of.ithe.effectiveness of youth training
project (1964-65) of:Jgyish Employment and, Vocational Service, --

of St. Louis, Missouri.

FourteenVariables were-igolated to test hypothesis that there are
important differences between groups of successful and unsuccessful
youths in each' of theie variables.

A.1.yorkshop Supervision was the only variable which yielded any
significant difference. ..r

2. Family, income, and reading yielded opposite to.predicted
results..

3. Positiveevaluationof success of program by. employers based
on.the performance.of hired trainees.

4. Majority of trainees.and,employees recommended morextended
program than Jewish Employment and Vocational Service.

5. Most meaningful findings were connected pith differences
between successful and unsuccessful trainees regarding job.
interest and desire toemain employed.

B.1. Lack pf-control.group of subjects for ,comparison.
.2. No worthwhile': conclusions About,the agency due to lack-of

an on-going program.

Smith, Ralph V. At al. Community Interaction and RaciallkkelEatall
in the,Detroit.Area: -AnIsgsagsalAtsgaljapsilanti, Eastern
Michigan 1967.-

Analysis of the. data. gathered inj965 ,explorin2,community forces
associated?with ghetto population.. :

:

A. total of_1,175 persons,-representing the -adult popvlation:of:
:

Detroit Standard etropolitan .Statisticali.Area.were interviewed.
Included in this survey is the outer suburban zone, comprising
sparsely populated rural and low-income areas, as well as satellite
cities of the'Standaid MetrOoiitan '

.

A.l.rart./.of the study-explores tommunity4uteractionv(as-reflected
in formal and informal associational contacts) and racial

23?
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segregation.
A.2. Part II is an .analysis of occupational and educational outlooks

for Negroes and whites in the Detroit area.
B.I. The compressing of Negro residents in the inner city results

'in a corollary compression o.. Negro interaction, poverty, and
occupational and economic dissatisfaction.

2. Segregated formal .associations have the same effect upon
community cohesion as segregated residence.

3. Formal association members function in a status-quo manner.
4. In addition to the white-collar job ceiling, there is a white-

,collar reward ceiling.
5. Concerning thesuccess prototypes, 70% of the parents in Detroit

expect their children to pursue professional careers,
neglecting our over-definition of occupational success as
becoming a professional.

Somers, Gerald G. The Rich, the Poor and Others. The Changing American
Ecopomy,.. John R. Coleman (Ed.), New York, Basic Books, Inc., 1967.

A.brilef deScription and discussion of the characteristics of the
poVerty class and the major. lines of public attack being used in
the war on .poverty.

A.1. Although American society is predominantly middle- class,
extremes of wealth and povertyexist.

2. Increases in productive and economic expansion hardly affett
the poor. :

3. The major characteristics of poverty families are that they are
headed by a full-time worker who may or may not be employed
through the year but whose wages are too low to support a family.

4. .One- fourth of these families are headed by women, one-fifth
by aged heads and one-fourth are non-white.

5. Some families have a number of these characteristics, for example
40% of non-white families in poverty areas are headed by women,
a few of whom have year -rounc employment and most of.whom have
.a low level of education.

6. Relative concentration of poverty in certain geographic areas.
,Poverty tends to perpetuate itself in familiesAn'these'
depressed areas.

B.1. Major government efforts and approaches to remove poVerty are
a. Upgrading of income of those in the poverty categories

rather than a down-grading of those in higher income. brackets.
b. Attempts to rehabilitaWdepressed geographic areasanc.

raising.the levelof education and skill all over the` country
2. Other governmental efforts include employment and old-age

insurance,!welfare-payments, increases in the minimum wage,
fair employment:legislation, mobility and employment measures
aimedAt,reduction 6f,structural unemployment rather than
indiscriminat expansion of the total labor demand, and'
over-alLcoordination.of poverty program8 through the Office
of Economic Opportunity.

:
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Southern Regional Council. School Desegregation 1966:"The Slaw Undoing.
- AtltntaGeorgia;.1966.

A:review efi3Oesc,ant progress made toward school desegregation in
the `South a*1 critique of the U.S. Office of. Education guidelines and
enforceMent procedUres,

A.1. In spite of the 1954 Supreme Court decision dedlaring racially
separated school systems'to be unconstitutional, the South is
perpetuating-most of theSe dual systems.

-12." Theoretically, Negro children can enroll in white schools but

their number is kept at a minimum'through physical intimidation,
economic reprisal, against. parents, brief registration periods
with insuffidient notice, and post-registration removal on
grounds -of overcrowding.

3. In 1965-66, only 6% of Negro children in eleven Southern
states attended desegregated schools.

4..TheH1966 767guidelines were stronger. Their goal was desegregation
:,. of all grades by 1967-68 and called for faculty desegregation.
5. The USOE. office mithheld, or seriously considered withh-laing

funds,from only 150 -24O school districts although desegregation
reached only 2.4-6.6% levels in the five states of the Deep South.

6. Districts which made a pretense of cooperation evaded the law
and received federal subsidies for segregation:

7. Past guidelines have not attempted to end dual:schoorsystems.
C.14- Future guidelines must be'aligned more closely with the law and

must be fully enforced with strong protection from reprisal
and intimidation.

Spillane, Robert Richard. Job' Satisfaction Among Teachers in De Facto
Segregated Schools. Dissertation, University of Connecticut, 1967.

.A study. of job satistaCtion.ardong teachers in de facto segregated
(predominantly Negro) schoolOn the urban setting.

Majority-of teachers did not Plan to teach in the urban setting.
2. Less than one out of ten teachers (in Negro schools) wanted to

continue teaching.
3. Great dissatiefaction with teaching in urban areas, whether

in predominantly white or predominantly Negro school.
4. Teachers in Negro schools had to provide social and personal

guidance.for'students
54-Parent apathy caused stress and strain.
6.-intellectual stimulation was%the"Oeatest.area of dissatisfaction.
.7. 88%:of teachers. felt that special training necessary for teachers

of-detrived Children:* ".;

B.1..Tive pattern ofteacher-rtsponses-Suggested that ,administrative
problemw.and pressures could be eXpected:iwthe4.ase of"teacher
salaries, class siie,.teaching materialS, extrafc/Asa.duties,
intellectual stimulation, teaching loads and-tdacherstatus
:rather.than in:ttrz area 'of human relations of teadfieti with

parents and pupils.
2. Many teachers were in a transient occupation.
3. Teachers found it more difficult to teach than they had been

led to expect from their training.
4. Ambiguity of status since the teacher's role was ill-defined.

259
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$;.5.,4ignificance of: role of teacher:;by current educational ideology
itnot-consonant with the prestige ranking given to it by teachers
Within the profession.

.

Starr; Roger.' An AttaCk on Poverty:: Historical Perspective. Urban

America: Goals and Problems. Subcommittee on Urban Affairs of the

Joint Economic committee, 'U.S. Congress Governtent Printing Office,

Washington D.C., 1967.

The objective conditions are not the only cause of the riots. A

*close study of the people involved might reveal that family dis-
organization is partly the cause and partly an effect of the conditions
complained of.

.B.1. To the participants, the riots are a substitute for the
gratifications of work and the socially acceptable masculine
satisfactions :of family leadership.

2. The hypothesis on which the poverty program seems to rest is
that the poor constitute a nationality which must progress first;

- a, By heightened nationalism.
b.. By. the development of their own economy.

3. zt Such an apnroach does not stimulate the poor to move in the
direction :of, more effective participation in the *geheral

economy,.

b. It does not stimulate the general economy to absorb their
work and provide them with goods and services in return.

4. The idea of the participation of :the plor in the framing of
decisions in the program is not necessarily good.
a. For example, the net effect of the demand to open low-cost

.r-
housing to all is that stable low - income 'families keep

Way from such projects, thus removing stability.
C.1. johii which giVeeconomic power and satisfaction are the answer.

Stein, Maurice R. Socio-cultural perspectives on the neighborhood and
the families. In Eleanor avenstedt (Ed.) The Drifters: Children
of. Disorganized Lower-Class .Families. Boston; Little,.Brown-61 Co.,

1967.

A:wield-cultural analysis of the North Point neighborhood, a slum
area for many years, in Boston.

A.1. Two categories of people coexist in the area.
a. The, integrated Syrians and Greeks,.upper-class Negroes,

older roomers, and other model families who are adjusted
and organized along middle-class lines.

b. Alcoholics, bums, etc.; for whom North Point is an asylum
from.which there is no escape.

2. The pattern of life of the multiproblem families is similar to
that of skid row derelicts .and display.the.Same kinds of
.oscillating identityas.the

3. They view themselves as total failurec4. and at other times,
temporary victims and.i,rospective reformees.

4. They have developed a plurality of identities which adapt them
to differing elements within the skid row complex.

5. North Point is an asylum, for these families, in which effects of
inadequate mothering, in the form of failures of psychic development
are rendered less devastating by the disassociated functioning

adult roles and identities.

260"P:'
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Stein1J1SuTice.TheSocio-cultural Setting. In Eleanor Pavenstedt,
.(Ed,.);The Drifters, Children of Disorganized Lower-Class Families.
Boston, Little, Brown & Co., 1967.

This. chapter presents a social study of the North Point neighborhood,
a-slum andskid:Lrow area in Balaton.

.A.1.. Twolmajor kindsof vertical mobility in the area.
a. Families and individuals who organize into better lower-class

or lower - middle -class neighborhoods, e.g., the Greeks and

a small number of Negroes who maintain a minimum middle-class
front and keep away from all forms of disrepute.

b. Downward vertical mobility occurs among those persons forced
into the area for social reasons, like alcoholism, extreme
poverty isolation, ethnic discrimination, or a combination
of these. .

2. The disorganized families fall in between these two groups.
They maintain a facade of middle-class respectability in specific
areas, but -this facade cracks at crucial points.

3. On the one hand, they view themselves as complete failures and
on the other as-temporary victims and prospective reformees.

4. They do notdevelop .a consistent identity; instead they have
developed a plurality of inconsidtent identities which
accommodate them to differing elements and social,systems
within-the skid , row. complex.

Stein, Philip. TellIt Like It Is. Federal Probation, Vol: 32, No. 3,
1968.

Philip Stein, Supvervising Deputy Probation Officer of the Los Angeles
County Probation Department urges probation officers to speak out the
truth about problems of capital punishment, .poverty and ,welfare
programs, school dropouts, and many other'ills Suffered daily by
human beings.

Bd. Apart from the characteristics of the people in trouble and the
'''''. kinds..of staff and services required to aid them, not much is

said how those:people got that way.
2. There is insufficient effort to deepen the understanding of the

sources and solutions of social problems.
C.1. Probation officers should speak out o.1 the welfare issue with

vigor.

2, They should. also tell .the people that school dropouts are
really pushouts. The schools are not prepared for lower-class
youngsters.

1. They should. not remain-silent when successful.pilot projects
end because an ambitious. politician has promised cutbacks or
because: bureaucrats,AMpoliticians compete for leadership

4. They shoOld,:challengethose who sar"What can I do?". They
should work with thesw"people to apply politicalpretsure.

5. To remain oblivious to.the causes of social unrest makes the
probation officer an accomplice to murder. '

,

61:;(-)z.
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Stevens,-George,L. Implications of .Montessori for the War on Poverty.

).:IntiC..Orem(Ed;) MOntessori for the Disadvantaged, New York,
G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1967.

Th4 role of the Montessori method in the development of the learning
skill of the didadvantaged children.

B.1. The Montessori concept of the classroom as aprepared environment
As:applicable to the disadvantaged child, since it presents the

. child with a physical order that contrasts with his home
environment.

2. There is also the order of a well-regulated society.
3. A principle of the Montessori system is that concentration

cannot be 'imposed from outside the organism, it must be a
consequence of voluntary intetest.

4. The Montessori concept of discipline differs from that found
iii meat' ciasarooms.

a. It is a matter of directing inevitable human energies into
socially meaningful channels.

5. The Montessori method is concerned with the development of the
child between the ages of three and .six.

haallemonstrated in many cultures that it can introduce
language and related reading readiness skills to children
from disadvantaged backgrounds.
It :has within' its' curriculum a concerniwith vocabulary expansion

through. eXperience anclindirect instruction.
..It employs a reading program based on instruction in phonics.

9. Its concern with sensory training and perceptual motor skills
brings it:closely in line with current psychological thought.

ID:Howeveri-the Montessori method is nova closed system; it is a

starting point for the rehabilitation of our disadvantaged

C.1. The Montessori method is the only 'organic pedagogical system
:Ji:designed to deal with disadvantaged children.

Stewart, William F. & Okada, Louise I1. DifferentialParticlvtion of
Low-inCome Urban Negroes in a PublicHealth Birth-Control Program.
Presented at 1967 Meeting of the Population'Association of America,
Inc. Abstractedin 22221211On IndeX, 3,1967.

The faCtors related to the differential participation pk:lorincome,
urban Negroes in a public health birth-control program..
A program was instituted by the District of Department of
Public Health in_April 1964 in connection. with deliveries at,the
iunAlioal hospital and Post-partum care at departmental clinics..

. ,t . .

Ai14-Negativefindings to date are theLusually'eXpected,absociations
between fertility control and deiographic variables.'

2. A comparison. of the registrants and.non-registrants in the 20%
systematic sample showed that the Proportion participating
Ancreaded up through"third-birth order Slid dropped 'off with
higher -order parities.,

3. Consistent decline. in participation with incieaeing age, although
this decline did not always hold true within'each parity group.

4. The proportion registering by legitimacy Statile-did not vary.
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comparison of' pregnancy rates and control groups showed that
the program, was very effective in reducing the number of births
among the' participants.

6. During the observation period lasting 18 nonths from a specified
live -birth delivery, there were 19.pregnancies among the 65
members of the study group compared with 45 pregnancies among
the matched control group.

.7. The-difference.in.,thenumber .of pregnancies was 14, since 36 of

..the 65 members of Group had used no contraceptive
method over the 18-months observation period compared with 7
suchcafies.anong the study group.

Sullivan, Neil V. Discussion, Berkeley Unified School District,
Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 38, No. 1, 1968.

A comparison` of the effectiveness of the programs of, compensatory
education and of desegregation used by Berkeley Unified School District
to itptcrie educational opportunities for Negro children.

A,1. Evaluation,:of Secondary school desegregation showed:
a. Desegregation accepted by::atudents and faculty.
b.-Students desegregated in. seventh, eighth and ninth grades
-..a.c.hieved,:bettergrades.in tenth grade than thosewho were not.

c. Attendance suffered onlytenporarily.
250.elenentary. Negro students. were bussed to white -schools.
a. Higher average gains achieved by bussed children than by

those who, were not or those who. were bussed in the previous
year. %::

b. White children made large gains in achievement.
c. Favourable attitude of staff, parents and students toward

the project. .

3. On the other hand, schools with compensatory programs showed little
gain frowthe previous year.

4. Another study compared student performance, gradea.one through
six (in the paragraph meaning section of the Stanford Achievement
Test) by. type of.school and
a. Tivpred-OMinantly.Negro schools only 44,5% Negro children in

highest achievement cAtigOry. .

b. Their proportion in integrated schools was 21.4% and 12.6%.
C.1. Educational integration more important than the compensatory

programs.
2. Social and, etonomicproblems also need to. he attacked.

Sutton,;Gordon 1% Polity Implications of Some Non-Economic Dimensions
of Urban Poverty: In Bloomberg, Warner, Jr. & Schmandt, Henry J. (Eds.)
,....,PoveoPcmer , antist, 'Vol. 2', Beverly Hills, California,

Sage Publicationa, Inc.i 1968. ...

'The sociol*Cii.characteristits:Of th.a poor, apart'from economic
factors, nnest'be taken into account in.any definition of poverty.-

B.1. A sociological analysis of poverty.detandsa distinction between
transitional poverty.which:ombe changed and overcome, and
nom-transitional poverty'with..minital expectations of.poverty.

2. Those distinctions. have implicationfvfor antipoverty programs.
3. The social benefits of poverty are important.
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B.4. a. Understanding poverty will aid in devising strategies.
b. Although-anti-poverty strategy may call for jobs, training

efforts, etc., there is serious doubt about the validity of
that understanding which sees poverty-as soluble in our
society.

.5. The idea .that money alone from the affluent sectors of society
can bring about greater success than in the past is speculation.

C.1. More research. should be conducted in concert with increases
in action programs.

Task Force on Economic growth and Opportunity, The Disadvantaged Poor:
Education and Employment, Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
Washington D.C., 1966.

There are two sections to this book: The first makes 28 recommendations
in the-'areas of education and employment; the second consists of 14
paperwdealing with areas touched upon'in the first section.

C.. Among the educational recommendations made are the following:
1. Feddral revenue sharing; income tax credits and consolidated

grants to help local.and state governments finance better
education.

2. Utilization of the educational park concept.
3.:ipxpanded pre-Achool education.

information clearinghouse for the education of the
disadvantaged.

5.; Unrestricted access' by minority pupils to superior public schools.
-6:Baiii6'ildult and vodational education expansion.

Thurow, Lester C. The Determinants of the Occupational Distribution of
Negroes, The Education And Training of Radial Minorities. Proceedings
of a conference, University of Wisconsin, Center for Studies in
Vocational and Technical Education, May 1967.

----To-test tae' theory of the labor market and the resulting hypotheses
and policy implications, the author develops a mathematical model to
explain employment gains among the 'disadvantaged.

B.1. Negro employment gains have not been Above what would have been
expected in spite of government programs, anecdotal evidence,

-.and aroused desire to hire Nigroes.-
balanced labor market is unlikely tO'improVe ache' employment

position of the American Negto 'an Unbalanced labor market is
required; with ihottages of Tabor at all skill leveli:

3.'For purposes of the model thdlabOr force.is 'divided into three
groups--adult" males,. adult lema/es, and *nagerit:

.4..The model is applied by regtessihg the employment Of the dis-
advantaged on the variables of the correapoidink preferred group

"5.: ProjectiOne are Made', and iMplication are'stated in 'which
distifidtions-are' made between income and emPloY6eni goals.

6. Scime evidence that thediy works within ocupatiOna'as well as
across occupations.

7. The Orbfassionaliddeupationa Will probabIY be the first of the
high Income occupations to achieve emOla0e4 ParitK

8. But that employment patitywill probably 15i'ithieved icing before
income parity.

9. Both types of parity are apt to be achieved faster if we are
willing to tolPratc le-icr markets.
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TIME, 20, May 17, 1968.. A Nation Within d'Netion.

A brief surveylpfthe varied aspects of poverty and means to cure it
.Texas,gentuckv,, Maine, New York; California, and

with the Havasupai Indians of Arizona.

A:.:L. 29,700,000 AmeriCans, Who live below the poverty level, form
another nation within's nation of wealth and abundance.

2. The Orshansky Measure, or poverty line, underestimates the
real dimensions of poverty in the United States.

3. Number of poor has declined in absolute numbers from 34 million
in'1964.6 just under 30*Million; but this number may, form an
iiredUeible MinimUM Under existing programs.

B.1. Poverty is physical and psychological. Both are becoming
increasingly institutionalized, to the point of becoming endemic.
Poverty in the pnited.:Statesjs curable, if not by money alone.

C.1. Required incentives,,ere,the:guaranteed annual wage, the family
allowance, and the negative income tax.

for better medical Bare and earlier educational programs
followed throdih with vocational training, cultural enrichment,
4m.dlatimati employment. Only then the young will escape the
self-regnerating cycle of.poverty.

Tucks, Estelle. How Teachers Learn to tell., Children Fail. l'ians;-Action,
Vol. 5,-NO.'9, 1968.

:.A.tes.cher,with.positive attitude towards her.pupils was socialized
by peers and,supervisord,to accepting .notion :of inferiority of
slum children and their parents. Blame for failure placed on
slug; life, not,opschool.

,,C., Teac4er siNouldbe,awareof the social processes involved7in.

. 45.410aig.:Ist!PiXfgiiire;*;. .**: **.

Valentine, Charles A. Culture and Poverty: 2011121EdjamasEmplemaLe.
ChieeigO;" University of ChicagO Preds, 1968.

The author shOwshowHatudies of the poor, who have never been
adequately studied by social scientists, could be done and outlines
a progiiifor:;thi reduction -of poverty.

.

B.1.. The exponintd of culture of poverty theory have blamed, poverty
on .the poor 4nd,discouraged efforts to wage war on poverty.

,t,raCea.ble to middle-class, behavior toward the deprived.
'3, *at.sitmdtes:of.the.poor,. particularly the urban poor, have

.114en..444.1rom insufficient evidence; statistics supplied
by census - takers, police, and social workera..!

P4..NpuetfinOgraphic.rpsdaroh.should be made by anthropologists
4inon

2, bis.,00414eds and motivations .of the, and,the structure of
.their..sOcIetycould be itudied.by Welk-tested metbP44..

. .3.:grOposf4k.O.Frant.:the,poorpower over,the resourced,needed to
overcome poverty:

. rights,and,positive diacriminstioninifavor of the
most. ;c aadvanta ed 8r.04541.

4. ,The ;goal would: be, , the: .redu.p4ou,.of .poverty -: in.:the United States

, 1. 7
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Varner, Sherrel. School Dropouts, Research -Summary 1967-S1, National

education Association, Washington . .

This pamphlet discusses the extent'oftthe dropotit problem, types of
research onthe'school dropout, Toby'pupils drop out of school,
factors associated with early school cathdrawal, employdent
opportunities for school dropouts, and programs to reduce' the
number of dropouts.

A.1. a. About 29% of the nation's potential ,high school graduates
of 1965 withdrew from school before graduation.

b. This is a loss not only to youths in terms of self-fulfillment
and economics, but also are economic and manpower loss to
the nation.

B.1. A cluster of factors is characteristic of theschool dropout.

These characteristics may be found in one or more.of the areas
of (a) factors unique to the individual; (b) school,-related
factors; (c) family-related factors; or (d) community - related

faCtors.
2. a. Programs for school dropouts are becoming increasingly common

and include a wide range of prevenctve and remedial activities.
b. These include school-sponsored programs, programs initiated

and supported by the federal government, and programs
sponsored by other interested agencies.

c. There.is.a lack of research on the effectiveness of such
programs in achieving stated goals.

3. Though research on the subject of the causes and consequences
of early school withdrawal is abundant, its results are
inconclusive and often not comparable.because of the design
and conduct of the study, the population studied, or the bias
of the investigator.

a rf.11

.yaughig7Abb ghddes. pitudyoftheEffsstqcultaeon
"Sfit-Problem Solvin Abilities of Ninth .Grade Students in General
Science. Dissertation, St. Louis University, 1967.

ImAestigation of the relationship between cultural disadvantage and
the ability of ninth-grade students to solve nroblems in general
science.

A.l..jf.omparison of abilities of adolescents from culturally and non-
culturally disadvantaged backgrounds.

2.. Its order to select tynical culturally .and non -- culturally dis-

advantaged pupils, effort was made to equate them only in
reading ability. .

. 3. This limiting condition necessary for use of a graded verbal
survey instrument.

4. The culturally disadvantaged group had an age mean of 15.0 and
a reading mean of 8.48, ,

5. Figures formon7cultcrally disadvantaged group were 14.7 and 8.40
respectively. . ,

6. Better score of culturally disadvantaged in four of the six
selected problem selving abilities in general. science.

B.1. Average reading and verbal ability of the culturally disadvantaged
group indicates that they may not have been typical.

2 66;,(
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BeLf.Furtheriore, comparable reading and verbal skillet' Of culturally
and eon-culturalli 'deprived students suggests that'the former
might bet,intelledtually superior to the latter: .

C .1, ono their study using :a non-verbal survey instrument: in-
problem-sOlving:be,carried out.

2. Such. an.instrument would ensure selection of typicallvdis-
advantaged.

Via, Emory P. Discrimination, integration and Job Equality. itt112
Labor Review Vol. 91, No. 3, 1968.

'Review of .employment desegregation in the South and the role of the
federal and state government and the private sector.

-Ads_Attitudes of Negroes and whites vary. Negroes consider the
,change in job equality too slow and to whites it appears very
feat:

f.

2. Worker attitudes.toward'job equality show a wide range of
responses from Negroes and whites, suggesting that job
integration can work.

::3. Negro employment is greatest at the lower levels in the federal
government es in the private sector.

4. Statistics presented to show that Mexican-Americans experience
the same job discrimination as Negroei.
Role of unions and voluntary organizations reviewed.

B.1. Although statistics on employment desegregation in the South
arenotencouraging, there are signs that some Southerners
are moVing'toward acceptance of change.

C.1..Education and training and a strong government posture .on job
rights are .vital to job integration.

Wagner, Bartlett Adam. The Responses of
EconomicallyAisadvanta ed Sixth Grade Pubils to Science Deponstrationa.
Dissertationt.Undversity 'of Connecticut; 1967.

Comparison of written, oral, and construction responses of sixth-grade
students (to science demonstrations) on the basis of social Cline
differences.

A.1. Experiment carried out in Bridgeport, Connecticut to acquire

- ,
understanding of the acadeiic performance of poor children in
elementary school science.

2. Significant differences in suitable written and oral responses
of advantaged _ad,disadVantaged' pupils.

3. No important difference in the construction responies.
4. situations requiring limited verbal response, disadvantaged

pupils can understand and also communicate their understanding
of 'science concepts.

5. Use of instructional procedures which capitalised on the
individualabilities of pupils might, to a great extent, compensate
the restricted background of disadvantaged

C.1:-Putther'emoloratiot and.anslysis necessary
2. The study hila-iMplicattama for teaChets, uttioulu6a deVelopers,

textboalewriters:;.persbui involved in the edncationofteachers,
and others concerned with problems of disedVantaged yo4th.

3. Three alternative methods for evaluating science instruction used
with deprived and non-deprived sixth-grade students are compared.

2 6/1.
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Weber, Robert.E. Higher Education and the Student of Low-Income and
Minority GroupStatus, Responsive Environments Corporation, 1966.

College education should become more available to the poor and
minority group members and be adc;ted to their needs.

A.1. American Indians average only five years of schooling.
2. Once in college, the disadvantaged drop cut at an alarming

rate. About half of all entering freshmen manage to graduate,
but only 30% of Negro students do.

3. The nation needs an increasing number of professionals to do
its work.
a. In the next few decades, the number of people in the 25-64

age bracket, containing the lion's share of productive
workers, will be diminishing in proportion to the number
of younger and older citizens.

b. The social service field especially needs skilled workers:
the scarcity.of social workers and teachers is well known,
while that of nurses is approaching a crisis.

B.1. College is a mode of existence alien to the lower-class back-
.'Tround.
2. The courses seem irrelevant to their needs.

rarely get the experiences of success needed to boost
lagging morale.

4. They come to college with language and reacting difficulties
,: and withthin wallets.
5. The result is a freezing of the status quo as those from

families of low income and education founder.
C.1. Winning the war on poverty must include compensatory and

further education of the minorities and the poor.
2. Colleges can reach the disadvantaged students in a number of

ways:
.a. Institutions must use new educational technology to meet

their special needs, e.g. language laboratories to improve
their language ski116.4'. .

b, Revision of the curriculum toward development .of the skills
and perceptions: needed to solvethe current problems of our
democracy.

c. Courses Americ,,...n Studies should deal with problem of

-poverty and social change. .

d. Other possibilities for bettering college curricula exist;
e.g. experimental admissions programs and work /study
arrangements.

Weiner4Max and 'Murray, Walter. Another Look at the CultilrallY Deprived

and Their Levels of Aspiration:. In JoeA; Apple (Ed.)..Readings in
Educating the Disadvantaged,Selected ACtidemic Readings, Inc., New
York, 1963.

Lower-class 'parents 'May; set high academic goals for their children,
but the.si gOals.ate abandoned in the face of adversity.

B.1. The differencezbetween the middle- and lower -class parents lies
not in degree. cit'laspiration for their children, but rather in
the willingness to hold to these goals in the face of obstacles,
and whether these goals are real or ideal.

ri or ro m ma lam

268 ,
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B..2.,.The.,feeling that college is not reachable, held by many lower-
:cla90';parenti and children, constitutes a:major obstacle to
inspiring the culturally deprived to continue their education,
even to the completion of high school.

C.1. Change in'the attitudes of parents and children toward the
reachability of their goals.

2..Parenteducation classes and group discussions could show them
.that lack of money is not an insurmountable obstacle to
attendance in college or a trade school:
a. That part time employment, scholarships, and grants are

available.
b. Savings plans can be instituted.

3. Intensive guidance and counseling should encourage able students
to apply to colleges and trade schools.

4. Analysis of value systems concerning success and failure, with
.emphasis on the resultant differing behavior.

5. Following questions should be considered:
a. What are the differences between symbols and behavior

within social class?
b. What success models exist in each class and what is-the basis

of their success?
c. What causes the differences in willingness to preserve'goals

while encountering obstacles? .

Whitaker, Barbara. Breakdown in the Negro Family. Myth or-Reality?
New South, Vol. 22, No. 4, 1967. : .:
This critical examination of the findings. of thd Mbynihan Report
presents another-interpretation of Negro family life:

A.1. a. The Moynihan Report gives the impression that the Negro family
is devoid of strength.

,b. Yet 75% of Negro urban marriages are intact andonly 25% are
dist:wired by desertion.

2. a. The high incidence of illegitimacy is oneof the factors on
which the report bases its case for family instability.

b. Yet while it is true that the number of Negro illegitimate
births has soared, the rate has remained relatively stable.

B.1. The present characteristics of low-income Negro families are
due not ao much to a legacy of slavery. as to post-slavery

. discrimination and deprivations.
2. Comparisons within different income levels show that the

differences associated with income outweigh those associated
with color.

.3. In examining Negro family life, it is important to distinguish
between ;what *different and what is pathologically deviant:

illegitimacy, and matriarchy may be the most...
positive adaptations possible to the Nerro economic position

C.1. To improve the position of disadvantaged Negro families, there
should be increased family planning services, community services
to aid mothers, such as daY care centers and visiting homemakers,
services,for.fatherless children, and acceptance of Negro families
into the social+ mainstream of American life.

I
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Wickenden, Elizabeth, Poverty, Civil Liberties, and Civil Rights: A
Symposium. New..York University Law Review, Vol. 41, No. 2, 1966.

.%: .

B.1. VictiMs:of Poverty suffer invasion of their civil liberties and
denial of their civil rights.

2. Repression and denial of civil liberties brought about by belief
that the poor are poor because of their inadequacies for which
they should be punished. However, Billof Rights protects
poor people too.

C.1. Legal action should protect the poor from illegal repression.

Williams, Gertrude. Counselling for Special Groups, Employment of
Special Groups Series, No. 3, Organization for Economic Co-operation

. and Development, Paris, 1967.

Report on a pilot project designed to test the value of special
counselling intended to help frequent job-changers and the long-term
unemployed to become productive member of the labor force.

A.1. Participation by five countries in this pilot operation to test
the possible uses of Employment Service for the identification,
interviewing, and short-term counselling of the long-term
unemployed.

2. Increase in rate of placement and personal initiative in looking
for work through, interviews and short-term counselling.

3. Employsient Service as a referral agency for long-term counselling.
4. Several countries have since extended similar services tc she

people.

5. In the United States the Employment Service, in co-operation
with other agencies; reaches into the community to locate
disadvantaged peisons likely to benefit from such a program.

B.1. Thode likely to benefit include the following groups of workers:
a. Those whose opportunity had declined.through economic

circumstances.
b. Those'ready to work with capacity below the average inthe

types of work they are able te.do.
c. Those with average capacity but lacking necessary training.

Those with personal and economic problems.
e. Those marginally physically or mentally disabled.

Williams, JamesD. .Communicationi with the Inner City, Communities in
Action, Vol. 3, 1968.

A discussion of the various ways and means to establish communication
with the inner city. The basic factor involved is the respect for
the ghetto resident.

C.l;Middle-class people must respect the personality of the ghetto.
I'66tto residents resent the faCt that. they are treated as.
"different by the outside world. This increases their unwillingness
to communicate with the outside world. The result is a paradox-a
.slum,whose needs are the greatest and are most difficult to reach.

3. To reach the ghetto revidents,.ote must understand what motivates
them and what causes them to actor not to act.

4. Such understanding should not he based on middle-class values
for the language of the message is.as important as the .message.

270,
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C.5., Various techniques can be used to communicate. As: for example,

oriented radio stations; folk heroes of the inner
city; Negro press; .hagazines and other printed mateljals;
4fixii4direides to attract attention and street corner bociths to

disseminate information.
-.*6...The'riatural leaders of the community should be consulted early

in'the'foriation of the program.
7. With theiaupport and if the program respects the ghetto

resident, communication can be established.

Williams, Walter. Cleveland's Crisis Ghetto, Trans-Actioni Vol. 4, No.
9, 1967.

Description of the social and economic changes since 1960 in the
lives of,Negroes 'of Cleveland, Ohio, as reflected in the special
census' conducted in 1965.

A.1. Sharp economic polarization of the city's Negroes.
a. A substantial number had moved up to a more affluent life.
b. But the group in the worst part of the ghetto was at a

level-of poverty below that of 1960.
2. The gap between the haves and the have-nots has widened

strikingly.

'34 In the worst area, the 'Crisis Ghetto':
a. the. number of Negro children in poor female - headed. house-

holds increased sharply;
b. unemployment was higher;
c. income lower;
d. a larger percentage of this population was poor...

4. This area has become a concentration point for the.hard-core poor.
5. Significant increase (in perdentages) in family units with the

least etonowic potential, i.e., those headed by women and the aged.
6. Although the Crisis Ghetto population declined by about 20%

during the period of 1960-65, once poverty has locked someone
4n the Crisis Ghetto
a. the chance of being forced to remain, and
b'. 'the censequencei-arremaining are greater than if one lived

in another area 'of-the city;

Willie, Charles V. The Relative Contribution of Family Status and
Economic Status to Juvenile Delinquency, Social Problems, Vol. 13
No. 3, 1967.

Study of relationship between juvenile delinquency, .on,the'. one

hand, and 'family itetur'ariA economic status, on the .othe'r..,

Data for the study are the 1959-62 recordsof 6269 youths referred .

to '66 Difitiidt of Columbia. Juvenile Court. PearsOnien,.0Ort4atiOn
coefficiiniare. cOmputed.for. 115 of the 125 census of city.

. ,

A.1. a. No great reduction Au delinquency in Washington'eand 'other
cities, with large non-white population wtthout'substantial
increase-in non-white .economic status.

b. In Washington D.C. 67% of the non-White-populatidnAtve in
.poverty areas., and more than-four.of:every five-Oaths..
referredto, juvenile court-An the :citTare:Negro..

2 71'
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A. 80% of, whites in Washington live in economicallTaffluent.
neighborhoods.

b. Family instabilipihatead of poverty contributed to
juvenile delinquency among, whites.

86Cio-economic and family status have overlapping but different
ecological patterns of distribtition in an urban community.

4. Socio-ecOnomic and gamily-status make indept.ndent as well as
joint contributions to variations in the ecology of juvenile
-delinquency.

3. The preventive potential of two parent households against
juvenile delinquency tends to be. impaired by family instability.

6. Similar delinquency rates for whites and non - whites living in
..the most disadvantaged environment characterized by many broken
homes and low income:

7. Probability of greater success of community programs designed
to prevent juvenile delinquncy associated with both family
instability and economic insecurity if they focus first upon
increasing the economic status.

Willie, Charles V. Intergenerational PoVerty, 1969.

Intergenerational transmission of .poverty cannot be due to only
deficiencies in the person, family or elm since poverty is a function
of inadequAcies in the operations of social systems. Thus, systematic
-changes are necessary-to-eliminate poverty among individuals.

There i4 some intergenerational transmission of poverty, though
not as much as is genefelly assumed..

2. Upward social mobility is more common than the continuation of
intergenerational.poverty.

= 3. The perpetuation of one generation to the next is
likely to be a function of personal and family-connected
circumstances as well as patterns of institutional organizations.

4. Family instability cannot be considered to be chief factor
associated with poverty since a majority of poor families have
structures similar to ;affluent families.

5. Periona and family-connected circumstances are likely to be more
powerful explanations of poverty among whites than among non -
whites.

. .

6. ladial-discriminatiOn'has prevented Negroes .and other ,non -white
minorities from participating, f_ ully. in the benefits of an
i
expanding economy.

7. Institutional arrangemnets and patterns of social organization
are likely to be more powerful explanations of the presence of
poVerty among non- whites than among, whites.

C.1. Administrative and_research,tasKis to study-ways of changing
institutional systems, e.g.' seeking better ways to eliminate
racial discrimination.

2. Persisting patterns of unequal opportunity must be identified.
3. The way to.have a major impaCt upon the reduction of poverty,
-ikeiher intergeneratpAal,or other., is, to focus ameliorative

efforts first upeiti arrangements.and then upon personal
behaviot,'and hot the other way around.

4. Probability of finding more new ways of reducing intergenerational
.poverty. by increasing research to economic and social institutional
arrangements within the society.

2 72
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Wiltip,..ChArles V. Deprivation and Alienation: A Compounded Situation.
In Daniel Schreiker (Ed.) Profile of the School Dropout, New York,
Random House.5.1967.

The neighborhood school concept cannot succeed in giving th:;? Negro

a truly equal edUeation and thus a way out of deprivation. Deprivation
is a. fuMctiOn'of alienation--to solve theformer' one must solve the
latter.

B.1. Negro youngsters have become alienated because for years they
have been segregated, discriminated against, and herded into a
.separate caste -like status.

2. The poor motivation and attitude attributed to Negroes are
expressions to camouflage the poor effort of the adult affluent
society to provide deprived youth with opportunities to become
part of the mainstream of society.

3. No inherent virtue in the neighborhood school; the quality of
education is more important than the geographic location of
the school.

C.1. Teaching personnel should be deployed in such a way that the
staff of any given school will be integrated.

2. This in itself would provide a valuable model of bi-racial
co-operation for the atuder*s. :.,

:

Winslow, Robert W.. Economic Factors inDelinquency, Juvenile Delinquency
in a Free Society. Selections from the President's Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Belmont, California,
Dickenson Publishing Co, 1968.

Our economy is urban industrial, it reinforces the stratification
system according towhich social and economic rewards are distributed.
These rewards are.the keys to delinquency.

B.1. The types of crimes that concern us are more prevalent among
low- income people.

2.Fleisher's study has shown
a. the effect of unemplOyment on delinquency is positive;
b. unemployment upon-entering the labor market can help explain

aria age distribution of juvenile delinquency.
3. The statistical effect of race is insignificant; population.

ubbility:shows a highly significant effect.
4. AfflUenci has an impact on education because of increased public

support of schools and because affluent families can forego
financial dOntributiOns. of working. adolescents.

'5.-The importance of high educational aspirationAs shown by the
fact that

childret.Of Chinese, Japanese, and Jewish backgroUnds
"do well in-ichobl and pursue higher education in disProportionate
numbers.

have'iow delinquency 'rates.
C" Negro ehilitreti;' In spite of ttiair aspirations, are less likely to

...;ikieeduCiitiOn-S:scfeasibie,.their delinquency rate is high.
7i'Vha longer a' child staysinschool, the smaller the chance of

his committing crimes.
iklikely'0dtplanned.educational upgrading would result in

' layered' delinqUen6y rates.

273'
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Winslow, Robert. W. The Etiology of Crime, Crime in a Free Society.
Selections fic4. the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice, Belmont, California, Dickenson Publishing

Co., Inc., 1968.

Weak social institutions, such as school and family, in the inner
city give rise to.a high rate of crime, vice, and financial dependence

in the slums.

B.1. Delinquency rates, truancy, high unemployment, mental disorders,
infant mortality, tuberculosis, and families on relief are

highest in the inner city.
2. For failing the.inner city resident, particularly the young,

the society pays the price through crime.
a. There are the lives forfeited, the persoa.:1 .

suffered, the inconveniencing and sometimes irremedial
loss of pcaperty.

b. Also_ destruction of individual initiative, productivity,
pride and the sense of social participation.

C.I. Society can no longer neglect the inner city.
2. More money, people, and energy must be devoted to solving

its problems.
3. Massive attack necessary against the factors underlying crime- -

poor physical environment, family disorganization, inadequate
slum schools, and employment - -to reduce crime.

Wohiford, Paul & Stern, Harris W. Reaching the Hard-to-Reach: the Use
of Participant Group Methods with Mothers of Culturally Disadvantaged
Pre-school.Children. Presented at American Arthopsychiatric
Association, Chicago, 1968.

Report on a project using participant group methods on Negro mothers
(of Children attending a pre-school day-care program) in an effort
to btidge:the gap between the values of home and school.

A.1. Conflicting values of a provam like Head Start and from home
may make a child emotionally disturbed.

2. 13 Negro mothers participated in the project.
3. They attended six weekly meetings for purposes of evaluation

of and, where necessary, intervention in detrimental parent-
child interactions. Two parts of each meeting:
..abiscussion and demonstration of things parents can do to

expand their .child's cognitive world, build his power and
enhance his .pre reading skills.

b. Use of T-group method of small -group participation to
discuss aspects of mother-child interaction.

..4. Mothers' concern about their -competency as mothers.
5. Croup leaders felt that many mothers were hostile to their

children resulting in lack of interaction in any way that would
build_ cognitive skills..

6. Many.thothers identOied with their children so much that their
separate identity disappeared.

C.1. Group experience demonstrated..the diagnostic-evaluative function
of T-group method. .

2. Same method could be used with, culturally deprived-parents for
more educative therapeutic goals.

274,
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Class and Race in the Changing...Mu Searching
for.new,approadhes to' old problems. In Schnore, Leo. F. (Ed.)

1-Social.Soience'and the raeger, 1968:

An overview of the problems of the central city in relation to
attempts-taiatop:it becoming the territory of the disadvantaged,
and the efforts to improve the lot of the poor.

A. Retaining the Haves and the Recepturing of them: Middle-class
households.

L. A number of strategies have been used in middle-class neighborhoods
to stabilise their area, control or halt the outgoing whites and
to control the incoming Negroes. Methods to do this have included:
a. Attempts to control methods used by real estate people.
1): Maintaining-and building up neighborhood standards to keep

whites there and to bring.Negroes up to scratch.
c. Bringing to the surface stereotypes and prejudices of white

.residences and correcting .heir false information.
d. Building neighborhoodmoraleand cohesion to stop people

leaving and to give the incoming Negroes a standard to
measure up to.

e. Efforts to control the incoming people by handling their
real estate within. the community and soliciting the right

-kind of people.
f. By discouraging too many Negroes from coming, by dispersing

them throughout the city and by controlling their place of
residence within the suburb.

g. Schools a prOlem: they try- to Maintain the high standard
of.the school'and to control the possibility that upwardly
mobile children may bring their rowdy children to upset the
status quo and lower standards.

2. There have beenattempts to recapture white middle-class house-
holds with inner city redevelopment and there are major problems
involved with such juxtaposition of social classes. They suggest

. the problem is social class difference rather than ethnic
difference. Note: They con:lude this section by suggesting that
controlling efforts have not been too' successful, but if this
assimilation could take place in terms of ethnic mixture but
with the same social class this could have long-term effects.

3. Growth and limitations of the Traditional Welfare Programs.
=The United States has spent massive amounts in the last few
.years'and seems 'to be reducing poverty level, but much, ii not
most, does not get to the poor. Only about 50% get any social
insurance.or'public-assistance payments.

4. The changing Clientele. The Negroes have emerged as the dominant
problemareaand ADC unds and public housing efforts are moving
.towsrde more diverse means'of assistance.

5:: New Anti-Poverty Programs..:
.

a. Participation of the poor encouragdd'in'sdcial And:pkitical
'actiOni'asrtsciiiice people, in policy andpoWer positions and
in employment.
SOCial..work4r4ltave-too.much elected of them and ran into
accusations of abandoning poor, people changing, Cultural gap
colonialism, reiedial:rsthei than" preventive. Change is needed
in their orientation.
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A.5. c. ,Problems in education: changing-proportions of Negroes in
public schools. and the lowering of standards in the eyes
of the community; .that much of backwardness comes from the
.habits in the home; and that the school is middle-class
oriented.

C.1. Using, techniques, methods etc., appropriate to lower-class
children.

2. Massive program of compensatory education, child welfare
services and anti- poverty program will make substantial changes

in school achievement.

Wolfbeing, Seymour L. Education and Training For Full Employment,
New York, Columbia University Press, 1967.

The first part of the book describes the post-World' War II development
Of a triple revolution in American economic, manpower; and work-income
policies.'.: The second part focusses on ten propositions and the
thitd analyzes the first years-of programs relevanto the war on
poverty.

3.1. In all` three areas. of economic, manpower, and work-income
polioies the common denominator is social and economic action
in the interest of the uneducated, the unskilled, the unemployed, and

. the poor.
C.1. The ten propositions are: 1) Everyone can be trained, 2)

.everyone needs to be trained, 3) every place neeus training,
4) advances in vocational and adult education are necessary
for successful training program results,. 5) encounters with
the environment, particularly in education, should be provided
,at4he earliest possible age, 6) everyone .can be guided, counselled
and motivated toward education, training and job placement,
7) the. employment of indigenous populations in programs
significantly` improves outcomes, 8) training and retrainiag
represent economic growth-producing programs, 9) the persistent
differentials in employment.and poverty in the United States
can.be.minimized and eventually eliminated, .and 10) the
personal services occupations will provide a major employment
arena for the jobless and poor.

2* Areas and programs. relevant to the war on poverty are institutional
.trair4ng,. on- the -job 'training, special Programs of the,. Manpower

Development' and Training Act, and programs under recent education
and poverty legislation.

Wolfgang, Marvin E. The ,Culture of Youth, Studies in Delinquency, U.S.
Department of Health,. *cation and Welfare,: Welfare Administration,
Office of Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Development, 1967..

Discussion .of the emergence of a distinct.sub-culture of youth in

recent American history.

Aterican'youths 'represent as sub-culture of valties and beliefs.

2. American youths, are undergoing a newly-extended.tdcialization
process 'that contributes to their heightened dependency status.

3. The masculine protest is in the process of transformation, from
physical powe'rs ti)1361,Olit expression.
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B.4. The evidence does not dhow alarming rate increases in the amount
and character of violent youth crimes.

5. Youths, Negroes, and the poor share much in common as each
strives for per and participation in decision-making processes.

Wright, Nathan Jr. Ready to Riot, New York, Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
Inc., 1968.

The author has presented the case study of the city of Newark as an
example of adlianced urban blight.

B.1. Negroes in the inner city ghettos do not need poverty programs,
urban.renewit4 job training, integration, or public welfare.

2. They need status and the ability to achieve equitable power
relationships with those who have been controlling them.

3. Since the migration of Negroes to the central cities in large
numbers, after World War II, Negroes have been exploited by the
suburbs and by, the city itself, and have been denied group
identity and group pride.

4. Riots are seen as a logical result of our national failure to
come to terms with the chant e.s in the life of our cities.

C.1. The problems of our cities must be redefined, and values must
- be changed.
2. New Approaches must be found through imaginative planning on the

national and local levels.
3. At least four concerns have either been overlooked or dealt with

inadequately in our past and present approaches to public
planning, human growth and fulfillment, the concept that cities
are people, system and situational changes, and self-interest.

4. Slack middle -'class leaders must be given the opportunity to set
their own agendas.

5. Instead of escaping to the suburbs, black leadership must provide
the knowledge and perspective so important to guiding urban
social change.

6. Otherwise American cities are doomed.to conditions of mounting
crisis, continuous low-keyed rebellion, and the threat of open
warfare.

Young, Carlene Herb. An Analysis of the Influence on Educational Policy
of Community Organizations in a Large Urban Center. Dissertation,

Wayne State University, 1967.

A study to inveritigate the influence of four community organizations
(NAACP, National Urban League, Congress of Racial Equality, SNCC)
on educational policy, with' special reference to providiOns for equal

. educationalopportunity.in terms of personnel, curriculum; and
improved quality education, in Detroit public schoold from 1960-65.

A.1.'The educational system does not provide equal educational
opportunity.

2. The NAACP exerted the moat influence on and received the most
. response from the educational system.
3. Channels of communication are open, easily accessible, and

continually in use.
4. The superintendent is the moat influential person in determining

educational policy.
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A.5. Rdpresentatives of the educational system felt that the
organizations had influenced policy decisions.

6. Changes in educational policy during the years investigated may
be described as fractional nnd ameliorst4ve, not substantive,

7. The major goal of the organizations is the intensification of
efforts directed toward the provision of equal educational
opportunity by the educational system.

C.1. Organizations require knowledge of bureaucratic structure and
functioning of school system. They should develop their own
structure for coordination of efforts and tactics on major issues.

2. Development and implementation of follow-up procedures by the
organizations and the educational system to determine the status
of controversial issues.

Young, Leontinc. Poverty and Social Work, In Milly Cowles (Ed.)
Persnectives in the Education of Disadvanta ed Children. Cleveland,
The World Publishing Cori. , 1967.

Role of social workers in alleviating the stress of poverty and of
other disorganizing factors among the urban peer.

A.1. Poverty becomes a seriously disorganizing factor only when it
is combined with other forces.

2. Most urban poor families are Negro or other minority groups.
3. Disorganized families have the following characteristics:

a. Lack of goals and living from day to day.
b. Disorganization weakens the role definitions of family

members of their mutual responsibilities.
c. Social isolation weakens standards of behavior and deprives

the family of external supports which might mitigate its
weaknesses.

B.1. Without the intervention of social worker, disintegration is
carried over from one generation to the next.

2. If the school is seeking to inculate standards at variance
with those the child has learned at home, conflict arises.

3: Family may actively oppose the school without help.
4. New conflict is produced by the children's higher educational

and social goals, which challenge the painfully acquired
adequacy of the parents.

5. Brief description of a case study of one such family which was
helped by the intervention of social workers.

27:8_
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Boger.; Robert F. Head Start Teachers.Ethnic Group Memberihip.and
Attitude towards Child Behaviour, Some RelitionShips, Paper,

A.E.R.A., New York, 1967.

This 'study was to determine if experienced teachers with similar
soCio-economic backgrounds but of various ethnic origins would
differ in: 1) attitudes and sensitivities towards child' behaviours
2) levels of optimism about working with these children.

The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory and two other attitude
scales were administered to the teachecn who were Mexican-American,
Anglo4merican and Negro.

A.1. Negro and Mexican-American teachers entered the program with

.more eagerness and empathy.
.2.'Negro and Mekican-Americans Were more optimistic about.,

obtaining positive results:
3.Anglo-American teachers appeared less dominative and

authoritarian than did Mexican-American and.Negro teachers in
their attitudes towards child behaviour (however these
differences between Anglo-American.and.Negro teachers in
particuiar,tended to. decrease with teaching experience).

3. Negri; teaCh4rsviewed,Child behaviour as, being less .

environmentally and more biogenetically determined than
. Mexican-Americans-who in turn Were more dispoSed'toAese
views than-werecAnglo-American teachers.

Bossard,ames H.S,.h'Boll;E.S. Rituals in Family*Living, in
Roberts, Joan I..(Ed.) , School Children in the Urban Slum,
Free; Press,. 1967. .

Part of a larger book comnaring the life-styles of families.of
different social' levels.. Different. behaviors* within the family

of middle and lower class groups are compared.

A.1. Awakening: Lower class is spasmodic and disjointed--father
usually leaves early. Middle class much more a family and
together affair.

2. Bathroom procedures,: More.privacy.for middle class.but
cariOestion in"liothgrOupe,

3. Breakfast,ritilaisi.Inall,classes it was partly on the tun.
VAmii,claqs,c414.,getsionno sit down breakfast. Middle

aess.ramiiy*_serVed, in ,relays,by.mother--family conversation.
4.Thinner: *tower class on the run-- unlikely to sit down and to

be together. MiddleAaqs; formal procedure, discussion,
tasks, etc.

5. Work and Recreation: For, lowerclassthere-is little family
recreation. Children seekown.interests,but for.middle class
there are tasks to do and,regular fmnily recreation..

6. Religious rituals:,Middla zlass have regular forms like grace
and prayers at home, with Sunday church for more than half.
LowerIclaqs,har,simPreligiomsforms. at home when the
children are The Churchexerts more individual

, .

pressure on
.

the young, Families. seldom go to church-together.
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A.7. Summer Vacations: Middle class usually try to get away as a
family to a different place. Lower class family very seldom
ever .goes_ :together bUt parts of the family amy go. away.

8. Family Budgeting: Middle class children usually get a set sum,
can earn money and have reas nable idea about the family
finances. Lower class Children have to ask for money, are
neversure theywill get it, and are kept out of parents'
affairs.

9. Present Giving: Middle class has gift rituals, and lower
class.at birthdays and Christmas.

Buck, Roy C. & Kuvieskey, Wm. P. The Teacher-Student Relationship:
A Study of Community Expectations, Nov. 1960.

This study looked at the role of the public school teacher within
the classroom and outside the classroom. Included 3,000 subjects
of all kinds related to the school in Pennsylvania.

A.1. Noneofthe groups agreedon the definition of the teachers'
role.for:both the extraclaas'or ine,class sectors.

,

Child RearingAil LoWer SoCia-EconoMic Groups,.in Dentler,
R.A.,'Mackler, B. &WarShauer.; LE: (Eds.) The Urbanl's. . .

Published for theCenter of Urban Education by,Praeget,_1967.

An empirical study using the Sears, Maccoby, Levin Child-rearing
questionnaire with 60 lower socio..economic mothers taken ta-be
lower class. Compares Negroes, Puerto Ricans and Caucasians- -
only 20 ineach cell. .Matched for education.incame,' occuriation.
Chit uSedad'the statistical test. Ethnic groups compared with
each other and then .composite values compared with those, of the
Sears et al. work.

A.1., PlifferefiCsbetween. the ethnic.groups,yere on variables at
a.. Weaning.

. ,

b. Toilet training.
:,c: Aggression.. -,

d.-Dependency.
e. Anxiety about sex.

2. Dependenty was most significant in (a) ,amount exhibited. by
children and (b) tolerance of it Vy-parent.' '

3.
_ .

Similaritievbetween Negroes; Puerto RicanS2i1Ad CauCasiene:
3'groupsiOere'non.:-Permissive when COMpAred. to lower class,

working'alassilatid/tiddle'ciaes-motheidrofiSears'et.il.

b. Notolerance'of nudity tar seX.,
.c.:Aggressiolvto-parentiChot toieratea.
d. Physical punishment swift and severe._

:i-:;e; Miami of:cotiticil''Object-Orierited. .

f. Withdrawal'OflovW
g. PhysItal immobility dtrikingL
hitAggressionlorself-LpfeteotiOn encourAge4.4ceptriby,puerto
., Richns..

i.: Note child dominated WitiiiibilCibelit_ahild *rearing. .

4. Stereotypes of the' "iater-.CTAiies refected:

a. Zhattmo, identifiable nalias'iti: child= rearing exist.
b. Lower class women were concerned with the well-being

2
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of children, although non-permisoive.
A.4.c. /roost parents try to provide as stable home life as possible.

d. Lower class men when present, assume an active role in
responsibility and assuming authority.

B.I. Child rearing practices of tize ethnic groups wire more similar
thad dissimilar.

2. The assumption that there is a sub-culture of poverty is
supported.

3. Therefore social class exerts stronger influence on child
rearing than ethogeny.

Capener, H.R. American Society Spotlights the Low-Income Fimil
American Home Economics Association Regional Conference,
Mimeographed, 1966.

A general d!.scussion of its potential role of home economics in
fighting poverty.

A.1. Summary of values of poor based onfmcial science findings:
a. localized view of world,
b. close family and class ties,
c. suspicion of outsiders,
d. resignation to harsh environment,'
e. work orientation to earning and spending money,
f. dependence upon religion,

selfesteem,
h. quick resort to physical punishment,
i. fear of failing health and unemployment,
j. adult roles for children at earlier age,
k. identify problems of identity.

C,1, Two roles of the Home Economic workers.
a. Inform themselves and community regarding poverty.
b. Direct work with poor. Professionals should expect to

learn from pdor and avoid making value judgments based
upon background difference..

2. Home Economist can:

a, establish contact between families outside world,'.:
b. work with groups,po.strength of group. can serve as part

of learning process, ,

c. kindle interest in self-,help.
tip t,

Chesb;,Stella,14.b. et al. SociailClass andChild-Rearing Practices.
'Paper, American Piychiatric Association. Divisional. Meeting,
November 1967.

Comparison of psychological attributes of two groups of children of
different ethrlie*class background but with similar familY, stability.
Group I consisted of 136 Children:41th highly educated natiireiOrn
middle clads' :dTarents.and4roWII of 95 children with Puertd-Rican
unskilled or semi...skilled working claps parents.

A.l. Middle claws-children,tespOnded to debands fdr cognitive
functioning by making-a greater proportion of .mark responses
than did the. Puerto' Rican Children.-

2. Their responses were also more frequent to cognitive dethands
by verbaliza,tion,rather than action or gesture.
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A.3. Difference in the kinds of verbalization made when the children
failed to work.

B.1.:.These differences can be explained by differences in child
rearing practices.

; a.' Emphasis on task orientation and task completion in play
and on interaction between parents and child in middle
class familieswhereas

b. Puerto Rican families encourage social interaction rather
than task completion.

3. The atmosphere in middle class homes produces regular and
systematic improvements in skill.

4. Lack of pressures for achievement in Puerto Rican homes.
5. Pattern of play different, with middle class parents regarding

toys as an educational source, and Puerto Rican familiels
regarding toys as a source of amusement.

Coles, Robert. Death of the Heart in Chetto Children, Federal
Probation, Vol. 32, No. 3, September 1968.

Their wretched environments make the ghetto children stubborn and
recalcitrant; and over-pessimistic and hopeless about their future.
These feelings are heightened by the school.

B.1. By the time they arrive in school, ghetto children are aware
of their hopeless environments.

2. There is desperate puritanism among many of these families.
a. Ghetto children are treated more strictly than their

middle-clasi counterparts.
b.. They are shouted at more, beaten more, preached at mere,

and trusted less.
3. At four or five they are often quiet, accepting, and fearful

in the' presence of their elders.
4. At first they are this way in school, but then they realize

.the%truth.

5. They see the school as a detention center; those associated
with it do not care about them and only want silence as their
mothers o.

6. They 1.ealize that every wordthey'have heard preached at them
is foolish and not to the point,

7. They realize that their mothers who shout the American dream
at them are themselves living prodf of spine terrible nightmare.

8.They conclude that their 'efforts are waisted and become stubborn.
9. Eventually they are Ciaimed.by the streets, the courts, the-

jails, the insane asylums, the hospitals and death.

Demak, teonard Sidney, A Study :of the Meanings of Selected Educational
Co2919,Cullrall;DiverseGroteSematitie
Differential, Dissertation,;WAyne State University, 1967;

Variables associated withChgracteristics of socio- economic status
have been regarded as i?oth'cause and effect of.difficUltiei experienced
in imptoving educational experiences for the AisadventageC' It has
bediAlie a cliche that there are distinct differenceslietween.middle
class and lower class children in the value therTlacebneducation.

A.1. Lower economic class Negro children are at least as committed

4
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Fuchel, Judith C. Moticational Factors Influencing Persistence in
Teaching as Revealed by Interviews. City University of New York,
September 1966. .

A four -part longitudinal study mu- reported of teacher persistence
of certain College graduates based on 4 follow-up questionnaires to
ftha Why teachers leave classroom service.

A.1. Financial status-was related to persistence.
2. The husband's attitude was not decisive in determining if his

wife continued to teach.
3. The person's extent of involvement with home or community work

was related to non-persistence.
4. Most women entered the teaching profession by default.

Implications and possible solutions to the problem of non-persistence.

Geismar, Ludwig & Gerhart Ursula C. Social Class, Ethnicity and
Family Functioning: Exploring Some Issues Raised by the Moynihan
Report. 'Journal of the Marriage and the Family, Vol.30, No. 3,
August 1968.

Study of white, Negro and Puerto Ricans to determine that social
status overshadows ethnicity in determining the nature of family
functioning.on:the potential of the family environment for
supplying a positive socializing experience for children.

A.1. A sharp contrast in the level of functioning became evident
among the three ethnic groups. 66% of the Negroes, 46% of
the Puerto Ricans, and only 16% of the whites, reveal
problematic family functioning.

2.Controllingfor socio-economic factors nearly eliminated
variances attributable to race.

3. Family's ability to carry out their socially expected roles
is not based solely on economic opportunity but rather on a
group's response to such opportunity or lack of it, level of
job OcPeciations, etc.

4. Interplay of social, economic, and psychological factors
rather than the operation of any one of them determines the
social functioning of families in various ethnic groups.

ca. Any attempt to change social functioning patterns must address
itself to the broad array of factors which explain the given
situation.

2. Major changes in the Negro's position in society call for
massive action'in areas of jobs, education, hoUsing, and
civil rights.

4,Asking the Negro family a special target of.social action
separate from a massive attackion the socio- economic structure

,iof American society would not.only be futile but would
stigmatize the Negro:.

Goldstein, Bernard.. Low. Income Youth in Urban Areas: A-Critical
Review of the LitLrature.! New York, Holt, Rinehart &-Winaton, 1967.

, .

!

Discuision of occupationarrspirationd and earlvWoOt.experience.
,

B.1.. Working class youths. seed less likely to aspire to the
professions, anUconsdquently, to'a, college. education.
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B.2: One etudy:argues that the importance of post-high school
experiences-is more significant.in careers than much school
experience except for the level of school achievement.

3. It may be that working class youths are not as optimistic
'' as higher placed youths - -the gap between aspirations and

expectations may be greater--but the evidence is not conclusive.
4. The role of school climates is equal or possibly greater than

the influence of family background in shaping future orientation.
5. Considerable research on individual valUes and:goals, and

their.relationship to such factors as family background and
peer relations.

6. Apart from using father's occupation as a measure of status,
relatively little concern with what that occupation means to
the family and how this configuration affects the children's
definition of occupations.

7. Relative lack of knowledge about how the school passes on
values, attitudes, and beliefs about work.

8. One study reports that neither school guidance counselors nor
employment service personnel are significant in the job-
hunting efforts of their respondents.

9. A study by the National Committee on Employment of Youth
contributed some understanding of the opportunity structure
facing working class youths.

Greer, Scott. The Citizen in the Urban Worlds, in a section entitled
The City as a Social, Psychological and Physical.EfivitOnment, in

. Lindenfeld, Frank (Ed.) Radical Perspectives on Social:Problems,
Macmillan, 1968.

This challenges the stereotype that the city is anonymous and
fragmented. It is generally based on the research of the author
in Los Angeles and other corroborative studies.

B.1. Statements on the urban family.
a. The conjugal family is. dominant, pOwerful'and encourages

dependency in lieu of a primary community. It is

relatiVely free-floating.
.

b. By and large the conjugal family keeps to.itselfoutside
includes formal organisations, work and the. communities.

c. There is little participation in formal drgahlsations or
_ the community.

d. It.has,a very. chOiCe :of life style it wishes to purgue,
.

the many different types of families tend to.congregate together.
e. The more familistic the neighborhood, the more involvement

in it, but even then it is not great.
2. The typical small New England community no longer exists as such

ix the metropOlis. It ia'a 'community of limited liability'
(Sanowitz)--the individuals' investment in'it is relatively
.small and he can withdraw at will.

3. The democratic ideology of the society is not accurate- -
democratic social processes are relatively rare.
A. Organisations (including, schools) tend to be professionally

led with little partiCipation by the community except for the
veto used occasionally.

b. The local area in the inner city'is not at all a community;
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in,the!suburbs it. is a community:tof limited liability'.
.B:3. Formal government is highly bureaucratic and there islitae

.-Andividual.preoccupation.
d.'The organisation of work is non-democratic.

4.. The individual in this picture. has freedoms concerning life-
style,and leisure, but they do not have interest or involvement
intheJife of the community.

.'Perhaps a: revision downwards, toward effective communities of
limited liability and effective plebiscites might be more congruent
with the organisational structure of large scale society'.

Griffiths, Daniel E. et al. Teacher Mobility in New York City - A
Stud_ylttSjAstic2L2 A2p__oftheRecruitmezointmentandPromotion of
Teachers in the New York Public Schools. New York University,
October 1963.

Data was gathered on teacher perceptions of personnel practices.
A sample of 1,025 New York city teachers was interviewed. To

study career pattetns a cohort study was made of the records of
413 teachers first hired by the city in 1950. Educational
officials in New York, Chicago, T)etroit.and Philadelphia were
interviewed.

A.1. Formal recruitment procedures were ineffective.
2. Major reasons for joining included location, income, hours,

vacations, knowing teachers in the system and advice of
college guidance perm .:;;:1.

3. Academtc high school teachers had both the highest turn-over
rr.te and the greatest proportion planning to enter administrations.

44 Most teachers came from New York city.
5. Promotion examinations were held to be unsatisfactory because

of lack of measurement of 'real'. abilities, ethnic discrimination,
examiner bias, and failure to help retain good people. Belief

in the examinations increased, with years of service.
6. Staffs are more closely integrated than student bodies.

C.1. Improve record keeping to make personnel information
readily, available.

2. Initiate a comprehensive study of the functions of the board
of examiners.

Gurin, Patricia &Epps, E. .Some characteristics of students from
poverty backgrounds attending .predominantly Negro colleges in
the deep South,.Social Forces, Vol. 45, No.'1, 1966.

Questionnaire study of upperclassmen from 11 colleges.

A.1. Importance of non-family members on decision to go to college
(usually high schodl teachers, varies inversely with family
income, regardless of family structure (inactneis)).

2. Influence of father in decisions to go to college decreases
with incope.

3. Peer influence varies with income.
4. No relationship between income and incentive value or importance

of college among the pOor.
5,. Motivational difference related to perceptions' of, chances for
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success.

A.6. Differences in risk-taking between income groups only found in
income, related experiences, e.g. poor less willing to test

related risks.
B.1. High school teachers can be 1,ery influential with poor students'

decision tO. go to college.

Horn, Ethel. Teachers who Remain in the Classroom - An Interview Study
of Persisting Teachers, City University of New York, March 1966.

To identify factors associated with persistence ln teaching and
to supplement a further study. 210 graduates were interviewed.

A.1. Sex, marital status and age of children are the dominating
factors in teacher persistence.

2. The sample was strikingly homogeneous in their family back-
ground, in their self-description of childhood qualities,
and in their source of attraction to teaching, e.g. admiration
for their early teachers.

3. They experienced reality shock in their early teaching
experience which they attributed'tecinadequate methods
courses in their training programs. '.

4. Most women expected to remain in classroom teaching while
many of the men expected to become principals.

5. Variables unrelated to .persistence were grade level taught,
level of morale, and differing educational philosophy.

6. Interviewees recommended that teachers be included in curriculum
planning rather .than being merely passive recipients of orders
from outside experts and superiors.

Jackson, L.P. Poverty's Children. The Health and Welfare Council 'of
the National Capital Area, Washington D.C., March 1962.

Survey study of child rearing of low-income families and a plea
against stereotypes.

A.1. Low income families know standards of acceptable behavior and
attach stigma to illegitimacy.

2. High Negro illegitimacy rate not due to family natterns of
slavery but a response to:
a. urbanization,
b. social and economic deprivation of Negroes.

3. This results in unskilled Negro males inability to be a good
provider and imnroved child-rearing climate when the mother
separates from 'a no good man'.

C.1. Guidance should be given to 'precliniCal families' at little
cost to the community, before the problems. become great.

2. Professionals should approach the poor with fewer prejudices
and prejudgements.

3. Stress should be an adaptation of the poor to American life.

28 571"
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Jeffers, Cammille. Living Poor, Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor Publishers; 190:

This:ebook is a.graphie description of the numerous ways in which a

wide range of families tried to cope with the contingencies of
poverty and the many demands of living in a ryublic housing 'project.

xs' based ati.the'peisanal experiences of the author. Focus is
on child rearing, housekeeping, recreation, and attitudes toward
marriage.

Parents who are poor know what they want for their children.
2. Patterns.of social differentiation are at least partially

based on the differences in the extent to which families
think they have the potential to escape public housing.

3. InsufficieW funds lead to continuous shuffling of priorities
in child rearing.

4. Certain behaviors are better described as contingency-oriented
rather than present-oriented4

5. Problem behavior is related to mood which, in turn, is related
to the presence or absence of money.

6. The older child is more likely to be isolated.
7. Family environment, as it affects child-rearing, may vary

markedly over relatively brief periods.
8..The lives of poor families are-marked by extreme loneliness.
9. Families with lowest and most irregular incomes develop

extensive adaptive networks of communication to facilitate the
exchange, of goods and services.

'
.s

Maier, Bernard & Giddings,.Morsley G. Cultural Deprivation: A Study
in Mythology. In Dentler, Mackler, B. & Warshauer, n.E. (Eds.)
The Urban R's, nublished for the Centre of Urban Education by
Praeger, 1967.

A plea to be careful with the use of cultural deprivation and mis-
conceptions that accompany it.

B.1. Children from disadvantaged areas are disadvantaged for an
. academic environment.
2. Cultural deprivation is used to explain failure.
3. Today parents of disadvantaged children are more interested

in what education can give their children' they are not
necessarily anti-intellectual.

4. Cultural deprivation is a contradiction in terms--a culture
....cannot be deprived by definition.

5,.1 he idea of cltural deprivation as commonly used then, has
a subjective connotation of ethnocentrism by the dominant

c.culture. It emphasises.the dominance of the white culture.
6. It:jis a misconception to Assume that deprivation leads to

one universal reaction7-that of failure; people do succeed.
Theory must allow for this.

7...Tags such as cultural deprivation reinforce the 'ShadaW of
slavery' and the myth that Negro children are inherently
inferior.

8. Some disadvantaged can do very well in science--these must
be identified and their talent utilised.

C.1. Teachers must not be put off by the term and its connotations.

2ga
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C:2:. They must look more closely.at these people and help them to
alter .themselves and alter their circumstances.

3. "To start on this road. we must purge ourselves of the concept
'cultural deprivation' and all its derogatorvimplications.s

Marans, Allen E., M.D. & Lourie, Reginald, M.D. HyPothesis regarding
the.Effects of Child-Rearing Patterns on the.Disadvantaged Child.
Disadvantaged Child, vol. I. Jerome Hellmuth, editor, Special
Child Publications, Seattle Sequin School Inc., Seattle, Washington,
1967.

The effects of the various aspects of child-rearing patterns,
which are Culturally detertine, on the disadvantaged child. The
basic hypothesis was that these child.drearing patterns are shared
by a certain segment of the lower socio-economic group, and that
these patterns are more common among all the lowest socio-economic
groups (whites, Negroes, Mexican-Americans etc.) than among any
other groups, and therefore will be more evident in slum families.

Necessity; of intervening early in children's lives to
interrupt the poverty cycle.

2. Need to determine the most practical way of augmenting the
goi5d**qualities provided by the slum mother for her child.

3..Diagnostic anproadh'required to secure a deacriptive profile
of the babies', strengths, sensitivities, activity levels,

reactivity,patterns and parental and environmental
compattbilitieS and incompatibilities.

4. This will enabie'the development of a sPecialiied.prophylactic-
. therapeutic program in collaboration with the parents.

5..Training curricula should be developed to prOvide the
necessary staffs,

. . .

6. Need for massive programs and teChniqUes to detect these
children.

7. Research on the effects of intervention should be an essential
element of every Program design.

MattiCk, Ilse. 'Description of the children. In Pavenstedt, Eleanor, kEd.)
The Drifters: Chidren of Disorganized Lower Class Families, Boston,
Little, Brown and'* Co: , 1967. .

Description 40 analysis of child behavior in a Boston nursery school
based on intensive study of each child as an individual and as a
group.member.

Data were organized into categories which would yield information
abOuethe'childreft when they first entered nursery school and
their progress overa period of time. Behavioral characteristics
studied include outward appearance, motor abilities, self-imae,
copin*F0with daily living; capacity for relationships, and. language
and cognitive development.

fr
A.1. Although the children showed many individual charaCteriatics,

ther4haxed some traits.
li'Altfiough some aspects oUtheir behavior.and formal testing

revealed apse differences,-their:develonmental,devlancies
were 'similar regardless of age. -;.

2a$,
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413 NF'sery, school children of disorganized families frequently
used their bp:4es' for diffuse discharge and avoidance, with

,,little,focus.oh the pleasures of attaininii'mastery.
4, The,behsvior'4nursety school.children of disorganized

faniiics indicated lau Self-esteem.
Their prevalent mode of coping with daily living was defensive
.rather than aggressive.

6. Their Characteristic relationships to people were need-oriented,
distrustful, shallow, and nan-specifid.

7. Vocabularies of nursery school children of disorganized
families were limited and spaech was often incomprehensible.

8. Communication was often effected by means other than language.
9. Nursery school children of disorganized families showed marked

deviation in cognition with an overreliance on concrete action
and a paucity of abstract thought.

10. The capacity of each child to focus on activities was very
limited.

Melville, Robert S. What are the Factors which Enhance or Retard
Educational Achievement of Navajo Indian Students in the Seviet
Saool District.

A study to identify the factors which enhance or retard the
educational achievement of Navajo Indian students in Utah. 97

students were selected for purposes of this study. The factors
hypothesized.Were..metal' ability, reading ability, level of
anxiety, self-concept, achievement motivation, verbal concept
choice, and interaction with the dominant culture.
Areas of study were:
a. Historial records for information' on education of Navajo Indians.
b. The difference between the Navajo and their non-Navajo class-

mates in each of the selected factors.
c. Relationship of these factors to the academic achievement of the
:..Nayajos.

A.1. Reading ability exerted greatest influence over .the academic
achievement of the Navajo students.

.2..:Mental ability and interaction with the dominant culture were
othdr,factora.

3. The presence and intensity of the achievement motive was a.
factor of little significance, while the level of anxiety
and the self-concept neither enhanced noi'retarded%the-
aesdemic adhieveient of Navajos. "-

4. More factors affected the academic achievement of non-Navajo
than of Navajo atudents... *,- .

C.1. Many aspe,o,ts otthis,study,have imnlications for research in
:'.;-tha-eduCatioofMinorityTethnic groups. ..

Mittletittch, Frank'Gv.&14stehall, Grace. iilLtgagulumnsty .

.....2?Imilasilasissulsay112.12Er, Advance Report:S., University:of
401.ifpritilia,.praduate School.,of Business Administration, Los Angeles.

Hoping to brinl the poverty of the Mexican-Americans in the south-
wesierh.United States to the attention of the public, the, authors
detail%the prevalence oU poverty among Mexican - Americans., its
general characteristics, aud.suggestione for its alleviation.
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A.1.,11exicanAmericans constitute the second largest disadvantaged
minority, nutbering four million.

2. 30-40% of them lie below the poverty line.
BA. They have-characteristics similar to the poor in the other

Areas of the country.
2. There is high*coacentration in urban areas.

C.1. It would be helpful to consider whether societal institutions
produce and perpetuate poverty among minorities.

2. Peblic-supported schooling and manpower training to help
individuals and deprived groups overcome specific handicaps
to increase their earning capacity is more useful than
traditional welfare and anti-poverty programs.

3. Modern. education must be tailored to fit individual needs.
4. Various questions that need to be answered are: Does poor

education result from poor schools, the low social value of
education, a pressing need for a job because of the parents'
poverty, or the youngster's exnectations of low- payoff from
better education as they observe discrimination in the labor
market?

Parnice, Edward, A. Formal Education and Culture Change: A Modern
Apache Indian Community and Government Educatic. oarams. Tuscon,
The:University.of Arizona Press, 1968.

Education, when used to impose cultural change, can create serious
conflicts in the minority society. An assessment of the 1959-61
education program for Apaches on the San Carlos reservation.

A.1. Social conflict; economic deprivation, and cultural
instability are problems in Indian education..

.2. Three factors were identified as contributing to educational
problems of Apache teenagers. The factors are:. communi.:y,

. family and school.
3. Community: Serious unemployment problems and poverty;

little involvement of Apaches in operating the education
program led to parental apathy and indifference.

4. Family: Welfare programs to supplement low incomes could have
been improved by financial planning help. While the traditional
system of family authority was breaking down, the tribal
court discipline often proved damaging to teenagers.

5'. School: Inadequate solution of basic language problems.
a. Serious deficiencies in teaching techniques, and teachers

. . seldom understood the children's home environment.
b. Boarding schools isolated Apaches from non-Indians;

they had law academic standards; and were not prepared
to cope with the emotionally disturbed.

c. Conflict of goals between retention of tribal identity and
assimilation into Anglo-American life.

d. In-failing to- see the positives of education, less educated
Apaches directly influenced their children's thinking.

B.1. The prt:gram was unsuccessful in educating and integrating the
children. into,the.mainstream of American life.
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Pavalko, Ronald M. Aspirants to Teaching. Sociology and Social Research,

Vol. 50, No. 1, October 1965. '.

The author-looks.for social background characteristics of high
seniors who plan on becoming teachers. 881 seniors were taken
a random sample of. one -third of the 1957 seniors in Wisconsin.
Boys.and.girls who chose teaching were compared with those who
did not, and with each other.

school
from

A.1. Girls planning to become teachers come from higher socio-
economic origins than do the boys.

2. Rural youths plan on becoming teachers twice as often as their
urban counterparts.

3. Teaching'attracts a small portion of the most able boys of
high school seniors in Wisconsin.

B.1. Teaching.seerm to be an important avenue of upward mobility
'Tor the lower classes.

Podell, Lawrence. Kinship, Friendship, and Citizenship. Families on

Welfare in New York City. Preliminary Report No. 7, Cent.= for
Social Research, Graduate Center, City University of New York, 1968.

Report of a study of various 'aspects of.the lives-of welfare mothers
in New York City. Their educational aspirations with regard to

their children; presence of kinsmen and friends; availability of

help in times of illness; their worries; and their views on the

neighborhood where they lived were studieth

56% of the welfare mothers had children in school.
a. Nearly six out of 'ten believed their children's performance

was good or very good.'
b.' Only 8% felt that teachers made themselves unapproachable.
c. A third sometimes kept children home from school to help

out. 30% did so because they were ashamed of the way their

. 'Children were dressed.
d...Eight in ten expected their children to finish school, and

one-fifth expected them to go on to college.
Only half wanted their-thildren'to enter professional occupations,
lAit Only three out of ten expected them to do so:
The More education 'thd mother had, the greater her expectations
for het childreh.
a`: Over half had someone, a relative or a friend, to' turn to

with their worries.
b. 'Seven in ten had relatives in New York City; almost half

had kin in the same, neighborhood.
5'. 'Seven in ten had neighbors who.helped'each other out in times

of illness, and Six' in ten had mutual 'child care arrangements

With neighbors. , -1,
6. About a quarter of the mothers lived in their neighborhoods

less:than, ohei year. Another quarter lived between one and

three Yeats.
' a: One= in lOui.iated'the:neighborhoo&as bad or very -bad.
b. While-One:in' fivt,was afraid outside .the neighborhood.

7. a. Nearly six out of ten worried about their own and their
children's health.

b. Over four out of ten worried about things happening in the

292
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neighborhOod.
A.7.c. Over three-quarters worried about money and getting ahead.

8. Eight'percent of families on welfare in April 1966 were not
on public assistance rolls in April 1967.

B.1. More likely to be off welfar3 a year later were families with
husbands--fathers in the household, especially those who were
white and in which the parents had more education, fewer children
and/or employable wivesmothers.

Riesman, David. The Suburban Dislocation, in section entitled The
City as Social, Physical and Psychological Environment, in
Lindenkield, Frank (Ed.) Radical Perspectives on Social Problems
Macmillan, 1968.

Compares the state of the nation. with Goodman's 1947 book entitled
Communitas.

B.1. The present American experience solves problems by addition.
that is, more of the same will provide the answer..

2. There is a tacit revolt against industrialismthe.aspirations
of individuals are more related to luxury and outside criteria
than rising in the factory.

3. There is a move to suburbia, domesticity and peace--the
escape from:the inner city. Men are seekers after the good
life in the suburbs for themselves-- growing homogenisation
of-roles is occurring.

4.. In suburbs people are, so like-minded that loss of stiMulation
may mean the loss of motivation for cultural and intellectual
advance.

5. Because the middle class man has greater leisure, he has the
time to'demand more of the service of the professionals, and
so the professiOnals' leisure time is reduced.

6. There is a certain aimlessness in suburban life--both in'the
faCelessness of work-and leisure. We have learnt new needs.

7. More work is.probablv necessary to occupy us because we have
nOt discovered appr., date ways to occupy our leisure. -'our
inventiveness has not found ways of relating masses of men to
creattveactivity or to each other outside of work'.

Roberts; JoPin l.'(Ed.).Westend andCrestwood Heights, in School
Children in the Urban Slum, FreePress, 1967.

A.-comparison.of two:sub-cultures in an urban setting in terms of
their attitude to work, family organisation, transmission of
c' ;lture and mate selection. An, upper middle and lower class
compal7ispn.:,

A.1. Attitude to work and outside institutions.
a. Weit-Enders -(2nd-generation Ttnlisins);

;...: Family' -'and' per group clearly distinguished from
the outside-world.,.

Other ;institutions pose threats to the :group's
cohesion and there is fear of,exploitation.

iii. They reject values of work and self-improvement for
social mobility including education.

iv. aspiration for higher status considered disruptive--

a93



they reject the values and the institutions of the
middle class.

b."CreStWood'Heights American upper middle class);
1. Public. and private world closely relatedChildren

taught to value mdbi?ity upward and to work for it
through all means.

ii. Outside institutions used tc achieve these goals.
A.2. Family Organisation.

a. Westenders: Children taught to value and continue in
values of family. :Middle class values are threatening as
are their institutions. Family system is a peer group
system.' Commitment is to present rather than future- -
extended and local.

b. Crestwood Heights: Future and achievement orientation and
autonomy encouraged in children. The family is nuclear.
The local community if of vital help in this.

3. Mate Selection: Both groups ensure by formal and informal
processes that there is a continuity of cultural tradition in
children's marriage choices.

4. Transmission of culture: Both groups take considerable pains
to ensure cultural purity.

Roderiqutz., Armando M. Speak Up, Chicano. American Education, Vol. 4,
No. 5,-May 1968.

This report results from the author's visit to 17 Mexican-American
communities in the southwest to learn what the people want and
need and in what priority.

B.1. Although the federal government is seeking to assist these
peOple; there is a spirit among the young people in these
communities and an unwillingness to accept the status quo.

2. Major obstacles remain in the way of Chicano's progress
oward educational equality inspite.of various programs which
have been introduced to meet his specialneeds, for example,
creation of specialized educational programs, linguistic
techniques, etc.

3. Shortage of teachers who are aware of their cultural background,
Who recognize their language as an asset, and who are there-
fOre qUalified to cope with the situation of the Chicanos.

4. Lack of well-oriented curriculums.
1.,There, was no school district whose curriculum correlated with

the needs of Mexican-Americans from kindergarten through high
school.

6. Lack of models of successful American-Mexicans that can tie
emulated is another obstacle to the Chicano's eduCrational
success.

7. In the near future the Mexican-American will become a more
PiddUlitive-member of society, and his cultural and linguistic
heritage will be turned to gdod use.

8.the'Chicano Will' do ,what is necessary in his fight for equality.
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Shannon L:W.'kShaanon, M. Assimilation of Misrants to Cities,.in
Leo F. Schnore,(Ed.) Social. Science and the. Cit : A Survey of Urban

Research, Praeger, 1968.
- . .

A brief research-based review of the ongoing Problem ok migration
within the United States of Mexican-Americans, Negroes'or southern
whites who lack skills..to enable them to be satisfactorily, absorbed
into the city and its culture.

A.1. a. Migration to northern citiesis increasing from southern
whites, Negroes, Mexican-Americans.

l; They tend to move to the inner city where there are
abundant problems already, e.g. employment possibilities
:going elsewhere.

c. 'There are less 'and less opportunities in industry for un-
skilled people.

8.1. Assimilation is the end of a processfrom which an individual
migrant has come to be:indistinguishable from the rest;
acculturatlaa is the stage where behavioral patterns similar
to those of the whole society are adopted and their beliefs
are accepted. Assimilation probably *requires:
a. Integration into'the.ecohomWinstitution.
b. Acculturation.
c: Personal adjustment.

2. Determinants of the Process:. AssiMilation takes 01ce if:
Migration to the city has been earlyin a person's lifetime.

b. Migrant interaction with members of the.host society is
frequent.

C. Ititeraction is intense.
d. Contact is carried over a lengthy period of time.
e. The social distance is not so great that the lower status

person cannot conceive of himself in the position of the
upper status person.

f. The role of the interaction initiator is favourably defined
by the lower status person.

g. ConseqUences of past action are defined as favourable by
theMigiant: .

h. The migrant anticipates favourable consequences from
' interaction.

-Other key factors include; whether or not the migrant has a
language barrier, and what contact they have:with institutions
of a wider society.

C.Y. HaVeidCial workers more easily in contact with these people..
2. WatCh the *employment problem closely.
3. Tap informal methods of communication.
4. ;Certain types of .extension work, for new arrivals might,best

be*garried out in places other than schools..

. . .

Warden, Sandra A. The Developmental Process and the.Role of?the'Family,

.
in The Leftouts, New York, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1968.

.)

;

The book is primarily interested in compensetori .edilCaiioi; :for

childret;tiwho, are in-some-way dl.sadvantaged and `'are

heterogeneous schools and brings to bear psYchological;.; :
.soel.ologicq1:70pd,social psychplogical research .on the prOOrem
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This Aiticle,dealb with the nature of developmental thinking and
:;the roleOf.parentian&their influence on this process.

A.1. The developmental process in children is central in much
enirent thinking by Bruner, Piaget and Hunt, and emphasis
Is placed on earlier years as strategic.

of'tfie family in this process:

a. Elements of family environments that are most significant
. in influencing intelligence (as measured), school

achievement and social. acceptance are: providing the tools,
stimulation, opportunity and reinforcement for general
learning; providing role models.for social learning;
providing help and guidance in language development;
providing stimulation, concern and support for achievement
and learning outside the home; and if the family fails to
provide; these experiences, or does so inadequately, the
child is indeed disadvantaged.

3. Importance of languge.
a. Language acquisition. and development of conceptual thinking

are interrdependent.,_
b. Proper language basis,for achieving status with teachers .

and others.
c. Lack of language facility is a possible cause of dis-

advantagement and failure.
4. Child rearing and development. There is little specific

evidence, but warm-permissive, rewarding approaches have a
significant impact.

5. The role of the father is very :important in personality
development.

-a. Serves as authority figure.
b. Serves as sex role model.
c. Influences achievement motivaion.
d. Agent of morality training.
e. Absence has most affect on bcys.

B.1. Best family setting for development is 'verbally oriented,
close, warm, supportive and continuous relationship with
both parents'.

2. Some evidence that lower socio-economic groups have reduced
parental influence--this may be important in the development
of the

Warden, Sandra A. Social and Emotional idjustment in School: The Role
of Peers and Self Concept, in The Leftouts, New York, Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1968. :

, .

The basic thesis of this chapter setris to be that a low level of
self-esteem may be another possible mum of the leftout's
disadvantage, and that heightening his self-esteem through peers
is valuable for compensation.

B.1. An acceptable social status is important for satisfactory
:

064001 adjustitent:'
2. Chiiaren.are strongly infidenced by peers' expectations;

values, etc. ,

3. PeOple'iti the schoOl'sub,-syStem'an have important influence
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on the leftout's adjustment and his developing self-concept.
B.4. Social acceptance and emotional adjustment are positively

related.

5. Status deprivation by teachers and peers may be another cause
of deprivation. Therefore quality and quantity of children's
interaction with age-mates and teachers is vital to the whole
problem.

6. The peer group is especially important as a socialising agency
if the child has a background of socio-economic deprivation
and/or lack of warm close relations with his family. There-
fore the child may change his behaviors or try to change his
reference groups.

7. Strong evidence that heterogeneous school situation with a
value climate of achievement orientation is the best one
for fostering acculturation and social assimilation.

8. Considerable anxiety over poor social relations and self-
perception of achievement inadequacy may be cognitively
crippling. (Note; this anxiety can be used to help him
overcome his problems.)

9. The more these adverse factors interplay, the greater the
difficulty seems to be for the child in adjusting adequately.
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SECTION III,

In. this. section, the information contained in the Section II

*abattacts has been collated. and organised. This has been done by

initially sorting the items under broad, content defined, headings.

They.ttev

1. Poverty

2. Slums and ghettos

3. Social dlass

4. Unemnloynent

5. Women on welfare

6. Social mobility

7. Disorganised lower class families

Race

9. Identified ethnic'grouns: Negroes

10. Negro adolescents.and youth

11. Identified ethnic groups; a) Ttexicans, .b) Indians

12. Tests and ethnic background

13. Inequality of opportunity in ethnic minorities

14. Anti7poverty programs.

15. Training and re-training,nrograms.

16. Drop-outafand.training programs

17. The disadvantaged child

18. Lower class adolescent,,

19. Educational strategies and the poor

20. Educational programs for the disadvantaged
.

21. Desegregation in schools

22. Counselling the disAdvantaged .

23. Montessori and the disadvantag0 .

24. Delinquency

25. Riots.

The selection of categOriea and.theit ordering 'has' 'tiC;.ne force validity.
:2"

Each of the headings refers to''i otilin that is recognised as having
,

relevance to the disadvantagedd6nditibn and 'tdand education of

-Z
around common

themes and are ordered (with the exception of the last two) in terms
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of their increasing educational speCificity. Thus the initial section

deals with the broad general topic of slums and poverty. The next

sectionsis-concerned.with job related aspects and social class. The

third focusses on ethnic factorp,and the fourth on general remediation

programs The fifth tken, directs attention to thedisadvanzaged child

and leads logically, into a consideration of educational programs..

Finally, two extreme conditions of social disassociation- -riots and

delinquency- -come under scrutiny.

1. Poverty

A. Correlates of poverty

1. Ethnicity (Mittelbach & Short, 1967)

2. Environment (Bloomberg & Schmandt, 1968)

3. Socio-economic conditions (Dentler, 1967) (Mittalbach & Short, 1967)

4. Price and income (Dentler, 1967) !

5. Levels of living (Dentler, 1967)

6, Politics (Dentler, 1967)

7. Middle class behavior (Valentine, 1969)

B. Determinants

1. Concentration of Negroes in the South (GinZberg, 1966)

2. Rural concentialon (linZberg, 1966)

3. The agricultur&revolutiOn (Cinzberg,:1966)

4. Lack of education (Ginzberg, 1966)

5. Excessive birth rate (Ginzberg, 1966)'

6. Illegitimacy. (Ginzberg, 1960

7. Rise in the number of persons on welfare 1969)

8. Worsening conditions of life in slums in large cities
(Moynihan, 1967) 41 ":!*

9. Drop-outs (Cini6erg; 1968

C. Types.,

1, TrapOtional and non-,tranWional (Sutton, 1968)

2.,Physical and,psychological (Time, 1968)

3'1ft,Fge,neratpna1poveTty(Willie,1969)

4.,your types,pfsppoT.7-rthe stable,, the. strained, ,the copers, and

'the unstible 1969)
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D. Characteristics

1. Urban (Bloomberg & Schmandt, 1968) (Moynihan, 1967)

2. Negro and other ethnic minnrition (Eaten, 1968),(G4nahorg, 1946)

(Moynihan, 1967) (Rein & Miller, 1966) (Willie, 1969)

3. Large and broken families (Bloomberg & Schmandt, 1968) (Ginsberg,
1966) (Moynihan, 1967) (Orshansky, 1965)

4. Urbanized and cultural proletariat (Moynihan, 1967)

3. Rooted in American institutional system' (Bloomberg & Schmandt, 1968)
(Willie, 1969)

6. Culture of poverty and sub-culture of poverty (Bloomberg &
Schmandt, 1968) (Roach & Gursslin, 1967)

7. Sociological characteristics apart from economic factors
(Ornati,1967)

8. Relative concentration in depressed areas (Eaton, 1968)
(Somers, 1967)

9. Perpetuation in families in the depressed areas (Samerb,1967)

10. Difficult job market (Mcynihair, 1967)

11. Bulk of the poor are :outside' labor market (Ornati,1967)

12. Aged (Eaton, 1968) (Ornati,1967) (Orshansky, 1965) (Somers, 1967)

13. Children (Orshansky,, 1965)--

E. Causes

1. Inferior education (Ginsberg, 1968) (Hersey, 1965)

2. Automation" (Ornati, 1966) (Ornati,* 1967);.,

3. American social-welfare system-(Moynihan,-1967)

Racial discrimination (Ginsberg, .1968) (Willie,.19(x9)

5. Short-term jobs (Or:shansky, 1965)

6. Low paid jobs (Orshanaky, 1965) (Somers, 1967)

7. Family instability (Wiiiie; 1969)

8. Many dependents (Orshansky,' 1965)

9. Changing social'atandiirds--'0ileral'upirading in the requirements
for partidbation in society (Ornati, 1967)

10. Changes in employment demarids (Ornati; 1960'

iinnisiiiutiOnal4rrarigaMints'(Oiliie 1969)' (Bloomberg '& Schmandt,
1968) (Glazer & Creedan, 1968)

'POlitiCal and econgniiiiatidri (4 a "society designed 'for

conditions of scarcity and\thei ethics of yotk And,prptiw:

ee

13. Lack of skills (Ornati, 1966)

14. Inadequacies in the operitions-df,socialoystems (Willie, , 1969)
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P. Effects

1. DelinqUency (Gitzberg,.1968)

2. ,C11.1isa.-(0insherg, 1968)
(;,.

3. Anxiety.(Dentler; 1967)

4. Failure (Dentler, 1967)

5. Illiteracy and ignorance (Dentler, 1967)

6. Morbidity and premature mortality.(Dentler, 1967)

7. Blighted communities (Dentler, 1967)

8. Pathology (Dentler,.1967)

9. Deficits in skills necessary for school learning (Deutsch, 1967)

10. Localized view Of the world (Capener, 1966) .

11. Suspicion of outsiders (Capener, 1966)

12. Resignation to harsh environment (Capener, 1966)

3, Work orientation to earning and spending money (Capener, 1966)

14. Dependence upon religion (Capener, 1966)

15. low self - esteem. (Capener, 1966)

16. Quick resort torphysics1 punishment (Capener,. 1966)

17. Adult roles in childhood (Capener,-1966)

18. Limited aspiration and risk-taking.

1. Understanding the deficits -in skills of .children .(Deutsch, 1967)

2. Planned pared -schzol-progrmzs (Deutsch, 1967):..

3. Earlier educational' programs followed: by vocational training,
cultural enrichment and ultimate employment (Time, 1968)

4. Change in,tacher's attitudes (Deutsch, 1967)

5. Increase in educational level (Somes,. 1967)

6. Reorganization of schools (Herpe7L,1965)
, .

Radical sew educational approaches.(Ornati, 1967) (Hersey, 1965)

(Time, 1.968)

8. Intervention .

91.,HOreIpe.T4mita:expen07.tion,,schools attended by .the poor
(dintberg, 1966)

,10. Metalled EktOyia, slum life pkInihan, 1967) (Valentine, 1969)

11 -.Slum, ribuildingl(Ornati4, 16 61 ) -: . .

12. Access to health services and better medical 'car'e -(flinzberg, 1968)

(Time, 1968)

13. A1ida tti itsuranciii(Ornati,;1967t)...u..-1 141 t.
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14. Income redistribution.ftynihani 1967)

15. Guaranteed annual wage (Time,. 1968)

16. Negative income tax.,(Time, 1968)

17. Upgrading the income of those in poverty categories (Rein &
Miller, 1966)

18. Availability of jobs -- especially in government-supported projects
(Time, 1968) (Ginzberg, 1966)

19. Training and retraining (Sutton, 1968) (Ornati, 1967) (Ginzberg,
1968) (Time, 1968).

20. Raising t'e level of skill (Somers, 1967)

21. Reconstruction of the personal patrimony with which the poor
face the ,labor ,market outside their neighborhoods.

22. Identification of environmental asnects (Deutsch, 1967)

23. Enlistment of the poor against the war on noverty (Hersey, 1965)
(Olinsky, 1967)

24. Cooperation of various community agencies, business and local
leadership (Hersey, 1965)

25. ReValution in attitudes (Hersey, 1965)-

26. Changes in entrenched'patterifs'(BlOombbre& Schmandt.1968)
(Glhzer & Creedon, 1969)(.41111.e, 1969).

27. Systematic changes--social chanRe (Eaton, 1968)

28. Improved public transportation (Ginzberg, 1968)

29. Availability of day-care center's. (Ginzberg, 1968)

30. Identification of.persisting patterns of unequal opportunity
and elimination of discrimination (Willie; 1969) (Eaton, 1968)

...
31.'Civil-iights

'32. Formation of Negro'Self-help organization (Ginzberg; 1966)

33. Development of weIfare'agencies (Eaton, 1968)

34. Planning for mobile people who form a growing pronortion of the
0Opulition,of every urban center (Eaton1968)

'15:;AU#wardimobility-instead of improvedistandard of living (Eaton, 1968)

36. New ethnographic resehicifby'anthroPolOgilts (Valentine, 1969)

37. Special tights'aneVosifive'discriMination in favour .of the
'°%'idisadvantagedi

38. Psychiatricconcentsin the field of mass mechanics (Olinsky, 1967)

39. Use of hoineecorioriiiiiis'ea'kindie interest in self -help (Olinsky, 1967)

40. Identification of "tfip' high-- t3overty ritik.fieople can facilitate

remedial programs (Orshansky, 1965)
(; ./ ): t

41. CoMiunity sutport (keit & Milier,'1966)

42. All programs should fit together (Rein & Millet, 1966)

43. Poor need help iu developing their personal assets (Ornati, t966)

302-
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G. Slums and Ghettos

A. Characteristics of slum children

1. Engulfed by hostile and destructive environments (Ryan, 1966)

2. No 'restiect.'fotr'prostierq (Ryan, 1966)

3. Lack of trust (for whites, family or neighborhood) (doles, 1968)

4. Careful and calculating (Coles, 1968)

5. Disease and:pain-taken for,granted (Coles, 1968)

6. Stubborn (Coles, 1968)
7. Recalcitrant (Pavenstedt, 1967)

8. Over-peiSimiatic (tales, 1968)

9. Attempted mastery of fear through flight-(Pavenstedt, 1967)

10. Cognition process literal, unimaginative and poorly organized
..(Plivetistedt, 1967) ..; :

11. Small vocabulaties (Ryan, 1966)
r

12. Emotionally deprived (Pavenstedt, 1967)

13. Shouted at and beaten up very often (Pavenstedt, 1967)

14.; Quiet,,, accepting and fearful.i.(Coles, 1968)

15. Every word preached. it them!oixnds foolish (Coles, 1968)
16. Mothers are' living proof' of 'some' terrible nightmare (Coles, 1968)

B. School and the slum children

1. School meaningless (ColeS, 1968)

Heightens ,feelings: of hopelessness (Coles, 1968)

3. Need to teach children to value themselves and. ,things (Ryan, 1966)

4..Should, make,,effective use. of available materials r(Ryan, 1966)

5. Expect children to, learn .(fayfenstedt,,, 1967)

.6. Explain,,new.fterms. and concepts :(Ryan, 1966)

7. Racial prejUdice-*doininates 'school "officials (Carmichael et al, 1967)

'8'. Tetichirs'atIVSnclitliiedr by. Peers 'and superiors.. to accepting the

notion 9.f:',144#04qof,,slum children (Tucks, 1968)

9. Children tare u4,able.,Ita .:relate ,:a teacher ,as a person (Ryan, 1966)

10. Aware of their hopeless environments by the .time they ,arrive in

.?.r:schooll,(coles,,,496,8)
;11 V*/ scimol :Ji,,,detent ionhcenter

Ars ,hostile tetaciAers and . the school system
(Mier.. 1968)

13. Average parent repair's inactive 1s issues 1968)

; r . .

36a7"
Z't.f
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C. Characteristics of slum Ufa:

deprivation 0111)

2. High infant mortality (Hill) (Lyford, 1966)

'J. In eifor education .(Carnichael et al, 1967) (Lewis, 1968) (Hill)
(Levin, 1967)

4. Unemployment (Clark., 190) (Hill) .(Williams, 1967)

5. Desperate puritanism in families (Coles, 1968)

6. Negro (Brown 'et al, 1966) (Carmiachel et al, 1967) (Clark, 1965)
(Lyford, .1966) (Stein, 1967)

7. Minorities (Lyford, 1966) (Stein, i967) (Lewis, 1968)

d!..sorganized,and unstable families
(Clark, 1965) (Pavenstedt, 1967) (Stein, 1967)

9. Low income (Williams, 1967):(Lewis, 1968)

10. Hard-core poor (Williams, 1967)

11. Female headed households (Williams, 1967)

12. Negro's oppressed lot has remained the'same as in the South
(Carmichael et al, 4.967)

13. Poor housing (Carmichael et al, 1967) (Fried & Levin, 1968)
(Lewis, 1968)

14. Lack of medical care (Coles, 1968)

15. Prostitution, dope pushing, and crimes of violence (Brown et al,
1966) (Clark, 1965)

16. RaCial disdrimihatin (Brim et 819 1966)' (Clark, 1965) (Lewis, 1968)

17. Large families (Williams, 141)

18. Inability to' attaift*.g6bIsjof other americans (Brown et al, 1966)

19. Continuous police exploi6tion (Brown et 41;1960

20. Social class (Brown et al, I966)'

21. Low aspiration (Clark, A3)

22. Illegitimacy (Clark, 1965)

23. Economic underdevelopment (Resen, 1468)

'24",a8erOf (Lftiiid., :1966) ":
= t!:,k itp* ')J, j3-

25. Lack of sense, -ot b,ejignging P(141grAs.1-9§6)

26. Poverty and Erustratiork414yfoxd,O9607 1P67

27. Plurality ,:of,

28. Inadequate mott*ing:(gte14:i ,P§a- ; ;

asoIateaittom :Mainst-re9afa clL4merAuan,,lifs (Lyford, 1966) (Lewis 1968)

tlt,ir<f osiJ k f 1311.;
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30. Two major kinds of veracal mobility

a. individuals and families moving into middle class .neighbbrhoods
(Stein, 1967)

b.- for those forced into the slum (Stein, 1967)

31. Local labor market (Fried & Levin, 1968)

32. Transitional community (Fried & Levin, 1968)

33. Lawlessness (Lewis, 68)

34. 'Bitterness and diOaPpo*mentOrown et al, 1966)

35. Resentmentpn being treated as different by the outside world

36. Unwilling'io'coMMUnicate.With the outside world (Williams, 1968)

D. Causes of Riots (Carmichael et al, 1967)

1. Squalor of living conditions

2. No hope of escape

3. Intensity of summerf,heat

4. Callous attitudes of the representatives of the whites

5. Rebel out of deSperatiOn

6. Rejection of myth of Negro inferiority and demand equality
(Brown et al, 1966)

E. Recommendations

L.:Teachers;mustr.:think positively (Clark,.1965) (Tuck, 1968)

2. Organize the poor (Lyford, 1966)

3.. Planned rather ,t fan= civilization (Lyford, 1966)

4. Replace sub - standard. housing (Hil1).

5. Improve health facilities (Rill) .

6. Improve educational facilities Oill)

7. Public transportation (Hill)

8. Financing (Rosen, 1.90) i

9. Far - reaching social and economic changes (economic. development)
expanding economy to create a more favourable job Maiket (Fried
& Levin, 1968) (PVehilitedtV1967)JRdsen; 1968Y

10. EarIi'Iiiiteiffintidnl(ikiiiinstedt*;"1567)

11. Study of entire pavertyl'!.idpatitiiiiii (ftvenstedt, 1967)

12. Multiservice centers (PiViinitedt,'I967).

V'ailed:15044onnoi. (Pavenstedt, 1967) 006sen,1968)

14. Selective demolition and Continuous upgrading of dilapidated housing
(Fried & Levin,. 1968)
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rentals (Fried &,Levin, 1968)

16. Re-Adapf the.gbali'Of slum areas (Meltzer & Whitley,' 1967)

17. Coals in a high order of 'specificity (Meltzer .& Whitly, 1967)

18. 'Problem-solving orientated evalUation system (Meltzer & Whitley, 1967)

19. Attract,,dynamic le'dership into urban renewal (Levin, 1967)

20. Technical expertise in universities in or near redevelopment
areas.(Levin,_1967)

21. Reshaping ofcities,(Brown et al, 1966)

22. iteef.participation of whites and Negroes in country's affairs
Orolin,et al, 190)

23. Understanding of what motivates the ghetto residents should not
be based on middle'class values (Williams, 1968)

24. Consult the natural ieaderd of the community (Brown et al, 1966)
(Williams, 1968)

2: Reslict Negroes as individuals (Brown et al, 1966) (Williams, 1968)

26. :Educating the parents (Brown et al, 1966)

27. Provid6 an environment With trustworthy responsive.adults
(Pavenstedt, 1967)

28. Teacher should be aware of the social processes involved in
inducing'pupil-failure (Tucks; 1968)

3. Social Class
."

A. Lower dlass family andthe child

1. Standards of acceptable behavior (Jackson, 1962)

2. Attach stigma to illegitimacy (Jackson, 1962)

3.,High Negro illegitimacy due to (a) urbanisation and (b) social
and economic deprivation (Jackson, 1962)

4. Social,interactionrather than task completion (Chess et al, 1967)

6.:.-Toys` aerlsClionrce of amusement' (Chess et Al, 1967)

6. No tolerance of .nudity or sex beh-dViOt'(Cahill,1961).
. .

,I.I9100,401.cne004C:(04hill, 1967)

8.4,ggressioRpwafdpareppinottolerated (Cahill, 1967)

9. Physical punishment swift'andiseVere (Cahill, 1967)

,-'--10';=7Withdrawia146f,Aove nevek,nse&XCAhill, 1967), m_
11. Insufficient funds lead to shufflinguffling of pfiorities
,P,714t1'thil&-r4itiitgi(jeffers!,.1967)y:,

12. Certain behaviors are better described as contingency-oriented
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13. Differences in basic training procedures like:weaning, aggression,
dependencyapxiety about sex by ethnic origin (Cahill, 1967)

.14. ',sack of pressures for achievement (Chess et al, 1967)

A5 .:The lower .class Negro, father 3hares in family activities
(Maxwell, 1968)

16. Problem behavior is related to mood which, in turn, is related
the-presence-or absence of money (Jeffers, 1967)

17. The older child is more likely to be isolated (Jeffers*, 1967)

18. Their lives are marked by extreme loneliness (Jeffers, 1967)

19..Tfie mother i4 a non-;Mother in :the American' sense of filling

the child's needs with poise and efficiency (Alman; 1967)

20. Father far'Offfrom the AmeriCati ideal (Alman; 1961)'

21. Parents are ineffective in meeting the needs of the child
(Alman, 1967)

22. His :maturing years.are.Characterized by the realization of his
law market value (AlMan, 1967) %

23. Social and economic opportunities reduce opPortuniii44'for a
stronger; more faVourableself4image (Demak, 1967),,f--

=.

B. .M....AcIke.. class family
1. Emphasis on task orientation and task completion-inplay

(Chess et al, 1967)

2. Interaction between parents and child (Chess et al, 1967)

3. Home atmosphere produces regular and systematic improvements in
skill (Chess et al, 1967)

4. Toys as an educational source (Chesset al, 1967):

C. Purposes of study

1. Survey' of child - rearing practices of' law' income families

(Jackson, 1962)
a.

2. ComParisonsof'PsychologiCA1 attribUteiof:tWO groups of
children, Of different'ethnic-and-elass background but-with
similar family, stability (Chess et al, 1967)

3. The effects of,childl.rearing patterns, which are culturally
determined, on the'dieadVantagici Child (Marano & LOMile,'1967)

2 t-
4. Role Of -tiethhigenY'andoCiai claii in determining' Child-

reariii§;PraCtidesiC(Cthill,'11967) ;. .

5. Differences betWeeiLiniddlet..and lower claeq children, in the: value

1.41,19Y 14',.1.?'=1.i!Pc4PM4.,(1Mr*ko.
1967)

t-

6. Relationship between soCialclass and individual development

T-( 1.44Fg.,1967)
4

7. Attitudes and actionte toward' eatwit/on. by social class (Cloward
& Jones, 1966)
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8. Implicatipns 'of, social stratification 1968)

9. Relationship between' personality and poverty (Allen, 1968)

10. Socialization process of the children of the poor (Alman, 1967)

11. Aole of lower class Negro faLher in his family (Maxwell, 1968)

12. Uneclial operation of selective service system in Wisconsin
Oavis,& Dolbeare, 1967)

C. Conclusions

1. Culture or sub-culture of poverty (Cahill, 1967)

2. Stronger influence of social class than of ethnogeny upon
child-rearing practices as a whole (Cahill, 1967)

3. On the other hand, subtle differences in Culture make it
difficult to evaluate ,the.ralative influences of each (Cahill, 1967)

4.. Lower class Negro children as committed to education as white
middle class' (Cahill, 1967)

5. Interplay of social, economic and psychological factors determines
the social functioning of families in various ethnic groups
(Geismar & Gerhart, 1968)

6. Family's ability to carry out socially expected roles is not
based solely on economic opportunity (Geismar & Gerhart, 1968)

7. No inherited difference in intellectual potential by social
class (Eisenberg, 1967)

8. School becomes the place where the lower class child discovers
what he cannot do (EisenberF, 1967)

9. The poor child receiyosan ei..ucation which is middle class in
content (Blau & Duncan, 1961):

10. Evaluation of the.importance of -education in lower and working
classes is influenced by occupational aspirations (Cloward &
Jones, 1966)

11. PartiCipation in educational activities influences attitudes
toward education particularly in lower class (Clowiard & Jones, 1966)

12. The poor donot have a shorter time perspective (Allen, 1968)

PovertyLik,necessarily associated with a mere. negative self-
concept4Allen,. 1968).

14;,Differentia cognitive,, function ,among, social cls00, groups
(Allen, 1968)

I ; :15 .1104eupstions1:,aspirations, differ. according to socio-economic

statuo)

16. Income' no longer an adequate indicator of economic:level

b666miii. social Stratification as the
major, force in, social mobility: (Miller,' 061)
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18. Role of school climate is equal or possibly greater -than the
influence of,amily background in shaping future orientation
(Goldstein, 1967)

19. Lower class preference for lagal marriage -and legitimate child-
birth and high educational aspirations indicatee-values. consistent
nth middle class values (Rodman & Voydanoft,.1967)

20. Lirge,proportions of low income areas see service and"those.
from higher income qualify for deferment (Davis & Dolbeare, 1967)

Rectmmiltions -1, ,

1, -Guidance ;(Jackson; 1962)

2. Professionals should approach the poor without prejudice and
pre-judgement .(Jackson, 1962)' .

3. Adaptation of, noon; to- Americansa, life (jacksc 1962)

4.'Augmeit:the'goadqualities provided. by the'ildm mother for her
child (Marans & Lourie, 1967)

5. DOelop traiiiing'Cutricul*. to provide the necessary staffs
(Marans4 tdritit; 1967)}-.

6. Massive programs and techniquesto detect the deprtved children
(litira0.4 Laufie,q067)

7. Early intervention ,and research on. the effects of intervention
(Marans &:Lourie; 1967)

8. Public should examine government welfare poverty policies

.(Almari.E.1S57)
-zz

9. Any attempt,to change social functioniugliiUstaddress itself to
'thebrOad array' of factors which euplain the given situation
(Geismar & Gerhart, 1968)

tlissiVe' action in :the areas of jobs,' education,housiug and

Gerhart', 1968)

11. Massive attack on the socio-economic structureof American
4

13848esii3'%aiitila*-E 'Gerhart; .1968)

lg. The school should enable the child to develop a sense of
Cali6iteriCe(EiSeiberg;'1967) b

13. iitiOrMat1.o4 campaigns' to laW-AncaMe,iroplc about rapid chauges,
in occupational structure (Cloward & Jone8;.1966) .

14.'iipgriflpirtaiaicreaSeIiiWe'r cl ss participation in school

(OlOwerd' &-Jdies .1966) %,

i5;'"dhildreh latgi4aMlliea helped to obtain better,

aducatio4 to remove occupational disadvantages (Blau& Duncan,

e,

16. Elimination of all but the most essential defermentsespecikly
theAstudeptqdpfermegh4h*most_discriminatary(Daviet&
Dolbeare,,,:4417)
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Unemployment

k(Including.underemployment and sub-employment)

A. Characteristics of the unemployed

1. Concentration in slums (Department of Labor, 1968)
, .

2. Teenagers (relatively young) (Bienstock, 1968) (Department of
tlAthar'RepOrit, 1968)

3. Income below the national average (Department of Labor Reports,
1967 and 1968)

4. Infetior'educaiion (Department of:Labor Reports, 1967 and 1968)

5. Female -headed households (Department of Labor Reports, 1967
and 1968)

6. Non-whites/Negroes/Race (Bienstock, 1968) (Fogel, 1968)
(Department of Labor ReportW1967 and 1968)

7, Out of-school yOuth-drop-outs (Depalitment of Labor Reports,
1967 and 1968)

8. Manual orow jobs -- unskilled= -riot in white-collar or craft
,,jobs (Fogel, 1968) (Department of Labor Reports, 19.67 and 1968)
--(Via, 1968)

9. Large family (Department-of Labor Reports, 1967 and 1968)

10. Aged (Departmeat,of Labor Reports, 1967 and 1968)

11. Concentration in large cities (Bienstock, 1968) (Department
of Labor Report, 1968)

12. ""Ethnic (Fogel 1968) (Department of Labor Reports,
1967):(Vid, 1968)' .1

13. DitadvintitOdtFogei, 1968) (Department of Labor Reports, 1967
and 1968) c. s-

B. mmat2sLvnarrierstoeloentCausesofunlo,et

1. Social,psycho1Nica17-attitudesaspirations,motivation,
to defer gratificatiOn, self-image (Department

oftialior-140bri;'1968)' '

2. Personal--a) lack of work skills (Department of Labor Reports,
1067- and =1968)

Wleick'Of'bagic education (Department of Labor
(, ,.RePorts 1967 and 1968)

lack ,of command, of sttipdard:English,(Department

of tabor Report, 148).

d) health ,prob4Mg, 144 ,c4 medical. care (Department
of Labor kep6tts, 1967 and 1960

P 131,/ iNzit.:2;-t=

j)0.11,;q9PakflPP,AraPP? 11441gFP9014n$,(Pep4rPilet of
Labor Report,06I3)

f) lack of adequate child-care facilities (Department
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..W.MIEM.

of Laboi *vita, 1967 and 1968)

(' ti; iiiiidecitiate'tiansportation facilities (Department
of Labor RoporP, 1968)

3. Environmental (Department of 'Labor Report, 1968)

4. Institutional (Department of Labor Report, 1968)

a. discrimination (Fogel, 1968) (Department of Labor Report, 1968)
(Via, 1968)

b. screening tests (Department of Labor Report, 1968)

c. -same standard of test performance for all (Department of
Labor Report, 1968)
C a ;

5. Non-availability of full-time work (Department of Labor Report,
1968)

°

.

6. Voluntary job changes Olepartment of Labor Report, 1968)

7. Delay in, findingwork.upon entry or re-entry into the labor force
(Department of Labor Report, 1968),

8. Seasonal lay -offs (Department of.Labor Report, 1968)

9. Inideguate training and education (Fogel, 1968) (Department of
Labor Report, 1967)

10. Crime (Department 'of Labor Upon; 1967)

11. Welfare fund'available (Department of LaboiRePort, 1967)

C. Recommendations

1:,Modify attitudas,of the disadvantaged beforeor after introducing
them to job situation (Department of Labor Report,,,1968)

2. Manpower policyJihouldlbe concerned withAmploymqnt neOs of
adult men (Department of Labor Report, 1968)

3. Recognition of variations in social characteristics among slum
residents (Difiartment-=of latiot Report,. 1968) .

4. StrOtiigoirirniebtfioitiiie'Oejiib-iighti'(Via, 1968)

5. Remove discrimination (Fogel, 1968),(Department.of,Labor Report,
1968)

6. Examine education-job results (Fogel, 1968)

7. Eliminatiolv.of-;barriers.toApployment (Bienstock, 1968)

8. M.D.T.4.7 program irisufficiene( Bienstodk, 1968)

iabOr'(DePartment'oi'Labor Report, 1968)
VT. ,

10. Elimination of pavoluntary,part-year and part-time work for non -
1.41$0 '1968)

.:; U-1

11. Upgrade worker's earning potential through better training,
irbiotiOiWoitUnit161 diCilOrill'jot'fieduriti-(Department of
Labor Report, 1968) (Via,1194),:"..

; .;f -
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5. Aelomen,on Welfare

A. Characteristics

1. Most were divorced, widowed, separated or deserted or unmarried
mothers (Podell, 1967)

2. Women with husbands were likely to have been raised (Podell, 1967)

a. by both parents

b. in a large family

c. Apiattie farm.

3. Youthful .unmarried mothers were likely to have

a. become pregnant as minors (Podell, 1967)

b. been high school graduates.:

4. Separation after receiving welfare (Podell, 1967)

5. Occupation of welfare husbands higher then those of resident
husbands (Podell, 1967)

6. Most had been to high school (Podell, 1967)

7. Some were graduates (Podell, 1967)

8. Desired more. schooling (Podell; 1967)'

9. OrganizedaffiliatiOn significariclY reduced attitudes of nower-
lessness (Levens, 1968)

B. Workxpenence..awiloyment
1:'&41oYMent'eXPerience (Podell; 1967)

2. Preferred to work pay than stay at home (Podell, 1967)

3. Would work if suitable day -care facilities were available
(Podell, 1967)

4. Plan to 1 Irk in future (Podell, 1967)

C. pssttor.__Bducationalasira.ioleirchildren

1. 50% had children in school

2. The more education the mother hai, the 'higher their expedtations
(Podell, 1968)

3. Their aspirations weiei:iigher'ihan ext;ediations'(Podell, 1968)

4. glesiiiiiratiSns'iiih'ii&i.kd td dhildfin'a'bdndation but
awareness of barriers such as'olyerty,,,,etc. Podell,1968)

5. Most did not feel that teachers made themselves unapproachable
(Podell., 1968)

6. Kept chiidtleri filariadhod'tat'help outilieCause they" did not

have enough clothes tq.4rVall 01.#(P9404t1196,8)! ,,

"; 4.: ' w
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D. Characteristics of faMilies..to6he_off welfare a ear later
(Podell, 1968)

1. Families with husbanda

2. White

. .3..Mbre educatdd parents

4. Fewer children

5. With employable wives/mothers

E. Characteristics of families on welfare and their children

1. Three or more Children-Zierge family (Podeil,'1967)

2. Two-thirds with pre school childten (Podell; 1967)

3. Few lived in public housing (Pode11,11967)'

4. Rats and hallway garbage in buildings (Podell; 1967)

5. Mdle than.bne 'and a half persons per room, in a third of
families ',Podell, 1967)

6. High rent (Pode1/,490)

7. Children perform poor4riken compared to those not from
unassisted families (Malik, /968)

8. Failurk.? 44,aca,demic career more frequent (Malik, 1968)

F. Recommendations

1. The characteristics. which distinguish thevelfarelamilies from
their social equals andsOid,force the,:environment,should be
the focus of changes (Malik, 1968)

7., ,, ..

2. Means should be found to bring the best facilities in teaching
`tb:160-inCone'aidati'(Malik, 1968)

3. New curricula- Malik 1968)

Social

A. Factors for upward mobility
. :"

1. Education (Hiller and Bryce, 1966)

fb#;Yq(Ass 1t966.)

3. 4p4.1oIRROAAeyelopment,of thei.ghetto.community (Farmer,,1967)

4Pi6b4i4iti3iii0armiC'1967Y

Barrier's to upward mobility
.

b., 4M4 44444.$ A.9.0419* of -PPINJaaberli POT)

a. PubiteittiidadiOtoWatd theliodt

b. Effects of past deprivation

c. Intra-generational barriers to mobility such as discrimination,
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exploitation,, deficient communication and professional
serVices,.and'itruCtured dependency.

2. Delimited opportunity no-ucture (Hahari 1967)

3. Institutional managements and discriMinatory forces (Haber, 1967)

4. Lack of organization and political unity among the poor (Haber,
1967)

5. Limited aspiration and risk-taking (Haber, 1967)

6. Potential strains'inthe mobility process (Mizruchi, 1967)

C. Barriers,to organization and political unity of the poor (Haber, 1967)

1. Minority status

Class consciousness

3. Diffusion of demands

4. Political psychology

5. Intimidation:

.6..4Lack.-of:organIzational experience and resources

7. Limited commitment of allies -

D. sara-tE5P2T1.

1. Society shOad supply deprived children with the kinds of back-
ground supnort Which mobile, well educated families supply
(Miller & Bryce, 1967)

Sthoo1 an make clear to parents and children how much daily
hOM6Work Is 'eipeCied (Miller & Bryce, 1967)

3:IiivoiVeparente in children's achievements (Miller & Bryce, 1967)

4. H6m4wOrkvCenters (Miller & Bryce, 1967).

5. Personal interest in children by teacher (Miller & Bryce, 1967)

6.TeaChing techniques. to stimulate students (Miller & Bryce, 1967)

7. Provision of successful models (Miller & Bryce, 1967)

8. Encourage college attendance (Miller & Bryce, 1967)

9. Solution of housing and 806°1 probleMs (Farmer, 1967)

10. Replace'autmoded apprenticeship techniques by programmed
methods (Farmer, .196,7)

11. Training in,iihagementskills(Farmer, 1967)

12. Increasing role of ghetto community in politics (Farmer, 1967)

13. Over-all approach for advance on different-fronts (Farmer, 1967)

' 1
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DisOr&anized Loier Class Family--

A.. Characteristics.=0.L.

1. ,Do not perform functions of vlintenance, socialization, and
status placement (Bandler, 1967) :Kelle, 1966)

2. Race Mgr:), kMintz, 1967) (Young, 1967)

3. Minority groupp tYoung,.1967)

4. Parents grow up yith few of the learning experiences, ostering
maturity (Sandler, 1967)

5. They bring to their current life: deprivations,'uncontrollad
impulses, social acting out, etc. (Bandler, 1967)

6. Parents and children exhibit similar behavipr and methods of
coping with life (Bandler, 14E7)

7. Parents' needs take precedence over those of children (Banner,
1967)

8. Random responses to children'F behavior (qinuchit, 1967)

9. Emphasis-oninhibition rather than'guidance (Kinuchin. 1967)

10. Lack of goals (Young, 1967) A %F
tt

11. Living from day to day (Young, 1967)

12. Weak,role,definitions of fanlily. members (Young, 1967)

13. Weak'standards of'behavior (Young, 1967)

14. Concentration in slums (Pavenstedt, 1968)
,

15. Impermanent anclunpreditab1e home environment (inuchin,'1967)

16. Multi -- problem (Bandler,1967) (ffalone,,1967) (Mintz,.1967)

17. Lower class (Gould, 1967),(Minuchin, 1967),(Pavenstedt, 1968)

18, Poor (Young. 1967)

19. Exist under strong pressures of, disorganization (Bandler, 1967)
(Rinuchia, 1967) (Young, 1967) (Could, 1967) (Pavenstedt, 1968)

".`1.

B. Causes of,disormlzation.

1. Spc14 isolation (Young, 1967).

combined w otherjorces,(Young, p67)

C. Characteristics of children of these families)'

1. Low self-esteem ('.clone, 1967) -(Ittittiia,' 1967)

2. Relationships to people are need-oriented, distrustful, shallow
,'',664'honLipteifte (qattiCk, 1967):

3. Impulsive in his responses (Minuchit, 1967)

4. Regular exposure to real danger (Malone, 1967)

5. Oriented toward the present (Gould, 1967)

31R
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6.'Tlitiusifdl of institutional authority of school (Gould, 1967)

7. Deprived of experiences with school material at home (Gould, 1967)

8. Suffers from major school related disabilities (Mattick, 1967)
(Gould, 1967)

D. School and the children from these. families

1. Conflict between standards taught'at schools and at home
(Young, 1967)

2. Relationship between school failure and social class (Keller, 1966)
(Young, 1967)

3. Schools may becoMe an arena oft. sex -role conflict (Keller, 1966)

4. New conflict by children's higher educational and social goals
(Young, 1967)'

5. Pervasive class discrimination in schools (Gould, 1967)

;

Remediation

.
1. Study of entire poverty. populations (Pavenstedt, 1968)

2..Radical social and economic changes (Pavenstedt, 1968)

3. Long-term Strategies PaVenstedt, 1968Y

4. CollabOration of various personnel (Pavenstedt, 1968)

5. Multi-service centers in poor neighborhoods (Paimanstedt, 1968)

6. RestrUCture existing health, social and welfare, and
educational services (Pavenstedt, 1968)

7: Ef=4;lial .br0 1,967)- . '

8. Further search (Pavenstedt, 1968)

.9..SSFstematicl.ongitudinal studies, of children and families

(Sandler, 1967)

10. Provision of realistic goals (Bandler, 1967)

11. Intervention (Young, 1967)

8. Race

supsn2,51. ];

1. The color-caste system2(Banton', 1968)

24,'SeXUalelebentS6a, 196'81

3. Occupcational elements (Banton,, 1968)
.

4, Mhite patronage (Banton, 1968)

,5I-11tbanization,(Banton,:1968)1 k

64qyagtd exclusion 'front the pato,* ,chnrohes,and education (Banton,
! !,,

7. Legiilated begtegation 'and iynchihg '(in the South) (Banton, 1968)
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( 8. Appeal to ideology of social distance and racial difference
; , (Banton, 1968).

A. Causee.of alienation oflegroes from: whites

1. Urbanization (Rosen, 1965)

2. Rapid social change -(Rosen, 1965)'

3. Deprivation

4. Inadequate educational preparation

5. Defacto school segregation (Denton, 1967)

6. Inadequate representation of minorities in politics and
governments (Denton, 1967)

7. Isolation in central cities (Denton, 1967).

C. Discrimination.

1. Blacks relatively worse off today--even after the Supreme Court
decision (Ferry, 1968)

, ,.

2. They consistently lag a generation behind whites (Feriy,"1968)
.

:

3. Increased education differential between whites, with high
levels of education, and non-whites (Price, 1967

4. a) InCreating educational differential in rural-farm areas
(Price 1967).

b) It is mors.prominent,amang males than among females (Price,
1967)

c) This educational differential. increases due to high out-
migration rate of better educated non-whites from the South
(Price, 1967)

5. In 1962, the Majority of Negro men, regardless of social. origin,
had manual jobs (Duncan, 1967)

D. Conclusions

1. Our major cities will become predominantly black bierry, 1968)

2. Racial integration is impossible (Ferry, 1968)

3. Evolution of a political theorY that will maintain democratic
institutions along with providing, foran ethnically,separated
minority communityi4Ferry068)..

4. Questions of political control wd41.,arise when. the largest
cities will have black majorities (Ferry, 19681'

5. The liberal view of black program is just a myth.(Ferry, 1968)

6. Current racial situation marked by growing violence, dis-
illusionment, isolation of tifie'biadkniddle'clats (Ferry, 1968)

TWeakeising,OUINegroailtra4inverteity-results.,in a
corollary compression of Negro interaction, poverty, and
oeAppationelAnd,ecanamicAissatigfactipn (Smith. et al,, 1967)
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8. Segregated formal associations-halm the same effect upon
community cohesion as segregated *residence (Smith et al, 1967)

9..Two sttong:teiiictiona*eManate from their gain enupled.with

continuing repression--hostility and militancy (Rosen, 1965)

10. Integration involves unlearning prejudices and building under-
standing and mutual respect (Rosen, 1965)

11. The recognition by'civil rights workers that poverty and lack
of jobs are fundamental social and economic problems is
commendable' (Rosen, 1965)

12. Social change does not uniformly reduce inconsistency but in many
respects divides up social domains (Banton, 1968)

13. The educational gap can be expected to decrease in Southern
urban areas

14. In rural areas, educational differential will continue to
increase. (Price, 1967)

.

15. Ntgro youths hamt.i greater, awareness of limited occupational
opportunity (klam, 1968)

16. Negro and white, boys have sirniiar high goal levels of income,
occupation, education and residence, although there are general
differences in each type of goal (Kuvlesky & Upham, 1967)

17. Blacks feel that their everyday life situation including jobs,
housing and education is tied to government action (Cataldo et al,
1968)

.18. Two separate societies-41aCk and white (Cataldo et al, 1968)

19. Social origins of Negroes not as 'favourable as those of whites
. in occupational achievement (Duncan, 1967)

9. Identified Ethnic Gtourst Negroes

A. Housing and Residence

1. Limited supply of housing open (Mayhew, 1968)

2. Highertentia(Mayhew,. 1968)

. 3. lcclUdecl,irouilow-priced housing (Mayhew, 1968)

4: StibStaridardlousingworie than'that of whites (Mayhew, 1968)

5. Generally do not own homes (jqayhew, 1968)

6. 'isi;ally Own&61-standardhousesikayhe0, 1968)

7. Ten,perpent live, in poor netghborhoods of large cities
.(Npe,itmentof.COmierce, 1967)

8. Ten,percent have limed in rural.areae all their lives
(DermitMent Of doMmeree, 1167)

9. Most live in densely populated areas in cities where 90% of
the, population4sNegro.(Ntwman,_1966)

$1.8
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10. Survey of 12-cities shows increased rates of segregation
(Departmenrsof,Commerce, 1967)

11. Prejudice effects the demand for housing in integrated areas
(Mayhew, 1968)

B. L cItz)overLOWIncomant

1. Despite increase in Negro incomes, the Negro family income is
only 58% of white family income (Department of Commerce, 1967)

2. Over 28% of non-white families receive more than $6,000 a year,
yet one out of three non-white families is classified as poor
(Department of Commerce, 1967)

3. Negro family .iocrime is muchi&ess than that of white incomes
(Newman, 1966)

4. Many have incomes below the poverty level (Department of
Commerce, 1967) (National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder, 1968)

5., Comparisons within different income levels show that the
differences aisociated with income outweigh those associated
with color (Whitaker, 1967)

6. Poverty was present in about 40% of non -white families in urban
areas (as compared to 12% of whites) in :7464 (Newman, 1966)

C. Education

1. Inferior education (Liebow, 1966)

.2. Although enrollment proportionate with population increases of
non -white youths, the advantages of education are still limited
(Eckstein, 1968) (Newman, 1966)

3. Educators see education in the ghetto as a hard task (Rossi et al,
1968)

4. Educators see schools as adequate but their success hampered by
the material they-have to work with (Rossi et al, 1968)

D. Employment

1. Certain types of jobs not open to Negroes, and they concentrate
in lowest occupations, e.g. line authority, crafts, white-
collar (BaiChelder, 1967) (LfebOW, 1966) (Mayhew, 1968) (Hill,
(1968) (NationalAdvisory Commission on Civil Disorder, 1968)
(Department ofIlabor, 1969)

2. Tighter anti - Negro; restrictions on the female labor market than
on the malelabOt Market (Batchelder, 1967)

3. PrOPOrtion-Of Negroes employed is below the proportion of the
Negroes in the labor force of the country (Batchelder, 1967)

4. InilOito expansion is not proportionate
to the expanding economy (Batchelder, 1967) (Eckstein, 1968)
'(Newman,? 1966) -;

5. Unemployment ratetiOinoO4iites are twice those of whites
(Department of Commerce, 1967) (National Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorder, 1968)

313
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6. tneVen social and economic progress (Newman, 1966)

.7. Ratio. of. non -white to white employment rates (in urban areas)
Alas. remained consistent (Newman, 1966)

Unemployment. greatest for pon-white teenagers (Newman, 1966)
44hitaker, 1967)

. .

'9. .Greater sub-employment rate :Ln low income neighborhoods
(National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder, 1968)

10. Most jobs pay too little to support a family (LieJoti, 1966)

11. In some cases. employers adjust the salary downward anticipating
that the Negro emnloyee will steal (Liebow, 1966)

12. The Negro is the first to be laid off (Liebow, 1966)

13. Almost complete elimination from the Mississippi Delta economy
(Piore, 1967)

E.

1. 75% of Negro urban marriages are intact and 25% are dissolved by
desertion (Whitaker, 1967)

2. High incidence of illegitimacy (Whitaker, 1967)

3. The present characteristics of low income Negro families are
'due to past-slaVery discrimination and deprivation (Whitaker,

,f 1967)
,

F. ',Conclusions '2,'

1.telative economic deprivation continues despite educational
gains (Mayhew,'1968)

2. Employment problems have drastic social impact in the ghetto
(rational. Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder, 1968)

3. The culture of poyerty generates a system of ruthless,
exploitative relationships within the ghetto (Rational
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder, 1968)

Prostitution,-dora addiction, casual sexual affairs, and
crime create insecurity.

b)- Children up under such conditions 'are likely to
participate 'in civil. disorder (National Advisory 'Commission
on Civil DiRorder, 1968)

5. Distinction between what is different and what is pathologically
deviant,(Whitaker, 1967)

6. Instab4ity,,,illegitimacy, and .matriarchy may be the most
positive adaptations possible to elia)Tegro economic position

7. Civil righte!,, movement hasyidened,the cleavage between middle
class NegiOds arid' Madded bfliegroed.(61ark, 1967)

,
8. Negro employment gains hiVeiat'been above what would have been
"Ampet.:ted inapita,of government programs (Thurow, 1967)
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9. Training and.re7training is not helpful for all Negroes
(Disard, 1968) (Fiore', 1967)

. t...

lb. Thedohlt want.t6 Work' minority are those, who have realized
completely that: they can never win in any future (Liebow, 1966)

11. Because the Neft6-'streetCorner man' is hopeless. about his
future, he expends all his resources in maintaining himself from
moment to moment ( Liebow,, 1966)

G. Recommendations

. 1. Special rewards, for school districts which are outstanding in
helping. the childrep. of the poor (Eckstein, 1968)

2. Improvement in schools ,(Killingsworth)

,3. Expand the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 .

(ECkitein, 1968)

4. Colleges and universities must seek Negro applicants

5. Remedial education (Killingsworth)

6.'Cdunselling (Killingsworth)

7. Negro families most accept their share of the responsibility
for the education of-their children (Eckstein, 1968)

8. Birth control, .increased family planning services "(Killingsworth)

9. Day-care centers, visiting homemakers, services for fatherless
Children and acceptance of Negro families into the social
mainstream of American life (Whitaker, 1967)

10. Increase in the proportion of,college graduates to-maintain the
present rate of progress (Eckstein,f1968)

11: NewYork City must be strengthened: . :

12. Hike the poor 'to train the podr (Killingsworth)

13. Sob creation and job traiiiinsf(Kii):ingSworth): (Hill,'1968)

14. Redesign jobs CECkstein,.1964

.2. Intensification of;Negro,recruitment.lbyfeampanies-and.,unions
(Eckstein, 1968)

16. Equelityfin education and' employer' cooperation in-the case of
.-10hite-collarjob-ladder (Eekseetnp1968) ,

17. An unbalanced labor market Witi:shOrtik Oi'iat;or at all
skilllevele.(Thurow-1961)1.

18. Information services for Negroda'(Batcheider, 1967)

,1,9,01K;*.p40410s,*hoilid jot', together to.COUnteract the Black
Power kovencent 1967)

20:Rialistiefana34404,oeirtineSACIerk

21.DispergalofAhettop. (Killingsworth)

22.4gpiove' theCinvironment,-of:central cities (Killingsworth)
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'Id. Agegro'Adolescents and. Youths

A. Purpose of studies

1. Wor.1a!ted cultural deprivations of lower class Negro youth
(Y:Limer, 1964)

:2 ;Influence of family,structure and of poverty on the social
perfetmance of lower class Negro adolescent (Henderson, 1967)

3. Survey of attitudes and social and background factors of Negro
school ,students (Conyers & Ferrer, 1968)

4. Comparison of occupational status asninations, expectations
etc. of urban and rural Negro boys (Kuvlesky & Ohlendorf, 1968)

B. Conclusions

1. Work-related cultural deprivations lower chances of getting
and keeping a job (Himer, 1964)

2. Neither poverty nor:family structure was an adequate eredictor
of inadequate social perforuance (Henderson, 1967)

3. Black ghetto is of crucial importance in the life of these
youth (Henderson, 1967).

4. Meaningful prograths must take account of the differential
influence of the ghetto upon the lives of its members
(Henderson, 1967)

5. Urban boys had higher goal and,eXpectatiomlevels than the
rural -boys (KuvleSky,& Ohlendorf, 1968)

6. Although they had SiMiler rates of anticipatory deflection
from occupational goals (Kuvlesky & Ohlendorf, 1968)

7.,Neg;ostudents showconsiderable dissatisfaction with the
environment (Conyers & Farmer, 1968)

a) Desire substantial change in self-image

b) Not Militant in measuring attitudes toward racial problems
,

c) DAspose:Black.ower or defeatist views

d)rCiyil!rights approaches approved by large majorities

8. Importance of non-family members on decision to go -to college
(Gurin & Epps, 1966)

9. Peer influence varies with income (GurKn & Epps, 1966)

10. No relationshii between income and incentive value or importance
of college (Gurin & Epps, 1966)- :

11. Motivational difference related td perceptions of.chanees
for success (Gurin & _Epps, 1966)

322
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11.a Identified Ethnic Groups: Mexicans

A. Characteristics

The second largest,disad7antaged minority (littlebach & Marshall)

2. High concentration in urban areas (Mittlebach".&. Marshall)

3. Position'betier than Negroes and other non-whites (Fogel, 1967)

4. Labor market position varies from state to state (Fogel, 3967)

B. Ma or obstacles to edudational and employment equality

1. Shortage of teachers (Roderiquez, 1968)

2. Lack of well-oriented curriculum (Roderiquez, 1968)

3. Lack of models of successful Mexican-Americans (Roderiquez, 1968)

4.'No 96061 district whose curriculum correlated with the needs of
Mexican-Americans ( Roderiquez, 1968)

5. Low job qualificitioni (Fogel; 1967).

6. Low level of educational attainment (Fogel, 1967)

7. Had inadequate command of the English language (Rogel, 1967)

8. Residence,in declining or slowly :growing areas (Fogel, 1967)

9. Discrimination (Fogel, 1967)

C. Conclusions and Recommendations

1. In the near future the MeXican-American will become a more
productive-member of society (Roderiquez, 1963)

2. He will fight for equality ( Roderiquez, 1968)

3. It would be helpful to consider whether societal institutions
produce and perpetuate poverty among minorities (Mittlebach
Marshall)

4. Public-supported schooling and manpower training to help
individuals and deprived groups is more useful than traditional
welfare and anti-poverty programs elittlebach & Mattihall)

5. Modein education must be tailoredto fit individual needs
(Mittlebadh4 Marshall)

11.b identified Ethnic Gt6Ups: Indians

A. Problems in Indian education

lc SocialleonfljettParnicei 1968)

2, Economic Deprivation ( Parnice, 1968)` '-4"

3. Cultural instability (Parnice, 1963)
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B. .F.actora-tpntEgalglit to adueztion retardation

1. Community (Parnice, 1968)

is.
LO

1):1- - 1ai setIoUS UnempymeWL prOuleMs

b) poyerty

c) parental apathy and indifference resulting from little
involvement in the education program

;
2. Family (Parnice, 1968)

3..Schooll. inadequate solution of basic language nroblems (Parnice,
1968)

a) serious deficiencies in teaching techniques

b) teachers' lack of understanding of the children's home
environment

c) boarding schools isolated Apaches from non-Indians

d) conflict of goals between retention of tribal identity and
assimilation into Anglo-American life

C. Factors enhancing, education achievement

1. Reading ability (Melville)

2..Mental ability (Melville)

3. Interaction with the dominant culture (Melville)

D. Conclusion

1. The 1959-1961 education programs (for Aaches) was unsuccessful
in educating andAntegrating the children into the mainstream
of American life (Parnice, 1968)

12. Tests and Ethnic Background

A. Positive relationship between performance and:

1.,Sizmilar. race (Katz et al, 1968) (Pelosi, 1968)

-2.iSimilar:race:and.sex (Pelosi, 1968)

''i.'0piOsfiki-tiek and. race.(PetOsi, 1968)

1968)-

5.,Remedial training
-,s

..114: -Conclusions, /%,!p,f-,;, 9.%'-

not' resblvW the pt6biem,of Selection of
employment of minority grqups.(Barrett, 1968)

2. Special ,treatmentli"0-dektadIngjOr Negroes (Bairett 1968)
"

3. No inadvertent.negative bias clue,to white examiners (of Negro
subjects)(Kirkpatrick et al, 1967)

324st
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4. Differential pattern of validity for different ethnic groups
(Kirkpatrick et al, 1967)

a) Test menrna predict job,perforoanoe for. one gthnic

group and not for others

b) Tao or three groups would perform at the same level in a
job, Yet-One may show poorer-test scores

c) One group may be superior in job performance but not in
test performance

5. Cultural didadVantage has differential effects by' sex and by

ethnic groups (Mason, 1967)

C. Recommendations'

1. Validation and standardization of tests sepixlately for the

ethnic groups (Kirkpatritiket al, 1967)

2. To make selection fairer (Barrett, 1968)

a). redesign jobs

b) more careful training of receptionists

c) change the testing prOciiidure

d) training and upgrading interviewers s6 that top management's
conviction about fair employiebt ntebe distorted.

3. Use of employmerit -agetteies.vhich spetialize in minority groups

(Barrett, 1968)

13. _±...alAtofIneunortitiunnEthicl*orities

A. Inequality of opportunity isMdue to

1. Caste and class (Barnett, 1967)

2. Poor eduCatiOn (Batchelder) 1966) (Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, 4963)'

3. Lack of kills (Equal EmplbYment Opportunity Commiasionv 1968)

4. Discrimination in eMplOiMent,.4dUctitio&etc (EqualltiPloyment
Opportunity Commissionfieno48414960, (apartment of Lebo., 1968)

5. Discriminatory attitude againspcwomen, ivplany,areas (Equal
Employment Opportunity Commisaion, 1968)

6. Lack of equal opportunity leadership among the minorities

7. Concentration of Negroes in a given industry anstApri*proportion
,:,,,P4,14,144tryls,Alployment,iin the ,South,Otepartment.of.14bor, 1968)

B. White-collar employment in New York City

exclusion fromWhite -collar jobs (Equal. Employment Opportunity

01:9610) "
.s7f
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. 2: Minority womemJare-better than men (Equal Employment Opportunity
Co Mission, 1968) (Hiestand, 1967)

3. Representation in technical and clerical categories (Equal
.Employment Opportunity Commission, 1968) (Hiestand, 1967)

4. Difference in the income levels of whites and non-whites of
similar occupational status. (Equal Employment Opportunity
Comnission,'1968)

5. As groUp, women are underrepresented in all the fields above the
clerical level in private employment (Hiestand, 1967)

.

6. Significant difference among specific industries in utilization
of various minorities in white collar jobs (Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, 1968)

7. Slight improvement in white collar employment since 1966
(Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 1968)

C. Educational achievement, occupational distribution and employment
and unemployment

1. BetWeen 1960-1967, 16% increase in non-white employed workers
compared to 13% for white workers (Department of Labor, 1968)

2. Still, the ratio of unemployment of pop-whites and whites
remain 2:1 (Department of Labor; 1968)

3. 1967 unemployment rates for non-white teenagers increased 2.5
times compared to white teenagers.(Department of Labor, 1968)

4. Decrease in joblessness among workers 2n years and older
(Department Of Labor, 1968) . .

5. Increase in non-white workers in high occupation (Department
. Of Labor., 1968)

6. Average income much lower for Negro than for white families
(Department of Labor, 1968)

7. The oosition of the rural poor and the slum dweller is degenerating
(Delartment of Labor, 1968)

8. Indians have a poorer educational preparation than the Mexican-
Americans (Department of Labor, 1968).

9. Low educational level and language barriers are also handicaps
to Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, forcing their concentration
into low paying jobs (Department of Labor, 1968)

D. Recommendations

j, :creased opportunity for entrance into the high-paid, skilled
jobi (Department of Labor, 1968)

2. Equal employment opportunity in managerial and sales positions
must cut across industry lines (Hiestand, 1967)

3. Stress on initial hiring of minority group members in white-
collar jobs (Hiestand, 1967)

4. Access to necessary skills and experiences (Hiestand, 1967)
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'-'1''''.5"il.vailible.oppettunities in white collar sector must. be brought to

the attention of the youngsters 4.11 minority groups (Hiestand, 1967)

r1_ Mwc f nrirtio 1 a An Psa t Hrt (14 oat- anti '* 1 9671
:.

7. Only sChbols can upgrade the ILI.ildren of racial minorities into

the middle class (.Barnett, 1967)

8. lake education more meaningful fbr these children (Barnett, 1967)

9. Learning experiences should be.drawn from the child's world
(Barnett, 1967)

10. Non-graded .schgols with heteregeneous classes should emphasize
mastery not. marks (Barnett, 1967)

11. Continuing relationship of schools with colleges, technical and
professional schools,, etc. (Barnett, 1067)

12. Develop joint programs (Barnett, 1967)

13. Labor unions and,organizations can play an important role in
increasing the nuMber of Negro apprentices (Battle; 1968)

14; Anti-Poverty s

A. Objectives

1. Participation of low-income people in local associations
(Piven, 1967)

2. Increased participation in framing of decisions (Piven, 1967)(Starr,

3. Establishing conditions for effectie individual and family life1967)

(Piven, 1967)

4. Influencing attitudes toward work, authority, self-esteem,
cooperation, the rights of others, and achievement (Durkin, 1967)

5. Imposing new social, forces (rurkin, 1967)

B. limitations'or d::awbacks

1. The hypothesis that the poor constitute a nationality which
must progress first (Starr; 1967)

2. Inadequate methods of providing aid

3, Kill.initiative (Levitan, 1966)

4. Do not fill needs of the. poor (Levitan, 1966)

5. Provision of services to the poOr adds to their humiliation
(Pearl, 1967)

6. Insufficient welfare .(Schuchter,.1968) (Kahn, 1968) (Parham, 1968)

7. Most:. American economic and social policies, favour groups above
the poverty. level (SchuChter, 1,963) .

;
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C.:,...___Ba.-Pwrrecommendations

Note''joi4 ( Levitan, 1966) (Starr!, "1967)

2. Develop nezessar modvation, skills and attitudes (Durkin, 1967)

3.'New SociArforCda (Durkin, 1967)

4. Long-range strategy along with short term tactics (Cloud, 1967)

5. Provi3ioii of concrete services (Piven, 1967)

6. Helping existing low- income ornnizations (Piven, 1967)

7. Recruitment of professional staff from among the people (Piven,
1967)

8. Affiliation with socially contiguous ethnic, religious,
occupational or residental groups (Piven, 1967)

9. ,larticipation in social protests (Piven, 1967)

10. meaningful participation of the poor in education (Riessman, 1966)

11. New careers instead of jobs (Riessman, 1966) (Pearl, 1967)

12. Use of poor in non-professional positions in schools (Pearl, 1967)

13. Direct participation instead of representation (RieSsman, 1966)

14. Give aid without degradation and discouragement (Levitan, 1966)
(Pearl, 1967)

15. Establish priorities e.g. housing, aiding children (Levitan, 1966)

16. Eliminate poverty through minimum wage legislation, birth control
etc. (Levitan, 1966)

17. Improved efforts to interpret the life circumstances and
behavior (Parham, 1968)

18. Volunteer programs in consumer education and home management
(Parham, 1968)

19. Reduce alienation (Kahn, 1968)

20. Control of community destiny (Schuchter, 1968)

21. Publicly assisted income maintenance (Schuchter, 1968)

22: Adequate living standards for all,(Schuchter, 1968)

15. Trainin1 and Re-Training Programs

A. Characteristics of Traineds

1. Non-college youths (Department of Labor, 1963)

2. Law-wagd.'eMploi/er.:a (Erwin; 1968).(Goldberg & Kanilk,A967)

'..-3.':Disath:intgged youths (Bureau of Social Research, 1967) (Herman

et. al, 1968) ..,
.

4. Low -skill workers (Goldbere & Kanuk, 1967).(Skiit.Advancement
Incorporated, 1967) (Wolfbeing, 1967)
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5. Hard-core unemployed (Bureau of Social Research, 1967) (Raven-

Hansen, 1968) (Department of Labor, 1963) (Wolfbeing, 1967)

A Mem...T.h4fc%ta of 1963)

7. Negroes (Goldberg & Kanuk, 19.-.17) (Rutledge and Gass, 1967)

8...Racial minorities (Goldberg and Kanuk, 1967)

9. Poverty (Erwin, 1968) (Department of Labor, 1963) (Wolfbeing, 1967)

10. Low :level of education (Erwin, 1968) (Department of Labor, 1963)

(Wolfbeing, 1967)

11. Physical and mental handicaps (Department of Labor, 1963)

12. Delinquency (National Committee for Children and Youth, 1968)
(Department-of Labor, 1963)

13. Lack of motivation and vocational commitment (Rutledge & Gass,
1967)

t

14. Absence of social- occupational commitment (Rutledge & Gass, 1967)

15. Fear of tests (Rutledge & Gass, 1967)
,

16. Tendency to avoid tense situations (Rutledge & Gass, 1967)

17. Lack of sense of identity (Rutledge & Gass, 1967)

18. Other self-defeating personality traits (Rutledge & Gass, 1967)

B. tarriers tO'their employment

.! 1. Moderati'ddudation (Department of Labor, 1963)

2. Lack of jobs (Department of Labor, 1963)

3. Unique handicaps of the disadvantaged

4Racial discrimination (Department of Labor,.. 1963)

5. Lack of employment in rural a'eas

6. Socialization (Herman et 'al, 1968)

7. Family structure (Herman et al, 1968)

8. Health (Herman et al, 1968)

9. Economy (Hdtmin et al, 1968) (Department of Labor, 1963)

10. Income/poverty (Herman et nl, 1968) (Department of Labor, 1963)

11. The prevailing value system (Rermanet al, 1968)

12. International affairs (Herlin et al, 1968)

13. Recruitment

14-UnwillUgness of ghetto peonleto work (Mercer, 1968)

15. Unfamiliarity with customs such as reaped,, or time (Mercer, 1968)

16. Decrease in jobs and increase in the numbei of workers (Department
of.Labor, 1963)
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C.evLiMitatio&=OfIttiogramS/projects

L'Few enpiOeks' value or haVe knowledge of the training program
(Bureau of Social Research, 1967) (Skill Advancement Inc., 1967)

2. Imznedl.ate positive gains gradually disannear over time
(Bureau- Of. Social Research, 1967)

3. Present training programs are inadequate (Department of Labor,
1963)

4. Present high school training not realistically oriented (Department
of Labor, 1963)

, . .

5. Concentration on adults with little regard for teenagers
(Department of Labor, 1963)

6. Apprenticeship 'on private industry is not used due to lack of
openings (Department of Labor, 1963),.

7..Little authentic skill training Oureauof.Socialesearch, 19670

D. Achievements

1. Change in negative attitudes of supervisors and the management
(Goldberg & Kanitk; 1967) '

2. Increase in confidence, self-esteem and motivation of low-skill
workeralGoldbeie& Kanuk, 1967) ". :'

3. Subjective responses to work situations,,indicate.strong desires
of workers to engage in interesting and iMportant work
(Skill Advancement Inc.., 1967)-

4. Favorable reaction to training prograta (Bureird 'Of Social'
Research, 1967)

5. Experimental and Demonstration Program :successfully included
persons with severe academic deficiencies in institutional
vocational traitifig programs" at the apprenticeship level
(National Committee for Children and Youth, 1968)

6. The prospect of a regulak job.motivates'traiteet'to finish
high school and/or college (Goldberg & Kinuk; 1967)

7. Gain in educational development (National Committee for
Children and Youth, 1968)

8. Self-selection of training programs resulted'in optimum
participation (National.Comnittee-for Children-4nd :Youth, 1968)

E. Recommendations

1. Traditional training time for senior skilled occupations can
be reduced (Goldberg & Kanuk, 1967)

.

Ne0 career-jobs areas aides to professional:8 (Erwin, 1968)

3. Specific training programs for each project (Bureau of Social
Researdh;'1967) '

4. Federal agencies should absorb disadvantaged youth (BUreau
of Social Researeh; 1967)''
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5. Outside review of projects.(Bureau of Social Research, 1967)

Concentration-' on a few well- conceived .projects. (Bureau of:

..:.Soci4efiearch.,:19C7).

7. Understanding of. the values system orientation, attitudes
and language of hard-core youths (Bureau of Social Research, 1967)

8. Qualified personnel (Bureau..of Social Research, 1967)

9. Restrictive social institutions (Herman et al, 1968)

10. ConmitMent to human values (Herman et al, 1968)

11. Expanded public service activities (Herman et al, 1968)

12. Reduction in the size of the labor force (Herman et al, 1968)

13. Options for the use' of free time (Herman et al, 1968)

14. Co-operation of priVate sector (Herman et al, 1968)

15. Increased commitment to health services and urban planning
(Herman et al, 1968)

16. Solutions for immediate and long -term needs (Herman et al, 1968)

17. Psychological support in any training program (Rutledge and Gass,
1967)

18. Council of all involved public,and private agencies and industry
to operate an early warning system for reporting of planned
relocations (Raven-Hansen, 1968)

19. Job development and training program .(Mercer, 1968)

20. Counselling (Mercer, 1968)

21. Role models (Mercer, 1968)

16. Drop-Outs and Training Programs

A. lactorLsassoclateda2dthleavinschool

1. Low socio-economic level (Department of Labor Report, 1966)
(Nam et al, 1968) (Sadofsky, 1060

2. Segregation (Wiltie, 1967)

3. Discrimination (Wiltie,.1967) .

4:.Ciste-like' stittUs.(Wiltie, 1967)

5. Deprivation and alienation (disadvantaged)(Matchulat, 1968)
(Varner, 1967)

6. Non-Catholic religious identification (Nam et al, 1968)

7. Place of residence(Nam et al, 1968) Oadofsky, 1968" (Bienstock,
1967)

. . .

8. Occupation of family head (Nam et al, 1968) (Rhodes, 1968)
(Bienstock, 1967)

.

9. Lower status in the lower status school (Rhodes, 1968)
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11%,-,LowII.Q.::(Rhodes4 1968) (Bienstock, 1967) , .

11. Poor motivation (Cloward & Ontell, 1965) (Jewish Employment and
:-Vocatienal Service, 1966) .

12.'Handicaps (physical, mental (,r emotioaal) (Jewish EMPIoyment and
Vocational Service, 1966) (Department of Labor Re0Ort, 1966)

13:_Pa*ents! 'financial condition -'family income (Matchulat, 1968)
:(3ienatock,'1967)

14. Unetip165iMent Or underemployment (Cloward, 1965) (Department
of Labor Report, 1968) (Bienstock, 1967)

15. Bane situation (Matchulat, 1968)

16. Inferior education (Jewish Employment and vocational Service,
1966) (Department of Labor Report, 1966) (Bienstock, 1967)

17. Unavailability of low- skilled jobs (Bienstock, 1967)

18. Color (Sadofsky 1968) (Bienstock, 1967).(Vainer, 1967)
(Jewish -Employment and Vocational. Service, 1956) (Nam et al,
1968) (Rhodes, 1968)

.19. Low self-esteem (Sadofsky, 1968)

20. Less commitment to workor work attitudes (Sadofsky, 1968)

21. Lack of counselling (Department of Labor Report, 1968)

22. Scholastic achievement (Bienstock, 1967)

23. CoUrse of study (Bienstock, 1967)

B. Purpose

.- 1. Independent and joint effects of race, socio -economic status,
religion, and residence on the probability of finishing high
school (Nam et al, 196o)

2. Relationship between drop-out rates and socio-economic level of
the students (Rhodesr 1968)

3. Effects of education and under-education upon poverty
(Itatchulat, 1968)

4. Schoolwork transition and.youthlunemployment (Department of
Labor Report, 1968)

5. Role of neighborhood school in giving the Negro a truly equal
education (Wiltie, 1967)

6. Differences between successful and unsuce&isfui youth in
variables like workshop supervision, family, income, reading
etc. (Stith,et al, 1968)1-

C. Conclusions

1. Unusually high non-enrolment rates for blue-collar big city
Negro males of the North and West and for blue-collar, small
town, rural Southern whites (Nam et al, 1968)

2. No deviation in the diaio-out rates from the expeadCl'to as great
a degree among schools as among individuals (Nam et al, 1968)
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3. Relationship ,:between school context and chances of leaving
,sdhool..before(graduation (Rhodes, 1968)

4. Improvement in social maturity, personal appearance and
employability,after participation in Neighborhood Youth Corps
(Landrum, 1067)°_

5. Awareness of need for education but opposition to returning to
the school he'had left due to its inadequacy (Sadofsky, 1968)

6. Contrast in work attitudes and self-esteem between high school
graduates and dropouts (Sadofsky, 1968)

7. Differences between successful and unsuccessful trainees
regarding job interest and desire to remain employed (Smith
et al, 1968)

D. Drawbacks of programs

1. Failure,O.Employment.Training Programs because:

a) alum youths are'awareithat few jobs await them (Cloward &
Ontell, 1965)

b) they lack necessary education and skills (Cloward & Ontell, 1965)

2. Emphasis .on non-skills likegrOoming, promptness which the present
:education imparts (Cloward, 0atell, 1965)

3. Obsession with motivating the trainees (Cloward & Ontell, 1965)

4. Lack of remedial education (Cloward & Ontell, 1965) (Jewish
Employment and Vocational Service, 1966)

5. Lack of research on the effectiveness of programs (Varner, 1967)

6. giphasis on the geographic location of the school rather than
the quality of education.

E. tecom ndations .

1. Meaningful work-training ptograms for Negro youths (Sadofsky, 1968)

2. School and community should. face the.problems of poverty and
undereducation (Matchulat, 1968)

3. Upgrade educational competence and job skills (Cloward & Ontell,
1965)

4. Changes and improvement. in:educational system, linking the
curriculum to the reality of the work world (Cloward & Ontell,
19§5) (Department of Labor Report, 1968)

5.1temedial education and specific skills (Claward'ft.Ontell, 1965)

(Jewish Employment and Vocattinal Service,1966) (Varner, 1967)

6. Legislation for funding of jobs (Jewish Employment and Vocational
Service, 1966)

,J.Supp:lement activities of parents (Depaitment of Labor Report, 1968)

8. Counselling (CLoward & Ontell, 1965Y(Leshnerli Snyderman, 1966)
(Department of Labor, ,1966) (hoed, 1967) .
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9 -. Intreased-reshnnsibility of schools, for job placement At their

graduation (Department of Labor Report, 1968)

10. Availability of information network to Employment Service
'Systeti, (Department of Labor Report, 1968)

11. Integrate the achOO1 staff (Wiltie, 1967)

12. Realistic wages (Leshner''& Snydernun, 1966)

13. Consideration of individual's value system in retraining program
(Leshner & Snyderman, 1966) (Department of Labor Report, 1966)

14. Consideration of the problem of young drop-outs by industries
planning training programs (MacNee, 1968)

15. Teacheis must begin at the level where the students are
(MacNee, 1968)

16. Changes in the education programs (Department of Labor, 1966)

17. Training requires support and encouragement, and pay during
training ( MacNee, 1968)

18. Programs that eliminate a classroom atmosphere, provide workers
With counselors, and teachers with cm:passion (MacNee, 1968)

:

17., The Disadvantaged Child

A. CharactLristics

1. Culturally, educationally deprived (Ausubel, 1967) (Radin, 1965)
(Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968) (Santos, 1967) (Loretan & Umons, 1966)

2. Poor (Martin; 1968) (Wagner; 1967)

3. Lower class (social-olasa(Sizer & Whitten, 1968) (Wagner, 1967)
(Deutsch, 1964) (9einer & Murray, 1968)

4. Negro/non-white*minorities (Ausubel & Ausubel, 1965)

5. Concentration in depressed areas, slums (Martin, 1968)
(Rosenthal. & Jacobson, 1968)

6. Ethni6"grolml

7. Lack of self - approval and self-appraisal (Katz, 1968)

8. Lackof ee3ucational facilities (Deutsch, 1965) .

9. Simpler grammar and few descriptive terms (Deutsch, 1965)

10. Less developed mental process of verbal mediation (Deutsch, 1965)

11. Ability to'differentiate the sounds of word endings (Deutsch, 1965)

12. Low attainment. levels (Katz, 1968)

13. Lack of mOLivation (Ausubel, 1967)

14. Self-devaluation,.(Iow self-esteem) (Katz, 1968) (Ausubel &
Ausubel, 1965)

15.'Strong anxiety (Katz; 1968)

334
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. loaspiration. (Ausubel & Ausubel, 1965) (Della-Dora, 1963)

17. Low academic achievement (Katz, 1968)

18. Perception o4.10wrewOds.and high punitiveness (Katz, 1968)

19. Racial isolation (segregation)(Ausubel, 1965)

20. Unstable and matriarchal family structure (Ausubel, 1965)

21. Limited ways of achieving social status (Ausubel, 1965)

22. Cultural deValuation of dignity as humans (Ausubel, 1965)

.23. .Limited written and verbal response (Wagner, 1967)

24. Lower auditory discrimination (Hendrix, 1967)

25. Lower mathematics achievement (Kaplan, 1967)

Barriers to education and drawbacks of program's

1. Feeling that college is not reachable (Weiner & Murray, 1963)

2. Lack of self-approval (Katz, 1968)

3. Racial and class discrimination (Ausubel, 1967) (Raclin, 1968)

4. Non-recognition of the needs of the child by the school
(Rioux, 1967)

5. Image of school is a'psy&ological barrier for the poor child
(Rioux, 1967)

6. Standardized tests (Rioux, 1967)

..7. Emphasis on xemediation (Rioux, 1967)

8. Teacher expectations (Rosenthal &:Jacobson, 1968)

9. Middle-class Attitudes of teachers (Department of Health,
Education & Welfare, 1966)

10. Immediate gratification rather than delayed and profitable
. rewards.(Department of :Health, Education & Welfare, 1966)

11. Difference in orientation of'home and school (Powledge, 1967)

12. Lack of role models at home (Radin, 1968).

13. Lack of jobs for the unskilled (Radin, 1968)

14. Over-emphasis on-goal oriented activities (Radin; ,1968)

15. DeptiSation (Radin, .1968) (Rioux, 1967)

16.-Complex. language structure.(Radin, 1968)

17. Lack'of"underatanding; by parents (Radin, 1968)

18. Traditional teacher' orientation (Radin,.1968)

19. Lack of link between schobl and community (Radin, 1968)

20'; Faulty interpersonal .relations between teacher and child

(Radin, 1968)

21. Motivation damaged by school failure and lack of:self-confidence
(Ausubel, 1963)
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22. Cultural background or social milieu (Deutsch, 1965) (Ausubel, 1963)

23.JBaste-assiMiption'that the children are stimulus deprived
(Bereiter r EngleMan, 1966)

Slow abiitiesof attention (Deutsch, 1965)

25. Low aspiration (Ausubel & Ausubel, 1965)

C. Purpose

1.*How far attribUtes of other students affect the achievement
of individual students (Katz, 1968)

2. Role of school-and pupil background in influencing student
achievement (Dyer. 1968)

3. Developmentid attainment of number conservation (Halasa, 1967)

4. How social environment impedes linguistic, perceptual and
4 attentional abilities (Deutsch, 1965)

5. Cognitive development

6. Equality of op-ortunity in education

D. Conclusions

1. Discrepancy between parental aspirations and efforts (Katz, 1968)

2. Low academic achievement and self-criticism related to children's
perceptions Of low rewards and high punitiveness (Katz,'1968)

3. En racially isolated schools, unrealistic self-evaluation and
strong anxiety are COmmonfeatures of Negro children's behavior
(Katz, 1968)

4. Most important attitude relevant to academic motivation is sense
of control of rewards (Katz, 1968)

5. The higher the proportion of white studenti, the stronger the
Negro students' internality (Katz, 1968)

. .

6. Verbal abilities can.be raised through enrichment programs
(Deutsch, 1965)

7. Negro children learn negative value of being black.(Ausubel &
Ausubel;.1965),

8. 'Early experiences in fending for themselves result in precarious
social.maturity,.independence and emancipation from home
(Ausubel & Ausubel, 1965)

: .

9. Negro youth have ambivalent feelings toward middle-class values
(Ausubel & Ausubel, 1965)

10. Lack of communication between teacher and pupil."(Rogei, 1967)

11. Disparity between how the pupil perceived his own self-concept
and how the teacher felt he perceived-it '(Roger, 1967)
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f E!, ittfcantascItiaats - Teacher

1 J.' !training. and-reorientation (in-service ) (Wessman, 1965)
Department of 'Health, Et. neArion &.1401fArn, 1966)

2. Change initeacher's curriculum (Department of Health, Education
& Welfare, 1966)

3. Ghetto school program to be made attractive to the teacher
(Department of Health, Education & Welfare, 1966)

4. Teachers should be sensitive to individual needs (Department
of Health, gducation,& Welfare, 1966)

5, Comm ajcation of high or low expectations to the child
(Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968)

6.Help improve self-concept, motivation and cognitive skills
(Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968)

(.

7. More attertha to teachers in educational recearch (Rosenthal
& Jacobson, 1968)

8. Vocal about needs of the child (Riaux, 1967)

9. Learn more about child's background (Department of Health,
Education & Welfare, 1966)

10. Avoid overindulgence and hostility (Department of Health,
Education & Welfare, 1966)

110.Acknowledge,the enormous range of differences among the die-
.advantaged (Department of Health, Education & Welfare, 1966)

12. Non-professionals to aid teachers (kieswman, 1965)

13. New teaching techniques (Riesaman, 1965)

14."Team teaching (Rieisman, 1965)

15. Positive thinking (Loreton & Umons, 1966)

Recommendations -fiChoOl

1. Respectstfleattributes of the child (Powledge, 1967)

2. Create sense of identity (Powledge, 1967)

3. Field- trips, role-playing games and realia (Powledge, 1967)

4, Intervention (Pwoledge-, 1967)

5. Language, memory and' environmental orientation (Deutsch, 1964)

6. Small and non-graded classes.(Riessman, 1965) (Radin, 1968)
(Martin, 1968)

7. Intensive extra school programs (Riesaman, 1965)

8,_Parent teacher groups iessman, 1965)

9. Upgrade elementary school, (Martin, 1968)

10. Emphasize self-instructional devices (Loreton & Umons, 1966)

11. Not isolated from the community (Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, 1966)
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12. Emphasize readiness, consolidation and sequential learning
(usubel, 1963).

13. Develop an intrinsic motivational drive to learn (Ausubel, 1963)

14. Programmed instruction ( Ausubel, 1963) (Deutsch, 1964)

15. School personnel should join the fight against poverty and
sekregation (Della-Dora, 1963)

Recommendations - Miscellaneous

1. Change the community (Della -Dora. 1963)

2. Community wide study (Della-Dora, 1963)

3. Intensive counselling and guidance (Ausubel, 1963) (Ausubel &
Ausubel, 1965) (Weiner & Murray, 1963)

4. Provide successful role models (Ausubel, 1963)

5. Scholarships (Ausubel, 1963)

6. Use individual abilities and skills of students and be responsive
to their needs (Sizer & Whitten, 1968) (Wagner, 1967) (Loreton
& Umons,.1966)

7. Curriculum and learning should relate to the experiences of the
child (Wagner, 1967) (Deutsch, 1964) (Deutsch, 1968 ) ( Department

of Health, Education & Welfare, 1966)

8. Preventive or compensatory instead of remedial programs
(Deutsch, 1964 & 1965) (Rioux, 1967) ( Department, of Health,

Education & Welfare, 1966)(Hendrix, 1967)

9. Personalized education (Department of Health, Education & Welfare,
1966)

10. Involvement of parent and community (Ausubel, 1963) (Department
of Health, Education & Welfare, 1966)

11. Closer link between various community agencies (Rioux, 1967)

12. New operating styles in education (Rioux, 1967)

13. Equality of or, ortunity in schools (Department of Health,
Education & Welfare, 1966) (Sizer & Whitten, 1968)

14. Break the cycle of poverty (Department of Health, Education &
Welfare, 1966)

15. Exposure to middle class attributes (Hendrix, 1967)

15. Strengthen and culturally enrich Negro family life (Enrichment
Programs) (Ausubel & Ausubel, 1965) (Deutsch, 1964 & 1965)

17. Provide pre-school.environment (Deutsch, 1964) (Bereiter &
Eggleman, 1966)

18. Language' Development (Deubich, 1964)

19. Jobs for junior and senior high school students (Martin, 1968)

20. Restructure the system of vocational education (Martin, 1968)
(Clark, 1965)
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21. Education in conjunction with work (Martin, 1968)

22. Analysis of value systems (Weiner & Mhrray, 1963)

23. Parent education classes (Weiner & Murray, 1963)

24. Change in attitudes of parents and children (Whiner & Murray, 1963)

25. Eliminate segregation, promote civil rights, etc. (Ausubel &
Ausubel, 1965)

26. Remedy his deficiencies (Deutsch, 1965) Moreton & Umons, 1966)

27. Analyze teachers' and administrators' negative attitudes toward
lower class children (Della-Dora, 1963)

28. Plan educatiorl in the social milieu of the child (Sizer & Whitten,
1968)

29. Discrimination in.favour of poor in education (Sizer & Whitten,
1968)

30. Tuition grants (Sizer & Whitten, 1968)

31. Guaranteed annual income (Sizer & Whitten, 1968)

32. Availability of jobs once the skills have been acquired
(Sizer & Whitten, 1968)

18. Lower Class Adolescent

A. Purposes of study

1. Study of the relationship of anxiety to the educational and
vocational aspirations (Schnalzried, 1967)

2. Lower class adolescents and their education, vocational
development, socialization and delinquency and anti-social
behavior (Kohrs, 1968)

B. Conclusions

1. Positive relationship between educational plans and

a) Negro adolescent's father's educational and occupational
level (Schnalzried, 1967)

b) Negro adolescent's order of birth (first-born) in the'family
(Schnalzried, 1967)

c) White adolescent's mother's educational andather's
occupational level (Schnalzried,'1967)

2. Negative relationship between educational plans and

a) Large size of family (white0' (Schnalzried, .967)

b) Younger age (whites) (Schnalzried, 1967)

3.:positive relationship between level of anxiety and

. a). Number.of siblings (white) (Schnalzried, 1967).

b) Educational plans of whites (Schnalzried, 1967)

c) Number of years of schooling planned by Negroes (Schnalzried,1967)
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4. Negatierelationship.beiween level of anxiety and

a) Mother's occupational level (whites (Schnalzried, 1967)

b) Schnnling perceived as flAPAQtaAry for first occupational
choice of Negroes and whites (Schnalzried, 1967)

C. Characteristics

1. Faces adulthood with limited alternatives (Kohrs, 1968)

2. Insecurity (Kohrs, 1968)

3. Feeling of powerlessness (Kohrs, 1968)

4. Poor educational achievement (Kohrs, 1968)

5. Lack of positive vocational development (Kohrs, 1968)

6. Alienation (Kohrs, 1968)

7. Suspicion of those in authority (Kohrs,, 1968)

8. Mostly Negro/non-white

9. Lower income (Kohrs, 1968)

D. Results of research

1. Values education (Kohrs, 1968)

2. Does not lack vocational aspirations (Kohrs,

3. Reject stable marriages (Kohrs, 1968)

4. Exhibit more norm-violating behavior (Kohrs, 1968)

5. Sub-culture of noverty (Kohrs, 1968)

E. Recommendations

1. New applications in training and rehabilitation (Kohrs, 1968)

2. Determine effects of factors such as dropping out of school,
sex and race (Kohrs, 1968)

3. Suggested areas of research; (Kohrs, 1968)

a) Role of a masculinity drive

b) effect of an alienated dependence syndrome

c) differences in the sensory attentiveness in the educational
setting

4. Use of peer groups to change the attitudes (Kohrs, 1968)

5. Physical and concrete approaches to learning (Kohrs, 1968)

6. Visible goals which lead to a better life (Kohrs, 1968)

340-,
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19. Educational Strategies and the Poor
4

A. Barriers to\higher.education and employment

1. Race (Mauch & Denenmark, 1960 (Lecht, 1968)

2. Screening tests (Mauch & Denenmark, 1966)

3. Lack of education and educational motivation (Mauch & Denenmark,

4. De facto segregation of housing and child-rearing practices
(Mauch & Denenmark, 1966)

5. Schools responsible for the educational deficiencies of the poor
(Mauch & Denenmark, 1966)

6. Environment (Mauch & Denenmark, 1966)

7. Diicrimination Miler & Roby, 1969)

8. Lack of equality of opportunity (Miller & Roby, 1969) (Maucher
& Denenmark, 1966)

9. College as a mode of existence is alien to the lower class
background (Weber, 1966)

10. Courses irrelevant (Weber, 1966)

11. Lack of experiences of success (Weber, 1966)

12. Language and reading difficulties (Weber, 1966)

13. Freezing of the status quo (Weber, 1966)

14. Lack of money or low family income. (Lecht, 1968) (Mack, 1968)

15. Lower occupational level of parents (Mack, 1968)

16. Poverty (Weber, 1966) (Lecht, 1968)

17. Minority group membership (Weber, 1966)

B. Limitations or drawbacks

1. Neglects many poor e.g. the aged, the working poor, the
families of the youngsters (Miller & Roby, 1969)

2. Goals difficult to achieve Willer & Roby, 1969)

3. Partially effective due to discrimination and other factors

like style of life (Miller & Roby, 1469)

4. Emphasis on education constricts alternative channels of
occupational mobility (Miller & Roby, 1969)

5..The premise that disadvantaged children are out of step:and

need reshaping (Pearl, 1967)

6. Teachers believe that they need repair (Pearl, 1967) .

7. Reinforce inequality of education and humiliation (Pearl, 1967)

8. Children fall victim to careless sorting and discrimination in
schools (Pearl, 1967)

9. Schools become alienated from the disadvantaged (Pearl, 1967)

34Us
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10. Higher education: provides lit :le stimulating experience

11. Practice teaching and field experience are universally relevant
"to job experience (Pearl, 1967)

12. Teaching courses have little relevance to the eye experience
of the children (Pearl, 1967)

13. College education mandatory for entry into human services
(Pearl, 1967)

14. a) Thus, human services are exclusive preserves of the
relatively affluent, and

b) The poor are denied education.

C. Conclusions

1. Degree of academic retardation increases with school attendance
in many inner city schools with a high percentage of Negro
youths (Kvaraceus, 1967)

2. Loss of faith in each other by pupils and the community in
inner city schools.(Kvaraceus, 1967)

3. Professionals 'alone cannot solve the Negro's educational problems
(Kvaraceus, 1967)

4. Counselling seldom accommodates the realities of Negroes' life
(Kvaraceus, 1967)

5. Schools are social systems with vast networks of interpersonal
relations (Kvaraceus, 1967)

6. Many problems. of segregation alld racism result from sexual myths,

class status deprivations, and political effectiveness
(Kvaraceus, 1967)

7. Educational attainment is the most important determinant of
receptivity to vocational training (Lecht, 1968)

D. Recommendations

1. Improved educational system (Kvaraceus, 1967) (Lecht, 1968)
(Mauch & Denenmark, 1966)

2. Raise educational level

3. In-service training for teachers (Mauch & Denenmark, 1966)

4. Improvement in institutional instruction (Mauch & Denenmark, 1966)

5. Colleges should reach the disadvantaged (Weber, 1966)

6. Compensatory education (Weber, 1966)

7. youths .should be helped to stay in school in the value systems
they are buying and not the one they are in (Kvafaceus, 1967)

:8. Downward extension of school programming to include two to four
year olds (Kvaraceus, 1967)

9. Reduce emphasis on education (Pearl, 1967)
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10. Program planning:in a way so that the Negro is not backed out
. of, school into a dead end or low-level job (Kvaraceus, 1967)

11. Programming should take into account differing educational
..,and psychological needs of Negro boys and girls (Kvaraceus, 1967)

12. Better understanding of the' reality of Negro life by teachers
(Kvaraceus, 1967)

13.; Formation of parents and students into corporate bodies
(Kvaraceus,. 1967) )Mau6i & Denenmark, 1966)

14. Co-oneration between school and community agencies (Kvaraceus,
1967) (Mauch & Denmark, 1968) '(National Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorders, 1368)

15. More meaningful education (Lecht, 1968)

16. Improvement in urban school (Mack, 1968)

17. Maximize motivation and educational opportunity (National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder, 1968) (Mack, 1968)
(Lecht, 1968)

18. Eliminate de facto segregation (Mauch & Denenmark, 1968)
(National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, 1968)

19. Qualify education in ghetto schools (National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders, 1968)

20. Bringing the student into an active teacher role (Pearl, 1967)

21. Make the claisroom a co-operative venture (Pearl, 1967)

2..Unrestricted access by minority pupils to superior public
schools (Task Force on Economic .Growth and Opportunity, 1966)

23. Basic adult and vocational education (Task Force on Economic
Growth and Opportunity, 1966) (National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders, 196(3)

24. Establish a series of landings to allow for a wider range of
entry positions in the professions (Pearl, 1967)

'25. Changes in major social and political attitudes (Mauch &
Denenmark, 1968)

26. Increase in number of professionals (Weber, 1966)

f. 27:Active i eiVention in the area of poverty and undereducation
,Nack, 9 8)

28. Major changes in welfare system ,(National Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorders, 1968)

29. More houses (National Advisory Comiission on Civil Disorders, 1968)
1

30. Communication across racial lines (National Advisory Commission
on Civil Dis6rders, 1968)

31. Remove discrimination (Miller & Roby, 1,9.69) (National. Advisory

Commission on Civil Disorders, 1968)
...

32. Neighborhood Youth Corps should nrovide income and work and
motivate teenagers to remain in school (Lecht, 1968)
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33. Economic assistance programs (Task Force on Economic Growth and
Opportunity, 1966).

34. Youth oriented strategy for poverty reduction (Miller & Roby, 1969)

35-i.Reduce income and occupation,1 gaps between whites and blacks
S Roby, 1969)

36: Greater flexibility in the education process through New Careers'
(Pearl, 1967)

37. Open opportunity in employment and increase in jobs (Mauch (*.

Denenmark, 1968) (Pearl, 1967) (National Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorder, 1968)

38. An information clearinghouse for eeocc,n,, lf the disadvantaged
(National Advisory Commission on Cili: Disorder, 1968)

39. On-the-job training (National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorder, 1958)

40. Encouraging business ownership in the ghetto (National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder, 1968)

41. Consolidation of employment efforts (National Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorder, 1968)

20. Educational Programs for the Disadvantaeed

A. Purpose

1. Intervention (Frazier, 196$) (Gordon & Jablonsky, 1968)

2. Compensation (Cohen, 1968) (Frazier, 1968) (Gordon & Jablonsky,
1968)

3. Racial and social class desegregation (Cohen, 1968)

4. Scholastic progress (Department of Health, Education & Welfare,
1968)

5. Involvement of parents in school_ program (Riessman) (Salsinger,
1968)

6. Investigation of the influence of environment on the behavior
and development of children

7. Enabling the child tn overcome his deficits (Bronfenbrenner, 1968)
(Riessman)

8. Development of curiosity (Graham, 1966)

9. Develop sense of self and of social belonging (Graham, 1966)

10. Encourage creativity (Graham, 1966)

11. Social, political and economic justice (Levin, 1964)

12. Provision of education for the poor (Levitan, 1967) ( Levitan,

1968).(Riessman) (Schneiderman, 1968)

844
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B. Achievements

3. Greater rate of student achievement °Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 1968)

%crease in drop-out rate (Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, 1968)

' 3. Positive effect of reading .projects (Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 1968)

4, Increased motivation and attitude change (Levitan, 1967 & 1968)
(Gordon & Jablonsky, 1963)

5. Improvement in chances to enter college (Levitan, 1963)

C. Drawbacks

1. admission of a few students (as a token gesture) by 'orestige'
colleges (Levitan, 1968)

2. Most Negro students enrolled in Negro colleges (Levitan, 1968)

3. Some projects avoid high-risk students and admit those who are
likely to go to college without UpWard Bound (Levitan, 1968)

4. Do not reject current thinking in learning theory and behavioral
organization (Gordon & Jablonsky, 196P,)

5. Concentration of either an enrichedor.watered-down presentation
of material to pupils ((ordon & Jablonsky, 1968)

6. Exclusion of several children with acute educational handicaps
(Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1968)

7. Isolation of children by race and social class (Cohen, 1968)

8. Institutionalize segregation (Cohen, 1968)

9. No significant change in student's academic ability in
segregated schools (Cohen, r68).

10. Programs unrelated to each other (Riessman)
j.

Accentuate deficits (kiessman)

;12.. Reduction (not elimination) of, the gap between the distribution

of aChlevement for Negroes and whites (Cohen, 1968)

13. Lack.of focus on the teacher (Riessnan) .

14. Overlook changes, like frequent movement of children from school
to school (.Department of,Health, Education & Welfare,1968)

. 15.e Subsidizing poverty with inadequate assistance and .then, using
compensatory education to neutralize the damage to children

1 (Schneiderman, 1960'

C. Conclusions

1. Poverty indices and population mobility highest at the large
city core (Chertow., 1968)

2. Lack of supportive services in rural areas (Chertow, 1968)
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3: Reciallieterogeneity in core cities (Chertow, 1968)

4. Medium-glied city suitable for nrajects (Chertow, 1968)

5. Resistance to community participation on the mart of the
education stablishment (Gordon & Jablonsky, 1968) .

'6. Pree6neeiVed concepts of child.development cannot be imposed
on poor communities (Levin, 1964)

7. Significant differences among Head Start children by ethnic
origin and not by economic status (Nelson, 1967)

8. Projects Kindergarten and Head Start are necessary to bring
nubile education to all children who need it and to make it
relevant (Schneiderman, 1968)

Y. Recommendations

1. More active participation of narents and communities
(Bronfaabrenner, 1968) (Campbell, 1967) (Gordon 5 Jablonsky, 1968)
(Riessman, 1966) (Riessman)

2. Knowledge of lower class culture and its nositi7e aspects
(Riessman, 1966)

3. Special training (in-service) for teachers (Frazier, 1968)
(Riessman, 1966)

4. Varying size of classes (Riessman, 1966)

5. Interaction between children of different ages (Bronfenbrenner,
196') (Riessman, 1966)

6. Develop theory of social deprivation (Frazier, 1968)

7. Relationshin between non-intellective factors and success at
school (Frazier, 1968)

8. Head Start as an instrument of social change (Levin, 1964)

9. Heterogeneous grouning in classroom (Bronfenbrenner, 1968)

10. Evolve a program to enrich family lire (Schneiderman, 1968)

11. Teachers must establish communication with children, develop
their curiosity, sense of self, etc. (Graham, 1966)

12. Reorganize educational policy (Riessman)

13. Field trips, remedial classes and guidance (Riessman, 1966)

14. Short periods (Riessman, 1966)

15. Students as teacher helpers and tutors (Riessman, 1966)

16. Make them nart of local poverty programs (Campbell, 1967)

17. Job training (Campbell, 1967)

18. Home interviews (Campbell, 1967)

19. Teachets as role models(Campbell, 1967)

20. Small classes (Campbell, 1967) (Riessman, 1966)

21. Attention to dynamics of group interaction (Gordon firjabloneky, 1968)
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22. Early intervention (Frazier, 1968) (Gordon & Jablonsky, 1968)

23. 2:leasures.to insure good health, adequate nutrition and material
resources necessary for learnin!Y (Gordon & Jablonsky, 1968)

24. More language training (Frazier, 1968) (Gordon & Jablonsky, 1968)

25. Provisions to accommodate transiency (Gordon & Jablonsky, 1968)

26. Non-professionals and Para- professionals on the Staff (Gordon
& Jablonsky, 1968)

27. Adequate funding (Gordon & Jablonsky, 1963)

28. Cultural, economic and ethnic integration of schools (Gordon &
Jablonsky, 1968)

29. Abandon ethnic stereotypes (Frazier, 1968)

30. New concepts of the educational programs (Frazier, 1968)

31. Programs of curriculum development and teacher education
(Riessman) (Frazier, 1968)

32. Prevention programs instead of remedial programs (Frazier, 1968)

33. School staff must understand the discontinuity between the home
of the child and the middle class world of tha school (Frazier,
1968)

34. Further research and evaluation (Frazier, 1968)

35.:Community.change (Department of Health, Education Fie Welfare, 1968)

36. Total personality development

37. Involvement of the whole school community (Bronfenbrenner, 1968)

31; Provision of appropriate role models (:'ronfenbrenner, 1968)

21. Desegregation in Schools

A. EsanlstilamsiLoe schools

1. Despite 1954 Supreme Court decision to end racial segregation,
problems persist (Kennedy, 1968)

2. Denial of school educational opportunity to Negroes
(Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1966)

3. Negro pupils lack access to facilities related to academic
achievement e.g, language'and chemistry laboratories..
(Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1966)

4.. .Teachers in Negro schools are less able (Department of Health,
Education & Welfare, 1966)

5. The education gt4p between Negro and white pupils increases from
grade to grade (Department of Health, Education & Welfare, 1966)

6. Negro children coming to desegregated schools are full of fear
and anxiety (Anderson, 1966)

7. Scared by insult and social isolation since few whites will
befriend them (Anderson, 1966)
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8. The burden of prejudice, a disorganized family life, poverty--
frequently instilled feelings of inferiority and fatalism in
the Negro student (Anderson, 1966)

9. De facto segregation obstructs economic mobility and intensifies
, .

class distinction (Clark, 1968)

10, Teachers in Negro urban schools: (Spillane, 1967)

a) dissatisfied with teaching

b) have to provide social and personal guidance

c) parent apathy causes stress and strain

d) intellectual stimulation is the greatest area of dissatisfaction

e) ambiguity of status

B. Measures to achieve desegregation and/or integration

1. Two-way busing (Kennedy, 1968) (Sullivan, 1968)

2. Compensatory education ( Kennedy, 1968) (Pettigrew, 1968)
(Sullivan, 1968) (Anderson, 1966)

3. Educational parks (Kennedy, 1968)

4. Teaching of Negro history (Kennedy, 1968)

5. Change in teaching style'ana racist attitude of teachers (Kennedy,
1968)

6. Special care to avoid distractive side effects of schools where
integration means placing children it white environtant (Ayers,
1968)

7. Special training for teachers (Anderson, 1966) (Spillane, 1967)

8. More guidance counselors (Anderson, 1966)

9. Alternative's to the public school system (Clark, 1968)

C. Ltentt:iorBarriers.toiti/desegreatcsofrorams

1. Inviolability of the neighborhood school concept (Clark, 1968)

2. Prejudices'of school boards, parents and taxpayer groups (Clark,
1968)

3. The Black Power movement (Clark, 1968)

4. Rigidity in public school organization (Clark, 1968)

5. Physical intimidation, economic reprisal against parents, and
various other means (Spillane, 1967)

6. Past guidelines have not attempted to end dual school systems
(Spillane, 1967)

7. The disadvantaged pupil suffers more in a low quality school
(Denartment of Health, Education & Welfare, 1966)

848
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1. Mere admission to schools is not enough for social integration
(Anderson, 1966) (Sullivan, 1968) (Pettigrew, 1968)

*) -
2. Diffe.rence between social integration and physical desegregation

(Anderson, l';66) (Spillane, 1967) (Pettigrew, 1968)

3. Educators must motivate the children, help plan for future, and
encourage them to continue schooling (Anderson, 1966)

4. Negroes should choose institutions with milder racial climates
(Anderson, 1966)

5. Teacher quality more important for minority pupil (Department
of Health, Education & Welfare, 1966)

6. Future guidelines must be aligned more closely with the law
and must :be fully enforced (Spillane, 1967)

7. System-wide educational enrichment program (Clark, 1963)

8. Extensive desegregation to provide Negro children with middle
class settings (Clark, 1968) (Pettigrew, 1968)

9. Special training for teachers (Spillane, 1967)

22. Counselling, t a e

A. Purposes

1. Motivation (Rickman, 1968)

2. Provides an oprortunity to express deep-seated concerns and to
criticize those forces that have deprived them (Rickman, 1968)

3. Remove emotional barriers (Rickman, 1968)

4. Enables participants to become involved in the social process
(Rickman, 1968)

5. Prdvides support and removes fear of reprisal (Rickman, 1968)

6. Reinforces narticinants' strengths and assets (Rickman, 1968)

7. Increase in rate of placement and personal initiative in looking
for work (Williams, 1967)

B. Recommendations

1. For counseling to be effective, counselor must (Johnston & Scales,
1968)

a) establish rapport with counselee

b) understand the psychological, social, economic and cultural
forces affecting the disadvantaged

c) examine his own attitudej

2. Various dimensions to counselor's role, He must serve:
(Johnston & Scales, 1968)

a) the students

a49
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h) the teacher with: whose he works

c) the parents

d)' the community as a whole

3. Training of counselor (Johnston & Scales, 1968)

4. Employment service as a referral agency for long-term
counselling (Williams, 1967)

23. Montessori and the Disadvantaged

A. Relevant Montessori Concepts

1. Classroom as a prepared environment (Orem, 1967) (Stevens, 1967)

2. Develop favorable attitudes toward work (Orem, 1967)

3. Child learns habits of order and work in an environment that
meets his needs (Orem, 1967)

4. Built-in techniques to develop language skills (Orem, 1967)

5. Concerned with the child between ages 3-6 (Stevens, 1967)

B. Purpose

1. Directing human energies into socially meaningful channels
(Orem, 1967)

2. Vocabulary expansion (Orem, 1967)

3. Reading programs based on instruction in phonics (Stevens, 1967)

4. Sensory training and perceptual motor skills (Stevens, 1967)

Conclusions

1. Most comprehensive model for nre-school children (Orem, 1967)

2. The only organic pedagogical system designed to deal with
disadvantaged children (Orem, 1967) (Stevens, 1967)

D. Recommendations

1. Prepared environment should be expanded (Orem, 1967)

2. Link betOben schwa and home (Orem, 1967)

24. Delinguency

A. ,Antec10414.4E/tMliella.

1. Lackfof,affeCtion. (Johnson, 1968 ) ;

2. Broken homes (Johnson, 1968).( W111/e, 1967)

4. Failures of riWients'(JohiCiorG 1968):.
.

5. Family instaSilitIr and digOtgertiiation (Willie, 1967) (Winslow, 1(.68)

les^^^,1,7`=` 111.11e-
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6. Economic factors- -low income, unemployment (Guttentag, 1968)
(Johnson, 1968) (Willie, 1967) (Winslow, 1968) (Bordua, 1967) (Polk,

1967)
7. Population mobility (Guttentag, 1968) (Winslow, 1968)

8. Mass media (Johnson, 1968)

9. Poor physical environment (Winslow, /968)

10. Weak social institutions e.g. school, family (Winslow, 1968)

11. Disadvantaged environment (Willie, 1967)

12. Poverty--non-whites (Willie, 1967) (Winslow, 1968)

13. Social stratification (which permits little mobility to specific
groups (Martin, 1966)

14. Lack of high educational asoiration (Winslow, 1968)
I .

15. Racial discrimination (Martin, 1966)

16. Industrial transformation (Guttentag, 1968)

17. Imposition of middle class norms on lower class children
(Bordua, 1967) (Martin, 1966)

18. Weak social control (Bordua, 1067)

19. Social disorganization (Bordua, 1967)

20. InaAequate slum schools (Winslow, 1968)

21. Poverty (Guttentag, 1963)

22. Socio-economic and family status (Willie, 1967)

B. Correlates of delinquency

1. School maladjustment (Johnson, 1968)

2. Emotional difficulties (Johnson, 1968)

3..4nonie (Guttentag, 1968)

4. Instability (Guttentag, 1968)

5. Economic status differentials--class (Polk, 1967)

C. Remediating delinquency

1. Detection of deviant behaviors (Johnson, 1968)

2. Observation of classroom behavior (Johnson, 1968)

3. Informal_counselling (Johnson, 1968)

4. Socio-economic analysis (Johnson, 1968)
s:: ,

5. Investigation of relationship between economic factors and
crime (Guttentag, 1968) (JohnSon, 1968) (Bordua, 1967)
(Willie, 1967) (Polk, 1967) .

6. Social planning with economic planning (Guttentag..1968)

7. Raising the economic statue (Willie, 1967) .

,-8. More money. people.andzenergy (Winslow, 1968)

35i
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9. Massive attack on all factors (Winslow, 1968)

10. Study the effect of employment condition on the rate of social
change and population. mobility (Guttentap, 1968)

11. Longer stay in school (Minsliw, 1968)

12. Planned educational upgrading (Winslow, 1968)

13. Study the individual within the social milieu (Martin, 1966)

14. Fundamental social change (Martin, 1966)

E. Characteristics of delinquents

1. Negro/non-white (Martin, 1966) (Willie, 1967)(Winslow, 1968)

2. Concentration in d.rressed areas (Willie, 1967) (Bordua, 1967)
(Winslow, 1968)

3. Lower class (Martin, 1966)

F. Effects or results of delinquency

1. Mental destruction of initiative, productivity, pride, and the
sense of social participation

2. Physical--lives forfeited,inj.uries, loss of property (Winslow,
1968)

25. Riots

A. Causes

1. Race (Jacobs, 1967) (Wright, 1968)

2. Exploitation (Wright, 1968)

3. Denial of group identity and pride (Wright, 1968)

4. Police brutality (Department of Labor, 1968)

5. Poor housing (Jacobs, 1967)

6. Lack of job opportunity (Department of Labor, 1968)

7. Tensions and frustrations (Jacobs, 1967) (Department of Labor, 1968)

8. Social class

9. Ghetto stores.(Jacobs, 1967)

10. Poor schools (Jacobs, 1967)

11. Gov,rnment agencies (Jacobs, 1967)

12. American middle class contempt for the Negro (Jacobs, 1967)

13. Racial isolation inducing (Ranstood, 1968)

a) powerlessness

b) dissatisfaction

14. Economic marginality (Rainwater, 1967)

352
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15. Ghettos (Jacobs, 1967) (Rainwater, 1967)

16. Self-image (Rainwater, 1967)

17. Hate of white world and its institutions (Jacobs, 1967)

18. Poor minorities (Jacobs, 1967)

19. Poverty (Rainwater, 1967)

B. Correlates

1. Official indifferences (Jacobs, 1967)

2. Social changes in cities (Wright, 1968)

C. Remedies

1. Status and their ability to achieve equitable power relationships
(Wright, 1968)

2. Redefinition of problem of cities (Wright, 1968)

3. Changes in values (Wright, 1968)

4. New approaches to Public planning (Wright, 1968)

5. Guided urban social change (Wright, 1968)

6. Initiative by black leadership (Wright, 1968)

7. Communicty action programs (Rainwater, 1967)

8. Income close to American.average (Rainwater, 1967)

9. Creation of jobs for the unskilled (Rainwater, 1967;

10. Guaranteed minimum income plan (Rainwater, 1967)

11. Cognisance of life styles, feelings and needs of lower-income
persons (Brager & Specht, 1967)

12. Will of the country to change. (Jacobs, 1967)

D. Social background of participants

1. RaceNegroes (Wright, 1960 (Jacobs, 1967) (Rainwater,.1967)

2. Unmarried (Department of Labor, 1968)

3. Drop-out (Departmqrt of Labor, 1968)

4. Non-veteran (Department of Labor, 1968)
1

5. Born in the South (Department of Labor, 1968)

6. Blue-collar worker (Department of Labor, 1968)

7, Periodical unemployment (Lachman & Singer, 1968) (Department
of Labor, 1968)'

8. Total unemployment (Lachman & Singer, 1968)

9. Non-participant in a government program (Department. of Labor, 1968)

10. Indebted (Department of Labor, 1968)
I"

11. Lower class
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SECTION IV

clOIATIoN

At the outset it should be recognized that if sociologists were

asked to indicate freely how eduction might best be reformed, their

repliei would deal primarily with aspects other than teacher performance.

By conviction and convention, sociologists tend to look first towards

system components. This is because their concern for the collective

character of social phenomena predisposes them to find explanation in

the form and function of social systems themselves. Taking an over-

arching view they would see education as one component in the complexity

of components that make up society. They would see it as both

influencing that society and being influenced by it. Thus for example,

the vocational sorting task of the school might be highlighted (Warner,

:Havighurst & Loeb, 1944) (Parsons, 1959). Alternatively, the impact

of other institutions on the school itself might be stressed, for

example, the political institution (Gross, 1958) (Massialas, 1969),

the economic institution (Halsey, Floud & Anderadin, 1961) (Sexton, 1961),

and so on. In a sense then, when asked what might be concluded from

Sociology about what the teacher of disadvantaged children needs to

know, think, feel and understand, we were in fact asking an unreasonable

question. The question was unreasonable because it could only really

be answered by someone who had a systematic understanding of both

sociology and of the educative nature of the teachers' role. Given

the fact that there have been 'remarkably few systematic studies of

the teachers' role and that litrature on this topic is scant, there

are few WhO are really capable Of.Undertaking the task: In other

words, the task of building a bridge between sociology and education is
. ,

made all the more difficult because of the'lack of practised bridge

builders. What is really being said here, is ihiit at the moment the

field of sociology of education, in which the.ideas and methods of

Sociology Would be rigorous* applied in the study.of the educatidnal

institution, ii.relativel4 underdev6loped. As a consequence, the

practical. application of'soCiologiOai.knowIedge'lapi.. Because the '
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appropriate research has not been done, it is not possible to predict

with confidence the effects of different changes introduced into the

education system. For example, because the evidence that the

relationships between parent participation and the child's educational

improvement:is quite equivocal, we do not know the conditions under

whichparent_participation is facilitative and the conditions under

which it is not.. In a similar fashion, while it is known that many of

the Head Start programs failed, we do not know what factors contributed

to failure nor even whether some of the programs as they were originally

envisaged were actually implemented or, in fact, were organizationally

possible. .

In the, field of teacher action we are similarly ignorant. We
c

do not know for instance, what the consequences of using middle-aged,

female, Negroteachers in all Black inner city schools would be. We
_ .

do not know if: and how 'honkeys'.can educate Black pupils effectively.

Wedo not know haw to maximize teacher satisfaction. We do not know

the system effects:of teacher unionism. The list is endless.

As a, consequence of this substantial amountof ignorance, the

attempts at bridge building undertaken here can do little more than

erect a framework. Furthermore,:it is_a framework that relies in

large degree on extrapolations to education from other areas. Because

:..these outsidesources are, by definition,Joreign, there may be

eccasione when thcse who are subjectively attuned to education find

the octrapolation difficult to accept. Nonetheless, without substantive

evidence available from education itself, it seems more reasonable at
, .

this point in time to rely on objectively:based data from industry,

from, organisations reseaTch, from economics, from politics and from

service institutions, and soon. While there isan alternative, namely

to: rely on apparently plausible,. intuitions whose only claim to

legitimacTis that they were geperated sincerely from within education

itselfthistelternative is not acceptable to us.

With ,:these repervations:made, we can now turn to a consideration

of.. the apparent releanceof so4p111gical,knowledgeand insight for the

training ofteachere of, disadvantaged children. To give system to the

presentation, it is necessary, firpt,to establish a modus operandi. A

model based on a sociological perspective will provide it.

14355
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A Perspective

.Teidiir-Settings. Our foundational concern is with the educational

life space of the teacher. This means that we need to take into account

the kinds of tOcial.situatioils in which She finds herself as she 7,ursues

her educatiOnal'role. Such social situadons include a variety of

settings. ParamOunt among these is the classroom. But this setting

as Barker and-(lump (1964) and Smith and Geoffrey (1965) have illustrated,

can be seen as containing an assortment of sub-settings each characterized

by patterned behavior and reflecting discernable norms and values. As

well, in the course of her day -to -day' activities, the teacher frequents

other non-classroom settings within the schOol. She attends staff

4
meetings, visits the Principal's office, interviews parents, supervises

cultural and perhaps recreational activities, goes to P.T.A. and

participates in teacher association meetings.

Expectation s. As a teacher (and as a human being) she comes to

each of these settings with certain more or less defined expectations.

For example, she expects that in the classroom, nupils will behave in

certain ways. She expects the Principal to provide a certain kind of

behave within a certain; relatively limited range of behaviors. Of

has her own. These expectations can be conveniently seen as 'getting'

leadership in staff meetings. She expects parents in interview to

course, not all'teachers have the same expectations but every teacher

and 'giving' expectations. Teachers (and people) expect. to get some-

thing'from participation in any social situation and they exnect to

give a certain.amoUnt in return. This idea of social exchange has a

long history that can be traced back as far as ancient Greece. The

17th and 18th century expression of it is characteristically identified

with Hobbei and Rousseau, while the contemporary protagonists include

Romans (1961), Blau (1964) and, in social psychology, Fod:&.Poil,1969)

may or may not coincide. Social psychologists have called this lack

of consensus (perhaps overdramatically), 'role conflict' (Biddle &

the other participants. Pupils have expectations, so do Principals,

so do parents, and so on. Thus in any given social situation, there

is the possibility that the expectations held by the differing parties

'Conflict'. However, if teachers approach their educational

settings with expectationt of what they will both give and*get, so do
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Thomas, 1966). While such 'conflict' may not imply confrontation (in

.fact the dissensus may not even be perceived by the participants) it

is assumed that persistent dissensus of any magnitude will ultimately

lead to.the b.:eak-dewu of the social system concerned. Break-down

of the system may be characterized as; complete abandonment, as

anomie (institutionalized apathy, psychollgical withdrawal), the

defection of some participanca, or the generation of tension and even

ultimately, violence.

Role conflict theory provides a potential, theoretical explanation

of some of .the currently dysfunctional features of the present education

system: For example, the,study of the incidence of pupil drop-out.

should be amenable to its terms. It is patently apparent that drop-

outs are resentful of the system, and frequently state without

equivocation, that they are getting nothing from it. A similar

explanation may be offered to account for teachers quitting the profession.

Their expectations for salary, for recognition, for relatively congenial

work conditions are not met, so they withdraw.

With such undesirable consequences of dissensus possible, the

twin questions arise; how can dissensus be forestalled, and how can

it be remedied once it is manifest. The complete answer to such

questions is contingent on knowing the character and etiology of

expectations held.by the parties in conflict. That in turn, is

contingent on research that has yet .(1, be done. But ever in this

condition of insecurity, it does seem as if some expectations that

could ..be held by teachers of disadvantaged children are likely to be

functional while others are not. It also seems as If some expectations

that could be held about the organisation in which they work-7the

school- -are more functional than others. It follows then that any

teacher training Incogram would be advised to give attention to the

expectations that it helps to produce in teachers itself. It is

within the broad general orientation of role-theory that an atteunt

will be made to provide a synthesis.of some of the more relevant

sociologicalideas. 'Accordingly,.discussion of expectations comes

first v.
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Exrectations and Education

Origins.; 'Given the ubiquity of expectations it is apparent that

expectationg: can be held about a grant many aaparta of social behavior,

For instance',:they can be held about clothing, about hair styles, about

cleanliness, about language, about courtesy, about morality, about

manliness,..about industriousness, about friendliness and so on, and so

on. Whatever expectation. anyone holds however, one thing is sure--it

has been socially induced. Our expectations are the result of the

socialisation to which we have been exposed. No expectations are due

to any innate physical or genetic characteristic. If for example, we

are achievement oriented ourselves and consequently expect others to

be also, this is not because of any innate or god-given quality that

resides in us. There is no basis for claiming intrinsic difference

from others who are differently persuaded. We are both--the achievement

oriented and the non-achievement oriented--victims of our previous

experiences. As we had no part in choosing our parents we can claim

no personal virtue for whatever child rearing experiences they provided

for us.

If this is the case, when the teacher is confronted with her

twin tasks of teaching children and operating within the school

organisation it seems.reascinable to assume that she would be able to

menage better if she were astute.at'diagnosing both her own and

others' expectations. The reason is simple. Where expectations are

in conflict, resolution can he achieved in any one of four logically

possible ways, namely;

1) by changing expectations of one of the conflicting parties

so they beCome more congruent with the others;

2) by changing the other party's;

3) by changing both;

4) by the complete breakdown of the social system.

If anything other than the last solution is to occur, someone

is going to have to know where the conflict lies and what expectations

are the 'cause' of it, so that'after judicious consideration of the

consequences, the change necessary to promote the interests of the

system can be initiated. Given the teacher's central role in the

educative process it seems reasonable'tbat the teacher should be the
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the one to undertake the task.

A. Case of Conflict. At this point, for illustrative purposes,

a digression seems warranted. In another area of education--

educational-administration-rlt seems apparent that university

administrators, faced with accusations that Black expectations

about education have not been met, have tended to behave variously.

Some, acting punitively, have said student exnectations must be

subservient to those of the:administration and that violators must

therefore conform or quit. Their assessment of the situation is

presumably, that the university has the power to force conformity

and that the:loss of non-conformists will be insufficient to destroy

the system. Other administrations, impressed with student demands,

have conoeeded unequivocally, thus placing themselves in the position

where their own original (and presumably unjustifiable) expectations

have to-be modified and subjected to re-evaluation. Others have

compromised, conceding some things but requiring a quid pro quo.

It is too early to estimate the full consequences of the various

responses, but the university's problem is not too dissimilar to

the problem faced by the ghetto teacher. In many instances ghetto

children have found their expectations about school unrealized.

Lacking (usually) the power to either diagnose or protest the problem,

the only solution open to them is negative and often hostile reaction.

What.cam the teacher do? She has our four earlier mentioned logical

alternatives-available to her, but how does she choose? As a

professional, her choice should be a function of her diagnostic and

prognostic skills. She ought to be able to Din-point the problem

and she ought to be able to know what.. consequences will follow from

any remediation she attempts.

115AinillitrAlplaEls. If diagnostic and prognostic skill

is the essence of success under such circumstances, the efficiency

of any teacher training program turns on its ability to promote such

skill. .Its ability.to promnte,such skill depends on the availability

of relevant and appropriate source material and relevant and appropriate

training procedures.

For.the,remainder of:this presentation an attempt will be made

to,outline the nature and kind of sociological source material that

3594
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seems relevant,.: and the kind: of procedures known to sociology that

appear.to.have similar relevance and appropriateness. The purpose of

the outline is to provide a rational basis from which the evolution

of .a teacher training program might .,egin. From such a first step

could follow later, the _more specific planning. of ways and means.

For instance, the general desiderata expressed here would be capable

of re-translation into specific behavioral, objectives that would in

turn provide the basis for developing curricula, teaching aids,

learning programs, simulated situations, computer assisted instruction

and the. like. Necessarily this would involve sociologists, educationists,

curriculum developers and program writers in close collaboration, Acs

we shall see later it would also call for close collaboration with

the community so that realistic and relevant experience. can be

substituted for the esoteric remoteness of conventional training

programs.

The starting point for the outline is the teacher trainee

herself. On arrival at teachers' college she is.a repository of many

expectations and of tinny attitudes. These provide the incipient basis

for the .formulation of other. expectations. We need therefore to look

at. the focus of these expectations seeing in turn the trainees; as

members of the. community,. as members of the social system ,of the

college, as, potential.(and actual) members of classroom social.systams,

as members of the teachers' social system and as members of the

education. .social system.

The Trainee'as expectation repository

/ii'a 'member of the community. It is true that definitive

statements on 'the expectations of college entrants are not freely

available. It is alSo true thdt although.such'grouo derived data

wouldlid useful, its limitations need to be recognized. Wecaanot

legitimately conclude that because the average performance level of

Negro'' children is below the white average, therefore a new school

entrant Who is 'black will be a bPlawaverage*performer. In -a ,similar

way; tine' cannot infer"eitherthat bedause teachers on the average

diiptarcertain expectations, that any given teacher. mill necessarily.

hold` them. trOup dertiied'data provide little secure basis for,.

predicting to individual behavior. However, if we know what teachers

36G
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tend to eiciadet,-it would 'die convenient to use this knowledge as a basis

for examining' the origin And rationality of such expectations. In

ordei to track such information we are'forced to make an extrapolation

from other data. There is a certain amount of evidence that suggests

that teaCheis are predominantly from middle-class backgrounds. (Warner et al,

1944).(CharterS,4963):' thete is also evidence to suggest that the

middle -class as a whiSle tends to accept certain norms of behavior and

to respect and cherish certain values. As we saw before, these norms
. .

and values are socially derived. They also tend'to be well internalized.

As a consequence of this internalization, individuals often do not

appreciate the way in which their behavior reflects the norms and

values, nor do they necessarily appreciate that the positiveness of

their attitudes towards them are other than rationally based:.

It would seem:then that the fitst problem for the trainer of

prospective teachers, is to surface this aspect c trainee personality

and behavior. Characteristically, Colleges of Euucation have been

ldath to do this. Rather have they tended'to take the (commonly shared)

middle -class values for granted and, go-bUsily about the task of

generating further, new, educationally idealistic ones. The consequence

of such benign and well intended indoctrination has been the development

of phitosophiCally secure (convinced) teachers who, in other than

middle -class contexts, are socially and.educationally inept This

ineptitUde seems associated with' the evangelistic, holier -than -thou

mien that tends to be characteristic of many 'dedicated' teachers.

In such cases it is accompanied by a.. paternalistic attitude towards

those "less fortunate others" who do "lot (at the moment) demonstrate

approptiately WASPISH virtues. The resultant behavior is often

condescending,-patronizing and intolerant and carries oppressive and

judgemental overtones that can only invite and excite resentment. ;

What occurs here is basically a condition of-culture clash.. Thedis-

advantaged pupils socialised to other norms and other values seek

theit. identity there., The well-intended. teacher, seeking.te persuade

them of the superior virtues of,the..striving middle -class becomes the

catalyst.ofalienationi If she succeeds with her pupils:she alienates

them from-their-parents and:homes. If she. fails, she alienates them

fromAerself.i-
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low4werif, such a,conditianis not inevitable given (a) the

.recognition oa,the part of the teacher, of what the nature of this

valuing, phenomenon is, (b) the changing of her overt behavior so that

her on valued value. system does not impede her relationship with her

Pupils. While. the best ways of achieving both of these ends have not

been established empirically, it seems reasonable to assume the

modification. of training systems. in certain ways would tend to .be

facilitative. A discussion of these follows.

Socialisation. In conventional approaches to the study of child

development the assumption is usually made that a child, is a child,

is a child. There is apparently some universal criterion of development

applicable to all children so that any given child can be judged

against this criterion or, more correctly,, against norms that have

been developed for children in general. In this way we come to

conclude whather-a child is overweight or underweight, tall or short,

bright or dull, agile or clumsy and so on. Some of these 'subnormal

characteristics' of childhood we attribute to genetic factors, some

to biological malfunctions and some ,to social malfunctions.

Conveniently we polarize our interpretations into heredity versus

environment and our attitudes towards them into tolerance and intolerance.

Hereditary disadvantages are to be condoned--the blind, the mentally

deficitothe physically handicapped are to be sympathised with and

their condition alleviated. rivironplental ones are to be condemned - -.

the socially inept are to be castigated and their condition dismissed.

However, in. the final analysis,, an individual child is no more
.

responsible for, the social environment in which he was brought up than

he is for, the genetic configuration of his parents. .

This point which is,basic to the reformation of teacher

attitudes towards the socially disadypntaged.is sometimes difficult.,,,

to .accept... . As adults we recognize the part that free will., and the

responsible exercAse of choice plays-in our own lives. When ye:choose

wisely we, feed:. virtuous, when we don't, we accept the unpleasant

consequencesrlbyfAnd.large. .So,i; becomes, easy to, assume that anyone

visited.witivompletwapt, consequences must have exercised unwise. ,

-choices,. ITiezt,,comfortably, we can, attribute culpability to them.

There is, superficialAustification fox, such a position .too: .If some .
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Negroes can'make:gooct, why can't they all. After all, we do have

equality of educational opportunity--don't we? The minor inequalities

there are;:we argue, can be directly associated with the degree of

(virtuoUs) wisdom shown by the community in supporting their schools.

So even if the cities have poorer schools with inadequate plant and

equipment, poorly qualified teachers and generally educationally

undesirable conditions, this is the fault of the lack of community

support. And even though it is obvious that community support is a

function of the wealth of the conmunity and that poor communities

without immense economiceacrifice canhot support their schools more

this is because the members of the community exercised unwise choice's

with respect to jobs, investment and other economically rewarding

activities in the first place.

Choice and opportunIty. However, the issue of choice is not as

straight forward as such a simple-minded interpretation of the situation

would' suggest,' The ability to make a rational choice (i.e. a choice

in which the consequences of selecting each alternative can be predicted

accurately)' is a function.of one's knowledge. This means for instance,

that when a child is placed at the choice point where he has to decide

between staying at schdol and dropping out, he has to knaw'in a very

real sense, the consequences of the options open to him. At that

precibe moment he can only call on his own experiences to provide him

with a' basis fOrjUdgement. If his 'school life has been characterized

by failure, by vilification, "by boredom, by victimization; or if his

home-life is intellectually and academically bereft so that his parents

neither WiSh.nor'know how to promote the values of education; or if

his peers reject the school culture; .or' if his older siblings are

continuously unemployed;'. or if he is conscious of the extent to which

exit'IraM his 'ghetto is' improbable; or if he is net 'aware of the' way

his 'dim problems and cbricerie might be solved and his aspirations and

interest § gratified; 'then sthall wot,der indeed that he opts out of.the

school systehi.:''Mbre than this howeVer, at any choice-point the

indfiddial has 'to know the.ftdliabilities associated with the: options.

So if hels,bay;1,1aok, dieadVattaged, Trod a father.absent homei.where

his -66ther is he'thetvattempte realistic'al'ly to assess

the'vrObability'that'people mak4'gooct.in Vocietyilminuit
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conalude.thet:the odds against'him are too great--and of course, in most

cases he's right.' Should hehowever, opt for the hard alternative

of continning-hid education with the hope for example, of becoming

adoctire';,:thin'the emotional, social, intellectual and even physical

demands placed on him are of immense magnitude. Not only does he

have to dissoCiete.from family and friends, he has to run the substantial

risk of being unacceptable in the new social setting to which he aspires.

Furthermore,:his deprived background haS meant that he has not become

familiar with educationally' supportive elements that at least provide

marginal pre-socialisation for the task ahead. For example, he hasn't

known; a hone library with a range of books, or met professional people

whose day-to-day dialogue covers a range of cultural, educational and

professional .matters, or visited many professional and socially relevant

environments, and so on,

Contrast such a choice-noint condition with the condition in

which the middle-class son of a prbfessional family finds himself.

The latter has been continuously reinforced for producing the kind of

educational and social performance that will lead to his easy access

to professional life. He has a realiCtic basis for' assessing the

probabilities of success.- ?fie knows the kind of demands that will be

put on him and he knows the way he has to go. Comparatively speaking

his choice is immensely easier to make than'is the'disadvantaged

child's--and this ease of choice,*it might be added, IS due-to no

effort his own.

This somewhat lengthy illustration permits one-fUrther'noint:

to be made:'In a very real sense, if middle class achievement''

orientation is the educational goal,. the education Of' disadvantaged -

children has to he' different from the education of middle-class

children. Fot.middle-Class childten it becomes a matter OrencOgraging

them to be:.realistid'eValdators of their own condition--tb' know their

Caphatth An(Ft6'estiMate how best' they may eiol6i7 them in.the:'

economicillysecure'world of the Middle-class'. For lowet-class.

childrerViebecomes-a'MatterAlf-learning to:be'unrealistic. If,they

'Are'to,athieve, theyiheige tci-pUt.kaith in:a cloud land' world somewhere

out thete-4:86iiewhere that 18 known,` sin) thrOigh the distortions= of''

T.# , cinema' and ttariSitoty;.'sd;ieifielal, 6ance'associations.- They.
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.2have:,to, ignore the harsh realities about them, their garbage strewn,

delapidated..tenements, their anomic, disenchanted and sometimes

embittered, siblings,.friends and relatives. They have to carry an

unrealistic vision that demands of them a degree of self-induced social

aphasia that is almost unbelievable.

At this point in the discussion it becomes appropriate to return

to a consideration of how the teacher in training can come to gain some

awareness of the facts of her own expectational life. This will not be

easy because of the human tendency for people to find comfort and

identity through assuming that -what they themselves are and what they

themselvesinlieve, represent both a universal and a desirable human

condition. There are therefore two problems to be met. The first is

concerned.with demonstrating to the trainees that their condition is,

in many respects, not a universal human one. The second is concerned

with demonstrating that the judgemental game, the valuing game, has

certain built-in assumptions that are untenable and certain consequences

that are educationally dysfunctional.

Socialisationaldifferences. If the trainees are to become

aware of the etiology of their own expectations and as well the

legitimacy of value systems other than their own, they need to ,

appreciate how people. are socialised into their own culture. _This

would suggest that in.addition to the individual perspective they will

have acquired from their conventional coursesin child development and

psychology, they would also need to become familiar with variations on

this:apparently universal theme as they are exhibited in different

cultural contexts. Presumably the basic point could be made most

easily by first. introducing evidence from societies that are in stark

contrast;:with the United States. Obviously there are dangers here in.

that the societies thatcontrastqvlost with the U.S.A. are either

relatively undeveloped:(primitive),or ideologically antithetical. In

the first...cage, identification.with.the primitive society is difficult

because:4)f the:assumed superiority of ones own culture. In the second

it.is;even motel-difficult because, among,the plethora of cultural

differeneesideologital,differenee.?(because °Vita:non-rational, faith

basis)AwfmostAifficult,to aacept,In general then..if,the.contrast

is too great' there .nay-be .the, real: difficulty that the trainees will

44k,
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see the illustration as only a.quaint and exotic special case.

However, if it can be assumed that in the process of planning

the curriculum, educationists,sociologists, anthropologists and social

psychologists can collaborate to word out the most strategic route to

the objective.stated earlier, we may proceed here as if the kinds of

problems envisaged have in fact been overcome.

America's cultures. The next step would be to extrapolate to

pluralistic America. It would be necessary for trainees to come to

appreciate--in the fullest sense of the word--that America is multi-

cultured. It is multi-cultured not only in the sense that its

inhabitants are polyglot with ancestral origins scattered far and wide

throughout the world, but multi-cultured also in the sense that present

American society can be seen as consisting of a number of sub-societies,

some ethnically based, some not. The identification of different sub-

cultures would be the next task. This would presumably lead to a

consideration of existential, real cultures, like for example, the

Flint Michigan community, the Webster Groves,.St. Louis, Missouri

community and, as well, abstractions like urban communities, suburban

communities, rural communities and the like. This would lead presumably

to a recognition of the utility of the social class concept and the

possibility of using social class as anancillary dimension in the

examination offixistential communities. What this means in effect, is

that.the trainees would need to became aware of.some of the ways in

which sociologists in particular have found it convenient to classify

and study societal systems.

Basic sociology. If 3ne of the objectives held for the trainees

is that they come to understand why people behave the way they do, and

if the sociological message is that people often behave the way they

do because of what they understand social reality'to be, and if the

sociologists have attempted.to describe and explain that reality, then

to some extent,.the trainees need to know something about sociological

procedures. It would seem obvious that the trainees need not 'become

accomplished sociologists but they 'should'appreciate the utility of

the-sociological perspective. This.may amount to no more than an

appretlatiori of key sociological concepts like for example; .'role,

status; norms, values, etc.,and some of the principles that have come

36a
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to be accepted in sociology, for example, multiple 'causality', cultural

relativity,. etc.

The Main purpose behind the procedures advocated so far, is to

provide a meaningful lead-in to the Issue that most concerns the

prospective teachers--the education of disadvantaged, inner city

children. The foundational idea is that the trainees have to be able

to accept the Tuner city culture as both real and reasonable. Presumably,

the comparative culture approach just discussed, will lead them to accept

the possibility that an inner city culture could exist. But what it is

like and whether it could be seen to be reasonable or not would remain

to be demonstrated. In seeking to provide the demonstration, the

curriculum plannerruns into the problem of balancing the issue of cause

and effect with the presentation of fact. There are many facts of

inner:City life with which the trainees* could become familiar. These

facts, in contrast with the facts cf suburban life, repeatedly show

the inner city to be at disadvantage. If the trainees have not yet

accepted the idea of (at least limited) cultural determination, such

contrasts will only serve to reinforce their own feelings of superiority.

Necessarily then, decisions on what facts to intibduce, in what way and

when, will be contingent on the students' demonstrated sensitivity to

the idea of cultural relativity. On the assumption that such a task

of pedagogical diagnosis would be undertaken, it is appropriate here,

for illustrative purposes, to give a brief review of a representative

sample, of some af'the facto of disadvantaged life. The qualification

just made about the optimum time in a training program for their

presentation needs to be kept in mind.

Facts of Disadvantage

General environmental conditions. Two criteria are basic to the

delineation of.the urban disadvantaged. The disadvantaged liVe in the

inner .city,often,in slum conditions--and they are poor. However, as

Gottlieb & Ramsay (1967) point out:, a more precise definition results

when aAnnstellation of..variablea is taken into account. The five

co-related, status variables' that they enumerate are: educational-

attainment; employment, and -income; social prestige and power; ,authority;

and living level. These operating together confirm (in both senses of
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the:word) the condition of disadvantage. They provide tangible evidence

that .enables .disadvantage to be.identified and labelled by others, and

they ensure that the path out of disadvantage is difficult to find and

hard to travel.

The reason why the disadvantaged stay disadvantaged lies partly

in the very efficient. way in which they have succestfully accommodated

to their deprived environment:

"Just as the members of the higher skilled working class and
of management act in response to their culture, to their system of
social and economic rewards, so do the underprivileged workers
act in accord with their culture. The habits of 'shiftlessness',
'irresponsibility','lack of ambition', absenteeism, and .of
quitting the job, which management usually regards as a result of
the 'innate' perversity of underprivileged white and Negro workers,
are in fact normal responses that .the worker has learned from his
physical and social environment. These habits constitute a system
of behavior and attitudes which are realistic and rational in that
environment in which the individual of the slums has lived and in
which he has been trained."

(Davis, 1946)

This environment to which the urban dweller has adapted, is

distinctive in a number of ways. There the rate of population increase

is greater than the over-all national rate. 'This is due both to the

city-wards migration of country dwellers (particularly Negroes) and

the higher birthrate prevailing in lower socio-economic groups. The

resultant population saturation has a number of consequences. Job

Opportunities for theUnskilled and ,emi-skilled workers who constitute

the bulk' of the disadvantaged populdce are at a premium (Manpower

Reports to the President, 1968). Furthermore, despite a parallel'

migration of white collar workers from the city, housing Is difficult

to obtain, is usually sub-standard (American Federationist, 1967) and

expensive (Lewis, 1968). Invariably, population density within dwelling

units ii alsO high (POdell, 1967)' With the result that liVing conditions

Are also often sub-standard. 'SqUalor 'prevails (Carmichael, 1967).

In'one New York survey a third of the buildings holding welfare people

were found to be infested with rats'and the halls littered with garbage

(Podell, 1967). diletto (the current euphemism for ethnic slums) are
,N

charecteritied by economic underdevelopment, cultural deprivation, high

infant'M6rtality, high T.B. infetiOr'edUcational facilities'and

uneilOymer 671fislow,'1968Y6iill,
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The employment issue is a vexed one both for the disadvantaged

themselves and those who have been concerned with alleviating dis-

advantage -Poverty.in our society is frequently seen as a function

of employment. Capability for employment has often been cited as-

the cause of disadvantage and has been advocated as the right focus

for remediation. The faces show that unemployment is concentrated

in cities in general (Bienstock, 1968) ( Manpower Report to the President,

1968) and in slums in particular (Manpower Report to the President, 1968).

Necessarily, unemployment results from the juxtaposition of inter-

related conditions--a limited demand for the type of labor available

and an abundance Of that type of labor. The logical remedies for

state of affairs are also twofold. They are (i) the creation of

more unskilled and semi-skilled jobs (Fogel) (Manpower Report to the

President, 1968) to accommodate the available labor supply, .'and' (ii)

the reforming of the labor supply (Manpawsr Report 'tOi'the-Oiesident,

1968) (U.S. Department of Labor, 1967) (via, 1968)

so that it comes to possess marketable attributes. This latter is

likely to be easier said than done because of the composition of the

unemployed Pdpuitioil.. Data show that both ends of the age scale

are overly represented amongst the unemployed. Teenagers or relatively

young adults constitute a major class (Bienstock, 1968) (U.S. Department

of Labor, 1967). So do the aged (Manpower Report to the President, 1968)

(U.S. Department of Labor, 1967). Lmong the young, many are, school drop-

outs (Manpower Report to the President, 1968) (U.S. Department of.Labor,

1967), and the general education level is low anpawer Report to the

president, 1968) (Bienstock, 1968) (U.S. nepartment of Labor, 1967)

(Fogel)., In, addition, partly because of a measure of family instability

and partly. because, of ..the ineligibility of lower class males for draft

deferment, a disproportionate proportion of disadvantaged families shave

female heads (Manpower Report to the President, 1968) (U.S. Department

of Labor, 1967).. It is estimated that about 25% are headed by females

(40n non -white families) and 20% are headed by the aged (Somers, 1967).

Other findings report a similar state of affairs. In one study of

families on welfare more than 40% were found to be without resident

spousep,Vhile 25; of mothers were living without their husbands

(Podell, 1967). Another report revealed that of the welfare families

4.
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investigated, 56% had children at school, that mothers were the only

adults, in most families' and that fathers were present in less than

30% of cases (rode'', 1968). 'These 'facts place a great proportion

of thd disadvantaged outside the range of help offered by employment

programs. It should be noted that unemployment is more often better

regarded as undereiployment rather than chronic non-employment.

Poverty families are usually headed by a full time worker whose wages

are too low to support the family (Somers, 1967), or by a worker whose

employment is irregular (Bernstein, 1967). As well, wives often work

(Lewis. 1968). One investigation reported that 50% of wives and

mothers were employed outside the home (Smitson, 1967). Predictably,

indebtedness is prevalent (Meyer, 1963). However, the composition of

welfare assisted people is subject to a measure of change. The New

York study found that 8% of those studied in 1966 were not on welfare

in 1967 and that if there were fathers in the household (especially

white), there was a greater likelihood of graduation out of welfare

(Podeil, 1968). One consistent characteristic of poverty is apparent- -

the larger the family the larger the poverty risk for children.

The slum environment has been held responsible for coercing

the attitude beliefs and values of its inhabitants. It is also clearly

acknowledged to be the lowest status environment in the society. These

two factors in combination have sometimes provoked the social concern

of the recorder. For example, the slum has been referred to as an

'airtight cage' where people are 'crippled in mind and spirit'

(Lyford, 1966). The slum environment has been seen as 'hostile and

destructive'(Ryan, 1966), a place where there is little sense of

belonging (Lyford, 1966) and whence there is little hope of 'escape'.

Subjective overtones are less apparent in the position taken by

Fried & Lewin (1965). They warn both that distinction should be made

between types of poor housing areas and that stable, family-based

working class slums include a population many times the'aize of skid

row' areasi. In their report they also list 'functions' that the

slums were. seen to serve, viz.

(tY'as a real labor market,,for. low status workers,

)1ii) as a transitional. Community half -way- between the.pre-

industrial'societrof the rural worker and modern
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industrial society,

as a transitional community that provides inhabitants with

for adaptation to the complex demands of a

challenging environment by providing social psychological

security And temporary release from the pressures of the

complex outside world.

Stein (1968a & b) in a field study of a Boston slum reinforces the

Pried-Levin points. He identified three characteristic types of

inhabitants; (1) families maintaining a minimum middle-class front,

(2) downwardly mobiles affected by alcoholist, extreme poverty,

isolation, ethnic-discrimination, or a combination of these, and

(3)disorganised families who maintain a facade of middle-class

respectability which fractures when crisis strikes. For the latter

group, the slum provides an asylum because it minimises the consequences

of inadequate psychotic development. Williams's study (1967) of a

Cleveland ghetto confirms the transitional nature of the ghetto. Working

from MIMI& data, he found-that between 1960 and 1965 a number of Negroes

had moved up to more affluent situations. However, he also found that

in the same period, the gap between the 'haves' and 'have-nots' had

-Increased partly because of deterioration of conditions in the worst

patt of the ghetto--the crisis ghetto--which had become a hard-core

poverty environment. While the actual population of the crisis ghetto

had declined 'by about 20% nonetheless, for the inhabitant once inside,

the chancts Of remaining and the deleterious consequences of remaining

were greater than in other city locations.

The ghetto:dweller's involvement in and commitment to society

is distinctive.' 21 middle- 'class standards he has limited participation

in society(Chilman, 1967) in that he is isolated from formal community

associations (Smitlan, 1967) (Lundenfeld, 1968) (Hunter, 1964). But

as Jeffers ,(1967) points out, there is extensive:inter-neighborhood

communication among=innevcity inhabitants. In the earlier mentioned

New Yotk study; sevenAn ten had relatives in New York; nearly half'..

had them in the same neighborhood; sevenin ten had neighbors 'who

helped in tines of illnessHilix in ten had mutual child-care

arrangementi.; Ancl.oleri,halflia&someane to,tutn'to in trouble (Podell,

1963). Another istudy2alsoihowed that families withAhe lowest and

4.
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nost,irregular incomes developed extensive adaptive networks of

communication to facilitate the exchange of goods and services

(Jeffer,s1.1967).. Understandably, the more familistic the neighborhood,

the. greater the involvement in it (Lundenfeld,.1968), but surprisingly

there. was considerable mobility into and out of the inner city (Podell,

1968). However, such interaction is apparently insufficient to develop

a sense of community (Lyford, 1960. This may be attributable to the

lack of.group participation (Samuelson, 1967) and the characteristically

unstable character of-interpersonal relationships that prevail in

ghettos (Geisner & La Sorte, 1964). The resultant lack ofa sense

of belonging is .associated with extreme loneliness (Jeffers, .1967)

and at times with withdrawal (Cohen, 1964).

However, such a state of affairs need not be completely

attributable to inner city living. Lundenfeld records: (i) that

although the inner city cannot be .satisfactorily regarded as a

community, the suburban community is one of limited liability; (ii)

that few people,suburban.or not, have interest or involvement in the

life of the polls, (iii)that the bureaucratic nature of formal

government precludes individual :,articipation and (iv) that the

democratic ideology is not manifested in social behavior - -or in other

words that democratic social. processes are relatively rare in the

'real' world of ,suburbia.

It Dvnot the purpose of the nresent discussion to present: a

treatise on the social conditions of inner city living. The brief

limited, outline of some facts of lifej4st presented, was used for..,.

illustrative purposes only. For the training pro&am,. careful selection

and elaboration of material well beyond this limited example would be

necessary. ,At the present point in the discussion it is now appropriate

to return to.the teacher in training.

--:.,,Effects-of cultural .insensitivity. Somewhat earlier the point

was made that in order to beconeAttuned:to the; idea of cultural,

relativity,,,the teacher:trainees,mould need to become aware of the

dysfunetonal,consequences,of not doingsisq.

Thereare'two ways, in which, the disregarding of cultural

militate,againetthe educational: performance of dis-:

advantaged .children. Firsti,itmay.conpributeto the, ;child's failure



to learn, -anirsetond, it may contribute to the development of negative

attitudet. 'loth of these are discussedelow.

"Learnink failure. The educative' process can be conveniently

Seen as a:tranSaction between three basic components: the teacher,

the pupil and-the curriculum (Adams, 1969). In brief, the teacher's

task is to-chatgeHthe undesited (uneducated) condition of the pupil so

that it comes to approximate the desired (educated) condition reflected

by the curriculum:-` Whether the teacher will succeed or not depends

on her diagnosing the initial condition of the pupil, her

underStanding of the deSire4 result, and her knowledge of the means

apptopriate.for- mediating-between the two. It follows then. that if

the initial diagnosis is faulty then the process will fail. Teachers

Who are Unaware of the cultural realities that lie behind the manifested

behavior of her pupils are likely to diagnose' incorrectly. For'example,

a teacher not familiar With the Mexican norm that requires children to

speak quietly and deferentially to adults may well interpret as dis-

obedience their failure-to 'Speak-out' in response to her urgings

Similarly, when Negrd children respectfully look away while talking

to an'adhlt"; any attenipt to get them to 'face-up' requires them :to

behave'disteapettfhlly andvgressively. A more specifically educationally-

relevaht ilihstration is to be found in non-standard Negro English.

Linguists are now largely persuaded that Negro English has many distinctive

features that are functional Within the Negro non-standard English

language tdMunity. In` other words, some language features of non -

standard' Negro' exclusive to a sub-set of the population

(Adids,'Sdbin & LoCkerman,-1969). Non-standard Negro English has been

hbfeCted to'' intensive 'study, especially at the Center for Applied

Linguistics at gashinftoti.. Loflin (1966) (whose views are not completely

shared by all linguists) claims that deep structural differences

'between Nigrd-ficin-:ttaiidard Enpl ieh anctstandard American English are

discernable'and that thete lisbme justification for talking of

aspiAidtliadkIingimige;'& if' they were iforeige. One implication

that follows from this positidn'ii that the teacher who is unaware 'df

such affireaces taylbe-guiiiy of &shining that the Negro child is

ip4ikfhg"thetifridt-Eniiiih Whin'in,fAtt this is tot the case. The

chill is soeaCltig` a systeitiff0;rule-based language that is entirely

371'"'
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functional in his own environment. Perhaps.itmay thrpw light on.the

point at issue ,to make a parallel. between English English and ,American

t_is apparent that the two are often different phonologically

(the sounds are different), sometimes different, semantically (word

meanings are different) and very occasionally, different syntactically

(structures are different). The uninitiated Englishman is somewhat.

prone to hold up, his hands in horror at what. the Americans do to the

'Queen's. English'. .Similarly, naive American visitors to Britain

exclaim, sometimes stridently, on how the natives,*talk funny".. Both

languages are, of course, legitimate in their own social contexts.

Negative attitudes. Language provides a convenient point at

which to consider the attitudinally detrimental.effects of failing to

recognize cultural relativity. One of the:.structures that appears to

be unique to non-standard Negro English is the use of forms like "he

sick" and "he be, sick" under circumstances, when a standard speaker

would use "he is sick ". In fact the meanings are different in that

"he sick" has a built-in indicator of permanegcy .while s*cle! has

a built-in ,indicator.of impermanency. A teacher unfamiliar with such

facts of language,life, may see this legitimate Negro usage as error.

However, because the rule basis of the language behavior will have

become well internalized by the time her pupils are six years old,. the

so-called 'error' behavior will persist. This state of affairs will

give little satisfaction to,the teacher--who anpears to be failing- -

or to the, children who will increasingly become targets of her (141-.

pleasure. The resulting ill -will generated, will do nothing to,

promote the children's interest in continuing education or the teacher's

in continuing teaching. Multiplythip instance a thousand times as

,performces.other,than language ones.are included and soon life. In

urbatl.classrooms becomes the dreary,business we know it usually to be.

It,is not a uniquelysociological insight that failure breeds

failure_and,,success,breedg success. However, it is apparent, that in

the,.urban,elaciaroom failurenegative sanctioning and vilification

feature much more prominently than they do in ,suburban ones. .111 so., far

as the teacher's lack of,appreciation of .cultural relativity and of

expectstional,conflict both, contribute to th4vcondition, no one,

teacher.or pupil! profits. ,

".. VItt
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The Trainee as an Expectation Repository.

As a member 'of-an educational organisation. Educational

organisations' have not excited the interests of organisation researchers

in the'eami'Mty that industrial and, to a lesser extent, medical ones

have; Thefe"still remain only three studies of the school that are

regarded as foundational, viz. Wailer (1932), Coleman (1961) and cordon

(1951),'although there has been a mild upsurge in investigations into

organisational clitate stemming from Halpin & Croft's (1963) work.

NeVertheleii; Biawkill's statement (1965) that a major study of the

school as an organisation remains to be'dOne, is as substantially true

to-day as it'Wilis'then: As a consequence-me are generally ignorant of

the school as an organisation and therefore overly reliant on what

many4iiters'haVe eald'it'Ought to be.

It ii'iherefore tempting to extrapolate to education from the

more develoPed field of indubtrial research. The terminology some-

times'Seeis-io apply. For instance, the school manifests many of the

characteristics of formal bureaucracy (Weber, 1968) and, if Lane, Corwin

&.-14pinahan (1967) are cOrrect,'a number of 'informal' ones'as well.

However, a certain amount of caution needs to be exercised over too

ready-a'transferof ideas'from'odteide fields. As Rhea(1963) has argued,

there are significant differences between 'people processing' organisations

and 'thing ptimeising' organisations.

Organisation men. Iirespecti7e of the facts of the matter

howeVet,rieadhefi'mithin educational organisations are caught in the

comnlexiiiei.thai constitute it and sustain it. There are two

logically alternatiVe forms'of behavior oren' to them. They can either

confariCto or anisational demands and become 'establishment men' or they

can rejeCi them and become 'mavericks'!' Neither alternative is completely

satiefact6Wbecause both itiTiay.iiational noeitions. The one sacrifices

indiVianalitrit the naie'Of the organisation: The other sacrifices the

organisation in the name of individuality.' Given the eduCational

enterpfie4ii'reliane.6n"abalancinetif'indiVidual and organisational

fadital:ri$ihtot radical lsft postures are adopted

it Ai AViOdettai it'ii'ihk:enterjoiisethat suffers.
,) ,

It ie a'notatilelat'oflate''20ih century life, that individuals

have immense difficulty in seeing themselves'as both being complemented

4'
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by their'efivii6titent and,.ihrturn-complementing it themselves. There

16:soie.indidation'that this is being changed as dramatic deterioration

in the phySidal environment makes the lesson obvious. It still remains

an open questidn hOWeVer, whether or not the parallel lesson will be

appreciated thatltdiViduals are.also partners in a social environment

that is equally. subject to pollution' and induced decay. However, it

does seem reasonable to suggest'ihatteachers can begin to appreciate

the point and modify their own behavior accordingly.

In both the classroom and school' social environment, the teacher

has considerable manipulative power over the social system. How she

exercises it will help determine whether it becomes-a depressed area

or a redevelopment site. However, to operate efficiently she must be

aware of Some of the 'characteristics of Social Systems. To this end

concepts like 'norms', 'sanctions', 'values','communication networks'

referenda groups, power, etc, are relevant. -What she needs is.the

ability to analyse the social systenis in which she operates so that

she .can both understand what is transpiring and, where necessary, go

abOUt indudinft change effectiiriely. Further than this, if shellas

learhed safe techniques for survival in complex organisations, she:

ihoilld at least be -able to convey something of her knowledge to her

pupils.. After all -it is patently apparent that disadvantaged children

haVe'same large-adale system-odds loaded against them. On the grounds

of statistical probability alone, many of them are not going to be

able to break-oilt of the ghetto. The'nejority are likely to remain

in the low income brackets,forced to bear the economic and social

disadvantages that are persistently in attendance. However, because

the possibility of 'escape' increases with facility in manipulating

and adapting to complex social environments--in other words; by beihg

able to operate within the system--it is the teacher's task to promote

such a skill. Her dilemma however, is to avoid destroying those who,
. ,

because of the odds, will not be able to make it. This delicate task

of social interpretation requires insights and abilities that so far,

few teachers demonstrate. This is because it is difficult to avoid

seeing the problem as one of social injustice. In a country committed

to the idea of "liberty and.justice for all" it is apparent that the .

" , .;
twin accidents of birth and territory, act differentially to favor some

t-tf"v
3.71.6r.:. 4,c
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and put others at disadvantage. Furthermore, the social change

necessary to_revoke this situation is of a magnitude we find difficult

ro,appreciate. The teacher thus has to avoid the twin evils;

fomenting futile protest or inducing apathetic resignation.

.,This suggests that the teacher of disadvantaged children needs

some introduction to grout dynamics and some introduction to

organisational research and theory also. These would provide her with

the means of both functioning more efficiently herself, and of helning

her pupils to an appreciation of some of the more invisible facts of

life in societies - -large and small.

- Parental Contacts. -If parents influence children. and-if ,

teachers influence children then it seems obvious that they should,

from time to time, get together. However, when the school is seen by

parents-as an alien,-unfriendly and unhelpful bastion of the establishment,

communication between parentrand teacher becomes extremely difficult.

In recent years, effortsat gaining community involvement in education

have attempted to remedy this situation. The success of such attempts

stand or, fall on the,nroficiency teachers can demonstrate in dealing

withthe delicatesocial issues involved. It would seem apparent then

that teachers-need special training for this aspect of the job as well.

Skillin dealing with parents at school and more likely, in the homes

of their children is, like most other skills, susceptable to training

and education. Necessarily the kinds of awareness discussed earlier

are, likely tobe very relevant to :the problems that ensue.

lAscussion

It has not been the purpose of this presentation to outline in

detail the procedures and processes that need to be developed to give

substance to a training program for teachers of disadvantaged children.
:

The principal concern has been to establish a plausible, rational basis
: % ,1 4' 4

from which such detailed planning might proceed. This first step then

would be followed by the drawing up of behavioral objectives that were

consistent with the general treposals made. 7Aese would specify what

experiences the trainees had to have, and what behavioral outcomes
e;,) " 3 , r :' * " 5 ,

would.be required. -Perhaps it should also be emphasized at this point,
f: , " , ,

that the reason for initiating such a training program at all is so

A
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that teaches behalr4o, can be modified, in such a way that the behavior
becomes educationally functional.. Tc:w this endany emphasis .placed on
usd erstandiRg",::appy..eciation" zInd attitude is quite incidental.

It ,is valuable ,only,. in sp. fir as it,, contributes to ,behavior. This

rather hard-nosed sociological point of view probably :contrasts quite
markedly with some psychological orientations that would require
eraphasisto be put on attitudes,and, feelings o. However, as -the' sociologists
in the consortium_*.lointedout, it is il?oth unreasonable and unrealiStit
to evaluate teachers (and student.3) on their 'state. of eare.' What a
person feels is, they, thourtht,,of no necessary consequence to others
if his_ behavior :.It.ould be
an objective of the program to_produce such socially and educationally
functional behavior.

In order to specify, thisIbthavior,.;it would be necessary for
educationists and sociologists to collaborate. FFrom the dialogue between

. I

them,. would.,eserge an analysis .of.the4inds:of settings toc.which teachers

wouldbeexposed and the kin4slof,. situations likely-to develop there .

From this analysis would be derived general principles .of-alternate,
narpropria,%e!,! behaviours, so thatmthe trainee eventually schooled in
them would have ,an extensive .repertoire of choices. In turn the.

boththelrepertoire ,and the power to apply general
principles, to:specifici instances wpuld,depend:-on the 'kind of training
undertaken. It seems reasonable ,t4) assume that:the mere realistically

oriented Fmk, the .bel:ter.--, Tol:this end., the curriculum

expepenoes, for .example-,, -in..ghettosi with

those who ankwork Pher,ei.-12 The nature and extent of:such experiences
andy the; priortsocialisation:.necestoLryould again become Part of the
task for the p,4.,rmexp. 51.1,4larly,,,,theplanners,,, if, they wished to be
contemporary Fatherhan tzaditionsl, would make. use of modern educational
aids--computers ssliaped,.legning., simulated situations , and,: other

programed ArFnlegflevises,,letc? eagentialt,part Of, the: iprogram

too would Abe ,experience in ghetto schools.
PresuTMTztiAs iF9,411 be ,FITefulzk-Plikipoct with the /ground.. apple priately

01' Prerafli. r'`041tItIVIIP1:94°41;191.cg4gten, experienced by rtraine :in -
schools would be minimised. To this end the cooperating teScherit and

principals would become part of the program initially concerned with

378
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the task- of training the new. recruits to the profession.' This would be

in marked, distinction-from the' Chaiacterietically denigratory (and un-
professional) attitudeS adopted by prectiCingrteachers when they make
first. contactlwith .the juveriile::nOvitiates frOM the alien world of the
College of Education:-

Inone Sense this presentation haa-carried a simple message - -it
has..:argued that basing a training 'prtigrata on the kinds of activities
that :occupy a Jteacheris' life- g`pSce-i,iould be a'reasonable thing to do.
It has also -asked-however, 'wha't it really like out there in the
world of teaching..- ,;,Surprisinglyit= this 'question ha's been 'a very uncommon
one In..,educationv; Remarkably feti studiee'haVe attempted. to describe
thei real, teaching- world, and substantlally fa have attempted to investigate
various ways of dealing with it. As a consequence, traditional training
programs have, increasingly .beeri. 'forted t'o' rel. y on iseerting what teaching
ought to;., be- like' 4 ,Suth exhortittiOn Of ' dour' ge , been bolstered by
recourse,ito,,,/authoritative workg in Ii4yCholOgy, development and

learning but,vit must :be added; 'aeldom-'-thOlie 'derived from' classroom'
field,conditions.: .

i-;

t The. argument has ".also gOne 'beyond the conventional view 'of

teaching ,which --sees itc-afi 'laarner-bontid 'phenomenon. It has also

recognixed!thecirganieationtl.-Chaiddter "of :the teaChin,Y; voCaiiOn'so

that !the. -.teacher, as classroogr'orgAniSer complex
:...-organisati'on4s taken,,,itato';account also. '

,:; t ;Whilov such: perspectives' are- iiifted-;-as ere rPerspeetives--
the ?fact that, they ternaivvelattvery undeideVelopee.iii. Most colleges of
educatim azidatthat most< colleges oft effica.tion"have done noon lób of
producing) teachem tenable futiCtiOning efficiently ands effectively
with,disadvantiggeds-/ehildren; iMp liro4olee' thOiight itoweVeii, not even
thglsaciologial Oerspectitre Citii( eicneCte'd to f)tiydAe tinivesa
palliativd,iforntheiller:OfidisadirtititagedTedifcation--46i' the Slim).ie
reason :thattlnot call. disadiraittagitV, ills 'to '"

sociological ,-terniS.147harthe.'socifiltikideil'.iieriinective p

hglievervistitheressenttaltfitid' iseediial*SystemiC nature of social
interactioattnIt xthucTtoiddes 'more fruitful
fieldaof ;vision.

,-fr ; i.A t:
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